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Methodist Keview.

JAI^UARY, 1885.

Art. I.—bishop SIMPSON.

The first century of the Methodist Episcopal Church of Amer-

ica be2:an with the consecration and episcopal services of Fran-

cis Aslniry, the typical Methodist Bishop ; it closes and culmi-

nates in the useful and briUiant career of Matthew Simpson, than.

whom no man of his age has more sincerely served God and his

race, or more highly honored the great office to wliich the suf-

frages of his brethren had called him. If our episcopacy had

its root and stock in the sturdy Asbury, surely in the eloquent

Simpson it found its full flower and fruit. It is doubtful if"

any other Bishop in dying has left the office more luminous or

fragrant.

Matthew Simpson, D.D., LL.D., was born at Cadiz, the

county-seat of Harrison County, Ohio, on June 21, 1811, and

died in Philadelphia, Pa., June IS, ISSl. He was the son of

James and Sarah Tingley Simpson. His father was a native of

the north of Ireland, and was of Scotch-Irish descent. 1^'hat

English Puritans did for New England, the Scotch-Irish Pres-

byterians did for many sections of our Middle and Southern

States, and both were good stocks for Methodist grafting.

James Simpson, on arriving in this country, landed first at

Baltimore, Md., and thence emigrated when a young man to

Bouth-eastern Ohio. Here he married Sarah Tingley (de-

scended from a French-English family of New Jersey), who
also emigrated to Ohio about the same time. Soon after

Matthew's birth, Mr. Simpson removed with his family to

Pittsburg, Pa. A year later the father died, and Mrs. Simp-

son, with her infant son, returned to Cadiz, and thenceforward

1—FIFTH SERTK>;, VOL T.
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the training of young Simpson was under the guidance of

his mother and of Mr. Matthew Simpson, the paternal uncle

whose name he bore. The mother was a devout Christian

woman, of plain dress and affable manners. She possessed

strong native sense, associated with a vivacious temperament,

and much of the naivete peculiar to the French. Mr. Matthew

Simpson was well quahfied, as an educated Christian gentleman,

to be the instractor and guardian of the boy. A close biblical

student, reading the Scriptures in the original Greek and He-

brew, a school teacher, a representative man in his county, a

constant and active member of the Methodist Church from his

early youth, he was in all respects fitted to give bent to the

mind of the future Bishop ; and so the lad grew, under the fos-

terino- uurture of the mother's love and the uncle's wisdom.

After receiving such academical training as Cadiz could afford,

he was sent to Madison College, Pa., which had recently come

under the patronage of the Pittsburg Annual Conference, and

of which the Eev. H. B. Bascom, D.D., then in the height of

his fame as a pulpit orator, was the president (1S2T-1S29).

The good uncle meant, no doubt, to be loyal to the new Meth-

odist College ; but likely he was equally drawn by the eloquent

Bascom, who was now the pride and joy of all Methodists.

Young Simpson's mind was fit tinder for the sparks which

flashed from Bascom's blazing intellect.

Such was young Simpson's proficiency in his studies, that at

the early age of eighteen years he was made tutor in the col-

lege. Having determined to become a physician, he returned

to Ohio. There—it is not sure just where—he studied medi-

cine, and had entered upon its practice when, under a powerful

conviction of duty, he was led to change his course, and to accept

license to preach as a Methodist local preacher. He was " re-

ceived on trial" by the Pittsburg Conference in 1833, and

appointed to the circuit where he lived. He was rapidly ad-

vanced to charges in Pittsburg and ^lonongahela cities. In

1837 Madison College was absorbed by Allegheny College,

located at Meadville, Pa., in which he was elected vice-president

and professor of natural philosophy and chemistry. In 1S39

he was elected president of the new Indiana Asbury Unive -

sity (now De Pauw) at Greencastle, Ind. After remaining

here nine years, laying deep and broad foundations for the
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institution, he was elected by the General Conference of 184S

editor of the *' Western Christian Advocate," and removed to

Cincinnati. He was a delegate to the General Conference of

ls44: at New York, and also to that of ISiS at Pittsburg, and

was again returned as a delegate to the General Conference of

1852 at Boston, bj which body, on the twenty-fifth day of its

session, he was elected to the ofiice of Bishop of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. He was then within a few weeks of the

completion of his forty-first year ; being, with the exception of

Bisliop Janes, the youngest man ever elected to that office.

His subsequent residences were successively at Pittsburg,

Pa., Evanston, 111., and Philadelphia, Pa. ; but according to

^[ethodist law and usage he was a General Superintendent, a

Bishop etpially wherever the jurisdiction of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church extended. He presided over the Annual and

General Conferences in rotation with his associate Bishops, fix-

ing the appointments of the preachers to their several charges

of ministerial work, and also traveling abroad, as he was desig-

nated by his colleagues, into foreign countries, wherever the

Church had established missions. In addition to his strictly

official routine work must be reckoned his well-nigh countless

eermons and addresses on ordinary and special occasions, his

private conversations and counsels, his social and political inter-

changes of thought and courtesy. The record would fill many
large volumes ; and the least which we may expect, at a con-

venient opportunity, is one good volume, or more, which will

embody in fair and just proportions his life-work.

The most that can be required in an article so brief as this

is an attempt at determining somewhat the historical position

of our great and good Bishop. But only an attempt ; for it is

yet too early to do more. We are still in the shadow of that

moving, vital, well-nigh overpowering personality from which
we cannot easily emerge, so as to be able to look at him calmly

and clearlv. A man at the foot of a o-reat mountain must iret

away from its base far out upon the plain if he would measure
its proportions. Should this Review notice fall into eulogy, it

Will be of a piece with every thing and every body who came
into close contact with the man—his spell is upon the writer.

Bi-^hop Simpson was the most truly representative man and
minister of American Methodism in the last half century. As
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sucli he has not only impressed himself more strongly upon his

times than any of his contemporaries, but his influence is des-

tined to be more distinctive and controlling for succeeding gen-

erations than that of any one of them. And if the most truly

representative minister of American iXTethodism, why not of

the American Church ? Modesty may, perliaps, forbid us to

press this question: it is therefore only suggested. If, in the

providence of God, our Methodist Bishop was brought to the

front of the hosts of American Christians, and did more deeply

impress their mind and shape their action than any other

living minister, to God only be the glory. He was the common
property of all believers in Christ. Certainly, as the foremost

preacher and officer of the numerically largest Protestant de-

nomination of the land—as a theologian of sound and evangel-

ical belief—as a Christian of the most catholic spirit—as a citizen

of the truest patriotism—as a philanthropist in warm and wide

sympathy with all that concerns the welfare of his fellow-creat-

ures—as a man of affairs always just and prudent—as one of

the people touching them every-where by the magnetism of his

presence—and as a preacher illumining, stirring, and charming

all ahke by tlie force of his ideas and his eloquence, to none did

he stand second. "What other man of all the Churches has so

completely embodied all these attributes ? Some may have been

more profound and accurate theologians ; others more varied and

riper scholars ; others, again, better informed and more active

humanitarians; and still others of more original and pronounced

ideas and better judges of law ; and there may have been even

tJiose whose eloquence at times was more incisive and search-

ing: ; yet who among; them all united in such harmonv all these

qualities, any one of which is enough to make a man distin-

guished ? If it is asked, Wherein lay his greatness ? after pos-

sibly the mention of his oratory, fii-st of all, one would be as

liable to point to any one thing for which he was remarkable

as to another.

But dismissing the question of his relative position in the

Church at large, as Methodist Episcopalians probably there will

be no dispute among us in conceding to him the highest niche

in our ecclesiastical temple. We have known other men and

ministers who excelled him in some one thing, and who may
have had, owing to certain favoring conditions, more direct
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Inrtucnce personally in molding the opinions and sliaping the

Conduct of men. It would be hard for the old students of Bas-

coui, Olin, Durbin, M'Clintock, Thomson, and a few more who

ini-'ht be mentioned, to acknowledge the superior power of

any man to these men, especially in the particular relations in

which they were so intimately known ; but when all is granted

which is claimed for these, at some point they fall short of

Simpson's influence. Either tlieir gifts were less universal or

tlicir spheres were more limited. They may at some time have

moved with equal brightness in their orbits, but not always so

uniformly, and their rounds were more circumscribed.

The office of a Bishop in the Methodist Episcopal Church

affords grand opportunities for commanding moral and relig-

ious power. It cannot make a small man great, though even

here men of comparatively moderate talents, who have been

invested with its functions, have been raised, at least tempo-

rarily, to an influence incalculably beyond what they could

have attained without it. There are men, highly influential

before being elected Bishops, whose real power is not thereby

enhanced, simply because they were better adapted to their for-

mer sphere than to this. All men cannot be equally successful,

and cannot equal their former successes in altered circumstances.

A man whose success as an educator, a book agent, a secretary,

an editor, a pastor, or a presiding elder, is unquestioned, and

even brilliant, may comparatively fail as a Bishop. He may
make a good and acceptable Bishop, but fall short of the same

standins: in his new vocation which he had in his old. There

may be a want of adaptation, or he may lack the magnitude to

fill the oflice to the utmost. Bishop Ames once asked a presid-

ing elder how he was getting on. When answered, " Very
well," he rejoined, "Ah ! a presiding elders district is about the

right size, but the episcopacy is too big." When a statue is to

be placed high, as on a portico or a tower, it must be of such

size as to compensate for distance and relations, otherwise it

^\iill appear diminutive and incongruous. It had better be

down on the ground and near the beholder, for its own sake as

Well as for the general architectural effect.

I recollect that some years ago Dr. Abel Stevens, in one of

his live discussions on men and measures in the Church, with

characteristic freedom mildly expressed regret for the election
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of Drs. Ames and Simpson to tlie episcopacy. He claimed

tluit they were so tied up by ecclesiastical laws and usages that

tlieir influence would be correspondingly curtailed. They could

not participate, as before, in the debates of the General Confer-

ences, or be outspoken on public questions, or any more be lead-

ers of reforms. This was the drift of his argument. But lias

the sequel approved his judgment in Bishop Simpson's case ?

It was not possible that Matthew Simpson could be wholly re-

pressed in any position. His individuality would have asserted

itself in making things move "wherever he might be placed, and

he must have been a leader and at the front under any circum-

stances. But he had the instinct, the training, and the magni-

tude for a Bishop. When he was consecrated a Bishop, as

Sunmer said of Chase when Chase ^yas sworn in as Chief-Jus-

tice, '"A shapely block of granite was hoisted to its place."

The episcopal office is not to be judged simply by its disci-

plinary functions, although these, as showhig the lowest view

of its capg,jc;jty. feu- good, present unusnal opportunities. If a

Bishop should accomplish no more than the giving of correct

decisions on points of law, and adjusting the preachers and

charges to each other, a very important trust would be dis-

charged, and the results might be sufficiently far-reaching to

render the agent in so vast a work mighty for God. But if, in

addition to these, he possesses capabilities not defined by the

Discipline, and which may be regarded as incidents of the

ofiice, such as the ability in the charmed circles of society both

by private talks and public addresses to inspire men with a

resistless energy, and lift them upon a higher plane, aud set

them a-going on new and world-wide enterprises, it must be

admitted that he magnifies the office almost indefinitely.

Bishop Simpson, all will allow, entered into and discharged

all the essential and accidental functions of the ejiiscopacy

with entire success. He found much in the ofiice, and he

gave to it as much as he found. It offered him full scope for

all his powers, and his powers magnified it. This gem of first

water found its proper setting. Xo one who knew him, or

who will hereafter know the truth of him, can ever speak

slightingly of the Methodist episcopacy. Such a one must
acknowledge its consummate grace when occupied by a man
whose many-sidedness measured up to its capacity.
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No amount of work Bisliop Simpson could liave rendered

tlic Churcli, however excellent in quality, would have compen-

eatcd for a failure in the legal requirements of his office. There

is not the least evidence that his eminent services as an orator,

or as a man of affairs, ever led him to slight the official duties

of his position as General Superintendent. Nothing that he

did was done more satisfactorily than his work in what has

come to be known as the cahhiet. In making the appoint-

ments of the preachers, no Bishop was more patient and pains-

takino-, more thoughtful of the welfare of both pastors and

people, or more judicious in his allotments. He was accessible

to the least church or the least preacher. Indeed, far from re-

pelling, he ever invited all freely to approach him, and to say

what was in their hearts. He desired to do the best for all

parties, and he needed all possible light to direct him. And

Eomehow, there was that utter self-abandonment and frankness

which awakened confidence in the most timid preacher who

might go to him with any personal burden or perplexity about

his appointment. No doubt he sometimes made mistakes (and

no one was more ready to acknowledge them than he), yet evi-

dently his disciplinary work at tlie close of each Annual Con-

ference over which he presided bore the impress of the sound-

est judgment. If he did not excel some others in this delicate

and difHcult department, he was unquestionably the equal of

any. Only a very few of his law-decisions or rulings have ever

been reversed. Sometimes a question has been raised as to the

strict legality of some of his appointments, as in the case of the

People's Churcli in Boston ; but here it is admitted that he

acted according to the equity of the case, and uTider the shield

of high necessity he took responsibility, at the risk of creat-

ing a precedent. If he ever swerved from the letter of the

law, it was not because he did not know differently, but be-

cause knoA\^ng, he would, under the beliests of the extremity,

press the law to the utmost verge of allowableness. The gar-

ment was more important than a few of its fringes, the temple

than some of its pinnacles or griffins.

Touching the lowest round of the official ladder, he was an

example of punctuality, of promptness and attention to details

in the dispatch of business, and in meeting the requirements

of devotional exercises, both private and public. In all these
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tilings there was no evidence of undue haste, nothing erratic

or bordering on eccentricity—all was calm, deliberate, equa-

ble, and firm. When his humblest engagements were fulfilled,

no apology had to be offered that any thing was improperly

done or omitted under the plea that genius is impulsive, and
necessarily forgetful of, or indifferent to, little things. Un-
doubtedly these little things were sometimes irksome—for his

great soul must have been most of the time occupied with liio^h

thoughts—but they were regarded as indispensable parts of

life's work, and as a thoughtful, good man he had schooled

"himself to do what was fitting and wholesome.

While Bishop Simpson thus performed, with the utmost
fidelity, the plainest work of his office, he rose with the occa-

sion, as this oSice opened its broader opportunities. A Meth-
odist Bishop is the accredited head of his denomination where
he resides, and wherever he goes ; and as the representative of

his people he becomes, tacitly at least, an important person, not

only in his own denomination, but also in general society and
in the State. Leadership is conceded to him, and he is looked

to as a guide, a quickener, as well as a conservator, in all laud-

able enterprises. Bishop Simpson was born to lead. "With a

profound insight into human nature, a clear perception of the

principles and motives governing men, an accurate discrimina-

tion in all questions affecting human destiny, and with convic-

tions as strong as his discriminations were just, with a sincere

love for progress arising from a yearning for personal improve-

ment and corresponding advancement in those about him, he
could not be still—he must go forward, and see others go for-

ward. From a young man he had the courage of his convic-

tions, and after he became Bishop, the man was not lost

in the ofiice ; he still had thoughts and dared to express them.

Kepression of opinion or discussion was never his policy for

himself or for his brethren. There was no seal upon his

lips, simply because his heart was hot within him, responding

iu quick pulsations to the claims of humanity. He never
seemed to think that he had any need to nurse either his dii,'-

nity or his consistency. He M-ould converse freely with the

laymen, and with the youngest ministers of the Church about

the most delicate and perplexing matters, after which his de-

terminations were usually cheerfully accepted.
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His caution was also equal to his courage
;
perhaps each con-

tributed largely to the other. Where did he ever speak a rash

word or do a rash act ? He was no agitator for agitation's sake.

His mind was rather constructive than destructive. He would

build u]) rather than pull down. If he saw a vicious principle

in a system he would do as the skillful workman would do by

a faulty stone or plank—prop and brace the sound materials

about it, and then cut it loose and draw it out, rather than

ruthlessly knock down the whole building. And yet when
the case required it he could deal weighty blows against

wickedness, spiritual or otherwise, though enthroned in high

places.

His brave spirit and consummate tact as a leader were never

more highly displayed than in the lay representation move-

ment in the Methodist Episcopal Church. Convinced that the

priTiciples of lay participation in the highest councils of the

Church was a correct one, and also that the men who were ad-

vocating it were sincere and loyal Methodists, instead of stand-

ing aloof from them, under the plea that the functions of his

ofHce were wholly executive, and that by favoring them he

might offend more than he would please, he joined them. With
no ambition but the glory of God and the prosperity of the

Church, he at once gained the intelligent confidence of the

gentlemen who were determined upon the reform ; and such
was his ascendency over them that by a tacit consent he received

from them the assurance that under no circumstances of provo-

cation or delay would they secede from the Church. " An-
other secession!" That charge was nailed to the counter.

Under his inspiration the lay delegations were the most loyal

of the loyal, shouted more vociferously for the fathers and
old-fa.shioned Methodism than all their brethren. He earnest-

ly deprecated the possibility of violence and rashness. These
brethren were, he believed, equally lovers of the Church with
those who differed from them in judgment, and sought only its

good. Hence he urged kindness, consideration, patience; old
and honest prejudices were not to be instantly overcome. Tlius
while the advocates of lay representation appreciated the kind
utterances of the Bishops in their successive quadrennial ad-
dresses, and while they respected the studied silence which
fionjc maintained as individuals during the controversy, they
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were not slow to admit that tliej owed the early triumph of

their cause largely to the advocacy of Bishop Simpson.

He was one of the first to pronounce in favor of higher

ministerial education ; to lead off in the improvement of

church architecture among us ; to countenance such arrange-

ments as would tend to foster the social life of the young, and

to bind them more closely to the Church. It was a grief to

him to see so many of the children of our oldest and best

families drifting away from Methodism as though there was

not enough in the Church of their parents to satisfy them.

Hence while he ceased not to emphasize whatever is peculiar

to Methodist doctrine, experience, and polity, he also sought

to harmonize these with the highest intellectual and social

culture. He took great pains to cultivate the friendship of

the young people of our leading families, as the destined

social forces of the Church. He argued that if Methodist

teaching and usage lifted men upon a higher plane, there

ought to be nothing antagonistic in this usage and teaching to

the religious life upon this plane. The prosperous and edu-

cated classes could as well be Methodists, if they correctly under-

stood Methodism, as members of any other Christian Church.

Methodism was to him the best realization of the kingdom of

Christ on earth, and hence he thought it best suited to embody

his highest ideas of redeemed humanity. It was strong enough

and wide enough to sustain and comprehend all the varied

fruits which were the product of its inherent vitality. It had

made him all he was ; under its wholesome care every generous

aspiration of his nature had been nurtured ; consequently it

grieved him deeply to see the children of earnest Methodists

turn away from the Church which had nourished theii' fathers

and mothers, and so given them respectability.

While Bishop Simpson was a sincere patriot, and would un-

doubtedly have gone into public life had he not been a minis-

ter of the Gospel, and while much that he did for his country in

the way of counsel and advocacy was from pure love for the

nation and humanity, yet he was not indifferent to the position

of the Methodist Episcopal Church as an important factor in

public affairs. He not only wished that the influence of this

great denomination, in the action of its individual members
as citizens and in its position as an organization, should uphold
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tlie country, but lie was also jealous of the honor of the peo-

ple of whom he was a constituted leader. Though by nature

tunid, and the last to push himself, yet conscious of the under-

Ivini; support of a great denomination he did not hesitate, when

called upon by the General Administration, to offer advice in

the hour of peril, and to accept for Methodism appropriate

lionors in the time of triumph. It is well known that Mr.

Lincoln and Mr. Stanton admitted him to their counsels in the

conduct of the war, particularly in its civil aspects ; and that

not alone because they understood his power with the people,

but because also they found him to be a disinterested and ju-

dicious friend. He could be trusted equally to calm the tumult

or fire the hearts of the masses, and to speak wisdom in the

councils of princes. The steadfast and intimate friend of the

great and good martyr President while he lived, the personal

relation as well as the national reputation of the Bishop was

recognized in that he was called upon to deliver the funeral

Bormon at Mr. Lincoln's burial. All who knew Bishop Simp-

son will remember how sincerely in this regard, as well as in

his speeches on great occasions and his public and private ef-

forts for the Sanitary and Christian Commissions, he served his

country
; but at the same time he was truly glad to have the

Church which he loved as the apple of his eye, brought to

the front, and recognized in. the loyalty which it felt and the

sacrifices it made.

But after all that may be said of the excellence of Bishop
Simpson as a man and an administrator, the one real and im-

mediate cause of his ascendency was, his power as a preacher

of the Gospel. Burning with the love of Christ and the love

of man, he preached as but few men of this age or any other

have done. Thuuorh admitted to be a srood averasre scholar

and a sensible, devout Christian, it was his preaching which
iirst brought him into prominence among his brethren, and
sustained him in that prominence almost to the close of his life.

^lany years ago a certain professor of a TTestern college said

to a distinguished teacher in the East, as thev were discussini]'

tlie great preachers of ]\rethodism, " ^Ve have out in Indiana
a man named Simpson who can outpreach them all." It

^vould be difhcult to overstate his popularity with the Iloosiers
»u those earlier days, when he was president of the Indiana
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Asbury University. The anecdotes of liis palpit and platform

triumphs ^vould make a volume in the annals of sacred oratory.

"Wherever he appeared crowds gathered about him, and he

would preach with sucli wondrous influence that it was not

uncommon for the great multitudes to be wrought up to the

highest pitch of ecstasy or anguish. His name became a house-

hold word throughout the State, He moved eastward to Ohio,

and in Cincinnati, as well as in all the regions round about, the

same remarkable effects followed. Called farther east, by his

election to the episcopacy, and going up and down the Atlantic

States from Maine to Maryland, whether he stood before the

cold and philosophical New Englanders, the versatile descend-

ants of the Knickerbockers of Xew York and Xew Jersey,

the plain and quiet Friends of Pennsylvania, or the thoughtful

and emotional Baltimoreans, it was all the same ; every-where

triumphs awaited him. All classes heard him gladly, and

he was by common consent ranked with the tirst preachers

of the nation. The rank then assigned him was never after-

ward disputed. Such success must have been based on solid

merits. Many western meteors have flashed across the eastern

horizon only as quickly to disappear in darkness ; but this man,

a star of the first magnitude, when he had once risen steadily,

shone on in his place till the final setting in death. There

may be, hero and there, a few who never felt, and consequently

never admitted, his transcendent power, but they must be re-

garded as exceptions to the rule. As common sense is the best

sense, so the common judgment of mankind is the best test of

excellence in preaching.

In attempting to account for Bishop Simpson's pre-eminence

as a preacher, it must be considered, first of all, that he recog-

nized preaching as the great business of his life. He was

called of God to be a preacher long before he was called of the

Church to be a Bishop. This call was, like his conversion, rad-

ical and abiding. It so possessed him that it left nothing in

him unappropriated. Hence preaching could never be treated

as secondary, or accessory to something else, much less as an

accident of his vocation. It was the one thing of all others to

be done M-ith his might. This was the grand absorbent which

drew in, dissolved, and assimilated all the resources of his af-

fluent mind. God converted his soul and said to him, '' Go,
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toll it
; " and he beo^an to tell it, and lie M-ent on telling it.

Tliere was to him no fact, with its correlations, so impor-

tant as this ; not alone was it fresh when it first took place,

but the freshest of all truths to his latest day ; and to proclaim

it was the necessity and joy begotten of its irresistible im-

pulse. Though he grew in intelligence, station, fortune, and

fame, he never grew away from his early conviction of the su-

preme dignity and importance of preaching. When, there-

fore, he stood before the people " to speak the words of this

life," whether in the backwoods or the metropolis of the land,

he did the best of which he was capable. His estimate of the

pulpit he has himself indicated in the Yale lectures : "It seems

to me that the possibilities connected with preaching have
been only partially realized, and that a bright and more glori-

ous day will dawn upon the Church." This thorough absorp-

tion not only led him to bring all his acquirements to the

pulpit, but it impressed his audience with such a sense of his

moral and profescional earnestness as predisposed them to a

favorable hearing.

This view of the work of preaching as the one grand en-

gagement of his life led him uniformly to preach for the high-

est results. " If you would be eloquent," said the venerable
Dr. Tyng, "preach always as if you were in a revival." Thus,
by both a spiritual and artistic instinct, Bishop Simpson, brush-
ing aside all trivialities, seized upon, as the staple of his dis-

courses, the great fundamental truths of the Gospel. Such
tliemes as sin, atonement, salvation, the harmony of natural and
revealed law, the final triumph of Christianity, and kindred
topics, were those he usually discussed with all his energy of
niind and heart. This sort of selection as to his subjects

guaranteed an order of discussion which could not fail to be
worthy the attention of the most cultivated among his hearers.
lie never failed to impress an audience by the quality of his
tliought as well as by the sincerity of his purpose.
The subject-matter of his discourses owed much of its im-

pressivoness to the mode of its expression. It might possibly
be affirmed that no one can be an original thinker who has not
nnagination, for imagination is the faculty by which old truths
are seen in new lights, by which relations between a well-un-
derstood order and an order not so well understood, or hitherto
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not at all, are brought to view. It is the creative faculty that

clothes dead things with life, and makes the tame and common-

place facts of existence fresh, realistic. This faculty Bishop

Simpson possessed to a wondrous degree. Fancy, too, he had.

He could describe a scene or a thing with great accuracy and

with the delicate touches of a landscape painter. But \\hforte

was original perceptions—that all-seeing imagination before

whose blaze hidden things fall open as the quartz dissolves into

its elements before the blow-pipe. The mind of the hearer

likes this mode of putting thought. It excites wonder and

secures assent ; it entertains while it instincts. There was in

all his sermons marks of a great intellect. The effect produced

by them was not that which results merely from exciting the

emotions, but rather that which comes of a thorough convic-

tion of the understanding. Beginning with a statement of

tniths held in common by the natural and spiritual man, upon

these as a foundation he builded the superstructure, carrying

the judgment of the hearer with him in every step of the as-

cent until he reached the conclusion ; a culmination in which

not only the harmony of natural and revealed religion was seen,

but the infinite superiority of the latter was triumphantly vin-

dicated. Thus in every sermon, whether by design or instinct,

there was unity, movement, cumulation. One leading idea

gathered about it all subordinate ones, and grew by their con-

tributions until it expanded into one magnificent whole of

evangelical truth. And usually when this graudfnale was

reached his hearers were captured—the spiritual man rejoiced

and the natural man assented.

And yet with all these qualities—his devout piety, honesty as

a man, logical precision, affluence of imagination, and his sin-

gle purpose to save men—the core of his preaching is not quite

touched, nor the hidden springs of his power detected. To
understand what it was that gave his preaching its charm you

must go back of its subject-matter, and its merely inl!Mlectual

and religious character, to the genius of the man. He was b}'

nature an orator. Heaven had endued him with the gift of

thinking, feeling, and sj)caking eloq^ucntJy. "What this means

who can define \ If asked what is beauty, one may reply that it

is unity in variety, fitness, the evolution of forces, etc., but none

of these will fully answer ; and yet we all feel beauty when
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wc see it in an object or a thought. It is alike difficult to

tell what poetry is, though we say many things helpful to

a correct understanding of it. So eloquence has never been

satisfactorily explained. One man gets up before us with a

pliysique as perfect as that of Apollo Belvidere, his head and

face of classic mold, his voice attuned like that of an organ,

liis ideas original and grand, and his action faultless—and vre

feel his power, we are entranced as by the spell of a magician.

We say this is eloquence. So it is. But another comes with-

out a single feature in his bodily appearance to recommend

him, and claims a hearing. He is under size, or tall and un-

gainly, his head defiant of the acknowledged rules of phrenol-

ogy, his eye rather expressionless than otherwise, his voice

squeaky or harsh, his ideas at first are commonplace and his

action violates all grace, and, yet, as the man^speaks, he gradu-

ally gains your attention, disarms your prejudices, wins your

favor, until he penetrates you as with a flame of fire, and you

melt before him, or he sweeps you away as with a whirlwind,

and, regardless of the question as to whether he is logical or

graceful, you are borne down. Here, too, is eloquence
;
you

feel it. Sharp as is the contrast between the two men, there

is one thing in which they are the same. They possess the

strange power of transfusing their hearers with their own per-

sonality, so that the hearers think and feel as they do. It is

something—a spark—which inheres in the original structure

of the mind. It is born in a man, and not acquired.

Such was the endowment of Bishop Simpson, This spark

lightened with its flame the whole man, soul and body. Ev^ery

thing he did, he did eloquently. He thought, wrote, spoke,

moved as an orator. In scanning the files of the "Western

Christian Advocate " for the four years he was editor, one will

find the same essential features in his editorials which all

along distinguislied his spoken discourses. They are suf-

fused with a warmth which puts the soul aglow with the

vitality of the man who is behind the pen. In all his

words, looks, and actions, whether he talked familiarly with a

friend or two, or looked calmly upon an audience before rising

to speak, or stooped to kiss a child or to grasp a brother's hand
in passing, there was a gleam of the inward light. Men wHl
eay it was sympathy with mankind, earnestness, a losing of
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himself in his subject and for others. All true ; it was all this,

and something besides. To Bishop Simpson's oratory may be

felicitously applied the language which Mr. Curtis uses in his

oration on AVendell Phillips :
" Unconsciously and surely the

'

car and heart were charmed. How was it done ? Ah, how
did Mozart do it, how Raphael ? The secret of the rose's

sweetness, of the bird's ecstasy, of the sunset's glory—that is

the secret of genius and of eloquence. . . . Like an illumi-

nating vase of odors, he glowed with concentrated and per-

fumed fire. The divine energy of his conviction utterly pos-

sessed him and his.

" ' Pure and eloquent blood

Spoke in his cheeks, and so distinctly •wrought,

That one might almost say his body thought.'

"

Thousands who have listened to Bishop Simpson will recall

many illustrations of this singular power. A leading educator

of our Church heard him soon after his election to the

episcopacy on his first visit to aSTew England. The theme was
" The Victory of Faith." He says :

" I stood in the aisle of

the church during the entire time, from one hour and a half to

two hours, wholly insensible of the flight of time." On an-

other occasion, this gentleman himself had preached on Sun-

day morning at one of the Bishop's Conferences, the Bishop

being unable to preach. After the ordination, the Bishop be-

gan to exhort, and in a few minutes the whole audience was

convulsed with emotion
;
preachers and people laughed and

wept as though beside themselves. Those who attended the

reunion of the Ohio and Cincinnati Conferences at ChilHcothe,

O., during the war (1864, perhaps) will never forget the scene.

Bishop Simpson had been addressing the joint bodies upon the

issues before the country, and in his peroration he turned to the

" Stars and Stripes " above him, and, taking hold of its folds,

he burst into a thrilling apostrophe to the old flag. The eficct

was electrical ; the ministers shouted, wept, stamped, embraced

each other, and, it was afterward reported, some even rolled

over on the floor. The scene was simply indescribable.

It was our privilege to hear Charles Sumner and Bishop

Simpson in Xew York about the same week, during the excit-

ing presidential campaign of 1SG4. Mr. Sumner spoke in
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Cooper Union. The audience was select. The oration -^as

masterly. Beginning with a description of two ships which

steered for the Aniei-ican coast, one from a port of England

freij^htcd with the Puritans seeking freedom in the Xew
AVorld, tlie other from the coast of Africa freighted with

iieirrocs doomed to servitude ; he went on to trace the rise and

progress of the great controversy between freedom and slavery

up to that hour, and the issue that was then upon us. Through-

out, the sentences were compact, the argument conclusive, and

the rhetoi-ic perfect. Every body was convinced, but there vn-jis

little or no emotion. Bisliop Simpson spoke to a vast cou-

rourse in the Academy of Music on the value of the Union.

The argument was an aggregation of facts, grouped in such

order and so luminously and forcibly put that men bit their

lips, clenched their lists, or stamped, shouted, and wept, as if to

say, ' It is so, the Union never shall be sundered." For logical

precision and classical linish his oration was not the equal of

Sunmer's; and yet in effect it far excelled it, and that, too,

with many thoughtful people.

Another recollection : it was our good fortune to hear the

Bishop when he preaclied as our representative before the

]>ritish Wcsleyan Conference at Burslem, England, in 1S70.

Bishop Foster, then Dr. Foster, his co-delegate, said to me, '' Lot

us go up into the gallery, ^and take seats where we can see the

effect of the sermon on the Conference." And so we took seats

in one end of the deep gallery of the old chapel, whence we
could overlook the platform on which sat the "one hundred,"

and have a general view of the audience. The preacher's text

was :
" But none of these things move me," etc. Acts xx, 24.

I do not remember the order of the sermon. He discussed a

call to the ministry—gave a graphic picture of Paul's career

—

his trials and successes—pausing as the apostle was confronted

by each successive conflict, and hearing him cry, " But none of

tliese tilings move me." "We followed with the rest, and were

glad to see that our great Bishop was carrying the Brit-ish

witli him. When his explanations and arguments were well

tliruugh, the antitheses and climaxes made, suddenly he ad-

verted to his ov\-n call to preach. He depicted his youth, his

orphanage, his long struggles. Finally the Sjiirit of God
f;'.stened the conviction upon him, and now the difficulty was

-—FIFTH SERIKS, VOL. I.
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to break it to his motlier. How would she be affected by it ?

Could she give him up ? Could he ever leave her \ lie was

her only son and child. Approaching her one day, he said,

"Mother, I think I sliall liave to preach." Without hesitation

she said, "Why, Matthew, I have been expecting this since

you were a child. Your father and I dedicated you to God
when you were born." At this recital my heart went to my
throat, my eyes overflowed. I tried to hide my emotions from

Dr, Foster, but as I did so I glanced at him ; and he, if pos-

sible, was more overcome tlian I was. We both wept, forgetful

of others. AVe also, like the rest, had fallen under the spell of •

the great preacher ; this, too, when we liad meant to study in

cold blood the secret of his power over an audience.

After such experiences it were easy to concede him to be a

modern Chrysostom. Of that great ancient preacher, Suidas

observes that " he had a tongue which exceeded the cataracts of

the Nile in fluency, so that he delivered many of liis pane-

gyrics on the martyrs extempore without the least hesitation.

His hearers were sometimes rapt in such profound attention

that pickpockets took advantage of it; sometimes they were

melted to tears, or beat their breasts and faces, and uttered

groans and cries to heaven for mercy ; at other times they

clapped their hands or shouted." *

In concluding this rapid sketch, a few points in summing up

seem to l^e worthy of special note

:

He is an example of the high achievements possible to a

well-endowed, industrious, painstaking, and devout youth.

lie began life an orphan boy, with no rich and influential

friends, and advanced to the most commanding position.

There were no abrupt breaks in his career ; so far as we can

Bee, no serious mistakes. He moved steadily and serenely

forward and upward, gathering strength and increasing in in-

fluence until the hour of his death. If he possessed natural gifts

above the average youths, he did not seem to know it, and

certainly he never trusted to mere genius for success. His

application to all work was incessant. He was thoroughly

lionest in the use of time and means. When he first began to

preach he was so simple and guileless that he conscientiously

abstained from special preparation for preaching. He did not

• " Life of St. Clirjsoslom," by "W. R. W. Stephens, M. A., London.
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Kck'ct his text or premeditate his subject before entering the

pulpit, deeming it necessary that lie should absolutely trust the

Lord both for his text and his sermon. "Open thy mouth

and I will fill it." But he learned better as he grew older,

and when a more excellent way opened to him, he was equally

lionest in following it. In those earlier years he was not as uni-

fonnly effective in his ministrations as afterv\'ard. Judging

from a comment in the unpublished journal of the late Bishop

Wauirh, he made comparative failures in the pulpit even after

lie WIS a professor at Meadville. " Wheeling, Ya.—Heard

Prof. Simpson preach in the evening—it was only a tolerable

performance." But he studied and triumphed. No young

man can fully know what stuff he is made of until he has

studied with all his might, and ^iw^xQ^ jpersistently

.

In the matter of physical advantages he has also illus-

trated the efficiency of an intelligent, straightforward cour-

age. Instead of yielding to an early tendency to pulmonary

disease, and desisting from preaching, he persevered and

cured it. " Open-air exercise, continuous and judicious speak-

ing, saved me, as I believe, from a premature death," he

has more than once been heard to say. Nor was there any

thing in his person, until it expanded and glowed with

the inspiration of an audience, which impressed one with

liis power. He would never have been picked out of an as-

Bcmbly, by those who knew him not, as a great man. His

form was tall, but slight and stooped ; his head was small for

the size of his body, with a low forehead, projecting shaggy

eyebrows, and there was not the dome-like cranium which is

popularly associated with the highest intellects. His eyes,

when he was in repose, were bright enough, but not at all

piercing, and were rather quiet, and indicative of kindly,

benevolent feeling, than of incisive thought and great will-

power. It was not until he was fully aroused and on fire with

some mighty subject that you had " the warrior's eye beneath

the philosopher's brow." Then the whole form and features,

like some ancient classic urn, shone resplendent from the

brightness within. Who can ever forget his looks as, thus

transfigured, he spoke to us of Christ and heaven, until the

gates of paradise seemed to open above him, and we with him
gay.cd in at the celestial glory and saw the King in his beauty.
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Bisliop Simpson was a remarkable example of tlie union of

the highest mental qualities in the most perfect harmony. He
was both a philosopher and an orator. His brilliant eloquence

was associated with profound and far-reaching thought. His

career is a standing refutation of the baseless assumption that

a man cannot be a popular preacher and a deep, close tliinker.

" Genius," says Guizot, " is bound to follow human nature in

all its developments. Its strength consists in finding within

itself the means of satisfying the whole of the public. It

should exist for all, and should suffice at once for the wants of

the masses and for the requirements of the most exalted

minds." There were those who were ready to say of Dr.

Durbin, before his profound practical wisdom was wrought
into the immortal Methodist missionary scheme, that he was
simply an "inspired declaimer." And I presume there are

some persons sufficiently narrow to deny to the most eloquent

orator of England that he is at the same time the most sa Gracious,

comprehensive statesman. Mr. Gladstone could not to-day be

the mightiest factor in British and continental politics without

his popular oratory ; nor would his eloquence avail unless sus-

tained by the deG2)est and clearest insight into the principles

which underlie both divine and human governments. Bishop

Simpson was capable of the keenest analysis and the most ab-

struse discussions, as his articles on conscience and kindred

topics, Avritten when he was an editor, abundantly show. He
could have excelled as a metaphysician, if metaphysics had
been his chosen field ; and had he devoted himself to the natu-

ral sciences in which he began as a college professor, he might
liave become a Henry, a Sillinian, or possibly an Agassiz. He
had an eye for princijylcs whicliever way he turned. It was
this power of discernment and penetration that so stamped

with common sense all he did that some, in characterizing

his intellectual make-up, have been attracted inore by \\\i,judi-

ciousness than by all else.

Another fact which is well worthy of note is, that there is not,

and need not be in this age or any age, a decline in the power
and influence of the pulpit. The sustained popularity of Bishop

Simpson and Mr. Spurgcon for so many years, not to name
others, shows that when tlte human heart is ri^jhtlv addressed

it will respond. To say nothing of the great truths—pardon.
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liolincps, providence, and heaven, which form the siibstanc3 of

preaching and which are so indispensable to the soul—preaching^

when really eloquent, appeals to the aesthetic nature of man.

As an art it has its foundation in the higher susceptibilities of

liunian nature, precisely as music or painting or any other fine

art has. Indeed, there is no power like the power of the

tongue. There is nothing in the whole range of nature which
gives such satisfaction as talking. The faculty of speech is

man's noblest endowment.

People love to talk and to be talked to, and hence conversation

is the most agreeable relaxation, and that which usually caps all

other exercises. Where preaching, rising upon the conversa-

tional tone and manner as a basis, keeps true to nature, it never

can cease to be attractive. The vice of the pulpit has been an
artificial, stilted, professional style of delivery. The same may
apply too well to the rlietorical structure of sermons. But aver-

age people will listen to almost any thing which is spoken in a nat-

ural manner. The soul will always kindle to eloquent thoughts,

eloquently spoken. And if preachers ignore this vantage
ground which the God of nature has given them, in the love

which is implanted in all men for the beautiful, and shall fail

to meet its requirements, then surely must the pulpit decav.

It is not enough for men called of God to skulk under the cover
that the Gospel is indispensable to mankind, and that men must
be damned if they do not listen to it. Xo honest preacher
wants to shield his neglect of study and culture under the
sacredness and importance of his message ; on the contrary, the
more he is impressed with its holy and stupendous character
the more he yearns so to present it as that, in his manner at

least, there shall be nothing to repel, but every thing to attract,

those to whom his message is to be either a savor of life unto
life or a savor of death unto death. God's great method of
eavmg the world by preaching is so grounded in supernatural
and natural reasons as that there need never be a decadence of
the pulpit. Such examples as that of Bishop Simpson in our
o\ni times strikingly illustrate the position. Nothing but lack
01 moral convictions, spiritual earnestness, and professional en-
thusiasm can bring about a falling away from the eloquence of
the fathers in theGospel.
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Aet ir—constitutional law in the METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

[First Paper.]

CHUEcnES are spiritual empires, and in these realms, as in the
state, prosperity and liberty are safe only in the guardianship of
kw. It is true that the aim of the Christian Church is holy, and
its principles are professedly drawn from the word of God, but
its subjects and rulers are erring men, and its prizes have a fas-
cination for human ambition hardly surpassed by those of secu-
lar empires. Nowhere else has man been so degraded and his
natural rights trodden upon as in religious organizations.
Our aim in these articles is to throw light on the somewhat

obscure and confused question of the constitutional law of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, to define that law, trace the his-
tory of its development, and bring together some of the prin-
ciples that have been established during the first century of our
history. There are many difficulties in such an inquiry. The
field is a comparatively new one ; the literature of the subject is

fragmentary and scattered, and the data are uncertain and fre-
quently contradictory. We have no Supreme Court to whose
records we may appeal for final judgments. It is one of the
defects of our system that the General Conference, which is

our legislative body, is also our ultimate Court of Appeals.
" The General Conference," says Dr. L. L. Hamline in his
famous speech in 1S44 (General Conference Journal, Debates,
p. 130), "is a Court of Appeals beyond which no parties can
travel for the cure of errors. It is the dernier ressort, not only
of appellants, but of original complainants. If it err, which is

not a legal presumption, its unwholesome en-or is incurable ex-
cept by the vis medicatrix—tho medicinal virtue—of its own
judicial energies."

^

The Methodist Episcopal Church is a Church of constitu-
tional and statute law. From the eariiest days of its historv
the functions and responsibilities of its officers were clearly de-
fined in the yearly Minutes and Discipline, as were also the
duties and privileges of its membei-s.
Onr judicial system dates from the organization of the

Church. There have, however, been conflicting opinions in
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tho Church and in the General Conference on constitutional

nue^tions, especially as to the prerogatives of the episcopacy

nnd the powers of the General Conference. Upon these vexed

(i-acstions we hope to throw some light, and to put the entire

Bubject in such form as to lead to settled results. It is a sub-

ject that needs careful and painstaking inquiry. It would not

1(0 difficult to prove that the gravity of constitutional obliga-

tions has not always been sufficiently felt in our past history.

Let the reader recall, as examples, the action of the General

Conference of 1S44, in connection with the separation of the

Cliurch South, the action of the Conference of 1S6S in admit-

ting representatives from Mission Conferences, and the action

of 1ST2 in relegating Conference boundaries to a committee

with power.

Another fact which commends this question to the careful

study of the ministers and people of the Church is, that there

is probably no Church in Christendom where there is so much
discretionary power committed to its officers as in the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church. It has been our boast that we have

au efficient executive and a strong government. Oar economy

demands this, inasmuch as it is indispensable to the continuance

of tliat fundamental institution of Methodism, the itinerancy

—

tlie institution which, next to the grace of God, is the fount

and origin of our prosperity. But a powerful executive is also

a dangerous one ; and in exact proportion to the power of the

center should be the explicitness of the laws that define and

protect tlie rights and privileges of the individual members of

tlie Church and of the ministry.

The constitution of the Methodist Episcopal Church is both

written and unwritten. As written, it includes the organic

etatutes that were enacted for the government of the Church
by the General Conference of ISOS, or tliat have since been
legally adopted. The Conference of 1S08 may be called the

Constitutional Convention of the Cluirch, for the reason that it

wxs tlie last General Conference composed of all the traveling

pruacliers, and that it provided for the future government of

the Church by a deleo:ated Conference actinjr under constitu-

ti'.mal restraints. It is usual to say that the written constitution

»s the six Restrictive Rules with the famous grant of power
which precedes them, to wit

:
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The General Conference shall have full powers to make rules

and regulations for our Church, under the following limitations

and restrictions, namely.

" The written constitution, according to my conception,* is

found in what are called, in our Discipline, the Eestrictive Kulcs."

But this is a mistake. On several occasions in the history of

the Church, especially in the great constitutional debates of

ISGS, it was found that this was not only a partial view of the

matter, but also a thoroughly false view. Tlie opinion pre-

sented by Dr. S. M. JVIerrill (now Bishop Merrill), and ably

argued by him and others in the debates on Lay Delegation in

1868, and supported at that time by the final action of that

General Conference, is the best law on this subject. Dr.

Merrill held, that the written constitution of the Church

included those sections of the Discipline (Part II, Chapter I)

which relate to the several styles of Conferences and define

their functions. The constitution of the General Conference is

that portion of that chapter which refers to the General Con-

ference, and under which the first delegated General Confer-

ence was organized ; the constitution of the Annual Confer-

ence is that portion of the same chapter which relates to the

Annual Conference, and so on. Dr. Merrill said :

The Quarterly Conference cannot change its own constitu-

tion; the Annual Conference cannot change its own constitution

;

and no more can the General Conference change its own constitu-

tion. The General Conference may change the constitution of

the Annual Conference because it is subordinate, and likewise of

the Quarterly Conference because it is subordinate; and likewise

tlie same poiner that made the General Conference may change the

constitution of that body.

As this is a matter of great importance we make some quo-

tations from Dr. ^Merrill's speech :

It is wonderful that, in this second century of American
Methodism, there should be disagreement among us as to what
part of our Discipline contains the constitution of the Churcli

But it is so. I have been no little surprised, here and else-

where, to hear men of learning and ability advance the opinion,

as though it were settled and established beyond question, that

the only constitutional provisions in the Discipline are found in

the six articles known as the licstrictive Rules. This I regard as

•Speech of Jolin M'CIintock in General Conference of 1868.
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.1 f^rand mistake, and one that is so fundamentally wrong tbat it

otJL^ht at once to Le corrected.

His ar-^uinent to slio\v that the entire section relating to the

General Conference had constitutional authority was as follows :

If we have authority by a majority vote to alter this fir%t an-

swer, relating to membership in the General Conference, we have

equal rit^ht to change the second answer—and we have been

asked todo that thing—the one which tells us when the Gener.d

Conference shall meet; and having this right we may stereotype

the action of this Conference by refusing to have another sessiun

for fifty or a hundred years. We may, by a simple majority vote,

ordain that the next session of the General Conference shall be

held in 1972 instead of 1872. Does any one pretend that we
have a right to do this in the face of the express provision of the

constitution, which says: " The General Conference shall meet in

the city of Xew York on the first day of ^lay, in the year of our

Lord 1812, and thenceforward on the first day of May once in

four years perpetually ? " But according to the assumption under

consideration we may do this, and by a mere majority vote.

Again, if we c:m change the first and second answers to this

question, we can also change the third, which provides that it

bhall at all times require two thirds of all the members elected to

form a quorum. Is it possible that any legislative body working
under a written constitution given to it by *a superior authority

can claim any such riglit as this— right to change its quorum,
which has been established for it by a power above itself ? Was
ever such a thing heard of before ?

Hut this is not all. If this body has the power to make the

changes mentioned, it may also change the fourth answer, which
tells us that a Bishop shall preside over the General Conference.
If this assumption is true, we may at any time by a mere majority
vote displace you, sir, Mr. President, and displace any and all

tliese liishops, so far as tlie presidency of the General (Conference
is concerned, and put a man from our own body into the chair to

i)reslde. Xow, are we prepared to claim any such power as this ?

trust not, sir; but it is clearly our right to dn so if the assump-
tion is correct that we may change any part of this section ex-

cept the restrictions.

iiut still further, I call your attention to another fact of no
little ini|L>ortance in this connection. It is that this provision for
altering the llestrictive Rules is itself outside of the Restrictive
Kuh's. It is not of the nature of a restriction. It is connected
\^>tli the restrictions, I grant, and its provisions relate to them,
and oidy to them, but itis outside of them; and if we have the
I'oWer to change by a majority vote all outside of the Restrict-
ive Rides, tlien we have the power to change this provision for
'h.in^re. And if we have the right to do this, these restrictions
are not worth the paper on which they are written. The moment
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we claim the right to change the provision for change we put

the wliole list of restrictions under the power of the majority,

and they may do what they please.*

In harmony with the principles of Bishop Merrill's speech,

lay delegation was incorporated in our Church system by the

constitutional two thirds and three fourtlis votes. It may be

claimed, therefore, that this question of what constitutes the

written constitution of the Church was settled in the General

Conference of 1S6S.

The unwritten constitution, lex non scrljpta^ embraces those

facts, obligations, and customs which are implied in the writ-

ten law, and have been recognized in the history of the Church

as involved in the original compact, and essential to the in-

tegrity of the system. That our episcopacy, for example,

is not a third order in the ministry, jure divino^ is a part

of this unwritten law, for this is implied in its history and

in its dependence upon the Cluirch ; but, on the other hand, it

is equally a part of the unwritten constitution that the Gen-

eral Conference shall, by sufficiently frequent elections, main-

tain an efficient episcopacy in the Church, though this duty is

not specifically enjoined upon them in the organic law.

We quote, on this point, from the speech of Dr. D. Curry

on the occasion referred to above, when Bishop Merrill ad-

dressed the General Conference

:

I af>-ree with Brother Merrill's interpretation of the constitu^

tion o~f the Methodist Episcopal Church. But there is more in

this matter that has vet been brought before us. Behmd the

words and between the lines of a constitution there is always a

deeper meaniuj: and a broader reach of sen-^e than is found m the

letter itself, the written constitution is broader, deeper, and

more solid than that which is expressed, and tliat is i)reeisely the

point which I wish to press in this case. There is nowhere found

in the Book of Discipline the declaration that you shall not

chancre the name of our Church, and I do not believe that you

will hold that this bodv has power to do so. There is notlung in

that constitution whicii forbids our striking out our name and

takin<T any other name we i)lease, but I do not suppose, therefore,

we have power to do it. There are certain things that he back

of our corporate life, and those things are the very power whuh

gave us our existence. The constituency of the General Confer-

ence existed before tiie General Conference had any being, whu-h

constituency exists yet, and that is the presbytery or body of

* Dailj Cliristiau Advocate, 1S6S, p. 98.
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ciders in the Methodist E[iiscopal Church, in which, according to

our theory of government, inheres all our governmental powers.*

AVe now proceed to another part of our subject, namely, tlie

interpretation of the constitution. And here we meet the two

])arties of strict and liberal constructionists that are found in

all •'•overnments : the party that leans to centralization and the

increase of executive prerogative, and the party that leans

to dilfused power and local self-government. These two par-

ties have manifested themselves throughout the entire history

of the Church. They were face to face in 1S20 wlien Joshua

Soule declined the episcopacy because of the vote of the

Conference for an elective presiding eldership ; again in 1844

when the Southern preachers supported Bishop Andrew

against the vote of suspension ; again in 1S6S, though in a

somewhat different form, over the lay delegation question
;

and again in 1ST6 on an elective eldership. The last conflict of

these two tendencies, and in some respects the most significant

in the history of the Church, was in the General Conference

of 1884 at Philadelphia.

There are five fundamental features in every Church organi-

zation, {a) the polity, (J) the creed, (c) the conditions of mem-
bership, {d) the rights and privileges of the ministry and

merabei*s, and {e) the governing authority. In the Methodist

Episcopal Church these are all defined in the section of the Dis-

cipline on "The General Conference," but chiefly in the Ee-

Btrictive Rules of that section. The government of the Church

is committed to the General Conference, subject to the limita-

tions of its constitution. The composition and constituency of

tlie General Conference are prescribed in the second Restrict-

ive Rule. The polity of the Church is the episcopal polity,

which fact, together with our peculiar style of episcopacy, is

Bet forth in the third Restrictive Rule. The first Rule pre-

scribes the creed; the fourth Rule protects "the General

Rules," which define the moral discipline and conditions of

luembership in the Church ; the fifth and sixth Rules protect

tlie rights and privileges of the ministry and laity.

l»efore attempting the interpretation of these Rules, we
must consider the question of the powers of the General Con-

ference in its relations to the Church, under the terms of the

* Daily Christian Advocate, 18G3, p. 102.*
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constitution. Over this question the battle was fonglit in the

Conferences of ISi-l and 1S4-S.

In obedience to the demands of the Southern preachers for

a separation from the Church the General Conference of ISi-i

adopted the famous " Plan of Separation," by which thej con-

sented to the removal from the Methodist Episcopal Church of

all the socictios, station?, and Conferences adhering to the Church
in the South by a vote of a majority of the members of said so-

cieties, stations, and Conferences, . . . provided also, that tins

rule shall apply only to societies, stations, and Conferences bor-

dering on the line of division, and not to interior charges, which
shall in all cases be left to the care of that Church within whose
territory they are situated.*

The ministers, local and traveling, were at liberty to make-

choice between the two Churches, and the consent of the

Annual Conferences was asked for a division of tlie property.

^y this high-handed procedure the General Conference rent

tlie Church in sunder, in flagrant violation of that broad prin-

ciple of law that a delegated body, established to promote the

prosperity of the Church, has no authority to destroy it, and

also of that part of the constitution which guarantees the

privileges of the Clnirch, with the right of trial and appeal,

to all its members. The General Conference of ISIS reversed,

60 far as was practicable, the action of its predecessor in this

matter, and declared the Plan of Separation "null and void.''

After a long and very able debate the Conference adopted the

following resolutions

:

1. There exists no power in the General Conference of the

Methodist Ejii^copal Church to pass any act which, either direct-

ly or indirectly, effectuates, authorizes, or sanctions a division in

said Church.
2. It is the right of every member of the Methodist Episcopal

Church to remain in said Church utiless guilty of a violation of

its rules; and there exists no power in the ministry, either indi-

vidually or collectively, to deprive any member of said right, f

The remaining resolutions declared the action of the Con-

ference of IS-Jr-t, in separating members from the Church with-

j)ut trial and without their consent, to be unconstitutional and

therefore void.

The following extract from the speech of Dr. D. Curry,

* Greneral Conference Journal, p. 135. \ Ibid., p. 73.
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wlille tlie above resolutions were in debate, elaborates the

principles of our law which were established by the iinal 'action

of the General Conference of ISiS :

I contend that the "Plan of Separation " violates the inherent

.111.1 constitutional rights of our ministers and members, I do

'nat ref.T exclusively to the fifth Restrictive Rule of our Disci-

pline, tlioui^h to me it seems as plainly to override that Rule and

to contradTct its provisions as yes and no are contradictions.

For while the "Plan" placed hundreds of thousands of our peo-

j.U' bevond our pale, vv-ithout the shadow of a trial, the Rule de-

clares 'that the General Conference "shall not do away the priv-

iic'Ci of our ministers and preachers of trial by a committee,

and of an appeal; neither shall they do away the privileges of our

nu'nibcrs of trial before the society, and of an appeal." What, I

prav, is the privilege of a trial, here so sacredlyguarded, but the

ni'ans of securing one's standing and membership in the Church?

and if that membership is taken away otherwise than by a trial,

the-ii is this rule violated.

15ut I go back to the fundamental compact of the Church wita

its in.livulual members, by which are guaranteed to them the

privileges of the Church so long as they conform to its rules of

Discipline. There is in all social compacts a lex non scripta—an

unwritten law, lying back of Avritten constitutions and laws, of

v»-]iii-li the written law is a more or less perfect transcript. Tiie

ohligation between the Church in its intangible individuality

and^its members is mutual, and while they remain faithful to

their duties it has no right to deprive them of their privileges.

AVe add a paragraph from Dr. F. G. Hibbard's " Life of

Bishop llamlin8"^(p. 141):

The powers of the General Conference, be they more or less,

being delegated, not primal, the object and intention of the act of

iiivostiture must become the gauge and limit of the power in-

vested. To transcend this limit is a fraud and a usurpation.

This is not less a principle of law than of ethics. In the inten-

tions of the constituency lay the ethics and legal limitations of the

deK'gating act, beyond whi'ch the acts of General Conference had
no Jure huinano ground or validity. That the power to divide

tliu Church was not specifically mentioned in the Restrictive Rules

»•» no evidence that it is specifically vested in the General Con-

ference. . . , Nor had the constituency of 1808 itself the moral

right t'.ms to divide, witliDut at least the concurrent voice of the

entire body of the membership. To have assumed it v/ould have
been a usurpation and a violation of the tacit but real compact
of Church fellowsliip. The ministry v.'cre not the total Church.

Hut while it is clear that the Conference of 184:1 overstepped

iti legal powers, and thereby caused much evil to the Church,
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yet it is not easy to define the exact boundaries of constitu-

tional restraint. The grant of power to the General Confer-

ence is as follows

:

The General Conference shall have full powers to make rules

and regulations for our Church, under the following limitations

and restrictions, namely.

What are the powers given to the General Conference by

the terms of this grant \ In answer to tliis pivotal question we

qnote, first, from the able and elaborate argument of Bishop

Harris in his treatise on " The Constitutional Powers of the

General Conference :

"

The constitution gives to the General Conference /(<^Z powers

to make rules and regulations under defined limitations—power
to make all rules and regulations pertinent to Church govern-

ment under specified restrictions, and under no other restrictions.

There is not here a delegation of enumerated powers accom-
panied by a general reservation, as in the case of the Federal

Government, but a delegation of general and sweeping powers
tinder enumerated and well-defined restrictions. The whole pow-
er to rule and regulate the Church is given to the General Con-

ference by the plain terms of the grant, and it is to be held as

restricted only in those particulars in which it was designed not

to delejxate the power. ,
In what particulars it was designed not

to delegate the power must be determined by the terms of the

constitution. No limitations can be implied other than those as-

signed in the instrument itself.—Page 22.

"To ascertain, therefore, the powers of the General Conference

in a given case, no search need be made for a specific warrant for

the particular rule which it is proposed to enact. It is enough

that the constitution does not forbid the rule; forthe terms of the

grant devolving legislative power upon the General Conference

are sufficiently compreher^sive to authorize the passage of any rule

not clearly excepted by the enumerated restrictions.—Page 24.

This puts tlie authority of the General Conference in a very

strong way, and one can only subscribe to it by insisting clearly

that the constitution includes more than the grant and its lim-

itations in the Restrictive Rules. The constitution must be

understood as we have defined it above. The speech of Dr.

ITaniline in the Conference of 1S14 is of such high authority

that it may be regarded as one of the standards on this subject.

"We quote

:

Here, Mr. President, let me say a word concerning our Church
constitution. It is a remarkable instrument. It diflTers cardinally
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from most or all civil constitutions. These generally proceed

to dcmark the several departments of government—tlie legisla-

tive, judicial, and executive—and by positive grant, assign each

doinirtment its duties. Our constitution is different. It does not

divide the powers of our government into legislative, executive,

and judicial. It provides for a General Conference, and for an

cpiscopacv and general superintendency. It leaves all the pow-

ers of the' three great departments of government, except what

is essential to an episcopacy, etc., in this General Conference. It

restricts us slightly in all our powers, but not in one department

more than in another. Under this constitution the Conference is

as much a judicatory as a legislature j and it is as much an exec-

utive body as either.

Dr. Ilamline's speech attempts to prove that the General

Conference " has legislative, judicial, and executive supremacy."

*' Beyond these slender restrictions, its legislation is legitimate

and conclusive ; and within them it is so, if the members of the

Annual Conferences are consenting." ^^

Concerning the first Restrictive Rule, which treats of the

Articles of Religion, two questions are asked—whether there

is any power that can change the Articles ? and whether it is

competent for the General Conference to add to their number?

In answer to the first, it may be said that the power that made

the Rule can unmake it. Back of all jurisdictions in the

Church is the Church itself. Tlie Rule was left in this way

in 1S32 by the concurrent vote of all the Annual Conferences

and two thirds of the General Conference.f

The answer to the second impiry was made in the able re-

port of the Bishops on this specific subject to the General

Conference of 1S7G. It was there declared, and ably argued,

that any additions to tlie Articles of Religion would be a vir-

tual "change" of the Articles, and therefore an infraction of

the Rule, and, of course, unlawful. +

"NYe now come to the consideration of the third Restrictive

Rule, which defines the limitations of the General Conference

touching the episcopacy. The Rule declares that the General

Conference '-shall not change or alter any part or rule of our

government, so as to do away episcopacy, or destroy the plan

of our itinerant general superintendency." Ilere we are on an

• Hamline's speech, Journal, General Conference, 1844.

\ Sherman's "History of the Discipline," p. 134.

i Journal of General Conference, 1876, pp. 206-208.
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ancient battle-field, where we must move with careful and
reverent steps. Ours is an Episcopal Church, with the most
vigorous episcopacy of any Church in Christendom. The epis-

copacy is an integral and indispensable part of our economy,
as at present organized, for to it is committed not only the
supervision of the entire Church, but also the power of propel-

ling the itinerant ministry. And while it is responsible for its

administration, under the law, to the General Conference, yet

as an institution it is not dependent on the General Conference,

but is oordinate with it in our governing system. It is therefore

both co-ordinate and subordinate. The power that instituted

the General Conference, namely, the entire body of the elders,

alfcO instituted tlie episcopacy, so that the General Conference
can neither abolish it nor change its character as an " itinerant

general superintendeney." The circulating ministry is guaran-

teed a circulating episcopacy.

But in its relation to the Church as a whole, "our episco-

pacy " (we quote from a lecture of Bishop Harris) " is derived,

dependent, and responsible. Its authority is a delegated au-

thority only, and may be modified just as the body of the

eldership, from which it was derived, shall see proper, and

that, too, without any infringement on the rights of the Bish-

ops themselves."

In searching for the interpretation which the Church has

put upon the tliird Eestrictive Rule, we meet vrith two theories

of our episcopacy and two interpretations of the statute. One
of these exalts the episcopacy in its relations to the General

Conference and takes high ground for prerogative ; the other

magnifies the relative authority of the Conference.

The former party hold that this Restrictive Rule was designed

by the Conference of ISOS to maintain not only an ''itinerant

general superintendeney," but also that peculiar style of epis-

copacy which the Church then possessed, including all the

powers and functions thereof, and all the rites and usages con-

nected therev.-ith. That episcopacy, which the fathers knew
and approved, and which they had created, it was their wish to

perpetuate.

_
The episcopaoy as it was in 1808, with every form of authoriza-

tion and rccognilion, with every attribute of authority and re-

sponsibility, must remain unchanged and unchangeable, except
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by the consenting action of the preachers in the Annual Con-
ferences.

In harmony witli this constructiori, it is claimed that the

tenure of office in tlie episcopacy is a life tenure ; tliat the right

t(» lix the appointments of the preachers, and to choose t:ie

presiding eldei-s, inheres in tlie Bishops ; that to the Bisliops

heh»ngs the exclusive autlioritj to ordain ; that a service of

consecration to the office is inseparable from it; and that the

General Conference is the only^ body competent to elect Bish-

ops. All this, it is claimed, is guaranteed by the third Ke-

strictive Rule, inasmuch as this was the status of the episco-

p:icy in ISOS. Tliis was tlie intention of the E,ule, and its

language justifies this interpretation.

On the other hand, it is argued by those who take a different

view of the matter, that the General Conference of ISOS in-

tended to give large discretional powers to the delegated Con-
ference ; that this new body was made the successor of the old

imperial Conference, and that it was endowed with all the

authority exercised formerly, barring certain specified restric-

tions. Those restrictions must be interpreted strictly, and in

consonance with the commanding place which the General

Conference had always held in the Church. The new Confer-

ence, says Bishop Harris (" Powers," etc., page 24), " was the

li'gitimate successor of the one of ISOS, and it succeeded to all

tlie powers of its predecessors except in so far as those powers
were pared down by the limiting terms of the constitution."

In reading the Restrictive Rule the emphasis belongs, not to

the word "plan," but to the phrase "itinerant general super-

intendency." The word "plan" must be related to what
follows it, and derives all its significance therefrom, as illus-

tnitcd in tlie following sentence quoted from the Address of
the Bishops to the General Conference of IStti (Journal of
C'eneral Conference, 1S44, page 156):

^

"Having noticed in what tlie superintendency chiefly con-
^>>ts, it is proper to observe that the plan of its operation is

'j'^nrral, emlracing the whole work in connectional order,
"/»'/ not diocesan, or sectional-^ The italics are copied from
tiie Journal. Additional light as to the intended significance
«'f this word "plan" comes from the fact that an earnest
attempt was made at the Conference of ISOS to establish a
3—-FIFTH SERIES, VOL. I.
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diocesan episcopacy. A measure was proposed by M'Claskey

and Cooper

to elect a Bishop for each Annual Conference, as a substitute for

the presiding elderships, with Asbury as general superintendent.

"It was largely and ably discussed," says Dr. Bangs, "by some

of the leading members of the Conference on each side." There

must have been a considerable party in favor of it, for when
M'Claskey and Cooper proposed to withdraw their motion for it,

a majority refused their request. But after much discussion it

was defeated.*

Here, then, we have the two views and the two interpreta-

tions. They are both intelligible and lawful, and the loyalty

of one who takes either side must not be questioned ;
and yet

the history of the Church, and the opinions of the great lead-

ers of the Church in its critical epochs, seem to favor the view

which concedes considerable authority to the General Confer-

ence in its relations to the episcopacy.

In the first place, the argument that the Eule maintains in-

violable whatever existed in our episcopacy in 1808 proves too

much ; for if it be valid, it enjoins not only that nothing be

taken from, but also that nothing be added to, the functions of

the Bishops by action of General Conference. But the Church

has frequently -witnessed the increase of episcopal functions by

action of the General Conference, and always with satisfaction.

For example, in 1816 the General Conference committed to the

Bishops the great responsibility of preparing "a course of

study" for candidates for the ministry; in ISl-l they were

ordered to prepare a course for candidates for orders, which

should extend over four years. By this act of the Conference

the Bishops are enabled to keep their hand on the theology of

the Church, and to shape the opinions of its ministry. Are

there any among us prepared to say that during seventy years

our Bishops have been acting in violation of the constitution ?

And yet no such office as this is assigned to them in the or-

ganic law, nor did they ever exercise it prior to 1816.

Again, in 18-10 the General Conference authorized the Bish-

ops '"to decide all questions of laAV in an Annual Conference,

subject to an appeal to the General Conference." In 1872 the

Conference limited this duty to ' law questions pending in an

* Stevens's LLfe of Dr. Bangs, p. 172.
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Anmwl Conference." But the Bishops had no such preroga-

tive in ISOS, for then they voted, spoke, and made motions on

tjje floor of the Conference as members.

The constitution found the Bisliops among the law-makers,

it deprived them of those functions, and in 1840 the General

Conference conferred upon them the judicial function of

making law-decisions in an Annual Conference.

It i? plain, therefore, that the status quo of the episcopacy

t^irice 1S08 has been changed again and again. Besides, while the

t^npromacy of the General Conference prior to 1808 was always

recognized, it is a notable fact that during the same years the

functions of the episcopacy were frequently changed. For ex-

aini)le, }5ishop Hedding declares that " the power with which the

r.i.^hups are invested was formerly much greater than it is now;

it being thouglit best, by the General Conference, to transfer part

of it from time to time either to the elders or to the laity." The

P.ishop goes on to show that they had " power to negative any

election of superintendent, elder, or deacon, and to prevent any

preacher from printing any thing which they did not approve

;

that they also could decide the cases of preachers and people

who should appeal to them, and were judge whether they

should be expelled from, or retained in, the Church." *

In view of this "logic of facts" it must be looked upon as

liardihood to affirm that the Church is bound to maintain the

episcopacy just as it existed when the delegated Conferen-^e

was instituted. The General Conference has always exercised

a regidative authority over the Bishops, and doubtless it will

continue to do so in the future. The following, from the Ad-

dress of the Bishops to the General Conference of 1840, adds

light to the question now before us :

The governraont of the Methodist Episcopal Church is pecul-

i.arly constructed. It is widely different from our civil organiza-
tion. The General Conference is the only legislative body rec-

o^jnized in our ecclesiastical system, and fmm. it originates the

authorit ij of the entire executive admimstratioti. f

At the same Conference, on the occasion of a tie vote,

l5Minp Ilcdding was in the chair, and was called upon to give the
casting vote, lie knew this had been done in several instances

* IIcdditif::'s "Discourse on Discipline," p. 9.

f Journal General Couference, 18-10, p. 139.
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-when there was a tie in the General Conference, but it was tlie

first time he had ever been called upon to exercise this function.

Iledding refused to give the vote, being, as he held, precluded

by the constitution.*

The great speech of L. L. Ilamlinc in 1S44 made him Bishop,

and expressed the sentiments of the loval majority tliat there-

after constituted the Chnrcli. For mastery of the economy of

Methodism and for logical conclusiveness tliat speech has never

been surpassed in the great debates of the Church. "We make

but a single quotation

:

That the Conference has executive authority is indi>:putal>le.

For the Bishop derives his authority from the Conference. Are
not answers ^;?r.<^ ["to preside in our Conferences,"] second, [-'to

form the districts according to his judgment,"] third, ["to fix tlie

appointments of the preachers,"] zn^ei[fl\th, ["to decide all ques-

tions of law, etc.,"] to question third, in section fourth, statutory

provisions ? Do they not convey authority to the Bishops ? If

those answers were blotted out by a resolution of this Confer-

ence, Avould the Bishops proceed to execute the duties therein

prescribed ? This General Conference clothes them with these

powers; and can the Conference convey what it does not possess?

Can it impart to Bishops what was not inherent in itself up to

the time of conveying it ? The Conference has these powers.

Everv thing conveyed as a prerogative to Bishops, presiding

elders, preachers, etc., by statutory provision, and not by the con-

stitution or in the Restrictive Rules, was in the General Confer-

ence, or it was mockery thus to grant it, and the tenure of these

officers is void, and their seizin tortuous, f

But a more authoritative utterance tlian Ilamline's speech

was the "Reply to the Protest" of the Southern preachers,

prepared by order of the Conference by a committee of

which Dr. John P. Durbin was chairman. We quote a single

paragraph :

Bishop Emory—a man of whom it is no injustice to the living or

the dead to say,'that he was a chief ornament and light of our epis-

copacy ; that he brought to the investigation of all ecclesiastical

subjects a cool, sagacious, powerful, practical intellect— fully

sustains the positions we have assumed in behalf of tlie powers

of the General Conference over the Bishops of our Church. lie

gives an unqualitled assent to the following passages from the

notes to the Discipline, prepared by Bisliops Asbury and Coke at

the request of the General Conference: "They (our Bishops) are

entirely dependent on the General Conference ;" "their j^oicer,

* Clark's Life cf Hedding, p. 556. f General Conference Journal, IS-tL
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tlu'ir usefulness, themselves, are entirely at the mercy of the

(kMieral Conference."*

Let us consider the office of stationing the preachers, and in-

(luire wliether the Church has recognized this office as inhering

exclusively, under the constitution, in the episcopacy. As a

matter of fact the Bishops always "fixed the appointments''

cf tlic preachers. This they did from tlie organization of the

Cluirch ; and their predecessors, \V'e:^ley's " assistants," did it

before tliein. But it is to be noted that authority was com-

mitted to them by statute for this work, and also that the Gen-

eral Conference has always made rules to regulate the pastoral

term, thus putting restrictions on the Bishop's authority in the

matter. In 1804 the Bishops were ordered to remove a

preacher who had beeji two years on a charge. In 1864 the

p:istoral term was lengthened to three years. In 1792 the

General Conference ordered the Bishops to change presiding

ciders after four years. These regulations were a limitation

of the authority of the Bishops, and it has never been ques-

tioned that the General Conference has authority to make

them. But if the Conference is competent to say that the

Bishop shall move a preacher after two years, it is also com-

petent to say that he shall not move him inside two years,

or four years, or ten years ; or that he shall not move him at

all. And this was Ilamline's view when he declared that if

the General Conference "blotted out by a resolution" the

'' statutory provision " which enjoins tlie Bishops to fix the ap-

pointments, the office of making the appointments would cease

from the episcopacy.

Similar reasoning may be applied to the presiding eldership.

In 1792 an elder was limited to four years on a district ; in

1844 the qualification was added, "after which he shall not

be appointed to the same district for six years ; in 1872 the

Cunference authorized the Bishop to appoint presiding elders

in Mi.-sion Conferences for more than four years.

Tiie power to make these regulations implies a power to con-

trol the eldership ; for it will not be claimed that this is

" clearly excepted by the enumerated restrictions " of the con-

stitution. As a question of fact, the General Conference has

always prescribed the duties oi presiding elders. This the

* Journal of Gcnenil Conference, 184i, pp. 235, 236.
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Conference has done by passing -wliat Hamline calls " statutory

provisions ; " bnt this is a fact which logically carries with it

complete control of the office, even to its existence. They may
eliminate it from our system if they choose, and secure the
needed supervision by an increase of the number of Bishops.

We proceed to another question, and inquire where the pow-
er resides for choosing presiding eldei-s. It is claimed, tliat the
history of the enactment of the third Restrictive Enle proves
that the framers of the constitution committed the appoint-

ment of presiding elders to the Bishops as a prerogative of the

episcopacy. Let us carefully consider this question. The argu-
ment for the case is as follows : In the General Conference of

1808, on May 16, the Committee of Fourteen presented their

report on a constitution for a delegated General Conference.
On the same day (we copy from the Journal, p. 83)

:

Moved by Ezekiel Cooper, and seconded by Joshua Wells, to
postpone the present question to make room for the considera-
tion of a new resolution, as preparatory to the minds of the
brethren to determine on the present subject. Carried.
Moved by Ezekiel Cooper, and seconded by Joshua Wells, the

following restriction, namely :

_
Besolved, Tliat in the fifth section of Discipline, after the ques-

tion, By whom shall the presiding elders be chosen ? the answer
shall be: "Ans. 1st. Each Annual Conference respectively, with-
out debate, shall annually choose by ballot its own presidino-
elders."

^ o

Two days later, after much debate. Cooper's resolution was
rejected by a vote tal^en h>j ballot : ayes, 52 ; nays, 73. On
the same day John M'Claskey, who favored an elective elder-

ship, moved that the vote on the committee's report be taken
by ballot. This was ordered. Then the first resolution of the
report was put to vote and it was rejected : ayes, 57 ; nays, 61.

Cooper wanted an elective eldership, and it is quite probable
that his influence caused the defeat of the committee's report.
This result cj^used great dissatisfaction among those who were
desiring a delegated Conference.

Asbury and the other chief advocates of the measure* were
profoundly afilicted by this result. I'he New England and most
of the \^ estern members, who had been sent bv e'^lection, as rep-
resentatives of their distant Conferences, which could not sjeu-
erally attend, retired, and threatened to return home. Consulta-

* Stevens's History, vol. iv, p. 440.
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lions ensued, and four days later the question was again re-

sumed by motions of George, Koszel, Soule, Pickering, and Lee.

On the 24th the report of the committee was substantially

adopted, " almost unanimously.''^

Tlie words " almost nnanimoiislj " are taken from Bangs's

History. The report of the Committee did not come before

the Conference again, but in a fragmentary way most of its

provisions were adopted. The third Restrictive Eule was

adopted as presented in the report (Journal, p. 8S).

From these facts it is concluded that the Conference, in

adopting the third liule after the defeat of Cooper's resolu-

tion, purposed to commit, and did actually commit, tlie office

of choosing presiding elders inalienably and exclusively to the

]Jishops under the constitution. This is the piece de resistance

of those who take that view of the case, and that there is force

in the reasoning no candid person will doubt. But the argu-

ment is not as conclusive as at first blush it seems to be. There

are other facts to be considered. That Cooper, when on May 16

lie made liis motion to elect elders by the Annual Conferences,

understood this to be the force of the third Rule may be con-

ceded, and that others in the Conference agreed with him is

quite probable, but it is by no means certain that all who
finally, on May 24, voted for that rule, put Cooper's construc-

tion on it.

During those eight days great excitement and much contro-

versy had reigned. It is a significant fact that the man who
brought forward and moved the Rule on May 24, Jesse Lee,

was one of the stanchest supporters of an elective eldership

—

'' the advocate of an elective presiding eldership from first to

last, and all the time." It is also a significant fact thatEzekiel

Cooper, one of the foremost men of Metliodism, from whose
action this argument is drawn, was not deterred by the Rule
troni subsequent efforts to carry an elective eldership, for we
find him in the Conference of 1820 in the leadership of the

movement. And it is equally significant that the rule was
adopted "almost unanimously," as Bangs informs us. Are we
bound to conclude that the large minority who favored an
fleetivc eldership, including such men as Bangs, Ostrander,
i-co, and Iledding, had concluded to surrender their judgments
and hopes, and liad consented to bury them under the third
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Kestrictive Kule, or may we believe that tlicy put a different

construction on the Eule from the one which lay in the mind of

Soule and AI'Kendree ? They were not only clear-minded but
very conscientious men ; and if we find them, after the adop-
tion of the Eule, still persisting in their efforts to establish an
elective eldership by authority of the delegated Conference, we
are bound to come to the conclusion that they did not under-
stand the Eule in that way. And this is precisely what we
find to have been the case. They did not relinquish their

effort-s for an elective eldership, but continued them with unre-

lenting energy, and came within three votes of being successful

in the next General Conference.

In the Conference of 1812 Laban Clark, who favored an
elective eldership, brought the question up under a resolution.

On the second day of the debate Nicholas Snethen " moved the
following amendment :

"

Provided, always, that the Bishops shall have the power to
nominate them; and if the first nomination is not ratified by a
majority of the Annual Conference, the Bishop shall proceed to
nominate till a choice is made; and in all eases each nomination
Bhali be determined separately, by ballot, without debate.

The amendment was lost : ayes, 39 ; nays, 43. On the after-

noon of the same day the vote was taken on the original motion
of Laban Clark; this also M-as lost: ayes, 42; nays, 45. A
change of two votes would have carried the measure. Of the

90 men who composed that Conference of 1812, at least 44 of

them had been members of the Conference of 1808, and amono-
those 44 were the following eminent men, all of whom believed

that an elective eldership was not forbiddetfby the third Ee-
Btrictive Eule : Enoch George, Elijah ITedding, Freeborn Gar-
rettson, Jesse Lee, Xathan Bangs, Asa Shinn, Daniel Ostrander,

Laban Clark, and Stephen G. Eoszel. Those men had voted
on the constitution, and they were as competent to comprehend
the force of the Eestrictive Eules as were Joshua Soule and
"William M'Kendreo. It is impossible to believe that such men
as these would have persisted in an attempt to carry a measure
which was unconstitutional, or which was even of doubtful con-
stitutionality. Every one of the thirty-three delegates from the
Kew York, Philadelphia, and Genesee Conferences favored the
measure

; and to the above list of eminent men must be added
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the names of other distinguished leaders of the earlj Church

who not only believed that an elective eldership was constitu-

tional, but who also labored to secure it to the Church. Among
tlie.-^e was that " chief ornament and light of our episcopacy,"

John Emory, who must be judged competent to handle a con-

stitutional question ; also Nicholas Snethen, who according to

good authority (M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclopaedia, Snethen)

w;is the author of the plan of the delegated Conference, and

may therefore be supposed to understand it ; also Beverly

Wnugh, Timothy Merritt, George Peck, Samuel Merwin,

Joshua "Wells, William Capers, George Pickering, Thomas
Ware, "William Phoebus, and Aaron Hunt. Against the united

testimony of those distinguished fathers of our Church no

amount of technical reasoning will avail, while dissertations on

the significance of the word " plan " in the Rule must be equal-

ly inconclusive. All that is really prov^ed by the defeat of Coop-

er's resolution in the Conference of ISOS is, that the Confer-

ence was not prepared to transfer the power of choosing elders

froin the Bishops to the Annual Conferences ; for if we go be-

yond this, and affirm that all who voted for the third Restrictive

Rule purposed to commit, and did deliberately vote to commit,
by organic law, the appointment of presiding elders to the

Ih'shops, we reflect upon the honor and slander the memory of

many of the brightest names of Methodism. It will not do to

^iy that Joshua Soule drew up the third Rule, and knew his

own purj)ose in framing it^ Those other men were his peers,

and as original actors in adopting the constitution they were
not bound to take their law from a fellow member. And if it

be urged that M'Kendree and Soule were on the Committee of
Fourteen in 180S, who drafted the Constitution, the reply is,

that Cooper, Lee, and Roszel, were also on that committee.
Besides, if it be said that the defeat of Cooper's resolution,

on IGth May, compels us to construe the third Restrictive
Rule ^o as to protect the right of the Bishops to choose the
t.ders, it is sufficient to reply that the adverse vote on adopting
the constitution, taken immediately after, showed that the Cou-
uTtMicu would not accept such a construction, and that the
iri«.-ti(ls of an elective eldership were able to defeat its adoption
II that were the only interpretation which could be given to the
ikule. But during the eight days tha:^ intervened between the
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adverse vote and the enacting vote tliey saw that their cause

was in no way forestalled by the Rule, and that the question

would lie with the Conference as it had always done. This

view of the case is demanded by the fact that the friends of an

elective eldership led in the adoption of the Hule, and also

that they advocated their cause in later Conferences.

Dr. Bangs tells us that

after it was decided that the presiding elders should continue to

be appointed as heretofore by the Bishops, on Wednesday, 18th,

the consideration of the report was resumed, and after debate the

entire report was rejected by a majority of seven votes.*

"We have already Cjuoted Bangs to the effect that the report

on May 24rth was adopted '"almost unanhnously ;" on page 233

he employs the word " unanimity," in describing the vote.

These terms compel the belief that but few votes were cast

against the resolutions vvdien they were adopted. We are spe-

cific and particular on this point, for the nucleus of this whole

controversy of constitutionality lies just here, namely, in the

construction which the men who voted for the third Bule put

upon their own act. The intention of the men who voted for

the Rule is the intention of the Rule. x\nd we find, as mat-

ter of fact, that a friend of an elective eldership moved its

adoption ; and in a Conference where 52 out of 125 were pro-

nounced friends of an elective eldership only a few votes were

cast against it ; and, indeed, there is no proof that any friend of

the proposed change voted against it.

But the matter did not end with the defeat of 1812. The
friends of an elective eldership resumed their efforts in 1816,

and during six days, through eight sittings, the battle was

fouorht. The agocressive leaders in this Conference were

S. Merwin, jS;. Bangs, D. Ostrander, and J. Emory.

Surely these were not men to prosecute an unconstitutional

measure. Two of them were members of the Conference of

1808, and all of them were masters in the history and law of the

Church. At this Conference Enoch George, a friend of the

measure, was chosen Bishop. Eor the resolutions proposed,

see Journal, pages 135, 110. The votes were 42 for, 60 against;

and 38 for, 63 against.

The battle which was lost in 1816 was resumed and won in

* History, vol. ii, p. 231.
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1S20. On the 15tli of May, T. Merritt and B. Waugh intro-

duced the following

:

Moved, that the answer "by the Bishops" in the fifth section of

the Discipline be stricken out, and tlie following answer substi-

tuted: " 13y the Annual Conferences,"

This was the identical resolution which Cooper proposed in

18uS. It is plain that Bishop Wangh did not think that the

matter had been settled. On the 17th Cooper and Emory
hubiuitted the following :

Rt'solved, That the Bishop, or the president of each Annual
Conference, shall ascertain the number of presiding elders

wanted, and shall nominate three times the number, out of whicli

nominations the Conference shall, without debate, elect by ballot

the presiding elders.

Two days later a committee was appointed, on motion of

N. Bangs and Wm. Capers, to prepare a plan "that would

conciliate the wishes of the brethren upon the subject." The
connnittee was ordered, as follows : Cooper, Roszel Bangs,

J. Wells, Emory, and Capers. The Journal gives the follow-

ing history of the case (page 221)

:

Leave was asked by the chairman of the committee. Brother
Cooper, appointed yesterday to confer toith the Bishops on the
Hiil»ject relating to the election of presiding ciders, to report.
Ia^ivo being given, he made the following;

Tiie committee appointed to confer with the Bishops on a plan
to conciliate the wishes of the brethren on the subject of choosing
pn'siding elders, recommend to the Conference the adoption of
the following resolutions, to be iusei'ted in their proper place in
our Discipline:

Itusotced, 1, That whenever, in any Annual Conference, there
hliall be a vacancy or vacancies in the office of presiding elder, in
consequence of his period of service of four yeais having expired,
<Jr the Bishop wishing to remove any pi'esiding elder, or by
"h ;ith, resignation, or otherwise, the Bishop or president of the
t ')Mterenee, having ascertained the number wanted from any of
\\u-y causes, shall nominate three times the number, out of
^hicli the Conference shall elect by ballot, without debate, the
uiiinbt.T wanted: provided, when there is more than one wanted
U'.t nj.jre than three at a time shall be nominated, nor more than
•'!K' at a time elected : provided, also, that in case of any vacancy
'•r vacHiicies in the office of ])resi(lin<x elder in the interval of any
AiiiuihI Conference, the Bishop shall have authority to fill the
•^"1 vaeaney or vacancies until the ensuing Annual Conference.

J^^-^olced, 2, That the presiding elders be, and hereby are, made
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the advisory counsel of the Bishop or president of the Confer-

ence in stationing the preachers.

Signed by all the Committee.

The first resolution being read, the question was taken on it

and carried—61 to 25. The question was taken on the second

resolution as amended, with the consent of the committee. Car-

ried. The question was taken on their final passage*and carried.

The com'mittee was then ordered to incorporate the resolu-

tions iu "the section of the Discipline relating to presiding

elders." The vote was more than a two thirds majority.

These resolutions, called in the history of the controversy " the

compromise resolutions," gave great offense to M'Kendree and

Soule.

Bishop Roberts seems not to hare been opposed to them,

and Bishop George defended them. Bishop M'Kendree wrote

in his journal :
" The senior Bishop (that is, himself) dis-

approved of the proposed change ; the other two were favor-

able to some change, the extent not pointed out." Before

taking the final vote Soule had been elected Bishop, but so

great was his opposition to the resolutions that he sent in his

resignation, which was with reluctance accepted by the

Conference.

Joshua Soule was one of the great men of the Church, and

his unselfish devotion and great service had won for him the

affection and confidence of his brethren. They had just

elected him Bishop. His refusal to accept the office created

deep concern. Many fancied they saw the beginning of the

dissolution of the Church, for the presiding elder war had

been growing fiercer through a period of a score of years.

In view of these things an effort was made to reconsider the

resolutions on the eldership, but the friends of the measure

would not yield. Then a motion was made and carried to sus-

pend their execution for four years. The intense excitement

of the occasion is detailed in Bishop Paine's " Life of

M'Kendree."

The attitude assumed toward the General Conference by the

senior Bishop, and also by the Bishop-elect, is a most extraor-

dinary one, and prefigured the attitude of Bishops Andrew and

Soule and the Southern preachers in the rebellion of ISii.

The position of M'Kendree in his " Address to the Annual
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Conferences," * that he " could not submit or give up the powers

he possessed as General Superintendent of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church to the disposal of your representatives'' (the Gen-

eral Conference), is the attitude of Eishop Andrew in 1 844.

The Bishop boldly declared that he would not execute the

rosohitions on the eldership, and also that he was not bound
by any acts of the General Conference which he judged un-

constitutional. In such a case he would appeal to the Annual
Confei'enccs, which, he said, " were the proper judges of con-

stitutional questions."

The J3ishop-elect took the same attitude of insubordination

to the Conference. He wrote to the Bishops who were about

to consecrate him, " I solemnly declare that I cannot act as Su-

perintendent under the rules this day made and established."

And yet he consented to be consecrated, and the Bishops were
agreed to perform the service, two of them hoping that after

liis ordination he would obey the laws of the Church, but

M'Kendree hoping that he '"'would resist," and aid him in

oj)posing the execution of the resolutions.

When these things were brought out in the Conference, so

great was the opposition to the position taken by the Bishop-
elect that he presented his resignation.

But the resolutions had been suspended for four years.

Afterward Bisliop M'Kendree prepared a formidable Address
to the Annual Conferences,! in which he argued that the sus-

pended resolutions were unconstitutional, and, instead of takins:

the rest from labor which the Conference had granted him, he
appeared at the Annual Conferences and defended the cause of
Ilia Address. The issue was drawn ; the Church must submit
or impeach the venerable Bishop. And yet his course in thus
attempting to control the legislation of the Church and resist

the General Conference finds no warrant in the Discipline.
It belongs to an epoch of administration that ended with the

^c<•ession in 1S44. But the great influence of the Bishop,
whose conscientious devotion to the Church all admired, finally

prevailed, and seven of the twelve Annual Conferences declared
the resolutions unconstitutional. The other five, beino- the
leading Conferences of the Church, laid the Bishop's Address
t>n the table, and refused to consider it.

• Life, vol i, p. 456. f Ibid., p. 4-14.
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This action of M'Kendree in appealing from the General

Conference to the Annual Conferences is in striking contrast to

the administration of the Bishops some years later on the

slavery question. Bishop Iledding, in the iS'ew England and

New Hampshire Conferences in 1S3G, refused to put motions

which seemed to conflict with the Pastoral Address of the

General Conference of the same year. In explaining his course

Bishop Iledding said :
" I have uniformly acknowledged my

responsibility to the General Conference, whose agent I ain.-''
*

"We (the Bishops) have always practiced setting aside such

motions or resolutions (in Annual Conferences) as we supposed

unconstitutional." t In the Isew Hampshire Conference, in

1838, Bishop Morris refused to put a motion because in his

judgment " it approved what the General Conference had con-

demned." That the general judgment and administration of

the Church in this matter has been with Ileddinp; and asrainst

M'Kendree there can be no question.

In the Conference of 1821 the suspended resolutions were
permitted to remain still suspended, and were passed on as " un-

finished business" to the Conference of 1828. A resolution

in the Conference of 182-1, that the resolutions " are not of

authority " because " a majority of the Annual Conferences

have judged them unconstitutional," was passed to its third

reading, but as it failed to secure a third vote (which was a

regulation of that Conference) it went over to the next General

Conference. In 1823 a motion to declare the resolutions un-

constitutional was set aside by the following "substitute offered

by William Winans and AVilliam Capers :

"

JRef^oIverf, That tlie resolutions commonly called the Suspended
Resolutions, rendering the presiding elders elective, and which
were referred to this Conference by the last General Conference
as unfinished business, and reported to us at this Conference, be,

and the same are hereby, rescinded and made void.

This ended the war. It is to be noted that no General Con-

ference ever declared an elective presiding eldership uncon-

stitutional, while tlie Conference of 1820 proclaimed the

opposite doctrine by more than a two thirds majority, and
all the most eminent leaders of the early Church, and au-

thorities in Methodist law, with the exceptions of M'Kendree

• Life of Hedding, p. 511. f/Wd., p. 498.
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and Soule, were on the popular side in this controversy. That

eonie of those leaders, from considerations of expediency, sub-

sequently changed their minds as to the wisdom of an elective

eldership has not the slightest significance or bearing on the

question here examined. We are not arguing a question of

expediency, but a question of law.

It is well worth observing that in all these constitutional

wars the southern portion of the Church were the "higli-

cburch " party, and stanch defenders of episcopal prerogative.

Tins fact was conspicuous in the Conference of 1844, where

those views were elaborated and afterwards crystallized in the

" Protest " of the Southern delegates.

The answer of the Church to these pretensions was the speech

of Ilamline and the '' lieply to the Protest," from wliich we
have already made quotations. So in the eldership controversy

liishops M'Kendree and Soule, backed by the South, were the

champions of high prerogative, while the strength of the re-

form movement was chiefly in the Xorth. The Southern

interpretation of the Church's constitution is succinctly stated

by Bishop Paine, of the Church South, in his Life of ]\I'Ken-

drjc (p. 416)

:

Originally the itinerant preachers exercised unrestrained
powers ; but they saw proper in their wisdom to constitute a
dck'gated General Conference, invested M'ith such powers as the
preachers collectively deemed necessary to perform the duties
assigned it. Their poxcers were exjjressed. What is not exjjressed
is consequently toithheld.

But a view diametrically opposite to this has ruled in the

Church North, atid is correctly given by Bishop Harris, in his

work on " The Powers of the General Conference *'
(p. 22)

:

There is not here (in the grant of powers) a delegation of
enumerated powers accompanied by a general reservation, as in
tiie Federal Government, but a delegation of general and sweep-
•iig powers under enumerated and well-defined restrictions.

[Further views on the general subject will be presented in

another paper.]
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Art. III.— christian EDUCATION.

OcR endeavor, in this paper, is to emphasize the distinction

between Christian and secular education, to exhibit the faihire

to recognize adequately this distinction, and to suggest some

measures for improvement. We use the word education solely

in its teclmical sense, referring to the training of the schools.

A conflict which has, probably, only begun in this country, is

over the question of Christian and secular schools. The strug-

gle between Christianity and secularism presents no phase

more important than this. Additional interest comes from the

fact that Christian people are not precisely a unit with regard

to the issue.

Between the two styles of training in question there is large

superficial resemblance—and misleading resemblance. Both

aim at culture in certain special directions. These directions

are largely the same. The same studies, in the main, are pur-

sued at Ithaca or Ann Arbor as at AIiddleto\\Ti or Princeton.

This fact is liable to mislead, and doubtless does mislead, many

in reaching their practical conclusions. But these external

similarities are not of chief interest. Other points we may

find, npon examination, exhibiting the strongest and most

vital contrasts.

The distinction is fundamental. It relates, first of all, to the

ultimate end of education. "Wliat is education for? That is a

most pertinent and essential question certaiul}'', and one that

ought not to be lost sight of at any point in educational proc-

esses. To tliis question Christianity gives a definite answer

;

an answer not formal, nevertheless weighty and exact. Secu-

larism gives a variety of conflicting answers. The confusion

which reigns over the human mind when it separates itself from

God appears in the chaos of secular educational theories. For

the purpose of easy inspection we may name and arrange these

theories as follows : 1. The Popular, " the bread and butcer,"

theory. 2. The theory of Secular Statesmanship. 3. That of

Intellectualism. 4. That of Philosophic Utilitarianism. The

first is the crude theory floating in the popular mind : educa-

tion is to help in getting a living; to make living easy, com-

fortable, and possibly luxurious. The second theory holds
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liuit education is for tlie public good. It is not a mere private

;id vantage, but a public necessity. The third rings the changes

iiptsri the word "culture." Knowledge and intellectual devel-

opin-.'iit form the supreme end. The fourth theory, that of

I'liilosophic Utilitarianism, is the best that secular thought lias

ever given. Herbert Spencer stands as its representative. He
Kuy.-!, ''How to live^ that is the essential question for us. Xot
!io\v to live in the mere material seuco only, but in the ^videst

f^-:ise, . . . how to live completely. And this being the great

tiling needful for us to learn, is by consequence the great thing

v.-hieh education has to teach. To prepare us for complete

riviii<r is the function which education has to discharge." This

general statement is exceedingly beautiful. We may be inclined

lo pronounce it faultless. But it is general. Under this beau-

tiful mask is agnosticism of the most unqualified type. Mr.
i?pencer tells us later what " complete living" is, as he regards

it. He enters formally and methodically into the work. He
gives a detailed list of " the leading activities which constitute

human life." But nowhere do we find the slightest hint that

man has a religious nature. Xot even among those " activi-

ties" which he regards as least in importance, " those making
up the leisure part of life, "devoted to the gratification of tastes

and feelings," does he find any place for an act of worship, or

f'»r any endeavor to satisfy the great "hunger and thirst" of
the human heart. His " complete living" appears, in the light

•'f all history, exceedingly incomplete. His theory as to the

l»uq>ose of education, then, foots up in this : to prepare us for

••complete living" with the supreme fact of life left out.

Ihcse theories are, of course, in some measure correct. But
they have the vicious quality of half-truths, or less than half
tr;iths. And that makes their consideration somewhat difficult,

especially when we undertake to compare them with the Chris-
tun theory. One is almost compelled to indulge in truisms or
to nm the risk of seeming to deny what every body should be
ready to admit.

" A lie that is all a lie

May be met and foutfht with outright;
But a lie that is lialf a lie

la a harder matter to flght"

1 he Christian theory of education is necessarily implied in
tiie Christian conception of human life. We may accept Mr.

4—FIKTII SEKIKS, VOL. I.
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Spencer's statement, that education is to prepare us for " com-

plete living;" but we must learn from Clirist what "complete

living" is. "Man shall not live by bread alone." He must

liave bread, but he needs even more the " word which pro-

ceedeth from the mouth of God." He has intellect and taste,

but also conscience. His highest attainment is goodness. He
is a citizen of an earthly state, but also a subject of the kingdom

of God. His "activities" upon the earth are largely prehminary

and preparatory. He is to live forever in the world to come.

Education should therefore be in the largest sense liberal.

It should make the man self-supporting, acquainting him with

practical measures for comfortable and beautiful living. It

should prepare him for citizenship. It should make him, it

may be, a man of letters, or a scientist, or an artist. But it

should go further. ' It should strengthen and broaden his faith in

God. It should sharpen his appreciation for spiritual realities.

It should furnish him with a just conception of human life ;

its needs, possibilities, and obligations. It should deepen in

his mind the distinction between right and wrong. It should

streno-then his conviction of those truths which surround rlirht

with its most impressive sanctions.

Any system of general education that does not accomplish

this, Christianity must pronounce a failure. Any system that

puts obstacles in the way of this, is a perversion. The Chris-

tian conception of life is so unlike the secular, so far above and

beyond it, that it justly claims recognition in every measure

that has to do with the shaping of life ; and, therefore, recog-

nition as far as possible at every step in educational processes.

But how far is education actually Christian? To what ex-

tent do the schools recognize " complete living" as the end they

should help to serve ? To go no further than our own coun-

try, we have an immense and most interesting Held for inves-

tigation. AYe have systems of public instruction. "VVe have

schools and academics in large numbers, supported by private

enterprise, or by the various religious denominations. AVe

have, according to the report of the Commissioner of Educa-

tion for 1881, 302 colleges and universities, regularly chartered

and authorized to confer degrees. (And it might be added,

that their power to confer degrees is operated pretty eilective-

ly.) "We have on an average throughout the United States one
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(•(.Ikxre or nniversitj to every piece of territory one hundred

miles square. Many of these institutions, it is true, have

names ridiculously out of proportion with their real charac-

ter. And yet they are doing a valuable work, and are des-

tined to increase in influence. At all events, the educational

enterprises of our country deserve the most careful «tudy, and

(.•specially from those who have the progress of Christianity

at lieart.

Such a study will reveal, no doubt, in all, or nearly all, these

institutions the existence of features of noteworthy excellence.

In many instances, however, there will be discovered a con-

spicuous lack of harmony between the end proposed and the

means employed ; a lack of coherent, well-applied educational

theory. And still further, and this is for us now the main

point, there must appear a failure quite general to recognize

properly the place that belongs to distinctively Christian teach-

ing. For proof and illustration we may look, first, to our

putdic schools. They have undeniable merits. They have,

at least, the virtue of a good intention, the elevation, in some

sense, of the multitudes. They have been sources of good to

millions of our population. Still, it may be fairly questioned

wlicther their defects are not nearly as great as their merits.

The root-evil is a lack of correct, well-applied educational the-

ory. The theory that underlies them is narrow and incom-

])k'te; and even this is poorly applied. Are our public schools

to be regarded as means employed by the State for its own
l>r()tcction ? Is the end "to prepare youth for citizenship T'

'1 hat theory is commendable as far as it goes. Here is the

all-sutticient warrant for public education, perhaps its only

warrant. But if that is the end sought, then the means are

<-ert;iinly inadequate to the end ; they often lose sight of the

«Ti<l. Ignorance is not the only enemy of the State, nor the

^Tt'atcst. And in styles of ignorance as well as of knowledge
thi-re is room for choice. One of the first requisites of citi-

J'A-nship is self-support. This being the case, it is plain that

iiidiislrial training, especially in our large cities, should receive

I'uMic attention. It would receive attention if public instruc-

'>'»ii paid half the heed to the evils of loaferism that it pays to

thohc of illiteracy. With respect to a certain class of embryo
fUizens the State confronts two alternatives : either to teach
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them some sort of productive labor in schools or to teach them

in prison. Our public schools are defective, also, with respect

to moral training; and strangely, illogically defective with

respect to certain features of morality most obviously essential

to safe citizenship. For example, public instruction should

raise a barrier against drunkenness. Compulsory temperance-

education laws have been enacted in three of the States,

namely, Vermont, Michigan, and New Hampshire. It may
safely be assumed that other States need them. The difficulty

will be to make other States see the need. There is not

the slightest occasion, in teaching this item of morality, for

raising the bugaboo of sectarianism. But for this morsel of

improvement temperance advocates are obliged to plead, and

probably will be obliged to plead for time to come. There

are also certain items of political morality that would seem

most proper to be put into the minds of American youths,

such as the sacredness of official trust and of the ballot. If

the end of public instruction is " to prepare for citizenship,"

the impression should be made as early and as deeply as possi-

ble that to give or to take bribes is as detestable as theft or

arson. The only explanation that can be given for such omis-

sions is, that such instruction comes under the head of morals,

and from moral instruction our public school systems have in

the main held themselves aloof. And the reason of this? Is

it presumed that other agencies will supply the lack ? "We will

look to the home. But from what kind of homes do many of

our embryo citizens come ? Shall we depend upon the Sunday-

school and the Church? With many the Church and Sunday-

school have no opportunity whatever. It is said to be im-

practicable to teach morality in the public schools because of

its relation to religion. But here is the question. It may be deli-

cate and difficult and yet practicable. We submit the question.

Would it be impracticable to prepare and use a text-book es-

pecially adapted to this purpose ? Quite likely such a work

would be incomplete. Xo doubt it would be impossible to

please all sects and parties. Still, possibly a work might be

arranged that would be acceptable and useful to the great body

of the people.

But this is " not American ; " not " in accordance with the

genius of x\merican institutions." That is often said with an
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air that implies finality. But tliat settles nothing. The words
"American'- and "right" are not synonyms. In the "Con
temporary Review" for November, 18S2, an article appeared
ivxmx Jules Simon, upon '-Public Education in France."

lit' guys

:

Hut now we must secularize ; it is the will of a few deputies
who are declaiming in Paris against religious faith. Quick !

Drive away tlie monks, call in the new master! And libeitv of
roMscience, what about that? They tell us, when we are alf re-
duced, by the absence of any free schools at all, to send our chil-
»lren to the communal schools, we need not be alarmed, for they
liave with the most minute and zealous care eliminated all that
could wound the most delicate conscience. The child will see
tlu-re neither priest nor rabid, neither Bible nor crucifix:. He
will not be allowed to utter a prayer nor to make the sij^n of
the cross. From his carefully chosen school-books religious
dogma and legend will be alike excluded. In the old tim'e we
u<ed to have in the schools those little books of sacred history
which opened with the words, " In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth." We have done awav with these little
books now. The cliildren will hear no more talk of the creation
or God, or even of a beginning. In one word, the school they
will have to learn in will be strictly neutral. This is what they
tell us by way of consolation. They forget that it is not God
ire are afraid of it is Nihilism.

On this side of the Atlantic we have need to take the hint.
It wuidd bo well if we were less afraid of God, less afraid of
liomanism, and more afraid of Xihilism. AVe have been so
much afraid of being too religious, so much afraid that Pome
will do something terrible, that we have largely lost sight of
the danger of educating a generation without faith and rcspect
jor righteousness.

^

Leaving now our public schools, we find some things espe-
cially worthy of note in our institutions for higher education
"JM.n a purely secular basis. In the " Xorth American Peview"
of June, 1883, in an article upon "Present Aspects of College
rr;umng/' President Gilman speaks of such institutions as "a
reaction against innumerable denominational colleges," and
Mvs

:
« They are usually governed by good men, so that a stu-

dent in any one of them perceives very little difference, if
*»"y, ni the ethical and religious influences by which he is
•^urrojiudcd from those which encompass his friend in a de-
iH.mmational college." He says this is " usually " tlie case.
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This may be true, but if so, it implies no very liigli compli-

ment to our denomiiuitianal colleges.

But it may not be difficult to tind exceptions. Is there not

more than one institution the managers and friends of which

boast its freedom from all " tradition," from " sectarianism,"

from religion \ " There are unhappy times in the world's his-

tory," says Carlyle, " when he that is least educated will chiefly

have it to say, he is least perverted." Says St. James, "This

wisdom cometh not from above, but is earthly, sensual, dev-

ilish."

The attempt to manage colleges upon a purely secular basis

is perilous while it exists, but in the end will be quite likely to

defeat itself. It is a fact of no small significance that college

preaching has recently been established at Cornell. Plainly it

was felt that undiluted secularism could not be borne, and

therefore various eminent clergvmen are invited in, from time

to time, to help them out of their dilemma. It is not at all

surprising that the one-sided character of the education fur-

nished by secular colleges has aroused anxious inquiry on the

part of thinking men. President Gilman, while giving the com-

mendation above quoted to the ethical and religious atmos-

phere which he says usually pervades these institutions, still

recognizes a great need whicli, from some source, nmst be sup-

plied. He says most impressively, " Never was there a time

when it was more important to uphold the essentials of relig-

ion, and to encourage the formation of right moral habits, for

the temptation to forget the things which are unseen is very

strong."

This is very true, and the need of surrounding college life

with religious influences, and of making part of the instruc-

tion distinctively religious, is correspondingly great. Let us

see what is proposed to meet this great necessity. Says the

same writer

:

Doubtless churches in the neighborhood of colleges will be
more and more called upon, each in its own way, to undertake
the religious gtiidanee of such young men as may be brought
within their iniiucnce, while college facidties will be held re-

sponsible by the public for ihe iiitluence they exert upon the moral
lives of tiiose whoso intellectual training they have undertaken
to direct. Already, enlightened men in different parts of the
country have independently come to the conclusion that in the
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nei'^liljorhood of a State university, or any other non-sectarian

iri'^ritution, halls of residence may be founded by religious bodies,

and instruction may there be given in positive religious doctrines

to those who resort to the central estublishment for secular learn-

in<r. The Bishop of Michigan, Dr. Harris, having seen the vigor

and prospects of the great foundation at Ann Arbor, has wisely

ilirectod his zeal to the building up of a collegiate hall, which

shall not be in rivalry with the State University, but in cordial

though informal co-operation with it, supplementing its instruc-

tions by positive religious teachings among those who are admit-

ted to Uic privileges of the church home. Years ago, a similar

project for surrounding the University of California with halls of

residence to be provided by different churches was very nearly

))erfccted. By some such method the new unsectarian colleges

may be well supplied with positive religious instruction, while

the non-denominational character of the foundation remains unim-

]>aired.

This plan for halls of residence is remarkable for several

tliinfs. And first, because it recognizes the great defect of

secular colleges in their failure to provide " positive religious

instruction." Second, because it is only a plan. It is not alto-

gctlicr new. " Years ago," it is said, in California such a " proj-

ect was nearly brought to perfection." But so far as known
the first brick is not laid for such a hall of residence anywhere

upon the earth. Besides, it is a plan that quite likely never

will be realized. And if it were put into operation, the

beneficial results would be very meager. What likelihood, we
ni;\y ask, is there that the Churches, with their present educa-

tional enterprises in hand, will abandon them, or divide their

support between them and such a new enterprise ? And how
large an opportunity would this plan, if realized, actually pro-

vide for religious instruction ? With a full college curriculum

purely secular tarring their energies and time, students would
1k} but poor subjects for "positive religious instruction" in

lialls of residence. Nothing would be possible but certain de-

votional exercises and sundry pioys exhortations. And lastly,

fiuch an arrangement would scarcely tend to exalt, but rather to

degrade, religious knowledge. Knowledge confessedly of the

Idghest importance would be thrust into the background, and
l»ave only such opportunity as might be left after all other

Kinds had received attention.

Our reason for dwelling upon this to such an extent, is to

ehow iiow great the defect of purely secular education is, and.
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how impracticable it must be to suppy tbe defect by external

devices.

We now turn our attention to the institutions for higher ed-

ucation under Christian control. AVe omit discussion of the

academies and preparatory schools under the care of the

Churchj for the reason that the larger part of what will be

said concerning the colleges will obviously apply to the schools

of lower grade. It should be said, however, that the amount

of required religious study is often relatively less in the acade-

mies than in the colleges. And aside from the chapel exercises,

and a few things of like sort, it might be difficult in some in-

stances to draw the distinction between these schools and othei's

purely and professedly secular. Upward of seventy-five per

cent, of the colleges in this country are nominally Cliristiau.

To be more exact, 271 of the 362 colleges and universities are

directly under the control of the religious denominations.

It is a pleasure to observe here the contrasts to secularism.

These institutions are Christian in being the fniits of Christian

benevolence, Within the last ten years, in this country,

$61,475,000 have been given by private individuals for educa-

tion. Most of this has been given by Christian men and

from Christian motives. These colleges are Christian, also, in

the character of the men to whom, in other respects, they owe

their origin. They are the outgrowth of Christian thought

and toil as well as of benevolence. How pure, how powerful,

are the memories that gather around some of them ! They are

Christian, also, because of the earnest faith and lives of most of

the instructors. With comparatively rare exceptions the pro-

fessors are men of true faith and piety. They are Christian,

also, in the general tinge of the instruction. Also in the fact

that the college life is marked by certain religious observances,

implying and nourishing the Christian faith. And lastly, in

the fact that a certain measure of formal instruction is given

upon subjects distinctively moral and Christian.

There is certainly a great advantage in all this ; an advantage

that should be preserved against the general drift toward sec-

Tilarity. But does not this very enumeration of Christian chai*-

acteristics suggest that something more is to be desired and

Bought? We recur to our ideal. We ask again, "What is

education for \
" Again we have the answer, " To prepare us
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for complete living." And again we remember what Christ

tells us complete living is. Once more we are reminded that

man's hif'hest attainment is goodness, and among all kinds of

knowledo"e, that has the highest value which ministers most

directly to the spiritual part of life. Only when the Christian

conception of hmnan life is clearly and strongly before us are

we prepared to ask, " Are our Christian colleges sufficiently

Christian ? " Is the broad distinction between Christian and

pccular education sufficiently recognized in the actual character

and work of these institutions ?

To be more specific we may ask, By what rule of right or

propriety should an instructor ever be tolerated in a Christian

college whose attitude is not that of reverent acceptance of the

Gospel—whose faith in the great verities of Christianity is not

beyond all question ? One of the most remarkable utterances

of the Boston Monday Lectureship was a warning sounded in

tlie ear of college students. With mighty eloquence students

were bidden to be on their guard against the influence of skep-

tical or unbelieving college professors. The warning was

not without occasion. It is true, that by far the larger number
of professors in Christian colleges are men of faith as well as

of leai-ning. But why should there ever be an exception ?

It is difficult to see why our professorships, in all departments,

should not be as sacredly guarded against unbelief as our

pulpits.

Another inquiry is suggested. Is not one of the chief requi-

sites of college education at the present time a more thorough

and systematic training in the science of Christianity ? The
phra.se may sound strangely. But we believe it is fitting,

Christianity is a proper object for scientific study. It is it-

^'If a phenomenon at least as interesting as the civilization of

ancient Greece. It has performed a more important part in

shaping the destinies of the world than the empire of Rome.
It is at least as closely allied to human development and hap-

piness as astronomy or geology. Christianity has a literature

to which students in Christian colleges should be required to

pve some measure of study. Scholarship in a Christian land
>»^ ehaniofully deficient if it does not embrace a knowledge of

iljo Facred Scriptures, a knowledge such as the Sunday-school
and even the pulpit cannot impart. Scholarship must surely
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attend to tlie great specimens of Greek, Latin, and English

literature. There should be no occasion to ask whether the

Bible should not also be studied in our colleges. The in-

spection of our college catalogues with reference to the amount

of Bible study necessary to graduation would furnish much
material for reflection. The ignorance often exhibited by col-

lege graduates concerning the Bible would be ludicrous, if it

were not lamentable.

Christianity has also a history—its record of achievements.

It has made its definite impress upon the opinions, the convic-

tions, the customs of civilized society. The knowledge of

what Christianity has done for civilization, as well as the

knowledge of its phenomenal extension, should be possessed in

some considerable measure by every student before he receives

his diploma.

Christianity has also its credentials. It holds a commanding
attitude and position with respect to doubts and objections. If

it be true, as is sometimes asserted, that the struggle with doubt

which so many experience often begins in college days, it is of

the largest importance that the college should give the student

all possible help in the struggle.

Christianity has, moreover, its life-rules and principles—its

ethics. It has also its facts of psychological significance—its

inner experiences. In these various directions we have a vast

range of facts to be critically weighed and scientifically treated.

Jt is true that in most of our colleges something of this kind

is done. But it is only a fraction of what is really needed.

Perhaps it is assumed that other agencies may be relied upon

for conducting this part of education. But what warrant is

there for such an assumption ? Why might not the colleges

with equal propriety leave to some outside agency instruction

in political economy or history ? Quite likely the Sunday-school

and the pulpit are expected to be efiicient in this particular

direction. But with the very limited opportunity, and the ex-

ceedingly lax method of most Sunday-school work, few results

beyond a popular, superficial, nevertheless useful, knowledge

may be expected ; and even this expectation is doomed some-

times to disappointment.

The pulpit has also, on the whole, a popular as well as varied

work. It may be that more of system, more of continuity,
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more of painstaking instruction, would be useful in pulpit min-

istrations. But it is not to be forgotten that the preacher is

called upon to minister to a great diversity of minds and hearts

on every public occasion ; and these occasions should be in a

lar<>-e degree for worship and spiritual culture. The precise

style and extent of teaching that is needed by young men
seeking Christian scholarship is not within the function of the

ministry. Providentially, the Church has not only her pulpits

but her colleges ; and the methodical and comprehensive treat-

ment of religious themes required bj' leading minds, not pos-

sible through the more popular agencies of the Church, may be

furnished through the institutions for higher education.

Of course, it is understood that the highest Christian knowl-

edge is not to be gained from the study of books or the pro-

fessor's instruction. The strongest apprehension of Christian

realities can be reached only by Christian living. But it is also

true that Christian learning may be a help to Christian living,

just as the lack of it may be a hinderance.

It should also be understood that we do not advocate the

conversion of our colleges into theological seminaries. If it

were not for what Professor Bowne calls the " great power of

the misunderstanding,'' this statement would be unnecessary.

We distinctly hold that the training required by a Christian

minister is one thing, and that required by a Christian scholar

is another. We also hold that the training furnished by our

colleges at present is not of such a sort as to furnish one of

the prime essentials of Christian scholarship ; that in the scheme
t)f general instruction Christianity does not find the place which

pn^perly belongs to it.

We would add, tiierefore, with becoming modesty, but also

with becoming emphasis, that no Christian college is thoroughly

equipped that does not contain a professorship well endowed
and ably manned for instruction in the science of Christianit}-.

t^ueh instruction should have the dignity and advantage of a

distinct department. Perhaps in no way could funds be more
Worthily bestowed than for the founding of such professorships.

AV e need also a large outpouring of Christian offerings to

luake our educational institutions as powerful and complete and
attractive as possible. Christian education should be in every
sense tlie best. And this can be reached only by a larger
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benevoleuce than the Clmroh lias as yet practiced, or even con-

ceived. AVe need endowments for our academies as well as for

our colleges. "We need great universities, not merely in name
but in reality, sheltering special technical schools, all under the

care of the Church, to promote a learning at once thorough,

symmetrical, and Christian.

The last need to be mentioned, perhaps not the last in impor-

tance, is the common need of Christendom—a deepening of

spiritual life. Our institutions of learning should be, in the

largest degree possible, living centers of religious power.

By no single measure, but by several—by larger attention to

distinctively Christian subjects, by larger benevolence that

broader schemes may be realized, by deeper piety that all may
be crowned with the blessing of God—our Christian colleges

may be brought to such a condition as to illustrate better than

they do at present the distinction between Christian and secular

education.

Whoever has found young men fresh from college, with

minds awahe upon a large variety of secular themes, but dull

and empty and dubious with respect to subjects most vital, and
has seen their ignorance rapidly ripening into unbelief ; who-
ever has looked over society and seen the need, not merely of

a learned ministry and an earnest evangelism, but of men of

broad and splendid culture in heartiest sympathy with all the

legitimate enterprises of the Church ; and whoever has reflected

upon the part that scholars hold, or should hold, in the affairs

of the Church, the nation, and the world, must feel that few
subjects are more worthy of attention than the one with which
we have attempted to deal.
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Akt. IV.—CHRIST PREACHIXG TO THE SPIRITS IN
PRISON.

'On Koi XpiaTog una^ rrspl afiaprtuv a-idavEV, 6iKaing virep u6iK(Jv, Iva vuar

izpoaayayi} tCi deu, davaruOelc ftiv aapKi (cjotzoctjOuc fie TTVEVfiaTi- iv u Kcl Tolq kv

i^v7MKJj nx^ei'iiaaiv Tropevdeig eKTjpv^tv, cnreidriaacriv Trnre ore ii-e^E^txcTo ^ tov 6eov

fianpodvfiia EV Ti/J.Epaig Naic KaraanEva^ofiivrj^ KiiiuTov Elg fjv b'Aiyot,, roxir' eoTLv

oxTtj Tl'vxal, itLauGrjaav 6l' vdarog, 1 Peter iii, 18-2'J.

Because also Christ once for sins suffered, the just for the unjust, that us lie

mlt^ht bring to God ; being put to death as to the flesh (fleshwise), but made alive

as to the spirit (spirit^vise) ; in which also to the in prison spirits going, he

preachfd (proclaimed) the disobedient at one time, when the forbearance of, God

waited, in the days of Noah, the ark being a preparing, througii (bj means of)

which a few, that is, eight, were saved, by (through the agency of) water.

—

Literal Rendering.

"Because Christ also suffered for sins once, the righteous for the unrighteous,

tliat ho might bring us to God; being put to death in the flesh, but quickened in

the spirit; in which also lie went and preached unto the spirits in prison, who

aforetime were disobedient, when the long-suffering of God waited in the days of

N<vih, while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls, were

Mved through water."

—

Revised Versioru

Sc.vECELY any otlier passage in the New Testament presents so

many and so great difficulties as that given above. It is not

chiefly that it is ohsciiir, so that no sense can be made of it

(a.s are some other passages), for that is not the case ; but wliile

it plainly declares very much, it also leaves so much unde-

termined that it is ditKcult to affirm positively what is its real

meaning. It is introduced somewhat parenthetically into the

j^'neral course of the thought of the context. If we read

directly on to the middle of the eighteenth verse, closing with

tlio statement of Christ's death, " the righteous for the unright-

eoib;," we find the apostle exhorting his brethren to the patient

t'Tidnrance of afflictions and persecutions after the example of

Christ
; and if then we leap forward to the twenty-second verse,

the course of the thought will seem to be continuous and con-

^^•C'Utive. That which occurs between tliese two points seems
to Ikj introduced as make-weights and illustrations, designed to

enforce the foregoing exhortations to patient endurance. It

tinis has the ap])earance of an episode—a turning away from
thu direct line of thought to pursue a side line—setting forth
^iid explaining some things somehow connected with those
exemplary sufferings, or, perhaps, simply their historical
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sequents, and not immediately bearing upon the matter of tlie

preceding exhortations. Viewed in this aspect, it becomes

separated in its sense from the leading thought of the dis-

course, and so standing by itself to be interpreted according to

the natural import of the language ; and if so considered, the

passage, in its direct grammatical construction, presents no

special difficulties.

The latter part of verse eighteen declares that Christ, having

suffered physical death (trap/ci, fleshwise), was made (or found)

alive {nvevnaTL, spiritwise), and in that state {tv J)) " he went

and preached (proclaimed) to the spirits in prison." The record

of these things appears to be made in the order of historical

sequence. He died as to the flesh, in which state he had been

living, and was alive in another state, that is, as to the spirit, or

in a. ^Jieumatical, as contradistinction from a jpliysical^ state
;

and then he is spoken of as, in that state, " going,"

—

rropevdeig,

eignifying a change of place, a proceeding—apparently for the

purpose of performing the act next designated, "preached,"

{'jKTJpv^ev), "to the spirits in prison"

—

rocg iv tpvXaKri nvevpaoLv.

Thus far the only question requiring to be settled is, " 'SVIio

were these spirits in prison ? " But out of that arises the whole

difiiculty of the case.

Before proceeding further, it may be well to examine more

closely the language of the latter part of the eighteenth verse and

the nineteenth verse. The interpretation of oapd (in the flesh)

and Tzvevnari (in the spirit), given by Alford, appears altogether

satisfactory, and indeed felicitous. " It was thus, in this re-

gion, under these conditions, that the death on the cross was in-

flicted. His flesh, which was living flesh before, became dead

flesh ; Christ Jesus, the entire complex Person, consisting of

body, soul, and spirit, was put to death, oapid (fleshwise), but

made alive again {^ooTTotrjOeig, quickened, raised to life), m-ev-

fmTt (spirit-wise). . . . Quoad caryiem (as in respect to the flesh),

our Lord was put to death
;
quoad sjpiritum (as to the [his]

spirit), he was brought to life ; not that the flesh died^ and the

spirit was made alive, but that quoad (as to) the flesh the

Lord died, and quoad (as to) the spirit (his rational soul, his

essential self) he was made alive (did not die). He, the God-

man Christ Jesus (body and soul), ceased to live a fleshly,

mortal (physiological and psychical) life, and began to live a
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spiritual resurrection life. His own (human) spirit never

died, as the next verse shows us."' Here, too, we maj intro-

duce the language of Luther, as especially pertinent to the

point in hand :
" Clirist by his sufferings was taken from tiie

life which is flesh and ijlood, . . . and he is now placed in an-

other life, and made alive according to the spirit (TTvevfia-L),

lias passed into a spiritual and supernatural life, which includes

in itself the whole life which Christ now has, ... so that he has

no longer a^Jleshlf/ but a spiritual body."

In what is here given it will be seen that we depart from

tlie rendering of our "Authorized Version," but agree with the

Revised Version, in not construing -rvevuari (verse eighteen)

'*by the spirit," of the Holy Ghost, which is clearlj- contrary

to the proper grammatical sense of the word in this place.

That construction is also both exegetically and theologically

objectionable, for only the mode of the designated quickening

is meant to be indicated, without any reference to the agent by

whom the work was effected. iSTor was that quickening the

8;une with our Lord's resurrection from the dead, which was

lii>torically an after-affair.

This construction also gives a better significance to the first

words of tlie next (the nineteenth) verse, ev w, rendered hj

xchich in the Authorized Aversion, but in the Eevised Ver-

sion in ichich—that is, in which form or condition of being.

Nothing is here said about the agency of the Holy Spirit in

the work of quickening, predicated subjectively of our Lord
after his death on the cross. It is simply indicated that after

the crucifixion the human soul, still living, and as an insepa-

rable part of the God-man, in its disembodied state "went
and preached," of which transaction more will be said in the

S'.Mplcl.

The nineteenth verse ascribes to our Lord two distinct but

< lusely related actions, going and preaching. The former of

liiese is the equivalent to the well-known language of the Apos-
f 'X Creed, " He descended i7ito hades^ The human soul of

^ liri.^t, which departed from the body at the awful moment
wlion "he disniissed his spirit," was at once, and by that act,

brought into other conditions and environments, the passage
»ntt) which sufficiently answcre to the sense of the word "go-

*"n ' (^''(>efOets'), though change of place as well as of condi-
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tian is not excluded, nor, indeed, improbable. The belief in

the continued existence of souls after death in the disembodied

state, is so nearly universally accepted by Christians that we
need not stop to either assert or defend it ; and the scarcely

less commonly accepted opinion, that the full awards of the

future state are not given immediately after death, renders

necessary some idea or theory of an intermediate state ; and
into that state—the hades of the iSTew Testament, whatever

that may be—the spirit of the man Christ Jesus, he having

been put to death in the flesh, must have entered ; and there it

was that "he preached to the spirits in prison :" and these, it

would seem, were also disembodied spirits—human souls—of

those who, in past ages, had died as to the flesh, and were then

abiding in hades, '• the intermediate state."

These " spirits " are spoken of as " in prison "

—

h (pvlanrj^ in

custody—not necessarily in a place or condition of suffering,

either temporal or eternal, punitive or purgatorial, but rather

in a state of temporary waiting. Of this St. Peter spoke in

his memorable discourse on the day of Pentecost as the place

in which Christ had been, and out of which he came at his res-

urrection ; a view of which state is also given in the parable of

the rich man and the beggar. In itself, therefore, the phrase

" in prison," tv </)vAa.f g, is here simply equivalent to the '' in

hades " (ev rc5 Gi(5{/, Luke xvi, 23), of which the resting-place

of Abraham and Lazarus was a department, a portion of the

great whole; the "paradise" into which Christ and the peni-

tent thief entered on the day of the crucifixion.

His work among these " spirits in prison " is indicated by

the word " preached," eicrpv^ev, a word which in classical Greek

signifies simply proclaiming publicly, without respect to the

nature of the thing set forth. In the New Testament, how-

ever, it is more commonly used in reference to the preaching

of the Gospel, and therefore it has been claimed that the

obvious sense of the language here used is, that our Lord, then

and there, preached the Gospel with its gracious offers of sal-

vation to "the spirits in. prison," showing them what he had

accomplished for them, and its purposed results—that his Mes-

sianic commission reached down to them, and that its purpose

would be realized in their glorification with him ; of which his

resurrection, then about to be effectuated in their sight, was to
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be at once the victorious achievement and the pledge of its,

consuniniation.

If we could stop at this point, there would be no special

ditliciilty in the case. Accepting the doctrine of the ancient

Church, which seems to be both scriptural and rational, that,

while the material body of the God-man was in the sepulcher

Ills human soul was in hades^ the abode of disembodied spirits,,

we must also suppose that he was in that particular portion

of "the under world" in which the righteous dead repose,.

tlie "paradise" of which he spake to the penitent thief. And.

although he came thither in the character of a captive, as had

all that had gone before him, his captivity was only apparent,,

because it was voluntary, and his accepting it was an important,

part of his work as the Kedeemor of men. . Coming thus to-

the faithful of the past ages who had lived and died witliout

the sight of their Eedeemer, or the knowledge of the way of

their deliverance, he proclaimed to them himself as their Ee-

deemer, and told them what he had done for them in this

world, and what he was about to do further in their behalf.

This was, indeed, and eminently, preaching the Gospel "to-

tlic spirits in prison." And liis subsequent going forth from

them, which was essentially his resurrection, of which the^

revivification of his body was only a successional incident— -

important, indeed, but not " the resurrection " itself, which

was accomplished in hades—gave to them the assurance of

their own resurrection, their deliverance from the power of

death, and from their imprisonment in "the under world."

lu his rising they saw their great enemy conquered ; saw hu-

manity, as embodied and represented in the person of the

Conqueror, pass triumphantly outward and upward, leaving

with them the assured promise that he would come again and

receive them to himself, as he had before said, "that where I

am there ye may be also." This rendering of the text, there-

fore, if allowable, would not only meet all the demands of an

intelligent exegesis, and harmonize its teachings with the

traditional faith of the Church, but also place in a clear and

strong light a highly interesting point in Christian escha-

tology ; but the words of the sacred text next following pre-

cipitate us into new, and indeed formidable, difficulties.

Thut which comes next is, as a form of words, entirely plain.

6—FIFTU SERIES, VOL. I.
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Indeed, the clearness and directness of the passage, as to its

grammatical import, only enhances the difficulties of the case

;

for the apostle seems to say that our Lord, after his death on

the cross, in his disembodied state proceeded to the place where

were held " in prison " those ^yho had heard Xoah preach,

and Nvho, haying rejected his exhortations and "\yarnings, ^yere

anecOeig, unj^ersuaded, unhelieving ^ and to them, there and

then, he "preached." AVhat was the substance of that preach-

ing is not indicated, except as it may seem to he determined

by the language used. It has been seen that the word inri-

pvfev, properly translated " preached," according to the Xew
Testament usus loquendi has a good rather than a bad or

•even an indifferent meaning—the bringing good tidings rather

than denouncing a curse. Some, for dogmatic reasons, insist

strono:ly on this sense of the word as here used as alone allo\y-

able, \yhile otliers, Ayho hesitate in respect to the conclusions

•that are sought to be thus established, claim for it a wider

meaning, according to its classical use : and in this case, per-

haps, a sense cjuite the opposite of-" glad tidings." It is ob-

viously true that the Gospel of Christ, as proclaimed among

men, is not—^yas not intended to be—invariably a message of

joy. Isaiah, in a prophecy ^yhicll Christ appropriated to hitn-

•self and his \york, describes the mission of the Messiah as not

•only "to preach the acceptable year of the Lord," but also, and

•with equal emphasis, ^'' the day of •vengeance of our GodP In

•the same spirit Malachi speaks of the rising of " the Sun of

righteousness " " with healing in his wings ;" and yet he shows

that this revelation of God's favor to his people will be accom-

^panied with the trampling down of his enemies. This double

aspect of the Gospel in its initial proclamation, and still more

so in its last results, may be detected all through the course of

the divine revelation, and most clearly of all in the final book

of the Xew Testament. The claim, therefore, that is made, that

our Lord's preaching to the disobedient hearers of Xoali's

preaching was a proffer of salvation, may not be accepted with-

out further examination.

Upon this passage the learning of the Church has been ex-

ercised since the days of the early Fathers, and through all that

period it has been a kind of gordian knot among exegetes and

theologians which no sword of authority has been able to cut.
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(i roups of consenting interpreters have gathered abont various

theories, and over against each have stood other and opposing

^'rnnps; and quite evidently, in nearly every case, what has

liot'M accepted has not been entirely satisfactory, but was ac-

cfptcd as the most probable, or least difficult, and in most
iM.-cs because best adapted to serve some preconceived o^^inion

or method of exegesis. Many of the Greek Fathers, Clement,

Iren«3us, Justin, Origen, Ilippolytus, and Gregory, who would
seem to be those most likely to understand the language of the

aj)nstle, and to know in what sense the words were at first re-

ceived, agree that Peter is here speaking of Christ's descent

into hades ; but in respect to the errand upon which he went
thither, and what he actually did, they are not agreed. Au-
gustine, at a later date, says that a few had believed that he had
otfered salvation to any that would receive him, which shows
that the notion of a post-mortem probation is not a modern
invention ; and this opiuion he states at length, and discusses

carefully, and without explicit dissent, and yet he confesses his

own uncertainty as to the apostle's meaning. At that age,

liowever, there was entire unanimity in the Church in respect
to our Lord's personal appearance in hades^ but not so as to the
persons to whom he preached, nor as to the character of the
announcements made, except that it was agreed on all hands
that it was a message of good tidings to the righteous dead.

In his remarks on this subject Augustine threw out a theory
of the case which was taken up and defended by some of the
later Latin Fathers, and by the great lights of the Middle Ages,
and since the Eeformation by some eminent Protestant writers.
As stated by Athanasius, from whom Augustine received it,

tins theory—for it is onlv a theory—stands about in this wise.

1 nc
^

spirits m prison " are the unbelieving ones who lived in
tlie time of Xoah, whose souls were (at the time of Xoah's
preaching) shut up in the flesh and in the darkness of unbelief
"iid ignorance

; that to these Christ preached (while they were
yet living) in his divine nature. To this scheme for getting rid
<^f the ditficulty there are two formidable objections: first,"that
>t H wholly unsupported by the language of the text; and,
^*^<»n(l, that if accepted, it does not remove the difficulties in
•^'»d. It is altogether forced and arbitrary, and also barren of
'^•'^uhs. Its weakness is briefly but aptly stated by a recent
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commentator :
" The preaching of Xoali certainly" cannot mean

a personal act of the spirit of Christ, even supposing that the

word spirit here refers to the divine Word, which is, to say

the least, wholly improbable. The expression, tv (^vXaK% in

prison^ certainly docs not mean ' in the prison of ignorance,'

but a state of durance. The Greek dfretd/'iaaoi, disobedient,

unpersuaded, necessarily refers to a period antecedent to the

announcement; and inripv^e^ he preached., indicates a single act,

not a series of admonitions." This theory, therefore, does

-violence to the grammatical sense of the text, and of course

cannot be accepted.

Respecting the subject-matter of the preaching beyond what

is conveyed by the word itself, and also as to its effects, the

apostle gives no intimation
; but he leaves the subject open to

whatever implications may be found in the statement that hav-

ing been waited upon by God's long-suffering in the days of

l!^oah, when they were " disobedient," or unhelieving, they are

now in durance. But having been brought to this point by

the plain and unmistakable language of the text, the question

is forced upon our attention, and demands an answer : Why
did Christ go to these, and what was the message that he

delivered to them ? And as to this no general, satisfactory

answer has been rendered, it is usually found that each inter-

preter has one at hand, dictated by his antecedent dogmatic

conceptions—a basis of argument beyond all others the most

unreliable'.

The Church of Rome, and all who hold the doctrine of pur-

gatory, find in this text both a confirmation and an eluci-

dation of that article of their creed. They hold that it speaks

of Christ's going to hell (the bad side of hades) to preach the

Gospel to the danmed, or, perhaps, to the place where the

souls of the patriarchs were detained—the Jirnhus patrum—to

whom he preached, and whom he delivered from that place and

took with him to paradise. But Calmet—a not inconsiderable

authority, thougli, as a good Catliolic, he conceded the doc-

trine of purgatory—expresses a doubt whether there is in this

passage any reference to that subject. But we who discard the

whole doctrine of purgatory may dismiss that interpretation

of the text, as not affording any help toward a solution of its

difficulties.
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The intimation before given that the Greek word rendered

'• preached " does not necessarily imply simply the offer of

"race, but also the dcnmiciation of curses, and that in this par-

ticular case it may be taken in the latter sense, has been de-

fended by a respectable array of authorities, chiefly Protest-

ants, among them Flaccfsus, Buddieus, Wolf, Aretins, and

others among the Germans, and also by some of the most re-

gpectable English and American authorities. Dr. "Whedon,

with characteristic acuteness and discrimination, remarks

:

*• This (the word here used) is not evayyeXl^oi, the ordinary

word for preaching the Gospel, but KTjpvaaco, to proclaim as a

h'irald, to jpullish, to announce, to preach. It is used sixty

times in the Xew Testament, and in every instance what is

preached or published must be sought in the context. It

ro'ver in itself means to p>reac}h the Gospel^ Dr. Hodge, with-

out deciding what the word must mean in this phice, concedes

that it may signify that the proclamation was either '• the

Gospel " (saving or otherwise) " or his (Christ's) own triumph

;

or deliverance from sheol; or the coming judgment." ""It

is certain," he adds, " that Christ, after his death upon the

cross, entered the invisible world, and there, in some way,

made proclamation of what he had done on earth." Dr. Pope,

referring to this text only incidentally, remarks: "The words

will allow no other interpretation than that, in the interval

between his death and resurrection, the Kedeemer asserted

his authority and lordship in the vast region lohere the congre-

fjadon erf the dead is the great aggregate of mankind ;

" and
tills would leave the character of that authority in its opera-

tion upon its subjects to be determined by the relations of those

subjects to that authority. To understand the word in the

wider and more general sense is certainly not openly in oppo-
f^itiun to its jS^ew Testament usage, and it is strictly according

to its classical use ; and certainly the rendering last given vio-

lates no fixed law of interpretation, and it, better than any
otlicr, gives to the passage a sense in harmony with Protestant

orthodoxy.

Ihe (/hurch Fathers before referred to, who maintained thb

u<.>ctrine of Christ's descent into hades, explained tKrjpv^ev^

preurhtd, in its more usual Xew Testament sense of proclaiming
grace and salvation ; but by " spirits in prison " they understood
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only the spirits of the, righteous dead, and especially the Old

Testauicnt saints wlio -svere then and there waiting for Christ

and his salvation ; but Marcion held that the message was to

the virtuous of the heathen world, who were, till then, im-

prisoned under idolatry. Calvin accepted the former interpre-

tation, confessing, however, that it was not agreeable to the

requirements of the original text ; but he supposed that as

Peter was not export in the Greek language he had failed to

properly express what he intended to write ; all of which is

better calculated to provoke a smile than to produce convic-

tion : and this violent method of dealing with the text is to

be either explained or excused on the confession that no other

or more satisfactory method of dealing with the subject could

be devised. The suggestion of Dr. Clarke, in his note on verse

19, that " the spirits in prison " to whom Christ preached

were those who, though they were '* disobedient " in respect

to Xoah's personal warnings, yet when they saw the flood

actually coming repented, is also favored by Estius, Luther, and

Bellarmine, and also by Bengel, who says :
" Probably some of

60 great a multitude, as the flood was coming, repented, and all

such he supposes God had permitted nntil that time to remain

in the same prison with those who persisted in their unbelief,

quite unaware of the results of their repentance, of which they

were now informed. Perhaps Joseph Cook has seen this

scheme of the exegetes. Were it not that the subject is both

very grave and very difflcult, and that the names of those who
have favored this scheme are of great weight, one might be

tempted to characterize it as puerile, far-fetched, and fanciful.

Some of our later and ablest theologians and exegetes favor

the opinion that Christ's preaching in hades was simply a

manifestation of the Gospel alike in saving grace and in judg-

ment, the acceptable year of the Lord and the day of vengeance

of our God to the " spirits"—good and bad—there '* in prison
"

{hv ^rAaK^), This would be to the righteous the assurance of

eternal glorification with Christ, and to the "disobedient" the

revelation of God's righteous judgment to be more fully re-

vealed in due time—which fuller and complete manifestation

shall be made when there shall be a resurrection both of the

j^ist and of the unjust, and when every man shall be judged

according to the deeds done in the hodij. This double aspect
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of the divine dispensations toward the saved and tlie unsaved

is often seen in. the Avord of God, as it was illustrated in the

p;uidin^ pillar of the Exodus, which to the Israelites was light

and assurance, and to the Egyptians darkness and dismay ; and

in respect to this St. Paul speaks of the Gospel which he

preached as, to different kinds of persons, '' a savor of life unto

life, or of death uuto death." . So it may be understood that

Christ's coming among earth's dead in hades—the just and the

unjust—making manifest among them the divine scheme of

the Gospel of which he was the apostle and high-priest, was in

fact a proclamation, not, indeed, of terms and conditions of sal-

vation, but of the nature and intent of the divine economy un-

der which they had lived and died—some in the obedience of

faith, and some, faithlessly and in unbelief—the results of which

in respect to each was then clearly made known. This inter-

pretation and application of the passage under consideration is

not against the plain language of the text, and at the same

time it gives to its utterance an awful significance, altogether

worthy of the occasion, and also in agreement witli all the re-

quirements of the accepted faith of evangelical Christendom.

It is well kno'U'n. that very strong efforts have recently been

made to so interpret this text as to make it do service in favor

of the doctrine of n. post-mortem probation, for at least some of

those who die unrepentant. The attempt, however, has been

only indifferently successful, since in order to reach that con-

clusion the meaning of the ambiiruous or general word
" preached " must be assumed to be ascertained and settled, be-

yond reasonable doubts, in one exclusive and specific sense ; and
after being thus shut up to a definite and limited application

in order to fit it for the desired purpose, the word still needs

to have not a little read into it that does not naturally belong to

>t.. This drift of thought—which in his case seems to amount
to conviction— is thus stated by Dean Alford, whose general

reputation for conservative orthodoxy, together with his exten-

bive biblical and theological learning, entitles his opinions to

great respect. His words are

:

^^ llh the great majority of commentators, ancient and modern,
I "nder.stand these words to say, that our Lord in his disem-
wudiL'd state did go to the place of detention of departed spirits,

and did tbcrc announce his work of redemption—preach salva-
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tion, in fact, to the disembodied spirits of those who had refused
to obey the voice of God when the judgment of the Hood was
hanging over them. Why these, rather than others, are men-
tioned—whether merely as a sample of the like gracious work
on others, or for some special reason unimaginable by us—we can-
not say. It is ours to deal with the plain words of fcjcripture, and
to accept its revelations as far as vouchsafed to us. And they are
vouchsafed to us to the utmost limit of legitimate inference from
revealed facts. That inference every intelligent reader will draw
from the fact here announced. (?) It is not. purgatory; it is not
universal restoration; but it is one that throws blessed light on
one of the darkest enigmas of the divine justice—the cases
where the final doom seems infinitely out of pro])ortion to the
lapse which has incurred it; and as we cannot say to what other
cases this m'jpvyfia (})reaching) may have aj)plied, so it would be
presumption in us to limit its occurrence or its efficacy.

These are remarkable words ; and especially so wlien pre-

sented as the language of the learned and eminently conserva-

tive exegete and tlieologian from wbom they proceed. But in

a case of this kind authority avails nothing against rational

criticism, and at that tribunal these words must be tested.

And here it is objected, first of all (as has been already shown),

that in determining the sense of the word tKiipv^ev (preached)

we are not inevitably shut up >to the single meaning of pro-

claiming the grace of salvation. Of the sixty times that the

word in some one or other of its forms occurs in the New
Testament, a not inconsiderable proportion cannot be made to

bear that sense. The passage in Isaiah already referred to

(chapter Ixi, 2), applied to Christ and his work in the iSTew

Testament, speaks not only oi ])reacliin<j "the acceptable year

of the Lord "

—

tvayyellaaaOat—but it has coupled with it, in

the language of the prophet, as a part of the same proclama-

tion, " the day of vengeance of our God." The " strong tri-

umphant traveler " who comes " from Edom, with dyed gar-

ments," stained with the blood of his enemies, and in wliose

heart was the " day of vengeance," synchronizing with '' the

year of his redeemed," is the same One who " went and

preached to the spirits in prison." If, then, Christ is set forth

in prophecy as a Destroyer, as well as a Redeemer, why should

not his own proclamation of himself and his Messianic work in

the spirit world contain the announcement of his wrath—

a

certain fearful expectation of judgment— against those who
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li;i(l tilled up tliG measure of their lives in unbelief and dis-

obedience? The future manifestations of Christ of which we

read in the Xew Testament are certainly as strongly marked

M-irh punitive and destructive elements as the opposite
;
and yet

these are parts of his Messianic work ; and by analogywe might

expect that his manifestation of himself to the d<:ad would

show forth the same characteristics. The hrst approaches of

the Gospel are unifonnly with offers of mercy, and therefore

the proclamation of the Gospel as something new is uniformly

an evangel; but to the unbelieving and disobedient it be-

comes a maUdiction. Is it not, then, the more rational to un-

derstand the preaching of our Lord to '' the spirits in prison,"

who were in their life-time disobedient rejecters of God's mes-

sages of mercy, as revelations of wrath rather than offers of

grace ?

The passage in chapter iv, 6, which reads, "For unto this end

•was the Gospel preached even to the dead," has been referred

to as in its sense parallel with that first considered, but, as it

seems to us, evidently without any good reason. In tliat place

the word used {ehriyyeMaOr]) uniformly implies the good tidings

of the Gospel, and it relates to something that had certainly

occurred in human history ; and the word veKpoXg, the dead., can

fioarcely be made to bear any other meaning than th.at oi per-

sons noio deceased, to whom, during their life-time, the Gospel

\v;ls preached with the intent indicated. This, and the still

more remote and far-fetcl\ed passage about "those who are bap-

tized for the dead" (1 Cor. xv, 29), are all the Scriptures that

are claimed to support Dean Alford's interpretation.

And here it may be well to suggest, that, in interpreting

obscure texts of Iloly Scripture, if they are to be explained

at all-—and there are those that defy all attempts in that direc-

tion—it should be done in the light of passages and doctrinal

fctatcments that are clearly intelligible, and of certain and

Well-determined import. That the text under consideration is

obscure and of doulitful meaTiing has been confessed ever since

the early ages of the Church ; it seems, therefore, scarcely

all.iwable to give precedence to such a text, and to accept it as

teaching an article of faith that is not learned from the not

olte^curc statements of the IN'ew Testament, an interpretation

the manifest drift of wliich, ir.dced, seems to be opposed to its
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uniform teachings, and to tlic '' analogy of faith." Xor are we at

liberty to accept any man's determination as to what arc the due
projportionshiitw'eew this or that form of sinning, and ihn juial
doom incurred by it. To do that belongs to God alone ; and
we can learn nothing respecting the demerits of sin, or the
relative punishableness of different forms and degrees of sin,

except as we receive our instruction from the VN'ord of God.
If there is one prerogative of the divine Sovekeig:.- that is

sacred above every other, it is that of jud(jment—\hQ vindi-
cation of his righteousness and his throne. It is for us to con-
fess that " the Judge of the whole earth will do right ; " and it

is great jpresuminlon, not to say impiety, making fearful ap-
proaches to Uasphemy, for any creature to attempt to say vrhat
God may or may not do, or to mark out a proportion between
the "final doom" of the divine judgment and the "lapse" by
which that doom is incurred. Who will measure "the ex-
ceeding sinfulness of sin," and detorraine with mathematical
exactness the due propoi-tions Ijetweon any of its concrete
forms and the divine judgment against it?

We end as we began, confessing the very great difficulty of

reaching an altogether satisfactory understanding of som.ethino-3

in the passage that we have been considering, though much
that it teaches is very evident. It presents the this-vrorld side

of the history of Christ's death as an indisjnitable reality ; and
over against this is presented the spirit-world side as equallv

real. It assumes, and so virtually asserts, the continuous livino-

of human souls after physical death—that to ^le Jleshwise is to

be made oyfound alive, spiritwise. It opens a scene in the

world of spii-its, and so opens to us a revelation in eschatoioi^v,

perhaps the fullest and clearest in all the Scriptures. It enables

us to follow Christ in his "descent into hades ;''''
his personal

subjection to deatli for a little while, as a man with men, and
his coming from under that subjection by the power of the

Father, and according to the word of prophecy (Psa. xvi, 10),

which was a Messianic act, performed in our nature, and in

behalf of all who shall be found in Christ, who is " the resur-

rection and the life." With so much clearly taught in the
passage, it must always be esteemed invaluable, even thoni^h

8ome of its parenthetical parts defy all our attempts to expound
them.
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Art. v.—ethnography OF NORTHERN" AND CEN-
TRAL AB^RICA.

Etiin'ographeks, who describe the different races of men, with

their characteristics, circumstances, maimers, and habits ; and

ethnologists, who treat of the origin, relations, and marked
differentiations of those races, find among the peoples who in-

habit Northern and Central Africa an ample field for their re-

searches, and abundant material for the exercise of their skill

in classification. And as, according to Elisee Reclus, ethnology

is related to ethnography as the juice is to the grape, so do the

relations of language and the similitude of appearance and habit

help to trace the oneness of origin of all related types of man.
The Bible is the only volume that pretends to impart authen-

tic information about the primitive settlement of Africa. The
'• Tuldoth Eeni-N'oah," remarks a writer in the " Asiatic So-

ciety's Journal," vol. iv, p. 230, " is the most authentic record
we possess for the afiihation of races." The biblical gene-
alogies are of great historical importance,

as marking strongly the vital truth, that the entire frame-
work and narrative of Scripture is in every case real, not ideal

;

plain and simple matter of fact, not fanciful allegory evolved
fiut of the author's consciousness; and often these passages of
S*.Tii)ture, dry and forbidding as is their first aspect, will well
repay a careful and scholarly study. They are like an arid rano:e
of bare and stony mountains, which, when minutely examined,
reveals to the investigator mines of emerald or diamond.*

^

What is dark in them now may hereafter receive floods of
light from the researches of judicious explorers. The history
of anti(piarian science fully justifies this expectation.

1 lie earliest of the post-diluvian genealogies is that in the
tenth chapter of the Book of Genesis. Under its surface is con-
cealed " a very considerable amount of important historical and
etlinolcgical truth." The majority of the names there given
^'cur elsewhere in the Bible in an ethnic, or else in a geograph-
«';d, sense. Cush, Lehabim, Xaphtuhiin, Mizraim, Caphto-
»"», Pathrusim, Ludim, Phut, Seba, etc., indicate either coun-
tries or nations—sometimes both. The object of the author is

• Rawlinsou'a "Origin of Nations," p. 106.
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evidently to give a sketcli of the interconnection of races. All
the names he mentions, with the exception of those of Noah
and his three sons, are probably ethnic. This document is, in

fact, the earliest ethnographic essay in existence. It relates

chiefly to the nations with whom the Jews, at the time of its

composition, had some accpiaiiitance. It indicates the principle

of ethnic subdivision. It exhibits the fact that races, as they
increase, subdivide; and that "as mankind spread over the
earth there was a constant breaking up into a larger, and still

larger, number oi nations," distinct politically, also linguistic-

ally, and so ethnically. This fact, as G. Kawlinson observes,
furnishes " the only theory of ethnology which at once har-

monizes with, and accounts for, the facts of language as com-
parative philology reveals them to us."

Four principal races are alleged to have descended from
Ham, the second son of Xoali. These are designated, re-

spectively, Gush, Mizraim, Phut, and Ganaan. (Gen. x, C.)

Gush is usually synonymous with Ethiopia, the modern
SahesJi, or Abyssinia. But there was also an Asiatic Cush,
which Ezekiel coupled with Persia (Ezek. xxxvii, 5), and
Isaiah with Elam (Isa. xi, 11), and which included a portion

of the Arabians, the primitive Babylonians, and the Gissians.

Between Arabia and Abyssinia there has been much of inter-

course that has modified the physical type of both nations, and
especially of the latter. The Mizrim, or Egyptians, descended
from the same source as the Ethiopian inhabitants of the upper
Nile valley, with whom' they were frequently and intimately

associated. Phut, or '• the Phut," are probably identical with
the people called Pet by the Egyptians— a people whose em-
blem was the unstrung bow, and who dwelt in Nubia, the tract

of country between Egypt and Ethiopia. Ganaan was the dis-

trict on the eastern shore of the Mediterranean. Some of its

inhabitants, it is conjectured, migrated to Africa after their ex-

pulsion from their native seats by the Israelites under Joshua.

The Gushites of Ethiopia, settled in the south and south-

east of Egypt, between the main stream of the Nile and tlie

sea-coast, sent out colonies to new localities. Of these, Seba,

situated between the Nile and the Atbara, was thus occu-

pied. Meroe {Saha\ its ca[)ital, became famous for its emi-

nence, and for the physical superiority of its citizens. From
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Scba emigrants appear to have crossed tlie Red Sea into the

lluvilah district, which the learned identify with Khawlan, in

the north-west of the modern Yemen. Thence they spread,

under the name of Sabtah, into Iladramant ; and from thence,

under the appelkition of Kaamah, and subsequently of Sheba

and Dedan, to the shores of the Persian Gulf. There they seem

to have amalgamated with the Semites. (Gen. x, 28, 29.) The

enterprising and commercial character of this mixed race—the

Sabneaus—is celebrated alike by biblical and classical writers.

That this was the line of dissemination is very probable in

view of the fact that '* M. Antoine d'Abbadie, Dr. Beke, M.

PVesael, and others, have proved that there are to this day races

in Southern Arabia, especially the Mahras, whose language is

decidedly non-Semitic ; and that between this language and

that of tlie Abyssinian tribes of the Galla, Agau, and tlieir

Congeners, there is very considerable affinity." * The Mahra,

moreover, is proven bv analysis to be the modern representa-

tive of the ancient Ilimyaritic speech. These facts, and many
others of similar character, establish our confidence in the

wise and accurate guidance of the Mosaic genealogist while

studying the ethnography of Africa.

The descendants of Mizraira, the second son of Ham, were
tlie principal settlers of Africa to the west of the ancient Khem^
or Egypt. The genealogist divides them into eight tribes or

nations :
" The Ludim, and Anamim, and Lehabira, and IS'aph-

tuhim, and Pathrusim, and Casluhira (out of whom came Philis-

tini), and Caphtorim." (Gen. x, 13, li.) G. Rawlinson supposes
tlie Ludim, who are commonly united with either Phut or Gush,
or l)oth, by the major prophets, and who were closely allied

with Egypt, to have settled in the Xile valley, north of Phut;
and that the Anamim, Xaphtuhim, Pathrusim, and Casluhim
were East African tribes, who were probably soon absorbed
by the Egyptians. The Lehabira, identical with the Lubim,
with tlie Rebu, or Lebu, of the Egyptian monuments, and with
tae Libyans {jS.iQvtq^ Lihyi) of the Greeks and Romans, occu-
pied the country west of Egypt, and on the southern shores of
the Mediterranean. "When the Greeks seized the Cyrenaica,
t.K'v named the entire southern continent Libya, after the abo-
»'iginal inhabitants.

• Rawlinson's " Origin of Nations," p. 209.
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Gliddon differs from Eawliuson witli respect to tbe geograph-

ical distribution of most of tlie Mizraitic tribes. The Casluhim,

he maintains, dwelt in Barbary, and became the progenitors of

" the Shillouhs, one of the grand duplex divisions of Gajtulian

families." * The " Ludim probably occupied Mauritania."

" "We rejoice to learn from Griiberg de Ilemso that the Lud-
aya tribe still furnishes the Sultan's body-guard in Morocco,

and that their river Tagassa is yet called Luad and Tlialiida."t

The Anamim are Xumidians.:}: The Lehabim were " a nomadic
people of Gistulian race, and of Berberesque habitats." § Tlie

is^aphtuhim lived " around Mareotic provinces, on the confines

of the M Ts R I M, or Egyptians. Tliey spoke Berber dialects,

like the rest of their Berberesque brethren, and may be safely

assumed as ranking among the easternmost representatives of the

great Gretulian race."
||

Tlie Pathrusim were the Phanisii of

"Ancient Barbary.^ Gliddon, as lie himself with gleeful malig-

nity conjectures, is doubtless as much or more in harmony
with the Mosaic genealogy on this point than Eawlinson.

All ethnographers agree that the descendants of the Libyans,

whose different Mizraitic tribes constituted what Bodichon

termed the " one veritably indigenous race in Barbary, namely,

the G[ietuHan," are to be found in the modern Tuariks and

Berbers of Northern Africa, west of the Xile system. These

not only inhabit the Sahara and the chain of the Atlas, but

extend to the shores of the Mediterranean and Atlantic, and

into the fertile regions contiguous to the Great Desert.

Tbe Libyan tribe of the ]\[armaridrG is represented by the
modern Berbers; and that of the Cabales by the Cabyles. Xum-
erous customs recorded by the ancients as obtaining among the
ancient Libyans are found still to exist among the Berbers and
Tuariks. On these grounds the best modern etlmologists regard
the identity of the two races as established; and speak of the
Berbers, Tuarik*;, Sluiluhs, and Cabyles, etc., as the aboriginal
descendants of Northern Africa.**

Says De Slane

:

The Berbers, autochthonous people of Northern Africa, are the
same race that is now designated by the name of Kabiles. The

* Nott and Gliddon, "Types of Mankind," pp. 517, 521.

\Ihid., p. 51-1. X Ibid., p. 5U. § Ihld., p. 516.

5 Ibid., p. 513. •[ Ibid., p. 520.

**Prichard, " Physical Hi.story of Mankind," vol. ii, p. 25, et seq.
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(lifToroiit names undor which this [the Kabile] idiom presents

itself are recognized in a common appellative, as it' forming

branches of one and the same trunk. The word Berber comprises

njuallv the Kabail of the littoral, the Chaweeya of the south-east,

the Sliilheeya of Morocco, the Beni-M'zab, and the Tuariks, and,

in the same manner that all these dialects offer but slight differ-

ences among themselves, leaving no doubt whatever as to their

conimunity of origin, so the peoples that make use of them must be

re<Tarded as the scattered members of one and the same family.

On the Jnrjura plateaus there is a tribe still called {henl^

Arabic for "sons") Beni-Kebila ; anotlier on the Aures is

(o<cZrtVZ = children) Oiied-Shelih, or Shillieeya; and a third,

Bcni-Berher; and thus, without break in the chain of nomen-

clature, we can now ascend, in the same language, race, and

country, from the T-Amazirg, or Amazirg-T, or " freemen,*'

name given by this people to themselves through the 2Lazee-eh

of Arab authors, to the Geiites IfaziccB of the Eomans, and

thence, finally, to the Ma^t-eg- of Herodotus, in whose day they

were BapfSapot ; that is to say, not harlarians etymologically,

but these same old Berheroi, our " Berbers." *

Ebn Ivhaledoon, the Berber historiographer, as quoted by
Xott and Gliddon,t is right as to the Hamitic origin of the

Berbers, but wrong as to the s]3eeial line of descent. " Xow
the real fact," he affirms, " which dispenses with all hypotheses

is this : The Berbers are the children of Canaan, son of Ilam,

son of Noah. Their grandfather was named !Mazyh (the

Maski of 'the Latins, the Jfazues of the Greeks)."

Tlic Kabyles inhabit tlie northern regiop of Africa; tlie

Sliillouhs, the southern portion of Morocco ; the Berbers, the

pouth part of Algeria, Tunis, Tripoli, and the Saharan desert.

1 he Chaweeya inhabit the ocean coast of Central Morocco, the

northerly section of the triple Atlas chain, the Algerian landes,

antl the mountainous interior. The tribes of Libyan blood have
also originated other and different communities by intermar-
riage with Xegroes. The Plamitic character of the Berber
tribes is further manifested by the resemblance of their lan-

guages to those spoken on the banks of the Xile.

A very considerable analogy has been traced between the
native languages of North Africa and the Egj^tian and Coptic;

* Nott and Gliddon, '' Indigenous Races," p. 535.

t " Indigenous Races," p. 540.
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an analogy wliich is more striking in tlie structure than in the

roots, but which extends to some of the simplest and earliest

words. In Berber one is ''ouaii^'' in Coptic ^''ouot^'' in Egyp-
tian ^'ouay'' in Shuluh two is "s^e;i," in Coptic ''^sna'd;'''' in Cop-

tic to drink is ".?c»," it is "^w" in Berber and Tuarik. Ouas,

Berber for "day," resembles Coptic, or rather Sahidic, '7i?^/"

iUif, Berber for " head," may be traced in Egyptian aj^e, and

Coptic aj)7ie, which in the oasis of Ammon is aklife. Tuarik

mar for "man" is perhaps identical with Coptic and Egj-ptian

ronit. These and other similar resemblances are regarded as

sufficient to constitute the Berber, Tuarik, etc., " cognate

"

dialects to the Egyptian ; and " cognate dialects " are an indi-

cation of " cognate races."

Similar considerations suggest race relations between the

communities of eastern Africa, the Berbers, and the Egyptians,

and afTord strong presumption of common Hamitic origin.

Peschel remarks

:

Of the Hamites of East Africa, the inhabitants of the Nubian
Nile districts, who call themselves Barbara, or Berbers, most re-

semble the ancient Egyptians. They were formerly Christians,

until the fall of the Berber Nilitic empire of Dongola, in 1320.

Between the Nubian Nile and the Bed Sea live tribes called

Bleminyer by old geographers, Bedsha by the Axumitic inscrip-

tions, and also by Arab geoprraphers. Their purest representa-

tives are the Bishareen, Iladdendoa, and some of the Beni-Amer,
who, in addition to a corrupt Arabic, speak Tobedauie, a more
ancient Hamite language with three genders. Between the Blue
Nile and the Atbara rove the nomadic tribes of the Awlad Abu,
Simbil, and Shukurieh, v>-hich latter are not descended from the

Arabs, althou2;h they sjieak a corrupt Arabic. The Kababish live

as shepherds between the Nile and Kordofan; and on both banks
of the White River, above the mouth of the Blue Nile, live the

Hassanieh. Both are pronounced to be Arabs, although in type
they are East African Hamites.*

C. L. Brace, in his " Eaces of the Old World," calls the-

Berbers Semites, apparently for the reason that there are some
linguistic resemblances between their speech and that of the

Semitic peoples. For the same reason they might be termed

Sub-Semites. Dr. Kobert Brown observes that "the Amazirgh
languages are allied to the Hebrew and Arabic, and have been

called sub-Semitic." f The real fact seems to be that these

* Peschel, " The Races of Man," pp. 482, 483.

f
" Races of Mankind," vol. ii, p. 208.
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rescinblances point to a common origin of tlie Hamitic and
Semitic families, and go far to establish the scriptural doctrine

of the unity of mankind.

The language of the ancient Egyptians, though it cannot be
classed in the Semitic family with the IIebi-e\v, has important
noiiits of correspondence—whether due to the long intercourse
L-tweeu the two races in Egypt, or to some deeper ancestral con-
neetiou—and such analogies also appear in the Berber lansruao-es

of >orth Africa.*

Xot less certainly than language do the physical peculiarities

of dilTcrcnt types of the human race point to community of

origin. Says Topinard :

By human type must be understood the average of characters
Avhicli the human race,, supposed to be pure, presents. . . .

Lot us take an example: The Berber people is formed, 1. Of a
l^rown autochthonous groundwork, that is to say, of tiie most
an<-ient of which we can find any trace; 2. Of blondes from the
North, Arabs from the East, and Xegroes from the South. The
lierbcr type is ensemble of the characters which must have be-
longed exclusively to the autochthonous stock; its sub-types are
the Tuarik, the Ivabyl, etc. It is the offspring of some other
ni.jre general type of which we are still ignorant.f

The area over which the Berber formerly spread was much
larger tlian that over which he now ranges. The movements
«'f population, which modified his physical character, restricted
bini within more limited confines. The Berber type is found
Hot only in Africa, but, according to Topinard, " there is every
reason to believe that it intrenched upon southern Europe, and
t.iat the oldest stock of the Iberian peninsula, the basin of the
Garonne, and the islands of the Mediterranean is Berber." %T lie same stock also furnished the primitive (Gnancho) popu-
•at.on to the Canary Islands.

It IS in the level country of the Sahara that " the Berber
^tr..m was every-where able to maintain itself in full purity."
I'i ^ortli Africa it has been modified by the influx of many na-
«'>n-S m.. tly Semitic, and also by Xorth European conquerors.

II L.istcrn Africa, the Abyssiuians have become better
n-nvn to Christians by the labors of missionaries, and by the

/.?!•,/
^"^'^^^^tion under Lord Xapier, sent thither to effect the

•-•'^•1 ^lo release of the persons detained in captivity by tlio Era-
• T>-lor, " Anthropclogv," p. ]C0. f Ibid., p. 417. ± Ibid., pp. 4G1, 402.«—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. I.
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peror Theodore. In the Abjssinians is an admixture of Semit-

ic blood from Arabia, and possibly a slight infusion of it from

Palestine. Seventy years before Mohammed made his appear-

ance in Arabian affairs, the kingdom of Yemen was conquered

by the Negus of Ethiopia, -^ho assisted the persecuted Chris-

tians against their Jewisli king, Dha Xowas. Khosrti Aims-

hirvan, the Persian emperor, drov-e out tlie Abyssinians shortly

before the advent of Mohammed. The Gheez,no\v a dead lan-

guage, was the national speech of the Abyssinians in tlie age of

Fnimentius, when the capital of their empire was at Axum, and

is nearly related to the idiom of the Himyaritic inscriptions.

The Abyssinians of the ancient empire are thus pioved to have

been a part of tlie great stock of the Himyarite or southern

Arabs, who appear to have possessed '.he countries on both sides

of the Arabian Gulf for many ages before the Ilegira, and in all

probability before the Christian era.*

That blendins: of Hamitic with Semitic blood, which first

produced the Sabrean nation in southern Arabia, and which

has imparted such strength and tenacity to the several divisions

of the Abyssinian people, has also made itself manifest in the

interior of the African continent. Many—indeed, most—of

the so-called Arabs, who are the chief factors of the slave trade,

and who have established themselves at different points on the

eastern coast, and in the central basin down to and south of the

equator, have more or less of the Hamitic strain. In the

Soodan they intermarry with the JSCegroes, and raise large fami-

lies of children.

Now that the eyes of the civilized t^'orld are fixed on the

agitations of the Egyptian Soodan, and that they are watching

with intense interest for the results of the im.pending collision

between the disciplined forces of Great Britain and the fanatic-

al hordes of El Mahdi, inquiry into the ethnic character of the

Negro nations is particularly opportune.

The Egyptian Soodan not only includes Kordofan, Darfur,

and Sennaar, but also an indefinite tract of country as far

south as the equator, and including portions of the great

lakes from whence issue the principal feeders of the "White

Nile. Its indigenous inhabitants have black or very dark,

and often sooty, skins; dolicho-cej>halous, or long, narrow

* Prichard, " Physical History of Maoklad," vol. iv, p. 5S5.
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heads
;
prognathous, or projecting jaws ; long thigh-bones, long

arms, lean shanks, an oblique set of the pelvis, and are defi-

cient in " secondary sexual characters." They are also distin-

sruished by short, crisp hair, each fiber of which is flattened

like the fiber of wool. The beard is wanting, the lips are

thick and prominent, the mouth often enormously large, the

forehead retreating, and the nose flattened. " Tlie skin is thick

and velvety, and emits an exhalation of a pungent, unpleasant,

and characteristic odor." Meager thighs, calfless legs, elongated

heels, and archless feet are also the possessions of many Xegroes,

but by no means of all. The native habitat of the Negro is

from the southern border of the Sahara, which has fallen un-

der the dominion of hybrid Hamites and hybrid Semites, to

the Cape Colony. "Winchell Includes the Caffres among the

true Xegroes, but excludes the Hottentots and Bushmen. The
lowest of all the Xegro tribes are found in the region of the

"NVhite Nile, where the Shillouhs and Dinkas closely resemble

in physical characteristics the Fundi Xegroes of the Blue Nile,

who founded the kingdom of Sennaar. The latter have very

long, crimped hair ; color, varying from brown to blue-black,

excepting the hand and the sole of the foot, which are of a

flesh-red color. The lips are fleshy, but not intumescent, and
the nose straight or slightly aquiline. They are probably of

mixed race. " Kordofan," says Prichard, "is probably the oasis

whence the Nobatoe, or Xouba, oiiginated. . . . The Nouba
themselves may be an offset from the original stock which
first peopled Egypt and Nubia." * Their descendants, barba-
rized in the forests of Central Africa, would, he asserts, pre-

sent the appearance they now do. Friedrich Muller places the
Foulahs or Fellatahs of the Niger in ethnic association with the
Noaba, and refers them collectively to the north-east. On all

the borders of the nations south of the Sahara is noticed a
blending with the Negro type.

Tlie question is, whether the Hamites, blackish-brown or
brownish-black on the Nile, would assume, and did assume, the
t^oty color now characteristic of the fluviatile Soodanese after
Petthiig in the hot, humid, malarious valley of the Upper Nile
and its tributaries; and further, whether their descendants,
emerging from the depressions of the Nile system, and estab-

* " Natural History of Man,"
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lisliing themselves on the mountainous regions and on the
shores of the upper lakes, and on the vast plains of the southern
interior, would, under altered environments, regain the pliys-
ical type of their remote ancestors.

The answer to tliis question, we liold, must be wholly affirm-
ative. African travelers, especially Dr. Livingstone, hold that
existing modifications of the human race on'the continent of
Africa are caused by the joint power of all or of several of the
factors—climate, heat, moisture, malaria, exposure, food, occu-
pation, and intermarriage. Shelter, excitement, culture, re-
ligion, also modify color and structure. Tliese forces are suffi-

cient to account for all variations of the human form within
historic time, from the probably original brown color and
Semitic Arab conformation of the primal pair from whom all

peoples have descended. This theory accounts for and is in
harmony ^nth all the facts of the case. Smyth, in his " Unity
of the Human Races," further argues, and with valid logic,
that it is concordant with the Bible, with history, and with
tradition

;
with the intellectual, religious, and moral constitu-

tion of human nature
; with the universality, nature, and con-

nection of languages
; with the fertility of intermarriages, and

with the best interests of society.

I do not [wrote the eminent phvsiologist, Dr. J. W Dranerl
contemplate the human race as consisting of varieties, raueh'le^
of distinct species; but rather as oftering numberless representa-
tions of the different forms which an ideal type can be made
to assume under exposure to different conditions.*

Nearly all, if not quite all, the alleged types of the hu-
man race can be seen at any time in a leisurely walk down
Broadway.

It is interesting to note the deepening hue of the human
race as it approaches the equator, and particularly in the river-
ine systems. " The women of Mcquinas, in Xorthern Africa,"
Jackson wrote, "are very beautiful, and have the red and M'hite
complexion of Englishwomen." f Mr. Hodgson discovered that
the people of Wadreag, though speakijig the Bei-ber language
with purity and correctness, were not only black, "as many
of the genuine Arabs of the country arc known to be, but have

* " Human Physiolo-y," pp. 5C5, 5GG. Xew York : Harper & Brothers. 1856.
t " Types of Mankind," p. 207. Nott & Gliddon.
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features approaching those of the Negroes, and liair like that

which [characterizes most of] the human race." He believed

that these characters had been acquired, not as the result of

the intermixture of races, which the local circumstances of the

tribes seemed to him to preclude, but through the long-contin-

ued afi^ency of physical causes upon a tribe of generic Tuarik

origin, though the ordinary type of the race is almost similar to

the Arabian.*

The traveler Buckingham remarked of Semites in similar

environments

:

It is, certainly, a very marked peculiarity of the Arabs who
inhabit the valley of the Jordan, that they have flatter features,

darker eyes, and coarser hair than any other tribe, a peculiarity

rather attributable, I conceive, to the constant and intense heat

of that region than to any other cause, f

Darwin has described the marvelous variations of animals

under domestication; and modern anatomists dwell upon the

shorter jaws of the present generation, and the early loss of the

wisdom-tooth, which is no longer needed for the grinding of

cereal food. These facts are of similar character with the

changes undergone by human beings in Africa under changed

conditions of existence. Reginald Stuart Poole, in "The
Genesis of the Earth and Man " (p. G9), has, we think, in-

verted the facts he recognizes in the statement that

Providence has ordained rapid means of effecting a change from
the form and hue of the darkest of our species to the form and
hue of the fairest; but only extremely slow means of effecting
the contrary change, except in respect of color.

Dr. Livingstone and other African travelers not infrequently

protest against the grotesque caricature of the typical jSTegro

by writers who labor in defense of unscriptural and untenable

theories. That eminent missionary scientist affirms :

AVith every disposition to pay due deference to the opinions
of those who have made ethnology tlieir special study, I have felt
myself unable to believe that the exaggerated features usually
put forth as those of the typical Negro characterize the majority
of any nation of South-eastern Africa. The monuments of tli'e

ancient Egyptians seem to me to embody tlie ideal of the inhab-
Uants of Londa better than the figures of any work of ethnology
A have met with,

• Pricliard, " Natural History of Man," p. 559. f Ibid., p. 5G0,
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To make if^norance the basis for attempted refutation of

facts, stated by autliors of high character and tried veracity, is

an exj>eriment perilous only to those who make it. Literature

of ancient date is largely silent on the subject of African

ethnology ; but what is extant is certainly not opposed to the

ethnic derivation of the native African tribes from the second

son of Koah

:

If it be shown in the investigations of the next few years, as

many philulogLsts predict, that the lowest African race—tlie

Hottentot—is a descendant of the highest, the Egyptian [as it

has been shown that the perishing outcasts known as the Yed-
dahs are the descendants of those whose native tongue was the
Sanskrit], then will be demonstrated that no degradation of

physical type or mental condition is a necessary proof of diver-

sity of origin-*

Magnificent specimens of physical manhood are frequent

among the African Xegro tribes, and Dr. Blyden, Williams,

—the recently-appointed chief of the United States Exploring

Expedition on the Congo,—and scores of other familiar names,

prove that, under favorable Christian conditions, the black

races are as capable of the highest civilization as the red, yel-

low, or white.

African exploration, and the ethnological conclusions founded

upon its discoveries, is scarcely a century old. Yast unexplored

sections await the coming of the adventurous pioneer, and

will doubtless yield the knowledge of facts that must some-

what alter the character of scientific theories ; but not, we are

warranted in believing, in antagonism to the teaching of "God's

word written."

Besides the ancient historical literature of Greece, Rome,

Egypt, and Mesopotamia, we have, as sources of ethnic infor-

mation about Africa, the antique monuments found in its

northern portions. The Gomera of the district of Rif in Mo-

rocco are

possibly descende<l from those marine Celts who, in early ages,

came down from the coasts of Africa, whore they left the cairns,

petilvayis^ and cromlechs, which the Romans at more than one

place called Philcenian altars, particularly those found near

Cyrene and in the Salt Lake.f

• C. L. Brace, " Tho Races of the Old World," p. 311.

f CoL C. H. Smith, "Natural 'listory of the Humaa Species," p. 365.
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Herodotus, the father of history, is the first writer who

irave authentic information about the inliabitants of Africa,

ilomer, the father of epic poetry, also possessed some second-

ary knowledge of the African aborigines—knowledge whose

comparative accuracy has been singularly verified by modern

discoveries. Stretching westward to the Atlantic, on the

northern coast of the continent, in the time of Herodotus

were the AdyrmachldcB, GilligammcB, Ashysice, Cdbalians^

Auschisc^, JVasamones, and PsylU. South of the Xasamones

were the Garamantes, who, like the modern Eosjesmen, avoided

all intercourse with mankind. South-west of the Syrtis Minor

(Gulf of Kabes) were the Lotophagi. iSText came the Machy-

lans and Auscans. In the Sahara were the kindred tribes of

the Ga^tidi, and Melano GcciuU, whose descendants in the

fertile countries south of the Sahara are known as Foulahs,

^[andingoes, Jaloffs, etc. West of the Syrtis Minor were the

Maxyans, Gcetuli, the forefathers of the modern Tawarek, or

Tuarik, the ISumidians, and the Mauritanians.

Phenicia was the first historic nation not Hamitic, of which
we have any notice, to intrude its members into Africa. The
Fhenicians themselves were, in all probability, of mingled

blood, and supplanted the Hamitic Canaanites on the sea-coast

of Palestine. Of Semitic speech, though not of pure Semitic

blood, they were as distinct from the Canaanites as the Anglo-
Saxons were distinct from the Britons. Accordino- to Herod-
otus (vii, 89) and Justin (xviii, 3, sec. ii, etc.), they were ini-

inigrants into Syria from the shores of the Persian Gulf, at a

period to which their national traditions extended. "Quiet
and peaceable, a nation of traffickers, skillful in navigation and
the arts, both useful and ornamental, unwarlike except at sea,

and wholly devoted to commerce and manufactures,"* they
yet found means to dispossess the fierce and intractable aborig-
ines, and to establish themselves in their room. Between them
and the Jews almost perpetual amity reigned, a fact which
goes to prove their Semitic or sub-Semitic character.

The maritime genius of the Phenicians not only carried them
to the shores of Africa, but induced them to found therein
a number of commercial cities,* of which Carthage was the
head, and for a lengthened period the political rival of Kome.

Rawlinson's "Herodotus," voL iv, p. 193. Second edition.
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Carthage was probably founded between the years 872 and 8G5

B. C. The Libyans understood the benefits of commerce, and
gladly let a portion of the soil, at a fixed rent, to the new-com-
ers. Oi-iginally nomads, they were early won to agricultural

pursuits. Carthaginian colonies were thickly planted amono'

them ; intermarriages were encouraged ; and a mixed people,

known as Liby-Phenices, sprang up in the fertile territory

south and south-west of Carthage. These were bilingual, spoke

the Berber tongue, but also adopted the language and habits of

the Asiatic settlers, and were faithful and attached subjects.

Far beyond the range of territory thus occupied, the civilizing

power of the Carthaginians extended. Their authority was
eventually acknowledged by all the coast tribes as far west as

the pillars of Hercules, and as far east as the territory of Cy-

rene. In the latter section of Africa the Greeks had estab-

lished colonies about 630 B. C. Seventy years later they also

settled in Barca. Punic blood was largely interfused during

several centuries with that of the native Libyans throughout

Northern Africa, and as far south as Fezzan.

. Home followed Carthage as mistress of l^orthern Africa.

The destruction of Carthage by Scipio Xasica, B. C. l-iG, fol-

lowed by the annexation of ISTumidia, cir. B. C. 48, and of

Mauritania, A. D. 40, converted the whole country into what

was practically a Homan province. The new masters extended

their civilization over the whole, and have left many durable

monuments—described by Dr. Bartli and other travelers—of

their presence and power. They also further modified the eth-

nic character of the Libyan subdivisions by marriage and by

the associations incident to the institution of slavery.

In A. D. 439 Genseric, at the head of the Yandals—a race

allied to the Teutons or Goths, and coming from the region of

the Elbe and Oder—captured Carthage and extended his do-

minion over the most fruitful provinces of Africa. In 535

Belisarius reconquered and placed them under the rule of the

Greek emperor Justinian. Gelimer, the grandson of Genseric,

was expatriated to Galatia, and the six hundred thousand

—

more or less—Yandals probably purchased their safety by

abjuring their character, religion, and language, and their degen-
erate ]>o.sterity w'ould be insensibly mingled with thu common
herd of African subjects. Yet even in the present ago, and in the
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heart of the Moorish tribe?, a curious traveler [Sliaw, p. 50] has

(li.scoverecl the white com|)Iexion and long ilaxen hair of a north-

ern race ; and it was formerly believed that ihe boldest of the

Vandals tied beyond the power, or even the knowledge, of the llo-

nians, to enjoy their solitary freedom on the shores of the Atlantic

Ocean. Africa had been their empire; it became their prison.*

Gibbon adds in a note :

Yet since Procopius (1. ii, c. 13) s]>ealcs of a people of Mount
Atlas, as already distin',aiished by white bodies and yellow hair,

the phenomenon (whicli is likewise visible in the Andes of Peru,

Bnffon^ torn, iii, p. 504) may naturally be ascribed to the eleva-

tion of the ground and the temperature of tlie air.

Next in order of foreign irruption into I^ortliern Africa

came tlie Saracens, who, about the year 647, first attempted its

conquest under the Caliph Othman. Akbah, the fearless and

fanatic commander of the Arabs, •' traversed the vvilderness in

which his successors erected the splendid capitals of Fez and

Morocco," and reached the verge of the Atlantic and the great

desert. Spurring his horse into the waves, near the mouth of

the river Sus, at no great distance from the Canary Islands, he

exclaimed :

Great God ! if my course were not stopped by this sea, I would
still go on to the unknown kingdoms of the "West, preaching the

unity of thy holy name, and putting to the sword the rebellious

nations who worship any other gods than thee.f

Akbah perislied by the sword, but liis fierce intolerant spirit

survives in the persons of the Afric-Arabians.

By the year 709 the subjugation of the pure and composite

African peoples was fully accomplished.

In their climate and government, their diet and habitation, the

waiuh'ring Moors resembled the Bedouins of the desert. With
the religion they were proud to adopt the language, name, and
origin of Arabs ; the blood of the strangers and natives was in-

sensibly mingled ; and from the Euphrates to the Atlantic the
same nation might seem to bo dilfused over the sandy plains of

Asia and Africa. Yet I will not deny that fifty thousand tents
of pure Arabians might be transported over the Xili', and scat-

tered tlirough the Libyan <lesL'rt; and I am not ignorant that five

of the Moorish tribes still retain their barhdrous idiom, with the

appellation and character oi ichlte Africans.;^

* Gibbon, " DecUno and Fall of the Romnn Empire," vol. iv, p. 140.

t Ibid., vol. V, p. 242. X Jbid., vol. v, pp. 247, 243.
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"With tlie accession of the Turkish sultan to the caliphate of

Islam came the introduction of another and entirely distinct

ethnic element into Africa, The pure Turks are the descend-

ants of nomads who fornierly pitched their tents on the south-

ern banks of the Oxus, in Central Asia. The modern Turks

are hybrids of every race, combining all the vices and none,

or very few, of the virtues of any of their ancestors. Their

presence in Africa, as elsewhere, has only wrought corruption

and death in blood, morals, and society.

The earliest trustworthy knowledge of Xorthem and Cen-

tral Africa received in modern times, reached Cliristendom

through the medium of the Arabs. Accompanied by the

camel, '* the ship of the desert," they pierced the Sahara as far

as tlie Senegal and Gambia Rivers on the west, and Sofala,

Mombas, and i\Ielinda on the east. Toward the close of the

eighteenth century, Houghton, Mungo Park, Hornemann, and

Burckhardt explored portions of the " Dark Continent," and

published accounts of their discoveries. Park lost his Hfe at

Boussa, on the Xiger, in 1S05. Hornemann, in 179G-9S,

journeyed from Cairo to Murzuk, in Fezzan, sent valuable in-

formation from thence about the countries, and especially of

Bornoo, in the south. He, like Mungo Park, perished in his

work. In 1822 Dcnham, Clapperton, and Ouduey crossed the

Great Desert from Tripoli to Lake T'sad, and explored from

thence to Sakatu on the west, and Mandara in the south.

Clapperton, in a second journey, .crossed the Kawara (Xiger)

on his way from the coast of Guinea to Sakatu, where he died.

Laing followed, and was murdered in the desert. In 1S2T-2S

Caillie passed from Rio Xunez,, on the western coast, to Tim-

buctoo, and from thence, through the Sahara, to Morocco.

Bruce, in 1TG8-73; Browne, who visited Darfur in 1703;

Burckhardt, in 1814; Cailliaud, in 1810 ; Ptiippell. in 1824-25;

Russegger, in 1837; D'Abbadie, in 18o8-l:-l ; Dr. Beke. in

1840-44; D'Arnaud and Werne, on the White ^'ile in 1840-

42; and Brun Rollct, in 1845, explored, and published narra-

tives of their observations and adventures in Eastern Africa.

» To establish trade and to abolish slavery in jSTorthern Africa

as far soutli as Lake T'sad, Dr. Barth, accompanied by Richard-

son and Dr. Overweg, left England in 1849. His companions

died, but he successfully prosecuted his work until 1856. His
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three volumes, published by Harper & Brothers, New York, are

a rich treasury of informatiou about the ethnography, religion,

"•overninent, morals, manners, customs, commerce, and resources

of t'.ie Sahara tribes, and of the central Xegro states of tlie

Northern Soodan. Burton and Speke, from Zanzibar, in 1857-

59, discovered Lake Tanganyika. Speke also discovered another

large lake, which he supposed to be the head reservoir of the

Nile. Simultaneously, or nearly so, Petherick (1858), Lejean,

Miani, the Poncets, Antinori, Debono, and Pency added much

to our knowledge of the upper White Nile from the Egyptian

side. Duveyrier, the scientific French traveler, also explored

the Sahara. In 1860 Speke and Grant left Zanzibar for the

lake the former had discovered. Speke named it the Victoria

Nyanza, and traced the river overflowing from it to the White

Nile at Gondokoro. In 1861 Gerhard Pohlfs, in Morocco, and

in 1862 Petherick, on the White Nile, made important contri-

butions to geographical science. In 1804 Sir Samuel Baker,

pushing forward from Gondokoro, discovered the second great

reservoir of the Nile, and named it the Albert Nyanza. In

1805-6 Ilohlfs crossed the northern portion of the continent by

nearly Barth's route, and thence south-westerly to the Bight of

Benin. Dr. Schweinfurth, in 1869-71, penetrated the region of

the complicated network of tributaries received by the White

Nile, north-west of Gondokoro. Baker then annexed the whole

country south, to the equator, to Egypt, and planted garrisons

to maintain the hold. In 1809 Winwood Reade, from Sierra

Leone to the head of tlie Niger; in 1807 Munzinger, in North-

ern Abyssinia; and in 1809 Dr. Naehtigal, carrying presents

from 'the king of Prussia to the sultan of Bornoo on Lake

T'sad, in acknowledgment of that potentate's kindness to for-

mer travelers, increased the volume of African geography.

The latter particularly did excellent service by investigating

the central mountainous country of Tibesti, which was previ-

ously known only by report.

Dr. Lenz, since then, has added the observations of the

only scientifically trained explorer tliat ever traversed the vast

region lying between Barth's route through Rhat and Air to the

Atlantic to our knowledge of tlic Sahara. Quitting Tangier
in November, 1879, he arrived at Timbuctooin July, 1880, and

,

at St. Louis, by way of the Senegal, in November following.
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Leaving tlie city of Morocco on the Gtli of March, in the "guise

of a Turkish physician, lie was i-efused any guard beyond
Terodant, south of the Athis, on the ground that the sultan

exercised but slight authority over the fierce and fanatical

Shloh tribes in the southern part of his dominions. Intrust-

ing himself to the hands of some Towara-Kabyle robbers, thoy

conducted him safely through the territory of their people to

Her. Tliere and at Temenet the dense population is chiefly

of the Berber race. The Maribda Xabyles received him lios-

pitably. Dr. Lcnz discovered that the Atlas range is composed
of three parallel chains

; that the sand of the Great Desert Avas

not formed by marine action, inasmuch as there "were only

fresh-water fossils, and that no part of it is below the ocean

leveL His barometric observations put an end to the scheme

of inundating the "Western Sahara. At Timbuctoo he was

treated kindly, and for about a week was the guest of the head

magistrate. He found it to be the chief slave-mart of "West-

ern Soodan, and that it supports numerous schools, possesses

rich libraries, and is still the center in which the commercial

exchanjres between the A\'^estern Soodan and the Kiirer on the

one hand, and the Sahara and the Mediterranean lands on the

other, are conducted. From thence he made his way througli

the populous lands of the Massina and Bambarra to the Senegal.

In all these regions, the work of exploration is mainly ])ro-

gressing through the instimmentality of Christian missionaries.

Careful study of the observations made by this multitude of

travelers enables ethnographers, like Keith Johnston, to speak

with near approach to certainty of the ethnical characters of

the African populations. From the Mediterranean to the

twentieth parallel of Xorth latitude the population is mainly

Arabic and Turkish. Many Jews and some French are domi-

ciled among them. The Berber of the Atlas system of mount-

ains, the Tua ricks (Tuaryck, Touareg, Tawarek) and Tibbus

of the Sahara, and the Copts of Egypt are of pure blood, or

of blood with slight intermixture from foreign sources. The

Moors are of mixed descent, native and foreign. " The ]Vroors,"

says Topinard, "are the result of complex crossing between

the Berber and every sort of ethnic element in which the

Ai'ab predominates." * From the twentieth parallel of Xorth

* "Anthropology," pp. 461, 462.
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latitnlu to the Cape Colony the Negro tribes are overwlielui-

iii"'iv ill tlie ascendaut.

The Copts of Egypt number about 145,000, and are darker

t!i;iu the Arabs. They have Hat foreheads, hair of soft and

woolly character, noses short but not flat, mouths wide, Ii]^s

tliiek, eyes large and bent upward in an angle like those of

the Mongols, cheek-bones high, and beards thin. Strains of

Cireck, I^ubian, and Abyssinian blood flow in their veins.

Mainly of the sect called Jacobite, Eutychian, Monophysite,

and Monothelite, they are very bigoted and hate all other

(rnristiaus. Sullen, avaricious, deceitful, ignorant, and faith-

less, they are still among the best clerks, government ofHciais,

merchants, and artisans of the country. They speak Arabic;

tlie Coptic language being practically dead.

The countries above Egypt are inhabited by two tribes of

people resembling each other in physical character, but of dis- •

tinct language and origin. One is probably aboriginal, tlio

other foreign. Dr. Prichard terms thera Eastern Xubians, or

Nubians of the lied Sea, and Xubians of the Xile, or Ber-

beriues. All are of red-brown complexion, approaching black,

hut difTercnt from the ebony hue of tlio Eastern Xogroes. The
hair is frizzled and tliiek, yet not as wooll^y as that of the Guinea

Negroes. The Eastern Nubia:is inhabit the country between

the Nile and the Hed Sea, and are nomads. The northern

division is denominated Ab-abdeh, who extend northward in

the eastern division to Kosseir. On the parallel of Dcir they

border on the Bishareens. Thence the Bishareens extend to the

Con lines of Abyssinia. The latter are extremely savage and
iMho>pitablc, mostly nomadic, and subsist on milk and flesh,

f^onietimes drinking the warm blood of livins: animals. Their
i'»r!ii IS handsome, features beautiful, eyes flue and expressive,

a!)(l complexion dark-brown or chocolate color.

The Nubians of the Nile, Berberines. or Barabra, resort to

Kgyi.t as laborers, inhabit the valleys of the Nile from tlie

p«»!it]icrn limit of Egypt to Sennaar, and arc distinct from the
Anil)>, and all the surrounding nations. Addicted to agricult-

ure, arboriculture, and irrigation ; honest in business relations,

and sincere professors of Islam, they hold the high esteem of
tlio Egyptians. The Barubra are divided into three sections by
tiiulect; namely, the Nouba, the Kcnous, and the Dongolawi.
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Dr. Pricliard regards them as an offset from the original stock
which tirst peopled Egypt and Nubia.

West of IS^ubia, beyond and extending into the Libvan
Desert, are the Tibbus, who spread over the eastern portions of
the Sahara as far as Fezzan and Lake T'sad, the "locality of
ancient Libyans or Libyes." Dr. Latham considers their kn-
guage as probably belonging to the :N'nbian class. Their color
is not uniform. In some it is black, in otliers copper-colored.*
Slim and well-made ; their cheek-bones high ; noses flat in
many, aquiline in others ; month large ; teeth fine ; lips often
European

; eyes expressive, and hair curled, but not woolly.
The females are of light and elegant form, and walk in strik-

ingly erect manner.

The Tibbus, called Tclm by Dr. Earth—every traveler in

Afi-ica having his own particular orthography of its proper
names—are chiefly pastoral, keeping horses, sheep, and goats

;

but camels constitute the principal riches. Dr. Xachtigal
describes the Tibbus of Tibesti as of model stature, well-made,

elegant and muscular. Color is of all shades between clear

bronze and black. The greater number are of dark bronze hue,

but have not the slightest trace of iSTegro physiognomy. Their

commerce consists largely of slaves, and is carried on between
the Soodan, Fezzan, and Tripoli.

" All that is not Arabic in the kingdom of Morocco," says

Dr. Latham, " all that is not Arabic in the French provinces

of Algeria, and all that is not Arabic in Tunis, Tripoli, and
Fezzan, is Berber." The language of the whole Mediterranean

sea-coast between Tripoli and Egypt, and the language of the

Sahara, is Berber. '' As a general rule," the same writer adds,

" the Arabic is the language for the whole of the sea-coast from
the Dejta of the Xile to tlie Straits of Gibraltar, and from the

Straits of Gibraltar to the north of the Senegal." The more
than twenty different Berber tribes of the Atlas ranges are at

perpetual feud with each other ; are poor, hardy, and accus-

tomed to privations and hardships. The Shuluh are chiefly

huntsmen, but also cultivate the ground. The Kabyles of

Algeria and Tunis are industrious farmers and miners, of

middle stature, of brown, and sometimes nearly black, com-
plexion. The Tawarek are spread in various tribes over the

* Barth, "Discoveries iu North and Central Africa."
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fjreater portion of the Sahara, and are particuLirlj described in

the appendixes to the monumental work of Dr. Barth. Yery
different in point of moral character, they are all fine men
—tall, straight, and handsome—physically considered. Ab-
stemious and adventurous, they clothe themselves from head to

foot, and cover the face up to the eyes with a black or colored

handkerchief.

The Moors of Morocco and the Mediterranean coast are a

mixed race, the primitive element being the Mauritanian.

I^ext the Arab blood was infused. After the conquest of

Spain they intermarried \vith the natives of that country,

whence they were driven out after holding it for seven cent-

uries. They resemble Europeans and western Asiatics more
than Arabs or Berbers. Their language is the Mogrebin dia-

lect of the Arabs. Intellectual, and not wholly unlettered,

they are cruel, revengeful, and bloodthirsty. The elegant and
graceful chivalry of their ancestors in Spain is not among
their attributes. They have been the worst pirates on the

^[editerranean, and still show traces of the old habits. In re-

ligion they are Mohammedan, in diet temperate, in dress sim-

ple, excepting the richer classes. Most are merchants, mechan-
ics, or agriculturists, but there are also many wandering tribes.

As artisans, and especially in the manufacture of swords, sad-

dlery, and metallic ornaments, they are very skillful.

Tribes of true Arabic descent are scattered about from the

highlands of Abyssinia over Nubia and Egj^t, and westward
over the central provinces of Waday, Borneo, Kordofan, and
Darfur. Others wander through the Libyan and Saharan Des-
erts, in the territories of Tripoli, Tunis, and Algiers, and are a

totally distinct race from the Kabyles. Adventurers of Arabic
origin have subdued native tribes of every nationality, and
rnlvd them as sovereign lords. The differences of color and
features observable among the Afric-Arabians are largely due
to intermarriage with neighbors.

Jews are numerous in all the towns of Xorth Africa, and are

the principal merchants and brokers. Wealthy and vain, they
arc compelled to hide their riches from the cupidity of native
Rulers. The Jewesses of ]S[orocco and Algiers are remarkable
for personal beauty. The Turks are simply encamped in Africa,
and scarcely deserve to be named among the African peoples.
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The Abvsslnians, as we liavc already seen, are of mixed.blood.

Their Christianity is of very superstitions and degraded type,

and is gradually succuiubing to the pressure of the ^loham-

medan religion. In morals they are equally fallen. Of cop-

per hue, and with beautifully clear yet languishing eyes, black

and crisp, yet not woolly, hair, they are altogether different

from the IXegroes.

The iSTegroes are only portions of the numerous offshoots of

the Ethiopic stock ;
" but, between the receding forehead, the

projecting cheek-bones, the thick lips, of tlie i^egro of Guinea,

and the more straight configuration of the head of a Galla in

Abyssinia, there are still many striking analogies ; and modern
philology haviTig traced still greater analogies, denoting a com-

mon origin among the only-apparently disconnected languages

of so many thousands of tribes, whose color presents all the hues

between the deepest black and the yellow-brown, it is no

longer doubtful that the Xegro, the Galla, the Somali, 'and the

Caffre all belong to the same ethnological stock." *

A remarkable race of wild nomadic hunters, possibly of

Abyssinian extraction, occupies the high plateau which rises

between the coast land and the Victoria Xyanza. They bear

the appellation of Wamasai^ Waliwari, etc., and are the ter-

ror of the more settled inhabitants of the adjacent countries.

The Gallas, who roam over an immense tract in Eastern Af-

rica, south of Abyssinia, hold a middle position—in respect of

physical conformation—between the Guinea I^egro and the

Arab and Berber. The face is rounder than that of the Arab,

and the nose almost as straight ; while the hair, though strongly

frizzled, is not as woolly as that of the Xegro, nor are the lips

so thick. Large of size and of great strength, their color va-

ries between black and deep brown. Some of the women are

—for Gallas—remarkably fair. -The Somali, originally Arabs,

occupy part of the Galla country, and, for the most part, lead a

wanderin<^, pastoral life.

Such are the ethnical characters of Xorth and Central Africa,

which comprise from seventy-five to a hundred millions of in-

habitants. Tliat they are nov: undergoing further modifica-

tions, whose processcG will probably be more rapid in the near

future, is obvious to those who watch the eventful drama now
* " Eiicyclopcdia Britannica." Xiath edition. 1S75.
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enacting in tbo valley of the Xile. The eyes of Christendom',

rest upon the heroic soldier, and no less heroic Christian, Gen-

eral Gordon, whose personal presence and influence were

thought almost, if not quite, sufHoient to quell the serious dis-

turbances in the Egyptian Soodan. When appointed by the

Ivhedive governor of Soodan, in addition to the province of

the equator and the littoral of the Red Sea, with absolute finan-

cial authority, he wrote, under date of February 17, 1877:

"It will be my fault if slavery does not cease, and if these

vast regions are not open to the world. So there is an end of

^ slavery, if God wills ; for the whole secret of the matter is in

the government of the Soodan, and if the man who holds that,

j^overnment is airainst it, it must cease."

The Khedive wrote to Gordon subsequently, saying :
" Use-

all the powers I have given you ; take every step you think.

necessary
;
punish, change, dismiss all officials as you please."

Gordon's firman was read to a crowd at Khartoum, the capital

of his government. Missionaries and merchants, priests and,

ulemas, consuls, cadis, and fellaheen, all crowded to see him.

" But," said an eye-witness, " it is, above all, the poor country-

people who look upon him as their saviour."

Ilis hopes were not realized. Islam, cupidity, and ingrained 1

liabit thwarted his benign purpose. He checked, but did not
end, the slave-trade. Daring three weeks of April, ISSO, five-

convoys of slaves arrived in Egypt from Kordofan, Sennaar,
and Darfur. On the 20th more than 900 slaves openly entered'

Siout—300 miles from Cairo.

Prior to this, on the 8th of August, 1S79, Ismael, Khedive
of Egypt, was deposed and replaced by his son Mohammed
TewHk. Events followed each other ^vith startling rapidity.
In 1882, the British subdued the revolt of Arabi Pasha.
Another revolt broke out simultaneously in the remote prov-
inces of the Soodan, where the inhabitants grievously suffered
from the' confiscations, oppressive taxes, cruelty, and kill more

_

froiti the corrupt officials and farmers of taxes of the Egyptians.
riie rebels are Xegroes, with an occasional infusion of Arab
blood. These dark races are fanatical Moslems, brave and
hardy, and were the best soldiers in the Egy]itian armv.
Muhammcd Achmet, born in Dongola, west of the Nile, a boat-
IJuUder by trade, proclaimed himself to be El Mahdi, the
<—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. I.
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expected successor of the Great Prophet, and the deliverer of the

people. The superstitious and oppressed flocked to his stand-

ard. So did the Baggara Arabs, the former slave-hunters of tlie

White Nile. Victor in successive encounters with the Egyp-
tians, he marched upon Sennaar, after his triumpli near Kor-
dofan, and for scvei-al months was sole master of the Soodan.
The Sooddiie^ have shown themselves to be no contemptible

antagonists At Abu Harras, on the right bank of the Blue
Kile, where Mohammed Taha, who styled himself the vizier of

the Mahdi, was defeated by Geigler Pasha,

the leader of the. insurgents came out to meet them [the Egyp-
tians] surrounded by hundreds of praying dervishes, and'^fol-
lowed by his warriors and all the women and children. The
fanatics allowed themselves to be decimated without faltering,
until the scherif, whose seemingly charmed life ins])ired the sol-

diers with superstitious fear, wasVt last struck by a bullet. Then
they scattered, pursued by the savage soldiery, who spared none.

Sennaar was recovered, but in Kordofan El Mahdi was vic-

torious. When El Obeid surrendered to him, Iskander Bey,
the commandant, and the larger portion of the garrison, accept-

ed service under his banner. Three hundred and thirt^^-eight

thousand warriors now followed his standard. From Kordofan
he advanced with 300,000 Soodanese, to meet the Egyptian

army, under Hicks Pasha, and inflicted an annihilating defeat.

All the camels, stores, and munitions, with thirty-six Xordeu-

feldt, Krupp, and mountain guns, fell into his hands. Colonel

Coptlogen, who was almost tlie only surviving European in the

"Soodau, and next' in command, collected the scattered remnants

of the E^ryptian forces at Khartoum and other important posts.

Sennaar now declared for El Mahdi. The Bedouins of the

coast joined the rebellion, and the whole Soodan became in-

volved, with the exception of the fortified trading-posts. The

movement threatened to extend to the Arabs of Asia, and to

break the power of the Sultan of Turkey. Thence it miglit

pass into India, inflame the passions of the Moslems there, and

cause a repetition of all the horrors of the Sepoy nmtiny.

Great Britain was obliged to take Egyptian affairs into her own

liands. British interests in the Delta and in the Suez Canal

were violently menaced. The interposition of Turkey could

not be admitted, nor could the Egyptians be left to " stew in
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tlioir own jnice," as it was phrased. The Khedive was com-

pelled to submit to the humiliating measures proposed by Great

Britain; and to secure the alliance of the King of Abyssinia

by consenting to the cession of the port of Massowah, and the

abandonment of a great part of the Soodan, drawing the new

frontier on a line from Suahin through Berber to Khartoum.

In the winter of 1SS3-S4, Osman Digna, the leader of the

slave-dealing coast Arabs, acting independently, and yet in re-

lation to El Mahdi, inflicted crushing defeats on the Egyptians

on the east coast. Suakin was the only remaining post that

could offer effective resistance. Belief in the irresistible des-

tiny of El Mahdi paralyzed the courage of the troops, and con-

vinced both foreign and native officers of the futility of any fur-

tlier attempts on their part to check his progress. The brilliant

exploits of the British troops in the same region have since

liumbled the pride of Osman Digna, and done much toward the

probable ultimate success of the British expedition, by way of

the Nile, against El Mahdi.

Britain has a providential commission to execute there. Iler

sublime mission is to abolish slavery, establish beneficent com-

mercial relations, and introduce that Christianity which will

tiike up the work of ethnically-unifying Islam, and cause the

unity in diversity of the human race to be apparent under con-

ditions of truth, justice, and love.

The African race has attained its present civilization through
the white race, notably from the Arabs. In order to raise itself

to a higher civilization, it has need of a new initiation. To the

white race, consequently, belongs the initiative in the develop-

ment of the common civilization.*

The grand purposes of the Almighty march on to their ulti-

mate accomplishment. Cliristian civilization is bent upon the

redemption of the " Dark Continent." Faith working by love

is the golden line to be stretched across that boiling caldron of

warring races—a line around which the different divisions shall

crystallize—in distinction and yet in unity, in difference and

yet at peace.

* M. d'Eiclithal. "Bulletin de la Societe Ethnologique de Paris, 18-iY."
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EDITOEIAL MISCELLA1>^Y.

CURRENT TOPICS.

READING THE HYMNS.

Several Tveoks since two successive numbers of "The Independent"

contained eacli a contributed article devoted to the reading of hymns, as

a part of the exercises of public worship. First, Professor Townsend, of

the Boston School of Theology, recognizing the especially infelicitous

style in which this part of the ser^-ice is often rendered, proceeded to

point out, somewhat "professionally," how it should be done. Some of

his suggestions are unquestionably good; but our observation of readings

in poetry, and especially of hymns, by professional elocutionists, has not

increased our confidence in the prospect of any considerable relief from

this confessed evil by any of the ordinary rules of the rhetoricians. As
with artistic music, so with artistic readings, both are but ill adapted to

the requirements of public worship. The second paper is by Professor

Harris, of Andover Seminary, who proposes to obviate the whole diffi-

culty by entirely omitting that part of the service, which may remind one

of the quack doctor's method for curing his patient—let him die, and

that will make an end of the disease. '**nie reasons urged "for this are in

the form of facts, which in nearly every case belong to the category of

false facts. " It retards the progress of the service," he tells us; which,

however, cannot be the case, if it is itself a part of the service, as it

should be, and (as it is capable of being made) an important and espe-

cially interesting part. This assumption, that reading the hymn is not

properly a legitimate part of the service, runs through all the plea for its

disuse, and the whole objection falls if that assumption is set aside.

It is conceded that our non-liturgical worship is liable to suffer

from want of attention to the resthetical element, which is so intimately

related to public worship; and but for which Church music of any kind

would be out of place. The public reading of the Scriptures needs no

defense ; and though the lesson may be an entirely familiar one, its reading

is not for that reason any the less acceptable or profitable. The sermon

itself may present nothing really new, but be simply made up of "the
old, old story," so often told in our hearing, and with wliich we have

been familiar from our childhood. One might, at less expense of time and
labor, read quite as good sermons at home—if wisely selected, much bet-

ter ones than the average of pulpit discourses—and yet we do not plead for

no sermon from the pulpit. The services of the house of God are not to

be tried by the rules of either the concert or the lecture ; they have other

and higher puqioses, and their exercises are to be directed by other rules.

And these, properly understood and reduced to practice, will much more
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than simply justify the reading from the pulpit of the hymns that are to

l)c used by the choir or the congregation, as the case may be. In pass-

iii<', it may be observed that the hymns, as to their sense aud meaning,

Clin be heard in the church only as they are read; for, unless helped by

the book, the worshipers in most cases will be as ignorant of the words

of the hymn ostensibly being sung as they would be if the language used

were Italian or Choctaw. Aud as between private reading, whether at

home or in the pew, and the public presentation, either "said or sung,"

the preference must be conceded to the latter, if at all well rendered. So

in the lack of intelligible articulation in the singing, the reading of the

hymns is all that the congregation can have of these "aids to devotion."

In non-liturgical worship, the hymns chiefly supply the place of the

ritual; the "hymnal" holds the place of the prayer-book or the breviary.

Kvory argument that can be offered in favor of " common prayer " applies

with larger emphasis to congregational singing; and yet, in the peculiar

condition of musical education among us, that style of worship has be-

come very nearly impossible. We have been educated beyond the inar-

ti>tic melodies of the past age, when quantity of voice compensated for

any deficiency of correct musical rendering; but yet we remain, scarcely

less than were our fathers, without musical training as to both perform-

ance and appreciation; and our choirs, away in the organ-lofts, seem to

regard it as no part of their business to cause the silent occupants of the

pews to recognize any thing but the mingling of sweet, but inarticulated,

Btjunds. The rationale of placing the music at the farthest possible re-

move from the congregation, and in the most complete isolation, is

among the unexplained mysteries which fail to excite surjjrise simply

because we have become familiar with them. Sympathy, at such long

range, is not easily awakened, and to average church-goers, that part of

the service is something as to whicli they feel themselves to be spectators

rather than participants. In nearly all American churches fashionable

music is, by the mass of attendants, endured rather than enjoyed ; and
those who have come with a sincere desire to worship and be edified,

must wait in exemplary patience for the "performance" to end, and
pometliing appreciable to take its place. So far as instruction and stirring

up the mind to spiritual thoughts and aspirations is the object to be
Bought for in public worship, about the only available good to be de-

rived from the hymns must come from their being heard from the pulpit

nither than from the organ-loft.

The old-style method of "lining" the hymns," now quite antiquated,

wa-^ not without its advantages. Words and sentences uttered by the

hving voice are vastly more effective than when simply presented to the

thought through the eye; and then the retention of the words and forms
t>f J«peech in the memory, that they might be sung a little later, tended to

<*»»mmand closer attention and to fix them permanently in the memory.
And there is but little room to doubt that church-going peo{)le of fifty

y<'.irH ago, among whom the hymns were "lined," were much more
familiar with the contents of their hvmn-books than are their children
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and grandchildren. The Weslej'ans in England still practice the time-

honored usage Trith slight modiUcations. They usually first read the

whole hymn tlu-ough, often six six-line stanzas (they make much use of

the 6-8 mea.vares), and tlien they repeat it, verse by verse, as it is sung.

The practice evidently improves the performance, for they are generally

good readers of hymns, while with us there are very few such. A hymn
properly read is also interpreted in the reading, and its chief points are

emphasized and made impressive. There is all the difference in the

world between the mere recitation of a few lines of poetry, and rendering

the piece in such a manner that the soul of the reader shall go out with

his words to the hearts of the hearers. It may be doubted whether by
any other method so much of the very best forms of scriptural theology

cau be taught—not as dry dogmas, but as living spiritual verities—as by a

judicious use of our hymns; but in order to this, the reader must himself

be in sj-mpathy with their spirit; must have rooted in his mind and

heart what he reads; and must render this service not merely perfunc-

torily, but as an integral part of the worship of the house of the Lord.

PHILOSOPniCO-THEOLOGIZIXG.

It is a remarkable but a very obvious truth, that one's own failures sel-

dom convince Mm that he is not still entirely competent to teach others

how to succeed; and accordingly your thoroughly "played-out" genius

usually assumes to speak oracularly concerning the things as to which he

has most surely demonstrated his incompetency. Accordingly, ;Mr. O. B.

Frothingham, whose name is sufiicient introduction to our readers, and
who has certainly proved a most conspicuous failure as a religious teacher,

and at length has abandoned not only the pulpit but also the Church,

seems now to expect that he will still be regarded as quite competent to

dispose of all the great questions respecting the subjective phenomena of

"religious experience," and therefore he asks us, in a late number of the

"Xorth American Re\-iew,'' to sit at his feet and learn of him.

It must not be supposed, however, that when he talks about "conver-

sion" he uses that word as one of the cant expressions of those from

whom he differs. Quite the contrary; he includes himself among the

"all religious people (who) believe in a new life as the condition of spir-

itual peace and contentment, and of that tranquillity of soul in which is

supreme felicity." All who are familiar with the dialect of the class of

jwasi-religionists, in which 3Ir. Frothingham must be reckoned—though
the classification is rather loose—know very well that almost the whole
vocabulary of evangelical religion has been made to do service in setting

forth their "other gospel." They can talk as readily as any revivalist or

mystic of "the new birth," "change of heart," "sacrifice," and " cou-

secratiou;" and, imleed, of whatever is understood by evangelical be-

lievers as precisely indicative of the ver>- things as to which they and
their " liberal " antagonists are diametrically scpnrated. But a very lit-
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tlo attention to their utterances makes it manifest, that T\-hil-3 the T^ords

arc the same the sense is wholly different. It is not their method, how-

ever, to openly reject and antagonize that which real Christians hold to

be fundamental and indispensable, but to ignore all these, and then by

another form of teaching to infuse new meanings into the language used,

and so to divert the whole train and substance of thinldng toward new,

and distinctively other, modes and tendencies. It is known that in

adopting the Greek language as a vehicle for the deep spiritual truths of

the Gospel, new meanings were infused into the terminology of that clas-

sical language; insomuch that a lexicon of the ancient Greek is not a

proper exponent of the Greek of the New Testament. A reverse course

is now pursued ; and the language of the religious life is, by a process of

evisceration, compelled to indicate an unspiritual naturalism. The word

and its cognates, which in the Xew Testament is used to indicate evan-

gelical repentance, in its classical use implies simply "consideration"

and "change of proceeding,'' in respect to either methods or objects.

Accordingly, it is now the fashion to restore to this word (and others in

like manner) its old heathen import, and so reduce tlie repentance of the

Gospel to a "reformation" of life and manners more or less thorough

and far-reaching.

The great and controlling design of the so-called liberal pulpit and

press of the present time is to eliminate the supernatural from religion.

Just as the Scientists have been especially concerned to got rid of God in

nature, so are these, above all else, solicitous that their theology shall have

the least possible of God in it. And as those find in nature the "

' prom-

ise and potency " of all the phenomena of the material world, so these

profe-^s to be able not only to explain all the phenomena of mind without

going beyond itself, but also to provide for all the wants of humanity

from within itself. And so neither class has any use for God. The lan-

guage of Scripture is very freely employed by these writers and preachers;

but clearly not to teach what must be believed, but only for illustration

and ornamentation. As one would quote words and phrases from Shakes-

peare or Milton in literature, or Bacon in philosophy, or Blackstone in

liiw, so these employ the words of Scripture, for only secondary purposes.

To the ingenuous reader who comes to the Bible that he may learn from

it what is the trath, its teachings are scarcely capable of being misunder-

stood, for there are manifest in all its parts and in its totality a tone and
tendency of spirit and a trend and drift of thought that cannot be mis-

taken; and by these the willing and believing will be almost infallibly

guided into all needful truth. But if it is used only as a collection of

historical illustrations, and of wise or not so \^^se sayings, the language
of the Bible may bo made the vehicle for a merely soulless naturalism.

The process by which the words of Scripture are made to do service for

the " liberal " theology affords a remarkable instance of what may be

aciroinplished by unrestrained skill and ingenuity in replacing the sub-

stance of a thing by other matter without destroying its form, very much
as a mass of so-called petrified wood retains its original outline, but none
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of its substance. The fault of the system of thinking and believing of

which Mr. Frothinghara is eminently the representative, is not that its as-

sumptions and conclusions are wrong as details of a system fundament-
ally coiTcct, but tliat it is wholly and fundamentally v.roug. Its God is

not He whom the Eible reveals ; its Christ is not the man of Xazareth and
Calvary; its Spirit is not the divine one, but it is human; and its whole
substance is not of heaven, but of the earth. It may, indeed, em-
body some things in themselves not unlike what may be found in the

Gospel, just as similar details may be found in the most diverse speci-

mens of natural liistory ; but these in neither case disprove the essential

distinctiveness of the two objects. In this case they are Christ and
BcliaL This may be seen in what are Mr. Frothingham's ideas of the
nature of conversion and what are its conditions and resultant phenomena;
which, though nowhere expressed in single phrases, are clearly enough
seen in the course of his remarks. As it is simply a "turning," it may
or may not indicate repentance in the writer's own naturalistic sense of

that word, for he who has not gone astray need not turn ao-ain. Essen-
tially, it is simply a guod education—intellectual, aesthetical, and moral.

Its only necessary conditions are opportunities and teachableness, and its

results are good character and conduct, estimated according to conven-
tional standards.

These, it w-ill be seen, ignore and practically disallow all of the dis-

tinctive Christian characteristics of the subject. The "holiness" which,
according to Scripture, is the ethical ideal of the divine character, sub-

sisting in burning intensity, is reduced to the shadowy and uncertain, and
at best unelevated, '

' virtue " of the Roman stoic.
'

' Sin, " the opposite pole

to God's holiness in the ethical cosmos, appears simply as a more or less

widely "missing the mark," by falling short or going beyond, or by
a])errations to the right han<l or the left—only an incompleteness, to be
regretted rather than censured, and certainly not to be avenged. Such
notions of the fundamental doctrines upon which all practical religions

must be based render void, preposterous, and often odious, the distinc-

tive doctrines of the evangelical Churches. The minified estimation of sin

reduces guilt to a minimum, and so makes a deep and pungent "convic-

tion of sin " the fancy of a disordered mind—perhaps the effect of a dis-

ordered liver. The only allowable atonement for sin is found in reforma-

tion and restitution, which become "vicarious" wherever there is a
community of interests either good or bad, and in the exercise of kindly
offices among men. For the Christ of the New Testament and the

Church there is no place in such a .system. If the historical Christ shed
his blood for others than himself, so have thou-sands of others, perhaps
quite as freely. If he died a martyr to his own teachings, so did Socra-

tes to his; and so, in less conspicuous waj-s, have done untold multitudes
of men and women. And because the Christ of the GosjhIs was at best

only one of the great and good men of the world, 3Ir. Frothingham and
those of the same way of thinking do well to refuse to specially honor
him bv consenting to be called Christians.
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It is especially noticeable that in his crusade against the Christian

doctrines, of which thiit of "conversion*' is among the most considerable,

^Ir. F. found himself opposed to all parts and divisions of the Christian

CMnirch; and that by closer inspection it appears that between Catholics

nnd Protestants the teachings of the latter are to him much the more ob-

jci'tlonable, and among Protestants those are most astray, and most

to be antagonized, who hold closely and tenaciously to the specifically

evangelical doctrines. And yet he finds the nearest approach to the real.

ization of his ideal in a " school of thought " in one of our less numerous

nominal Protestant sects, "the Broad-Churchmen," whose title to this

partiality may be the fact, assigned by another for a like preference, that

thfj never trouble themselves about politics or religion. They " wel-

come every kind of culture;" are "indifferent to the current topics of

theology;" and their "conception of Christ" is altogether "spiritual,"

so making him only a spiritual man in their own low sense of splritualit}'.

It is, however, a real and valuable service rendered to the truth when

the irreconcilable difference between the doctrines of the Gospel and

those of rationalistic naturalism are thus clearly set forth iu their essential

antagonism.

"THE PHILOSOPHY OF CONVEPvSIOX"

The startling annoimcement made by the young Proj^het of Galilee to

the learned Jewish ruler, that in order to be found within the kingdom of

grace a man must be "born again," elicited from the gi'eat man an ex-

pression of wonder and perplexity which took form in the question,

" How can these things be ?" From that time onward that question has

continued to be asked, but it has never been answered. The fact that

such a work is necessary is conceded by very many, including not a few
of those with whom that young Galilean has not been accepted as a com-
p<'tent instructor; and though some have made tentative but abortive

nttempts toward the detection of its impulsive force, and of its processes,

the more rationally thoughtful have conceded its practical insolubility.

In an article in the October number of the " Xorth American Review,"
^hose title stands at the head of this paper, Mr. O. B. Frothingham dis-

cusses this subject with characteristic acumen and force; but he reaches

n-stilts that can be satisfactory to very few of his readers. Incidentally,

nij'.verer, some notable concessions are made, with some of which we are

now chiefly concerned. Respecting the inconceivableness of the proc-

c>sos of a fundamental moral transformation he remarks, with a degree
of force and clearness that may be commended to some dogmatizing
philosophical theoloQ^ans who prgfess to be able to solve all mysteries,

nut who so flatter themselves only because of the superficialness of their

views:

Nothiusj is more incomprehensil>le tlian Iho moral process of refurm.iiion. To
Ci.ang;e ouo'd mind permanently aud rc-clutcly; to take a new view of hiunaa
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nature and human life, of providence and duty, of the world of causes and effects

;

to turn about and face in the opposite direction—is au altogether unaccountable

thiug.

This is strong language ; and yet it is noticeably in agreement with

what we read in the Bible—as when the prophet likens the perversity of

the heart, in itsuuchaugeableuess, to the leopard's spots and the Ethiopian's

skin, or when Joshua says to Israel, ' Ye cannot serve the Lord, " or when

Paul recognizes the invincibleness of the law of sin "in his members,"

effectually constraining him to do "the evil that he would not." Our

Lord, in reply to the doubting query of Nicodemus, makes no attempt

to solve this mystery, but concedes its inexplicability, while he reaf-

firms the fact itself. Like the phenomena of the wind, which are certain

but inexplicable, so are the processes of regeneration. The claim which

some make in favor of the sufficiency of the human will to effectuate such

a change is simply nonsense of the most arrant kind; very much as if

one should pretend to be able to lift himself by his boot-straps.

Any fundamental and essential change of moral character, in either

direction, can be eflected only by a power operating upon the subject oh

extra—from bej-ond himself. As the stream cannot rise above its fountain-

head, so the forces by which the established substratum of the moral

character shall be removed and replaced must originate in a source be-

yond and above the subject of v/hich such a moral nature is a predicate.

Even Pelagianism did not assert the possibility of self-conversion ; for, by

disallowing that the human heart is so really bad as to require any essen-

tial change, it obviated the necessity of conversion ; and, therefore, if any

finally fail of eternal life, their falling away occurs in themselves individ-

ually, and not as the consequence of coming short of an originally neces-

sary spiritual transformation. The problem of conversion is only one

side of the broader one which includes all and any possible fundamental

changes of moral character in either direction. The beginning of moral

evil—that is, six, in the divine dominions—is a mystery, not only of the

divine administration, but deeper still of essential possibility. 3Ian,

created in God's moral likeness, fell into sin; not by the spontaneous

action of his free will, but by yielding to an impulse originating beyond

himself, Xor is it possible to conceive that a moral agent, all of whose im-

pulses are essentially good, and tend only to righteousness, could begin

and prosecute and consummate a process of sinning against himself, as

well as against God. And now, being alienated from God, first in character

and afterward in life, to reverse the eccentric and downward course of

his nature—to change its polarity and turn its gravitation Godward—is

certainly beyond the soul's inherent powers. As to its originating force,

therefore, the work of conversion is not only beyond the range of our

philosophy, but it is directly contrary to its certain requirements. Mr.

Frothinr^'ham, who represents a not inconsiderable school of thought,

even after granting the inexplicability of the beginning of the process,

assumes to teach what must be its rationale, in doing which he most in-

consistently reduces the whole matter to a system of naturalism.
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His references to the metliods and practices of religious teachers of vari-

oiw schools to promote conversions, which are in some things pertinent

ami judicious but usually quite otherwise, have no bearing upon the

Bubji'Ct covered by the title chosen by himself for his discussion; which

Ls not about the methods used to bring about that work, but the natme

of the work itself. Respecting this process the following excerpt, pre-

pcntiug Coleridge's doctrine of "The Redemption of the Will," may not

be out of place. (See "Methodist Quarterly Review," April, 1853.)

We are thus brouglit to tlie eonsideration of the couversion and regeneration

of llie will ; its cniaucipation from tlie tbralldom of otiginal sin by tl~.e destruction

or rt.-inov;il of that principle or power from the soul. If indeed the depravaiiou

of tiio will is complete, such a res.toratiou cau be etfected only by a power opsr-

•tiiij: from beyond its own beiti)J:. This, in theological language, would i)e a

ri'di.-in[)tion by free grace. Whether there is such a redemption provided beyond
hiinsulf for man, is primarily a question lying outside of the rauge of philosophy.

That it is a possibility, though it is not susceptible of proof, a priori, no one can
deny. Though we are at no time cousciuus of the presence of such a renovating

I>o\ver acting upon our spiritual being, that negative face is no argument against

it, since the point of its access is beyond the range of self-consciousness.

Here again Coleridge shall speak for himself;

If any retiecting mind be surprised that the aids of the divine Spirit should be
deeper than our consciousness can reach, it must arise from the not having
niUMided sufficiently to the nature and necessary limits of human consciousness.
For the same impossibility e.^ists as to the tirst acts and movements of our Ovvn
will—the furthest distance our recollection can follow back, the traces never lead
US to the first foot-marks ; the lowest depth that the light of consciousness can
viVit, even with a doubtful glimmering, is still at an unknown distance from the
ground.— Works, vol. i, pp. 153, 154. (American Edition.)

But althougli the efficient cause of the conversion of the soul is beyond
the range of philosophical inquiry, there iS nothing in the supposition

of a divine agency in that work to conflict with reason. The divine

Spirit operates in secret, but the eflfects are manifest; and as in all other

manifestations of the divine power, in nature no less than in grace, these

tilings become assured to us by their phenomenal results. We know
nothing of the secret cau.ses of any thing, but only the facts, and in this the

mysteries of the spiritual cosmos are no greater than those of the material.

If through its own lack of spiritual power the soul has become enslaved
to the depraved elements of the personal character, the power even to

wUl what is good must come from an extraneous source. For this lack
the scheme revealed in the Gospel makes provi.sion by postulating the

prt'scnce and efficiency of the aids of the Spirit, emancipating the will,

nnd inclining it to choose the better part. And herein is seen the basis

of personal responsibility in the case ; and when the force of the will is

united to those of the divine Spirit, the work of conversion is then and
thrre effectuated, and the sinner, delivered from his own carnality, be-

ronies through grace '' a new creature." All the efficiency is divine, and
vi't It is conditioned on the will of the subject; and whenever these con-
cur conversion ensues, at once and completely. "If any man be in Christ,

ut; ii [now, at once] a new creature " {Kaivfj icriaiq.)
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RIGHT AND WRONG USES OF THE BIBLE.

A very suggestive paper appeared not very long ago in " The Christian

Advocate " (New York), written by one of our younger ministers, entitled

•'The Microscopic Study of the Bible." Though shut up to the narrow

limits of a newspaper article, the writer successfully points out some of the

obvious infelicities of certain largely practiced and much-praised methods

of studying the Bible. His aim is to show that miuute criticism of the

words and phrases employed is unfavorable to the adequate understand-

ing of a discourse or any writing, and therefore that in that direction the

kind of criticism which he described by the epithet ''microscopic" is

unfavorable to right interpretation; a position which he fortifies with

abundant proofs and illustrations.

The fault aimed at is found chiefly among pretenders—purposed or oth-

erwise—to superior skill in biblical interpretation. There are many such,

who are nothing if they are not critical; whose lack of thorough learning

imfits them for what they attempt, or who, if sufficiently learned in certain

minor points, having attended only to the verbal forms of Scripture, have

failed to appreciate its teachings in their aggregate completeness. The

whole process is one of dissection, and the examination of the dissected

parts, by tracing the etymology of words, and drawing out the rhetorical

contents of phrases and sentences; a process which some one compares to

that of an anatomist who should hold up an excavated eye-ball as an

illustration of the beauty of the human face. In o{)position to this method

it may be said that words and sentences, wrought into discourses, are not

simply isolated signs of ideas, but constituent elements of a composite

thought, and therefore the Avhole taken together must determine their

specific sense in each particular case. Too much attention to minor de-

tails—to single words and individual sentences—may operate adversely

to the proper understanding of the scope and purpose of the discourse as

a whole.

The misleading tendency of this form of criticism is so manifest that it

needs no demonstration. It is well known, however, that it has been ex-

tensively employed in the interpretation of the Bible, and its destructive

results have been ostentatiously proclaimed; and it has also been success-

fully combated, and its power to do harm has been largely neutral-

ized. But the evil deprecated appears also in a modified form among the

uneducated. The use of the Bible "in the vulgar tongue," by the com-

mon people, with the accompanying right of private judgment, all of

which must be accepted and approved as of the very essence of Protest-

antism, is not without its possible danLTcrs. The Anabaptists and the

"Fifth 3Ionarchy " men were great Bible readers; but coming to the

Bible with strong but unintelligent preconceptions, tlicy of course found

abundant proofs to sustain the opinions they brought with them. The

SJime thing was seen in the Adventist (Milleritc) excitement of forty

years ago, and the Premillcnarians of the present day, though more sober,
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and some of them better learned, are their lineal descendants. The sin-

cerity of all these classes of persons need not be called in question, for

tlieir mistakes, however disa-strous, were the logical results of their faulty

method of using the Bible. And the same remark ^Yill apply to nearly all

specifically sectarian opinions, even those of the Shakers and the Mormons,

who also pretend to be guided by the Bible.

The saying of the mother of Adam Bede, in her discussion with her

" Mothody " son, Seth, that "You Methodies have a wonderful way of

potting more out of a text tlian there is in it," no doubt contains a just

criticism, which is capa1)le of a much wider application. The fashion of

"improving" the text for religious uses, by wliich the language is some-

times clearly perverted, and at other times strange and alien meanings

ore forced into the words and images, belongs to the same wrong method.

And of this there are many examples in high places. The headings

affixed to the several Psalms and the chapters of our English Bible are

usually forced constructions appearing with a false pretense to authority;

and yet the Bible Society prints them as part of "the Holy Scripture

without note or comment." The use of reference texts is another case

in point, for these, though perhaps not wholly without value, are certainly

only human interpretations, and as such not always the most felicitous.

The proof texts found in some famous catechisms and confessions pre-

sent another example of the inapt and mistaken use of the words of Script-

ure, many of them being entirely iirelevant as proofs, and others having

no likeness to those with which they are collated except in the English

words, the same one being used for wholly different ones in the original.

It has been well said that the terms and phrases of the English Bible

have become, by reason of their unintelligent use, asphyxiated, so as to

mean nothing, or depolarized, and transformed into new and strange

senses.

The Bible, though one, is also many ; and its lessons, though found in

all its parts, are nowhere presented as a formulated system. Its unity is

found in the one spirit that pervades it in its entirety. Its truths and
doctrines are to be learned, not so much from direct and specific state-

ments, as from the drift of its expressions and the trend of its ideas; and
these are so certain and manifest that any ordinariljwntelligent reader,

using no tongue but his own vernacular, and having only an approxi-

mately correct version of the sacred original Scriptures, will scarcely ever
fail to be guided to the apprehension of all needful truth—enough to show_
him liLs duties and to confirm his faith and hope. It is a mistake, there-

fore, to use the Bible as one would use a catechism or a confession of faith,

or even as a theological treatise. It indeed "contains sufficiently all doc-
trines required of necessity for eternal salvation;" but its teachings are

nowhere formulated, nor set forth in definite articles to be believed. It

presents no systematic statements of the " Economy of the Covenants;" it

not, in the precise sense, a " Body of Divinity ;" has no " Philoso])hy of the
Plan of Redemption," nor " Theory of the Atonement ;" and it ailords

cry little material out of which the most fruitful fancy can construct a
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••Phy^^ical Theory of the Future Life." But it tells of God and Christ;

and to the soul illuminated by the promised Comforter it reveals the

reality of sin and salvation, and eternal life after death. And these

things, though hidden from "the wise and prudent,"—that is, the verbal

critics,—are revealed to "babes," who seek for them in the written word

with simple faith. To find out all saving truth we need neither the

microscope nor the telescope, but only faith in God and common sense.

THE POLITICAL srruATio:^'.

An election for the chief magistrate of the nation has been held, and

the result duly ascertained. The event largely engrossed the public atten-

tion of the country during the latter half of the closing year, and a spec-

tacle was presented which to some minds appeared as the suljlime movement

of ten millions of free citizens recording their preferences, and then cahnly

accepting the public verdict and loyally rallying to the support of the

elect of the nation. To others it appeared as the quadrennial spasm of the

politicians, contending for power and spoils by means and methods quite

the opposite of honorable and edifying. Both of these views are proba-

bly correct in part ; and, because we like to believe what is pleasant, we

accept the former as the more truthful rendering of the case ; not den^-ing,

however, that if the latter were equally acceptable the evidence of its cor-

rectness would be sufficient.

The most remarkable fact in the late election was, that both of the great

parties went into the canvass without any well-defined political issues

;

and so the contest was clearly less for administrative measures and prin-

ciples than for men and for parties—which, in the absence of great princi-

ples, are simply factions. The politics of the country seem to be greatly

disordered and mixed, with an almost entire lack of definite ideas of

statesmanship, practical or speculative ; and the evident attitude of both

the parties toward nearly all the issues of the times which command the

attention and awaken the zeal of earnest men has brought the best and

the most thoughtful classes of the people into great perplexities. There

is, indeed, no lack of living issues before the American people, but all

these have been carefully ignored by the parties, or so referred to as to be

entirely unsatisfactory. The result of all this is, that a large contingent,

made up of the very best class of citizens, have found themselves "out-

side of politics," some not voting at all, and others doing so with strong

mental protests.

Tried by their antecedents and historical records, the two parties are

very clearly distin<:rui>hed each from the other, and men of the class re-

ferred to have heretofore had no difficulty in choosing between them.

But the citizen's obligations cannot be relegated to a party, nor can the

past record, instead of tlic pre-ent status, of a party command the confi-

dence of intelligent and patriotic citizens. The policy and measures to
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promote which the Ropublicau party was called into existence have passed

into history, either by their successful accomplishment or by changes in

public allairs which render them no longer open questions. But other

matters have come to the front, in respect to which the representatives of

that party, speaking through their conventions or by the press, are

either entirely silent or painfully indefinite, or possibly on the wrong

fide. Emlently the Republican party of to-day is not the same, in either

cluiractcr or purpose, with that of tliirty years ago, and therefore the

reasons that impelled men to give it their support at the beginning no

lunger exist. And as a controlling portion of that party as it was during

the years of its ascendency adhered to it, and gave it their support only

because they approved its policy and measures, now that these no longer

distinguish it their interest in it has ceased. That party had made, in-

deed, a highly honorable history so long as it pursued its original de-

signs; but that course terminated eight years ago, since which date it has

made another and a very diiferent record.

Its Southern policy ceased to be pursued at the accession of President

Hayes, who, having been elected by the help of the votes of South Caro-

lina and Louisiana, allowed the governors of those States, chosen at the

same election and by larger majorities than his own, to be excluded from
their places by manifest fraud and violence. During the subsequent

eight years that party has had the presidency, and most of the time one or

both of the houses of Congress ; and what is the record that has been made ?

Probably during no other equal term of years in the whole history of the

country has there been so much of the very worst kind of legislation by
Congress, every part of which the party could and should have prevented,

Tlie reader will readily think of the silver coinage law, which was en-

acted for purely fraudulent purposes, and passed over the president's

veto by two thirds of both houses. The anti-Chinese law, which we
need not characterize, belongs to the same category; and so, too, does the
river and harbor "steal," and the succession of "land grabs;" none of

which could have become laws without the votes of Republicans, and
"gainst none of which has that party, as such, openly protested. It is

not strange, then, that the citizen whose party ties are not stronger than
lii-i love of the right should, with some degree of disgust and righteous

indignation, .separate himself from such an association, and refuse to sus-

tain it by his vote.

But where shall he go ? and with whom shall he vote ? There can be
b'lt two principal political parties in the country, one or the other of
"lueh wiil have the control of public affairs; and therefore the overthrow

«'f one of these must be by the exaltation of the other and its installation
iM power. As things stood at the late election the defeat of the Repub-
licans was equivalent to the success of the Democrats. And what is there
"I culler the history or the declared purposes of that party to entitle it to
ihe confidence, and to win for it the support, of virtuous and patriotic

'itizens ? Thoughtful men have learned to expect that in any issue in-
«'olving moral elements it will bo on the wronix side. To rehearse its
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history, extending over the life-time of the generation now living, would
be to convict it of almost every possil)le form of political wrong. It

championed the cau^e of slavery, and labored for its perpetuation and
its virtual extension* over the whole country; and when it had nursed
treason into active war against the national life, it stood by the side of

the government, like Satan at the right hand of the high-priest, to resist,

and if possible to defeat, its etiorts to preserve the nation's life. The ex-

istence of the nation in the form given to it by the fathers of "76 and '88,

is in spite of the utmost efforts of the Democratic party duiing the coun-

try's greatest perils. Xor has there been any sign that time has wrought
in it any change for the better. The alliterative indictment recently

uttered against it by implication—very inopportunely, perhaps, because,

as is often the case with the words of the ^'enfant ten-ible,''^ it was em-
inently true—that it is the patron of " Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion,"

is undeniably just, and, as matters stand, the nation's choice is between
these things and their opposites.

It is manifest, however, that the Republican party has ceased to com-
mand the confidence of a large class of its former supporters, without

whose support it cannot hope to succeed, and for the want of their votes

it has now suffered defeat. The rights of colored citizens in the South

are no doubt systematically and grossly violated, but neither pai-tf pro-

posed any redress; why, then, should either be preferred? The public

mind is becoming sensitively alive to the abominations of the liquor traffic;

but neither party has responded to the public demand for its suppression.

The intelligence and conscience of the nation recognize the bad faith and
the fundamental iniipiity of the anti-Chinese legislation of Congress,

which both parties approve ; and while the currency of the country—now
the best in the world—is menaced with the danger of a depreciation of

one sixth in real value, with the utter derangement of the finances of the

country, it is not forgotten that that peril is the joint product of both the

parties. It is no doubt true that the pernonnel of the Republican party is

better than that of the Democratic; it is, however, about equally evident

that the less scrupulous and conscientious portion of that party has for a

series of years had the ascendency in its counsels. Good men have be-

come tired of voting for men whom they know to be corrupt, and of sus-

taining bad measures, lest by failing to do so worse men and measures

might prevail. "Wisely or otherwise they are practically saying that, if

iniquity is to prevail, they are not solicitous to have the selection of its

agents.

There never was a time in our history v.-hen the affairs of the nation

called more loudly than just now for intelligent and patriotic statesman-

ship, but the call is practically disregarded by both parties. To say noth-

ing respecting the opposite theories of free trade and protection, it is con-

ceded on both sides that a readjustment of the tariff, and a reduction of

taxation, are highly desirable. But high duties are demanded by the

great manufacturing companies, for whose benefit the whole body of the

people arc compelled to make contributions in the form of unnecessarily
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lii'^h prices for nearly all kinds of fabrics. 'Because a plethoric treasury is

a "bonanza" for all who live by public plunder, therefore high duties

are, for them, a necessity. The internal re%-euue, as the laws now stand,

U derived almost wholly from taxes on whisky and tobacco ; and because

the money is not needed, it is demanded that these taxes shall be reduced^

and so a high tariff is called for that whisky may be free.

Our system of national highways, now owned and managed by individ-

uals, or private and irresponsible corporations, whose resources of wealth

and power enable them to both corrupt and defy the government, and

which are freely and flagrantly usecl for both these purposes, calls loudly

for heroic treatment, to undertake which neither party seems disposed.

Tlie telegraphic system, which has become the rival of the Post-Olhce De-

partment, is scarcely at all amenable to law, and the interests of the

whole people, in what has become a general necessity, are almost entirely

without protection. The relations of labor and capital, in which are in-

volved some of the highest and most delicate interests, and also the

greatest perils of the nation, appear to be uncared for by our statesmen

and parties ; and society is left to drift onward toward manifest disasters

and ruin. The educational system of the country, especially in respect to

I)rimary education, is becoming year by year less adequate to the demands
made upon it by the wants of the people. Illiteracy is rapidly increasing,

and the proportion of wholly uneducated citizen?—voters, jurymen, and

possible public officers, is growing steadily larger,—but our parties, politi-

cians, and statesmen seem to be almost entirely oblivious to the whole

affair; and while the ship of state is nearing the cataract the mariners are

contending for the spoils. It has been often asserted, and with at least

]>artial truthfulness, that the issues upon which the Republican party was

fmnded have ceased to be living questions; and since that party has not

a<l:ipted itself to the new condition of the country, and because the Dem-
ocratic party has always shown itself incapable of grappling vith any of

the great problcms-of the government, the intelligent and patriotic citizens

of the commonwealth find themselves without a party. But sucli disinte-

grations have occurred at other times, to be followed by new and better

combinations than the defunct ones had become, because they looked

only to the past, and failed to adjust themselves to the requirements of

the present and the surely coming events of the future. The party that

now becomes the "opposition " has before it the alternatives of readjust-

ment and new adaptations to the demands of the times, or disintegration

fter the manner of its illustrious predecessor, the great "Whig party.

Which?

PRIVATE CHARACTER AND PUBLIC LIFE.

The contestants in the late political canvass dealt very freely with the

private lives and characters of the chief candidates for the presidency.

This gave to it an unpleasant aspect, from which many persons turned
away with disgust; bat it also involved considerations which may not be

8—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL, I.
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disregarderl because they suggest distasteful tlioughts. To refuse to rec-

ognize the vices which are known to be corrupting society indicates the

decay of the moral tone, and is to sacrifice virtue through a false and

euperficial delicacy. Vice detected, and openly called by its right name,

is robbed of half its coriMipting power.

When, in June last, the convention of the Republican party nominated

its candidate for the presidency, the announcement was received with

marked disfavor by a not inconsiderable ])ortion of those who had hith-

erto acted and voted with that party. They objected to the nomination

because they held that it had been made at the behest of the worst ele-

ments of the party, and because it was believed that the candidate Avas

himself of the same class of politicians; and that for him good and un-

exceptionable men had been put aside. There were also honest fears that

Mr. Blaine's foreign policy, as developed while ho was Secretary of State

in Mr. Garfleld's cabinet, might, should he be made President, lead to

dangerous foreign complications. Accordingly, a partially organized body

of citizens, in New York and Boston, known as " Independent Iiepublic-

ans," professing much regard for moral considerations in politics, declined

to respond to the nomination; and when, a little later. Governor Cleve-

land, of Xew York, was nominated by the Democratic party, these men
with great unanimity became his supporters, being represented and sus-

tained by some of the principal Republican papers of this city, both sec-

ular and religious. It seemed then that the Democratic candidate would

be carried into the presidency upon a tidal wave, somewhat as two years

before he had been made governor of the State.

Of the candidate himself very little was known. He was a young

lawyer of Buffalo, who had been elected to the mayoralty of that city,

and, it was said, had discharged the duties of his office with average

fidelity, and had been nominated for the governorship by his party as a

nevD man, and was carried into that office by an exceptionally large major-

ity, because of a bitter factional feud in the other party. He was now
brought forward for the presidency as an available candidate, rather than

out of respect to any special personal fitness. It was tacitly assumed that

his private character was of average acceptability; and that if he was not

a great man, he would not be the first of that mental stature who had filled,

if not graced, the high position for which he was named: and from such

considerations not a few persons—of whom this writer was one—purposed

to vote for him. So matters stood for a few weeks after the nomination,

and then it began to be muttered that the Democratic candidate for the

first office in the nation was a man of conspicuously and flagrantly corrupt

private life and character, and the e\idencc elicited placed that fact be-

yond question. Even his own partisans conceded the alleged facts,

which were of the worst kind and fearfully damaging. And now new con-

ditions were presented, and corresponding processes brought into use in

the contest. After ascertaining the truth of the alleged complaints, the

religious papers which had indorsed him, we believe without exception,

abandoned the support of the Democratic candidate; but not so the
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•* respectable" secular papers, which, on the contrary, seemed to redouble

their zeal. Most of them persistently ignored the charges respecting Mr.

Cleveland's personal manner of life, and their readers, had they had no

other means of information, would not have been aware that any thing to

his discredit had been at all credibly alleged against him. Some of them,

however, came boldly to the rescue, and, conceding the facts, excused

them as peccadilloes quite too insignificant to be taken seriously into ac-

count in a political canvass. And, strangest of all, the same ground was

taken by two or three distinguished clergymen, among them a bishop and

a well-known pulpit celebrity. As to the mental processes by which such a

conclusion was reached we have no theory, but we indignantly repudiate the

vile slander that, granting all that is alleged against Mr. Cleveland, he is

probably no worse than the average of men. None but a thoroughly cor-

rupt heart could have conceived any thing so vile. The issue was, therefore,

openly and distinctly made and presented to the American people, whether

or not the fact that a candidate for President of the United States was a

confessed libertine—the associate of lewd women and the father of a

Bpurious progeny—should be accounted a disqualification for that high

place; and in answer an effective negative has been rendered by the men
of this nation. We have, therefore, a President-elect whose character and

career go to teach the young men of the country that private immorality

is no bar to the highest public honors; and soon the White House at

Washington, the ilecca of American " society," is to reproduce in these

latter days the peculiar characteristics of some, not the least infamous, of

the European courts of the last century. The warnings given in the ear-

lier chapters of the Book of Proverbs must, in \'iew of this verdict, be

understood in a " Pickwickian " sense, and the solemn objurgation of the

" Preacher," telling the young man who " walks in the ways of his heart

and the sight of his eyes " that for these things there will be a reckoning,

must now be set aside, at least for a life-time, or the reading changed to

" For all these things men will bestow upon you the highest ci^^c and social

honors." The people of this country seem to have been given over to

test by an experiment of their own choosing the truth of the divine sen-

tence which declares that "The wicked walk on every side; when the

vilest of the sons of men are exalted." Considerations of statesmanship,

which seem to have been very little cared for during the course of the

canvass, are now rendered comparatively insignificant in the presence of

such a damaging onslaught upon the purity of private life. Should not

now the Young Men's Christian Associations go into liquidation, since

they cannot teach moral purity without implying a censure upon the elect

of the nation, and those who elected him ?

The charges made against Mr. Blaine's private life, and in respect to his

domestic relations, were evidently retaliatory and vindictive, and so they
Were very soon lost sight of. But not so in respect to certain speculative

tran.sactions in which he, as a public functionary, was accused, not with-
out a show of probability of having used hi;3 official position, with the ad-

vantages that it afforded him, for his ow^n emolument. It has not, indeed,
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been shown that he had dealt dishonestly or directly betrayed any inter-

est public or private, or, indeed, done any thing that would not have been

right and proper in a private citizen ; but very many have deeply re-

gretted tliat one charged with so high a public trust should have been

found mingling in the doings of speculative traders and brokers; and
with an unexceptionable alternative candidate they were inclined to re-

fuse to aid in placing him at the head of the national government. The
very large vote given to ^Ir. Blaine in all the Northern States, the only

ones in which free elections were held, should not be accepted as an ap-

proval of these transactions, so much as a protest against his opponent.

These things suggest some rather difficult questions respecting the

code of personal ethics in public life. Members of the British Parliament

receive no compensation, and are expected to abstain from all money-
making enterprises in any way connected with the government. They
must therefore be gentlemen of leisure and owners of considerable estates,

and of course all but the rich are practically excluded. With us the case

is quite otherwise. A seat in Congress is a paying position, and many a

Congressman increases his income by serving the public. But his new posi-

tion largely increases his necessities, and at the same time presents oppor-

tunities for money-making of wliich all, except the most scrupulous, read-

ily avail themselves. Some, indeed, live within their salaries, or draw upon
their private resources, and often retire to private life poorer in property

than they were when they entered it, while others begin poor and become

rich by practices that have not heretofore been reckoned dishonorable. And
yet there can be no doubt that such practices are demoralizing, and not un-

frequently the occasion of corruption in office, and of sharp practices in busi-

ness. The evil of this state of things is sufficiently manifest, but the remedy
ij not easily found. Probably IVIr. Blaine was among the less unscrupu-

lous half of the money-making members of Congress. He was no doubt

sharp at a bargain, but fair in his dealings according to the code of morals

of those among whom he was acting. And yet it is to be wished that

the practices with which he has been charged, and in respect to which
his friends have sought to defend his conduct, were not so common as

they are known to be among those holding public offices.

But there is comfort in the assurance that the standard of morals that

suffices for candidates for public honors is not that which is demanded
by the great mass of the people in their domestic and social relations. It is

no doubt true, though greatly to be lamented, that many a husband and
father gives his vote for the political advancement of men who would not

be desired in their parlors, or allowed to associate with the young people

of their families. Possibly, too, the American people have not now for

the first time chosen a libertine to the Presidency, though we are not per-

suaded that they have done so; but happily heretofore no one has been so

chosen with the brand of the leper upon his forehead.
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FOREIGN, RELIGIOUS AND UTERART.

The LuTnER.\>,- Church ix Paris. — The famous Kulturkampf that
has raged in France as -n-ell as in Germany, although directed originally
and mainly against the Catholic Church, has also struck the Protestants
of France in a very sensitive manner. Many of them that hailed the new
school law with joy, as the approach of a better era, because it relieved them
from the clerical pressure that weighed them down in so many regions, find
that they are still subjected to quite as much injustice as formerly. Tlie
government subsidies for salaries and house-rent have,, through the entire
land, been either cut off or greatly reduced, and thus the Protestant cler^j-,

i^-ith their families, suffer a great deal more than the celibate priests.

Among the Protestants of Paris the Lutherans seem to have suffered
most severely. The Reformed Churches have found a few wealthy
friends among their adherents, but the German congreijations are large-
ly composed of poor immigrants who left Alsace when it was taken by
the Germans, and tiie separation from their mother Church thus leaves
them without much external aid or sympathy. And although the Luther-
ans, the same as the other Protestants of France, were very loval to their
country during the Franco-German war, it is impossible for the French to
forget that these people are at least of German origin, which fact works
greatly to their disadvantage. After the war the Lutherans succeeded in
reinstating their theological faculty in Paris, but the promises made to
them have been much weakened by the general war against the Churches.
At the present time all the preachers are siifferiug from a great reduction of
sustentation, wliile some of their schools have been either closed or trans-
formed into municipal schools, in which the teaching of the Lutheran con-
fession is not allowed. They have also been treated very parsimoniously
by the city authorities as well as by the Legislative Assembly. A source
of income from funerals in their community, amounting to 30,000 francs
per year, has been taken from them and turned over to the city. It is true
that these blows were intended mainly for the Catholic ChurJh, but their
greatest severity is felt by the Protestant minorities in the country. It
would surprise no one if the State were soon to cut off all assistance,
which would, perhaps, do less harm than the present condition of things,
by awakening in the breast of the sufferers a spirit of independence.

Philo-Semitic axd Anti-Semitic—The European worid is still agi-
tated with philo-Semitic and anti-Semitic demonstrations in the foreign
press.^ A Belgian sheet, entitled the " Sunday Journal,"' lately presented
a series of articles in favor of the Jews; and a literary celebrity in St.
Petersburg recently published several letters on the same side.

"

But it
niu.st be acknowledged that the championings of the Jews, in the press or-
on the platform, are mainly confined to themselves, and thus little is known
of their efforts at self-defense outside of their own ranks.
On the other hand, the auti-Jewish movement is acrive every-where. One

publication recently issued in Berlin hi endeavoring to abolish the influence
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of the Talmud from Jucluism. A theological debater from Vienna has
just been delivering lectures in Berlin on the Jewish question in Germany
and Austria. Prof. Oort, of Leiden, treats very learnedly of the ques-
tion of what is called the "blood-guilt "' of the Jews, the suspicion of
•which has been brought down from the Middle Ages. Another practical
question, namely, the overcrowding of the higher schools by the Jews, has
been met at the University of Kieff by the resolution to admit only ten
per cent, of Jews among the students. The endeavor in southern Russia
to induce the Jews to go into agriculture has resulted in a complete faU-
ure. Of nearly five thousand Jewish landholders of thirty years ago, only
about sixty now live on their possessions. A very significant swies of
articles lately appeared in the principal politico-economic journal of Ger-
many, entitled "Judaism in the State; "these now appear in pamphlet
form. In this the Jews are shown, in the words of their own leaders, to
be a peculiar race and people within the State, and to be in a condition of
perpetual antagonism to the rest of the population. On the whole, the
conviction seems to be gaining ground that not much progress would be
made in the way of modern emancipation with the Jews. Especially is
this so, since the great mass of that people of to-day are zealously en-
gaged in endeavoring to widen the chasm rather than to bridge it over.

The Old Catholics in Congress.—The Old Catholics are again
recovering courage, and have recently held a Congress in Germany. For
the past few years they have been very much troubled by dissentings within
their ranks, but they seem to have succeeded in separating the chail from
the wheat, and the latter is now making a valiant effort to germinate anew.
In this Congress nearly forty districts were represented. The well-known
jurist. Von Schulte, again presided. Congratulations were received from
five American bishops, from one Irish bishop, and from numerous other
religious celebrities. Among their proceedings we still find determined
opposition to papal absolutism on the one hand, and to aftiliation with
any political party on the other. They are more than ever determined to
oppose the policy of the Roman Catholic Church, and by a resolution ex-
pressed the hope that the period is not very far distant when on German
soil a General Council, in the Old Catholic spirit of genuine reform in the
Church, may convene.

A commission was appointed to recommend or prepare a series of writ-
ings for the young, illustrating Old Catholic truths. The Congress was
honored by the presence of quite a number of foreign guests. Some of
these, from Holland, the United States, and Ireland, delivered addresses.
Among tlieso was Von Santcn, from Holland, who brought the greetinn-s
of the Archbishop of Utrecht, and further we note the greetings of Sava-
rese and Campello, from Rome; Bishop Horzog, from Berne; professors
from Munich, Halle, and :Manheim, from Breslau, Oxford, Edinburgh,
and Winchester. A public meeting was attended by three thousand
hearers, and a banquet was enjoj-ed by al)Out one hundred and forty dele-
gates and friends. At this latter the Emperor of Germany was enthusi-
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astically cheered. The Congress was certaiuly a grand success, and has

done mucli to revive sympathy for Old Catholicism.

Fkench Protesta>'tism—"The Church Under the Cross" is a beauti-

ful historical study by Pasteur Benoit. The expression "under the Cross "

alludes to the sufferings of the French Protestants of the eighteenth cent-

ury in the south of France, who were ever martyrs. The author is reliable

in his information, judicious in his choice of facts, skillful in their presenta-

tion, and grave and sober in style ; his story seems a poetic picture of the

great past. He begins with the first years after the revocation of the Edict

of Nantes, and displays churches falling under the pick and pastors quit-

ting the kingdom, and ends with churches reconstructed, consistories or

official bodies either recognized or created by decree ; and also presents

to us Jean Beranger, the " Pastor of the Wilderness," appointed presi-

dent, and, trembling with emotion, as he receives the solemn investiture of

his charge in presence of a justice of the peace and a mayor. This book

of Benoit helps one to comprehend how the Church passed from oppro-

brium to honor; and one sees throughout its pages that marvelous diver-

sity of fate and that conti-ast of situations which gives to the description

a strangely romantic interest.

Masp6ro, the French director of the famous museum of Bulak, is again

sending home valuable communications in regard to new "finds" in the

sepulchcrs. He recently discovered a city of the dead of great extent and
wealth near the ancient Pauapolis. He found more tlian a hundred vaults,

and investigated five of them very closely. In these he found 120 mum-
mies, and from this sum infers that the total number of those in this rest-

ing-place of the dead must amount to about 6,000. He is preparing to

make a more thorough investigation of these tombs with reference to in-

scriptions and manuscripts, hoping to find literary memorials from the

Greek period of Egypt, because this city of Panapolis was, after the period

of the Persian rule, the principal seat and favorite retreat of the

Greeks. Fragments of the Greek poets, from Anacreon, Sapjiho, Pindar,

and others, have already been discovered in like mortuarv' chambers.

Maspero has also made some new " finds" not far from Memphis, consist-

ing of sarcophagi from the time of King Pepis I., which are covered with
pictures and sacred inscriptions, and contain interesting works of art.

A recent review of the study of evangelical theology in Prussia during
the last three years attests during that time a considerable increase of

students of theology. Altogether in Prussian imiversities and other Ger-

man schools there are 2,322 Prussians enrolled. Of these about 500
graduate yearly, a considerable number falling out by the way. For the

Prussian Protestant churches about 400 new preachers are required yearly,

thus leaving 100 for home and foreign missions. This incrca'«e in Prussian

theological students is attributed to the fact that sin^e' the appeal of

Prussian pastors to parents a few years ago, they have sent more of their

children to the theological schools. There is also a sort of patriotic
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revival among the Protestants of Prussia of interest in their home institu-

tions; and the demand is now being made that all Prussian theological

students shall spend at least three semesters in Prussian institutions. Of

late years there has been quite a tendency in young Prussian thcologues

to go to other universities ; last year there were 206 of them at Lcipsic,

92 at Erlangen, and 118 at Tubingen. This scattering of the young men
over so broad a surface exposes them to a great divergence of religious

views, and some of them return home to be more troublesome than useful

in their innovations.

" The Manual of Theological Sciences," by Zockler, has just reappeared

in a second very carefully revised edition, with numerous additions. This

is a compliment to its value, and a call on the learned author for more

work of this kind, which he, better than most of the theological scholars

of his nation, is well able to supply. His treatise on Israclitish history,

archaeology, and biblical theology is very rich. This new issue is much
larger than the old edition, and the increase comes not from the author

alone, but also from a large corps of collaborators of the first rank.

Among these are Prof. Seheele, of Upsala, on symbolics; Ktibcl, on apol-

ogetics; Cremer, on dogmatics; and Zockler himself on spcc/aZ dogmatics.

Tlie entire work promises to be a very valuable guide and hand-book for

the clergy, as well as for candidates and students. The theological world

is now awaiting with much interest the appearance of another volume, to

be devoted largely to the methods of biblical criticism.

The secular schools of France have made very great progress within the

last few years, which may be graded by the financial appropriations made
to them. They began in 1877 with 12,000,000 francs annually, and now
receive over 70,000,000, which the leaders of the movement still declare

to be too small. Paul Bert makes it his special business to keep a very

critical eye on these institutions. He has just published statistics of the

schools for the last year, in which he announces that there are still en-

gaged in teaching about 38 per cent, of the Christian Brothers, and 45

per cent, of the Sisters, having no other diploma than a simple letter of

obedience from superiors. Furthermore, he says that in sj)ite of the laws

of 1879, "which direct every French department to have a normal school

for both sexes, there are at the present time 30 departments that seem to

have made no haste in complying with this law. There are at present

over 1,200 teachers employed in the public schools belonging to the so-

called ''Congregations," who have no teaching diploma. According to

the figures given by Bert, one third of the French school-children are still

instructed by teachers of this class, who teach them to be hostile to
*' radical progress and democratic liberty." But Bert is glad to announce

that in the public schools the system of laicization is being energetically

introduced by means of the text-books. He is so unfortunate and unwise

as to make the following developments. The grammar is no longer to

contain the name of God, Jesus, prayer, or the CYcator. A recent grammar
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for children was thus corrected: In place of "God is the Creator of the

world," there now stands, "Europe is a portion of the world." "Cain

killed his brother Abel," now reads, " Italy has the form of a boot," etc.

The Central Annual for Germany contains a somewhat remarkable arti-

cle on Symbolics by the late Professor Philippi, for some years professor

in Rostock. While living he enjoyed in large religious circles the not-

undeserved reputation of being the sole genuine orthodox Lutheran. It

is this circumstance, perhaps, that has induced the publication of a syn-

opsis of his academic lectures ; for it would be difficult to find any other

valid reason for such a publication, as theological science has nothing to

gain by this addition to its library.

The stand-point of the author is expressed with the greatest clearness.

He says: "The Lutheran Church is no ecclesiastical party or sect, but

the purified, regenerated, original Catholic Church— that is, the true.

Church. It is such, not merely as the iu\'isible but as the visible Church,

because its Confession is drawn purely from the word of God, and it re-

joices in the purest administration of the sacraments. All other Churches

have, therefore, only in so far a share of the truth as they harmonize with

its Confession." This assumed harmony between the doctrine of the

Scripture and that of this Church presumes that the various Confessions

are not a peculiar comprehension of the one Christian truth, but are sim-

ply different degrees of truth and error, according to their harmony Tvith

or digression from the genuine Lutheran platform. But the presentation

of tlie doctrine is merely surface work, accompanied by no sufficient proofs

and based on no principial foimdation.

I'liere are also clearly many groundless assumptions in these pages. The
author's position in regard to Calvin certainly indicates that he was not

fairly, understood. The assumption that, according to Catholic doctrine,

the Holy Ghost still gives to the Church new revelations, contains more
hardihood than courage, and the entire publication seems to be more a se-

ries of academic notes to guide the lecturer in his choice and array of

subjects than a well-digested defense of his creed. The publication of

these has done the author no credit, and it has injured the orthodox Lu-
theran Church in the eyes of other German Christians and those of the

world at large. Such orthodoxy in tha leading Protestant Church of Ger-

many has been productive of much harm to liberal and progressive Chris-

tianity, because it has appeared to the eyes of zealous and generous Chris-

tiann as but one step removed from the ultramontane Catholic Church;
and the majority of German Christians believe that the spirit of the nine-

teenth century has as much to fear from the one as from the other.

Tlie same publication contains an article by Koffmane on " Luther and
Home ^lissions"— Jubilee production handed in after the festival. The
article is written with a very extensive knowledge of the .subject. It

makes us at first acquainted with the various phases of benevolent activity

b<.'forc the Reformation, and shows us the necessity and the wants cling-

ing to this work of love.
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"Pessimism and the Social Question," the leading article of the Sep-
tember number of the Revue Cretienne ("Christian Review"), by Chas-
tand, is peculiarly French in its character, and quite acceptable at the

present epoch, when the French are inclined to deduce the socialistic

troubles of the Germans from their pessimistic philosophy. The French
never have taken kindly to the German philosophers, and have allowed
the teachings of Leibnitz and Hegel, Kant and Fichte, to pass by with
little attention. Their own taste has always been toward an eclectic

philosophy that would permit them to choose and adopt what would
meet their comprehension and suit their own tastes, and let all else pass

bj as but mere chaff. Cut Schopenhauer, the real founder of pessimistic

philosophy, has at least seemed clear and comprehensible to them, and,

therefore, received more attention. In the writings of the two philos-

ophers, Schopenhauer the founder, and Hartmann the preserver and
propagator of this philosophy, there is an absence of abstract propositions,

metaphysical arguments, and scholastic phrases, which makes them more
acceptable to French thinkers, who much prefer the curt, perspicuous,

and precise phrases, though often paradoxical. They seem to have

taken to the letter those words of one of their own savants, namely,
*' Philosophical demonstrations which cannot be comprehended by all

learned men are not worth the ink with which they have been printed."

The editor of the [Christian] Review (M.PressensS), in his resume, extends

a hearty welcome to Pt-re Hyacinthe on his return to Paris from his recent

visit to this country. He acknowledges that the brilliant orator is always

admirable, full of fire and imagination, frequently carrying away liis audi-

ence by the rapid movement of his superb eloquence. But the writer hits

the mark accurately when, while acknowledging him to be always the con-

vincing Christian, he says that he unfortunately also always stops too soon

in his opposition to the main principles of Catholicism. This has been the

trouble with. P^re Hyacinthe from his first rupture with the Catholic Church,

and has been mainly the cause of his failure in his Christian work. He
has now handed in his resignation as vicar of his Galilean church, and
proposes to himself in the future a more apostolic and evangelistic mis-

sion. He is eminently able, if he can strike the right chord, to render

signal service to the Gospel work in France to the democracy of that coun-

try, which rejects the living Gospel largely because of ignorance of its

character, which leads the masses to confound the God of Jesus Christ

with an ultramontane idol. Hyacinthe has just found an able colleague

in the Italian Abbe Rocca, who lately seceded from the Catholic Church
and has published a very interesting book bearing the title, " Christ, the

Pope, and Democracy." The writer, who certainly, from long experience.

knows whereof he affirms, is boiling over with a vehement indignation

against ultramontanism, which he denounces with righteous wrath, as

the principal producer of the impiety of the period, which it has

nursed into life by violently separating Christianity from democracy and

progress.
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DOMESTIC RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

The Chautauqua Idea.—It needs a large crucible in whicli to assay

the Chautauqua Idea. Its proportions, together with its multiple powers

of reflection and refraction, have led admirers to esteem it almost as the

Kohinoor of educational plans. Experts have come to variant conclusions

as to its intrinsic value, but the popular estimate is undoubtedly high.

One difficulty in the way of any fair measurement of its advantages or

shortcomings lies in the incomplete and tentative character of all its de-

tails. It is as impossible now to predict the future of Chautauqua as it

was in its beginning to foresee it as it now is. Such rapidity of growth

naturally breeds the thought of shallowness rather than of depth or

strength; but if its vast work is to be unworthy or superficial, that is yet

to appear. Because only a man may be superficial—not a youth. The

superficiality of the scholar appears when he gets to work in the world.

The conditions of Chautauqua at present are certainly not the conditions

which ordinarily result in superticial scholarship. Some of these are, re-

luctant attention to a prescribed course of study in deference to the will

of others rather than as the choice of tlie student; the {(/nisfatuus charm

of graduation from an institution of renown—a charm that culminates and

loses its power on commencement day ; the thirst for a professional life

only, the entrance to which the novice thinks to be the college door, front

or back. And to these may be added, as one of the most plentiful sources

of superficiality, the traditional social and otherwise congenial attractions

of an under-graduate course, entirely outside the curriculum. But, with-

out ancient prestige, Chautauqua fills its halls and groves with non-profes-

sional students, alive with enthusiasm, and gathering of their own choice.

The lake-side, semi-summer-resort character of Chautauqua is, doubtless,

un attraction to some not otherwise partial to literary culture; but it

does not fairly ollset the worthless society attractions of college, which
draw together what Carlyle used to call the ''unserious dilettanti," be-

cause the plac£—^habitable, healthful, accessible, picturesque—is but a mere

fragment of Chautauqua, the chief feature of which is a great host scat-

tered all over the continent, who, never having listened to the chimes,

nor seen the hall or auditorium, yet having seemed to see a great light,

read their books and master them, in voluntary classes or in solitude.

It Is well to remember, too, that 'even if the cliarge were proved, super-

ficiality in scholarship is not to be condemned except where it is the de-

ceptive substitute for profundity. A shallow rivulet is better than a

summer-dried water-course. " A little learning," " dangerous " as it may
be, is infinitely better than none. And the privileges of Chautauqua are

not offered in the stead of a collegiate curriculum, but of the intellectual

emptiness of an average farm or factory.

In its methods Chautauqua commands the best, and its resources have

thus far seemed equal to all emergencies. Its instructors are in the facul-

ties of all colleges, ^nd have sounded the depths in their sjiecial depart-
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ments. It exhausts its topics with brilliant analysis and illustration.

Professor Doremus passes street-gas under ordinary pressure clear tliroufrh

a cubic foot of good sandstone six times coated with shellac, and with a

match lights it as it comes through on the other side, and all to show the

absurdity of a saucerful of chloride of lime as a disinfectant of volatile

poisons and contagious disease. The microscopist places a fine cambric

needle before the lens, and the figure thrown upon the canvas measures

five inches across the point which just pricked your finger. This sort of

thing is exhaustive, and at exhaustiveness Chautauqua aims.

Religiously, Chautauqua is a curious phenomenon. Starting from thor-

oughly Methodist sources, it speedily announced itself undenominational,

A close observation of its laws, methods, and general plan will reveal a

strain of Puritanism and a touch of Ritualism, as well as the birthright

fervor of ^lethodism. And already enthusiastic Chautauquans make the

bold claim that in the building of the great frame-work of the Chautauqua

Idea the hands of the mighty of all time have had something to do—Soc-

rates and Cromwell, Paul and Loyola, Frobel and Carlyle and "Wesley.

Of course the narrow-minded will tend to the recognition only of the stones

dug from their own quarry, and the exceedingly narrow will fall into the

mistake that the ultimate result will be an absorption of all things into their

own limited order. But this does not alter facts. On a Saturday evenin"-

a little group just arrived at Chautauqua ascended the hill leading from

the landing to the hotel. The foot-path led before a whitened statue of

Mercury, poised and wing-footed, but shadowed from the full moonlight

by the foliage of the over-arching trees. In passing it one of the company
was overheard to say, "I suppose that is a statue of John Wesley."

Equally puerile and ridiculous was the inference drawn a short time since

in the columns of ''The Churchman," of New York city, that the relig-

ious features of Chautauqua were becoming largely liturgical and ritual-

istic, and that its president liad strong " Churchly" tendencies, because in

the public service of the auditorium some well-chosen sentences from the

Book of Common Prayer were employed.

The Cliautauqua University is the natural outgrowth of the "Lit-

erary and Scientific Circle," multitudes being led by the studies of

the Circle to feel deeper wants and to indulge higher aspii-ations. Hav-
ing a share of the world's work already on their hands, tliey were de-

barred from ordinary college privileges. Arrangements were accord-

ingly made for a thorough University Course—the lessons to be con-

ducted by correspondence, and each pupil to come into close relations to

each professor.

There arc now 60,000 students enrolled as members of the Chautauqua
Literary and Scientific Circle, of whom 20,000 belong to the class most
recently organized, who will finish their course in 1888. These reside in

all parts of the world—every State and Territory in the Union, every

province of Canada, and every continent, having its representative. The
population of the Grove rises to at least 30,000 in the height of the

Assembly season.
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IioMA::?rsT "Free Schools" in the United States.—It is a preg-

nant and omiuous fact thiit one of the two chief religious denominations

of the United States is avowedly arraigned in bitter hostility to that

system of primary education wliich all the other religious bodies, and in-

deed the bulk of American citizens, have been accustomed to regard as

one of the bulwarks of our civilization and our liberties. The controver-

bies which have perennially sprung up all along the path of progress of the

'• Common School *'—ever since its earliest development in this country

—

are as eagerly pressed now as at any former time. It is always of interest

to the fair-minded thinker to obtain a clear view of his subject from a

stand-piiint at the farthest possible remove from his own. This consider-

ation gives a peculiar interest, in the eyes of a Protestant, to a recently

published reWew of "Catholic Free Schools in Ae United States—their

Necessity, Condition, and Future," from the scholarly pen of John Gil-

mary Shea, LL.D., which has recently api>eared in the "American Catholic

Quarterly Review." The author sketches the history of elementary schools

during the first fifty years of our national history, and shows how in the

beginning "religion was the underlying element of all education." The
Protestant patronage of "godless" schools he traces to the rebellion of

the " active minds of New England " against the despotism of the old-time

Congregationalism. The denominations gradually took less interest in their

scliools, and at last relied almost exclusively on State aid. State schools

then took the place of denominational schools; and according to Dr. Shea

the old religious element would have entirely died out had not the Bible

been, almost accidentally, taken as a school-book, "The lack of ' readei-s
'

made it convenient to employ as a reading book a volume to be found in

almost every house." About forty years ago Dr. Shea thinks a golden op-

])ortunity was lost by the advocates of religious training. A clear, logical

statesman might then have built a plan by which every citizen could obtain

forliis children the highest possible education, with such religious training

as he preferred. " But a wretched compromise was effected, and this is

the system which has gained in several States, and is talked of as national."

The early Roman Catholic Councils earnestly but fruitlessly exhorted the

bishops and clergy to establiiih schools "in which the young may be

taught the principles of faith and morals while they are instructed in

letters." About 1853 Archbishop Hughes gave a new impulse to Roman
Catholic education by both earnest words and diligent example. "Paro-
chial schools" were established in all directions. Soon "approved"
school-books were prepared; and during the last thirty years the progress

of these parochial schools has been truly wonderful—all the more wonder-
ful because they have been supported almost exclusively by the "constant
small contributions of the many." It is a suggestive fact, freely admitted
by Dr. Shea, that in not a single case has a Roman Catholic school been
founded or endowed by an individual. "Ireland, "says he, "is dotted with
the ruins of convents and monasteries, most of which were founded and
endowed by individuals in the Ages of Faith. Spain, France, Belgium,
Italy, Germany, show similar foundations; it is a reproach to the Catholics
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of the United States that their body has produced so few men actuated by
large and charitable impulses that spring from faith." Yet, though the
parochial schools were thus dependent for their creation and maintenance
on the liberality of the poor under the direction of the priests, their num-
ber had risen in 1875 to 1,444; iu ISTG, to l,G4.j; in 1879, to 1,058; and
in 1880, to 2,346, with 405,234 pupils. At the commencement of the year
1884, the Catholic body in the United States, according to the statistics
furnished by the several dioceses, " taxed as they were to maintain State
schools, which they could not conscientiously use for the education of
their children," maintained 2,532 parochial schools, in which 481,834
children were educated. The "Catholic Almanac " of 1834 records but
three parochial schools; that of 1884, 2,532, and nearly half a million of
pupils. The total avel-age attendance at the public schools in 1880 was
5,805,342 in a total population of fifty millions, a little over ten per cent.

;

while the Catholic community of eight millions had in its own free
schools half a million, or nearly seven per cent. " A few years," pre-
dicts the essayist, "will make the Catholic rate exceed that of the State
school."

The Elevation of the Americax I>t)ian.—It is a cause for profound
thankfulness that our political philosophers have ceased to urge the ex-
termination of the Indians. The " militarj- policy " has fewer advocates
than formerly

; and even the annual report of the General of our army has
less than usual to say concerning the methodical slaughter of the abo-
riginal tribes. A pessimist might readily find reason for this apparent
change of public sentiment in the unquestioned tendency of the redskins
toward extinction. But it is better to seek its source in those humane
agencies, which, beginning with the "peace policy" of President Grant,
have ever since, with multiform philanthropy, helped to lift the Indians
toward civilization. It is noteworthy that at a meeting of the National
Teachers' As.sociation recently held in Madison, Wis., one of the most able
discussions was upon the best system for the education of Indian youth.
General S. C. Armstrong, the Principal of the Xormal Industrial School
at Hampton, Va.—an authority in these matters—spoke most hopefully
of the aggregated results of the efforts made during the last five or six
years to elevate and Christianize the Indian youth. From three to five

thousand of the thirty thousand Indian youth of school age are now
trained industrially amid civilizing surroundings; a knowledge of the
mechanic arts, elevated social customs, and a mastery of the English
language are imparted to them by experienced teachers, and they are
thoroughly drilled to become teachers themselves. The results, thus far,

are full of hope. Enougti time has elapsed to indicate the tendency of
Indian children at their homes after a practical training in the midst of
civilization, in which over one half of the instraction given each year is,

for the young men, in trades and in farming; for the girls, in housework,
cooking, and making garments. The General pleads for "a well-con-
ducted training of the hands, head, and heart for a period of about five
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years, sending pupils back to their old homes for a visit of from three

to twelve months at the end of the third \ear."

The results of three years' work have not been disappointing. Of

pcventy-one sent back from Hampton since 1881, but seven have been re-

ported as "gone back to the blanket," which means giving up citizen's

dress for a woolen "toga," putting on paint, going to dances, and let-

tino- the hair grow long. Not one of them has become a horse-thief or a

rcne"-ade. Of the rest, about one half are more or less weak and fickle,

needing the agent's care and the influence of the missionary to keep

them to steady habits or to lead them back from temporary relapses. The

other half are comparatively steady, industrious, and thrifty; good exam-

ples to their people, whose feeling about the education of their children

has changed remarkably in the past few years.

General Armstrong spent some time in an endeavor to prove what needs

no demonstration—that the American Indians should have the best of

men to guide them and the largest chances to improve. With the tre-

mendous wave of progress across the continent resulting from four lines of

railroad—the irresistible grasp by the whites of mining, farm, and grazing

lands—the necessity of securing lands in severalty in order to have any

thing left of the extensive, but doomed, domain they now occupy—the

only stand they can make against the forces about them being to become

citizens and voters—there is no chance of the Indians of our country but

in sufficient and practical education in labor schools, and in an able, ener-

getic, local management through competent agents, who shall be sustained

in every effort to advance their people, keep whisky away, and establish

them on lands of their own.

MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

The Coast and Ixterior Missions of Africa. — Africa is attracting

more and more the attention of statesmen, missionaries, explorers, and mer-

cantile adventurers. From the East Coast great missionary and trading en-

terprises have pushed into the heart of the continent, and formed tlieir

settlements and stations on the shores of the great lakes. Beginning with

the Church Missionary Society on the Victoria Nyanza, in King ^Mtesa's

kingdom, where, within a year, surprising progress has been made in edu-

cation and in conversions, we go a comparatively short distance south, part-

ly by roads made by the missionaries, passing several missionary stations,

until we come to the field of operations of the London Society on Lake Tan-

ganyika, and between the lake and the coast, among an intelligent but war-

like people. From thi-< long and narrow lake a short journey southward

brings us to Lake Nyassa, lying much nearer to the coast, and easier of

access than the other lakes. On the southern shore of this body of water

the Scottish Free Churrh, which had prepared valuable native assistants

for this formidable undertaking (regarded formidable ten years ago) at its

famous Lovcdale Institution in South Africa, has established itself. The
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Free Church Society is endeavoring to form a chain of stations around the

lake, and to establish free, intelligent, and Christian communities, in

which purpose it has the earnest co-operation of the mission of the Kirk

of Scotland, situated at Blantyre, on the Shirg River, near the southern

shore of the lake.

These lake missions, -which have cost much in treasure as well as some

valuable lives (particularly to the London ilissionary Society), might not

have been established if their founders had foreseen all the difficulties

and discouragements they have encountered ; but they have probably passed

their hardest days, and are now entering upon more productive stages. The

missionaries, indeed, find much to encourage them. Ileathenism, corrupted

by its contact -with civilization along the coast, has less of hope in it than

heathenism in the gross forms invrhich it is found in the interior of the con-

tinent. The Arab slave-catchers have, it is true, been long among the inte-

rior tribes, but only for trade. They had not propagated Mohammedanism
on the Nyanza -when the missionaries settled in Uganda. It did not seem to

occur to them to do so until after the standard of Christianity had been

raised. "Whatever may be true of other portions of Africa, a broad belt in

the interior, extending from the Equator south to Lake Ng.imi, is chiefly

dominated by the native religions. 3Itesa, after a thorough test, found

more to his satisfaction in the hilrnri of the lake than in the religion of the

desert. The missionaries find that the youth are. for the most part, very

quick and intelligent. Those in Uganda learn to read with amazing facil-

ity, and quickly comprehend the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.

Nothing more encouraging from any point has come to our knowledge

than the conversions reported among the Buganda.

Besides these lake missions, the Cliurch Missionary Society has had for

many years a station at Mombasa, in the mountainous region near the coast

and below the Equator, and the Universities Mission, which used to be

attached to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, has a mission

between the coast and Lake Tanganyika. Both of these are centers for

freed slaves, and are flourishing enterprises. The American Board, ad-

vancing north from its old field in Zululand, has sought to establish a

station in Umzila's kingdom, thus making a line of stations from Algoa

Bay to Juba at the Equator. But this mission is as yet little more than a

project. The southern part of the continent, from the Limpopo River on

the East Coast round to the Orange River on the West Coast, and from

Cape To-wn north to the Kalahari Desert—a territory embracing a great

variety of tribes, from the dull Bushman to the bright and interesting

Bechuanas—is more fully occupied than any other. If the native Chris-

tians of all names could be gathered into one South African Church, they

would make a large and influential body of Christians. Here British,

German, and French societies, as well as the American Board, have long

been at work, and the French society is pushing north to the southern

branch of the Zambesi and the Chobe, half way between the two coasts.

The "Western Coast has claimed most attention for a year or two. Stan-

ky's exploration of the Congo, and the attempt of the African Interna-
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tional Association to open the great Congo basin to the trade of the world,,

have excited the interest of Europe and given rise to great mission enter-

prises. Portugal, which had almost forgotten the existence of its West

Coast colonies, has roused itself to assert and maintain its rights. France

wants to add to its territory. Germany is anxious to acquire possessions;

and even Spain has had a revival of its old colonial spirit. On the loth

of November an International Conference met in Berlin to- consider-

whether it is desirable to partition that part of West Africa still unap-

propriated, and vrhether the Congo shall be free to the world. France

has the first territory of value south of the Great Desert in Senegambia,

but its influence extends almost to Sierra Leone. At the mouth of the

Gambia British territory begins, but it is only a small colony. South of

this is the native kingdom of Combo, which has only about twenty miles

of coast line, the French possession of Cazamauca lying next. Portugal

has a little patch on the south bank of the Cazamanca, and, with some in-

significant exceptions, its dominion extends along the coast to the Eissa-

gos Islands. Sierra Leone, Sherbro Island, and Turner's Peninsula belong,

.

of course, to Great Britain. Thus from the Senegal to the Republic of Li-

beria the coast is a sort of patch-work, the flags of Great Britain, Portugal,

and France alternating, the French holding, perhaps, the largest propor-

tion. We need not stop to speak of Liberia and the ]\Iethodist mission

work there. It is a long, interesting, but painful history of comparative

failure. For the next two hundred miles below Liberia native chiefs hold

sway. It is the country of the Kroos, the laborers and porters of the

West Coast. Grand Bassa and Assinie, which were formerly French

colonics and have recently been reoccupied, take us to the northern

border of the British Gold Coast. Between Quettah and Great Popo
Dr. Nachtigal has lately raised the German flag. Beyond Great Popo lies

Dahomey ; then Porto Novo, wliich is French ; then Fort Ajuda, which is

Portuguese, followed by one hundred and eighty miles of coast under

British rule. Below the Benin Great Britain has recently been hoisting

its colors, and aims to control the Xiger, on which it has important inter-

ests, and the rest of the coast to its Lagos possessions. On the Cameroons
coast the Germans have been doing something in the way of annexation.

The next two hundred miles of coast belongs to the Banakas. Corisco

Island is Spanish, south of which France has claims. This is a very inter-

esting piece of territory, as to which a writer in the London "Times" saj's:

Xo onedi-jpiites tlmt the French have legitimatp possession of tlio long strip of
const from Corisco Bay to beyond the month of the Pcnibo, a distance of quite
throe luindrod miles, and includinf; the moutli of tiie O.crove and tlie fine Bay
of Gaboon. Under the auspices of De Brazza and oiht^r explorers, the French liave
b-''-n not only opening: >ip tlio interior and tracing out river trade-routes, but been
ninong cjreat stretches of territorv as they went. How far their power extends
in the interior it would bo difficult to say, but by a sweep up the Ogove and down
the Ali:na, tliey have at least a lino of territory ending at Stanley Pool, on the
t^jncro. Between the French territory and the month of tiio Con'xo, some three
luindrod and fifiy miles, the coast at present is chiefly occupied by petty native
Kin^jdoms, which will doubtless soon bo abs'^rbcd, probably by Franco. Along
l"i9 coa.st there are several sauiU settlements belen;jing to various Powers ; a',/
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Setti Gamma nre some British factories; at tl:e month of the Kevilu arc both
Dutch and Englisli factories; at Punta Xegni is the station recently occupied by
the Frencii ; at Cliinehoxo is a Dutch factory, and ju^t south of the last-named is

Landana, wliich, with the adjoining territory, was placed under Portuguese au-

thority by treaty with the native chiefs in Deceniljer last. The International As-
rsociatiou have established stations at the mouth of the Ruillu tl'at are connected
hj a rcgidar series with the Upper Congo, while the French have a station at the

mouth of the Congo on its northern shore. Up the Congo estuary are factories

•of various nations, wliilo at Vivi the domain of the International Association be-

•gins. i5ut at present tlie Congo mouth and tiie coast on each side is debatable if

.not neutral territory. This is certaiidy the great prize of all the coast, and no one
tnation will be allowed to possess it witiiout much protest from the others. Better,

.as we have before advocated, that il should remain really neutral, and tiiat under
the auspices of the As.->ociation trade sliould in the meantime be free and unre-
:Stricted. It is doubtful, however, if all the four nations interested will be hkely
to restrain themselves ; in the general scramble that has begun we may hear any
•day of the annexation by some one power of all tlie Congo coast.

South of the Congo for one hundred and thirty miles the natives are in

'possession; then comes the Portuguese territory stretching along the coast

:for seven hundred miles or more. Below this Germany is seeking to ob-

tain the coast as far south as the Orange River.

The West Coast, then, from the Senegal to the Orange is already chiefly

;in the possession of four European nations, whose desire is for the most

part to develop their colonies and stimulate trade. From Vivi, on the

Congo, far into the interior, the International Association wishes to be in

•control for the purpose of making the river free and of developing a civil-

ized government for the numerous tribes occupying the Congo Valley.

'The future of missionary enterprise in "Western and Central Africa will de-

pend in no small degree on the political arrangements soon to be made.

The most noteworthy of the new mission enterprises are those on the

'Congo. Tlie English Baptist Society, establishing its first station at San

Salvador, followed a route to the river and established a line of stations to

Stanley Pool, beginning ^^ith Underbill, intmcdiately to the north of San

• Salvador. There are in all four stations on the river below Stanley Pool,

.all on the south bank. A small steam-ship called the " Peace" has been

transported in sections to the Pool, and there put together and launched

for service on the Upper Congo, where there is a stretch of perhaps a thou-

sand miles which the. little boat can navigate. The first station above

the Pool is Tukolela. The society h.as determined to send no fewer than

twenty men to preach and teach on the Upper Congo, which presents.

perhaps, the most magnificent opportunity in Africa for great efforts and

achievements. The other mission on the Congo was begun by a society

known as the Livingstone Inland Mission, which was organized at CardilT,

Wales, and which was chiefly supported by Plymouth Brethren. Mr. and

Mrs. H. Grattan Guinness were its inspiration. The society sent out its

first missionaries early in 1878. They established a station at Banana, at

the mouth of the Congo, and soon had a line of stations on the north bank

to Stanley Pool. Upward of a hundred thousand dollars were expendcil

up to last spring, and twelve persons lost their lives in the work, which,

.of course, is still in its first stage, with no noteworthy results to report.
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A stofinicr was ordered for the Upper Congo, and preparations Tvere made

to advance into the far interior when the society saw that more funds than

it could command would be needed. For this reason all its interests on the

Conjjo have been transferred to the American Baptist Missionary Union,

whose wise management in India and Burmah, and whose ample resources,

lead to the expectation that this Congo mission will be vigorously prose-

futrd.

Besides the English and American Baptists there is soon to be another

missionary force on the Congo. Bishop William Taylor, as is well known,

is forming a company of workers whom he expects to station on the noble

river. Ilis plan is to form a chain of twenty or more stations on a line

south of and parallel to the Congo. He will need about forty missionaries,

of whom twenty have been already enrolled. It is stated that he himself

will enter Africa from the Atlantic coast -^N-ith twenty missionaries, and

Dr. Summers will enter Africa from the Indian Ocean with twenty more

missionaries in May or June next. Both parties will advance toward the

interior until they meet, thus completing the chain of mission stations

across Africa from the mouth of the Congo on the Atlantic Ocean to the

mouth of the Zambesi on the Indian Ocean. The only money the Bishop

asks for is passage money to Africa, and the conditions he lays down are

these

:

1. TJiat our friends in America, through our Transit Fund Society, may pay
llioir passage outward. 2. That all our workers sh;iU depend on God and tlie

people they serve for daily bread. 3. That they sliall receive iheir salary in full

from our Father la heaven after their arrival in the •• Heavenly Jenisalem."

Before passing from this great river and its great valley to speak of other

mission enterprises a word ought to be said in acknowledgment of the

service Leopold, the King of Belgium, has performed as head of the In-

ternational Association in opening this territory to commerce and Chris-

tianity. He has expended of his own means no less than a million of dollars

in the work of exploration, road-building, and station-planting. Mrs.

Ouinness, in an inter^-iew with him, ventured to ask him what had caused

him to take such a profound interest in Africa. He replied, that when the

Lord took away his only son, he felt at first as if he had nothing to live

for, until God seemed to say to him, "Live for Africa." He added:
"You know I am a Catholic; I love God and want to please him." In
the middle of October the association sent out its fifth expedition, under
Lieutenant Becker, who is to cross the continent from the cast to the west,

in order to connect the stations of the Upper Congo with those of the

interior, and thus to render Karcma as accessible from the West Coast of

Africa as from Zanzibar. The work of the expedition is to be completed
within two years.

Three or four hundred miles south of the Congo, in the Portuguese pos-

sessions, lies the town of Bcngniela, in the province of the same name.
At this point two or three years ago the American Board sought to

enter the interior, and to found a mission at Bih5, on high aud liealthy

tTound. The missionaries formed a station on the route, at Bailundu,
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whose king, Kwikwi, received them kindly, and among whope people

they seemed to have friends. A small party pushed on from Bailundu,

after some months, to Bihti, and were settled comfortably there when they

received intelligence that Kwikwi had ordered the force in Bailundu to

quit his dominions at once. They accordingly joined their friends at

Bailundu, and the whole party marched to the coast, accomplishing the

journey in about twenty-three days. Kwik-^i gave no reason for his sud-

den change of mind, for he had been very gracious to the missionaries; but

they well understood that his mind had been poisoned against them by a

Portuguese slave-dealer. Remonstrance and entreaty were alike in vain,

and the missionaries were compelled to depart, lea\ing goods behind to be

plundered by the greedy natives. Kwikwi upbraided them because they

had not given him whisky, guns, and gunpowder. This promising mis-

sion is therefore temporarily broken up, and part of the missionaries are

in this country.

OUR FOREIGN mSSIONARY WORK.

The session of the General Missionary Committee of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, for 1884, was held in Xew York, Nov. 5-13, at which

the missionary operations of the Church, both foreign and domestic,

were carefully reviewed, and plans for future action adopted. That
" Committee " is, in fact, the great directing power of the Church in all

its missionary matters, having its authorit}- directly from the General

Conference, and being empov,ered, among other things, to "determine

what fields shall be occupied as foreign missions, the number of persons

to be employed in said missions, and the amount [of money] necessar\- for

the support of each mission." It is composed of the Bishops and thir-

teen Commissioners at large, appointed by the General Conference, and an

equal number chosen by tlie Board of Managers from its own body, and
the Corresponding Secretaries and Treasurers. The attendance was full,

and the business in hand was diligently attended to and very thoroughly

examined ; and the work for the next year, as far as the means would
allow, effectually provided for.

In these proceedings the whole scheme and scope of the denomination's

foreign missionary work passed in review, and both what has been done
and what it is proposed to do were very clearly stated and determined,

and the feeling awakened seemed to be one of encouragement and grati-

tude in respect to the past, and of hopefulness for the future, except as

to the pecuniary means needed for the effectual prosecution of the work.

The gross income of the treasury for the current year was shown to have

been $751,123, wliich was a slight falling oH from that of the preceding

year, though it appeared that the decline was entirely in the incidental

resources (chiefly legacies), and that the contributions by the churches had
advanced a few thousands. The aggregate amount appropriated to be

used during the year now ensuing (including $07,721, for 'liquidation
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of debt") is §850,000, of wliich nearly $350,000 is for foreign work, dis-

tributed as follows :

Africa $4,000 I Italy $28,378
South America •w 20,500 I Mexico 34:,782

China 69,803
|

Japan 34,936
Goriniiny and Switzerland 24,600 Korea 8,100
Scandinavia 46,833

India 67,171

Bulgaria and Turkey 12,876

No new mission field was projected, tbougb Korea, wHcli was provided

for last year, has not yet been actually occupied, but it is said all the pre-

liminary arrangements have«been made, and the work will soon be entered

upon with a good outlook. The selection and appointment of the mis-

sionaries is in all cases the work of the Bishops, and the details of the

home administration are committed to the Corresponding Secretaries and
the Board of Managers, the last a corporate body composed of the Bish-

ops and sixty-four others named by the General Conference, one half

each of ministers and laymen, which Board meets monthly at the JNIission

Rooms.

The foreign missions of the denomination have advanced steadily, but
not rapidly, for more than half a century, until they have become many
and world-wide, and some of them are of large proportions. Africa
and South America—rather, Liberia and Buenos Ayres and vicinity

—

are of the longest standing, and neither of them has been even ordinarily

successful, though the latter now promises better things.

In China a mission was begun in 1846-47, at Foochow, and since then
three others have been founded, at Kiukiang (Central China), Peking, and,

within a few years past, at Chung-king, in the extreme west, about 1,200
miles from the coast. After a long period of almost fruitless efforts the
mission at Foochow began to be successful among the people, and it has
since become aggressive; and by its action Methodism has become fairly

seated and established as a naturalized form of religion in all the exten-

sive and populous province of Fukien. Its laborers are chiefly natives,

who are pecuniarily sustained for the greater part by the people and
churches among whom they are working. Though they are less advanced,
because they are newer, yet the same remarks will apply generally to the
other missions in that empire.

The mission work in India, in the Xorth-west Provinces, was undertaken
a little more than thirty years ago ; and though it has had its reverses, it

has been on the whole highly successful ami prosperous, with the prom-
ise of steady, permanent, and almost indefinite increase. The work ap-

pears to be prosecuted in all its affairs with the purpose of raising up
and establishing an indigenous Christian community, chiefly operated by
native agencies, and sustained by their own resources. Its system of
schools—extending from vernacular primaries scattered amoncr the vil-

lages to high schools, one or two of which seem to be developing into
complete colleges after the best American type, and a school for training

preaclicrs and other workers—is full of promise for the future of India;
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and the agents of the "Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, operating

apart and yet in unison, are carrying the blessings of the Goppel to many
of the females of the upper classes, who are entirely beyond the reach of

the ordinary methods. This mission is evidently regarded with great

favor by all who have looked into its affairs, and they seem to expect still

greater things from it.

The missionary work in Japan is the wonder of the age, for in but little

more than ten years that whole empire, so long almost hermetically closed

against the outside world, has become thoroughly permeated with the

teachings of Christianity, and seems to be rapidly hastening to take its

place among the older nations of Christendom; and among the agents of

this wonderful work, the missior aries of the Methodist Episcopal Chm-ch

seem to hold a not inconsiderable place. These three—the Chinese, the

Indian, and the Japanese—are the only properly heathen missions of the

Church, and they are those to which it may point with the highest satis-

faction in respect to both actual achievements and assurances for the

future. All of them appear to be advancing steadily, and with reason-

able rapidity, toward the conditions of self-supporting and self-governing

Christian bodies.

The missions in Bulgaria, Italy, Mexico, and South America are those

in non-Protestant Christian countries. Of the last some account has been

given, and of the first it may be said that it has been the hardest and

least productive field that has been undertaken; but after being almost

entirely wiped out during the Russo-Turkish war, some ten years ago, it

has since been rehabilitated with improved prospects. The mission in

Italy was begun in 1871, and has advanced somewhat successfully, in re-

spect to converts and churches and a native ministry, but the re^wrts

indicate that in matters of self-relying independence these converts from

Romanism have not proved very apt scholars; and till those things

phall be learned the mission will be comparatively feeble and inefCcctive

for good.

The work in Mexico is comparatively new. It was begun early in 1873,

and has advanced fairly well, but it is yet too soon to speak of it as

cither a success or a failure, though enough has appeared to encourage

the belief that it will succeed. Here, however, as in all Roman Catho-

lic countries, the missionaries find their greatest difficulties in the false

and often demoralizing conceptions of religion and morals into which the

people have been educiited in their ancestral Church.

The Church has its missions, also, in each of the Protestant countries

of north-western Europe—Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway.

Their presence there may seem to require an apology, wliich is found in

the fact that in all these countries Methodism of the American type had

been introduced and partially naturalized before the home Church was
officially aware of the process. Emigrants from those lands to this country

had been converted, and, going back again, they had told their kinsfolk

and former acquaintances of what they had experienced, and so they kin-

dled the Methodist fires and constituted its worship and discipline in their
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several fatherlands. And soon, as was natural, the Macedonian cry for

help came over the ocean, and, equally naturally, it was practically re-

sjMinded to. The mission in Germany dates from 18.jO, in which year a

Vfry small beginning was made at Bremerhaven; and the work has so

prospered that it now extends over most of the empire, and also into the

CJfrman cantons of Switzerland, with a membership of more than ten

thousand and nearly a hundred ministers— all natives of the country.

Tlie success of the work, which it is claimed has exerted a most whole-

some influence on the State Church, has seemed to justify all that has

been done and expended, in both labor and money, though some are ask-

ing whether the same outlay among the heathen would not have been

more profita])Ie and more seemly. German Methodism has, indeed, be-

come well grown; but it seems to be rather reluctant to stand and walk
alouc. The work among the Scandinavian nations had a like origin, and
its success has been even more marked, and its outlook, as seen by its

friends, is altogether radiant. But the work in all these countries, and in

some of the other missions also, is becoming embarrassing by reason of

the magnitude to which it has attained. The child has fairly outgrown
its childhood; and what now must be done for it ?

The history of this work is suggestive. It is a record of consecrated

devotion on the part of the workers in the field of a good degree of liber-

ality, and of directing wisdom on that of the Church at home, of sucess in

giving the Gospel to those who were without its blessings, and in plant-

ing churches and other Christian institutions among the heathen. In re-

spect to all these points the Church in its missionary administration has
richly earned the confidence of its constituency, which ought to be re-

sfionded to by largely increased pecuniary support. But the enlarged
proportions of the work are beginning to call for broader views and more
comprehensive methods than have hitherto been used. The Christianizing
of a people must be effected not by strangers but by its own people, and
the church institutions of each people must be its own, and not a portion
or branch of a foreign and alien body. The time for their separation has
evidently come to a considerable number of these missions, as a means to
their own best development, and, as well, to leave the home Church free
to enter some of the many open doors through which millions of heathens
are calling for the word of life. The late General Conference seemed to
feel the presence and the force of these things, but after a few tentative
efforts, in which it failed to meet their demands, it left things much as
thc-y were. It may be hoped that when another shall assemble the
subject will have been so prepared to its hands that the needed adjust-
ments may be consummated.
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THE MAGAZINES.

In America the Magazine has reached a development not attained in

any other land. Hero it combines the literary review, the art journal,

the political and social essay, the biographical and geographical record,

the scientific chi'onicle and the lecture platform, the serial novel, and the

school of decorative art. It is impossible to compare the foreign and do-

mestic magazines without seeing that our own sui-pass, in popular merit

and attractiveness, those of any other country. Slagazine work abroad is

fax more specialized than here. The student is better served in Europe

;

the people are vastly better sened in the United States.

At the head stands " Harper's," with the '

' Century " not far behind. The
rivalry between these leaders has produced a richness and variety of illus-

tration which remains a monthly wonder. The ablest writers in the

country seek opportunities to reach the public through the ^Magazine,

Publications of the " Re\'iew " type have had to stir themselves, to sub-

mit to modifications of plan and frequency of publication in order to keep

their place. Meanwhile, the people are able to secure, for a very small

sum, artistic illustration and interesting and valuable matter in such quan-

tity that the Magazine has become one of the chief educational forces of

the country.

The October " Harper's" is an unusually fine number. Its range is

something wonderful: Scandinavia, England, Mexico, Holland, California,

New York, Kentucky, were ransacked for illustration and matter. Tread-

well "Walden's paper on the " Great Hall of William Eufus" is a fine ex-

ample of the charm which may be given to a familiar subject by a sympa-

thetic and skilled w-riter. "Windsor Castle could not supply from its

Btrange history more romantic incident or charming pictures. There is

the delight of novelty in the reproduction of the old and litile-known

portraits of England's kings, nobles, and commoners. And how pleas-

ant to compare the Westminster of 1G47 with the Westminster of 1881 by

the help of Hollar's quaint plan and map. Hans Christian Andersen is

less known to the children of to-day than to those of thirty years ago.

But many a heart now worn with burden-bearing will be cheered by the

portrait of that rare genius who made the days bright with the fun and

pathos of the "Ugly Duck." Not even De Amicis has surpassed our

countryman, George H. Boughton, in describing Holland. Boughton shows

as much skill with his pen as Avith his pencil. He has caught with mar-

velous ability all that is characteristic in the landscape, the occupations,

and the people of the Low Countries. i\Iany of his figures are exquisite

in the charm of unsophisticated peasant life. The verbatim report of

"My Life as a Slave," by Charles Stewart, an old Kentucky negro, is one

of the best things in a rich and varied number. The portrait of Darwin

is superb as a work of art, and reveals the great naturalist without the

disguise of a beard. The paper on "Municipal Finance " deserves care-

ful readine:.
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The November "Harper's" exhibits great editorial tact in its adapta-

tiou to the season. Its spirit is of the autumn rather than of the long

summer days. That noble fall flower, the chrysanthemum, is splendidly

cD'Tuved. 3Iany will learn for the first time from ilr. Thorpe's article

that the chrysanthemum is the national emblematic flower of the Chinese

and Japanese, receiving the most reverential care and attention. Colum-

bia CoUege, whose history as King's College was traced in a preceding

number, is very fully described by an anonymous writer, presumably Dr.

Barnard. This college, on account of its situation in the city of Xcw
York, and from its great wealth thi'ough endowments in land, dating from

colonial times, is likely to have an increasing future. The portraits ac-

companying this article are noteworthy, Joseph Hatton, an unsurpassed

magazine writer, contributes a delightful sketch of Sir Joseph Hooker

tind the Botanical Gardens at Kew. "Norman Fisher Folk" have filled

of late years a large place in art, and Mary Gay Humphreys makes them

interesting by the careful study of their ways and spirit. Reinhart's pencil

revels in the quaint costumes and pathetic expression of these toilers of

the sea, Mr. "Walden returns in this number to the " Great Hall of

William Rufus," and reaches one of the. most thrilling periods of its his-

tory. The frontispiece presents Vandyke's portraits of Charles I. and

Henrietta Maria, his queen. This engraving is Mr. Closson's masterpiece.

Soft, yet cleai", preserving every characteristic of Vandyke's work except

the color, it deserves a frame as the highest achievement of the Amer-
ican graver. In a totally different style is the full-page illustration on

page 90S of Mr. Roe's "Serial Story." Mr. Berustrom is only a degree

behind 3Ir. Closson in the delicate strength of his work. The paper on

Sydney Smith by Andrew Lang is excellent, and is sympathetic toward

the strengths and weaknesses of that mad parson. The portrait, though
the features are strong, shows in the lines of the mouth the undyiag fun

which sometimes scandalized his calling.

The October " Century " does not equal its successor. The portrait of

Austin Dobson exhibits the face of one of England's younger men of ge-

nius. It is an essentially musical face. The late war is not likely to lack

historians. George F. Williams, in " Lights and Shadows of x\.rmy Life,"

achieves a distinct success in a well-^voru field. The " Century " excels

in the reproduction of etchings. Those of Edwin D. Forbes, illustrating

this article, are of great power. ]Mr. Smalley, in the " Cceur d'Alene

Stampede," shows how the spirit of '49 survives in this recent rush to new
mining fields. It would seem that Edward Eggleston has laid aside the
pen of the novelist for the quill of the historian. His article on " Social

Conditions in the Colonies " is only a little less picturesque than the old

houses and interiors engraved in illustration. Mr. Stillman, in his Ho-
nioric Studies, reaches the " Odys.sey and its Epoch." The engravings
«re of the less known parts of Greece. Religious thinkers will find much
to stir and profit in Washington Gladden's study of " Christianity and
Wealth." The matter and illustration of Mr. Langley's explanation of the
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" New Astronomy " are of the kighest order. Xowhere can our readers

find so full and fresh information as to the most recent facts and conclu-

sions of astronomical science. A very valuable feature of the '" Century "

is the open letters, always discussing topics of the highest interest.

The November number is the best issued in a long time. Elihu Vedder

is a man of genius, but not all the products of genius are pleasingj The

frontispiece is by Mr. Vedder, and is of the same type as the figures on

the cover. They are certainly vigorous, and as certainly coarse. They

attract attention very much as any writhing forms are fascinating. But

his pictures are not beautiful. Austin Dobson's poem on " The Sedan

Chair " is a graceful bit, and the illustrations, while sketchy, are telling.

The genius of Howells is manifest in the initial chapter of his new story,

" The Rise of Silas Lapham." The most interesting paper, from the nov-

elty of its subject, is that on the "Chinese Theater." The full-page illus-

tration on page 36 is a marvel of good work. Mr. M'Dowell says of the

social esteem in which Chinese actors are held, or rather not held, " that

they occupy in China tlie lowest social caste. They are incapacitated from

holding any place under the government, and the rule applies to all the

sons and grandsons as well." The heathen Chinamen would appear to

have evolved a prejudice against the actor's calling not unlike that known

in Christian lands. Mary Hallock Foote supplies Mr. Janvier's story of

*'The Lost Mine" with a magnificent illustration. The paper on the

"Sculptors of the Early Italian Keuaissance" is of only moderate interest

and merit. The reproductions of the. old drawings will, however, carry

it. Annie Fields's account of her acquaintance with Charles Keade has some

biographical interest. But the article which of itself would give this num-

ber a wide sale is that by Gen. Beauregard on "The Battle of Bull Rua "

It is wTitten in excellent temper, and betrays the disposition to criticise

Jefferson Davis which was manifest in the general's recent military biog-

raphy. The portraits are remarkable, and many of the illustrations are

from photographs only recently accessible. This series is to be a marked

feature of the "Century" for some months to 'Come. George Ticknor

Curtis, always a thoughtful writer, betrays his tendency to live in the past

by advocating the restoration of the power of free choice to the members

of the electoral college. The drift is rather to the choice of the President

by direct vote.

The November "Atlantic" is by no means remarkable. Most of the

articles are of class interest, a fault into which the recent management of

the " Atlantic " has not often fallen. Yet Brooks Adams has a good study

of the ancient guild as the foundation of the commonwealth idea, and

Maurice Thompson makes a very readable paper on the haunts of the

mocking-bird. We find nothing of value in the posthumous paper by

Henry James, Sr. It is a thinly-veiled biograpliical sketch of very little

merit. The lengthier reviews in tlie "Atlantic" are always well done.

There are also some good suggestions in Mr. Shaler's presentation of the

Negro problem.
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There has been a ^eat improvement in " Lippincott's" in respect of the

nu.ility of its engravings. They are not numerous enough now to be a

very strong feature in this Magazine. The quality is, however, excellent.

Tlie readers of the Review will be detained by not more than two articles.

Mr. Ivlrke WTitcs in an interesting fashion of a trip up the French Broad,

one of the most picturesque of Southern rivers; and the author of " Study

a!id Stimulants " presents John Bright as a temperance reformer. Theo-

lu;,Mans as well as scientific men will do well to read what Dr. Francis J.

Slu-phord has to say in the October " Popular Science Monthly " concern-

ing ''The Significance of Human Anomalies." It is a development of

"the idea, on which the evolutionists lay great stress, that anomalous mus-

cles, bones, and organs frequently found in the human subject, betmy de-

scent from some anthropoid, but not human, type. The inangm-al address

of Lord Rayleigh, at ^lontreal, is given in full. It traces the recent prog-

ress of physical science in a clear and pleasing fashion. This address is

conceived in a very ditlerent spirit from that which gave John Tyndall

notoriety rather than fame. Another noteworthy paper is that on " The

Jlorality of Happiness," in which an attempt is made, not Avithout inge-

nuity, to find a natural basis for morality. Perhaps Prof. J. P. Cooke's

discussion of the "Greek Question" ought to be included in the list of

valuable papers.

The October and November numbers of the " Canadian Methodist Mag-

azine" increase our respect for this excellent religious family magazine.

Its papers on travel, education, mission work, and religion are excel-

lently well adapted to increase intelligence, inspire devotion and quicken

religious activity. It is a singular fact that no religious periodical of this

clxss seems to succeed this side of the Dominion line.

The preacher need not in these days go -^-ithout homiletic aids. Be-

pidt's the larger works on homiletics there are two monthlies which very

thoroughly represent current pulpit teaching. The " Homiletic Monthly "

(Funk and "Wagnalls) has been longest in the field, and has gained a high

place in the esteem of many. While this and the " Pulpit Treasury " (E.

H. Treat) are both surpassingly good aids to an honest student, they need

to be used with care, lest, on the one hand, the excellence of the matter

Ijroduce discouragement, and the quantity of the matter, on the other hand,

creute a disposition to rely on the preparation of others. Rightly used,

there can be no more valuable helps to the minister than these excellent

chronicles of current pulpit work.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGIOX, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATUEE.

The Life and Timei of Jesus the Messiah. By Alfred Edersheim, M.A. Oxon.,

D.D., Ph.D., late Warburtoriiau Lecturer at Lincoln's Inn. Two vols., pp.

698 and 826. Second Edition. New York: xVnson D. F. Randolph & Co.

London: Longmau, Green, & Co.

It had seemed that the department of "Biblical and Christian

learning properly included under the designation of the " Life of

Christ " had been so fully occupied that there was no longer

room for any new-comer. But the elaborate work of Dr. "SVeiss

was accepted on its appearance as covering points still vacant,

and presenting views that had not before appeared; and now we

have yet another work on the same general theme, but very un-

like the former, so learned and elaborate as to command respect-

ful attention, and make its study a necessity to all who would be

acquainted with the literature of the subject, or view its wonder-

ful story in some of its most important aspects. The author of

this work, though not much known in this country, where none

of his Avritings have till now been published (except his annotated

translation of Kurtz's "History of the Old Covenant," Philadel-

phia, 1859), has, however, been recognized by scholars, both in

England and this country, as a writer of painstaking fidelity and

of extensive learning in his chosen specialty, as is amply shown

in his " History of the Jewish Nation after the Destruction of

Jerusalem under Titus" (12mo, Edinburgh, 18G7), and his "The

Temple: Its Ministry and Services as they were in the Time of

Christ" (8vo, London, 1874), both of which have an intimate re-

lation to his chief work, named above. This reprint is from the

second English edition (the first was issued only little more than

a year earlier, September, 1883, and was probably a very limited

one, as to the number of copies, and not stereotyped), and the

enlarged demand that has called out this second and more per-

manent issue is indicative of the favor with which the work has

been received. It was reviewed in the "Edinburgh" for Janu-

ary, 1884.

The author is known to us only by his writings. His style of

writing and methods of thought are those of an English biblical

scholar, which designation includes those of his class in this coun-

try ; but he ditTers widely from the German and other continental

writers, and to our thinking, very much for the better. But botli

his German patronym and the specific lines of thought in which
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all his studies and writings run suggest a probably Israelitish

ancestry, and out of those come to us ^ome of the most valu-

able properties of the work, in both the body of the narrative

with its discussions and illustrations, and more especially in the

learned Introduction of a hundred pages, and the nineteen Ap.

pendixes.

The second subject named in the title, the "Times" of the

Christ, is elaborated with special fullness. The Introduction at-

tempts to reproduce the details of Jewish life and thought, the

j)olitical, social, and religious conditions of the people, at and im-

mediately before the beginning of our era—their Messianic ex-

pectations, and their mental and spiritual enslavement to Rab-

binism. If Christ's own history is the drama produced in these

pages, the environments of his life constitute the scenery among
which it was enacted, and their presentation seems needful to the

I)roper understanding of the evangelical story ; and these are here

given with a fullness and a wealth of learning that is seldom

seen in works of this character. So rich is the setting of the

jewel that one may hesitate to decide which of the two is, as to

its form, the more admirable. At every point of the sacred

narrative not only the facts as stated by the evangelists are

brought out clearly, and their places and relations determined,

but their attendant conditions and circumstances are repro-

duced, not, however, in the form of imaginary ideals, but as

realities taught and illustrated by competent authorities. The
only available objection that can be made against the work is

its wonderful fullness and wealth of matter.

It is not a work for hasty and superficial reading ; but to the

real student, whose purpose is to fully comprehend the New
Testament narrative in its objective presentation, and by that

means the better to appreciate its deep spiritual significance,

this great work may be recommended with all confidence. In

no other that we have seen—and we have endeavored to be

acquainted with its literature—is the subject so fully dis-

cussed in its historical relations and bearings; and at the same
tune the great spiritual truths which permeate and suffuse the

records of Christ's ministry are every-where brought to the

front and made the governing idea of the writing. As a

literary production these volumes are evidently the rich harvest
t>f a lifetime of diligent husbandry, pursued with industry and
singleness of purpose, and the result abundantly justifies the

outlay.
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History of the Sacred Scriptures of the New Testament. By Edward (Wilhelm
Eugene) Reuss, Professor in tlie University of Strasburg (Germany). Trans-

lated from the Fifth Revised and Enlarged German Edition, with Xumerous
Bibliographical Additions. By Edw.\kd L. Hougeitox, A.M. In two volumes.

Boston: Houghton, MitUin, &Co. Xew York: 11 East 17th Street.

This work, now first given to the English reading public, has

been long and favorably known to biblical scholars since its first

appearance, more than thirty years ago. Its advent was at a time

when the destructive criticism of the Tubingen school had passed

its zenith, and was giving place to better methods of inquiry.

The author's position or method, in the performance of his

self-imposed task, is the "historico-critical," submitting his sub-

ject to just such treatment, in endeavoring to determine its

character and authority, as must be given to any and every

document, ancient or modern, religious or secular. This method

of treatment is now very generally accepted ; but as a writer's

own cast of mind and habits of thinking very largely affect

the force of the evidence with which he deals, and often de-

termine the results of his investigations, so, while following

the same objective methods, different critics will ari'ive at wholly

diverse conclusions, according to their dissimilar subjective incli-

nations. So this writer, because he hesitates to accept any super-

rational conception of Christianity which includes the specifically

divine element in the Scriptures, so applies the accepted method

of criticism as to reach results that would not be reached were

that element received as a factor in the problem. But though

his stand-point is that of a rationalist, his style of argumentation,

very unlike many of his predecessors of the same school, is logic-

ally fair and reverent in spirit; and while excluding the super-

natural from the premises with the concession of which the argu-

ment must begin, its reality is allowed to be possible, but not

available, because it is transcendental.

The Christian student, who in studying this great work shall

make the requisite corrections to rectify the writer's mental aber-

rations, will find in it an uncounted store of the most valuable,

because available, learning touching the subjects considered.

After a brief introductory glance at ttie oral teachings of Chriirt

and the apostles—giving special prominence to the ministry of St.

Paul—he passes to the period of the production of the apostolic

literature—the latter half of the first century—during which all

the canonical books of the New Testament were written. After

that he comes to the formation of the canon, by including cer-

tain books and excluding others ; a work which he thinks was
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generally well done, though by no official authority, and not al-

ways absolutely correctly on either side. Next is given some
account of the preservation of the New Testament writings,

including the history of the text, with their diffusion throughout

Christendom, their theological use, and finally the histox-y of exe-

gesis. As a thoroughly learned, fair (as seen from the author's

point of view), and eminently able handling of these subjects, we
know of nothing better; and, notwithstanding a qualified dissent

from some of the conclusions reached, it may be cordially recom-

mended to any who may be seeking to master its subjects. The
translation here given deserves most emphatic approval. In

many Anglicised German works, the so-called translation remains

essentially German in its style and forms of utterance, though

given in English words; but not so in this case. The purpose

declared by the translator, "to render the thought as accurately

as possible, and at the same time in fairly idiomatic and readable

English," has been accomplished with exceptional completeness.

The reading very seldom suggests any of the characteristics of

the original German, so proving the incorrectness of the assump-

tion sometimes made, that our language is not competent to em-

body the ideas that are familiar to German writers.

This work, as now given to English readers, makes a valuable

contribution to our apparatus for biblical study, for which not

only the author, but also the translator and the publishers, are

entitled to our thanks.

The Possibilities of Grace. By Rev. Asrttry Lowrey, D.D. 12mo, pp. 472. Xew
York : Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe.

A well-chosen title makes a favorable output for any new book,

and such is that chosen by Dr. Lowrey for this his latest produc-

tion. The outward appearance of the book will also make favor

for it, for in type, paper, and binding it is such a book as one likes

to take in hand. As to its contents, it is a treatise on the religious

life, or Christian experience, viewed and presented with especial

reference to its " possibilities " in its advanced and matured
stages. As will be inferred, it belongs to the somewhat numer-
ous class of books—some very good, and some not so good—that

make up our modern "holiness" literature, and in that goodly
company it deserves an honorable place. In its substance and
'•cope it is almost identical with Bishop Merrill's "Aspects of

Christian Experience;" but the two are distinguished from each

other by characteristic peculiarities, the latter being the broader
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and the former the more intense. As a professor of the "hio-her

life," Dr. Lowrey undertakes to set forth its character and con-

ditions, its relations to spiritual religion in its widest conception,

and he carefully guards the subject against misapprehensions and
abuses. The book is happily arranged and well written ; its

methods of discussion are commendable, its temper f'ood, and its

taste unexceptionable. It merits a ready reception among works
of its class.

The doctrinal views expressed are generally of the orthodox
Methodist pattern. The fact of original sin in man's nature is

assumed or treated as a first truth, and the overthrow and extir-

pation of this " fault " is presented as the great purpose of God's
grace as manifested in religious experience. But this is seldom
or never accomplished at the beginning of the new life, and there-

fore growth in grace and conflicts with inbred sin go forward in

the life of the believer till the completed work is effected. To
these views no sound Methodist of the Wesleyan type can take

any exceptions, nor need we intimate any dissent from the cren-

eral teaching of the book, at any important point ; and if it con-

tains but little that has not been before said, there may be
enough of ne^\^less and freshness in the saying to justify this

substantial repetition.

It is quite manifest, and some may consider it as undesirable,

that a portion of our excellent people constitute a class of special-

ists in respect to religious experience. They not only use their

own methods, but they have a peculiar dialect, and words and
phrases as used by them have come to have special and somewhat
technical significations. " Sanctification," and "holiness," and
many like terms that in Holy Scripture and in general religious

discourse are used to designate the ordinary fruits of the Spirit

in believers, are narrowed down so as to indicate only a specific

and ultimate work of grace ; and while Christ and his apostles,

and the godly of all the ages of the Church, have been intent on
cultivating the wor"k of grace with equal diligence in all its stages,

these good people appear to concern themselves almost wholly
with that higher grade into which (so much more is the pity)

comparatively few have come. There can be no question but

that "the possibilities of grace" reach forward to a blessed full-

ness, and for that all are called to labor ; but there are very many
steps in the ascent below the topmost landing, and for those upon
these most of the labor of Christ's ministers must be expended;
and some may even doubt whether there is any special landing-
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place in the ascent of the soul heavenward till the end is reached.

Wc have named some of the good qualities of Dr. Lowrey's book,

and there are still others that might be named. To some readers

such books are especially acceptable, and may be protitable ; but

the s{)iritual tastes of others svill covet spiritual diet prepared

.and presented in less artificial styles. Theories in religion,

whetlier of the head or the heart, are less valuable than the faith

that accepts, without a theory, the grace that brings salvation.

Jisxw) Christ. God, God and Man. Conferences delivered at Notre Dame in Paris.

hv Rev. PI:re Lacordaire, of the Order of Fri^r Preachers. A new edi-

tion in one volume. 12mo, pp. 418. New York : Thomas Whittaker.

licsides the self-aggrandizing ecclesiasticism of the Church of

Rome and its soul-killing literalism and formalities, it also era-

bodies substantial Christian doctrine, and it likevv-ise has within

its communion a class of deeply pious (many of them also piet-

istic) Christians who, despite the unwholesome influences among

which they reside, are leading lives of real faith and devotion.

This better side of Komanism is presented in these discourses of

Pere Lacordaire, in which, with the accidents of his Church re-

lations and life, he most happily and forcibly sets forth some of

the great fundamental truths of Christianity which belong to

Protestants no less than to Catholics, to wit: Christian theism,

the person and work of Christ, and the intercourse between God
and man in Christian life. It is a wholesome book, if read with

proper discrimination, and well adapted to awaken deep devo-

tional feelings.

Spiritual Life ; lis Nature, Urgency, and Crowning Excellence. By Rev. J. H.
Po ITS, a'. M., Detroit. 16mo, pp."230. New York : PhilUps & Hunt. Ciucia-

n:iti: Cranston & Stowe. ISS-t.

This is a kindred book to that of Dr. Lowrey, noticed above, and
yet with specific differences; and in their points of difference we pre-

fer this work to that, as broader and more catholic. Sucli books
are chiefly valuable as aids to personal religious culture, though
they are not without their dogmatic implications and didactic

suggestions. In literary ability and good taste, as well as for its

adaptation to awaken religious impulses, it is deserving of decided

commendations. Its extensive use would do good.

Tfu: R:ality of Faith. By Newman Smyth, Author of " Old Faiths in New Light,"
etc. 12ino, pp. 315. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

Dr. Smyth made himself famous, and so awakened opposition

and procured promotion, by stating certain rather commonplace
10—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. I.
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notions in unusual and somewhat exuggerated forms of words.

It is quite evident that he is not a bad heretic, and probably as he

grows older, and his imagination comes to be less disproportioned

to his judgment, and when he has thought himself through the

subjects he has in liand, it will be found that his theology is nei-

ther new nor strange. This last output of his ever-restless brain

probably will neither hasten nor retard the transition through

which the subject, though probably himself not aware of it, is

evidently passing.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

A Illstonj of M'^thodism. Comprising: n View of tlie Rise of this Pwevival of Spir-

itual Religion in the First Half of the Eiq:hteetitli Century, and of the Principal

Agents by whom it was Prdraotcd in Europe and America. With some Ac-
count of the Doctrines and Polity of Episcopal Methodism in the United
States, and the ifeans and Manner of its Extension down to A. D. 18S4. Bv^

Holland X. M'Tyeiiie, D.D., one of ilie Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal
Ciiurch, South. Svo, pp. GS3. Nashville, Teun.: Southern Methodist Publish-
hig House.

With this very long title—which is fairly indicative of the con-

tents of the book—Bishop M'Tyeire, having been requested to

undertake the work by the Centennial Committee and the " col-

lege " of Bishops of his Church, presents to th.e public a rapid,

succinct, but comprehensive sketch of Methodism generally, and

of American jNIethodism as a whole, down to the organization of

the Methodist Episcopal Chun-h, South, and thenceforward the

history of tliat branch of Methodisrn to this Centennial Year. As
a specimen of mechanical and artistic book-making the volume in

hand is highly creditable to its publishers. The paper, printing,

binding, and illustrations (on steel) are all good, and in all its

exterior the work is worthy of its occasion. As a literary pro-

duction it is also creditable to its author, who, having an im-

mense mass of matter from which to choose his materials, has

quite satisfactorily selected and omitted, so as to bring together

within the prescribed limits the salient and representative points

out of which to weave the purposed narrative according to the

ideal in his mind and purpose; and it is done Avith commendable

literary skill.

The real character and attitude of the work, as designed by
its author, is fairly indicated in a single sentence in the preface:

" The reader is advertised that this is not a history of Southern

Methodism, but of ^lethodism from a Southern point of view,"

though this must be qualified by the concession that it is, as to
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the period from 1844-45, onward, specifically and nearly exclu-

sively a history of Southern Methodism. A further indication

of its purpose is given in the remark that " Methodism in the

South has suffered injustice from the manner in which it has

boon presented by learned, honest, and able writers in the North."

The presence and influence of the ruling thought indicated by

these two observations may be detected throughout the volume.

Tiie writer is calm and kindly-disposed, with no apparent wish to

renew the strifes of the past ; but he cannot remand the subject

of those conflicts to silence without a restatement of the case and

a final plea in behalf of his own side.

Evidently the discussions about the points which have divided

the opinions of American Methodists, and which have seemed to

have different aspects in different latitudes of the country, are

not yet at their end; but passing from merely local, temporary,

and personal debates, they are now receiving the broader and

better consideration that their dignity and importance demands.

From the first the Methodists of the South, in sympathy with

the aristocratico-barbaric civilization of their region, inclined

to favor something of a prelatical character .in the episcopacy,

and to guard the "prerogatives" of the magnates quite as

jealously as the "rights and privileges" of the commons ; while

in the North an opposite tendency has been manifest. And out

of these fundamentally opposite tendencies has grown up most

of the conflicts which have agitated the body— though it is

Roniewhat remarkable that the border States of the South

have contributed some of the ablest advocates of the liberal

side. The political divergences of the two sections have had

their effects upon the prevalent views of their ecclesiastical

affairs; and the end of these things is not yet. The thoughtful

observer will not fail to see, that, after the similitude of the un-

born sons of Rebecca, two nations were in the womb of early

American Methodism, and two manners of people have all along

contended in its organic structure. The High-Church party has

contemplated its ecclesiastical authority as an heir-loom de-

scended from Wesley, and perpetuated by a continuation of the

ecclesiastical successors of that great " Aposile." With them,

therefore, the episcopacy is possessed of certain inalienable pre-

ro^atives which cannot be eliminated nor modified except by

revolutionary proceedings. This was the attitude of those, chiefly

Southerners, who effectually resisted and reversed the will of the

majority of the General Conference, in 1820, on the famous "Pre-
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siding Elder Question; " and wliicli also, in 1844, gallantly but

ineffectually strove to sliield the episcopal status, as they viewed

it, which tl;ey thought they saw invaded in the person of one of

its incumbents. The theory of their opponents is, that the Amer-
ican Methodist episcopacy was indigenous to the soil—a sporadic

development from the living body of the Church, which (Church)

antedates by a score of years the advent of a ]Methodist Bishop

in America. They hold that Coke became a Bisliop, not by
Wesley's " ordination " and appointment, but by the action of

the Conference of 1784, which accepted him in that relation, to

which ofHce Asbury was also raised by the election of the Con-

ference, and ordained according to its instructions. Acting upon
this idea, the Conference soon afterward effectually repudiated

Wesley's authority over them; and a little later, first reduced

Coke to the status of an assistant superintendent under Asbury,
and at length effectually deposed him without trial or formal

complaint against him. The same principles were brought to

bear, in 1844, in the case of Bishop Andrew, a proceeding which
is fully justified, as to its legality, by that theory as it cannot

be by any other. The General Conference of 1884 formally re-

affirmed these principles, and vindicated the action of the fathers

in 1844, as nothing else could do.

In considering these things " from a Southern point of view,"

Bishop M'Tyeire presents the " High-Church " side of the ques-

tions and controversies of which he writes, as, of course, he has

the right to do. The positions held and the claims set forth by
the Methodists of the " Church South " are in harmony with

their cherished fundamental ideas of Methodist Church polity,

and they are entitled to respect for their practical loyalty to their

own convictions. But just how the High-Church advocates in

Northern Methodism reconcile the action of 1844 with their prin-

ciples, is a question that we need not answer. If tliey are theo-

retically correct, it would seem that the Methodist Episcopal

Church owes it to herself, and to the truth of history, to disclaim

any sympathy with the action that suspended Bishop Andrew,
and as far as possible to reverse that action, with due confession

and contrition—all of which, most likely, will not be done in the

near future.

The view of the progress of ^Methodism in all lands during the

century succeeding Mr. Wesley's earliest Conferences is alike

marvelous and cause for devout thanksgiving, all of wdiich

Bisliop M'Tyeire presents in a graphic and life-like, though
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necessarily condensed, sketch, as also others before him have done.

IJut his sketch of the Church South, in both the period of con-

pt-ruction immediately after the " Separation," and that of recon-

struction after the " War of Secession," are comparatively new
matter of history, and the things there stated cannot fail to

awaken admiration at the immense resources for recuperation it

lias displayed. The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, is to-

day no inconsiderable factor in the problem of the moral and re-

ligious affairs of the future of the nation; and, while emphatic-

ally dissenting from its theoretical ecclesiasticism, we give it a

hearty Godspeed in all its evangelistic designs and achievements.

And to that work Bishop M'Tyeire's book will prove a valu-

able auxiliary, and, indeed, it will stand an honor and a boon to

*' ecumenical" Methodism. Lamenting, as we do, any deficiency

of Christian forbearance in the process of division and in the
subsequent relations of the two Methodisms—as seen from the

present point of view—it seems to be demonstrated that the sep-

aration was not only a necessity, but for the best interests of all

concerned. The history of Abraham and Lot, and their separa-
tion each from the other in the interests of peace, is paralleled

in this case ; and the causes which called for separation forty
years ago remain to this present. But the division is no longer
geographical. There are three " nations " in the South, to only
one of which, though that is both the most numerous and the
most highly cubivated, is the Church South the best qualified to
minister; and in order that in all that region the poor shall have
the Gospel preached to them, it is needful that a Church based
upon other ideas should set up its banners and permanently pitch
its tents among them. The division of labor in that field is a
recognized fact. Let each one stand in his lot, and then " Ephraim
shall not envy Judah, and Judah shall not vex Ephraim," but
each in his own way shall fly upon the shoulders of their spiritual

enemies.

Centennial History of American Methodism, inclusive of the Period of its Ecclesi-
a.sticiil Orf,'anization and its Subsequent Development under the Supeiintendeney
of Francis Anbury. "With Sketches of the Character and History of all the
Preachers known to have been Members of the Christmas Conference ; also, an
Appendix, showing the Numerical Position of the Methodist Episeo[)al Church
as compared with the other leadin;,' Evanijelical Denominations in the Cities of
the United States; and the Condition of the Kducational Work of the Church.
By John Atkinson, D.D. I'imo. New York: Phillips & Uunt. Cincinnati:
Cranston k Stowe. 1884. Price, $2.

The "Centennial" seems likely to serve a valuable purpose in
respect to original Methodist history. Heretofore our histories
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have consisted chiefly of apologetics and heroics. They were called

for by the times. But the time has fully come for truthful and

discriminating examinations and presentations of the events and

the men of the early days of Methodism, and precisely that thing

is here attempted by Dr. Atkinson, and executed with a good

share of success. Those "grand old heroes"—ancestors are nearly

always heroes—will not suffer by being set in a clear historical

light, with all their human traits laid open to inspection. We are

glad that Dr. Atkinson, whose patience in research is proverbial,

has undertaken and completed such a work.

Ttmhers and Teaching ; or, The Sunday-school Teacher's Teacliino^ TVork, and the
other Work of tlie Sunday-school Teacher. By H. Clay Trumbull, D.D.,
Editor of the "Sunday-School Times," etc. 12mo, pp. 390. Philadelohia: John
D. Waters.

Dr. H. Clay Trumbull has the right to speak ex cathedra to all

Sunday-school workers—for he has not only given his life-long

efforts to that work, but has also accustomed himself to care-

fully note all its phases, and to put into shape, and then into

print, the results of his observations. By that process this vol-

ume has grown up, much of its matter having before seen the

light, chiefly in "The Sunday-School Times," but large portions

also in other periodicals. His method combines philosophic dis-

cussions of the subject of teaching, especially as called for in the

Sunday-school, and specific rules and directions for rendering his

own conclusions practically available. As no adequate statement

of the contents can be given in the limits at our disposal, we can

only commend the book to the attention of our readers, with the

conviction that its careful study will be abundantly compensated

to all who may use it in the spirit in which it is written.

fft^brew Lessons. A Book for Be<rinnpr3. By H. G. Mitchell, Ph.D., Boston
. University. Small quarto, pp. 68. Boston : Ginn. Heath, & Co.

A knowledge of the Hebrew is a necessary preparation for the

critical study of the Old Testament; and as just now the atten-

tion of the learned world is especially directed to that part of

the Holy Scriptures, that knowledge is more tlian e\er before a

prerequisite not only for euLiaging in the conflicts of the times,

but also for intelligently following the discussions which consti-

tute a special feature of the biblical literature of the present age.

It is well, therefore, that all possible helps shall be afforded for the

acquisition of a mastery of the language of our oldest Scrij)ture3;

and we are glad to see just sucli a work as this of Professor
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Mitchell, which seems to be peculiarly adapted to the wants of

•* bo'^iiiners." The mechanical execution of the work is all that

could be desired.

r/i<? Behved Physician: Walter C. Palmer. M.D., and his Sunlit Journey to the

Celcicial City. By his ColIe;ip;ue, Rev. Geouge Hughes. With an Introduction

by Rev. F. G. IIiDBARD, D.b. 12mo, pp. 400. New York : Palmer & Hughe-.

Dr. Palmer was for nearly fifty years a somewhat conspicuous

fii;ure in New York ^Methodism, though he seemed always con-

tent to accept the second place, while his wife, Mrs. Phoebe Palm-

er, held the first. The two w^ere joint laborers for the promo-

tion of the "higher Christian life," in which they operated to-

gether as true yoke-fellows, and with not inconsiderable success.

During the earlier part of their career they encountered some de-

gree of o})position, in respect to both their doctrines and their

metliods ; but not so in their later years. But whether the change

was the result of a higher spiritual tone in the Church, or be-

cause their own bearing became less belligerent with ripening

years—as Etna's fires grow dim at break of day—may be an open

question. Certainly the later years of " The Beloved Physician "

were strongly marked by a quiet godliness of manner which

seemed to encircle his head like an aureola. This volume, which

purports to be his memoirs, is meager in properly biograj)hieal

matter, being lai'gely made up of excerpts from INIrs. Palmer's

letters, and miscellaneous extracts from the " Guide to Holiness,"

of which first she, and then he, was a long time the editor. A
very good steel-plate portrait serves as a frontispiece.

7?ie Life of Robert Paine, D.D., Bishop of the ifethodi-t Kpiscopal Chnrch, South.
By 11. H. Rivers, .\utiior of " Our Young People," etc. With an Introduction
by Rev. W. P. Harrison-, D.D.. Book Editor, etc. I'iino, pp. 314 (wiili a por-
trait). Nashville, Tenn.: Southern Metliodist Publishing House.

Our Southern brethren seem disposed to write their own history

and to commemorate their own heroes, which is well. Of those

heroes Bishop Paine was a decidedly good specimen ; if not

among the most brilliant, yet of solid worth. As is desirable in

such a relation, the biographer was an attached friend and ad-

niirer of his subject, and the work he has produced is a beautiful

tril)ute to the memory of a good man. The " Introduction," by
Dr. Harrison, \^ a somewhat elaborate essay on the influence of

early ^Methodism on American civilization, with some references
to mooted questions in Methodist polity, a subject which is usu-

ally viewed from the stand-point of the successful party, and there-

fore the presentation may be one-sided.
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Thomas Cirlyle. A History of his Life in London, 18^4—1881. By Jaj:e.s

Anthosy Froude, M.A. In Two Volumes. Vol. L 12rno, pp. 417. New
' York : Cliarles Scri'oner's Sous.

Mr, Froude is certainly producing a very readable sketch of

his great subject, despite any infelicities, supposed or real, of

either or both the author and his subject. Without denying or

very much palliating Mr. Carlyle's unamiabilities, the writer

presents them with their conditions, which in many cases show
them in a better light than that in which they have hitherto

been seen. A fuller discussion of the qualities and merits of the

work is reserved till the publication of the complete set.

Countnj Cousins : Short Studies in the Natural History of the United S'ates. By
Erxest IxGERSor.L, Author of " Friends Worth Knowinp:," " Knoo'ing Round
the Rockies," " The Ice Queen," etc. Illustrated. 8vo, pp. 247. New York :

Harper & Brothers.

Mr. Ingersoll, in the books heretofore issued, has at once made
the public his debtor and achieved for himself a valuable reputa-

tion as an instructive and pleasing writer, especially on subjects

of natural history as the "common people" see such things. In

this volume his chosen subjects are not those the most generally

favored. They are toads, and dormice, and "birds of the brook-

side," snakes, oysters, and starfishes, with a glance of Pike's Peak
and its native denizens. The young people who have been de-

lighted and instructed by the author's earlier volumes will desire

to possess this, and it will not disappoint them.

Manual of Biblical Geofp-apTiy. A Text-Book on Biblical History, especially Pre-
pared for the Use of Students and Teacliers of the Bible, and for Sunday-school
Instruction, containing Mnps, Finns. Review Ciiarts, Colored Diacrrams, and
Illustrated with Accurate Views of the Principal Cities and Localities known
to Bible History. By Rev. J. L. Huri-but. D.D.. Assistant Editor " Interna-
tional Suiiday-Sclioo] Lesson Commcntaiy," etc. With an Introduction by Rev.
J. H. ViN-QEXT, D.D., Supciintenileut of Instruction, Chautauqua. 4lo, pp. 158.

Chica.w: Rand, M'Nally, & Co., The Continental Publishing Company. $4 50
cloth

; $3 75 boards.

The very full and accurately descriptive title, given above, of

this elegant and really valuable manual renders further descrip-

tion largely unnecessary. For its ability and adaptation, the

names of those who prepared it and under whose auspices it is

sent forth will prove to any who have not seen it a pledge of its

sufficiency ; and the confidence so begotten will not suffer under
examination. It will, wherever used—and alike to private read-

ers of the Bible and Sunday-school teachers and pupils—prove a

pleasant and a highly useful companion.
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Hindu Philoftophy Pcpularly Explained: The Orthodox Systems. By Ram Chaxpra
Bosk, A.M., of Lucknow, India, Author of " Brahmoism." 12mo, pp. 420. New-
York: Fuiik ife Waguiills.

The author of this ^vork is a somewhat remarkable product of

our cosmopolitan age. He is a Hindu of pure blood, early

converted to Christianity, and educated at Dr. Duff's college in

Calcutta. He has also largely profited in the religions and philos-

ophy of his own country, so that he is able to present inside

views of the subjects of which he treats. Such a production is a

vahiable addition to our stock of information respecting Hindu
learning and thought. It is written in good and nervous English,

and in a style that cannot fail to be understood.

POLITICS, LAW, AND GENERAL MORALS.

Tfie Liqij/>r Problem in all Ages. By Daxiel Dorchester, D.D. 8vo, pp. 656.
Illustrated. New York : Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe.

Dr. Dorchester is great on statistics, and here he has found a

broad and fruitful field for the exercise of his genius. In re-

spect to the subject here treated, statistical knowledge is es-

pecially valuable, and when given with adequate fullness, such
statistics are tremendously eloquent. Of this portly volume,
the first " Part," of a hundred and forty pages, is made up of an
account of the use of alcoholic stimulants in all ages and nations,

and though necessarily brief it is comprehensive. The rest of the
book, designated " Part Second," is devoted to the " Temperance
Reformation," the record of which the author distributes into

three "periods:" "The Inception," 1785-1825; "Organization
and Advance," 1826-1860; "Latest Phases," 1860-1884. The
field of observation of the whole of this " Part" is our own coun-
try, except a brief reference, in the third period, to some recent
movements in Great Britain.

The historical statements respecting the first of these periods,
that of " Inception," is especially valuable, as showing the incipient

movements of a force which has become at length so fully

developed and thoroughly organized that its presence is recog-
nized and its efficient action felt or found in all ranks and classes
of society. In the history of this period the name of Dr. Benja-
wm Rush justly occupies the first place, and a significant fact in
that great philanthropist's career is that recorded by Rev. Jesse
Leo in his account of the Methodist Conference of 1788, held
in Philadelphia, that " the celebrated Dr. Rush visited it, and
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delivered an earnest and animated address on the use of ardent

spirits, . . . and he besought the Conference to use their influence

to stop the use, as well as the abuse, of ardent spirits." There

was something prophetic in that meeting, when on the one hand

physiological and medical science, and evangelical propaganclism

on the other, met together in the field of Christian philanthropy

to set the brand of condemnation upon a vicious practice, and to

designate its only effective remedy. The whole temperance re-

form, as it is now known, was there in embryo. After Dr. Rush
came a succession of worthies—Dr. Lyman Beecher, Heman
Humphrey, X. S. Prime, Calvin Chapin, Wilbur Fisk, Abbott,

Worcester, Channing, still widening into a great multitude, to

enumerate which even Dr. Dorchester's marvek)us statistical

powers are unequal.

Of the period of " Organization," beginning with 1826, we have

been a personal observer from the first, and since 182S a partici-

pator, in mijiime.

The founders of these "cold-water societies" of fifty years ago

—which were often among the least pretentious gatherings of the

people in halls and school-houses, and as appendages to the de-

bating society or the farmers' clubs—were building better than

they knew, and their movements were the first symptoms of one

of the greatest and most beneficial, because the most needed, moral

and social reformations of the age ; and like the first stages of all

great movements, this was then quite incomplete in its character,

and showing very faint intimations as to "whereunto these

things would grow." And yet the germs of the whole plant, as it

is now develoj^ed, with its prophecy and potency for still larger

results, were all there ; and in that fact lies the essence of its

invincibleness and the pledge of its final triumph.

The history of the temperance movement, from its inception

downward to the present, is both curious and instructive, well

calculated to inspire hope, though in many cases it was very far

from being wisely and ably managed. As it has been said of the

Ohurch that it must be of God, or it would have been ruined

by those who have undertaken to manage its affairs, so the tem-

perance cause evinces its indestructibleness by its survival and

growth in spite of the treatment it has received from its friends.

But its outlook is full of hope. Its warfare is by no means

nearly accomplished; in fact, it is just beginning in good earnest.

TheVe has been a good deal of skirmishing and sporadic uprisings,

but the time has come for organized action, with the massing of
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its forces, the open declaration of war to the death, and the

placing of the array under competent leaders. "What has been

done need not to be depreciated, for all these stages of its devel-

opment were necessary, and as they have done their work well

and worthily, so now other men and methods mnst take their

places. The Church has steadily advanced its positions, till, as a

whole, it is now pretty closely abreast with the refonnatory

column, and the government, in obedience to the popular will,

enforced by the convictions and the conscience of the masses,

must take its place as the executioner in this conflict and victory.

Our political parties have the alternatives presented, to adopt the

j)rohibition of the liquor traffic among their chief purposes, or to

go down under the power of the popular verdict. This may not,

probably will not, come all at once, nor till after many partial

defeats and partial victories, but the incoming of the tide or the

changes of the seasons are scarcely more certain and irresistible

than are such moral revolutions. *

"We are very glad that this book has been wi'itten, and we hope
it may be very widely circulated and read. Its great practical

value is in the fact that it must produce conviction and arouse

men's consciences, just the things as to which our popular tem-

perance movements have chiefly failed. But the day of decision

has evidently come, and every man must take his place on one
or the other side of the temperance question, which means on
the better side, total ahstbieiice for the Individual^ and total

prohibitionfor the Government.

mSCELLANEOUS.

Nature's Serial Story. By Edward P. Roe, Author of "Barriers Burned Away,"
eta Illustrated by W. Hamilton Gibsoa and F. Dielman. 8vo, pp. 430.
New York: Harper & Brothers.

Tliose who read serials in the Magazines—we never do—may
have become acquainted with this work, as it has appeared in

"Harper's" during the current year. Here the numbers are

brought together in a really beautiful volume, with the exquisite

illustrations that appeared in the monthly—altogether making a
superior holiday book.

Mr. Roe is well known as a writer of fiction, and so well
nave his productions responded to the public demands that his

books have had an exceptionally large sale. This one, though
>^'ntten in the form of a fiction, is evidently such only as to its
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form and special details. It is a transcript from nature—the
country homestead and its occupants, the fields and orchards and
meadows, the forests and mountains, the sunshine and rain,

the wind and the thunder-storm, the birds and the beasts and
creeping things, with the changing skies and seasons. These are
wrought into the personal story of a country family of the better
class, with the inevitable summer visitant from the city. As a
novel, the work is not of a high order, though it has the due
amount of love-making; but to the lover of natural objects and
scenery, as they appear to all such, with the vicissitudes of the
changing year, and especially to one personally familiar with the
things that are herein described, as is the writer of this notice,

these descriptions possess a genuine charm. As a delineator of
these things Mr. Roe is not to be compared with Thoreau or
John Burrows

; but he delights in nature, and succeeds in im-
parting some of his enthusiasm to his readers. This is, therefore,
a pleasant book to have at hand, to be looked into at leisure times,
when it will both please and instruct ; and the pictures will bear
often-repeated examinations.

Forty-fifth Year-Book of De Pauw University :'Cor\\Simmg an Historical Sketch of
the Institution

; an Outline of the Organization : the Triennial Record of the
Alumni; the Course of Study; the Catalogue of Students; and General Miscel-
lany, for the year 1883-84:.

After a successful career of nearly half a century, not without
some vicissitudes and felt wants, "Indiana Asbury University,"
chiefly through the liberality of a single individual, advances
prospectively to the front rank of Methodist institutions of learn-

ing, and with its improved status also adopts the name of its

chief patron. Its past career has been honorable, and now its

outlook is full of promise. Its year-book, an octavo of 308 pages,
presents an almost bewildering array of "schools" and "col-
leges" and "lectureships" and "departments," with accounts of
the provisions made for their maintenance, and the successful

prosecution of its work. Its faculty is an able one, with Bishop
Bowman for its Chancellor, and Dr. Alexander Martin, who has
successfully administered its affairs since 1875, as President and
head of its local administration. The outlook of its affairs is ex-
ceedingly h9peful.

jS'^iotaS ; A Tale of Bethcsda. (A Poem.) By J.vites A. "Wmx.VEY, LL.D. 16mo,
pp. 145. New York : N. Tibbals & Song.

The versification is good, the styl^ elevated, and the imagery
poetical.
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Harper and Brothers are issuing, in extra weekly numbers,

.Sioriuonth's " Dictionary of the English Language." It will ex-

tend to over twenty numbers, which together will make a vol-

ume of more than 1,200 pages. The type is good—not large—

a

fac-similc of the Englisli copy, being made from duplicate plates.

It is certainly a valuable work, embodying all that has been so

well and ably wrought out in precedent works of its class, espe-

cially Webster's. Its Vocabxdary is comprehensive, the Pronun-

ciation is clearly made out, the Etymologies full and learned, and

the Definitions precise and clear and rich. The appendixes

now usually found in dictionaries will appear, wholly rewritten,

corrected, and greatly enriched.

Indian Ei-stoi-y for Young Folks. By Frakcis S. Drake. With Numerous Illus-

trations. 8vo, pp. 479. Xew York : Harper & Brothers.

Though abounding with valuable information, in common with

nearly all the records of affairs between the white men and the

native savages of this country, this book is not pleasant read-

ing. The conduct of the whites toward the Indians has usually

been characterized by injustice and unscrupulousness, and that of

the latter by dishonesty, treachery, and barbarous cruelty. The
usual manner of telling this sad story has uot been felicitous, for

at one time there'has been the picturing of the " noble red man,"

and at another the most sickening stories of savage bloodthirsti-

ness and brutality, though in this volume these features are

somewhat softened, perhaps at the expense of historical accu-

racy. The account here given extends from the earliest advent

of Europeans to this continent to the recent past. It is well

written, both as to style and the grouping of subjects, and without

ranch of the false sentimentality that is usually found in such
writings. It is apparently the story of a doomed race; for in

the presence of white men of the Anglo-Saxon race savages of all

nations, whether in war or peace, seem to waste away and die out.

Sketches and Rambles in Holland. By George A. Bougiitox, A.R.A.. 'With Illu«-

tmtions by the Author and Edward A. Abbey. 8vo, pp. 1-42. New Yoric:

Harper & Brothers.

These are rollicking "sketches" of very miscellaneous "rambles"
in the " Low Countries," and of scenes viewed through artistic

oye.s, and sketched with a view to the picturesque, with a slight

•lash of the comical. The narrative and descriptive matter is well

done, and very readable, the latter quality being enhanced by
the large print and clear white paper. The illustrations are char-

acteristic and somewhat quaint, and very well executed.
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Ttachinfjs and Cm'n.';el$. Twenty Baccalaureate Sermons. TVith a Discourse on
President Garfield. By M.\kk: Hopkins, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, pp. 395. Xcw
York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

Few men have been better qualified to teach and advise youno-

men than the venerable late President of Williams College; and
no doubt the circumstances among which these discourses were
delivered called out his full powers; and, now that he has vacated

the position which he so long adorned, it is well that his " Bac-
calaureates " should be preserved in book form. His graduates
will prize them; and they will do good wherever read.

Some Literary Recollections. By Jajies Payx, Author of " A Confidential Agent,"
etc. 12mo, pp. 205. New Tork : Harper & Broihors.

Judith Shakespeare : Her Love Affairs and Other Adventures. By "William Blace,
Author of "A Princess of Thule," etc. 12mo, pp. 391, also 4to, Franklin Square
Library. Xew York : Harper & Brothers.

"William Black is perhaps about the ablest of living novelists, and
" Judith Shakespeare " will not damage his reputation.

Sonnets and Lyrics. By James A. "Whitney, LL.D. 16mo, pp. 42,

Love and Mirage; or, The Waiting on an Island. An Out-of-Door Romance. 18mo,
pp. 239. New York : Harper & Brothers.

The Lesson Commentary on the International Sunday- School Lessons for 1885. By
Rev.' John H. Vixcext, D.D., and J. L. HuRLBur. D.D. 8vo, pp. 333. Xew
York : PhUlips & Hunt. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe.

My Aunt Jeanette. By Mrs. S. M. Kuidall. Three Illustrations. 18mo, pp. 296.

New York : Phillips & Hunt. Ciiicinnati : Cranston & Stowe.

Berean Question Book for 1885. 18rno, pp. 185.— The Berean Beginners BooJc for

1885. ISino, pp. 21i.—The Senior Lesson Book for 1885. 18mo, pp. 191.

New York: Phillips and Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe.

Apostolic Life ; as Revealed in the Acts of the Apostles. By Joseph Parkep^
D.D., Minister of tho City Temple (London). Vol.11. 8 vo, pp. 353. Xew York:
Funk & Wagnalls.

Dr. Parker makes the grand, heroic men of the infant Church
move vigorously and life-like before us, and their imperial op-

pressors he covers with shame and confusion. The various and
exciting incidents connected with apostolic times are given with

marvelous exhibition of exegetical skill and graphic delinea-

tions.

Sir Moxes Moniejiore. A Centennial Biography. "With Selections from Letters and
Journals. By Lccie.n Wolf. Illustrated. 12mo, pp. 254. New i'ork : Harper
& Brothers.

Sir Moses, among all other strange happenings, has the unusual

opportunity of knowing what will be said of him Avhen dead
;

and as Mike said, wlien gazing at a showy funeral cortege, " Any
man might be proud of such a funeral." That such should be
the case with a Jew is a remarkable sign of our times.
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/firjxr^s You7ig People (for 1884). The bound volume makes a
Wautiful as well as valuable annual; and, as it has been a per-

fiinial during the current year, by virtue of its weekly visits, so

will it be in future years, in its new form. It marks the hio-h

It'vel to wliich juvenile literature has attained.

I^/t Behind; or, Ten Days a News-Boy. By James Otis, Author of "Tobv Tyler,"
etc. Illustrated. 16mo, pp. 203. New York: Harper & Brothers.

A boy's story—such as boys like to read—of the less exceptional
kind of its class.

/7/Vv Years of London Life. Memoirs of a Man of the "World. Bv EDiic^O) Yates.
12mo, pp. 444. XewYork: Harper & Brothers.

A gossipy sketch of personal reminiscences—largely autobiograph-
ical—of a London theatrical man. It will be specially interestino-

to its own class, as it is also not without its value as a picture of
the changing phases of the British metropolis for the last half-

century.

Biographical Essays. By Max Mcller, A.M. Rammohun Ro)/, Keshuh Chunder
ikn, Dayananda Sarasvati. Bnnyiu Naitjio and Kenjiu Kasau'ara, J/ohl, and
Kingsley. 12mo, pp. 2S2. Xen- York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

These are some of 3Iax Midler's larger " Chips."

Rlutoric Made Racy ; or, Aids to Good English. A Companion Book in the Study
of Grammar, Rhetoric, and Composition, for Schools, Reading Circles, Literarv
Societies, and Self-Culture. By Rev. Wilbcr F. Crafts, A.M., and U. F. Fisk,
A.M. ISmo, pp. 2s3. Chicago: George Sherwood &; Co.

" Laughing, to teach the truth."

The People's Church Rulpit. Edited by J. W, Hamilton' (Pastor). 12mo. no S-'G
Boston: People's Church.

^
,
i^y- ->^.

Just what relation this book bears to "The People's Church"
does not appear, further than that the pastor of that church is
Its editor, and a sketch of its progress forms an Introduction.
The sermons were also preached in the church. They are by
lii-shop Simpson, Joseph Cook, the Pastor, Eevs. Phillips Brooks,
J^. P. Newman, J. M. Buckley, O. P. Gifford, J. O. Peck, Bishops
I-'oster, Campbell, and Mallalieu, the Pastor, J. H. Vincent, and
Dr. Townsend.
Bos^m Monday Lectures: Occident. With Preludes on Current Events. By Joseph
U»OK. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 12mo, pp. 382.

The annual volume (that for 1884) of the "Boston Monday
Lectures" is a little tardy in its coming this year, but it is now in
"a»<^- Its form is like its predecessors, and its matter the same
that was printed and scattered broadcast over the country during
last winter and early spring. But there is much in the volume
that will bear re-reading, and in its present form it becomes per-
manent, and may be widely circulated.
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Lost Fairy Tales. By Edocard Laboclate, Author of "Fairy Book," etc. Au-
thorized Translation by Mary L. Booth. Illustrated. 12mo, pp. 382. New York :

Harper & Brothers.

Both these stories and the pictures will afford a vast fund of inno-

cent amusement to the young folks. None better since the days

of Hans Christian Andersen, or the Grirara Brothers.

Hthrew Introduction ; An Elementary Hebrew Grammar and Reading Book. By
Edw. C. Mitchell, D.D. 8vo, pp. 94 and xxxiii. Andover: Warren P. Draper.

A well-prepared and elegantly printed first book in Hebrew,

concise, clear, and sufficiently comprehensive.

My Missionary Apprenticeship. By Rev. J. M. Thobcen, D.D. 12mo, pp. 386.

Xew York: Pdillips & Hunt.

A personal narrative of experiences.

Our Missionary Heroes and Heroines; or. Heroic Deeds Done in Methodist Mission-

ary-Fields. By Daxiel Wise, D.D. 12mo, pp. 291. Xew York: Phillips & Hunt.

Miss Tommy. A Medieval Romance; and In a House-Boat. A Journal. By
the Author of "John Halifax, Gentleman." Illustrated. 12mo, pp. 253. New
York : Harper & Brothers. Cloth, $1

;
paper, 50 cents.

A quiet, sprightly, ;nid instructive story of a young woman, who
neither aspired to be a man nor despised those whom nature had

made such. The writer says of her heroine :
" She really lived

about half a century ago. She was very beautiful and charm-

ing; her name was Thomasina, and she "was generally called

* Miss Tommy.' " It is one of Mrs. Mulock-Craik's characteristic

stories, and that fact is its sufficient recommendation.
The Voyage of the " Vivian " to tlie Korth Pole and Beyond. (Adrentures of Two
Youths in the Open Polar Sea.) By Thomas W. Knox, Author of '• The Young
Ximrods," etc. 8vo, pp. 297.

This is Mr. Knox's contribution for the year to the heroics of ju-

venile romance. It appears quite opportunely, just when the

pubTle mind is all awake to arctic matters. The " voyage " is,

of course, fictitious, but the facts of which it is built up are

chiefly real, and the fictitiou.s matter is generally such as might

be real. The boys will like it, and it will teach them much that

will be valuable to them.

Universal History. The Oldest Historical Group of Nations and the Greeks. By
Leopold von Raxke. Edited by G. W. Protiiero, King's College, Cambridge.
8vo, pp. 494. New York : Harper & Brothers.

Only the barest skeleton of history can be given in such a work
as this, and, accordingly, the author purposes to relate ordy the

things which belong to the whole race of mankind. A little

more than a hundred pages are devoted to the ancient eastern na-

tions, (including the Jews,) and the balance of the volume treats

only of the Greeks, with whom piofane history really begins.

Tlie Ice Queen. By Eijnf.st Ixgkrsoll, Author of "Friends Worth Knowing,"
etc. Illustrated. IGaio, pp.256. New York: Harper & Brothers.

A sprightly story about boys and girls—for boys and girls.
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Art. L—bishop THOMSOK
" Bishop Thomson is a man of yesterday," said a prince in Is-

rael to the writer. So is Arnold of Rngby. So the gifted and

lovely Switzer, Lavater. So Chrysostom and St. John. Each

graced his age, and though of yesterday, he belongs to to day

and to-morrow.

Edward Thomson was called to his place in the middle of the

nineteenth century, and fitted to it with singular felicity. "We

of to-day owe something to his " yesterday." He passed in suc-

cessiou to various places of distinction : Doctor of Medicine,

Doctor of Divinity, Doctor of Laws, Bishop—adding luster to

-each. But as a jewel is a jewel still, no matter what incasings

its worth calls round it, so was he superior to scalpel, bema,

and miter. The simple name Edward Thomson points to that

for which he was most remarkable, the xoorth of his own rare

nature.

In person he was under size, never weighing over 125

pounds; so in body, as in mind, there was nothing superfluous.

Ilis form, though delicate, was erect and vital. In walking his

carriage was elegant, modest, manly. To see him pass up the

aisle to the rostrum, meekly as if the humblest of all his breth-

ren, yet erect and grand as if consciously an embassador from

heaven, was in itself part of a liberal education. The poise of

tliat perfect head above erect shoulders gave a striking air of

symmetry. ' Tiie head was large, but so tilled out and curved

in outline as to seem neither round nor unduly long. There

were no crags nor crannies for the hiding of over-developed

faculties or the brewing of tempestuous passion—a head to

11—ni-TU SEKIES, VOL." I.
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contaiu what vre call genius, but wherein genius must never

misbehave itself. Into his fine face were set a pair of sensi-

tive nostrils the play of which was always a little prophetic of

the flashes of tliouglit that at times seemed to leap from the en-

tire man. The eye was a bright gray, bordering on blue, some-

times hinting of brown—a vast, deep eye. It held a latent

flame, which, when kindled and turned upon any ha2:»less rogue

of a student who deserved detection, was like a -search-war-

rant, and when lit in the hour of mental excitement flashed

and swept with a far reach, like the eagle's when turned

toward the sun. The lines of the month, not small nor large,

curved into that fine shape suggestive of an eagle's wings, and

which is never the gate-way for the utterances of -a small soul.

Ilis voice was light but fine, and of great flexibility : less a

tenor than that of Simpson, less metallic than that of Wendell

Phillips, but more musical than either.

When this small man stood before a throng—the more select

the more complete his control—sweeping over it the forces of

his mighty spirit, nien would bow before him as trees in a

storm, or rise from their seats by a common impulse,—an event

that occurred in several notable instances. Then would his

small stature seem transfigured to the towering dimensions of

his soul, and he stood ranking with such as Watts, Wesley, Knox,

and Paul, his brotherhood of gigantic spirits in petit forms.

Thomson's life was given mainly to his Church, but his

nature was larger than a denomination's lines. As Payson was

wider than Congregationalism, Edwards than Presbyterianism,

Stanley than English Churchism, so Thomson's nature reached

the communion of saints and the brotherhood of man. He
died fourteen years ago, A singular tardiness has held the pen

of th.e biographer, an unaccountable silence has hung over his

tomb. IMeager, indeed, are the records of his worth. The great

Cyclopedia bearing the name of his illustrious compeer M'Clin-

tock devotes to him but a very brief space, scarcely worthy the

fame of many an exhorter ! Does it not reflect upon the men
he educated and the Church he ornamented that this silence

has hung over his name and the riches of his unpublished writ-

ings more than a dozen years? Perhaps a timid sense of in-

adequacy for so rare a task has held others back, as the writer

has found himself held from even this humble attempt. Men
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are slow to undertake the embodiment of ideals too fine to be

cut in marble or thrown on canvas, and when jDartiallj deline-

ated, too rare to be seen by a world too distant or dim-eyed

to catch the vision. Those who knew Thomson best are sure

lie cannot be reported.

Years ago Judge Nott, now of Colorado, said to the writer

:

Why not prepare a lecture for the inspiration of young men,
on Edward Thomson ? I saw him but once : he came to MTven-
dree College to lecture on Hugh Latimer, lie also talked to us

in chapeL As a boy I was strangely overcome. He was to me
a neto sort of man.

This furnished the germ. Afterward Dr. Whedon wrote me

:

I am glad to knoAv you are doing something to honor the memory
of our late beloved Bishop Thomson. The lovely spirit and brill-

iant genius of that memorable man should be kept fresh in the

memory of the Church.

TIev. Mr. Daniels says, in his "History of Methodism :

"

There were doubtless weak places in him, since he was a mortal
man ; but neither his pupils, his parishioners, nor his subordi-

nates in the ministry seem to have been able to discover them.

Dr. Townsend, of Boston Theological Seminary, writes me :

I regard him as one of the purest minds in the history of the

Church, and one of its strongest and clearest thinkers. For lofti-

ness and clearness of conception, and for purity and simplicity

of expression. Bishop Thomson has had no superior, if equal, in

the Methodist Connection.

A deliberate statement from very high authority.

Dr. Warren, president of the same University, also writes, in

a private letter concerning a course of lectures

:

In those days Boston was favored with an unusual number of
lecture courses on moral and religious subjects, but it would be
hard to instance a single one which, in combined sweetness and
strength, in force of argument and in beauty, clearness, and preg-
nancy of style, couhl be considered tlie equal of Bisliop Thom-
s<on's. A memorial of his life, character, and work should long
ago have been given to the world.

President Eliot, of Harvard, having attended those lectures,

remarked that he "knew of no man who used the English lan-

guage more faultlessly than Bishop Thomson." A notable

concession from one so little in sympathy with the trend of the

lectures.
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"William !Morley Punslion, with his power to penetrate char-

acter and his genius for lofty and accurate utterances, in eulogy

on our dead before the General Conference of 1S72, exclaimed :

Thomson, the Clirysostom of your Church, of golden speech

and golden value ; whose large, child-like spirit could not harbor

a thought of guile, and who seemed ever as if detained on earth

by slight and trembling tendrils!

Carlyle says, in sarcasm on fashionable biography :
" Your

tnie hero must have no features, but must be a white, stain-

less, impersonal ghost-hero." Then adds, of true biography :

" They that crowd about bonfires may get their beards singed.

It is the price of illumination." Alas for Carlyle's beard at

Fronde's bonfire, made of private letters from the garret

!

We might shrink from illuminating Edward Thomson with

pine knots, whose smoke makes shadows, but in the presence

of these, among the very head-lights of the times, there is no

risk to him. Turn on the electric light ! Bring your solar

microscope! The stronger the light the better shows the man.

Few places in the world furnish a severer ordeal than the keen

intellects and moral sensitiveness of such literary centers as

Delaware. But nowhere else would we more gladly challenge

admiration than where he spent fourteen years of splendid,

transparent life.

But he was early appreciated outside of Ohio. In his 26th

year he was pastor in Detroit. One describing his ministry

says

:

He drew many of the most influential families, and among
them Governor Cass. The audience was frequently entranced
by the magic of that indefinable power we call eloquence, and in

a few instances they were lifted quite beyond the region.'^ of

sense, and with them the speaker was carried by an uncontrolla-

ble inspiration out of himself, and seemed only the passive instru-

ment through which a higher—a divine—power was pouring
words and thoughts and feelings and bursts of electric sympa-
thies, till speaker and audience together, spell-bound in each
other's embrace, seemed sweeping upward to the highest heavens.

On one occasion, during a temperance agitation, when the

debates of the Legislature were carried round among the

churches of Detroit, and both sides were publicly advocated,

Thomson was speaking. Unexpectedly the whole audience

rose to their feet.
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Nor did this popularity make liirn vain, though so young.

Once in that city liis heart sank, and, like Moses and Elijah

before hiui, he desired to abandon- his work. That is usually

an indifferent life in which there is no juniper-tree. There

arc not to such many Ilorebs, parting Jordans, and chariots of

iirc. Thomson was on his way to give up the key and go home.

At the sexton's door he overheard the voice of prayer. It was

a plea for the young pastoi". His heart smote him. He cried,

*' God forgive me for shrinking while thy servant so pleads!"

He abandoned his purpose. Blessed be the Aarons and Hurs
of the belfry !

Michigan offered him her highest honor. When founding

her University, which has won high rank at Heidelberg and

Oxford, she called Edward Thomson to its presidency. But

fortunately for Methodism he was already inaugurated at Dela-

ware, and preferred his own Church and his conscience, with

half the salary, to the honor of presiding at Ann Arbor.

If Gotham, on Manhattan Island, with her "bosses" and

ships, had too much dust in her eyes to see this pure spirit,

though for years amid her din ; if Baltimore, with her tobacco

and oysters, was slow to hear the eloquence of this rare orator
;

if Chicago, with her pork and emigrant trains, did seem scarcely

competent to recognize this son of light—so Jerusalem, with

her priests and Pharisees—so Home, with her Cesars, gladia-

tors, and bacchanals—received not him who had been caught

up to Paradise, and there heard words that it was not possible

for a man to utter,

Edward Thomson was born on the Isle of Man, Oct. 10, ISIO.

He spent the first nine years of life in that pent-up island a

eickly child. The family emigrated to the wonderful " "West,"

of which the little boy was forming visions as he hung on his

father's chair-back, listening to the reports and growing schemes
of the household. On the voyage the ship was run down by a

pirate and overhauled. The Thomsons might have walked
tiie plank, and so, missing the American, reached too soon the

eternal, shore. But the pirate captain finding among the cai)t-

nred crew a brother, and '' blood being thicker than water," it

floated them on to America and to us. Tliey settled at AVoos-

ter, Ohio, and were thus unconsciously preparing the richest

endowment ever made to the Ohio Wesleyau University.
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Ill's first ten years in tlie New "World were spent partly in the

limited school advantages about him, and then in the medical

department of the University of Pennsylania. He then spent

a year as physician in Jeromeville. Ohio ; six years in the

itinerant ministry ; six years principal of Norwalk Seminary,

Ohio ; two years editor of " Ladies' Repository," where he chal-

leno^ed attention even outside his denomination as a writer of

rare force and beauty ; fourteen years (from 1S4G to 1800) as

president of Ohio Wesleyan University—years to him of life's

greatest harmony and power, and from which there was but one

way to move higher, and that was heavenward; four years

(from 1S60 to 1S64) editor of "The Christian Advocate," a

sphere he ornamented but never enjoyed. The misunder-

standings and strifes of the impending rebellion drew upon

him for what he possessed in almost limitless measure—the

love of a John and the courage of a Paul.

Elected Bishop on the lirst ballot in 1864, he began his clos-

ing career by going as first of his colleagues round the world,

to look with his seer-like eyes upon the great parish of John
"Wesley. Though sick and sad, he gave two volumes of wonder-

ful grasp, and fairly prophetic in their ])ictures of the future.

They were left cruder in form than was his wont, but it was

because he was wearying for his long rest, in which he laid him

down at Wheeling, in March, 1S70. His age was 60 when,

with such a constellation as Kingsley, Clark, M'Clintock, at

nearly the same time, he left our sky for the upper heavens.

Who then was Edward Thomson ? By what measures shall

we estimate him ? He died a Bishop in the most numerous

Church communion on earth. But above that was his fitness

for the scepter of intellectual leadership as a quickening edu-

cator; and above that still, and outside of all functional views,

was the rarity of his nature.

Entering more M'ilhin his nature, the first quality arresting

attention was \\\i guilelesspurity^ venj child-lil'e, a quality often

associated with greatness. To say he was saintly does not

well describe him. That savors of the sacerdotal ; of this

Thomson had none. He has been compared to Fletcher of

Madeley. But Fletcher was mystical ; Thomson was not.

Nothing of cell or cowl for him. His was an car for the

world's harmonies, an eye for its lights, a hand for its strifes.
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His heart beat witli the pulse of the age. His the broad earth

and wide lieaven. His soul plumed itself on the heights, and

spread its wings into the boundless. But those vnngs were ichite.

This purity was the hiding of liis power, reaching farther

tlian he knew. AYhen traveling in Switzerland with a friend

to whom he had become greatly attached in travel, they dis-

cussed the feasibility of visiting Chamouni and seeing ATont

Blanc. "Whose eyes could have so feasted on that heart of

Swiss scenery, or so wondered at that great white throne of

grandenr, as could his? But to do so, complete his business

j)lans, and reach Paris and the sea, he must travel on Sunday.

He decided to miss Chamouni. His friend saw ]\Iont Blanc,

but never saw his home. He traveled on Sunday, reached the

sliip, and the ship reached the bottom of the Atlantic. Tliomson

missed the siglit and the ship and tlie depth, but held his grasp

on his young men. The lesson of that tender conscience fol-

lowed, and fell on the thrilled hearts of four hundred of them
in burning words from the lips of Professor M'Cabe. It had

gathered momentum by its birth amid the distant Swiss mount-
ains and the leagues of intervenino; ocean.

This pervading purity of nature, hid nowhere, is under focal

rays when surrounded by pupils with penetrating young eyes.

Every teacher is weighed in accurate balances, and the falsa

character is as sure of detection as was Belshazzar. Pureness
reaches farther than precepts, rules, laws, or faculty votes.

Edward Thomson could be a fine detective. That small

frame, carrying round its apparently abstracted soul, was more
cfTective than a sheriff's posse. Woe betide the student in a

trial of wits ! But his government made little show of its

presence. It v^asjelt^ but scarcely seen. He could reach the

hidden in character and the nameless in conduct. Ho spoke
on secret vice, and with word and look and gesture would tear

aside the veil, and guilt would shudder as if some angel of

light were present. His eye one day caught sight of a vile

sentence written where innocent eyes might read and bo con-

taminated. He rebuked it openly with a sarcasm and recoil of

abhorrence that curled on his lips, and flamed from his eye so

terribly as to bring blushes to innocent cheeks, and nmst have
scared the culprit into longing for a hiding place.

He could stand before his mixed audiences on Sunday, com-
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posed of tlie refinement of college aTid city, and preach on
Jezebel, or the perils of her door, which is heirs mouth, -\vith

no more taint of indelicacy than was in the rebuke of Him
who sent away all accusers by writing on the ground and giv-

ing permission to the guiltless to cast the first stone. In a pub-

lic rebuke of disorderly conduct he has been known to so lay

bare the conscience as to bring tears of repentance, to be fol-

lowed by real reformation. He could and did quell a rebellion

in one flash of a brilliant, witty, overmastering sentence. A
daring student was publicly expelled. He was a hero and a

leader, and the university young. As he retired from the

sentence there was a burst of applause. I^Text morning the

president said :
" There is douljt whether the applause was for

the verdict or the offender. If for the latter, rise up ; if the

former, remain seated." By that time they were cool, and re-

mained seated in approval of the verdict.

A circus was coming. Instead of advertising it ])y a warn-

ing, he simply said, in a casual way :
" They who attend cir-

cuses are either green or depraved." My seat-mate winced

under the points of both horns of the dilemma, and was finally

gored by the latter.

A depredation on the bell had been perpetrated, the rogue

leaving his pocket-knife on the scene. The doctor simply al-

luded to it, and said :
" The knife is here ; the owner can come

forward and claim it." Tantalizing clew ! what if it should

let out the secret

!

These merry traits show that his purity was not frigid. It

did not repel the warm heart of youth. He knew what is in

man when struck by Cupid's arrow—a crisis wdien most edu-

cators are powerless, if not indifferent. Even parents abandon

their children to youth's heated fancy, or the crude if not

vicious leadership of writers of romance.

1 hate the name of " colleo'e widow," relict of uniruided

folly, or heartless recklessness and cruelty. Percival*^ lines are

not inapt in college towns :

" I saw on a lonely mountain lieight

A pem that shone like fire by ni;^ht;

I climbed the peak, and found it soon

A lump of ice in the clear, cold moon.

"Wouldst thou its hidden sense impart ?

—

'Twas a cljecrful look and a broken heart"
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Many a witty, wise maxim fell from his lips, showing that

he was an elder brother.

Call seldom at the seminary, Paul says, " Let your modera-

tion be known to all men," and, let us add, women, too.

Ik'ware of the grace-hoop [a game then in vogue], lest it fall

about your neck. The freshman's beloved is often the senior's

despised.

In tliose days, writing from Europe, he analyzed the nations

on tins basis

;

I wish advice, ... a serious matter—getting married. Is it

best ? . . . Nobody in particular, . . . Marrying in the abstract.

That is younfj Germany.
Ko use to deny me or run from me—where you go I will go,

Avhere you stop I will stop, . . , Avhere you die I will die, where
you are buried I will be buried.— Young Ireland.

Zounds ! I love her, and I will have her if I have to swim the

river for her.— Young America.
Worth three thousand one hundred and twenty-seven pounds

six shillings and fourpence halfpenny, 'which, under the circum-

stances, is not quite sufficient.— Young England.

Wlien young people read such from his pen, and heard liira

embellish his lectures with such sentiment as the " Irishman's

Lament," ^, . , ., ,,•Tm sitting on the stile, Mary,

Where v/e sat side by side,

'Mid the bright May morn

And the springing corn,

When first you were my bride,"

they welcomed him into the holy of holies of their hearts, as a

mitered priest, wise, reverent, and stainless.

This purity of character had a delicacy of grain wliich was

natural, but its renewal and completion was the fruit of the

Spirit. Ere he was twenty he was a member of a skeptical

club which undertook to traverse and disprove Cliristianity.

Thomson grew serious in the appalling work, as candid skeptics

do. Unrest led him to tlie village prayer-meeting, reminding

us of the little groups where young Xast was led to light,

where "Wesley's heart was " strangely warmed," and where tent-

inakers turned the learned Apollos into an aj)ostle. The preach-

ing of Russel Bigelow, Avhom he afterward declared filled the

Biune place in the Western pulpit as Henry Clay tilled on the

political stump, took mighty hold on his whole nature.
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His awakcinng culminated in a suggestive manner. Even
tlie greatest men are converted tlirough tlie heart. Cowper

was convinced of sin by stumbling over an exliumed skull in

"Westminster yard. Martin Luther was shaken with convic-

tion by bereavement, sickness, and lightning. "VYiclif's con

version was hastened by the plague's approach. Thomson,

alone in his office, saw a friend instantly killed by a falling

beam of timber. He fell on his knees. God gave him a new
heart. His conversion was so thorough as to sweep the scent

of tobacco from his breath and tainted speech from his lips.

The Holy Spirit led him into the ministry, using largely the

advice of his pastor, the talented but eccentric Harry O.

Sheldon. Here is his own description of its beginnings :

I made my trial of the itinerancy, accompanying the preacher
on one side of the circuit, and tlie assistant on the other. It

was spring-time, and never did dew-drops seem so pure or dawn
so holy. Here I first learned to study the lilble by the rising

sun, and kneel alone in the solenm forest under his setting

beams. Sweet counsel did we take by the road-side and at the
hearthstone, to where a generous hospitality made every comfort
free' as the mountain spring.

Going with moistened eyes from the thicket, our hearts often
cheered us, as when we approached the cabin or school-house or

the barn we heard the waiting congregation singing,

"Jesus, my all, to heaven is gone."

Entering, saddlebags in hand, we often felt a new commission
as we drew forth the pocket Bible and preached the unsearchable
riches of Christ on puncheon floors or on the green grass,

while the sinner cried as his heart was touched, the penitent

rose happy as the bird when it follows the sunbeam over the

hills after the morning shower, and the saints made the forests,

as they retired to their homes, ring with halleluiahs.

But I saw afterward its shades as well as its lights—some-
times kindly received, sometimes bluntly ; now shivering through
the night, now nearly smothered between two feather-beds ; now
sinking to quiet slumbers in the rich man's down, now stung
through the night by mosquitoes in the poor man's niilk-liouse. I

received seventy-five dollars for my first year's labor, and shortly

after gave fifty dollars to the first ^lethodist seminary in Ohio.

Here he touches Ins greatest life-work. His coming, how
timely ! The great Hepublic, now numbering fifty millions,

was then educationally crude. The few who had brought col-

legiate traditions from Europe had passed away from the West.
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Harvard and Yale were too remote to attract the sons of our

loi(-cabins. The ax and the plow were awakmg the soil. The

Ktage-coach and canal were beginning to carry a dawning coni-

mercc. Our sturdy ]Methodisui cared little for education while

the forest was in the way. There was great danger of a stolid,

Ptu])id, or avaricious nation ; danger of a Church unarmed

for tlic intellectual strifes floating from Europe, and the hordes

of heathenism certain to come as a cloud from across the

Pacific, or the unbelief sure to spring up in our midst.

At the critical time came Edward Thomson, prepared, none

can tell how, but endowed and fairly inspired to fill this

divine call. His inaugural address at the opening of the Ohio

"Weslcyan University thrilled along the lines of the Church as

a bugle-blast. It found, as many can still testify, hundreds

of youth ambitious but aimless. Henceforth there were before

tliem new worlds to conquer. There is something in its pict-

ures, and chiefly in that of the gi-aduation of the widow's son,

irresistible to any with a spark of true enthusiasm. That

lecture will vie with the glorious spring on the campus in value

as a cause of existence of the University. Whoever finds a

youth aimless, but of good parts, can hardly find a better way
to start him up a shining track than to induce him to read that,

or any other of Thomson's Educational Essays.

He displayed a genius for scholarship. It is said he could,

witliout apparent preparation, conduct a recitation at a mo-

ment's notice in any department. But his chief power was

in stirring the mind as a lecturer. He could infix a philosophy

for life by a paragraph. He would reverse the soul's course

by a sentence of connnent, a mode of reading the chapel les-

Bon, or his beautiful and heavenward prayers. His preaching

was logical and lucid. The judgment was satisfied. P>ut con-

viction was wrought by his personality, which winnowed the

conscience and made visible the impassable gulf. Uncon-
sciously he has described himself in one of his lectures, in a

passage more than once quoted, even without credit, by famous
men.

The Christian rises side by side with the philosopher into the
starry heavens. They tread foot to foot the zodiao round. To-
petlicr their souls expand and burn, and wonder and adore; and
hure the Christian bows to liis learned companion and leaves him
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in tlie milky way, and on the wings of faith ascends to the uj)-

per skies, enters tlie paradise of God, soars tiirough fields of

light, and surveys the mansions of the blest. lie mingles with
the blood-washed throng, and repeats their halleluiahs. He bows
at the altars wliere saints ])erfected worship, and enters tlie

chapels M-here angels sing. lie soars to the heaven of heavens,
sees God the Father, Jesus his Son, and God the Holy Spirit

;

and, lifting his eyes upward, he cries. This is thy throne, dear
Father, and these are my native skies.

A citizen of the world and a brother of mankind, nothing

good or true iu the race was foreign to him. His own descrip-

tion of a visit to Westminster Abbey affords an illustration.

While moving amid its statuary and grandeur, the bell called

to worship. He sat down on one of the plain forms. One
would imagine, from his having grown amid the simplicity of

western Methodism, that he was out of sympathy with his sur-

roundings ; but his soul was too great for that. He says

:

The gorgeous building, the solemn associations, the monuments
of the dead, the multitude of the living, the chanting of the choir,

the notes of the organ, the grand current of liturgical thought,
on which ray soul was willingly borne, were too much for me.
I seemed to sit in the mouth of the world's sepulcher, while the
reanimated dead were chanting themselves up to the resurrection
morning. The tears stole dou n my cheeks, and but for a strong
effort of will I might have fainted.

Who that has ever felt the solemn stillness and grandeur of

that Valhalla of England's greatness, and then sought amid
the best utterances of her most gifted sons for adequate de-

scriptions, has ever found a sentence so deep in feeling and so

comprehensive of grasp as this, from the small, humble, west-

ern minister ? I know of none. Yet it was but a passage for

a newspaper letter. So, too, was his description of that cos-

mopolitan wonder and symbol of England's greatness, tlie

British Museum ; while his "London Tower" surpasses in liis-

toric grasp and rhythm, of diction that of Macaulay. Read his

" Tunnel of the Thames," or his " Tomb of the Taj," and he

will astound you with strange nomenclature, overwhelm you
with mathematics, startle you with their signilicance, and charm
you with his simple rhetoric, while the wonder is liow ihis

small, abstract man, partly deaf, whose overcoat the thief

would steal, and who often lost his railway ticket, could find

out what old travelers never knew.
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This breadth of nature included the extremes of humanity.

Peter Cartwright -was as distant from Edward Thomson as men

can be to belong to the kingdom of heaven together. But

when the fiftieth anniversary of Cartwright's ministry came

round, Thomson was his admired guest, and no words spoken

there were so adequate as a tribute to that sturdy son of thun-

der as were his. It was like lightning playing about a granite

peak. Himself has said :

Dean Swift declares : "I hate mankind, though I love a few
individuals, as Peter, Jaraes, and John." Pope ivplied: "I love

luunan nature, but hate individuals." Warburton: "We must

have grace not to hate both." We have no sympathy with such

philosophers, but admittiug all mankind to a participation in our

blessings, we learn to respect and love all; as General Taylor says,

"The world and the rest of mankind.'^''

Though so broad in sympathy, he was not too vague to be a

jpatriot^ a quality ever impressed upon his students. In his

times the Supervisor was wont to come with liis summons to

students' rooms, warning them to work out their road-tax—it

was difficult to decide whether in earnest or in jest ; but the

students mostly took the latter view. The president's appeal

to young patriotism, on one occasion, made it dreadfully un-

comfortable, and—tell it not in Gath—some actually shouldered

the mattock and tlie spade.

It may relieve us from the ceaseless strain of eulogy to turn

to the single case found against him in all our researches. In

the old Minutes of the Michigan Conference is the following

record :

Tiffin^ Ohio, Sept. 11, 183S.— WJiereas, There has been, and
still is, much excitement in the Methodist Episcopal Church on
the subject of abolitionism ; and, ichereas, we believe such ex-

citement is prejudicial to the interests of the Church; therefore,

Jiesolred, That it is the duty of the members of this Conference

to refrain from agitating the subject by forming abolition socie-

ties in or out of the Church, or by attending Methodist abolition

conventions. . . . And preachers who do should be dealt with

accordiiiGrly. Signed, Henry Colclazed,
E. Thomsox.

Bishop Waugh was in the chair. E. Thomson was Secre-

tary. This record was, at first, astounding, and contrasts

Rtrangely with the assertion in College Chapel, in after years,

that he would not obey the fugitive slave law, but suffer its
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sorest penalty wlienever summoned ; and witli his ahnost super-

human arraignment before tlie General Conference and else-

where of this " sum of all villainies."

This record recalls other facts. "Wiclif was at the start an

incij)ient monk. John Knox began as a priest. John Wesley

narrowly escaped asceticism. Edward Thomson was a conserv-

ative. The best minds are conservative toward men when most

radical concerning right. The agitator is often the gentlest of

men personally, and the grip of iron has a womanly tenderness.

The Druids' rock stood against a hundred men, but rocked at

a child's touch.

The days of that minute were days of confusion. (Another

is found tliere against ministers swapping horses.) Two ideas

were intertwined. They separated, parted, and met at last at

Appomattox at opposite ends of a sword surrendered over a

" lost cause "—a cause turned under by the plowshare of war.

Thomson had a filial heart. " Lay me down," said he,

" when I die, where I may see my mother's face." Once that

mother came down to Delaware, and the "Immortal Doctor"

could be seen with her leaning on his arm, bearing her proudly

about the campus as if that plain, good woman were a queen.

No doubt many a toiling mother was happier the next vacation

and through life for that example in the ideal man. Garfield's

lips touched his mother's brow on inauguration day, and it was

heard the world round. "When our college president made

glad his mother's heart before the sons, it set the widow's heart

in tune for a generation.

Ilis fondness for home, wife, and children was tender, deli-

Ciite, and charming. A wood-saw was glorified in my eyes

after seeinfr one in his hands driven throu2;h a billet of oak.

Grief has never appeared unmanly in the light of his example.

Four of his students carried as tenderly as could be the dust

of his first-born to rest. Dr. Greeley, tlie pastor, with Irish

brogue and delicate tact, quoted the language of Otway Curry,

friend and companion spirit of Thomson, of whom he wrote

an appreciative memento

:

" "WTien throug'h the nameless ages

I cast my longing eyes,

Before me, like a boundlcas sea.

The great hereafter lies."



' !
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This re-appears in one of liis volumes, thus :

Time may allay your feelings, but you will go in the bitterness

of your soul all your years; and wlien your dying eye is closed,

you will open your mental eye in the eternal world and say, " O,

my daughter, where art thou ?
"

"When leaving his home in Evanston on his last journey, lie

returned a distance of a hundred miles. For this his only ex-

planation was, that he might get a better good-bye. It reminds

us of Bishop Gilbert Haven, wliose great heart, consumed with

longings in the heat of battle, said :
" "When I go to heaven I

will lay my head to rest in my wife's lap for a thousand years."

He had a merry heart. His wit and humor were as spark-

ling as his oratory was brilliant. "W^hen abroad to purchase a

library for the University, it was at a time when Americans

were less known and more often snubbed than now, especially

by Englishmen. One of them questioned our having any min-

eral resources. Thomson replied :

''"We have a mine called the Illinois Coal-bed, running

through Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. "We shall scoop out a

little, and if you will bring your island over and put it in, so

annex you."
" You have but little machinery ?

"

" Machinery ? AVe have all you have, and one which is run
by force of circumstances."

""What is that?"

"One such machine is now talking to you."
" You have no nobility in America,"

Tliomson drew up his five feet live of slight manhood to its

full height, and with his profoundest bow, replied :

" You are now conversing with oqc of the royal family of

the "United States of America."
This readiness became at times a terrible weapon. "Woe be-

tide tlie college rebel whom it smote I Like as the stroke of the
blade of fable, off came his head, he knew not how.
He was no jocular monopolist. He relished the wit of others,

and it took its place in his mental store-house, ready for orders.
V> ith keenest zest he reported the Irishman's retort, who was
showing hira the skull of Saint Peter. Having seen one in

T^ome, he asked Mike to explain the difference in size. " O,
your rivcrence, this is his skull when but a boy."
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He could laugh at himself, and on account of his frequent

abstraction was sometimes a iine subject. It is said, that on

leaving the recitation room he lias been known to put his hat

under his arm and his book on his head. I saw him at my
fireside ready to go and deliver his great Centennial Sermon.

One foot was dressed in a stocking and shoe, the other with

only the shoe, and low cut at tliat. But for his wife, our angel

had gone half barefoot that day. It is said his wife, taking his

arm to return from church, was assured that her " face was

familiar, but he could not recall her name."

His abstractions were never vexatious. Ilis politeness was

genuine and perennial. You forgave him though he failed to

recognize you, because certain he meant no disrespect. So

universal was his politeness, that it was a college saying that he

bade the cows each a polite good-morning as he passed them in

the street.

His nature icas magnetic. This was " personal," but of an

order higher and wider than usually belongs to that quality.

I^apoleon never imbued men with his military heroism more

fully than Thomson transfused his magnetic intellectual and

moral qualities into young men. It was well-nigh universal

and irresistible. In " anti-Nebraska " days, the clergy of Xew
England petitioned Congress against the encroachment of slav-

ery. Thomson seized the occasion to give a Sunday lecture

on " The Pulpit and Politics." The students called for it in

pamphlet form. The " Ohio Statesman," published at Colum-

bus, made a fierce attack on the lecture and its author. Two
literary societies had invited the editor, S. S. Cox, to deliver

the address before them at the approaching Commencement.

The attack aroused them. After two sessions, lasting till

midnight, they rescinded the invitation. The eloquent and

adroit Cox would have found it dangerous to touch the man
of whom, in those heated sessions, an alumnus who came in

to share the strife, said :
" We will never brook the slightest

affront to that man, who is as meek as Moses and as eloquent

as Paul."

He belonged to an order of educators who come seldom, such

as Arnold of Rugby, Wilbur Fisk, Mark Hopkins, but he was

more brilliant and magnetic than any. Garfield said, "Give

me a bench. Let Dr. Hopkins sit on one end and me on the
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otlier, and I ask for no better university.'' Such ^vas Thomson
witliout the bench, for the bencli would come to him, and the

students crowd it. It was a rare faculty round him in those

brave days of old,—smaller and less equipped than now. but

harmonious and compact as a chariot-wheel,—in its unity fur-

nishing by far the best factor of a college ; aggregating a mag-

iiiiiccnt combination of ideal manhood. As its head, he was

leader of an intellectual host. We should never have sacrificed

liim until our educational Israel had learned in him to dis-

criminate between a college drummer and a college premdent.

By reason of splendid management since his time, the Ohio

AVeslevan University is not hard to find. But as men lono^

inquired, not so much for Williams as Hopkins, not for Yale

but Woolsey, and now Princeton is better seen by tlie tower-

ing head of M'Cosh, so, had his life been spent here, must
this intellectual Mecca have been called after Thomson.
Men come in corps. In Florence, came together Ghirlan-

dajo, Leonardo, and Michael Angelo. In England, came near

together Milton, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Addison, Butler.

In Germany, Kant, Lessing, Xeander, Goethe, Schiller. In

the same age and rank Coleridge, Campbell, Carlyle, Cuvier,

Legendre, Laplace. Was it not God's design to give a corps

of kindred minds to Thomson's times 1 Is there no Hachers
voice "weeping for her children hecause they are not

9^''

Is there no exaggeration of the importance of our episcopal

miter ? Have we not used it again and again, as the French
use the guillotine, to behead colleges? Let us hope the folly

60 conspicuous in Thomson's case may sober us into harmony
not only with the new " rubric," but the whole genius of our

Church. Bishop timber is abundant. Trees for such college

presidents grow one or two in a century.

Edward Thomson was a brilliant ornament to the episco-

pacy in some of its best functions. His heroism was Pauline.

His prudence cared for every interest but his own. But his

Oriental tour killed him. While on tlie Indian Ocean he
inhaled the infected air of an opium vessel. Before that,

while on the Ped Sea—he related it with pathetic humor

—

lie made up his mind to ''join Pharoah and his host." The
two volumes written from his journal kept on that tour have
an undertone of sad weariness. AVlien he reaches Dr. Maclay's

12—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. I.
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lionie in China, it is, as he savs, " weary, -wan, and ghost-like,

twenty thousand miles from home."' lie "leans his head

against the wall, and silent tears steal down his wan cheeks."

Too ill to see the Holy Land, he " sails by the shore with un-

speakable sorrow." At Constantinople he can only " look

from his sick pillow at its minarets," though even then he

pens lines M-hich forecast the future of Europe, and the fate of

the false faitlis of the East. True, he came home again, while

the sturdy Kingsley laid him down to sleep at Lebanon's base,

and Haven, wirh all his ruddy bloom, fell at last of African

fever. Yet Thomson only occasionally burst into the blaze of

his former splendors. The " iron wheel " was too much for his

texture, as it threw him round a circuit that year of forty

thousand miles, he meanwhile attempting to regulate its power,

60 aifecting to itinerant families and churches, for all of whom
he suffered much, vicariously. It was too ponderous for his

fine nature. It was like an angel at a drive-wheel. God gives

us men to whose touch it answers with mighty rhythm. But
reverence did not check Ezekiel's cry when he saw the wheel

of vision. As Vv'e look on Thomson, and then on what racked

him, we too can but cry, " O, wheel !
" When he died, there

seemed a tone of self-reproach in the sorrow of the Church.

It was fit there should be heart-searching. All felt the force

of that fine lament of one of his successors, when he cried,

" We ne'er slvall see his like again !

"

We here touch the inscrutable. His powers may find better

play in the unseen world than here ; but heaven is rich, and

earth would seem to be too poor to rob herself so soon.*

As author, his career was more largely potential than actual.

A cutting sliows the grain of a gem. PoUok's " Course of

Time," Kirk ^A'hite's " Star of Bethlehem," Thomson's " Close

Thought," are such cuttings. What if his life had not been

deflected from its course till now ! Addison nor Irving ever

wrote a purer English, and both with less force and fire. Count

the monosyllables in one of his pages, and it is doubtful if

you will find so many on any other outside the Xew Testament.

Why are his essays not more in the hands of our youth ? Is

it because they bear our denominational imprint \ It is some-

thing that duplicate copies of his writings must be kept in tlie

library of the Ohio Wesleyan University to supph* the demand
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of readers, and that they must be oftener rebound than any

other volumes in the collection.

He had great versatility. He delivered two lectures before

the California Conference some years ago. Men who had lived

for a dozen years on the Pacific slope were amazed at the

wonders of their country never before thought of. The atten-

tion of scholars and civil officers was arrested by their accuracy.

How he prepared them, no one knew ; the only account his

wife could give was, that " they were composed while riding

over the plains and mountains in the stage-coach."

At Constantinople, too ill to go ashore, he wrote a chapter,

ten years in advance, depicting the outcome as it occurred at

the Berlin Congress under the dictation of Bismarck and

Disraeli.

There are no so-called poems from his pen. But the blood

of the English poet Thomson ran in his veins, and diffused a

poetic fire through his prose. A friend watched, by his bed

durinsr a fever. One night he dreamed of controversv with an

angel, who arraigned our race for meanness. Thomson, as

spokesman, answered in verse, some of which he repeated

when awake. One stanza ran thus

:

" I am too an angel raade,

And round this head a sphere is laid

Which is not less than heaven."

There is no volume from hi in on systematic dliyinity, unless

there be among his unpublished writings. But his lectures on

"Evidences" show that he had power to SiW^wev skepticism ixny\

iofascinate into faith with his subtle reason and clear diction.

He never wrote out an elaborate argument after the mannei* of

" Butler's Analogy." But the boys often longed for a 'trans-

lation of Butler by Thomson." Had he tJirned his hand to

such work as a *• History of Ivationalism," so charmingly accom-

plished by another mitered college head, he could have made
that track blaze. Had he entered the field wliere Raymond
has gone shining through, or wliere Cocker's stalwart form has

inarched, there too he could have excelled. His intellect was
at home with such minds as Kant, Sir William Hamilton, and
Blato. They did not go beyond his depth nor above his flight.

And if there be any finer quality to such minds as Emerson,
Carlyle, and Goethe, he could look them in the eye even
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measure, for rather to tliat rank was he born. At times tlie

trend of his tliought, tlic far sweep of his vision, and the track

of light on wliich he leaves our lower heavens, suggest the

question, which of the prophets had he been if he had lived in

Bible times—Elijah, Paul, or John ?

When fifty years of age he was called from his presidency,

and his studies amid academic scenes, to sit four years on a

tripod, like an angel tending a spit. Six years more he went
round with the great "wlieel." Fifty and four and six are

sixty. Then he left us for the upper skies foui-teen years ago.

It is four and thirty years since the current of his life wa*!

turned. His associates in the faculty ai-e all still alive. Tlie

world is growing richer from their ripened wisdom. "What
if Thomson had been here to fulfill the promise of his earlv

years during tiiis quarter century? "Within that time of life

most great men do their best for the world. Before his great

career began, the Duke of Marlborough had come to an age
when most men retire. But that finished the dread of tlie

French armies and of Louis XIY. at Blenheim. Yon Moltke
went into Paris to see the final downfall of the Xapoleons be-

hind a white beard. Michael Angelo spanned St. Peter's witli

its heaven-like dome after his eightieth year. "Within the same
last stage of life Asbury, "\resley, Humboldt, Herschel, Gro-
tius, Dorner, Neander, Biyant, Emerson, and Longfellow have

given their golden harvest to the world. The last named, with

genius enriched by years, has well sung

:

* " Nothing is too late

Till the tired heart shall cease to palpitate,

dito learned Greek at ei.L'hty,

Sophocles wrote his grand CEdipus,

And Simonides bore off the prize of verse from his compeers,

When each had numbered more than fourscore years.

And Tlieophrastes at fourscore and ten

Had but begun his characters of men.

Chaucer at Woodstock, with the nightingales,

At sixty wrote the Canterbury Tales.

Goethe at Weimar, toiling to the last,

Completed Faust wiiea eighty years were past."

When men cross voluntarily an imaginary "dead line," it

partakes of cowardice or suicide. When we send them over, it

is murder. Let us have no dead line, whicli God never drew I

The last catastrophe had been coming on since the sickness
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cm the Red Sea. Kever did the pallor, which then settled on

his face, leave it. Toy self-forgetful and too considerate of

others, his weakness revealed itself only to his intimates. In the

spring of ISTO lie left his home in Evanston to attend tlie Iven-

tuckj and Virginia Conferences. On the steamer for Wheel-

in"- he was taken with a chill. He was promptly removed

from the boat to the Grant House. The proprietors and

alarmed friends did all that was possible to rescue his life and

then to solace his dying. He I'apidly sank, and after five days

died, ere his family, alarmed by a telegram, could reach him.

It is said that a telegram was delayed, by his desire, to keep

the Sabbath day holy.

The remains were carried to Delaware and laid in the church

where his eloquence and sanctity had done so much to awaken

the young university into life. Friends and faculty, students

and citizens, were one in their grief. Among others came

the blacks in groups, mournfully and softly, looking into the

beautiful classic features of him whose lips had so eloquently

pleaded the cause of their race.

A year later this writer, a transient guest at the Grant House,

Wheelins:, wasassig-ned the room iu which he died. Here were

the walls which heard his dying words. Here was the Bible

from which, by his request, were read to him those words

:

" Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of

death." Here were realized the words of his poet friend Curry,

so dear to hini

:

"In the far-off haven,

"When shadowy seas are past,

By angel hands its quivering sails

Shall all be furled at last."

Shortly before him Kingsley had gone from the foot of Leba-

non in a foreign land—each from a stranger's couch. And not

very long afterward the last survivor of the three together

chosen and consecrated to the episcopacy. Dr. Clark, was

united with his colleagues in the "general assembly and

church of the first-born." They were lovely iu life, and in

their death they were not long divided.
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Art. II.—TPIE FRANCO-CHINESE IMBROGLIO.

Tonkin; or, "France in the Far East." By C. B. Normax, late Captain Bengal
Stafi Corps and 90th Light Infantry. London: Chapman & Hall. 188-i.

Tungking. By William Mesny, Major-General in the Imperial Chinese Army.
London: Sampson, Low i Co. ISSi.

Les Francais au Tonkin, 1181-1833. Hippolyte Gautier. Paris: Challamel Aine.
1884.

Tea^'CE and China are not, geographicallj, more antipodal on

the snrface of the round world than are the first and third of

the volumes above enumerated. The French view is, of course,

rose-colored ; the British green, with more than occasional

ebullitions of national spite and jealousy. Both volumes cover

the hundred years of French negotiations and occupation in

Further India. Recent events have called the attention of the

world to this remote and hitherto obscure quarter of the globe.

In his Preface, written at the close of 1883, Captain Noruian

says :
" Within the last few months France has been deluged

by a shower of books bearing on the Tonkin question." After

having "perused almost every scrap of -writing that has ap-

peared on the subject," the captain has embodied, in a volume

of three hundred and fifty pages, the "true history of the

Tonkin question," and, that he " may not be accused of gar-

bled translations," has given the " actual text of all his author-

ities," making his book about one fourth French, in dress,

thereby improving its quality with those who understand the

Gallic tonojue, but lessening; its value with all other readers.

As we write, no work has yet appeared on the Tonkin mat-

ter in this hemisphere, and only straggling copies of those

published abroad have found their way to our book-stores and

public libraries. Paragraphs in news columns, of telegramic

brevity, have chronicled the movements of the French navy in

the waters of the far East ; and it has been known, as part of

the current intelligence of the times, tliat France had dispute

and conflict with some semi-civilized Asiatic tribes, but exactly

what, or where, has been of too little interest to excite special

curiosity or to enli.-^t sustained attention. In August last the

thunders of a naval bombardment that annihilated one fourth

of the floating armament of China in ten minutes, in front of

the arsenal in the river Min, aroused a general inquiry as to
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what all tliis noise and fire and destructive demonstration was
about. We propose to answer this question bj drawing freely

from the works named above, and adding tiiereto items of per-

6onal knowledge of the situation in the East, and information

gatliered from all available quarters.

The strife, an old and chronic one among the nations, had
for its origin rivalry in a " land-grab." Let us first repair to the

territory in dispute. A glance at the map of Asia shows that

that mighty continent terminates on the south in three immense
peninsulas intruding far into the Indian Ocean, Arabia on the

vv'est, Ilindostan in the center, Indo-China on the east, supple-

mented by the long finger-like projection called Malacca, at the

lower extremity of which is the British colony of Singnpore.

Indo-China has three grand divisions, Burmah and Siam on the

west, and Annam, bordering on the Gulf of Tonkin, on the east.

This Annam, as the French write it (Ang Nang in Chinese),

more properly, Annan, is the land in dispute, a strip or tract

with a coast-length, north and south, of a thousand miles, and
an average width of two hundred, an area of two hundred
thousand square miles, and a population vaguely estimated from
nine to twenty-seven millions.

The empire of x\nnan has three political divisions—Lower
or French Cochin China, embracing a portion of Camboja on
the south ; Cochin China or Annan proper in the central coast

region; and Tonkin, the large, populous, V-shaped, alluvial

delta of the Eed River and its branches : a province, with
thirteen subdivisions, whose northern boundary coincides with
the southern boundary of China, having the same topograph-
ical relation to China that IJexico has to the United States,

Ignorance of the Chinese language permits !N'orman to blunder
in the outset, when he says :

'• Tonkin, as its name implies, is

the northern portion of the realm." Mesny writes more cor-

rectly, " Tungking is Chinese, and means eastern capital," as

Peking means northern capital, and Nanking southern capital.

Tungking is also the proper orthography, printed Tonquin in

old geographies, and in the modern. Tonkin. It is this fine

region, inhabited by a teeming population, similar in most
regards to the Chinese, covered with a net-work of canals and
rivers, abounding in fruitful lowlands and uplands, fertile

fields and magnificent forests, rich in mineral wealth and every
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variety of tropical production that the French covet, not more
for its own sake than because it affords, thr.ougli navigable

streams, 2>i*oniising routes of access to the immense inland

provinces of south-western China, shut out, hitherto, from the

commerce that prospers and rejoices the more favored mari-

time coasts of the Chinese empire.

But why are France and China quarreling about Annan?
"What right has either power to this independent territory?

Simply that right of the stronger which has made the nations of

the earth land-robbers from the earliest times ; the same right

that gave ancient Israel the land of Canaan, tiie right of con-

quest; the right that makes futile tlie assumption of Prince

Kung, in a state dispatch, tliat " each nation has a right to

guard and protect its own territory by any means tliat it alone

deems best." Annan, the weaker power, has made China, the

stronger, its ally and defender for a long period. In an inter-

view with Prince Kung in 1S70, Hon. William II. Seward
asked :

" Is the Annanite empire still tributary to China ?

"

" It still continues to send tribute," was the reply. Xorman
says :

" There is abundant evidence that until the year 1427

Annan was an outlying province of the Chinese empire," when,

by a successful rebellion, it achieved partial independence, sub-

ject only to pay triennial tribute to tlie emperor, each new sov-

ereign being required to recognize the rigiits of the court of

Peking on ascending the throne. Other rebellions followed, but

the general relation remained the same, and has so continued

to the present time.

General Mesny commences his hrochure of a hundred and

fifty pages where Washington Irving begins his " History of

New York," at the mythical forty-five hundred years ago. The
first mention of the court of Annan sending tribute to the

court of China occurred eleven hundred years before Chi-ist,

"cockatoos, peacocks, and ivory." Two hundred years before

our era, the first emperor of China proper, the "" Xapoleon "

who built the great wall, burnt the sacred books, and destroyed

ancient feudalism, subjugated the Annanites. From that time

to the present Annan has had a history. Mesny traces it

through fifteen chapters, part of a book wliich he contemplates

publishing: "The Chinese Empire." It is foreign to our

purpose to reproduce it here. In 1790, the reigning king of
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Annan visited Peking, and was feasted and entertained royally.

Two years later he died, and his son, a youth of fifteen, ascend-

ed the throne. The accession of a minor -was the signal for

revolt, in which the rebel claimant of the throne is said by

Cliinese liistorians to have been " supported by a band of bar-

barian pirates"—"probably French and Spaniards," says Mes-

ny, who assisted the usurper to gain the throne. The young

king appealed to China for aid against this pirate horde ; and

the emperor " ordered his officials to keep a sharp watch over

tliese hostile vessels, and to defend the coasts of China by a

powerful fleet."

European adventurers followed Vasco de Gama around Good

Hope and penetrated to every part of the East Indies. Two
centuries ago English merchants established a factory, that is,

a. residence for commercial agents, in Tonkin. Dutch and

Portuguese continued the trade after the English, owing to

local difficulties, had retired. French and Spanish missionaries

were early in the field, and so successful that half a million of

converts to Christianity were claimed in the peninsula as early

as 1774.

Modern French diplomacy in this region begins with the

date on the title-page of M. Gautiers book, 1787, when a French

Jesuit priest, missionary bishop at Bankok, induced an exiled

king of Annan to apply to Paris for aid. Louis XYI. gave

willing ear to the project of opening, by treaty, a commercial

liighway into Central China. The French Revolution fol-

lowed, and the government could do nothing ; but " a number

of soldiers of fortune accompanied the Jesuit bishop on his

return to the East, and, in 1780, he landed in Cochin-China at

the head of a well-armed and fairly disciplined force. The

semi-civilized hordes went down like grass before western

troops," and the dethroned monarch regained his kingdom by

tiieir aid. Till his death, in 1820, French missions flourished

and French officers were in favor. His successor, a younger

son, hated foreigners, and bitterly persecuted both native

Christians and foreign missionaries. In 18-10 he died, and his

successor pursued the same system of cruel persecution that

his father had carried on. Several missionaries were killed,

and several thrown into prison. In January, 1843, a French

frigate anchored near the capital, and demanded the release of
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the captive missionai-ies. - Thej were releiiseJ. The threats of

a brace of frigates in ISiT procured another temponiry mitiga-

tion ; but no sooner liad the squadron sailed away than the king

recommenced his barbarities, which he kept up until his deatli,

in 1848. His successor, Tu Due, who died last year, proved a

very Rehoboam, practically saying, '* My father chastised you

with whips, I will chastise you with scorpions." He insti-

tuted a war of extermination, and offered large rewards for the

heads of European priests, and lesser sums for native Christian

converts. Between 1851 and 1858 ten French missionaries

were beheaded ! In August of the latter year the emperor

Napoleon III. dispatched an expedition to enforce toleration

in Annan. In 1859 Saisron was bombarded and forced to sur~

render. The war by England and France with China, in 1800,

suspended operations in Annan. I^o sooner was it closed, with

the capture of Peking by the allies, than the French, Hushed

w^ith recent successes in China and the Crimea, returned to

make thorough work in Annan. In February, ISOl, Admiral

Charnier, with strong re-enforcements, appeared before Saigon,

situated on a river of the same name, about twenty-live miles

from the sea. Its capture was easily effected, and the An-

nanites were driven out of all their intrenchments in that

and the adjacent provinces, so that on June 5, 1SC2, a second

treaty of peace was signed between France and Annan. Of

this, as well as the first, Norman gives the full text in French,

occupying several pages of his book. The second article stipu-

lated perfect freedom of worship ; the third, that three entire

provinces should be ceded to his majesty the emperor of the

French, with the free navigation of the Camboja River and all

its branches. By article eighth the king of Annan was bound to

pay an indemnity of four million dohars to the representative

of the French emperor at Saigon, to repay the expsnses of the

war incurred on the part of France.

Persecution ceased, but missionaries were forbidden to build

churches, to open schools, or to preach openly, and were ex-

cluded from official stations in the Annanite government.

Moreover, the king was suspei-ted of stirring up enmity in the

southern provinces; and, to put an end to this annoyance, Ad-
miral Grandier, in 1807, occupied three additional provinces,

comprising in all 21,000 square miles, a territory half as large
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as tlic State of Xew York, with a million and a half of inhab-

itants. The king, exasperated, appealed to China for help to

drive the monopolizing barbariand beyond the sea. The nio-

, iiopoliziiig barbarians would not be so driven, but began instead

to cast longing eyes toward the northern limb of Tu Due's

already dismembered empire, when the war with Germany, in

1S70, a second time suspended operations in the East. In

1872 these operations were renewed, and a pretext was found

fur French intervention in the pirates that infested the north-

ern waters of the realm. These the Chinese and Annanite

forces combined to repress, peremptorily declining the prof-

fered assistance of the French. Xevertheless, Captain Senez,

of the frigate " Bourayne," appeared before Touraine, announc-

ing to the Annanite king his intention of visiting Tonkin and

demanding the aid of the court in suppressing piracy. Start-

ing for the mouth of the Red Hiver without further ceremony,

Senez destroyed several junks, assuming them to be piratical,

etoamed up the river, and finally (Xovember 6) reached Hanoi,

the capital of Tonkin, on the right bank of the stream, seventy

or eighty miles from the sea. Here this filibustering French
captain threatened to attack the citadel with a boat's crew of

fifteen men. After some not remarkably creditable adventures

he dropped down to the mouth of the river, and found there a

email French flotilla, a half-mercantile, half-filibustering expe-

dition, sent from Saigon, "with which," says Norman, "its

leaders meant to force French trade down the throats of the

people of Tonkin, much in the same way as Admiral Lapierre

had supported the missionaries by the bombshells of his squad-

ron."

The leader of this new invadinir force was a Frenchman bv
the name of Dapuis, who had contracted to supply cargoes of

foreign arms to the western Chinese mandarins to enable them
to crush out the Mohammedan rebellion in the province of

i unnan. An overland trip had satisfied the adventurous

Frenchman that the lied Ptiver could be traversed at least two
hundred miles of the distance between Hanoi and Yunnan by
boats of light draught, and here he was, with his fleet, negoti-

ating, by the aid of Captain Senez, for passage up the river to the

Tonkinese capital, determined to ascend, under Frcftich colors

if he could
; if not, under the yellow flag of China itself.
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The audacious impudence of these self-constituted countrv-

opeuers was unbounded. Its animating apirit appears in a

letter addressed by Senez to the Annanite mandarins. Dupuis's

expedition was, with Senez, the materialization of a French
idea. The government of Hue must no longer persist in iso-

lating itself from "civilization." To-day it is Dupuis, to-mor-

row it may be somebody else, but all, and always, France

will come to demand, in the name of '' progress and civiliza-

tion," liberty to travel and traffic. " All resistance, believe me,

-will be vain. Forts, cannon, tariifs [ha/^rar/es], will henceforth

be powerless to resist the incoming 'invasion of civilization'

now directed toward Annan."

The authorities were inexorable in their refusal to sanction

the violation of the treaty, and Senez reluctantly left Dupuis
to make his own way up the forbidden river, which he accom-

plished by cool assurance, and anchored unmolested before

Hanoi on December 22. Transferring his cargo of arms to

junks of light draught, the hardy adventurer, leaving his

steamers and a hundred and tifty men off Hanoi, started on the

final stage of his daring voyage. On the 30th of April, load-

ing his junks with copper and tin from the mines, he com-

menced his return, and a week later reached Hanoi. His next

step was to occupy a fortified position on shore; the third, to

load a flotilla of junks with salt, a government monopoly, and

send it, duty free, up the river ! This was too much. A
mandarin of high rank was dispatched to Planoi with orders to

drive Dupuis out of the country. Large bodies of armed men
were assembled, and barriers constructed on the stream to cut

off the retreat of the squadron. Nothing but audacity could

save 'the French. Dupuis was equal to the emergency. He
ran up the tricolor, and sent his mate to Saigon for help. -

The king also sent an embassy to Saigon demanding the

assistance of the French admiral in conipelling Dupuis to

withdraw from the Ked River, as his presence there was a

distinct infringement of treaty rights. Admiral Dupre owned
that the presence of the Frencli sliips in the Eed River was a

violation of the treaty, and yet an exultant telegram went to

Paris

:

Tonkin open, through the enterprise of Dupuis ! Immense
effect on commerce, English, French, American ! Absolute
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necessity to occupy Tonkin in advance of the double invasion

tlireati'ued by Europeans and Chinese! It is ours to make sure

of this unequaled route

!

Permission came to dispatch a force to Hanoi, and the admi-

ral wrote to Francis Gamier, at Shanghai, to join his expedition

at once. Garnier was an enthusiast in the idea of opening np

Clilna to foreign trade. This enterprising yonng Frenchman,

like his fellow-countryman Dupuis, had made a famous over-

land exploring expedition through the back or inland provinces

of China, and written about it, and he fell in at once witii

the project of Dupre and Dupuis to get the Chinese out of

the valley of the Red Eiver, and to annex Tonkin to France.

Norman devotes fifty pages of his book to a picturesque ac-

count of this naval, military, semi-political, semi-philanthropic,

and clearly piratical expedition. I must condense his dramatic

narrative here as much as possible.

While officially restricting their mission to the business of

settling the dispute between Dupuis and the rulers at Hanoi,

Dupre and Garnier evidently intended to act on a much wider

6cale. Garnier consults the French minister at Peking on

the best means of preventing Tonkin from falling into the

hands of the English, and, at the same time, writes enthusi-

astically to a friend

:

I want to see a French garrison in Tonkin and a railroad con-

necting Yunnan witli tlie Red River. Tlie English will never get
over that ! I feel that if I am supported, Indo-China is French.

Presuming that the English were scheming to get at the

back provinces of China by the way of Burmah, Garnier throws

heart and soul into the counter-work of reaching them by the

way of the Red River.

In order to understand the dash and gallantry of this brave
niaii it will be advisable to dwell on the composition of his cora-
niaiul, amounting in the whole to less than two hundred men. . .

.

Two small gun-boats were to be towed to the mouth of the Red
River by corvettes, where a detachment of infantry of marine
were to join them, and twenty gunners. . . . With this petty
force did Garnier contemplate the subjugation of Tonkin.

We omit his letters and proclamations. Fortified and re-en-

forced by the arrival of other gun boats, Garnier formally

warned the governor of Hanoi that he must submit to accept
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the terms of a commercial treaty which he dictated : 1. Open-

ing the Red River to commerce from Nov. 15, 1873 ; 2. Ex-

clusive navigation by Chinese and French vessels ; 3, 4, and

5. Regulation of customs. His terms were not complied with,

and on tlie 20th of November, at day-break, he stormed the cit-

adel. It is the old story of civilized and savage warfare.

The Annanitcs, unaccustomed to artillery fire, and hitherto ig-

norant of the terrible eifect of shells, took to flight, and soon the

rice-fields were covered with fugitives, among whom the long-

range cannon worked terrible havoc. By eight o'clock the French

colors were hoisted on the citadel, which, Avitii the town, was en-

tirely deserted, and the utmost quiet reigned.

Before the end of the month the whole delta was in his

hands. It was easier to achieve than to keep. Garrisoning the

principal forts that maintained communication between Hanoi

and the sea weakened his own force, and the enemy gathered

in swarms. "On tlie 21st of December tlie storm burst.

Chinese, Black Flags, and Annanites appeared on the Sontay

road." Fire from the brave defenders of the citadel checked

the advance for awhile. A sortie to drive back the masses of

the enemy was successful for a brief space, but Garnier and his

lieutenant, Balny, ventured too far from the fort (some two

miles), and both fell at the head of their columns, which were

thrown into confusion and retreat by the death of their lead-

ers. The Chinese, contented with the heads of the two

French officers as trophies, returned to Sontay in exulting

triumph

!

Admiral Dupre was not prepared to initiate war between

France and China by indorsing these precipitate acts of t'ac

darino; Garnier. M. Philastre, a diplomatist, was sent from

Saigon to Hue, and on the 3d of January, 1874, reached Hanoi,

withdrew the garrisons, and commenced negotiations with the

Annanite government for a new treaty, which was made and

ratified in August following. The French text of tliis document

occupies eight pages of ISTorman. It opened the Red River to

commerce, opened three new ports, allowed the French to locate

consuls at these ports, with a military escort, and gave those con-

suls jurisdiction over all foreigners in zVnnan, with power to re-

fuse permission to Europeans to settle in the country. A French

Resident was to make his head-quarters at the capital, Hue,
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find the customs service was to be in the hands of French of-

ficials. Xorraan notes that under the treaty of commerce,

during the iirst eighteen months, not a single French merchant

ship entered the Eed Riv-er. Eleven English, six German, and

a hundred and sixteen Chinese were all that availed themselves

of the new route to western China, that, according to Garnier,

was to revolutionize oriental trade. Admiral Dupre, governor

of Cochin China, insisted on the necessity of explaining to

China the new position occupied by France toward Annan.

The French ministry refused for prudential reasons, and Dn-

pre resigned rather than be party to a violation of the treaty.

Fhilastre and Dupre were men of honor. Dupre's successor

arrived at Saigon in 1S7S, armed v.-ith power either to strengthen

himself in the Eed River country or to withdraw altogether

from Tonkin, if he thought the alliance was producing mis-

chief in straining the patience of the Chinese government.

Meanwhile the king of xVnnan, in open disregard of the exclu-

sive French suzerainty, prepared and sent out the usual trib-

ute-bearing embassy to Peking, under a salute of guns from

the fortress, and under the very eyes of a French consul I

\Yhen, in 1ST5, it was suggested to China that she should

withdraw her forces from Tonkin, the government ansv.-ered

that " imperial forces had been sent to Tonkin, 1. To succor

a tributary kingdom ; 2. To assure the safety of our frontiers.''

Prince Kung added, " China cannot refuse protection and aid

to a vassal." Tlie Chinese troops were not withdrawn. In

18T9 fresh rebellion in Tonkin was suppressed without the aid

of French troops, and the " Peking Gazette " of January :?5,

18S0, announced that peace had been restored in the dominion

of those " whom our investiture has rendered our vassals.""

French prestige was being weakened in Annan, and the cabi-

net decided that it must take a step forward if it would not re-

tire from Tonkin altosrether. These warlike tendencies of the

government leaked out, and the Chinese minister, Marquis

Tseng, addressed a dispatch to M. Barthelemy Saint-IIilaire,

in which the rights of China in Annan were very plainly al-

luded to. Ko notice was taken of Minister Tseng's communi-

cation.

A month later Afarquis Tseng demanded an explanation of

these bellicose rumors, but " it was not till the Sth of Januarv,
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1SS2, that he was put in possession of views which France

and Frencli ministers had studiously kept secret from China

for seven years!" From that time the Frencli government

assumed that China had acknowledij^ed the receipt of a copy

of the treaty of 1874, and had not then objected to it, and,

therefore, had virtually acknowledged the French protectorate

over Tonkin ! They claimed that the treaty contained the

phrase, " a country heretofore tributary to China.- ' Marquis

Tseng insisted that the word " autrefois'''' was not in the orig-

inal treaty, and that, in his letter acknowledging the receipt

of the treaty and commenting on its contents, Prince Kung
liad used these words : ''Has heenfor a long t'lme^ and still is,

tributary to China :

" which words were omitted by the French

translator, and an omission which altered the whole gist of

China's claim: an omission which, says Korman, "it is hard to

believe was unintentional."

Every thing now drifted toward war. The French consul

at Hanoi represented himself as seriously threatened by the

Black Flags, and Captain Riviere was directed to proceed up

the Red River and re-enforce the consular escort. In March,

1882, the Red River expedition was organized. It consisted

of two sloops of war, eight gun-boats, one dispatch-boat, one

steam-launch, and 620 men, all being under command of Cap-

tain Henri Riviere, ''- a writer of several excellent novels and

more than one indifferent play." The governor of Cochin

China, M, Yilers, enjoined pacific measures in a letter of in-

structions to Captain Reviere, given in French, in exte7iso, on

pages 192-106 of Norman. Captain Riviere was instructed to

avoid all hostilities ; to forward all prisoners to Saigon for dis-

posal ; not to execute any Black Flags taken captive ;
not to

come in contact with Chinese imperial troops. On the 2d of

April the hostile fleet (for such it proved to be) anchored off

Hanoi. The mandarins naturally answered this display of force

by similar show of force. Riviere remonstrated with them,

saying that their hostile attitude was calculated to provoke

war. He announced to the governor that his expedition had

two objects : 1. To rid the river of pirates ; 2. To get a new

treaty, the terms of which were, (1) The abolition of all transit

dues
; (2) Free passage for all French ships through all the

water-ways of Annan
; (3) The transfer of the various forts
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Iic'tween Hanoi and the sea to tlie French
; (4) The withdrawal

of all Chinese troops from Tonkin.

On the 21^1 of April Captain Iliviere forwarded his ultima-

tinn to the hesitating mandarins, threatening to attack the cit-

adel by eight oY-lock the next morning if his demands were

not acceded to. The rulers temporized and Riviere acted. On
the 2Gth, at eight A. M., he opened fire on the citadel, and a

storming column of SOO seamen and marines was forthwitli

hmded. By eleven the walls were breached and tlie garrison

living, followed, as they fled, by the destructive shells of the

gun-boats. By twelve the tricolor was floating from tiie cita-

del. The French loss, as usual, was trifling, that of the An-
nanites heavy, upward of 1,100 dead bodies being buried by

the victors.

March 25, 1SS3, Riviere proceeded to Nam-DInh, a place on

the southern arm of the river, only thirty miles or so from the

sea. With ten vessels, and SOO marines in addition to the ves-

sels' crews, he appeared before tlie city and at once summoned
the governor to surrender. The governor refused, and at

day-break on the 2Tth the squadron opened fire on the forts,

tlic marines landed, and by niglit-fall the tricolor floated over

the bastions of Xam-Dinh, as it had done under Gurnicr ten

years before.

The losses on the side of the French were slight, those of the
Annanites put down at the usual figure, "a tJiousand killed and
wounded," prisoners forty-nine, summarily exerutcd at yard-arm
on Reviere's own vessel, in direct defiance of the instructions of
Governor Le 3Iyre de Yilers !

While Riviere was absent at Is'am-Dinh, the Black Flags

(reconstructed outlaws of the Robin Hood stamp) made a de-

termined night attack on the French in the citadel at Hanoi.

The opportune arrival of a gun-boat, armed with rifled cannon,

drove off the invaders; but on his return to Hanoi, on the 2nd
of April, 1SS3, Commander Riviere found the enemy annoying
the garrison in ever}' possible way, and he determined to make
a demonstration in the direction of Sontay, a post twenty-five

or thirty miles farther up the river, which for many years

had been held by a Chinese garrison. The resistance of the

Annanites was vigorous. Ten years before, 1S73, Garnicr,

with 700 men, overran the whole peninsula ; nov»', Riviere,
13 FIFTH SEKIES, VOL. I,
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with 1.200 men, Iiad to proceed eaiitiouslv. Every day tlio

Bhiclc Flails grcu' bolder and more denionstrative, and Iteviere

felt that some crushing blow must be delivered at once before

the commencement of tlie hot season. On the IDth of May,

tliongh suffering from fever, he made a sortie from the citadel

and pushed along the same fatal road which Gamier had pur-

sued ten years before, to meet the same fate. The column was

ambuscaded, and Hiviere fell at the head of it, with three other

officers and lifty men. The spot where Riviere fell in 1SS3

was not 1,500 yards from where Garnier met his death in 1ST3.

Norman opines that " when the history of France in Fnrthcr

India comes to bo v/ritten, the names of Garnier and liivierc

will be found associated with the blackest deeds that ever

stained the annals of European intervention in the East.'' They
enacted Cortez and Pizarro on a small scale, it is true, but

would not a French annalist easily tind parallels in British

armed interference in every quarter of the globe ?

Since May 19, 1SS3, "France," says General Mesny, '-has

been continually sending re-enforcements to Annan to avenge

Henri Riviere's death. The news of the disaster reached Paris

on the 26th, and the Colonial Minister telegraphed over the

wires, '* France will avenge her brave sons," {(jloricux enfants.)

Smaller garrisons were speedily evacuated and beleaguered

Hanoi strengthened. A squadron for special service was fitted

out, and Admiral Courbet appeared on the field. Emboldened

by their success in checking Riviere, tlie Black Flags drew a

close cordon around Hanoi and determined to drive out the

barbarians in 1SS3 as they had done in 1ST3. Heavy fighting

was done in this neighborhood, the details of which we have

not room to recapitulate. The emperor, Tu Due, died on the

20th of July, and on the ISth of x\ugust Admiral Courbet ap-

peared before the capital, Hue, with six vessels, a naval brig-ade

of 1,200 marines, and fifteen light field-guns drawn by coolies.

After sustaining heavy bombardment for two days, the forts at

the mouth of the river surrendered, and two gun-boats steamed

over the bar and cannonaded the town itself. On the 20t!i

the Foreign Minister arrived under cover of a flag of truce and

a treaty was forthwith demanded. Captain JNonnan says:

" Xo quarter was given in the fight. All prisoners wei"e sum-

marily shot by the admiral's orders." The signature to the
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new treaty was wrung from tlie new king at the point of tlie

liayonet on the 25tli of xVugnst. Annan was to recognize the

French protectorate and to bind herself to hold no conimunica-

tiou with foreign powers except through the French Resident

at Hue. The southernmost province of Annan was to be added

to tlie six already taken ; forts on Hue Kiver were to be gar-

risoned by French troops ; the customs were placed in French

hands; railroad and telegraph lines were to be constructed be-

tween Saigon and Hanoi ; French, residents, with garrisons,

were to live in all the principal towns ; Annan was to cede all

licr ships of war, and to furnish indemnity sufficient to pay the

expenses of French occupation. Thus, Annan itself foi'ced to

become a dependency of France, as well as Cochin China on

tlio south and Tonldn on the north, the French virtually took

possession of the entire peninsula.

WJiat could China do but protest and remonstrate ? Ad-
miral Courbet now assumed control over operations in the Red
River. He demanded and obtained what he has since eueroret-

ically maintained, absolute and unfettered freedom of action.

His first objective point was Sontay. Reconnoitering showed
that the fortress was strong, and with only 7,000 men he did

not think it advisable to attempt its reduction. In Xovember
lie had 9,000 men with fifty guns, and the addition of twelve

Hutchkiss revolving cannon from the fleet. This M'Clellan

policy of delay and calling for re-enforcements seemed to Gen-
eral Mesny "a policy of shilly-shally." Xorman thinks it was
dictated by " political reasons;" hesitancy on the part of the

home government to involve itself in a war with China on ac-

count of Annan. Nevertheless, on the l-lth of December, hav-
ing drawn large re-enforcements from below, Admiral Courbet
advanced a^cainst Sontay with a force 10,000 stron^, includino-

Annanite irregulars. On the IGth the town was reached, and the

gnn-hoats shelled the works. By night-fall the outworks were
carried, and the Chinese, in the ensuing darkness, evacuated the
citadel. The boasting French declared that " Sedan was com-
pensated in Sontay !

" Norman gives the losses at 75 killed, 215
wounded, and these chiefly the dark allies of the French, and
not native French born troops. Mesny, who draws his informa-
tion from Ch.incse sources, says: " So desperate was the flo-hting

that the French loss was over a thousand men, being especially
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heavy in oificers, wliilc tlie loss of the encinj was slight, the

dead in tlie town being chiefly non-combatant inhabitants,"

In March of the present year (ISS-i) Bac-]S"inh, thirty miles

north-east from Hanoi, was occupied ; in April Iling lioa,

above Sontay, was captured ; in May a provisional treaty was

agreed on at Tientsin between Commander Fournier and Com-

missioner Li, which it was hoped might stay hostilities and pro-

vent war, but on the 23d of June, collision at Langsong put

an end to negotiations. The French claimed " infraction of

treaty," and demanded from China $5,000,000 under penalty

of immediate resumption of war and its transfer from Tonkin

to the soil of China itself. Langsong is a hundred miles

north-east from Hanoi and within twenty of the Chinese bound-

ary line. The question "Who fired the first gun at Lang-

song ? " lias been mooted and never satisfactorily answered.

Itev. T. H. Worley, of Central China Mission, in a letter to the

" Central Christian Advocate," October last, says

:

There can be little doubt that the deliberate judgment of the

civilized world will be that France was really the transgressor in

the Langsong skirmish, as she was moving her troops northward
near the Chinese frontier witliout warrant or right, Avhile the

preliminary treaty was pending for a final settlement betv/een the

two countries.

The Chinese refused to pay the heavy indcmnit}'-, and on

the 11th of August the French fleet bombai'ded the defenses of

Keeloong:, a coalins: station belonijino: to the Chinese at the

northern end of the island of Formosa. Thence, crossing over

150 miles, they entered the river Min, steamed past its defenses

without resistance by the Ciiinese, and anchored their whole

force in the wide reach of the river used as anchorage ground

by all foreign vessels, nine miles below the city of P'oochow,

It is noteworthy that this was the first point at which French

operations and French methods came directly under the eyes of

European spectators.

Foochow had never before been subjected to foreign attack.

The people could hardly believe the French in earnest to visit

on them revenge for reverses in a neighboring country so far

away as Tonkin. In any southern river tlie forts at its month

would have done their best to keep the intruders out of the

stream. Yet hero the whole fleet was permitted to ascend
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twenty five miles and anclior quietly in the Min to renew, upon

tlie local mandarins, their demand for indemnity. The local

mandarins had no indemnity to pay, so notice was given that the

next day the fleet would commence attack ; the non-comhatants,

and forei.f^n women and children residing on Pagoda Island,

were warned to take refuge on shipboard, and the neutral ves-

Bcls, thirteen in number, to get out of the way. Three English

men-of-war, several merchantmen, the United States steam

corvette "Enterprise," and other vessels were anchored, some

above and the rest half a mile down the stream. On the east

side of the river was tlie Cliinese custom house, in front of

which lay three Chinese gun-boats. Two miles across, diagon-

ally, to the west, were the works of the Chinese Arsenal, "a

dock, tall chimneys, rows of workshops, whence the clang of

Btcam hammers and the hum of eugiiies might be distinctly

heard, looking in the distance like an English manufacturing

village, with a row of steam hammers mighty enough to forge

a shaft for the biggest steamer afloat, shops for practical en-

gineering and ship-building, schools for mechanical drawing

and modeling, the splendid works from which had been turned

out a fleet of gun-boats that would not dishonor a ship-yard in

Europe, formidable enough to native pirates, but not of much

service in a combat with a powerful western armament." So

wrote traveler Thomson in 1ST5. Saturday, August 23, lSS4r,

this little Chinese fleet lay, till noon, calmly, vis-d--cis\\\i\\ nine

chips of the finest navy in the world, each foreign vessel silently

training its guns upon a selected victim on the other side, and

waiting for the signal to open the terrible scene of carnage. The

Chinese crews stood by their guns waiting for the French to

begin. At five minutes to 2 P. M. the French began, and the

broadsides of nine iron-clads rained a perfect storm and hail

upon their respective targets in such an incessant shower that

whole crews were swept away, their vessels being in a sinking

condition or on fire before their surviving defenders had re-

covered from the first thunder-bolt crash sufficiently to return

tlie French fire, which they did with some execution, while t'le

infernal torpedo boat shot out for the Chinese flag-ship, made

fast to her stern, and blew her out of water! It was a duel at

ten paces; one of the parties armed with a Spencer rifle and

tkillcd in its use, taking direct aim, and his own time to fire,
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while the otiier -was famblins: a match-lock which he discharircd

as he fell, snfFicientlj wide of its object ! The demoralized

crews jumped overboard ; two of the gun-boats tried to escape

up the river ; but in an hour the arsenal was defenseless. The
river was covered with burning fragments and strewn with

dead aud dying. " Tiie pitiless French gave no quarter." On
Sunday the French knocked the arsenal to pieces, one of the

iinest establishments of the kind in the world, said to have cost

the Chinese government $150,000,000. Without attempting

to land or hold the place, the French fleet, leaving one or two
thousand natives dead and wounded, departed to renew their

filibustering and piratical ravages elsewhere.'^ Filibustering

and piratical we advisedly call them, because they were perpe-

trated, and, up to this writing, have been carried on, without

declaration of war, being merely exhibitions of strategy and

strength apparently for the purposes of intimidation and empty
glorification ! To openly declare war or proclaim blockade

would shut their fleet out of the neutral port of Hong-Kong,
whither the disabled resort to recruit and repair.

Keports from battle-fields lie like politicians. Each side con-

ceals or minifies its own losses and magnifies those of the

enemy. From every field the French report losses in killed and

wounded. The Chinese take no care for census statistics of

any kind, living or dead, much less of its coolie soldiery, and

it will never be knowm how many thousands of them have been

swept away by the murderous machines now in vogue in naval

warfare. Mesny says, " The French allow no correspondents

to accompany them to the scene of action, " and the ofiicers re-

port only what will please the people, glorify the '^ glorieiix

enfants^'' and secure additional millions of francs from the

French Chambers. Mesny's little volume, written in IIong-Kong

and from a Chinese stand-point, is a serviceable corrective of

Norman's in facts, tone, and temper. He points out that the

Black Flags are not, as JNTorman assumes, tlie relics of ban-

ished Tai-ping rebels, and that, too, without having known of

* In a letter from Japan dated Aug;ust 20, ISS-l, a week after the bombardment,.

the late Bishop Wiley wrote: " The gencml jui'.gincnt of all parties out hero in,

tliat the course of the French is one of higli-handed outrage, little better than a

marauding expedition, wholly out of place in the nineteenth century, and only

fitted to rank with the old Portuguese and Spanish briguudiigc of two centuries

ago."
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Norman's work when he wrote his own. Both works arc in the

same eirotistic British vein, thongh so different in spirit. That

France is actuated less bj a national passion for glory than by

jealousy of England, is Norman's key-note and refrain. Mesny's

drift is to show that China's protectorate of Tonkin is centuries

old, and that it has never been surrendered. Says Mcsny

:

China and Annan both are well aware of the unblushingly pirat-

ical nature of the late French attempts in Tunis and Madagascar,

and China is determined not to liave France as a powerful and
hostile state on the very borders of her wealthiest provinces. . . .

For every racui France loses, Chinee can cjfunl to lose a thousand.

Supposing her to be successful, what will France gain by the

unequal struggle ? She will merely incur the intense and midy-

ing hatred of both Annanites and Chinese. Cliinese opinion

of their foreign assinlants may be gathered from a proclamation

placarded on the walls of Sontay at the time of the lilibusteriug

raid of Riviere

:

You, Frencli freebooters, dwellers by force in Europe, tigers in

the world at hirge, venting your crafty schemes and evil deeds,
there is no land for which your mouth does nut water, no riches

you do not desire to devour. ReUgious teaching you employ as

a means to injure and undermine. International commerce is,

with you, a pretext for swallowing up countries. Your cruelty is

uifinite, your wickedness extreme. On your strength you rely to

debauch our women, crimes which excite the indignation of gods
and men, unendurable in heaven and on earth. You would avail

yourselves of an excuse to acquire Annan under pretext of inter-

national commerce, trying to befool the world, to give vent to
your martial designs, seizing cities, storming towns, slaughteriug
oflicials, and robbing the revenue, killing the innocent and en-

couraging marauding bands. Your outrages and cruelties liave

reached far and wide. Rivers would not wash out your shame.

There is nmch more of the same sort, and all of it is suffi-

ciently vigorous.

Trade cannot be made to flow down tlic Red River, wliile

the West River runs from the same region direct to Canton.

France will have, for years, to maintain a large European army
>n an unhealtliy climate, and will require strong garrisons in

fvery town she desires to hold. French power will coaso when
the ritie-buUet ceases to huiii, or French artillery is no longer
heard Tiie only parties who will ultimately derive hcnctit.

from the success of the aggressive policy of France will l)e

Britain commercially, and China politically, for Great B itainwill
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have. the trade, whether Tonkin is Chinese or not, r.nd China will

heed tlie lessons taught by the recent imbroglio and prepare hei--

self to cope with future troubles of the same or a similar nature.

France will teach China the art of war, as Bonaparte taught

Europe the tactics by which he was ultimately overthrown.

The only American critic of Xorman's work who lias come
under our notice, regrets that the captain did not stick to sim-

ple narrative, and omit liis ultra-British opinions and objur-

gations. We have adhered to this plan, and presented the gist

of his studies and collections in such form as to give readers the

fullest idea of the situation in the East. It would add nothinir

to the value of this article to load it with the charges of duplic-

ity, '•' tyranny, greed, cruelty, and unscrupulousness'' with which

the captain garnishes his book from preface to appendfx.

As a specimen of many pages we quote a single paragraph

from the former

:

The Republic is playing the braggart's game. She feels that
her very existence depends on France being fed with "glory,"
and her ministers indulge in vain hopes that the grievou-^ burden of
taxation will be forgotten in the glamour of a successful cani})aign.

liut war breeds war, and defeat is the twin to victory, Sedan
"wr.s the corollary to Mexico. Will Sontay be avenged in Paris ?

There is no doubt that " jealousy of England is a national

trait in the French character." AVe were greatly indebted to

France for help to bring the American Itcvolution to a success-

ful close ; but our gratitude might have been slightly alloyed

with the reflection that it was less to hel]) a struggling ]:;eople

iuto national existence than to deal a staggering blow at her

ancient rival and foe. Fifteen years afterward Frenchmen
were ready to go to war with us for declining to seconil their

insane efforts to overthrow all law and order. In 1S02 Fj-ance-

executed a flank movement in aid of the rebellion, and for the

destruction of the verj- republic she had helped to create, by in-

vading Mexico Q'ust as she is now invading Tonkin), and setting

up an empire under her protectorate on our southern borders.

Mesny and Norman both point to the patent fact that France

is a failure as a colonizer. Her greatest successes in this line

were achieved in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

when she owned all America north of the St. Lawrence and

west of the Mississippi, and attempted to monopolize the Ohio.
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England wrested Canada from her, and Bonaparte sold us her

western possessions to prevent their falling into the hands of

the J]ritish ; and to-daj France owns nothing in this lienii-

Fphero except a few insignificant islands and a fragment of

Guiana in South America. She did the commercial world a

service by subjecting the Algerine pirates, and holding on to

tlicm in spite of chionic insurrection, and the cost of the sus-

tenance of a force of 75,000 men as a police necessary to keep

3,000,000 Mohammedans in order. AVhy she needed to add

to this bill of expense the fnrther change of a protectorate of

Tunis the world is yet inquiring. Frank Yincent, author of

" The Land of the White Elephant," visited Saigon and recorded

his impressions of the French as colonists :

" France in the East " is, so far as my limited observation goes,
a great farce, a travesty, a burlesque upon colonization in gen-
eral. The French character is sadly wanting in many of ihe
virtues necessary for successful pioneering in foreign lanils. It

lacks those sturdy, energetic, perseverin'jj traits which we see so
ably displayed by the English in India and Australia and by
the Germans in America. It must be tliat politics alone liave to
do with the retaining at the present day of so minute and oddly
situated a ])rovince as Pondicherry, in India, or such a country
as Cochin China, inhabited by so M'arlike and rebellious a ))eople.
After seeing the healthy, growing, and usually lyayiiKj colonies
of the British empire in the East, a visit to Saigon, " the infant
capital of Asiatic France," leaves a ludicrous impression upon
the mind of tlie observant and reflecting traveler. . . . The ap-
pearance of the Government House, an elegant modern jialace
of brick, v/ith grand marble staircases, such as would grace Lon-
don, Paris, or Washington, situated in the midst of "a tropical
jimgjc, surrounded by a few bamboo huts, is most droll.

Thomson, in his " Indo-China," says, in his remarks on Sai-

gon, "Tiic bulk of its commerce is in the hands of English and
Germans ; the French merchant cari-ies on his trade with the

polite case and elegant deliberation" that characterize him at

home, with little or none of the "weary toil, sleepless nights, and
anxious days that enable the energetic trader to wrest a compe-
tency from the hands of fortune." Was there sarcasm in Gov-
ernor Seward's remembrances of a visit to Saigon in ISTl ?

All eastern potentates and nobles maintain menageries. The
public garden at Saigon proclaimed itself an appendage of the
«' rcnch Republic by a uu'ager collection of leopards, tigers, bears,
monkeys, birds, and reptiles.
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lie nevertheless devotes a page ("Around the AYorld," p. 2S9)

to philosophic reilections on tlie past and present of French

colonization, west and east ; thinks it sad that France has lost

nearly all her colonial possessions, which she is now striving

to replace in Cochin China in an Asiatic French empire, about

forty miles square, which " figures so largely in the ambitious

manifestoes of the government in Paris." Mr. Seward does not

fail to note that the emperor of Annan " has two strings to

Lis bow—concedes to France a protectorate [under treaty press-

ure], and at the same time, as titular vassal, claims protection

from the emperor of China." That vassalship cropped square-

ly out, ten years after this, between the raids of Garnier (1873)

and Kiviere (1SS2-S3) when the king of Annan sent to the

emperor of China the customary triennial tribute, the articles

of which were: Two elephant's tusks; two rhinoceros's horns;

forty-five catties (60 lbs.) of betel nuts ; forty-iive catties of

" grains of paradise " (a highly pungent aromatic) ; six hundred

ounces of sandal-wood ; one hundred pieces each of native

silk, white silk, and raw silk; one hundred pieces of native

cloth. " I, your vassal, in the torrid South, hasten to do my
duty as befits my station." No mention of the " French pro-

tectorate" so strenuously insisted upon and vigorously enforced

by treaties exacted by bomb-shells and bayonets for the preced •

ing twenty years.

The suspicion of intentional omission in the translation of a

treaty between France and Annan in 1874 recalls the charge

made by Dr. Williams (" Middle Kingdom," vol. ii, p. 362)

that the Chinese text of the French treaty with China in June,

1858, contained a paragraph not found in the French text of

the convention, nor in any other foreign treaties, British,

Russian, or American, namely, '' It is permitted to French mis-

sionaries to rent and purchase land in all the provinces, and to

erect buildings thereon at pleasure." Dr. Williams says

:

The surreptitious insertion of this important stipulation in

Article III of tlie Chinoso text made void the whole, and was
a proceduvo unworthy of a great nation like Franco, whose army
environed Peking when the convention was signed.

Those Chinese who remember the war of 1858 tliink they

have reason to hate the nation that so ruthlessly destroyed th;

emperors magnificent summer palace and garden at Peking,
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tlic cost of the furnishings of wliicli Lord Elgin estimated at

$5,000,000 ; and wlio, instead of asking, like the Britisli, for a

slice of Chinese territory, insisted on indemnification fur " all

such churches, schools, cemeteries, lands, and buildings as were

owned by the persecuted Tiomau Catholic missionaries gener-

ations before ; an order which doubtless intensified the ani-

mosity that resulted in the Tientsin massacre of French niis^

sionaries in 1S70, and produced such general revolt among
pro}ierty-holders that the project had to be quietly abandoned

by French consuls and ministers. TTe niay note, in passing,

a sad exhibition of French jealousy of "jjerfidious Albion,"' in

standing out last year in a world-convention to settle on a

prime meridian because it was proposed that that meridian

sliould run through the Greenwich Observatory!

Kevertlieless, it would seem that we should look for some
liigher motive in a brave, intelligent people like the French

than mere jealousy of a rival power. France might liave a

laudable ambition to provide homes abroad for a surplus

population, if like her insular neiglibor she were overcrowded at

home. France has not had need, like Britain, to send out ten

millions of colonists. France is one of the armed camps by

which the surface of continental Europe is held. Every male

must serve in the army twenty years ; and by the time he is

forty he is fixed at home, and all the inducements held out to

young couples beginning life to begin it on foreign soil, have

vanished, and he grows old where his youth and middle life

liave been spent. Passion for official life is universal in France,

and " one half the populace is heavily taxed that the other half

may w^ear shoulder-straps." In the colonies the " officials are

ten to one of the resident French population." Laws remand-
hig prisoners from distant colonies to France for judicial trial

are out of joint with the times and subversive of the growth
of independent governmental policy in the colonies themselves.

The humane governor of Saigon would have had the Black

Hags taken in war sent to Saigon for trial, but the naval coin-

nianders made pirates of all pi'isoners, and hung and shot and
beheaded on the spot all that fell into their hands. Nurman
insists that France, like Spain in the fifteenth century, knows
no modes of propagating tiie Roman Catholic religion in

heathendom except by slaughter and conquest.
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In possession of a magnificent navy, lier crews and com-

manders naturally prefer action to repose. They would rather

be at war than rotting idly in quiet harbors at home or dull

stations at foreign ports. Crews get exercise as well as pay,

and officers get experience and (jlo'ire. When opportunity offers

to raid a serai-barbarian's summer palace all get "loot," the

cheerful oriental designation of the fruits of spoliation and rob-

bery, called among us " plunder," not by any means in the

innocent western sense of personal luggage.

China and Annan waters are the trainino: c^round for a navv

that by its magnificent equipments, splendid service, and for-

midableness is already exciting the jealousy, if not the fears, of

England, who proudly remembers how she swept France from

tlie seas in 1S05, as her confederate cruisers did our merchant

marine in 1863, 'G-l. The terribly unequal contest between

this well-appointed fleet and the ill-manned and worse officered

Chinese vessels suggests to the invagination the picture of a

future possibility of the collision of two such squadrons, French

and English or French and German, with like armaments

and similarly experienced and determined crews. The volcanic

Paris commune, ever ready to burst into lurid eruption, needs

constant vent. The attention of the mob needs to be distracted

from Paris and home matters and fixed on the "glory" of

French arms and French successes abroad.

Compte de Gasparin wrote, in 1881, of the French people

:

War amuses us, sons of ancient Gallic sires, who knew no
pleasure superior to that of fighting ; who burned tlie [Rouian]

capitol, and left their name in distant Galatia [Gaul-Asia]. We
demand excitement ! We have reached the re[)utation of enfants

terrible [fearful fellows], dreaded as a source of constant danger!
[A standing menace to the peace of Europe, the world in-

quires,] "Wliat will France do next?" "What is slie getting

ready for now?" "Wiiere will she attack?" "Whatsis >\\c

most desirous of?" There are not fifteen minutes' peace, any
way ! Now, it is war, and Europe, armed to the teeth, asks

each morning if France is not about to give the signal and begin

the fray? Anon, it is revolution, and neigliboring States a.-k

anxiously if anarchy is about to run riot and infest tlie whole body
politic ? When a French dynasty has lasted fifteen years its days,

as every body knows, are irambered. Paris will be in a blaze, and
incendiary torches will light up the whole horizon ! I have heard

grave men seriously propose that Europe, jaded to death with
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those constant alarm'', should put France under bonds to end

these ever-recurring dangers.

Revolutionary France is even more troublesome than warring

France. France docs not merely endure a revolution, she en-

joys it
;
goes into it on a grand scale. The entire people take a

liand in, and, under pretext of liberty, scatter its fires to the four

quarters of tlie globe. Let us not deceive ourselves. A volcano

13 not a pleas3,ut neighbor to any body.

AVliile England, as a limited irior.archy, and the United

States, as a republic, have pursued the even tenor of their

way for a century, uneasy France, an absolutism under Louis

XYL, became a sort of republic in the first days of the Eevo-

Intion ; an imperialism under I^apoleon I. ; a Bourbon mon-

archy under Louis XVIII. and Charles X. ; an Orleans dynasty

under Louis Philippe; a republic in 1S4S ; an imperialism

under the third Kapoleon, and a republic for the third time

from 1870 !

The national craze of the hour seems to be for " protector-

ates." Civilized governments and the Caucasian race assume

that the semi-civilized and dark races are unable to take care

of themselves, and generously proffer their protection. En-

gland has recently proclaimed a "protectorate" over the im-

mense island of New Guinea ; Germany a " protectorate

"

over Zanzibar; France over Tunis, with proffer of a rejected
*' protectorate " over part of Madagascar ; another in the valley

of the Congo ; and another over the peninsuL\ of Annan.
China is no match for France—has no adequate protection

against the "armed intervention " so dear to military Europe.

Her only sure protective policy is, that which she has pursued
for centuries, the turtle hiding within its shell—a policy of iso-

lation and exclusion. The allied world-protectors have beaten

down her walls, broken open her barricaded gates, and forced

their way into the presence of the yellow throne of the "son of

licavcn," a sacrilege like that of which Italy has been guilty in

reducing the god of the Vatican to the status of a mortal and
a citizen. They have said to the emperor, " Put iron-clads and
steam frigates and corvettes in place of your clumsy, lateen-

rigged junks ; substitute breech-loading rifled cannon, Ilotch-

Kiss revolving and immense Krupp guns for the rusty smooth
bores with which the Jesuit'^ manned your fortresses two
Imndrcd years ago." China took the advice because she was
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coinpelletl to ; built half a dozen arsenals, under the direction of

French engineers, the same nation that helped Annan to the

forts and defenses a hundred years ago, and later, that has

rendered the resistance in that country so much more stubborn

than any as yet encountered in China itself. iSTow, when

China has expended millions, wrung from her half-clothed,

half-starved, opium-stupefied populations, and equipped arse-

nals that are a wonder and admiration with foreigners, at

Canton, Ningpo, Foochow, Shanghai, and Peking, comes the

^ery nation that helped her to these " modern improvements,"

and knocks them about her ears as French cannon knocked

the bricks out of the old w-all of Shanghai in 1S56 ! The de-

mand for " indemnity " to pay for the expense of giving China

these lessons in Christian tactics has risen, in the minds of her

assailants, to sixteen milHons, now talked of as a proper offset

to her stubbornness in declining to pay five ! Soon a slice of

territory will have to be added to the pecuniary compensa-

tion, and it wonld not be surprising if, in addition to Tonkin,

China were called on to surrender Yunnan (tlie Cloudy South),

with her immense territory and millions of inhabitants.

The Christian world of the nineteenth century has expended

millions in the far East to introduce a religion that professes to

be a religion of peace. Through that semi-political organiza-

tion, Jesuitism, it has brought the Annanites nothing but dis-

turbance, dismemberment, and chronic war. To China and

India the proffer has been like that of the Arabs, the "sword

or the Koran," bomb-shells and Bibles, Krupp-shot and cruci-

fixes, priests and torpedoes, oratories and opium. Consistency

is nothing to Caucasian ideal progressives, shouting "free

country" and "free trade" with one breath; at the next, our

politicians adopt China's own antiquated exclusion policy, and

impose a tariff on labor, taboo "free labor" altogether, and

give a monopoly of high wages and excessive "protection" to

its own favored white citizens. Governmentally, China and

France, like America, are Augean stables of official corruption.

When and by whom these Ulthy purlieus of their respective

capitals are to be purged does not clearly appear. How long

must Christianity and pure civilization be disgraced and re-

tarded by unscrupulous national ambition and sordid commer-

cial interest ?
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Art. III. — SOME OBSERYATIOXS ON" THE GREEK
ARTICLE IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The doctrine of the Greek article lias attracted tlie attention

of Kew Testament critics for generations, and is still an unset-

tled problem. An inquiry into its nature and the application

of it to some disputed points in exegesis is not unworthy of

attention. Some of the best grammarians hold that no definite

rules can bo laid dov/n in relation to it, the exceptions being so

numerous as almost to exclude the idea of a well-dehned law.

Buttman ("Xew Testament Grammar") says :"'•'

In reference to tlie definite article the rules and regulations

given in the grammars hold good, so far as in a subject so deli-

cate we can talk of rules. For the entioavor to lay down fixed

laws respecting tlie use of the article many a learned and labori-

ous inquiry has already come to naught ; and the intention ought
at length to be abandoned of forcing the use or the omission of

tlie article under precise regulations which find the proof of their

nullity and uselossness in the throng of exceptions which it is

necessary to subjoin straightway to almost every rule laid down.

Such a statement practically excludes the article from any

positive service, in disputed cases, to the exegete, by making
it a matter of impossibility to show that the writer under con-

sideration had any positive reason for its use or omission.

Language, however, is so subtle and, when employed by the

careful writer, so accurate that such a view would be destruc-

tive of all satisfactory interpretation of the article. Every
body almost involuntarily employs and omits the article, if not

with a definite object, yet with a definite result. It is practi-

cally impossible that a writer, especially in an argumentative

production, should use the article or any other element of

speech so loosely as to create embarrassment on the part of tho

reader as to the true meaning intended to be conveyed. Wo
shall in this discussion consider first what is the distinguishing

feature of the employment or omission of the article in tlu

Xcw Testament, and then apply it particularly to some passages

which may serve as illustrations.

It is conceded tliat it was originally a demonstrative pronoun,

and that in the development of tlic Greek language it natu-

* Thayer's translation, p. 85.
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rally assumed its present form and its distinct meaning. Cur-

tins* says :
" It seems to set forth an object, either as a single

one (the individualizing article) or as a class (the generic arti-

cle).*' Crosbyf says: "The article is prefixed to substantives

to mark theui as definite." Donaldson;}: says :
" The chief em-

ployment of the definite article is to distinguish the subject

from the predicate ; for from the nature of the case the sub-

ject is considered to be something definite, of which something

general is predicated or denied." Winer's New Testament

<Tramraar§ rom.arlvs : "When 6, ?/, ~6 is employed as strictly an

article before a noun, it marks the object as one definitely con-

ceived, whether in consequence of its nature, or the context,

or some circle of ideas assumed as known."

It is clear from all these statements that the definite article

has a meaning which cannot be ignored in any accurate exegesis

of a Greek author. The grammars of the language abound

in rules for its introduction and omission, showing thereby that

there must be laws that control its insertion, even though they

cannot accurately define what they are. Middleton's great

work on the Greek article is a splendid exhibition of fine critical

acumen employed on a worthy subject of scholastic and practical.

inquiry. It is, however, apparent from a study of the exegesis

of the ISTew Testament, as exhibited in our best commentaries,

that the force of the article is still an unsettled problem. Two
of the best of modern commentators, Alford and Ellicott, seem

to have no clear conception of its use when employed, or of

the significance of its omission. Alford on Romans, and Elli-

cott on Galatians, seem to employ the article with v6\ioq almost

indiscriminately. The late revisers of the New Testament

were evidently embarrassed in the same way, and have at times

produced confusion in the translation from this very cause.

In order to make the discussion more specific, it is best to

employ a word which gives full scope for variety of opinion

and on which diversity of opinion is most marked, namely,

vojiog. The earliest indication we have of the difficulty of ex-

plaining this word is found in tlic changes of text which have

evidently arisen out of the tendency to make voiicg, whether with

or without the article, mean the same thing. Let liom. ii, 13,

• Src. 370, TIurpcr'3 cd'cion. f Sec. 520.

X Sec. 39 1. § Thayer's traoslalion. p. 105.
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serve as an example. The Textus Receptus reads, ov yup ci

aKpoaral rov vofiov diKatoi ~apa ru) Qeu>, dXX' ol iroirjrac rov vSuov

diKaiuO.JGOvrat.

It will be seen that Alford, Laclmiann, Tregeiles, Tiselien-

(lorf, Yv^estcott and Hort, as also our late revisers, omit tlie

article before vSp-og in both cases. That it should be omitted is

manifest from the most cursorj examination of the manuscript

authorities. The Sinaitic, tlie Alexandrian, tlie Vatican, are

unanimous in its omission. The only question is, Why was it

fver inserted at a later date, and why was it retained so long,

when the evidence against it is so overwhelming ? The readi-

est and most satisfactory solution is that 6 vuixog was regarded as

meaning the !}tIosaic law, and as they supposed tliat the apostle

had in mind that law in this verse, it was necessary to insert

the article so as to express it properlj*.

The diiferent views of this subject will most clearly appear

by quoting from two of the most distinguished of modern

excgetical scholars, their view of the same passage of Scripture,

namely. Gal. ii, 19 : eyw yap 6td vofiov vofi^ d~t-Qavov iva BsQ ^qcroj.

EUicott translates, '' For I truly throuirh the law died to the

law," etc. He remarks in exposition :

(1.) l^oiioq in each case has the same meaning. (2.) That
meaning, as the context requires, must be the Mosaic lav/ (verse

IG), no grammatical arguments founded on the absence of the

article having any real validity.

On the other hand Lightfoot translates, " 1 through law died

to law." His view is :

The v.-rittcn law—the Old Testament—is always 6 voiiog. At
Ica'^t, it scorns never to be (]uotod otherwise, l^ot'or without the
article is "law," considered as a principle, exempliticd no doubt
chieily and signiilly in the 3Iosaic law, but very mucli wider
t'.ian tliis in its application. In explaininoj the ])a?sage, tlierefore,

we must seek for some elem.ont in the 3[osaic law which it had
in common with law generally, instead of dwelling on its special

characteristics as a prophetic and typical dispensation.

A difference in interpretation so marked as that just shown
could not exist if there were a grammatical law for the use of

the article which had universal acceptance. Such agreement
does not now exist, and until it takes place we cannot have a

settled exegesis of many passages of Scripture, especially those

14—FIFTH SEUIES, VOT.. I.
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in which the article is omitted. The best putting of the use

of the Greek article is that of Mr. T. S. Green, in his '• Gram-
mar of the Xew Testament," page 6. Ilis language is

:

In tliat form of language which has been taken as a standard,
the article is preiixcd to a word, or combination of words, when
there is intended to bu conveyed thereby, in the particuUir in-

stance, an idea already, in some degree, familiarized to the mind:
it points to a previous familiarity, real or presumed. DeMiiiteness
attaches to the general idea which is conveyed by a word or
combination of words, when the idea is to be identitied with one
which has either been already impressed upon the mind or is

t^uggested by another that has been so impressed; and the article,

as a sign of this identification, is closely and consequentially, but
not primarily, connected with detiniteness.

It will be seen that this definition of the meaning of the

article diifers materially from that ordinarily given by gram-

marians, and that "Winer maintains the old idea. The point

made by Green, however, can be maintained, as he has done

by numerous instances, both in the classics and in the I^ew

Testament writings. When 6 voyLot; is employed we understand

by it the well-known law, the law of Moses, familiar to those

to whom the Scriptures were originally written.

It does not follow, however, that because the article always

means that which is familiar to the speaker or writer, the same

is not true sometimes of the employment of the same word
without the article. It often occurs that, in ordinary and collo-

quial style, the article is omitted even v/hcn referring to that

which is understood to be well known and familiar. AVe need

not hesitate to admit that, in a number of instances in Paul's

epistles, Paul uses the word vbiioq without the article for the

Mosaic lavr, but with a breadth of meaning v/liich would be

lost if the article were inserted.

It becomes, then, a matter of considerable moment what is

tlie significance of the absence of the article. This point has

not been so carefully treated by grammarians as it deserves.

Its absence is explained in various ways, and meanings have

been assigned to its omission growing out of the requirements

of the passage, but a law of meaning docs not appear to have

been laid down with precision. In this connection a remark
of Rev. C. J. Yaughan, D.D., in his notes on the Epistle to the

Komans, (ii, 25,) is worthy of attention :
'' Tlie absence of the
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article directs attention to the qudlitij.^ nature., character., etc.,

of tlic tiling spoken of, not to its mere substance." In further

apjilication of it to vouog, he savs

:

The presence of tlie article M-ould have restricted to the Jewish
law, in particular, that wliich witliout the article is general in its

application, however deeply tinged with Jewish thought and expe-
rience.

"With the conception, then, that the presence of the article

indicates that the thing mentioned is 2wZ/ Jcnoicn both to the

reader and the writer, and that its absence calls attention to the

word v/ith which it is connected in its qualitative asjyect, we
have a sufficient groundwork to proceed with the inquiry into

the usage of the Xew Testament, especially of Paul's writings,

in its relation to voiiog. At least, we have secured a working
hypothesis which can be tested by application to a number of

passages where this word is employed.

We will take for considei-ation some of the passages men-
tioned in Winer's Grammar (Moulton's translation, p. 152) to

show that vonog without tlie article means the Mosaic law.

Let it also be borne in mind that no exception is here taken
to the statement that it does sometimes mean the Mosaic law,

even without the article ; but it is here maintained that when
the article is absent from vonog, the Mosaic law is not the ex-

clusive or main idea in the writer's mind, and which he desires

to convey to his readers. AVe will begin by a passage which
indicates Paul's stand-point, one in which the vofzog without
the article is referred by him to the Mosaic law—Phil, iii, G-

It is well known that the law of Moses most naturally occurred
to Paul's mind, seeing that it formed an essential part of his

early training. He %vas a " Hebrew of the Hebrev.'s ; as touch-

ing the law, a Pharisee
; ... as touching the righteousness

which is in the law, found blameless." His thought had
usually turned to the law in which he had been reared, and
this gave color to his modes of expression. We note that the
v6{tog is without the article in both places in the above passage,
and yet the revisers translate it the law in both instances,

r-llicott, with his tendency to undervalue the force of the arti-

cle, says
:
" Nduo?- is here the ' Mosaic law ;

' " and he trans-

l-ites, " in respect oi the law (of Moses) a Pharisee." Again, in

the next clause which employs the word, dLKaiouvvTjv ttjv kv
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ro/io) yevofievog dfi£u-rog, he translates, " rigliteousness that is in

the law," and adds, "All limitations of vouog, for example, ' spc-

cialia instituta,' ' traditioiiem patrum,' are completely untena-

ble." The meaning of the apostle seems rather to be, legalhj a

Pharisee ^ and, as touching legal righteousness^ hlameless. Jle

was not a Pharisee according to the law of Moses, and he proves

Bin against all men so far as keeping the law porfectly was con-

cerned. He is here speaking of law in its broader aspects, and

hence the article is properly omitted.

The Epistle to the Eomans opens a broad field of investiga-

tion as to the employment of vouog with and without the articlo.

Rom. ii, 12, 13 :
" For as many as have sinned without law shall

also perish without law ; and as many as sinned under law

shall be judged by law ; for not the hearers of tlie law shall bo

just before God, but the doers of the law shall be justified." It

will at once be recognized that the late revisers have omitted

the article before law, in conformity with the Greek, whereas

the Textus Eeccptus inserts the article in every case. It is

evident that Paul did not omit the article without reason.

The law in the apostle's mind was, no doubt, the Mosaic law

;

but if that had been mainly, or solely, in his mind, he could

readily have inserted the article, and his meaning would have

been clear. By its omission he indicates that the word " law "

is applied in its qualitative aspect, such a thing as law, "by the

application to this case of the rule laid down for them in any

particular revelation under which they live."* He is speaking

of any law which tliey regard as a duty. The Mosaic law was

fundamentally the law in connection with which his argument

originated ; but his mind here takes a broader range, and he

affirms of all law that which he has elsewhere affirmed of obe-

dience to the law of Moses. The context demands this broader

view. He aftirms " wrath and indignation, tribulation and aii-

guish, upon every soul of man that workcth evil, of the Jcv,-

first, and also of the Greek ; but glory and honor and peace

to every man that worketh good, to the Jew first, and also

to the Greek : for there is no respect of persons with God."

He follows it by the great principle, that men shall be judged

by the law under which they are placed, and that it is univer-

sally true that "not the hearers of a law are just before God,

* Vaiiglian, I. c.
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bat the doers of a law sliall be justified." Here clearly the

omission of the article indicates this broader application of

the word "law." With the article inserted, as it is in the

Rcceptus, this broader meaning, which was evidently in the

apostle's thought, is excluded from the view of the reader,

whereas its absence illumines the whole reasoning of the

apostle.

The next passage which Winer applies to the Mosaic law

without the article is Rom. ii, 23. We insert the Greek from

the late revisers' text : 05- kv v6ii(^ Kavxdoai, 6ta Tt]g -xaQa.Sdaecjg

rov vouov rov Qeov arLiid^sLg. The revisers' translation is :
" Thou

wlij gloriest in the law, through thy transgression of the law

dishonorest thou God ?" It will be seen that the revisers insert

the article in the first clause before "law" when it is not in the

Greek. They felt, however, the force of its absence, and in the

margin, as an alternative rendering in that clause, read a law

for the laic. This is certainly one of the strongest cases for

tlic use of voiLog without the article meaning the Mosaic law

which can be found in all Paul's writings. Two explanations

of the absence of the article with the first voiioq, and its pres-

ence with the second, are possible. One is to give to the first

v6\io(; the broader meaning, law in general, a law, and to regard

the second article as inserted to call attention to that law, by

way of emphasis: "Those who gloried in a law, by the trans-

gression of that law dost thou dishonor God?" (Yaughan's

translation.) The other is to regard both as referring to the

Mosaic law, but regarding the absence of the article with the

first voiLog as showing its qualitative aspect. " Thou that glo-

riest in Zrt?(7," meaning thereby not in the possession of the law,

but thou that gloriest in such a thing as law. Paul, for the

moment, allows the Mosaic law to sink from his mind, and calls

attention to their legal glorying by the omission of the article.

He then returns in tlie next clause to the Mosaic law, of which

he is at this point specially treating. It does not ?eera possible

that Paul should use the same word with and without the article

in such close juxtaposition with precisely the same meaning.

If, however, the principle with which we started is accepted,

namely, that the presence of the article marks that which is

familiar and well known, and its absence gives a broader and

qualitative aspect to the thing wi:h which it is connected, vrc
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have a clear elucidation of these passages without resort to any

arbitrary eniployuient of it.

The next passage cited by Winer in support of his propo-

sition is liom. iii, 31 : v6\iov ovv Karapyovuev did ttj^ rriaTeoig- ju?)

yevoiTo- dXXd vo^ov loruiiiEv. Here again tlie revisers waver as to

the article, translating the law in the text, but inserting law in

the margin :
'' Do we then make the law of none effect through

faith? God forbid : nay, we establish the law." Xeither voiioq

in this verse has the article, and yet in both cases they insert it

in the translation. The reason for it is, no doubt, because both

"before and immediately following the apostle is writing of the

law of Moses; hence, at first view it seems out of harmony to

introduce law in general so abruptly. It must not be forgotten,

however, that Paul abounds in abrupt transitions, and such a

change, from the special to the general, and conversely, ought

not to be a matter of surprise. There is no necessity for tli;it

explanation here. The verse is introduced by the ])ost-positive

particle ovv, which, according to Iladley, ("Grannnar," sec. SS6,)

means " therefore, consequently,^'' stronger than dga. It may
fitly be regarded, therefore, as the conclusion of a previous dis-

cussion and broader in its application. He means by the omis-

sion of the article to say, '* Do we, then, by means of the faith

which we prcacli as necessary to salvation, make law of no ac-

count ? On the contrary, we by this very means establish law."

He thus speaks of all law as a revelation of duty, and not exclu-

sively of the law of Moses.

Rom. iv, 13-15, is another passage cited to prove the use of

vo^iog without the article to uiean the Mosaic law : Ov yap 6id

vouov 7] E~ayye?Ja rcj 'A/jpadu ?] roj a~egi.iaTt avrov, to katjqovouov

avrbv elvaL noaiiov, dXXd did 6iicaioavvr]^ Tzioreijjg- el ydg ol ek vouov

KXTjoovofim, KEKEVoirai ?] -ioriq, kuI naTrjQyTjrat i] iuayyE/iia- 6 yap

voaoq opyrjv KarEga^srai, etc. Here again the revisers insert the

article when it is not in the Greek :
" For if they which are of

the law be heirs, faith is made void," etc. Suppose, however, we

translate literally, "If they which are of law be heirs, faith is

made void," how much more expressive the passage becomes. It

makes a direct antithesis between law and faith as a ground of

heirship. In the apostle's argument there were but two grounds

of heirship—works and faith. He is here treating of great fun-

damental principles, the antagonism between works and faith
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as a basis of salvation, and hence voiiog is most properly without

the article, and the apostle here has uo direct reference to the

Mosaic law. The last clause of the fourteenth verse, however,

docs insert the article with marked significance. The law—the

^fosaic law with which you are so familiar—worketh wrath.

lie proves the general law which he is maintaining by the spe-

cilic case of the law of Moses. Thus the absence and presence of

the article are rich in significance, as is shown in the tifteenth

verse, where the article is again omitted : ov 6'k ova tare vofiog,

oWt- TTapdSancg. " But where there is no law, neither is there

transgression." A more literal rendering is, " But where a

law is not, neither is there transgression." It does not mean

wliere the law of Moses is not there is no transgression, but

where law does not exist transgression does not exist. Here

again the absence of the article has a clear significance.

Eom. vii, 1, is also cited as a proof that the absence of the

article does not invalidate the use of the voiiog for the Mosaic

law : "H dyvoelre. aJeA^oi, (yLvcjOKovrc yap voj-iov ?.aXo>,) on 6 v6p.og

Kvpieiei rod dvOpu)-ov t^' ooov Xpovov i^y. The revisers trans-

late :
" Or arc ye ignorant, brethren (for I speak to men

that know the law), how that the law hath dominion over a

man for so long time as he liveth." The first voju-og is without

the article, but is translated the law, with an alternative ren-

dering in the margin, namely, law. Ilo\^ accurately the ab-

sence of the article indicates precisely what Paul is intending

to say ! lie is apparently commending their readiness to un-

derstand his argument, and he incidentally remarks, ^ 1 am
speaking to men conversant with law." Thoy are therefore

prepared to comprehend the illustration he is about to use.

The absence of the article seems to be as necessary for the

thought of the apostle with the first vonog as its presence is with

the second. He shows the accuracy of his writing in this deli-

cate use of the article.

A passage from First Corinthians will further illustrate that

there is a distinction between vSjjiog with and without the

article more clearly marked than is admitted by Winer. 1 Cor.

IX, 20 : Kal eyEvofiTjv -otq ''lovdaioig <l)g 'lovdalog, tva 'lovdaiovg

K£p6i'ja(i)' Tuvg v~b voixov cjg vnb vufiov, [itj (ov avrug vrrb vojuor, Iva

rovg v~b vouuv KepS/'jfTKU). The revisers translate : "And to the

Jews I became as a Jew, that I might gain Jcv.'s ; to them
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that are under the law as under tlie law, not being myself

under the law, that I might gain them that are under the

law." It is to be observed here that the article is not em-

ployed at all in this verse in connection with v6[io(;, and yet

the revisers have inserted it in every case. It will also be

observed that in each instance voiioq is directly preceded by a

preposition. " Middleton on the Greek Article," chap, vi,

sec. 1, regards the omission of the article following prepositions

as anomalous. His assumption is that following a preposition

the noun becomes anarthrous. It is well to examine this, for

if it be so, an element of uncertainty is thereby added to the

exegesis of important passages. Middleton says, in this same

connection :
" Hence it is evident that the absence of the ar-

ticle in such instances affords no presumption that the nouns

are used indefinitely. Their definiteness or indefiuiteness, when

they are governed by prepositions, must be determined on other

grounds."

This anomaly, if it be one, in linguistic criticism should only

be allowed under the pressure of great exegetical necessity, and

hence the inquiry may properly be raised whether a more cor-

rect explanation will not follow a literal rendering, assuming

that the presence and absence of the article are intentional. Let

us first look at the passage last mentioned : "And to the Jews
I became as a Jew^ that I might gain Jews." That mucli of

the translation is literal; that is, it is rolq ^lovdaloic in the first

clause and ^lovdalovg in thfe last. He means to say that he be-

came to the Jews a Jew, that he might gain Jews. The article

indicates that he refers to the well-known Jewish people, and

its absence to sucli as are Jev/s. The absence indicates the

qualitative aspect which is in his mind.

The view of the revisers' translation seems to be that the

next clause is co-ordinate with the first and adds nothing to the

tliought, for they translate, '' To them that are under the law, as

under the law," etc. "Who were those who regarded themselves

as under the Mosaic law but the Jews ? Is it not niore in con-

sonance with the apostle's meaning to regard the article as not

omitted because of the preposition which precedes it, but be-

cause he has advanced beyond the thought of the Jews, and is

now considering all that are under law, whether they be Jew
or Gentile. Was it not the practice of Paul to cat with the
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tiles, and thus, by conforming to tlieir customs in tilings indif-

ferent, gain them for Christ? Stanley ("Notes on Corin-

thians," I. c.) regards those under law as " Jewish proselytes, or

Jewish converts to Christianity." while Alford ("' Commentary,"

/, c.) takes another view. Pie says :

These again are not Jewish converts, nor proselytes, who would
not be thus distinguished from other Jews, but are much the

same as ''\ov6aloi,, only to the number of them the apostle did nut

belong, not being himself under the law, whereas he was nuturaliy

a Jew.

lie affirms that the dvo[ioL are the heathen. Far more rea-

gonablo are the remarks on the passage in Olshausen's Com-
mentary :

It is best to regard the Jews and the dvouot, that is, Gentiles,

as the leading contrasts, and the ol v~6 voaov, tJiose under law, as

a modification of the Gentiles. By the dvoiiog cannot be meant
one who acknowledges absolutely no law ; such a one would be
designated doe,3rjg, impious, but merely one to whom the jViosaic

ceremonial was unknown.

This view gives to the absence of the article a distinct mean-
ing, and removes largely the embarrassment in the exegesis of

the passage.

This distinction will appear in connection with vioq in the

Epistle to the Hebrews. Heb. i, 1, the revisers translate as

follows :
" God, having of old time spoken unto the fathers in

the prophets by divers portions and in divers manners, hath at

the end of these days spoken unto us in his Son," etc. The
margin reads a Son. The Greek is kv viip, ui a Son. The re-

visers again show their uncertainty by placing his Son in the

text and a Son in the margin. The insertion of his before

Son is entirely gratuitous, for although the personal pronoun
may be a proper translation of the definite article, as Acts
xvji, 2S, rov yap Kai y^vog ea^iev, " for we are also his offspring,"

It cannot be claimed as the proper translation of its omission.

This passage is one where the explanation of the omission of

the article as an anomaly will not answer. The importance of

this passage, and its bearing on the doctrine of the omission of

the Greek article after prepositions, will justify the insertion

of Alford's observations, as found in his Commentary, on the

phrasie i:v viQ.
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The omission (of the article) would not at any time surprise

us after a preposition ; but here, after kv role: T:QO(pijraig, we
should expect as an antithesis, ev tc5 vioi. Hence we must seek

a reason beyond that usual idiomatic omission. Emphatic posi-

tion will often dispense with the article, and this may be alleged

here. But even thus we do not get at the final cause. If the

position of viw, wherever anarthrous, is emphatic to this extent^ it

must be for some reason still latent. Some have suggested official

denomination, making vl6<; into a quasi-proper name. But this

again is only an introduction to the final reason. Wh]! is such

an anarthrous name here used as designatirg our Lord ? Xow,
then, we come to the word itself, as we must do in all such cases,

for an account of tlie idiom. And that account here seems to be

f©und in the peculiar and exclusive character of that relation to

God Avhich vl6(; exi)resses. We may say that Jesus is "the Son

of God;" by this is definitely expressed the fact, and the distinc-

tion from other sons of God implied : but we may also say that

he is "Son of God ;" and we thus give the predicate all fullness

of meaning and prominence, and even more emphatically and defi-

nitely express the exclusive character of his sonship.

In Alford's view the breadth of the predication involved in

the omission of the article affirms the exclusiveness of Christ's

sonship.

The difficulty in the translation of this phrase is shown by

Peile in his Annotations on Kebrews, in a note on this verse.

He says

:

'Ev vlw), improperly rendered in our English version " by Ills

Son," cannot (altliough nouns, even when most definite, may be

anarthrous after a pf-eposition) have been intended by one who
had just before written ev -6i(, -pocpyraig, to convey b>/ the /So?), as-

sumed to be known by that name. . . . We understand ev vlu),

ov tO?]Ke kXtjpovouov -dvT(i)v to express the Eternal God's P^rso^ic//

Jievelation of himself, as in man's form and on man's behalf stand-

ing in the relation of Son unto himself.

It is sufficient for pur purpose to show from these scliolarly

authorities tliat they distinctly recognize, wliat is apparent on

tlie surface, that it will not do to trust the rule of the frequent

omission of the article after prepositions, as laid down by

Middleton and Winer, in a crucial case of exposition. The

idea of the sonship of Christ runs through the whole i)assage,

a sonsliip that involves divinity. The writer in this series of

wonderful thouglits cotitrasts the communication of the old

covenant by rolg -pocp/'iraig, the well-known prophets whom he

need not mention, with the new Revelation made known not
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in proplietic messengers, but in "a Son^ whom lie appointed

heir of all things, through whom also he made tlie world."

Here again the absence of the article indicates the qualitative

aspect under which the Son is viewed. It is in his character

as Son, and not as servant or prophet or apostle, that he speaks

to men from God,

The remai-ks which have been made have been confined

chiefly to the use of the article with vonoq. That word seems
to be the most embarrassing. Winer takes pains to give the

specific passages in which vono(; without the article is employed
for the Mosaic law. "We have already indicated that is a dis-

puted question, and cannot be disposed of without extensive

and careful investigation. Prof. Moulton, in his note to Winer,

says : "There is still dift'erence of opinion on the proper inter-

pretation of v6ixo(; without the article." It has been shown
that the revisers had no rule on this point, but that they often

translated it as if it were present when it was not in the Greek,

but did not omit it when it was present. They were careful,

also, to place the literal meaning in the margin, so that the dif-

ficulty might be manifest, and the reader might take his choice.

Their translations are cited, not to call in question their high

scholarship, which is beyond criticism, but to show that the

scholarship of the world is divided on this point, and to raise

the question whether there are not rules which govern the ar-

ticle as well as other parts of speech.

There is a necessity for more detiniteness in this matter aris-

ing out of the very nature of language and the necessity for an

accurate understanding of its meaning. Arbitrary or tradi-

tional interpretation should, as far as possible, yield to fixed

grammatical laws. It is safe to aflirm that there is no part of

linguistic expression which cannot be reduced to scientific

rules, if men have the patience and insight to discover what
they are. The laws are there ; it is the work of the student to

find them.

The words of Alford on Ilcb. i, 2, already referred to, are

worthy of consideration in this connection. lie refers to the

language of Prof. Stuart to refute it

:

So far is this or any other usage of tlie article from being ar-

bitrary, as Stuart here maintains, I will quote his sentence for a
caution to tyros :

" After all the rules which have been laid down
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respecting the insertion or omission of the article in Greek, and
all the theories which have been advanced, he Avho investigates
for himself, and is guided only hy facU, will find not a little'^th-it

is arbitrary in the actual use of it. The cases are certainly very
numerous where Greek writers insert or reject it at pleasure.''
The direct contrary of this assertion is the fact, and cannot be
too much impressed on every Greek Testament student. The
rules respecting the article are rigid, and are constantly observed;
and there is no case of its omission or insertion in Avhich there
was not a distinct reason in the mind of the writer—usually, but
not always, discernible by the patient and accurate scholar among
ourselves.

To this view scholarship mnst come, and out of sncli inves-

tigations are to come some of the most precious thouglits of

the Xew Testament.

It is fitting that we should now turn attention to some con-

siderations favoring the view of the article thus far insisted on.

As already seen, it gives a clear and consistent explanation to a

large number of passages of Scripture which without it are

confused and almost contradictory. In order to. a harmony of

revelation there must also be a harmony of interpretation. This
was one of the strong points made for the late revision. They
made uniform laws for the guidance of all, and they insisted on
giving the same meaning to words and tenses so far as practi-

cable. It is interesting to notice how often the necessities of

translation led them to discard their own rules, especially in the

translation of the tenses and the meaning of prepositions. The
rules, liowever, were necessary, and the influence of them of

unspeakable importance in securing an accurate translation.

When laws are rigidly followed, and all books are subjected to

the same analysis as to language, the harmonies and the dis-

crepancies at once appear.

The accurate translation of the article gives a train of thought
more in accord witli the breadth of the views of Paul. Who-
ever would study Paul carefully must remember that he was
the apostle of breadth. He it was that conceived of the Gos-
pel most fully in its relations to all mankind. It was as the

apostle to the Gentiles that he magnified his office. He regards

his call to preach to them a grace. It is natural, therefore, to

expect that he would have a broader terminology thnn some of

the otb.crs. The word vo/zoc, iu its relation to the article, affords

one of the best illustrations of this breadth. He employs the
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word "without tlie article moro frequently than any of the oth-

ers. While the danger to the Jew lay in his dependence

upon the iMosaic law for justification, he recognizes the danger

of the Gentile in dependence upon his self-righteousness also.

lie strips the mask from both, and shows the whole world

puilty before God. In the first cliapter of the Epistle to the

IJomans he portrays the fearful condition of the heathen

world, and in the second the equally "wicked condition of the

Jewish world, even greater in its guilt, because they were in

the possession of the published revelation of God. "What is

the conclusion which he reaches ? It is found in Itom. iii, 20 :

6i6tl t^ epycjv vouov ov dtKaioodqaeraL -rraaa odp^ h'u)-iov dvrov, 6id

yap vouov t~iyv(j)aiq diiapriag :
'• Bccanse by the works of the

law shall no flesh be justified in his sight : for through the law

cometh the knowledge of sin." Such is the translation of our

late revisers, inserting the article in both cases before "law"
where it is not in the Greek. Such has been the uniform usage

of our translators, Wiclif and Tyndale and Eheims ; in brief,

it has been assumed that Paul meant the Mosaic law only.

Docs not this view do injustice both to the breadth of the

apostle's views and to his argument ? What is meant by his

strong statement of the iniquities of the Gentile world ? What
13 meant by his terrible arraignment of Judaism 1 Was it not

to reach a conclusion vital to his discussion, namely, to show
that the whole world was guilty before God ? ISTow, why does
ho assume that the whole world is guilty before God ? The
verse under consideration is the ansv,-er. I use the lano-uao-e of

our recent revisei-s' translation, omitting only the article, which,
accordmg to the view here advocated, is inserted without au-

thority :
" Because by works of law shall no flesh be justified

in his sight : for through law cometh the knowledge of sin."

The omission of the article in the translation following its

omission in Greek gives a clearness and application to the rea-

soning which the insertion of it cannot give. How incon-

gruous to affirm that tlie whole world was guilty before God,
and then give as a reason that by the deeds of the law of
Moses no flesh shall be justified in his sight! Wliat he de-
clares is, that by works of law, cither the revealed law or
the law written in the heart, no flesh can be justified. It is

a universal proposition, Law cannot justify; its primary and
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necessary function in respect to all sinners, is to produce a

knowledge of sin.

The next verse confirms this view. I quote again from the

revisers' ti-anslation :
" But now apart from the law a right-

eousness of God hath been manifested, being witnessed by the

law and tlie prophets." A reference to the Greek will show

that the first vonoq is without the article, while the second v6iio<;

retains it. The translation, however, inserts it in both cases.

The omission of the article makes the meaning clear. " But

now 'apart from law,'" in any law whatever, "a righteous-

ness of God hath been manifested ; " it is a righteousness

whose essential condition was faith and not works.

Until one has entered into a comprehension of Paul's accu-

rate use of the article, he is to a certain extent hindered in his

comprehension of the world-wideness of the apostle's thought.

It gives a revelation of the breadth of his views the more

effective because it seems so incidental.

It would be too much to claim for the general principle here

advocated that it will explain all cases. It is safe, however,

to assume that when a law can be found which will explain

nine out of ten of the instances, it may well be regarded as

a safe guide. There are elem.ents which enter into the com-

position of ITew Testament Greek, which must not be over-

looked in an investigation like this. The old controversy be-

tween the purists and Hebraists has passed away, and no one

will venture now to claim for the Greek of the New Testament

an exact conformity to classic usage. It is an idiom, however,

which has assumed a definite form and which has become

closely studied, owing to the successful researches of Winer

as seen in his very valuable Grammar.

The influence of Hebrew on New Testament diction, though

not so great as the early Hebraists claimed, is yet considerable,

and affected the article as well as the other elements of

language. Care must be taken, therefore, to discriminate be-

tween a usage whicli is purely Greek and one which had its

origin in Hebrew. In this particular the influence of the Sep-

tuagint needs to be carefully traced. The genealogies in the

first chapter of Matthew afford an illustration of its influence.

The article is omitted -with the subjec!:, and inserted witli tlie

object. Matthe'A' i, 2 : 'XS^aati eyevvrjae ~bv 'loadu- 'Inadic Si:
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eyivi'Tjae rbv 'laiM;). This use of the article is found in the

jE^cnealogy in the Septuagint, to wit, tlic fifth of Genesis. There
are also phrases, idiomatic usages, which are readilv recognized
in all languages, but which do not corae under any general law.

It is sufficient if there can be found a general significauce to

it8 presence or absence wliicli may always be recognized by the
careful student.

We have considered thus far the writings of Paul, wlio was
skilled in classical Greek, as shown by his quotations, and
whose style would be formed on Greek rather than on the
Hebrew models. The Gospel of John may show us how care-

fully the article was employed by a Palestinian Jew whose
theology is based upon the Old Testament, who seems to have
known Hebrew, whose language though Greek is strongly
tinged with a Hebrew vocabulary and Hebrew modes of ex-
pression. (See Plummer on St. John. Introduction, p. 28.)

The commentator just mentioned calls attention to the sig-

nificance of the article as used by John, who would not be
supposed to be as accurate in this regard as those more con-
versant with classical Greek. John v, 35, has been literally

translated by the revisers with added force :
" He was the lamp

that burneth and shineth," a great improvement over our au-
thorized :

" He was a burning and a shining light." John was
tlie lamp, not tlie light. He was not merely a lamp, but the

lamp, the well known herald of the Messiah, whose lamp was
kindled at the true light, vrhich was Christ. How mucli the
rendering of the article adds to the force of the thought I

In John vii, 51, notice the force of the article with v6[.iog in
calling attention to the special Jewish law with which thev were
familiar :

" Doth our law (6 v6ij,og) judge a man, except it first

hear from himself and know what he doeth ? " Tlie transhition

of the article by the possessive pronoun gives a good rendering
of the force of the article and is I'rt^erial to the argument.
Again, John xii, 36: "While ye have tlie light, believe on the
light, that ye may become sons of light." The absence of the
article \dth " light" and " son.s" in the last clause is noteworthy.
It teaches the close relationship between the light and him who
believes on it. It shows the qualitative aspect of the predicate.
A similar force is given by the absence of the article in John
xvi, 21, when " She remembereth no more the anguish, for the
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joj that a man is born into the world." A man {avOg(,moq\

sucli a being as a man, a human being, is born into the world.
It is the characteristic of that wliich is born which is thereby
indicated rather than the birth of the individual child.

There is another realm of Kew Testament expression which
shows the importance of the proper understanding of the force

of the article, namely, tliose which bear upon the names given
to our Saviour, especially in his relationship to God, As an
example of the presence and absence of tlie article in close

connection take Eph, i, 3 : 'E.vXoyrirdg 6 Qedg nal Trarfig "ou icvplov

iyicbv 'ItjjoD Xgiorov^ etc. Kevisers' translation :
'• Elessed be

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." Ellicott trans-

lates :
" God and the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." It is

unnecessary to discuss the law of the grammarians on the repeti-

tion of the article with nouns joined by the conjunction kuc, as

the object is to show the value of the absence and presence of

the article. It is a rule of classic Greek that Qeog with the

article means the particular God, but without it divinity in

general. Here Paul recognizes by the article with Qecg the per-

sonal God, But is the next word the sam.e or a different per-

son, and v\-hy is the article wanting with the word Father, if

it refers to the same person ? Has not the noun -ar?/p a pred-

icative force, and makes thereby a strong afiirmation concern-

ing God, namely, that the relation to our Lord Jesus Christ is

that of Father ? The relationship of God to Christ is that of

father and son, not that of master and servant.

Such a rendering is applied by T. S. Green (Grammar, p, 43)

to John i, 1-1- : do^av <jjg [.Lovoyevovq -apd Trargog.

In this place novoyevovg is virtually a substantive : and it is al--o

clear that the language might have been rov fiovoyevovt; Trapd rov

rcargoq. Xow, there can here be hardly any plea of licciiise, ami
therefore the absence of the article is designed, and the object is

to give the most ciTective expression of the characteristic circum-

stances of the mission of Jesus, standing in unnpproacliable con-

trast to that of all other divine messengers, sueh, in fact, as is

best express<jd in the words of the parable, 'in tva dx^v, vlbv

dya-r:Tjr6i\ , . . (IMark xii, 6), "And we beheld his glory, glory

as of an ouly-bogotten one come forth from a father, and, a-^ such,

contrasted with a mere servant, like Moses or the pro})hets."

If a further example of this mode of interpreting the absence

of the article is needed, it will be found in John vii, 45 : ''The
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orticers therefore came to the chief priests and Pharisees."

riuiriseos being without the article shows tliat the latter in-

volves some explanation of the former, or involves some pred-

ication concerning the chief priests. Plummer (comment on
passage) says :

" The omission of tov<; before ^aQiaalov^ shows

tliat the chief priests and Pharisees are now regarded as one

body."

At this point we may pause, the object of this paper being

to set forth an exposition of the Greek Article in the Xew
Test:iment, not novel, but which has not yet taken its place

among the accepted theories on that subject. The recognized

view is represented by AYiner in his incomparable " Gram-
mar of the Idiom of the New Testament Greek." It is also

proper to add, that the majority of interpreters have not

explained the force of the omission of the article, especially

with voiiot;^ as here advocated. That so many eminent biblical

scholars have employed the more literal mode of rendering it,

and that our late revisers have not entirely discarded it, but

have shown how often the exact translation gives clearness and
force to the argument, may be employed to prove at least that

the tendency of modern scholarship is in the direction here in-

dicated. Whatever may be the conclusions reached, the care-

ful investigation of the minutest forms of expression in the

Holy Scriptures must be a matter of perm.anent interest to all

lovers of the truth as it is in Jesus, the Saviour.

It has thus been attempted to place before the reader some
observations on important passages of Scripture growing out
of the laws governing the Greek article. As shown in the

beginning, it is a matter which is regarded by some of the

best grammarians as beyond the reach of our investigations,

and that we must therefore be content with a few general

principles. If we must come to that conclusion let it only be
after constant application to the study of the word of God. It

will be found generally that the nearer we come to literalness

in our interpretations, the more we aim to be governed by what
the word says, and not by what we think it ought to say, the

more consistent will be our interpretations with each other, and
the more surely, with the divine guidance, may we attain the

"mind of the Spirit."

15—FIFTH SEEIKS, VOL. I.
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Art. IV.—rev. SYDNEY SMITH.

Edwaed Evkeett, -writing of liis " delightful visit " at Conibe-

Florey, the rectory of Rev. Sydney Smith, said: "The first

remark I made to myself after listening to Mr. Sydney Smith's

conversation was, that if he had not been known as the wittiest

man of his day he would have been accounted one of the wis-

est." This epigrammatic observation is equivalent to saying

that Mr. Smith's wit was so brilliant that it eclipsed liis sagac-

ity. His wise thoughts, of which his speech was by no means

barren, were like small jewels incased in settings so large and so

curiously wrought as to divert the observer's attention from the

gems they were meant to display. Hence it came to pass that,

as one of his admirers has recently remarked, his memory is

kept green, not so much by his really " great services to ra-

tional freedom " as by his humorous sayings, many of which

have become current coin in the speech of the reading world.

Perhaps there is a modicum of poetic justice in this. Mr.

Smith resembled Dcmocritus, the laughing philosopher of-

antiquity, of whom Juvenal said, tliat he laughed at tlie world

whenever he stepped across his threshold. Smith did more,

for his jocund laughter at men and things constantly rang out

both within and without his threshold. And this sportive

laughter was cvery-where contagious. All men enjoyed it and

joined in it. But could they, on reflection, help suspecting

that the weed of contempt grew close by the sources of those

streams of amusing speech which flowed so constantly from his

lips ? That shrewd observer, Montaigne, remarks, that " things

we laugh at arc by that laughter expressed to be of no moment.'

How natural it was, therefore, that the wisdom of our modern

Dcmocritus being so lightly expressed, so apparently lucking

in earnestness not to say sincerity, should float unheeded from

the memories of men, and that he should bo remembered more

as a " remarkable buffoon " than as a reformer of many social

abuses. Mr. Stuart J. Rcid's new biography," which aims to

- * " A Sketcli of llie Life and Times of the Rev. Sydney Smitli, Rector of Combe-

Florey, and Cniioa Residentiary of St. Paul's. Based on Family Documents and

tlio Recollection of Personal Friends." By Stuart J. Rcid. Illustrated. 8vo,

pp. 20, -lOD. New York; Uarper & Brothers. 1884.
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bring the best side of Sydney Smith's character into bolder

relief, may be accepted as evidence that tlie interest of the

public in his career is still sufficiently strong to justify the

publication of a fresh contribution to liis memory. It may
therefore be presumed that a brief outline of his history and a

glance at his life-work may not be unacceptable to the readers

of this Keview.

The parents of Sydney Smith were neither rich nor titled.

In allusion to his somewhat plebeian origin, he used to say in

his jocose way "The Smiths never had any ^ arms,'' and have
invariably sealed their letters with their thumbs." Ilis father,

Mr. Eobert Smith, inherited a small jDroperty which he w^as not

suniciently a man of affairs to increase. A vein of eccentricity

ran through his character. He was odd and gloried in his

oddity. He was nevertheless possessed of some rare intellect-

ual qualities. He was fortunate in his marriage to a lady of

French descent and Huguenot blood, who was endowed with
both beauty of form and nobility of mind. From her Sydney
Smith inherited his remarkable vivacity, geniality, and energy;
and his father's oddity was reproduced, though considerably

chastened, in those queerly expressed exaggerations whicli

characterized his wit.

Sydney Smith's early life was not on the whole very enjoy-

able. He was born in 1771 at AVoodford, Essex, the second of

four brothers and one sister. In their childhood these preco-

cious brothers preferred books and bookish discussions to the
sports of the play-ground. When only six years old, Sydney
was sent from home, first to a private school and then, with
his younger brother Courtenay, to the Winchester Grammar
School. In this latter institution he suffered extremely, a-s

John Wesley did at the Charter-House, through lack of suf-

ficient food and tlie rough semi-brutal conduct of liis senior

pchool-mates. To the day of liis death the recollection of
this abusive treatment roused him to sharp resentment. His
progress in learning, however, was so rapid that he became
captain of the school. He and his In-other were so successful
in winning prices that the boys of their form wrote to the
head master, saying, "We will not try for the college prizes if

the Smiths are allowed to contend for them any more, because
they always get them."
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Sydney's scliolarship was rated so high that he left Winches-

ter captain of the scliool, and, as such, entitled to a scholar-

ship and to a subsequent fellowship in Xew College. Oxford.

Little is known of his career in that institution beyond the fact

that in due time he gained his fellowship, and that, owing to

his pecuniary disability to live after their expensive fashion,

and to his pride of character, he associated very little with his

fellow-students. Singularly enough, this young man, so uncom-

monly gifted with social qualities, formed no intimate college

friendships. His wit, up to the time of his graduation, was an

" unknown quantity," and respecting any special influences

which may have contributed to the formation of his character

during his college life no light is gathered.

Sydney Smith felt no call to the ministry of the Gospel.

His inclination was for the bar, for which the character of his

mind eminently fitted him. But his impecunious father, un-

able to furnish the means necessary to his study of the law, in-

sisted that he should enter the Church, saying, with blunt stern-

ness, " You may be a college tutor or a parson." Not choosing

to be a tutor, and seeing no other opening, Sydney, after mucii

hesitation, consented to enter the Church, was ordained, and,

having no wealthy patron to present him to a desirable Church
living, was forced either to half starve on the five hundred dol-

lars per annum derived from his fellowsliip, or to accept the

curacy of an insignificant parish at Nether Avon, a mean hamlet

situated in the midst of the solitude of Salisbury Plain,

Alas, that such a man should be forced into such an uncon-

genial situation ! A lover of natural beauty, yet placed in a spot

naked of every thing that gives charm to a landscape ; a tol-

erably ripe scholar compelled to live among peasants whose

mental stolidity was only exceeded by the sterility of the sur-

rounding plains. A man made for society immured in a " spot

of dull stagnation," and shut out from association with intelli-

gent and cultivated minds ; an ambitious man driven by stress

of circumstances to minister to one of the starvation parishes of

a rich National Church ; a man of the world, professing no con-

viction of ministerial duty, reluctantly undertaking the care of

souls ! Such was the unpromising situation of this brilliant

man at his first entrance into public life. He was somewliat

in the position of Swift's Gulliver among the pygmies of
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Lilliput, bound with the rigid cords of circumstances, -svhich,

Tiotwitlistanding his inborn strength, he was unable to burst

asunder. Xo wonder he wrote, after being fairly settled there,

" Notliing can equal the profound, the immeasurable, the awful

dullness of this place, in wliich I lie dead and buried, in hopes

of a joyful resurrection in the year 1796,"

But as every desert has its oasis, so did this dreary parish

afford one alleviation to the situation of our wrongly placed

curate. Mr. Hicks Beach, the squire of Nether Avon, was a

gentleman and a man of culture, who enjoyed his pastor''s spicy

after-dinner talks in his drawing-room on Sunday afternoons.

The sparks from the curate's wit soon warmed his generous

lieart into friendship for the poor Oxford scholar ; and after

enjoying his pleasant company during his occasional residence

in the parish, and assisting him in his earnest endeavors to in-

struct the semi-barbarous rustics of the hamlet, he persuaded

Viva to resign the curacy at the end of two years and to pro-

ceed with his eldest son, as his friend and tutor, to the Univer-

sity of Weimar in Saxony. Gladly bidding adieu to his un-

profitable parish, the young parson prepared to start with his

pupil-friend for that seat of learning; but hearing that Ger-

many was disturbed by Napoleon's wars, he conducted the

young man to Edinburgh. In that city Mr. Smith soon found

congenial society, with an entrance to the path along which lay

his way to literary celebrity, social distinction, and, finally, to

Church preferment.

To Smith, now twenty-six years of age, this transition from
the doleful dullness and rustic stupidity of Nether Avon to the

literary circle composed of such brilliant talkers as Jeffrey,

llorner. Brougham, ^yalter Scott, Archibald Murray, etc., must
have been like the flight of a soul from Dante's purgatory into

paradise. These men, destined soon to stand among the first

of the age in their respective departments, were as yet far

from being rich or arrogantly aristocratic. Hence the poverty
of Smith was no bar to his ac(|uaintance with gentlemen who
were quick to take the measure of his mind and to enjoy the

raciness of his witty conversation, which seems to have been

developed for the first time by his contact with those great

men. They received him cordially, and were soon bound to

him by the tie of a friendship which proved lasting as their lives.
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Long years after, Smith, writing of his experiences in Edin-

burgh, said :
" When shall I see Scotland again ? Never shall I

forget the happy days passed there amidst odious smells, bar-

barous sounds, bad suppers, excellent hearts, and most enlight-

ened and cultivated understandings." Yet, despite this friend-

ship for Scotland, he never could help jesting over the foibles of

its people, who were so slow to comprehend his jests that he

sometimes said :
" It requires a surgical operation to get a joke

well into a Scotch understanding. Their only idea of wit . . .

is laughing immoderately at stated intervals. They are so im-

bued ^v'ith metaphysics that they even make love metaphysic-

ally. I overheard a young lady of my acquaintance, at a dance

in Edinburgh, exclaim in a sudden pause in the music, ' What
you say, my Lord, is very true of love in the ailstract, but '—here

the fiddlers began fiddling furiously, and the rest was lost."

This scene was probably little else than a joke, since he never

hesitated to sacrifice truth on the altar of his wit, as he indi-

rectly confessed when, speaking of his friend Francis Horner,

he said, " Horner loved truth so much that he never could bear

any jesting upon important subjects."

Mr. Smitli, though still without pecuniary prospects sufh-

cient to justify his marriage at the bar of prudence, ventured

to become a Benedict two years after his arrival in Edinburgh.

Miss Pybus, his chosen bride, had a small property, which ho

honorably insisted should be settled upon her and her children.

His own resources were represented in six old silver tea-spoons,

with which he one day rushed into the room, merry as a

school-boy on a holiday, and flinging them into his bride's lap

exclaimed, " There, Kate, you lucky girl, I give you all my
fortune !

" To these spoons a generous gift of £750 from the

squire of Xether Avon for directing his son's studies was a

timely addition to his meager resources. He also took two

other pupils, from whom he derived a moderate income. But
seeing no prospect in Edinburgh of gaining a position in the

Church, he removed to London in 1803, where he hoped his

gifts and attainments would procure him a presentation to

some desirable Church living.

About a year before this removal he and his friends had

originated the "Edinburgh Itcview," which was, as Coleridge

subsequently remarked, the commencement of " an important
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L'pocli in periodical criticism." It was first snggesteJ by

Smith to Jeffrey and Brougham when in the midst of a lively

conversation in Jeffrey's modest parlor. Sydney half jesting-

ly said, " Let us set up a Review ! " This proposal, so lighdy

made, struck his companions so favorably that they accepted it

at once with acclamation. lie then laughingly suggested that

the motto of the Review should be, " Tenui 2Iusam mcdl-

tamur avena^'' ("We cultivate literature on a little oat-

meal"). This was objected to as being too truthful a confes-

sion of their actual poverty, and after some discussion they

agreed to take a lino from Publius Syrus, of whom Mr. Smith

Bays, '* none of us had read a single line." The motto, which

is still retained, '^Judex damnatur cum nocens absohitiu'''''

(" The judge is condemned when the guilty is acquitted").

When Sir Walter Scott saw this pugnacious motto, he re-

marked, " The motto is as if the adventurers had hung out the

bloody flag on their title-page."

The spontaneity of this singular beginning of the Review

shows that the gentlemen concerned had previously thought

of the need of such a publication. There was a " Monthly

Review " in existence which was not critical, but only a collec-

tion of essays, poems, etc. The literary interests of the age

demanded a periodical of a higher character—a Review aiming,

as Smith well said, " to make men wise in ten pages who have

no appetite for a hundred ; to condense nourishment, to work

with pulp and. essence, and to guard the stomach from idle

burden and unmeaning bulk."

Clearly percciviiig this public need, these gentlemen soon set

to work in good earnest to supply it. Mr, Smitli appears to have

taken the lead in the preliminary business arrangements, and

in editing the first three numbers. Its first number appeared

October 10, 1S02, and caused a marked sensation in the liter-

ary world. The first edition of seven hundred and fifty copies

was quickly bought by the hungry public. So also w;i3 a

second. Other and larger editions quickly followed. It was

a success from the start, and when it reached its third immber

it had a circulation of twenty-five hundred, which in later years

rose to some twelve thousand copies.

Sydney Smith informally edited the first three numbers;

but on his removal to London, Jeffrey was regularly chosen its
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editor, with can allovvancc of two hundred and fifty dollars per

number, and fifty dollars for each sheet of sixteen pages—about

three dollars per page. After a few yeais the editor's allow-

ance was doubled, and over five dollars per page was paid for

contributed articles. Jeffrey was strongly supported in his

editorship by Mr. Smith, who ranked first among his coterie of

accomplished contributors, which included Francis Horner,

Brougham, Mackintosh, Dr. Thomas Brown, and Hallani.

Later on, that master of historical criticism, Macaulay,

made its pages sparkle with his brilliant essays. Sydney

Smith's articles probably did more to draw popular attention

to the Review in its early years than those of any other writer,

because he wrote on questions in which the general public

was practically interested. He assailed social barbarisms, un-

just la-A's, cruel usages, and ecclesiastical abuses with such clear-

ness of statement, such telling appeals to common sense and

conscience, and such satirical denunciations, that he won the

ears of intelligent readers, capturing the convictions of all but

those stubborn conservatives in Church and State who, unable

to repel his attacks, were exasperated by his boldness.

But while Smith made the Ileview popular with the many,

Jeffrey gave it greater strength and higher critical reputation

than his chief contributor. Jeffrey had less wit, but nicer dis-

crimination ; less vivacity, but more correct literary taste

;

less transparency of statement, but profounder thought and

richer, though not more abundant, illustration ; less sympathy

with the practical side of things, but superior intellectual

power and brilliancy of style. Hence, while the Review owed

very much of its first success to Smith, it was more indebted in

the end to Jeffrey, because he wrote for the cultivated classes

who loved literature of the highest qualities for its own sake,

and upon whose patronage such reviews nmst finally depend.

On his arrival in London, Mr. Smith was warmly greet[;d

by his friend Horner, whom he had playfully dubbed the

" Knight of the Shaggy Eyebrows," by Sir Sauniel Romilly,

Sir James ]\Lackinto3h, and other kindred spirits, who knew

and prized his worth. They did their best to introduce him to

society, and to encourage his hopes. But his poverty pinched

him so sorely at first that his noble wife felt compelled to take

a pearl necklace, left her by her mother, then recently deceased,
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and sell it to the jewelers for twcnty-iive hundred dollars.

Besides his actual poverty, he had to face the discouragement

arising from the freezing coldness, not to say avowed hostility,

of the dignitaries in Church and State who were the dispensers

of Church preferments. His connection with the Keview, al-

ready universally admitted to be "uncommonly Avell done, and

perhaps the first in Europe," was now known. But it stood,

as Jeffrey said, on the two legs of literature and Whiggery

;

liencc its literary and progressive opinions were obnoxious

to the Tories, who were tlien in power. Had it been a feeble

thing, conservative leaders might have despised it ; but being

a thing of power they feared it, and therefore treated Smith,

its most outspoken advocate of reform, and a man consider-

ably in advance of his age, with such studied neglect that, at

first, he could rarely find a London pulpit in which to preach.

After being admitted to one, he wrote with characteristic

playful exaggeration :
" I thought I perceived that the greater

part of the congregation thought me mad. The clerk was as

pale as death in helping me off with my gown, for fear I

should bite him." This prejudice reached even to the throne.

George III., after reading some of his papers, had said, " Mr.

Smith is a very clever fellow, but he will never be a bishop "

—an ominous prediction, which was too literally fulfilled.

But in spite of these chilling mists of prejudice Sydney did

not despair. He had faith in himself, and his friends were

eager to assist him. An introduction from his brother Rob-
ert to Lord Holland led to his intimate friendship with that

noble man, happily described by Lord Jolm Russell as '* a man
who won without seeming to court, instructed without seeming
to teach, and amused without laboring to be witty." Hence-
forth Smith had free access to those famous assemblies at Hol-

land House where many of the most eminent men of England
were then accustomed to meet and to enjoy what Lady Hol-
land describes as " the perfection of social intercourse, a sort of

mental dram-drinking, rare as it was delightful." To this

brilliant conversation Smith contributed not a little genuine
Attic salt. His vivacity, independence, and sagacious observa-

tions, "weighted with wisdom and winged with wit," made
him one of the most fascinating talkers in those literary as-

semblies. Superior to him in wealth and position as were
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most of his associates there, he never failed to speak his mind

freely and fully, and when the imperious mistress of Holland

House, with a rudeness not uncommon with her, said to him, one

evening, " Sydney, ring the bell," he replied, " Yes, and sludl I

sweep the room ? " The fact that she remained his friend after

this sharp, witty rebuff illustrates both the suavity and the self-

respect of our poor young clergyman. Had there been the

least touch of chagrin in his reply her proud ladyship would

have become his life-long foe, since she was capable of being

*' a good hater."

But this social disposition did not prevent Mr. Smith, when

at his own fireside, from wishing that "smiles were meat for

children, or kisses could be bread." He needed a friend who

could introduce him to clerical employment. Such a friend he

soon found in the generous Sir Thomas Bernard, who chanced

to hear one or more of the few sermons he had been permitted

to preach in London. Charmed with his discourses, as Dugald

Stewart had previously been in Edinburgh, this large-souled

man secured him the appointment of "alternate evening

preacher at the Foundling Hospital." His success in attract-

ing a large congregation of fashionable people to the hitherto

neglected church of this institution, led to his appointment as

morning preacher at Berkeley and Fitzroy chapels alternately.

His fame then spread, and, through Sir Thomas Bernard, he

was invited to deliver two courses of lectures on Moral Philos-

ophy at the Royal Institution. His original and witty method

of treating this topic drew such crowds that, writing to Jeffrey,

Smith could say :
" My lectures, just now, are at such a high

pitch of celebrity that I must lose a good deal of rejuitation

before the public settles into a just equilibrium respecting

them." From his preaching and from these lectures Smith

derived an income barely sufficient, with the strictest economy,

for his family needs ; until, after struggling with poverty three

years, a brighter day began to dawn. The death of Pitt, suc-

ceeded by the ministry of Grenville and Fox, put it into the

power of his AVhig friends to assist him. And then, at the

request of Lord Holland, he was presented to the living of

Foston-le-Clay, in Yorkshire. This parish, though not such a

one as he would have chosen, was worth twenty-five hundred

dollars a year, which he gladly accepted, not because it was
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ample for his needs—for it was not—but because it was a cer-

tainty. For some time he left its duties to a curate, but when

a cliange in the law respecting the residence of the clergy

compelled him to either resign or reside within his parish,

though reluctant to leave London, he chose to remove to his

living, which he did in 1809. AYriting to Jeffrey of this flitting

to the country, he said, with characteristic quaiutness, "• I shall

take to grazing as quietly as Nebuchadnezzar."

Before going thither, however, he had written a series of

letters, under the assumed name of Peter Plyniley, on the legal

disabilities of the Irish Catholics, which had been to public opin-

ion in England as a spark to gunpowder. Ireland, too, was

moved to enthusiastic admiration. Since Swift, no Protestant

clergyman had so ably pleaded in her behalf. Lord Murray,

writing of these letters at a later period, said :
" After Pascal's

Letters it is the most instructive piece of wisdom in the form

of irony ever written, and had the most imjDortant and lasting

effects." Their authorship was kept secret a long time, but

Smith had his reward in that his liberal sentiments, though a rank

offense to the then dominant party, fell like fruitful seed into

the popular mind. And when, in 1S29, tlie Catholic Emancipa-

tion Bill swept those disabilities into the limbns of dead enact-

ments, he had the satisfaction of knowing that his caustic pen

had contributed not a little to that grand result. And since

his death his opinions have found their crowning expression

in the disestablishment of the Irish Protestant Church.

!Ji[r, Smith was rector of Foston twenty-two years. His

parishioners had not been favored with the labors of a resident

minister for a hundred and fifty years, but only with the Sab-

bath services of a curate whose home was at York, some
twelve miles distant. "When Sydney arrived among them,

driven in a four-wheeled carriage and dressed in broadcloth,

they stared at him as at a visitor from a distant planet. Their

ignorance of society, and, indeed, of almost every thhig wor-

thy to be called knowledge, appeared when he met the vener-

able parish clerk, who looked more ancient than the ruined

parsonage house, and was the most important man in the

village. After conversing awhile with his new minister, the

wrinkled old man, with the natural shrewdness of a Yorkshire-

nian, said, as he struck his crutch-stick on tho ground: "Mecs-
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ter Smith, it often stroikes moy moind that people as. comes

frae London is Quch fools. But you, I see, are no fool
!"

The clerk made no mistake in tlius judging Sydney Smith,

who was, indeed, no fool, but a man fully bent on acting the

part, if not of an evangelical pastor, yet of a benefactor to his

utterly uncultivated flock. It certainly is a pleasing picture

to view this man, so eminently fitted by nature and education

to shine as " a bright particular star " in the most refined social

circles of the British metropolis, cheerfully going to work

among those ignorant rustics, teaching them to improve their

hard outward circumstances and to become wiser and better

men. To do this he had first to become his own teacher in

many things. To cultivate his glebe, consisting of three hun-

dred acres, he had to study agriculture, cattle breeding, and

dairy management. There being nothing but a mere liovel for

a parsonage, he had, after considerable delay, to build a house

with his own scanty means. In doing tliis he was his own ar-

chitect, and while eschewing every principle of architectural

beauty in its external appearance, he made its interior a model

of coziness and convenience. To promote the material com-

fort of Ills parishioners he became their instructor in garden-

ing and in matters relating to domestic economy. Hence this

merry-hearted man, in addition to his own many family cares,

was, as he described himself, '* village parson, village doctor "

—

he had attended medical lectures in Edinburgh—"village com-

forter, village magistrate, and Edinburgh Beviewer."

That the rude inhabitants of Foston parish were benefited in

mind and morals by Mr. Smith's labors is not to be questioned.

His benevolence also won their affectionate regards. But con-

cerning the spiritual results of his ministry his biographers are

silent.

To most clergymen Foston would have proved the grave of

their expectations of preferment. The ear of the great busy

world could have caught no echoes from their humble and

secluded pulpit. But this master of good-natured satire—this

sagacious humanitarian—this prince of conversationalists—could

not be hidden forever from public view even in the deep ob-

scurity of that out- of-the-way spot. His fame as a witty talker

and writer drew many distinguished visitors to his hospitable

fireside, and, after the first six years of his rectorship, he
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became a frequent and welcome guest in the mansions of the

most aristocratic families in Yorkshire and Cheshire. Even

pome of his political opponents were attracted to him, and, de-

<;pite his uniiiucliing liberalism, became his personal friends.

To know Sidney Smith was to love him. Lord Lyndhurst

was one such friend, and, braving the resentment of his

own party, he presented him, in 1S2S, with a prebendal stall

in the cathedral of Bristol. His lordship did him still further

service by procuring him an exchange of his Foston parish

for Combe-Florey, near Taunton, from which beautiful loca-

tion, really a valley of flowers, he could readily reach Bristol.

In 1S31, the Whigs being again in office, Lord Grey appointed

liim to a prebendal stall in St. Paul's, London, in exchange for

tlie one he held in Bristol. This was his highest preferment.

ilis liberal opinions, especially his witty attacks on abuses in

the Church, no doubt prevented his appointment to a bishopric.

Dean Swift's wit had cost him a similar loss, albeit it is sup-

posed that, if Lord Grey's administration hajl continued longer

than it did, that liberal statesman would have defied existing

prejudices and offered Sydney Smith a miter.

Mr. Smith's duties as canon of St. Paul's requiring him to

reside in London part of each year, he was able once more to

indulge his fondness for cultivated society. Holding honora-

ble place in the Church, being in easy circumstances and in

the enjoyment of good health, he was never more animated and

brilliant in conversation. " It is hardly possible," said Lord
John Kussell, " to describe his maimer or convey the slightest

idea of what his powers really were, in their most brilliant

nioments, to those who have never witnessed them. In his

peculiar style he has never been equaled, and perhaps will not

be surpassed." When Sydney said to a lady, " Ah, you flavor

every thing; you are the vanilla of society," he paid her a

compliment which, applied to himself, would have been sober

fact.

About three years before his death, Mr. Smith became a

rich man by the death of his younger brother, Courtenay,

>vho left him a third of the large fortune he had acquired in

India. It came too Jate, however, to do him much other serv-

ice than to enable him to enlarge his benevolences. He grew
old cheerfully, and retained to the last his habit of uttering
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fantastic jests. In tlie autumn before liis death he said :
" I feel

so weak both in body and mind tliat I verily believe if the

knife were put into my hand I sliould not have strength or

enerijy enou£2:h to stick it into a dissenter." And when nearino-

his end, and alkiding to the spare diet ordered by his physician,

he smilingly said to General Fox : ''Ah, Charles ! I wish I were
allowed even the wing of a roasted butterfly." In his last

hours he spoke very little. On the 22d of February, 1845, he

quietly passed into the realm of the departed.

Macaulay, giving his estimate of Sydney Smith, said :
" He is

universally admitted to have been a great reasoner, and the

greatest master of ridicule that has appeared among ns since

Swift." In calling him '' a great reasonei-," Macaulay does not

im2)ly that he vras either a deep or an original thinker, since a

great reasoner is not necessarily a deep thinker, nor is a pro-

found thinker always a great reasoner. Every student of Syd-

ney Smith's published sermons and of his seventy-six Keview
articles knows that he was neither original nor profound in

thought, but that the distinguishing feature of his mind was

its marvelously quick and clear perceptive power. To this

faculty he v/as indebted for the rare transparency of his state-

ments and his remarkable proficiency in '" the art of putting

things." Ilis mind was logical, therefore he generally reasoned

correctly ; but, always excepting his witty forms of speech, he

invented little or nothing. His articles mostly dealt with ques-

tions of fact, with social and legal barbarisms which offended

both his strong sense of " justice and his uncommon com-

mon sense." Seizing on what was cruel or unjust in the then

existing laws on poaching, on the trials of prisoners, on the

exclusion of Romanists and dissenters from state offices,

on the use of man-traps for the protection of property, etc.,

he first stated the facts in each case so clearly as to almost

render argument unnecessary. He then proceeded to de-

nounce the wrong with such pitiless invective, and to hold up
its absurdity with such rasping, yet mirth-provoking satire, as

almost compelled his readers to laugh at the latter and to feel

indignant at the former. His favorite logical weapon was the

reductlo ad ahsurdiirn, and with his keen sense of the ridicu-

lous he made it irresistible. He also treated prevaih'ng bar-

barous usages, such as the cruelties practiced on boy chimney-
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fiwec})?, etc., in the same way. Most of tlie evils he assailed

lioini^ repugnant to men's sense of justice, and to the spirit of

kindness which the great religious revival of tlie preceding

ccnturv had begotten in the public mind, his strong reasoning,

no doubt, contributed to their overthrow. Because of this vig-

orous use of his powers he deserves honorable place among the

political and social reformers of his times.

Macaulay's estimate of his wit challenges a comparison be-

tween him and Dean Swift, whose claim to the tirst place in

English literature as a witty writer few, if any, will dispute.

He ranks Smith in this quality next to the irascible Dean. We
are not disposed to dispute this claim, nor to compare him with

Sheridan, Lamb, Leigh Hunt, Thackeray, or other modern

men of wit. But it cannot be denied with truth that Smith's

Iiumor winds like a belt of light through his essays, and glim-

mers mildly in his sermons. And to cite Mr. Reid, " his talk

was like a stream of fire-works, brilliant, incessant, and perfect-

ly harmless. His wit, though less incisive and keen than that

of Swift, was superior to it in its spirit. Swift's wit was bitter

and malignant; Smith's, except when leveled at the evangelical

j)arty of his times, was genial and good-natured, the outflow of

his heart, which was a perennial fountain of cheerfulness. It

was also in the main free from coarseness and vulgarity, while

Swift's was often coarse and even filthy. Smith's wit was

often grotesque, as wlien anticipating the birth of his first

child, lie said, '• I hope it will be a girl, and that she may be

born with one eye that I may never lose her;" and as when
at a dinner table, while discussing liberalism, he said, "I must

confess I have one little weakness, one secret wish—I should

like to roast a Quaker "—a jest intended to excite the wonder
of a very simple-minded guest whose dullness prevented him
fro!n seeing that the mirthful parson was only jesting. Some-
times his wit was a shaft of keen, though good-natured, sar-

casm, as when, wiiile canon of St. Paul's, discussing tlie ques-

tion in the Chapter of placing a wooden pavement round St,

Paul's, he said with innocent gravity of tone and expression,

"if my reverend brethren here will but lay tlieir heads to-

gether the thing will be done in a trice." Exaggeration was
also a Inrgc ingredient in his wit, as when on being told that his

friend JeiL'-ey liad been made Lord Advocate of Scotland he
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remarked, in allusion to tlie judge's diminutive size, " His

robes will cost him little ; one buck rabbit will clotlie him to his

heels." One of his best witticisms flashed from his lips when,

remarking on his many battles for reform, he said, " The whole

of my life has passed like a razor—in hot water or a scrape."

This was genuine wit, in that, by using two words in a double

sense, he disclosed a i*elation between the uses to which a razor

is put and the conditions under which his life had been passed,

which no ordinary mind could have perceived, and which ex-

cited an emotion of pleased surprise because it was so unex-

pected and yet so real.

Smith's wit did not smell of the lamp, but was spontaneous,

as all true wit must be. He was, as Leigh Hunt said of Eos-

sini, " the genius of animal spirits," out of which his jests bab-

bled like water from a pereimial spring, though he no doubt

unconsciously cultivated it, by training his mind to look for

occult relations between things apparently unrelated. Hence,

he war. always full of it, and it flowed from his lips as free-

ly at his own fireside as in the gay assemblies at Holland

House. Said Lord ]\[acaulay, after spending a few days with

him at Foston rectory :
" He is not one of those show talkers

who reserve all their good things for special occasions. It

seems to be his greatest luxury to keep his wife and daughters

laughing for two or three hours every day."

To his credit it must be said that, as a rule, Sydney used

this gift in the interests of humanity and as " the vehicle of his

wisdom."
" Laugliine to teacli the truth

—

Wliat hinders? As some teachers give to boys

Junkets and knacks that they may learn apace."

His only serious abuse of this endowment was, as hinted

above, his persistent tirades against spiritual religion, upon

which he leveled his bitterest jokes, in doing which he

illustrated the Greek proverb, " Mirth out of season is a

grievous ill." Xever, perhaps, did a clergyman more sig-

nificantly illustrate Paul's assertion, that to comprehend

spiritual things one must possess that " discernment " which

is the exclusive possession of a " spiritually minded " man.

Sydney Smith Avas not such a man. He did not profess

to be one, but persistently denounced experimental piety.
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iK'licvin:; it, as he said, " to be very possible to be a good

Christian without degrading the Imman understanding to such

trash and folly as Method ism." Xo doubt he was as good a

Clirlstian as mere belief in Christianity, without that trust

whic-h bcf^ets spiritual affections, can make a man. He was

eminently moral, intellectually religious, observant of the

forms of Christian worship, but apparently not the possessor

of that inner spiritual life which is begotten and sustained by

what Taul described as " Christ in you the hope of glory." On
no other ground can one harmonize his bitter and even pro-

fane attacks on evangelical churchmen and dissenters with his

honesty. And it is one of the creditable features of Mr.

Ueid's book that he not only does not defend Mr. Smith in

this thing, but squarely censures him :

He was a man who never approached certain subjects without

di-;playing tlie fact that his mind was warped, so far as they

were concerned, by invincible ])rejudice. But although he com-

pletely misunderstood the Wesleyan revival and grossly carica-

tured "the splendid efforts of the non-conformist churches to

awaken the religious enthusiasm of the people in the work of

foreign missions, it cannot be questioned, in spite of such blem-

ishes on his reputation, that his influence as a whole was given

steadily and at much personal cost to the advocacy of the very

principles of toleration which have now triumphed to such an
extent that his own essays on the dissenters and their missionary

schemes are little more than a magazine of exploded fallacies, and
read like tlic record of an archaic period. Sydney Smith mis-

understood the evangelical enthusiasm, and refused to separate

the chafi' of fanaticism from the wlieat of self-sacriticc, but his

sweeping tirades havo long since been refuted by experience,

and aggressive work in heathen lands forms now a recognized

sphere of activity among Christians of every shade of conviction,

and, judged by its fruits, is unassailable.

This is frank and honorable. It was due to the parties Smith

so ruthlessly assailed, and docs no injustice to the memory of

Mr. Smith, who, despite his faults, will long be remembered
for his humor, admired for his courage, respected for his abili-

ties, and esteemed for his benevolence. Despite the inconsist-

ency of his excessive, frolicsome, incessant humor with his

clerical oft^ico, one cannot liclp loving the merry-hearted man.

Xeithor can one who believes Christianity to be not only a

doctrine and a code of ethics, bat also a life having its scat in

IG—FIFTH si:nii:s, vol. i.
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the affections, help regretting tliat this highly gifted man,

whom many " wise men loved, and even wits admired,'' did

not add to his humane benevolence, his unquestionable moral

courage, his obvious sincerity, his manly independence, and his

unique literary ability the crowning glory of a " life hid with

Christ in God." Had he done so, his reputation as a minister

might have been equal to his fame as a reviewer.

Mr. Reid's sketch of Sydney Smith's "Life and Times" is

very entertaining reading. As a biography, it is more complete,

more satisfactory, and more artistically constructed than Lady
Holland's "Memoirs." It gives a clearer view of Smith's

happy domestic life, of his clerical labors, of his opposition to

Puseyism, and of his influence on his times. A\''hile it does

not do away with one's impression that, for a clergyman, he

lived far too much in an atmosphere of merriment and laugh-

ter, and was too tolerant of worldly amusements, it nevertheless

so portrays the serious work of his life, while keeping its play-

ful side somewhat in the background, as to give him a more

assured place in public opinion among men who have hon-

estly and successfully wrought for the in;iprovement of society.

Mr. Iieid has also given variety and value to his work by his

graphic notes on many of the distinguished men with whom
Sydney Smith was associated. It is a charming volume, a valu-

able addition to our biographical literature, and a desirable ad-

dendum to its subject's "Memoirs "by Lady Holland.

Art. V.—" THE DOCTRINE OF THE FATHERS."

The question whether there is an order of bisliops distinct from

and superior to the order of presbyters has long agitated the

Christian Church. This question is not devoid of real interest,

and in view of the practical matters involved, it is a very

important one, and especially so as to what views the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church holds, and has held, upon the subject.

In its ecclesiastical use, the word "order" has a very difi'ereut

meaning from the word " office." An " order " has certain

rights and privileges that inhere in itself—are its prerogatives,

antl therefore are exclusive and inalienable ; v/hilc an "office"
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is endowed with only i\\(i\\ functions ns may be vested in it by

the authority that created it. Xor is any one of any given

order, if elected to an office within the scope and sphere of his

order, thereby elevated to another and higher order.

Xo one who is familiar with the history and organism of the

Methodist Episcopal Church will deny that it recognizes the

clerical order, and also a distinction between order and office.

Its one complete ministerial order is that of an elder ; bur it has

also the office of presiding elder, thus practically discriminating

between office and order. It recognizes the presiding elder as

in office over other elders, but of the same order, and from this

fact may be started the inquiiw, -whether the episcopacy is not

of the same order, though superior in office to all other elders ?

Our study of the question will be historical, and the main

purpose will be to ascertain how the episcopacy was viewed by
those ^7ho originated or iirst received it. Of the teaching of

the Founder of Methodism, Dr. Abel Stevens gives the follow-

ing summary

:

That Wesley, while he believed in episcopacy, belonged to that
class of Episcopalians who contL-nd that episcopacy is not a dis-

tinct '• order" (in the usual technii'al or ecclesiastical yense of the
term), but a distinct ottice, in the ministry; that bi^hops and pres-

byters, or elders, are of the same order, and have essentially the
Fanxe prerogatives ; but that for convenience some of this order
may be raised to the episcopal office, and some of the functions
originally pertaining to the whole order, a;? ordination, for ex-

ample, may be confined to them ; the presbyter thus elevated
bt'iiig but primus inter pares—the first among equals—a presid-
ing officer.*

Before the war of the IZevolution, the Rev. John TVesley

was the governmental head of the Methodists in America as

well as in Europe. lie was the supreme authority, and his

word was law. After the war, the American Methodists still

acknowledged his authority, and in 1TS4: Mr. Wesley asserted

it by appointing the Rev. Thomas Coke, D.C.L., Avho was a

presbyter of the Church of England, and Francis Asbury, who
w;is a preacher in America, to be Superintendents, as before

lie had appointed Thomas Rankin and Francis Asbury to bo
Ids General Assistants in directing the work of Methodism in

America.
• Stevens'3 " History of Methodism," vol. ii, p. 221.
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Mr. Wesley, though on]y a presbyter, set apart Dr. Coke
to his designated work with prayer and imposition of hand*.

This act has been severely criticised and denounced as an ab-

surdity, but the Kev. Hichard AVatson has justly remarked,

This "absurdity" could not arise from the pnnciple which ]Mr.

Wesley had adopted, namely, that the orders were identical, and
the censure, therefore, rests only upon the assumption that bish-

ops and priests were of ditferent orders, which he denied. He
never did pretend to ordain bishops in the modern sense, but
only according to his view of primitive episcopacy.*

His action in setting apart a presbyter to the work of a

Superintendent could not, therefore, mean the conferring of a

higher order. In appointing these Superintendents, Mr. Wes-

ley did not mean to give up his authority over the American

Methodists anymore than he did when he previously appointed

his Assistants. He now uses a different name—that of Super-

intendent—for his " Assistants," to whom he delegated larger

powers, but it is evident that he still intended to control the

Superintendents as formerly he had the Assistants.

I^ow that Mr. Wesley, a presbyter, considered himself su-

perior to the Superintendents he had appointed, including Dr.

Coke, whom he had solemnly set apart, shows that he did not

deem a Superintendent to be of higher ministerial order than a

presbyter, as manifestly it would have been inconsistent for one

of a lower to exercise authority over one of a superior order.

The fact that he appointed them, directed them, and himself set

one of them apart, was an assertion of his superiority in author-

ity, and, of course, his not inferiority of order. Acting under

Wesley's orders, and armed with his commission as Superintend-

ent, Dr. Coke came to America in the autunm of 1TS4. At
Asbury's suggestion, the preachers in the United States were

called together, and met in Conference on the twenty-fourth of

December; and this Conference, which lasted about ten days,

has been called " the Christmas Conference," on account of the

season in which it convened.

Superintendent Coke presided, and his first official act was

the presentation of Wesley's Circular Letter, which was read to

£he Conference. This letter was, so to speak, the charter un-

der which the Conference acted. It declared in unmistakable

• Watson's "Life of Wealev," American edition, p. 247.
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terms the purity of bisliops and presbyters as to order, for in

it Mr. "Wesley said : "Lord Kiiif^-'s Account of the Primitive

Church convinced me many years ago that bishops and presby-

ters are the same order, and consequently have the same right

to ordain."

AVith such a dechiration so explicitly made, the members

of the Christmas Conference could not have supposed Wes-

ley was giving them an episcopacy which was higher in order

than the eldership. That there might be no doubt as to Mr.

"Wesley's relation to the American Methodists and their relation

to him, this Conference formally adopted the following :

Durinsj the life of the Rev. Mr. Wesley, we acknowledge our-

Ki'Ives his sons in tlie Gospel, ready, in matters belonging to

church government, to obey his commands.

Having thus acknowledged him as the supreme authority in

ecclesiastical affairs, they must have accepted his doctrine as to

the episcopacy.

The Christmas Conference, in acknowledging Wesley as

Bupreme " in matters belonging to church government," recog-

nized a presbyter as the chief authority in the Church. That

they 60 recognized a presbyter as supreme, even over the Super-

intendents, shows that they did not esteem their superintend-

ency or episcopacy an order above the eldership, for certainly

they would not make one of an inferior order superior in au-

thority to those of a higher order.

This Conference also made and placed in the Minutes this

resolve :
" We will form ourselves into an Episcopal Church,

under the direction of Superintendents," etc. As they ac-

cepted the very title Superintendent, which Wesley had given,

as well as the men he had appointed, the only reasonable sup-

position is, that they accepted the superintendency in the sense

Wesley intended ; and, as his declaration was " that bishops

and presbyters are the same 0)'der,''^ they could not have under-

stood that he was giving and they were receiving any officers

of a higher order than that of presbyters; and, if so, chey must
have understood the word Superintendent as indicating, not an

order, but an office.

Tliis is further indicated by the fact that they voted Asbnry
to be a Superintendent bcfoie he had become either elder or
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de^icon. Both Coke and Asbiiiy were Sui)erintendents, so far

as Mr. "Wesley could make them such, without any vote of the

Conference. This was not disputed by the Conference, and

Asbury did not deny the legality and sufficiency of his ap-

pointment by AVcsley alone, who was the supreme head of

Methodism ; but he desired the indorsement of the preachers

whom he was to superintend. So he was unanimously chosen,

and Coke was unanimously accepted by the Conference; which

was also a recognition by the Conference of some kind or de-

gree of authority over the case.

That TVesley should make a man not in orders a Superin-

tendent, shows that he did not consider the position an order;

and the action of the Conference in electing a man Su})erin-

tendent before he was in orders, shows that the Conference

did not look upon the superintendency as an order.

That they so understood it, in connection with the points al-

ready given, is plain, because they officiall}- defined it to be an

office, while they never speak of the order of bishops or super-

intendents.' Jesse Lee, the first historian of American Meth-

odism, and well-informed respecting all these transactions, says :

" At this Conference we formed ourselves into a regular Church

by the name of the Methodist Episcopal Church, making at the

same time the episcopal office elective." * The early Minutes

(17S5) also use the same word " oijiQe^'' and speak of the posi-

tion as the " episcopal office.''^ Indeed, as Leo and the Minutes

show, the early Church never spoke of the episcopacy as an or-

der, nor as an order and an office, but solely as an ofjicey which

they made elective ; and the only conclusion which can be

drawn is, that they did not consider their episcopacy a distinct

and higher order, but simply an office of superintendency.

Not only did they organize by " making the episcopal office

elective," as Lee and the ]\rinutes say, but, as the same authori-

ties declare, they made "the elected Superintendents aTuenahle

to the body of ministers and preachers." jSTow it is to be re-

membered that this Conference, and all the early General

Conferences, were composed of all the preachers, whether they

were elders or not. "When the Christmas Conference opened

there were only three, including Superintendent Coke, who had

received elder's orders; and even after others were ordained at

* Lee's " History of tlio Melliodists," p. 94.
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this Conference, "the body of the ministers and preachers"

\v;is composed mainly of uuordained men. That tiiey made " the

elected Sui)erintendents amenable to the body of ministers and

preachers," many of whom had no orders at all, shows that

they could not have regarded their superiutendency in the liglit

of a ministerial order, but rather as an executive office. On
the idea of simply an office there was some reason in all liav-

iiig a voice in the election of a Superintendent, because all were

to be superintended by him ; and so, for the same reason, there

was propriety in his being responsible to them; but the thing

would be an ecclesiastical absurdity, if the superiutendency

were a higher order, for the Superintendent to be amenable to

those of a lower order and to those who had no orders at all.

Even if the Conference had been composed entirely of

elders, this amenability would imply that the Superintendents

were not of a higher order, and such amenability could only be

on the ground that the superiutendency was merely an office

of an executive or jurisdictional character, and hence, respon-

sible to the body which created it. '

But it may be objected, that writers of that day say that

Mr. Asbury was "ordained" Superintendent, and that the

American Methodists had received from Mr. "Wesley a service

entitled " The Form of Ordaining a Superintendent." That

the word " ordain" was used mav be admitted, but the nature

of the service is not to be interpreted by the name so much as

the name is to be interpreted by the declared intention of the

service ; and the question now at issue is not about words, but

whether this service was intended to place the presbyter in a

higher order.

Mr. Wesley, who gave the service, could not have intended

it in that sense, for he held that there was no higher order

than the eldership, and said, at the very time he gave them the

service, that " bishops and presbyters are the same order."

That the Christmas Conference held "Wesley's view is asserted

by Bishop Simpson in his " Cyclopedia of Methodism." Eefer-

ring to Wesley's ordination of Whatcoat and Vasey as elders,

and his setting apart of Coke as Superintendent, he says :

This ordination was performed because, according to his view of

the primitive episcopacy, bishops and presbyters wore of the same
order. This view was entertained by the ministers who met in
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conference or convention in 1T84, and organized the Methodist
Episcopal Church.*

So the Conference, accepting this view from its supreme

ecclesiastical authority, could not suppose that in using such a

service they were giving any order above the eldership when
they did not believe there was any higher order. With this

view, even if they did use the word " ordain " in this connec-

tion, they could only have used it and understood it in a pecul-

iar sense as qualitied by the idea that no higher order could be

conferred, and, therefore, they could look upon the superin-

tendency only as an office
—'" the episcopal office," as they

termed it—and the ceremony simply as a formal service of in-

stallation inducting the elected person, in an appropriate and

solemn manner, into that office.

It may be said that the service which does not place in a

higher order is not an ordination, and, therefore, the word
should not have been used. To that objection we reply, that

a writer has a right to use a word in a peculiar sense if he

80 qualifies it, as AVesley did in this case, that his meaning is

manifest. The word is to be defined by the thing, and not the

thing by the Avord, especially when it is guarded and qualified

by a precise declaration.

The most that can be made out of the u£e of the word "ordi-

nation" in this connection, by those who v/ould restrict its mean-

ing, is, that those who so used it were not exact in their lan-

guage. Indeed, we are not to be surprised that even Mr.

Wesley should lack precision in this very thing, for the service

for the American Methodists was evidently prepared in haste.

Their intention in using the word is to be explained in the

light of clear and positive declarations. As they held that

" bishops and presbyters are the same order," it cannot be sup-

posed that any service they applied to a presi)yter, even if they

called it an ordination, was an ecclesiastical ordination in the

sense of conferring a higher order. It must have been a quali-

fied "ordination"—using the term in a lower sense—and so did

not give any higher order to one who was already a presbyter.

Dr. Coke, in a foot-note to his sermon delivered when
Asbury was formally inducted into the superintcndency, says

in reference to his use of the phrase, "bishop of the Church
* Art. " Methodist Episcopacy."
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of Pliiladelpliia," "I here use the word lishop in its present

sense, as signifying an ofCcer of the Church superior to the

presbyters." " In his mind a bishop is an officei' who is superior

as such to the presbyters, as may also be seen by the fact that in

the certificate lie gave Asbury, Coke, tliough Superintendent,

styles himself "a presbyter,'' showing that he recognized that

to be his order, while the superintendency (whose functions he

was then exercising) was his ofhce. So in the certihcate there

is not a word about an episcopal order, but the simple state-

ment that he " did set apart the said Francis Asbury for the

ofiice of a Superintendent."f All these facts show that Coke,

and the Conference which organized the Methodist Episcopal

Church, held views that harmonized with the teaching of "W^es-

ley, that bishops were the same in order as presbyters, and

viewed the episcopacy as a superior office.

Leaving the iiist, we pass to a subsequent General Confer-

ence. Mr. Wesley had written to Dr. Coke requesting him to

call a General Conference to meet at Baltimore on the first of

May, 1787. The call was issued^ and the Conference convened

at that time.

In the same letter to Dr. Coke, Mr. Wesley indicated his

reason for desiring the Conference, namely, " that Mr. Richard

Whatcoat may be appointed Superintendent with Mr. Francis

Asbury." Thus the presbyter who was at the head of the

Cliurch issued his orders and named the man he desired to have

act as Superintendent. Mr. Wesley considered this his right,

and the Conference at which the organization had been made
had agreed, '"in matters belonging to church government, to

obey his commands."

The Conference understood Wesley to direct that Whatcoat
be made Superintendent, though Wesley's order was couched
in courteous terms. Lee says :

" Mr. Wesley also directed that

llicliard Whatcoat should be ordained a joint Superintendent

with Mr. Asbury." X D'"- Coke also understood Mr. Wesley as

ordering the selection of Whatcoat as Superintendent. As Lee
Rays: "Dr. Coke contended that we were obliged to receive

Mr. AVhatcoat, because [of what] we had said in the Minutes
taken at the Christmas Conference."

• "Melliotlist Maj!;a7.inc and Quarterly Review," July, 1840.

t Baiiijs'a " History of Mctiiodisra," vol. i, p. 157. % Leo's Uislory, p. 126.
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Most of the preachers, however, objected to having What-

coat made a Superintendent, and the strongest reason seems to

have been tliat given bv Lee :
" That they were apprehensive

that if Whatcoat was ordained Mr. "Wesley would recall Mr.

Asburj, and he would return to England." ^ This was another

recognition of the fact that "Wesley claimed supreme authority

over the Superintendents, and a clear implication that Asbury

could not have been in order above a presbyter when he was

under a presbyter's control.

Wesley had evidently in some way given an intimation of an

intention of removing Asbury from the superintendency and

recalling him to England. Asbury, in a letter he wrote the Kev.

Joseph Benson some time after this, said of Mr. "Wesley :

He rigidly contended for a special and independent right of

governin'j," the chief minister or ministers of our order, which in

our judgment meant not only to put him out of oliicc, but to re-

move him from the continent to elsewhere that our father saw
fit.f

This shows not only Presbyter "Wesley's estimate of his au-

thority, but also his opinion that a Superintendent occupying

the " episcopal office " could be removed from the position at

his pleasure and that without any catise, such as crime or im-

proper conduct, being alleged,—a view which cannot be har-

monized vrith the notion of the superintendency as a higher

order, but which is compatible with the idea of the episcopacy

as an office.

In this letter to Benson, and in this very connection, Mr.

Asbury speaks of " the right of electing every Church officer,

and more especially our Superintendent," whicli shows that As-

bury looked upon the superintendency as an office and the Su-

perintendent as an officer, and his remark that "Wesley's claim

"meant to put him out of office," implies the same idea.

The outcome of the whole matter was, that notwithstanding

the agreement n)ade at the Christmas Conference to obey Mr.

Wesley '• in matters belonging to Church government," the

General Conference of ITS 7 refused to have Whatcoat as a

Superintendent, llecognizing the apparent awkwardness of

their position they went further, and struck out the record of

•Leo's History, p. 120.

•j- Alkiuson's "Ceiiteuuiul History of Americau ilethodism," p. 57.
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the agreement, and also removed Mr. Wesley's name from the

Minutes.

It is not in the line of our theme to discuss the wisdom or

propriety of thus cutting the Gordian knot, but good came out

of it. The spirit of the American devolution evidently seemed

to be on the Conference. It was another declaration of inde-

pendence. It was a revolution, and to Wesley it seemed as a

rebellion. It was an emphatic declaration by the General Con-

ference that it meant to be above liim who was superior to its

Superintendent, and that the General Conference would not

permit any executive power or official authority to be above

itself; and in making their decision, they actually deposed

Wesley, their cliief Superintendent, and this assertion by the

ministers implies that they recognized no higher order than

that which was possessed by the members on the floor of the

Conference.

This action was a heavy blow to Wesley, who complained

because Asbury did not exert himself to avert it, saying that

" Mr. Asbury quietly sat by until his friends, by common con-

sent, voted my name out of the American Minutes."

Another troublesome question before the General Conference

of 17S7 \vas one raised in regard to Dr. Coke. The doctor

had been out of the country, and while abroad had undertaken

to exercise his functions as Superintendent in America. The
preachers were dissatisfied with this, and, at this Conference,

vigorously expressed their discontent. Lee says

:

The preachers complained of Dr. Coke, bocanse he had taken
upon himself a right which they never gave him, of altering the
time and place of holding our Conferences, after it had been set-

tled and fixed on at a previous Conference. ... At that time the
doctor saw that the preachers were pretty generally united
against him; he acknowledged his faults, begged ])ardon, and
promised not to meddle with our affairs again when he was out
of the United States. He then gave a certificate to the same
pUI])OSC.

Tlie preachers then agreed to forijivc what wa3 past, provided
this condition should be expressed in the Minutes, whicii was
done thus:

" Q. Who are the Superintendents of our Church for the
Uniti'tl States? A. Thomas Coke (when present in the States)
and Francis Asbury." *

Lcc's Ilistory, p. 124.
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This shows that the General Conference held that it was su-

perior to tlie Supei-intendents—that while they were Siiperin-

tendeuts of the Church the General Conference superintended

them. That presbyters, and preachers who had not attained

even that order, could call a Superintendent to account and

direct his official action, shows that they did not look upon the

euperintendency as a higher order, with its \i\^iq.v j^i^erogat'ives,

but as an office, with only its definite functions. That Dr.

Coke acquiesced in their procedure would seem to show that he

admitted their right and held the same view as to his position.

That the General Conference took a Superintendent to task

*' because he had taken upon himself a right which they never

gave him," shows not only that a Superintendent had no right

to do any thing that was not specified in the Discipline, but

also that to his position attached no power excepting that

which the General Conference expressly and explicitly dele-

gated (and which they could at any time recall), which is quite

consistent with the idea of an office, but not so with that of a

hinher ministerial order.

This General Conference asserted also the right to limit a

Superintendent's jurisdiction, and to limit the exercise of his

functions after he had been elected, and that though for years

he had occupied the " episcopal office." It declared Dr. Coke a

Superintendent only in the United States; that when he went

out of the United States he lost all power of superintendency,

and if he stayed out he ceased to be a Superintendent, Xow,
if the superintendency had been an order, Dr. Coke must have

carried it with him every-where, for this is one of the peculiar

characteristics of an order, as contrasted with an office. Thus
a presbyter is a presbyter always, and the order goes with

him upon whom it has been conferred wherever he goes, un-

less he be entirely deposed from the ministry. That they

limited the superintendency, as in the case of Coke, shows that

the General Conference did not look upon it as an order, but as

an office.

One educated as Coke had been, and knov,-ing the rights of

religious orders, would not have so yielded had he considered

the superintendency to be an order. That he considered it

simply an office appears also from the fact that in the writ-

ten agreement he gave in this matter he uses the expression,
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" By virtue of mj office as Superintendent of the Methodist

Church." *

Subsequently to the General Conference of 17S7, but in the

same year, "Mr. Asbury reprinted the General Minutes; but

somewhat changed from what they were before. " In these

Minutes the title of Bishop was tirst used. Lee says

:

Tills was the first time our Superintendents ever gave thera-

8clvcs tlie title of Bishops in the Minutes. They changed tlie

title themselves, without the consent of the Conference ; and at

the next Conference tliey asked the preachers if the word JJishop

night stand in the Minutes, seeing that it was a Scripture name,
and the meaning of the word Bishop was the same witli that of

Stipcriutcndont. Some of the preachers opposed the alteration

and wished to retain the former title ; but a majority of the
preachers agreed to let the word JJishop remain ; and in the
Annual ^Minutes for the next year the first question is, " Who
are the Bishops of our Church for the United States?" f

Admitting that both titles mean the same thing (which, how,

ever, is not the case in their relations to ecclesiastical atluirs)-

nevertheless it was an act of usurpation for Asbury, or Asbury
and Coke, to change a title which had been adopted by the

Church, without first obtaining the consent of that Church-

Had the title Superintendent remnined unchanged, in all proba-

bility the question as to whether the Methodist episcopacy was
an order above the eldership never would have been raised, for

the name Superintendent would uot have suggested the idea

of order, but of office.

Still it is to be remembered that the change of the name did

not change the thing, and it was expressly declared that " the

meaning of the word Bisliop was the same with that of Super-

intendent," so making the latter interpret and limit the mean-
ing of the former, as used in this case. So the equivalent title

Superintendent still stands in some places in the Discipline; and
since the change of title the Bisliops have frequently referred

to themselves as the General Superintendents, and the Confer-

ence which assented to the cliange explained its action by in-

serting in the Minutes the following note:

As the translators of our version of the Bible have useil the En-
glish word Bisliop instead of Superintendent, it has been thought by
us that it would appear more scriptural to adopt thcit' term. Bishop.

* Banga's History, voL i, p. 257. f Lee's History, pp. 127, 123.
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When tlie official designation was changed from Superintend-

ent to Bishop, Wesley expressed his dissatisfaction in a most

emphatic manner. Probably because he supposed or knew that

Asbury was the prime mover in the matter, he wrote him a

most scathing letter. In this letter V/esley says to Asbury :

One instance of this [your greatness] lias given ine great con-
cern. IIow can you, how dare you, suffer yourself to be called

Bishop? . . . Men may call me a knave or a J'ool, a rascal, a scoun-

drel, and I am content; but they shall never by my consent call

me Jiishoj). For my sake, for God's sake, for Christ's sake, put
a full end to this !

*

It may be that "Wesley's preference for the title Superintend-

ent -was to avoid the danger of prelatical notions which many
attached to the word Bishop, and which had become insepara-

bly associated with it in ecclesiastical literature and in the pub-

lic mind ; but the change of the name made no change in the

thing ; it was confessed that it here represented the same kind

of supcrintendency that the Church had before.

The Rev. Richard AVatson, referring to Wesley's objection

to the change, says :

The only objection he could have to the name was, that from
long association it was likely to convey a meaning beyond his

own intention. But this was a matter of mere prudential feeling

confined to himself: so that neither are Dr. Coke nor IMr. As-
bury to be blamed for using that appellation (bishop) in Mr.
Wesley's sense, which was the same as ])rcsl)yter as far as order
Avas concerned, nor the American societies ( as they have some-
times inconsiderately been), for calling themselves, in the same
view, " The American IMethodist Episcopal Church," since their

episcopacy is founded upon the principle of bishops and presby-
ters being of tl)e same decree—a more extended ojfice only being
assigned to the former, as in the primitive (Jhurch.f

In the Discipline of 1TS7 another change of some impor-

tance was made, probably by the person or persons who changed

the official title. The question and answer in which it was said

" We will form ourselves into an Episcopal Cliurch, under the

direction of sup2rintendents, ciders, deacons, and helpers," etc.,

were stricken out, and a section " On the Nature and Constitu-

tion of oiir Church" was introduced. In this a reason is given

why the American Methodists are no longer connected with

* Wesley's Works, vol. vii, p. ISV.

f Wiitson'd " Life of Wesley," Americau edition, p. 247.
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tlic Cliurcli of England, and why tliey do not unite with its

In this section a contrast isdrawTi between tlic kind of Church

tlicv i)ropose and the Church of England and its successor in

tlic United States, and especially between the Methodist epis-

copacy and the e])iscopacy of the aforementioned Churches.

It contains a positive rejection of the doctrine of apostolic suc-

cession, and states that " as we are persuaded that the uninter-

rupted succession of bishops can be proved neither from Script-

ure nor antiquity, we therefore have constituted ourselves into

an Episcopal Church, under the direction of bishops, ciders,

deacons, and preachers," etc. It also affirms that " the most

excellent mode of Church government, according to oar ma-

turest judgment, is that of a moderate episcopacy."

Tlie whole tenor of the passage is a contrast between the

episcopal government they had chosen, and that of the Church

of England and the new Protestant Episcopal Church ; and,

iu the light of this and of other facts before mentioned, the

legitimate inference must be, that that which they called their

''moderate episcopacy" rejected all notions of a higher order.

The main point in view at that time, however, was a denial

of apostolic succession. Others claimed, that to be a Church it

was necessary to have the succession from the apostles ; but they

claimed that this doctrine was untenable, and therefore could

not stand in the way of their forming a new Church. They
evidently conceded the divine right of the order of elders, and

the}' recognized no order above this.

Two years after this, in 1T89, this declaration was stricken

out and another statement in the form of question and answer

was substituted. This change, which was made probably by

the same party or parties, had a new purpose, namely, to show

the source of the episcopal authority in the new Church, and to

declare their belief that it was proper and valid. The question

propounded was as follows :
" Ques. 1. AYhat is the proper origin

of the episcopal authority in our Church ? " and the purpose of

this question is to be kept before us in interpreting the answer.

The answer states, in substance, that they trace its origin to the

Ilev. John "Wesley, "the father of the great revival of relig-

ion now extending over the earth by the means of the Method-

ists;" that he sent over "three regularly ordained clergy,"
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and, hence, even in a churchly sense, tlieir ordination was not

irregular, but had a " proper origin ; " that he solemnly set

apart by the imposition of his hands and prayer one of them,

namely, Thomas Coke, Doctor of Civil Law, late of Jesus Col-

lege in the University of Oxford, for the episcopal office."

It will be noticed here, and throughout this paragraph, that

the office in question is not called an order, but " the episcopal

office," which phrase occurs no less than three times.

It is to be observed, further, that the source of their episco-

pacy to which they point is presbyterial. No one of any higher

order than that of a presbyter takes part. \Ye5ley is a pres-

byter, and so is each one who assists him in setting apart Dr.

Coke to " the episcopal office," and the American Methodists

declare they are " fully satisfied with the validity " of tliis pro-

cedure by presbyters. No one ordained to any higher order

than that of presbyter took part, and, consequently, according

even to higher order ideas, no higher order was conferred.

Dr. Coke could not have been admitted to any higher order,

though he was set apart for the work of an office, for Wesley,

who set him apart, affirmed that there was no higher order

than that of presbyter. So Superintendent Coke remained a

presbyter, and, as this paragraph states, AVesley " commissioned

and directed him to set apart Francis Asbury, then General

Assistant of the Methodist Society in xVmerica, for the same

episcopal office ; he, the said Francis Asbury, being first or-

dained deacon and elder." This was done. Dr. Coke officiating,

and " other regularly ordained ministers assisting in the sacred

ceremony."

It will be observed that the point here is, that Asbury re-

ceived his episcopal ordination " in regular succession " from

Wesley, and his jurisdiction from the Conference; and it is

to be noticed that in this paragraph a distinction is made be-

tween an ordination and the service inducting one into the

superintendency. Of Asbury it is said, that he was "ordained

deacon and elder," but it is not said he was "ordained" Super-

intendent, but that he was ^^ set apart for the said episcopal

office." Tliis change of the form of words suggests an incident-

al recognition of a difference between ordaining one a presbyter

and setting apart a presbyter for the " episcopal office."

The statement in relation to Dr. Coke, tliat Wesley, " having
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delivered to him letters of episcopal orders, commissioned and

directed him to set apart Francis xlsbury," should receive some

consideration. The question may arise whether the phrase

" lottei-s of episcopal orders " means that the episcopacy is a

lii<^hcr order than the eldership?

It has been clearly shown that the Methodist Episcopal Church

from the first regarded the superintendency as an office, and not

a.s an order different from and higher than the eldership, and

this cannot be neutralized by any doubtful phraseology. They

had accepted the "Wesleyan doctrine, that as to ministerial order

a bishop was merely a presbyter, and here they speak of the

episcopacy as an office. This phrase cannot be construed ac-

cording to higher-order notions, for that would make the writ-

ers of the paragraph guilty of falsification in asserting that

which was contrary to the facts ; for the fact is, that Wesley

never did give any letter certifying to a higher order, or call-

ing the episcopacy an order at all. The Protestant Episcopal

Church has, at the head of its form of certificate, the words
" Letter of Orders," but no such phrase is connected with Wes-

ley's testimonial letter. In the body of its form that Church

fiays of one made a bishop that he was " ordained and conse-

crated" a bishop, but nothing of the nature of an order in Coke's

superintendency is intimated in Wesley's letter.

In the testimonial letter there is nothing about an episcopal

order or episcopal orders. Even the word " ordination " is not

used in connection with Coke, but the phrase "set apart;"

neither is bishop or even " episcopal office" used, but simply
" Superintendent.'' Its form is, " I have this day set apart as

a Superintendent," etc.'^ Thus the letter itself shov>-3 that it is

not in any higher-order sense " letters of episcopal orders," but

simply a testimonial letter given by Wesley certifying that lie

had set Coke apart as a Superintendent.

To be consistent with himself, this is all that Wesley could

liave intended ; it is all that could fairly have been meant by
tliosc who used the phrase in question, and this is evidently

what the paragraph shows it to mean. The whole purport is,

not to show^ whether the episcopacy is a higher order, but

merely to designate the " origin of the episcopal authority in

our Church;" and so it affirms that Wesley, having appointed

* Bangs's " History of the Methodist Episcopal Church," vol. i, p. 155.

IV—FIFTH sr:uii:s, vol. i.
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and set apart Coke as Superintendent, gave him a letter to that

effect. The phrase, therefore, must have been used in a modi-

fied sense, and as a warrant of supervisory authority.

The conchiding part of the paragraph may also demand a

passing notice. It says that the Conference "did unani-

mously receive " Coke and Asbury, " being fully satisfied of

the validity of their episcopal ordination;" but there is in this

nothing that teaches that the episcopacy was a higher order than

the eldership, any more than there was in Wesley's giving a

service for the " Ordaining of Superintendents," which he quali-

fied b}' saying, "bishops and presbyters are the same order," or

the use of the same word in regard to the setting apart of Super-

intendents by the Christmas Conference when its members ac-

cepted the same c^ualification.

As we have seen, the so-called " ordination," as it was quali-

fied, amounted to nothing more than a formal induction into of-

ficial duty, and, for the same reasons, it must be so understood

here. Even in this paragraph the word "ordination," as used

at the close, is qualified by its equivalent "set apart" "to the

episcopal office," wliich is used in every instance in regard to

Coke and Asbury's entrance into their special woi'k, and of

course it fails to give any legitimate support to the higher-

order idea.

We conclude, therefore, that when Wesley set apart Coke,

he did not mean to confer on him any higher order; and

when Asbury was set apart, the doctrine of the parity of

bishops and presbyters, as to orders, was admitted ; so that

the use of the word " ordination," here, in regard to Coke
and Asbury, can mean nothing more than it meant when Wes-

ley used it, and it must therefore be understood with the same

limitation.

Again, it must be borne in mind that the discussion is not

as to whether the episcopac\' is an order or an office, but as to

the source of the " episcopal authority of Coke and Asbury,"

thus involving the idea of office rather than of ministerial order.

The object is to assert the validity of the Methodist episcopacy,

that though presbyterial in its origin it is just as valid as any

other, and its Bishops are just as legitimately and genuinely

bishops as are those of any other Church. They were proper-

ly appointed, properly elected, and properly set apart ; and
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t!»oiJp;l> ^^^ tins was done by presbyters and not b}' bishops of

a Fo-called higher order, and claiming apostolic succession, the

inoMibcrs of the Conference were satislied of its validity, and

fully believed that it had a "proper origin."

At this Conference (17S9) the name of Mr. AYesley was re-

stored to the Minutes, evidently to mitigate his displeasure on

account of its omission ; and though there may be room for

doubt as to what is meant by " the regular order and succes-

sion " in which they are placed, there can be none respecting

" the episcopal ofhce."'

Wesley was in order a presbyter, and nothing more, for in

the testimonial he gave Coke he calls himself a " presbyter of

the Church of England." Surely these early Methodists could

not have understood the episcopacy to be an order higher than

the eldership, or they would not have placed or recognized a

presbyter, as Wesley certainly was, in that position. Yet here

they lecognize " Presbyter" Wesley as in the '* episcopal office."

and ])lace his name before the names of "Bishop" Coke and
" Bishop " Asbury.

Further, it is evident that they laid no stress upon the serv-

ice which had been styled an ordination, and that they did not

consider that Wesley's setting apart of Coke, or that the so-

called " ordination" of Asburv, o:ave anv hicrher order, for thev

recognized Wesley, who never had been so set aj^art by any
"sacred ceremony" for the episcopacy, and who never had re-

ceived any ordination above that of the eldership, as not only

the equal but the superior of Coke and Asbury, who had been

fj>ccially set apart with religious service. The service of set-

ting apart, or the so-called " ordination," was not, therefore,

considered as havinn; anv virtue as to iriviuf]: any hio-her order,

but must have been looked -upon as a not essential though ap-

JTopriate ceremony, which left the presbyter to whom it was
applied as to ministerial order neither more nor loss than "an
eider in the Church of God."

» ith them, a bishop was a presbyter in authority over other

presbyters
; and if the superintending presbyter exercised such

power, he was a true cpiscopos whcihiyv he had or had not been
f>ubject to a special setting apart, and whether he had or had
not been formally elected to that position. Wesley had neither

been formally elected nor set apart to a higher order ; and so,
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tlic ruling idea must have been that the bishopric was not an

order, but an office occupied by a presbyter.

This single fact, that in the very year tlie aforementioned

paragraph was introduced, Mr. Wesley was recognized as the

chief episcojpos of Methodism, relieves any obscure expression

it may contain, and dissipates any doubt such an expression

might create ; so that " letters of episcopal orders " cannot i)e

understood as implying any higher order than that of presby-

ter, for no higlier order was recognized.

At the Conference of 1792 occurred the schism led by James

O'Kelly. Though ho did not withdraw on account of tlie nat-

ure of the episcopacy, he soon began to call it a " spurious

episcopacy." Lee says of the scceders

:

The name of bishop they abhorred. They acknowledged that

the word bishop and tlie word elder in the Scriptures meant the

same thing; yet they showed groat indignation against the word
bishop, and were well pleased with the word elder.*

This incidental allusion by Lee shows that at that day tlie

Methodists understood the words bishop and elder to mean the

same order. [As they do in their scriptural, but not in their

ecclesiastical, use.

—

Ed.]

Another Methodist preacher who started an independent

movement about the same time was the Rev. William Ilam-

mett. Both of these leaders were men of ability, and their

attacks upon the Methodist Episcopal Church and its epis-

copacy led to more careful statements and a more guarded

phraseology.

One who defended the Church against Hammett's attack was

the Rev. John Dickins, the first American preacher to whom
Coke imparted the plan for the new organization. He was a

member of the Christmas Conference, and consequently knew

the original intention, as well as the understanding, at the time

he wrote.

Emory, in his '' Defense of our Fathers," quotes from a pam-

phlet written by Dickins in 1792, and says

:

The late Rev. John Dickins, in his remarks on the proceed-

ings of Mr. Ilaminctt, says, in relation to the superiority of our

Bishops as derived not from their " separate ordination," but

* Lee's HLstory, p. 204.
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frcitn the suffrages o^ the body of ministers :
" Pray, when was it

otherwise?" and "How can tlie Conference have power to re-

move Mr. Asbury and ordain another to fill his place, if they see

it necessary, on any other ;fxround?" Mr. Hammett had said:

" Lot your Superintendents know, therefore, that their superiority

is derived from your suffrages, and not by virtue of a separate

ordination. Gain and establish this point, and you sap the

foundation of all arbitrary power in your Church forever." ]Mr.

Dickins replies: "Now, who ever said the superiority of the

IJishops was by virtue of a separate ordination ? If this gave
them their superiority, how came they to be removable by the Con-

ference? If, then, what you there plead for will sap the founda-

tion of all arbitrary power, it has been sapped in our connection

from the first establishment of our constitution," (P. 31.) Again
he remarks (p. 32) :

" We all know Mr. Asbury derived his otiicial

power from the Conference, and therefore his oj^ice is at their dis-

posal." *

This father of the Church calls the episcopacy an office. Tie

states that the Bishops have no superiority '* by virtue of a

separate ordination ;" and it follows, therefore, that if the so-

called " ordination " gave no superiority, it gave no higher or-

der. He declares that the Bishop '" derived his official power

from the Conference," and that the "separate ordination" had

nothing to do Vv'ith his si\periority, and that there is not " any

other ground " on which the Conference has " power to re-

move " a Bishop and " fill his place, if they see it necessary,"

with another. Finall}^ he affirms that this view, that there is

no virtue in the "separate ordination," and that the Bishop

derives his superiority solely " from the suffrages of the body

of ministers," has been lield " from the first establishment of

our constitution," and he boldly asks, " Who ever said the supe-

riority of the Bishops was by virtue of a separate ordina-

tion?"!

Emory, commenting on this quotation from John Dickins,

says

:

The pamphlet containing the above sentiments was published
by the unanimous request of the Conference held at Philadelphia,

i^yi>t. 5, 1792; and maybe therefore considered as expressing the
views both of that Conference and of Bishop Asbury in relation
to the true and original character of Methodist episcopacy." |

Four years after Dickins published his pamphlet, Coke and
Asbury, by request of the General Conference, prepared and

• Emory's Defense, pp. 109, 110. f Ihid., pp. 109, 110. X Thut.p. 110.
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printed explanatory notes to tlic Discipline, and thej were ap-

pended to the Disciplhie of 1T9G.

"We turn to tliese " Xotes," and ask Coke and Asbury whether

they understood tlie service of setting apart a Superintendent

or Bishop to be an ordination in the same sense that the service

for elders was an ordination. Their answer is substantially

that it was not an ordination in the same sense, but that when
the word "ordination'' was used in reference to Bishops it was

in the sense of consecration. Thus they say that Mr. Wesley
" first consecrated one for the office of a Bishop." Again, they

Bay Mr. "Wesley '• consecrated two Bishops, Thomas Coke and

Alexander Mather, one before the present episcopal plan took

place in America, and the other afterward, besides ordaining

elders and deacons."

This section has the heading, " The Election and Consecra-

tion of Bishops," while other sections have " The Election and

Ordination of Traveling Elders," and " The Election and

Ordination of Traveling Deacons." Here, then, when they

come to contrast the services, they make a distinction, and show

that the service for Bishops, though termed an ordination, was

not an ordination in the sense in which the word was used for

elders and deacons, and they endeavor to express the distinc-

tion by the use of the word consecration, which indicates the

setting apart to an office ; and so, while they use the word

"ordain" for elders and deacons, whose ordination is recog-

nized as conferring orders, they use the word '"consecrate" in

reference to the bishopric, which they call an office.

They group the episcopacy with " the presiding elder's

office," and ask, " Is it not strange that any of the people

should complain of this or of the episcopal office ? " and go on

to speak of them as "these offices," so that with them the

bishopric was an office the same in kin<l with the presiding el-

dership, though superior in authority. Xow, no one pretends

that the presiding eldership is an order, and according to Coke

and Asbury's grouping neither is the bishopric. So, having a

service of installation for presiding elders would not make the

office an order, and neither would any definite or indefinite ex-

tension of the term. The characteristic of both is official

authority mainly of an executive nature, and so they are both

fitly grouped together as offices.
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Tiie " Notes " also declare that the Bishops " are perfectly

guhjcct to the General Conference "—" that their power, their

usefulness, tliemselvcs, are entirely at the mercy of the General

Conference," which is consistent with the idea of the bishopric

being an office, but totally inconsistent with the idea of bishops

l)oIng of a higher order than presbyters.

At the General Conference of 1T9G, it was proposed, on ac-

count of Asbury's ill health and Coke's frequent absence, that

an assistant Bishop be elected, but Dr. Coke offered his services.

To this offer there was strong objection in the Conference until

Asbury interposed, and said, "If we reject him, it will be his

ruin," etc.* The matter then was left to Asbury's judgment,

and Coke gave an agreement in writing, in which he, the first

Superintendent or Bishop, is reduced, or reduces himself, to the

position of an assistant to Asbury ; and agrees, as he says, " not

to station the preachers at any time when he is present," and

only " to exercise episcopal duties when I hold a Conference

in his absence, and by his consent."t

Such control of a Bishop which the Conference claimed, and

which both Asbury and Coke conceded, is not at all in harmony
with the idea that the bishopric is a higher order, but it agrees

perfectly with the idea that it is an executive office.

In the year ISOO, Mr. Asbury " proposed to resigii his office

as Superintendent," and " take his seat in the Conference on a

h'cel vj'ith the elders^' but the Conference took formal action

on " liis intention of resigning Ms official station,^'' and request-

ed "a continuation of his services as one of the general Super-

intendents." X This shows that Asbury and the Conference, as

well as Lee, the historian, understood the^episcopacy to be an

office, and that when the Bishop resigned " his official station
"

lie resigned all that he had above that which the ordinary

elders possessed.

At this Conference of 1800, Eichard Whatcoat was elected

Bishop " on an equal footing " with Asbury, and Coke " obtained
liberty to return to Europe again, upon the condition that ho
should return to America as soon as his business would allow

;

or, at farthest, by the next General Conference." § Some
*Koblcr's letter to Dr. Lee in "Life and Times of Rev. Jesse Leo."

f BiiDga's History, vol. ii, p. 56

X Lee's History, p. 205. § Ibid., p. 2CG.
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years after this, the Wesleyan Conference in Enghind requested

the return of Dr. Coke, and the General Conference of 1S04

passed a resolution permitting Dr. Coke to return to Europe

"subject to the call of thi-ee of our Annual Conferences to

return -when he is requested, but at fartliest, that he shall re-

turn, if he live, to the next General Conference." ^' All of

which was an assertion of power, certainly not as dealing with

an order whose j?rc?-o(/afives are indefeasible, but as controlling

an officer as to the use or disuse of his /"unctions.

Dr. Coke was not present at the General Conference of ISOS,

but he wrote to that body, giving reasons for his absence and

making certain propositions as a condition for his return to

episcopal duty in America. Heferring to his visit to America,

four years before, he said :
" I was not sure whether you would,

in your circumstances as they respected Bishop Asbury, receive

me as an efficient Superintendent or Bishop among you in aivj

degree or manner.'''' f He now wants them to define what

powers he would have should he return to America, so conced-

ing, by a necessary implication, the complete power of the Con-

ference over him in respect to his position ; and the Confer-

ence, taking him at his word, resolved that " he is not to exer-

cise the ofHce of Superintendent among us in the United States

until he be recalled by the General Conference, or by all the

Annual Conferences respectively."

A distinguislied authority has said :
" The action of the

Conference was, to all intents and purposes, a deposition of the

Bishop, thougli it was so expressed as to give him as little

offense as possible." Tlie same authority remarks that the

Discipline " as acted upon by the General Conference . . .

established the right of the General Conference to depose or

suspend a General Superintendent, for any cause which that

body may believe renders that deposition or suspension neces-

sary, without the process of trial or impeachment." X

In another letter to the General Conference of ISOS, Dr.

Coke says: "I am of our late venerable father Mr. Wesley's

opinion, that the order of bishops and presbyters is one and the

same," This restates Wesley's opinion, and, coming from the

•Bfings's History, vol. ii, p. 15-t. \lbid., vol. ii, p. 197.

\ t;diiorial in '-Cliristian Advocate and Jourual," T. Ii. Bond and G. Coles,

Editors, August 14, 1844.
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tn:iM who v>'as said to liave received "episcopal ordination" and
*• letters of episcopal orders," shows that these phrases were

used in a qualified sense, and that lie did not consider that he

or Mr. Asbury liad received any higher order than that of pres-

byter, for ''tlie order of bishops and presbyters is, one and the

sanic.^^ That he made such a statetnont to the Conference,

without objection, may also be taken as reflecting the sentiment

of that body.

Ijishop Asbury died on the last day of March, ISIG, and, on

tlio twenty-third of the following month, the Rev. Ezekiel

('ooper delivered a funeral discourse on the deceased Bishop.

Mr. Cooper was present at the first meeting of Coke and As-

bury, and was familiar with the views of the early Church. In

tliis eernion he affirms that " our church government ... is

founded on . . . the Scriptures, and also the usages of the

]>riniitive Church;" and in the Appendix he speaks of the

Methodist episcopacy as a "presbytei'ial episcopacy," and
maintains that bishops and presbyters or elders are " the same
order." *

Thus we are brought down to the death of Asbury, wdiich

may l)e said to ..close the first period of the history of the

Metliodist episcopacy. Through all this time the identity of

bishops and presbyters as to order is in numerous cases both

|x»sitively and tacitly affirmed. It may be admitted that there

was, especially at one period, some confusion in the use of

tonus, and it is possible that some may have misunderstood the

nature of the episcopacy ; but the prevalent tenor of the trans-

actions of the General Conference, as well as the statements
of prominent individuals, demonstrate that the early Methodist
Lpiscopal Church understood that a bishop had no order
above that of presbyter or elder, and that the bishopric—" the

episcopal ofiice," as they called it—was not an order, but an
oJlice of an executive character, and that he who tilled it,

though lie was in office a Superintendent or Bishop, was in

order only a presbyter or elder.

* Cooper on Asbury, pp. 109 and 115.
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EDITORIAL MISOELLAI^Y.

CURRENT TOPICS.

REVIVALS.

To the minds of most evangelical Christians there is something both

pleasant and sobering suggested by the thought that is indicated by the

rather indefinite term Rcvimls. It naturally calls up the idea of increased

religious quickening, and the uplifting of united hearts and minds in

faith and hope and holy endeavor, and also of the increase of Christ's

kingdom by the conversion of souls. These ideas are common among
religious people; but beyond these generally accepted notions there are

not a few others in respect to which there is not equal unanimity. There

is no such agreement in respect to the proper answer to the question,

whether or not revivals should be considered the normal condition of

church life, or special and occasional seasons of grace ; nor, whether or

not they should be labored for by direct efforts for their manifestations,

or waited for in prayer and faith and the performance of moral and relig-

ious duties; nor, whether or not they have any relations to times and
seasons, or are chiefly subject to human agencies and endeavors. All

these questions are worthy of serious consideration, for they are potent in

practical church work; and yet there are in many minds uncertainties

respecting them, which may become prejudicial to religious interests.

If it shall be conceded that the religious state indicated by the word
" revival" is the normal condition of the living Church, then it should also

be expected that that state will be continuous and perennial, not occa-

sional, with intervals of subsidence and cessation. But the commonly ac-

cepted form of language used in speaking of these things indicates that

they are not so perpetual, as when we say a revival,—so giving it a segre-

gated individuality, which would be absurd were the thiug indicated

continuous; and also because it is one, the idea of plurality becomes possi-

ble, and so we speak of revivals. In this case, as is usual, the common
speech is no doubt agreeable to the facts, because revivals are special

and exceptional phenomena in church life, but not therefore in the pop-

ular sense of the word abnormal. The alternations of the seasons and

the changes of the wind are all normal, though the events of the one

class occur according to an unalterable succession, and the other ap-

parently without law, since "the wind blowcth where it listcth." The
ordinary processes of nature are carried on in a well-regulated order, and
yet it is well known that these may be either hastened or retarded, and

also deflected into other forms ; and so in spiritual things very much is

clearly dependent on human actions. While, therefore, wc recognize the

ultimate subjection of the spirit of revivals to "sovereign grace," wo
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tnay also hold that its practical manifestation is not entirely removed from

hiiiaau influences; that while the residue of the Spirit is with the Lord,

he also assures his people that for these tilings he will be inquired of.

The New Testament idea of the Christian life, whether in the individual

or the Cliurch, is that of an elevated spiritual estate—a walking in the

li^^ht and abounding in all the graces of the Spirit, with the fruits fol-

lowing. That the life of the believer so walking with God should have

iti variations and spiritual crises seems to be according to the divine

cfonomy of Christian experience ; and in like manner it might ba pre-

sumed, apart from the evidence of facts, that there will be varieties iu

the operations of the Spirit in and through the Church. And such, it is

known, has been the order of things in the Church, especially during its

most spiritual periods, and changes from a lower to a higher state, from

relative dullness to earnest vitality, and especially the outgoings of the

Spirit's quickenings to the hitherto unsaved, constitute the gracious mani-

festations that we call revivals.

If, then, it should seem not quite correct to say that revivals constitute

the normal state of the Church, they are certainly the normal products of

tlie indwelling life of the Spirit, which is about equivalent to saying that

if the Church is faithful to God he too will be faithful to liis -own prom-

ise to pour out of the abundance of his Spirit. It seems also to be the

divine method that while the gifts of grace are continuous as the sun-

shine of the day and the dews of the night there shall also be occasional

and exceptionally abundant '' showers of blessings."

The duty of the Church in the matter of revivals is not only very se-

rious, but also especially delicate, often presenting perplexing difficulties.

Revivals arc so far essential to the Church's welfare, that without them it

will in almost any case decline in spirituality and lapse into worldlincss,

and also fail of its power to promote conversions. The Church that has
no revivals will soon cease to be a soul-winning and soul-saving Church.
Thcso are the early and latter rains which irrigate the spiritual lands, so as

to carry them slill flourishing through other and less signally favored sea-

sons, and by their influence the dormant seeds of grace in unrenewed
Bouis are quickened and developed into spiritual life. And because re-

viv.tIs are so desirable, and indeed necessary, they should be sought for by
»n legitimate means; but great care should be exercised that only such
"hall be employed. It is a fearful thing to offer strange fire before
the Lord. It is not for the minister or the Church to "appoint"
a revival, nor for the evangelist to " get one up." Seasons for special and
united prayer and other spiritual exercises may be of great value, even
If not followed by unusual results; but for a revival there must be a

P-itient, but not inactive, waiting upon God, in devout expectancy, but
* itli all diligence in well-doing. As the mariner docs not cease his efforts

*u''n the tide and the winds are against him, no more should Christians
Case to labor and pray with all diligence in the most unpropitious sea-
^n*. It is always right and good to desire and work for a revival, but it

is not good to try to force it, and it is impious to attempt to counterfeit it.
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GenuiDe revivals are not only seasons of present refreshing, but they

eend their influences forward in blessings for after times. A revival

Church is to those that abide in it the house of tlie Lord, stored with
grace and adorned with the beauty of holiness; to those that are without,

it is as a city set on a hill, and as a light shining in the world's darkness;

but spurious and counterfeit revivals are a blight and a curse, both to the

Church and the unsaved world. The religious fervors awakened by this

kind of spiritual galvanizing, even though not consciously hypocritical, are

unproductive and evanescent, and after they have passed by, the last case

of their subjects is worse than the tirst. A sadder spectacle is not often

seen tiiau is presented by a social community that has been thus swept
over by a religious sirocco, leaving behind it blighted souls and a wide-
spread spiritual desolation. It is a fearful truth that should never be lost

sight of by those who watch for souls, that every one upon whom the in-

fluence of a revival, genuine or spurious, is exercised, is either profited or

damaged by it; that to be subjected to such spiritual influences without
being made better is fearfully perilous, and these evil results may follow,

in cases Avhere there is not much of the true spirit of revival. A revival

that comes by the power of the Holy Spirit is the bringer in of a re-

newed and lasting spiritual power to those who accept its benefits; and
just the opposite results flow out of and accompany the spurious or

artificial excitements that are called by that name.

The use of revival methods among young people and children, though
a desirable work with large capabilities of good, is an exceedingly delicate

duty, and not without its perils. Granting, as we certainly do, that there

can be no spiritual life without regeneration, effectuated through penitence

and prayer and faith, and also that children may be converteil at an early

age, seven to ten years old, we must also insist that parents and pastors

and Sunday-school workers should be very careful how they handle such

delicate and tenderiy sensitive subjects; for the plastic docility which
yields so readily to right instructions is also especially liable to be misled

and perverted. To become religiously excited only to subside into indif-

ference is to suffer great damage. To go forward for prayers, or in any

way to be recognized as a seeker, without any deep and intelligent con-

viction of sin, or a settled purpose to lead a new life, Avhatever doing so

may cost, is not a trifling error; and to pass through a Sunday-school

revival without attaining to a scriptural conversion is to take a wide

step in the wrong direction. These are momentous considerations, to

which all who are charged with such interests should give heed.

The high estimate that is put \ipon revivals as phenomena in church

life, and forms of Christian activity, is by no means in excess of their

true value, and for that reason they should be not only diligently em-
ployed, but also carefully guarded from abuses. In and through them
the ascended and glorified Christ has in all the ages of the Church ful-

filled his promise of his perpetual presence, to the end of the Christian

age. They have sometimes been given in the darkest seasons, and among
conditions when it seemed that the light of spiritual life had gone out
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nnd the Church had failed of its great design. But they are especially

fncjucut and refreshing, and gloriously powerful, -when the Churcli is

walking in the obedience of faith and fulfilling its high calling, praying,

watching, and working for the coming of the Lord.

THE PROHIBITION MOVEMENT.

It is an old remark, about equally trite and true, that the beginnings of

proat popular movements are usually occult, and often past finding out.

That now so rife against intemperance and the liquor traffic is not abso-

lutely now, but it has lately assumed broader proportions, and passed from
the condition of a quiescent conviction to an active and aggressive propa-

g.indism ; and though there is abundant reason for even greater zeal

against the rum demon than has before been brought into action, yet no
special cause for its revival at this time is apparent. But the fact is not
to be denied that tho conviction is every-where deepening, that the deso-

lations of intemperance are fearfully alarming, and that the trade in intox-

icants is a nuisance that should be abated, and a public wrong calling for

iinnicdiatc and complete suppression. The presence of this feeling is

patent, however it may have come to be. It is in the air, and can neither
be ignored nor pr.ictically disregarded, and it may be well for all interests

that may be affected by it, economical, social, or political, to recognize it

a.s a factor in all their future calculations. This incoming flood is not the
result of some temporary local storm, but of the rising tide of convictions
that have come to possess the public mind in the forms of pity for the
8ufTering, and of indignation against those who, for sordid gain, willingly
b'.-come the agents of all this ruin. It is plain, too, that the force of these

convictions has as yet only very partially expressed itself; and it is safe to
anticipate that, instead of the present ripplings of the waves, a mighty
tn"ound-swell of awakened purposes will sweep over the land.

The presence of this movement was manifested in the late general elec-

tion chiefly as a disturbing force, but quite sufticicntly so, not only to
indicate its existence, but also to suggest that it was backed by an unmeas-
ured roscrve of power. The votes cast for what was called the "Prohi-
bition ticket" can, in no just sense, be taken as a measure of its extent
and influence. The interests of rhc people were drawn away, with almost
unprecedented intensity, to other issues, and uncounted thousands of the
most determined Prohibitionists were saying, "Not now; the contest for
t.ic presidency is now the great issue, and for the time being the para-
ni'Mint one." Whether or not tliey acted wisely in this is a matter of less

•mp^^rtancc practically than is the fact itself; and this uncounted reserve
lorce of the prohibition army, which refused to come to the front, is

ix'ithor dii^persed nor demoralized, but they are resting on their arms, and
'futmg for the reveille and drum-beat, to call them to go forward. If
wa3 believed, indeed, that the so-called National Prohibition party, to
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w-hicli Governor St. John was the standard-bearer, was not in any proper

sense the representative of the intelligent and uoseltisli temperance senti-

ment of the country. Its proposed methods for the suppression of the

liquor trathc were believed to be fundamentally wrong, as well as inexpe-

dient and impracticable. The only alternatives presented were "Consti-

tutional Prohibition," or absolutely free trade in liquor ; and as the most

sanguine must allow that years will elapse before the former can be

secured, in all the interval there must be a jubilee of Free Rum. The

leaders of the party refused to recognize the fact that a License Law is a

partial prohibition, and also to consent to mitigate the liquor evil during

the processes for its complete removal.

But these mistakes of those who have assumed to represent the cause of

Prohibition, and who undertook to be its leaders, however egregious and

lamentable, do not affect the real merits of the case. It will not be so

misunderstood by the public, whether its friends or enemies. In the

changed condition of the politics of the nation and of the two great par-

ties brought about by the late election, the prohibition movement stand-

forth disentangled and with a comparatively open field for its action.

During the next three years the contest for the presidency will be in abey-

ance, and the people of the several States and cities and minor civil

divisions will be at liberty to care for their lociil affairs, in resjjcct to

which party allegiance is much less exacting than in national elections.

To men of practical rather tlian visionary methods of thinking to begin

the attack upon the liquor traffic through a canvass for the presidency,

and by aiming at its suppression by Congressional legislation, seems veiy

much like an attempt to mount to the house-top witliout the use of the

stairway, or like rejecting the use of scaffolding in erecting a lofty edifice.

The first work to be done, and that nearest at hand, and the most readily

practicable, is in each one's own municipality or political locality, and

the enforcement of laws already on the statute book against the unre-

strained freedom of the traffic—which may well form an issue in the elec-

tion of local officials—would be the best possible preparation for further

suppressive legislation, or for the election of legislative and executive

officers of the State On that issue. This kii d of work may not so well

meet the requirements of men of very lively imaginations, but in prac-

tically beneficial results it v.ill commend itself to plain common-sense

people.

In the present state of this subject two facts of commanding importance

must be taken into the account. The first is, that there can be only tvro

great national parties in the country, one or the other of which will have

the control of public affairs. A third party, if attempted, must neccs.sa-

rily be narrow in the range of its purposes, and also temporary as to its

continuance, and usually local in extent. It must ignore all other pul)lic

interests, except its own specialty—which the great body of the citizens

will not do, and ought not. No party based on any single issue ever

achieved success at a general election, and from the necessities of the case

it cannot be done. It may operate as a disturbing force and a menace,
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an«l bv compelling one or both of the great parties to grant its claim, it

m:iv achieve success at second-hand. But to withdraw from both the

parties those who favor some specific changes would be to render them

jMiwerlcss in the contest, and to reduce that element in the body politic

to zero. The second fact referred to is, that as the two chief parties are

constituted, as to the character of their adherents, the withdrawal of the

l'ro!iil)itionists from both would result in the hopeless defeat of that

purty from which alone there can be any possibility of success for their

i^use.

In the three States of Maine, Kansas, and Iowa the principle of Prohi-

liition has been incorporated into their fundamental law, but in each of

ihem it was done by, not a third party, but the Republicans. But, left to

its own leaders, the Republican party cares nothing for Prohibition, nor

f )r any other moral issue. It simply asks for votes, and is ready to pur-

cliase them by concessions made to those whose suffrages are sought for.

It came into existence and attained supremacy in the nation by respond-

ing to a great popular demand; and so long as the issues so raised were

unsettled, but still pursued, it was secure in the popular favor. But

of the hundreds of thousands of free citizens who, during its struggle

:i;,Min>,t the slave povrer, voted steadily with the Republican party, a con-

tingent much larger than its majority never belonged to it in any such

s^nsc as to feel bound to follow its leadings contrary to their own personal

convictions. It is because that party has failed to retain the confidence

of tho-ic men who have both convictions and conscience that its splendid

in.ijoritics of former years, after growing beautifully less year by year,

have at length disappeared. Nothing seems more certain than that the

Republican party must either satisfy the Prohibitionists by making their

specialty a "plank" in its platform, and so stand or fall on that issue,

f^r be hopelessly defeated and go out of existenc^c,—as did its predecessor,

the Wliig party, because it would not accept the antislavery issue. Should
it accept that isiue, it would probably be defeated for more than a single

y<-ar; but there would be hope in its case, because the moral forces of the

country would be on its side. Apart from this liquor question, neither of

the great parties can make any special claim to the favor of the moral and
religious portion of the community; and while the Democrats may hope
to succeed without it, the Republicans arc sure of defeat without their

cardial support. They have, therefore, these alternatives between which
to choose—adopt Prohibition or go into liquidation.

Those who favor the organization of a political Prohibition party with
the required agencies and appliances, and the necessary expenditure of
i!>'»noy for carrying on a campaign, seem not to duly appreciate the great-
»•«•--* of the imdertaking. It is not an extravagant estimate that puts down
« 'nillion of dollars as the acrgregate expenditure of each of the parties at

i'»e la>t election—probably twice that amount would not cover all the
•iirect and indirect outlays and expenditures in various forms. Who,
*''""n, may be relied on for such contributions to the Prohibition party ?

—

*»<! without money, and a large amount of it, too, a political campaign
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cannot be successfully conducted, even in so good a cause as that of Pro-
hibition. Good and true men will give their own votes without other
compensation than the sen?e of a duty performed; but beyond that their

services must be paid for, which is all right. In the great parties the
payments and contributions are expected to be compensated by political

preferments, not entirely disregarding the profits of official jobbery.
Will these motives prove eilective in the new party? and. if so, will there

not be danger of jobbery there also ? Evidently, the formation of a great

national party, based upon the single idea of Prohibition, to be organized
and engineered so as to give even the most distant assurance of success, is

simply impracticable, and also undesirable. The attempt, if made, would
only result in impotent endeavors and abortive attempts, assuring their

own defeat, while the party itself would be made the retreat of cranks
and visionaries, and of hopelessly unsuccessful aspirants for place—the
rejected material of the other parties. Without a party organization, for

the distribution of offices, the Prohil)itionists can compel one or both of
the great parties to grant all that they ask, which is the only possible way
by which to succeed.

AN UNSOLVED SOCIAL PROBLE>L

It is the commonly accepted opinion that a people or nation of a lower
civilization, brought into close contact with a higher, tends toward extinc-
tion. This opinion, however, though seldom called in question, may not
be so invariably correct as is usually supposed, and yet a large array of
facts may be presented that seem to sustain it ; but no reasons that ap-
pear altogether satisfactory for this order of things have been assigned.
Those that are usually offered, and which seem plausible enough at first

sight, soon become either greatly weakened or fairly broken down under
a more critical and searching examination. There are, however, enough
of facts, that are not to be denied, to make out a fvima facie case, and so
to afford an occasion for an inquiry after their cause.

A writer in the "Popular Science Monthly" for December, treating of

this subject, concedes the general correctness of the prevalent opinion,
and attempts to assign reasons for the recognized facts, Avhich, however,
with all the advantages of a skillful putting, only partially sustain his
positions, and still leave ample space for questionings ending in uncer-
tainty. A very considerable array of facts may be presented which, taken
alone, and without considering otiier and opposing ones, would seem to

sustain the popular opinion, and to indicate that the supposed tendency
is founded upon some universal law of life; but the number of unques-
tionable facts that refuse to conform to that law is so considerable that
the universality at first so plausible is rendered very doubtful. The case
of the Northern nations that overran :\Iiddle and Southern Europe in the
times of the decline and dissolution of the Roman Empire, Avhich tlic writer
referred to adduces in proof, will scarcely apply in this case, for the old
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rivili/^ition liad already lost its vitality; nor did the invading nations die

«iut u\ tliL' contact, but they largely coalesced with the people among tvhorn

th«-v caino, and became assimilated to them in character and manners.

In our own times three test cases have been wrought out, each one on an

« \tfn'--ivc scale ; these are, those of the South Sea Islanders, the American

Indians, and the Africo-Americans. The history of the aborigines of the

SjKini^h American States—to whom that writer makes no reference—would

nl:H) nfFord abundant materials for illustrating the subject, and the result

of the consideration of its facts would not at all strengthen the popular

opinion. The South Sea Islanders have been, within tlie last hundred

y»Tir>>, in a large portion of their tribes or kingdoms, civilized and Chris-

ti.inl/A-d by Protestant missionaries, and, simultaneously with that tran-

nilion, there has been a steady and rather rapid decline in their popu-

l.'ition. In the Sandwich Islands, where fhe work of transformation

ha-i iK-cn veiT rapid, and comparatively thorough, this decline has been

f<l>iTially marked. The work of Christianization began with them in

I'^IO, when the population of the^e islands is supposed to have been not

inudi U'ss than 150,000 souls. In 1S30, there were over 130,000; and from
th.'it date the decline continued till 1873, when there was found to be less

than 57,000. The next sis years showed a gain of about 1,000, but during

tliat time more than 2,000 immigrants had been introduced. "The histo-

ry of the Hawaiian Islands for the last sixty years," the writer conclude?,
" miglit be almost condensed in three words—Christianization, civiliza-

tion, extermination." But looking beyond this group of island ;, and
ronsidcring the cases of other but kindred races, it will be found that

among the Maoris of New Zealand, who surely have not suffered from
fitlicr Christianization or civilization, the process of extermination has

p»nc forward no less certainly and fatally.

It was our good fortune, some ten years ago, to make the journey from
San Francisco to Omaha, in a palace car, with a highly intelligent gen-
tlrman from the Sandwich Islands, a native of Connecticut, but who had
n^idcd for thirty-five years in those islands—first as a secular agent for the

American Board of ^Missions, and later in mercantile business, and al?o as

n momljcr of the government. He recognized the fact that the popula-
tion seemed to be dying out, and also that the decay affected about
''•lually those most thoroughly Christianized and civilized and tho.^e

^<•a^t affected by contact with foreigners—for the people of some of the
outlying islands are still but little removed from their primitive heathen-
•*"!. In answer to our inquiry for some explanation of a phenomenon at
once so strange and so sad, he confessed that he could assign no natural
c-auso for it, but declared his belief that it was not at all due to their con-
tJu-t with the strangers that had come among them, whether bringing the
Virtues or the vices of ci\-ilization. His only theory of the case was ex-
prc.vsed in the simple but fearful words, "It seems to be God's will."
Thoso things, and esi)ocially tlie fact that the whole Polynesian races,

< .irlstian and pagan alike, and whether in contact with the higher civil-

«/-ition or quite isolated from it, a])pear to be dying out, seem to indicate
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that its cause must be sought for in some other direction than contact

with foreii;ners.

In our own country Ave have two races of men, wholly distinct and widely

dissimilar, who have been all along in near or more distant contact with

the whites—the Indians and the Kegroes. Respecting the former, the

common opinion, no doubt, is that they are steadily, and not very slowly,

dying out; but the foundation for that belief is much less certain than is

usually supposed. We have no trustworthy evidence rcspectmg the num-
ber of the aboriginal inhabitants of the territory of the United States

three hundred years ago. Some have estimated it as high as half a mill-

ion, and others, about equally uninformed, have set it down at little more
than half that aggregate. In 1830 it was written down, rather by a guess

than from duly ascertained facts, at about 313,000, and ten year? later,

400,000; in 1855, 350,000; in 1872, 300,000; and in 187!), nearly 253,000.

The evident uncertainty of these estimates renders them almost entirely

unavailable for any accurate comparison; but they leave the general im-

pression that, on the whole, there are somewhat fewer Indians witlim the

national territory than there were two or three hundred years ago—though
the diminution has not been so great as has usually been supi^osed. It is

also believed by some, well informed in such matters, that the dying out

had begun before the white man came among them. The eastern and

northern tribes have certainly declined, partly, no doubt, by the excess of

deaths over births, and partly by the absorption of individuals into the

larger and more prosperous tribes; but the southern tribes have steadily

increased, and especially so since their settlement in the Indian Territory.

It is now also pretty clearly ascertained that among the tribes that reside

east of the Rocky Jlountains the decadence has been arrested, and that

the tide is setting in the opposite direction. Their closer contact with

the civilization and religion of the whites appears to be no longer so fatal

as it has been assumed that it must be.

The African race present a set of facts that entirely fail to sustain, but

rather contradict, the popular theory. They wore certainly, at first, as

completely savage as any others, and yet they have steadily flourished in

the presence of the white man, and they have also readily yielded to both

his ciWlization and his religion. "While in slavery they increased like

Israel in Egypt, and in freedom they are even more prolific. As a race

they have taken kindly to their new environments, and are as completely

naturalized and nationalized as any of the people of the land, and evi-

dently tliey are numerically the coming sub- nationality of the country.

The race problem in the United States is certainly as yet unsolved, and

the wisest among us are verj' slow to predict what must be its outcome;

and yet we think there are signs of promise in the face of the political

and social heavens. Quite possibly the Polynesian races may be destined

to become extinct—if so, because God wills it ; but for the aboriginal

American races, and still more for the Africo-Americans—already Chris-

tianized citizens of the Great Republic, and also the most thorough Prot-

estants, as well as most intense patriots—the outlook is full of promise.
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There is also a correlated deduction, suggested by the conditions of tlie

j.r.tMt'in that we are considering, respecting the probable future of the

oriu'iii'il American stock that first settled the country and built up its

fr.unf-work of social and political life. Not only has this stream been

^nlly diluted by foreign admixtures, by which its outv.ard characteristics

are becoming effaced; but statistics seem to indicate that the older popu-

lations are relatively less productive than are the new-comers. The ante-

Itrvolutionary families are steadily diminishing relatively, and that quite

licyond their numerical j^roportions, and their places are being tilled by
tlu- newly arrived, or their cliildren of the first or second generation. But
there remains this consolation, that sucli is the assimilating power of the

original American character, that all that come into contact with it yield

to its energy and are unconsciously changed into its likeness. And if that

l>c so, what need for any concern for physical ancesti-y of race or color ?

With such characteristics wrought into his very being, whatever the race

or condition of the citizen, he is a man "for a' that," and what more need
be desired ?

ABOUT EVOLUTIOX.

Tlic epidemic of "evolution " has made its appearance in a new quarter,

and that about the last place that might have been suspect-ed of liability

to so great a danger. In two theological seminaries of the staid and con-

servative Presbyteiian Church there have lately been signs of its presence,

and the requisite measures have been adopted to prevent its spreading',

and for stamping it out effectually. The Southern Presbyterians have a
j-cmlnary at Columbia, the capital of South Carolina, in which there is an
i-ndowed Professorship of Natural Science as related to Theology, of
which Rev. Dr. Woodrow is the incumbent; and quite legitimately, and
in pursuance of the manifest design of his "foundation," the good doctor
discussed his designated specialty from his professorial chair. In doing
this lie brought out certain rather fanciful speculations respecting the
genc-iis of the parents of our race, which, of course, were not in harmony
with the traditional orthodoxy and Presbyterianism, especially that of
the Southern type, which is nothing if it is not conservative. The re-

sult has been that the whole body, within the entire region to the south
of .MiLson and Dixon's line, has been thrown into a ferment. Its papers
have wept over so sad a dereliction, and have fulminated ten-ible things
again>t the recusant teacher, and presbyteries and synods have voted, by
lirgL- majorities, that the doctrine of evolution is a pestilent heresy that
must not be tolerated in either the pulpit or the seminary. And so, to
the extent of the authority of those grave bodies, that matter is disposed
of—though possibly some one maybe reminded of the Pope's bull against
the comet, or the burial of Sir John Barleycorn.

Before the bruit of the Southern contlict had fairly settled into silence,
the announcement was made that Professor Kellogg, of the seminary
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at Allegheny, had expressed himself in a way to occasion uneasiness

among the especially cautious defenders of the faith, as defined in the

Westminster documents. But now that wise teacher makea haste to set

himself right with his brethren, by roundly denying that he is an "evo-

lutionist;" but he follows this with certain professions of belief, which
but for his disclaimer might have indicated his near afTinity ^vith those

who are not so careful as he seems to be to purge themselves from the

suspicion of favoring the dej^recated heresy, so-called. He does a sen-

sible thing, however, when he says that the evolutionists have never

demonstrated their theory : he might have gone further, and declared

that they never will do it—simply because the facts that would be neces-

sary for its proofs are not witliin reach, nor can it be certainly demon-

strated that they exist. But after all, Professor Kellogg gives away the

case of his co-religionists when he concedes that there is nothing in evo-

lution, as a scientific hypothesis, that need give the least possible alarm

to any believer in the Bible and in the God of the Bible.

The manner in which this -whole subject has been treated is very fr.r

from edifying. First, the infidel scientists, from a few partially ascer-

tained and very imperfectly collated facts, leaped to the conclusion that

they had eflcctually overthrov>-n every possible form and degree of super-

naturalism, and they so proclaimed with undisguised pleasure. And then

the friends of the Bible, taking the alarm, began to discredit, not sirn-

ply the conclusions of their assailants, but their indubitable facts, and the

few clearly ascertained principles deduced from them. The result has

been a war of words, not at all creditable to either party. But a third

class—neither infidels nor blinded followers of traditional opinions—have

dared to look into these things in order to find what they do really

teach. The full report of their studies and examinations has not been

published—probably it never will be made so full and complete as to

be no longer susceptible of additions and emendations; but this much is

clearly determined—that all that has been proved by the researches made
in the science of nature has failed to cast the shadow of a doubt upon

any of the great and saving truths of religion, as they are revealed in the

Scriptures, and cherished in the hearts of believers, and conserved by the

living Church. Nor is there any cause for misgiving in respect to any

thing that science may hereafter demonstrate—for the plane of its opera-

tions and that of the supernatural truths of religion are not the same, and
by no possible extension can the former come into collision with the latter.

The highway of faith is all its own : the eagle's eye has not seen nor the

lion's whelp trod it.

The w-orst service that can be done for religion, in this business, is that

rendered by its incompetent would-be defenders, who, with more zeal than

discretion, rush into the contest against more expert antagonists, eitl'.er

to be discomfited in attempting to defend what is not true, or to give

away their cause by false concessions. A large share of the discussions of

these matters, heard from the pulpit or found in the newspapers, conic

within the range of this criticism. Only those thoroughly learned in
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i;i.' jMjints at issue can discuss them in the'pulpit, except to betray the

t-.t!i>c' thoy would defend, and the best learned will not be apt to bring

•luin there at all. There is reason to believe that this folly is not much

|.-is in fasliion than it was a few years ago.

The history of ecclesiastical proceedings in respect to the findings of

»cii lu-c is not altogether an honorable one, as may be seen in such cases

rvn that of Galileo. The literalistic theory of biblical interpretation which

itiiiiroUcd the tliinking mind of Christendom from a very early age of the

(."hurcli down to the immediate past—and it is still powerful to mislead

—

h:iH compelled the Church, first to antagonize the progress of science, and

then to retreat before it. So it fought the Copernicau system, but was

roinpelled at last to yield the poiut; and so, for a long tiaie, it held on

to tlic si.\ solar days of creation, till for very shame it could hold out no

longer. Perhaps it has not yet fully given it up. But a better method

(if thinking is now almost universally accepted by thoi-e who m.ust dictate

tli<; opinions of the Church of the future, which demands that spiritual

Christianity shall not be subjected to scientific tests or modes of thought.

Such subjects as the methods of creation, the age of the world, the gene-

t-is of living tilings, and the development of species, all belong to the

siino class with the laws cf gravitation, the motions of the heavenly

I) :',lies, and the precession of the equinoxes; and none of them fall within

I lie sphere of theology. They are all of the earth earthy, and should

h' left for secular men to deal with. "We have a more sure word of

piophecy."

LESSONS FROM THE CENTENXIAL.

The great Methodist " Centennial " of 1884: has passed into history, and so

is brought within the field of vision of the reviewer. "We are careful to in-

<licate its date, for this is the third of its kind that has occurred witliin the

memory of many now living. Forty-five years earlier, in 1839, came the

Centenary of the founding of the first " Societies" by the Wesleys, which
event was duly commemorated, especially by the ^Methodists of Great

Britain. In 18G0 was celebrated the Centenary of American ^Methodism,

whieh, it was assumed, without overmuch regard for historical and chrono-

logical accuracy, belonged to that year, and this was chiefly an affair of the

.^lethodist Episcopal Church, by wliich it was turned to good account
liistorically, religiously, and financially. That now just passed was entirely

Atncriean, but was more comprehensive than either of the former, because
K included all kinds and forms of Methodists on the continent. This

comprehensiveness, while abating somewhat its ecclesiasticism, indi-

cated the essential unity of the many varieties of the common genus, and
rNo displayed the magnitude of the proportions to wliich the " plant" has

attained. The statistics presented woidd seem almost alarming to any
one ut all distrustful of vast concentrations of power, were it not that the
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lack of organic unity and the exceeding flexibility of all its forms of gov-

ernment fully guard against any possible danger from that source. The

unity of Methodism, like that of " the Holy Catholic Church," is spiritual

and not organic, religious and not ecclesiastical, all of which the occasion

abundantly illustrated and emi)hasized ; and in proportion as the organic

and ecclesiastical conditions were kept out of sight, the oneness of essen-

tial Methodism became all the more manifest; and accordingly the assem-

bly so brought together and constituted found itself free to devote its oj")-

portunities to social and congratulatory expressions, to reminiscences of

past acliievements, and to the glorification of its "heroes," instead of

earnest deliberations on measures and methods of action ; and within its

purjjoses the " Conference " seems to have been a decided success.

These things are, however, still in the condition of passing affairs, ar.d

scarcely sufficiently matured to be considered in their completed results
;

and for their making up we must await the publication of the volume that

shall give the proceedings in detail, with the papers read and considered.

But some of the principal facts of the case were manifest and complete in

themselves, and these are, perhaps, the most significant and suggestive of

all that appeared on the occasion, and these fall within the range of our

appropriate discussions.

To the thoughtful observer the most notable fact of the gathering was

the bijness of the constituency represented. Each deleg-ate had behind

him more than twenty thousand church members, or fifty thousand per-

sons, of various ages and relations. And besides these, with a less direct

and more distant, but still somewhat effective, relationship, as many
more. Reckoning the population of the country as one half, that is,

twenty-five millions, really and effectively Protestant,—including in the

other half the Romanists and all kinds and classes of quasi-relig'ionists

and the entirely irreligious,—it is not too much to claim for ^Methodism

ten millions of these as of its type, and most nearly subject to its influ-

ences. To this estate it has attained, in very little more than a hundred

years, by its aggressive energy, for it is at once the youngest of the great

divisions of American Protestantism, and it has won its way against the

opposition of all others, rather than with their favor; which facts certainly

speak well for the effectiveness of its methods. But to the serious and

conscientious 3Iethodist observer these wonderful facts must suggest the

most sobering reflections. They show to what a condition of responsi-

bility the divine Providence has brought this body of Christians, and how
great is the duty that comes with such opportunities ; and they suggest

that while there may be a degree of fitness in looking back and pausing

to recount the wonderful things that God has wrought out for this people,

there is also great need to remember the admonition against boasting be-

fore the victory is achieved. For a hundred years Jlethodism has been

gathering her recruits, and preparing for the impending campaifjn against

the powers of darkness; but the heaviest battles are yet to be fought, and

the victory, already assured, must be won by mighty faith manifesting

itself in indomitable labors and self-denials.
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As in military affairs mere numbers are not a certain guarantee of suc-

ci'««'<, quite as much so does this consideration apply to church work ; and,

therefore, in estimating the power and availability of Methodism, other

proiM-Tties and conditions must be taken into the account. And here,

while we must freely confess our great and sad deficiencies, and our lam-

entable failures to measure up to the required conditions for realizing

the high ideals of Christian aggressiveness, it is due both to the cause

niul to ourselves to properly appreciate all the advantages that we have.

The place of Methodism in American Protestantism is a decidedly advan-

tagi'ous one. Its numerical greatness is a fact not to be despised, for it

jrives both strength and opportunities, and compels the respectful recog-

nition of the other divisions of the "grand army." Its theological atmos-

jthere has extended itself over the whole evangelical host ; its spiritual

tone and life has permeated it and become its own ; while its liberal and

flexible organization adapts it to all emergencies, and its aggressive

methods fit it especially for the work most needed to be done. The key-

note struck by Wesley, in his sermons "Against Bigotry" and "On a

Catholic Spirit," has never been lost by his followers ; for though there

may have been individual cases of narrowness, yet these have been only

exceptional and outside of the prevailing spirit of the body. It is by the

influence of this spirit that the essential unity of Methodism has been

maintained in all land^, and among widely variant ecclesiastical organisms

and social customs ; and by virtue of it the wide chasm that originally

separated it from all other evangelical denominations has been effectually

bridged. Its attitude, even more than its words, toward Christians of

other names has been that indicated by the Psalmist, " I am a companion

of all them that fear the Lord, and of them that keep his precepts." It is

pronounced in all its purposes, readily declaring for the right, without

waitingtosee whether or not it is likely to be popular. It is instinctively

aggressive, alike in spirit and in form; it is all alive, with a wonderful fa-

cility for casting off any effete and non-adjustable parts—altogether a

va^t reservoir of religious potentialities, as j-et only very partially realized.

In two directions—in learning and wealth—Methodism has very large-

ly increased its resources and capabilities, and, it may be feared, without

a corresponding increase of its moral and religious efficiency. They who
have been most closely related to the mind and thought of the denomina-

tion for the past half century are the best prepared to appreciate the very

great advances that have been made. "SVe talk and write of our great

nu-n of the times of the fathers; and they were great in their adapta-

tions and in their work. They belonged to their own age, and robly

measured up to its requirements, and achieved great results. But changed

conditions make other and vastly increased demands upon the men of the

present time, for which their enlarged advantages, to a good degree, qual-

ify them; and these also lay upon them the most sacred obligations.

Whether with these advantages they still retain the spirit and devotion

of the fathers is a question of the highest significance. The Head of the

Church has not brought together this host, so disciplined and qualified,
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For these original ideas, notions, or conceptions—"common-sense" beliefs,

Reid calls them—man is uo more responsible than an elephant for his

proboscis, or the sun for his rising.

However, let us guard this point. Though not responsible for his in-

tuitions, man is nevertheless responsible for their use or application. It is

true they impel him ; it is equalh' true he uses them. They are the natural

instruments of character, ever dominant and self-acting, and yet the sub-

jects of training, development, and education. Xo one is responsible for

having a conscience ; he is responsible for the use he makes of it. He may
bandage, suppress, bury the natural forces of character, the volitional en-

ergies of mind, the intuitional revelations of the soul, in -which case he

will inflict damage upon himself; or he may conform to righteousness and
obtain its rewards, by the culture of consciousness and giving to the intu-

itions the right of way in his life. An uncultured conscience may pro-

voke fanaticism just as an unenlightened judgment may turn to supersti-

tion. If in their " raw" condition the intuitions are sensitive and impel-

ling, what would be their force if trained, matured, and regulated in

activity ? The power to hinder the intuitions and the power to invigo-

rate and employ them is the measure of the responsibility for their use.

The second class of beliefs we denominate reflective or derivative, inas-

much as they are not original with nature, or the spontaneous products

of the consciousness. Professor Bownc ("Metaphysics," page 10) says:

"Very many of our beliefs are effects, and not conclusions. They are

produced in us, and not deduced by us." A spontaneous belief is an

effect of nature ; a deduced belief is a conclusion from investigation of

facts, principles, relations, and must, therefore, be voluntary. Evidence,

inquiry, and knowledge, absent in spontaneous belief, are the conditions

of a reflective belief which gains in trustworthiness according to the in-

vestigation that has preceded it. A spontaneous belief precedes investi-

gation, is not dependent on it, though it acquires strength from knowl-

edge ; a reflective belief succeeds investigation, and is baseless without it.

The former is an unoriginated certainty; the latter is a creative form of

thought, resulting from comparison of facts, and a purpose to harmonize

them in the unity of a formula of faith.

Evidently, for a reflective belief, derived from the directive work of

tlie mind, man is thoroughly responsible. The duty to believe any thing

beyond the revelations of consciousness imposes the duty to investigate

the subject proposed to our credence, and to believe only as the facts

warrant. To this law of faith even scrii>tural truth is subject, since it

addresses human intelligence, and appeals to the reason and to experience

Tor confirmation. To exempt divine revelation from the rule of investigation

would amount to a confession that it cannot be investigated, that is, that,

being supernatural in character, it is entirely beyond rational apprehen-

sion, which, if true, would unfit it for human scrutiny; or, that it cannot

%enr investigation, which implies that it is not what it professes to be,

—

in which case it should be abandoned. This is an era of "biblical criti-

cism," the justification of which is, that divine truth in the written form,
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fts Til" have it, is a proper subject for investigation. Of the results of

»uch criticism let no one be afraid, since a belief founded on rational

Initiiry will be more permanent than that superstitious reverence for

Inith which has too much characterized the past, and even the religious

%v(trl<l itself.

Intldflity, rationalism, mysticism, spiritualism, Vniversalism, Roman

Cailu'llcism, considered as beliefs in reference to religious truth, are not

»iwiii(an('0U3, but reflective; they are not inspirations, either of conscious-

n<-** or of the divine Spirit, but the products of voluntary inquiry for

which the inquirer is justly responsible. In proportion to his inquiry' or

llir i!:ita he gathers, he believes. On insufficient data he predicates a

I'.ivlos conclusion, behind which he cannot shelter himself with the

id'itictTc plea that he cannot control his convictions. Belief arising from

tl.ita, except those of consciousness, he must fashion according to the

demands of evidence, and accept the results. Hence, the fearful re-

ii|i«(nsil)ility that attaches to voluntary belief, of which kind is the whole

bntod of skepticisms which it is the business of this age to correct and

ftjiiiiliilate. Unbelief is not a spontaneous state, but a reflective or de-

rirativc, and therefore voluntary, conclusion; consciousness is antago-

ni-tic to doubt and never inspires it; hence, the doubter is responsible

f'-r \\U doubt. Both Bacon and Descartes initiated, the one science and

the other philosopliy, with the principle of doubt; it was voluntary, it was

purjiosed. So all doubt is a reflective conclusion, reflective, that is, vol-

tintary, even when it assumes the form of unintelligent stubbornness. It

Li not difficult, then, to indicate the bounds and limitations of human
iK'lit'f, or the nature and extent of himian responsibility. Both intuitional

Riid reflective beliefs involve the duty of self-enlightenment, the one for a

ri;:ht use of the spontaneous products of consciousness, the other for a proper

(Itvclopment of the discursive reason, the instrument of all voluntary, and
thia>fore responsible, faith. J. W. SI.

FOREIGN, RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY.

Tin; story of the Anabaptists in the Venetian territory in the middle of the

»ixt'Tnth century, by Dr. Karl Beurath, " Studien und Kritilrn," is quite

»n addition to the history of the collateral workers during the Reformation.
»cry little has hitherto been known of the movements, in any portion of

T'-^I'dl Italy, of the sect then called Anabaptists. "VVe have lengthy his-

t'*n<-iof their labors in Holland, Switzerland, and even in Spain, in which
lattvr country they were treated with the most revolting severity.

The history before us is a succinct account of the doings of these

K'"Iormers in northern Italy, many of whom were fanatical in their opin-
ions and aggressive in their modes. The more sensible wing of these
I nUi'stauts endeavored to work in harmony with the Lutheran platform,
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and corresponded both vrith Luther and Melanchthon ; Avhereas a more
advanced faction were so radical in their doctrines and teachings aa to

make themselves offensive to the leaders of the German Reformation, and
very unpleasant companions to the Catholic Italians. The Church, there-

fore, -watched their activity with a very jealous eye, and finally adopted
stringent and remorseless measures to suppress them or drive them out of
the country.

They, however, at last became so numerous that they determined to

hold a council in Venice, in September, 1550. In this council each con-
gregation was represented by two delegates. The number that came was
surprising even to the participants themselves, for although not every
congregation was able to send its representatives, there were nevertheless

sixty of these present, twenty or thirty being from Switzerland. Among
the members on the roll of this order appear a great many Italian

names that seem strangely out of place in a history of the Protestant
Reformation. The participants were mostly poor, and of course they
•were friendless in the great city of Venice. Their traveling expenses
were paid by their constituents, and they were obliged to provide for

their own wants while there. Their proceedings, which bore the external
character of religious fervor, were not marked by strong religious belief.

They denied the divinity of Christ, the existence of autjels, and a devil.

They declared that the grave is the only hell, where the wicked remain
always, but whence the chosen are deUvered by the call of God.
Such doctrines, of course, separated them from the Lutheran workers

in the Reformation on the one hand, wliile it made them more offensive to

the papal authorities on the other, and alienated them from large numbers
of their own brethren. These utterances gave an impulse to their perse-

cution on the part of the local authorities. The magistrates of various

cities ordered them to be punished or exiled, and in the bitterness of con-
troversy the good and the bad among them were alike victims of persecu-

tion. The result was, that the true and fervent Christians among them
appealed to their Protestant brethren in other lands, and received such
sympathy and advice as these could give. They looked with special hope
and love to the Moravian Brethren, who aided as far as possible the ortho-

dox wing of these Protestant Christians. From the confessions that
were forced from many who were imprisoned, information was gained
in regard to many others, and thus the Propaganda soon came into pos-

session of quite a list of these Italian Anabaptists, and proceeded to

persecute them. We need hardly say that the agency for this work was
the Inquisition; and indeed the " Sacred Office," as it is called, had its

fill of congenial work. It found in Venice several lowly tradesmen, in
Padua a baker and his wife, and in Vicenza live, of whom one was quite
an influential member of society and of the sect. But amid all this suffering

the letters and diaries of some of these men, of which we find extracts

in this article, breathe the firmest confidence that God will lead all to his

honor, and beg their brethren in the faith to remain loyal to Christian

truth. The entire story of these unfortunate Protestant Christians, and
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thr vi'l fute of many of them, adds another gloomy page to the history of

l*ri'tfstant movements iu the sixteenth century, and another very dis-

^•raci-ful page to the history of the Romish Church.

TiiK German Church axd the SEcxs.—The State Protestant Churtli
ill (JiTinauy seems to have a growing, and, we think, a wholesome, fear of

tlic sects. One of its sections recently held a " Church Conference," so

cullril, in the old town of Eisenach, so well known as having been for a
ti;iif the home of Luther in his early days. This Conference passed cer-

tain resolutions designed to protect the State Churches against the
aitivitit's and separatistic tendencies of what they choose to call ths
M'cts, meaning thereby the Baptists and the Methodists. The resolutions
|>avs<'d have caused no little excitement in the camp of these dissenting
C'l;n\tians, and they treat them with great freedom in the organs of the
rvHj)ective denominations.

This "Church Conference" recommends very severe ecclesiastical
diviplinc against these disturbers of the Church's peace, and the "3Ieth-
cnlist Evangelist" thus replies in righteous vvrath : "The Church will
exercise discipline, it appears, but it is rather remarkable that it does not
»(Tm to incline to put this discipline in practice against the contemners of
the divine word, against adulterers and drunkards, but rather against
those -who love God's word, observe his sacraments, but commit the one
^Ti-at crime in the eyes of the State Church, namely, partake of the
Holy Conununion with the sects, that is, not within the pale of the Estab-
ii<liment." The Baptist organ recommends its adherents publicly to
announce their withdrawal from the State Church. These Eisenach reso-
lutions, which refer to the relation between the State and the sects, de-
mand that the latter shall be allowed no corporate rights or other
concessions, and that any new religious societies shall give guarantees to
the Church authorities in order to prevent any interruption of ecclesias-
tical peace, and to put an end to unseemly agitation.

_

But one may v.-ell demand whence this Church Conference obtains the
n;,'ht to^ declare as outlaws those who do not choose to submit to their
ji<>ainptions. They certainly do not receive it from the State, for this
has been more tolerant to these dissenters than a certain class of the
clergy.

^
Tliey do not receive it from the Bible, for the Xew Testament is

fnip.iatic in its warnings against a spirit of persecution. It is quite re-
inarka1,le that if a Protestant be oppressed in Austria or Spain, the entire
Jt-ligious press of Germany rises in wrath to condemn it. But dissenting
rotest.ints within its own borders may be tormented and threatened -nith

l>oiice interference, and no voice is raised against it.

The Latest Waldexsian Svxod.—The recent "Waldensian Svnod of
that Church in Italy, was held at its head-quarters in Torre-Pcllice, and
^\iis largely attended. According to custom, a yearly report was pre-
fcrittd in regard to the evangelizing work of the Waldensian congrega-
»oii> m the valleys. The most important subjects presented to thc^body
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were the opening of the large Waldcusian Church ia Rome and the great

growth of th;iir evangelizing work on the island of Sardinia. Their

success there was attributed to the isolation of the island from the cor-

rupting influence of modern enlightenment, which in the main-land of

Italy seems to have led to so much decided unbelief.

A question of exceeding interest to this synod was that of a union of

all the Protestant Churches, which is just now quite an exciting one for

Italy, and is engaging the attention of all branches of Italian Protestant-

ism. The two Baptist branches, that is, the open and the close commun-
ion, are coming together as one Baptist Church. And the Waldensian
Synod resolved to send delegates to the Evangelical Italian Congress, which
shall officially discuss the mode and character of the proposed union.

And even more important was the fact that the Free Church, which sep-

arated from the "Waldenses thirty years ago, and since that time has held

very strained relations with it, declared at this synod, through its official

delegates, that if the federalism or union of all the Italian Churches should

not be brought about, that they, at least, would enter into union with the

Waldensian Church. The leader of the Free Church had previously

addressed a question to the committee of the Waldenses in this intent,

which had been very kindly received, and a meeting of the principal lead-

ers of the two Churches, held privately in Florence, gave reason to hope for

success in this effort. That committee recommended that the synod take

the proper steps to effect a reunion, and this recommendation was unani-

mously indorsed, and a committee of the synod was directed to confer with

the committee of the Free Church as to the mode of organization.

The reports from the congregations in the valleys were not so favorable

as the past successes of these fervent and zealous AValdensians would

lead us to hope and expect. Their communicants are notably decreasing

in numbers. Only about half of their members take part in the service of

the Lord's Supper. Even a greater indifference is discovered in the

electoral lists, on which only about one fourth of the members entitled to

communion are enregistered. Great complaints are also made about the

increasing- alienation of the young men from the Church, and a consequent

sinking of the moral level of the Waldensian youth. The glorious past

of the Waldenses ought to lay a sacred trust on the rising generation.

The theological literary world of Germany is now quite excited with

a matter of unusual interest made known to them by the report of a new

"find," in the line of inscriptions, through a German traveler in Arabia.

Dr. Enting of Strasburg, ha\'ing visited Palmyra in the summer of last

year, broucrht from there an impression of several inscriptions in two

langiiagcs found on gravestones, altars, and among nunneries. He then

undertook a danoiorous journey from Dama^^cus to central Arabia, which

brought him to ITayel, the capital city of the Emir ;Mohammed Raschid,

and thence westward to the city of Tema. In these primeval regions he

discovered a stone with an Aramaic inscription, and the pictures of a king

in Assyrian costume of about the eighth century before Christ. He thea
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vi^Uod the ruins of several other cities, wliere he discovered about thirty

wvll-iircservcd inscriptions from the period of the Christian era. One of

thoc " finds " consisted of short inscriptions in characters hitherto un-

known, apparently a side branch of the ancient southern Arabian charac-

t. r. Must of these inscriptions, together with a number of other monu-

ii:<'iital inscriptions, have been brought to Germany, and forwarded as far

as the University of Strasburg.

Tlie friends of scientific Scripture study are greatly pleased at the com-

pU'tion of the biblical hand- lexicon of Dr. Kiehm. Evangelical Ger-

many now possesses what it has liitherto lacked, namely, an illustrated

IJi!)li' lexicon of surrounding lands, especially of England, which in

n-gurd to its contents, its execution, and its general arrangement as a book

of rifereucc for all the biblical sciences, but mainly of antiquarian and

biljlical history, is superior to any predecessor in this line. Like all pre-

vious works of Dr. Riehm, it has been executed wich conscientious care,

and with a thorough knowledge of the subjects presented, both on his

part and on that of the many illustrious biblical scholars who have

c<)-opL'rated with him. Th(7se, like the author himself, belong to the

f^encration of middle-aged scholars, especially in the Old Testament field,

who avoid the hypercritical tendencies of the theologians and oriental-

ists of a younger school. These Christian workers tread lightly where

others might rush in, but to their conservative care we owe the fact that

nmiy of the articles in this work are of rare value; and the now com-

pK-ted issue will, without doul)t, immediately take its place among the

standard works of all the German theological libraries.

The congregations of the so-called " Christian Brothers" are unveiled

in a recent Catholic statistical publication, and the world is quite siu-prised

to find these Catholic teachers of the lower order of schools so very

numerous. There are about 1,200 members of this order, al)out half of these

with vows for life, some 4,000 of these witli limited vows, and the

ri-:n:iinder as novices. They live in about 1,200 "Houses"' and control

njore than 1,700 schools, some of which are public, but more of which
urc private elementary schools. A goodly number of them are for adults,

nnd some for ap[irentices. In short, the whole organization seems to aim
ut getting control of the lower order of studies, to keep these grades out

'-•f the hands of individuals or of the State. Over 300.000 pupils are

ri'purted as being on their rolls. The order is scattered over various

l-inds, about as follov.-s : France and its principal colonies have nearly a

thousand of these "Houses," with about 9,000 members; Belgium has

•*', with 550 members; Xorth America, 90, with 971 members; South
•Vrncrica, 11, with 71 members. xVnd so the list goes on through S[);un,

Kii'_'l;ind, Austria, Italy, T>.irkcy, and Eg}-pt, and even China. Their ac-

tivity has been most largely developed in Paris, where they were formerly
t' achtTs in the public city schools. Having been expelled from these,

they now have their private free schools for the general Catholic public.
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The increase of siiiciclo abroad is attracting very general attention, and
a thesis recently publLshod by a prominent divine thus treats of this

growing danger to modern society : "Christianity alone has the power
to antagonize the frightful increase of suicide in civilized lands. The
Evangelical Church should consider itself under special obligation to fight

this evil, because it is in its lands that it has so largely spread. "Where tliis

faith, as in Scotland, has retained its unbroken power, the number of sui-

cides is comparatively small. Therefore, if the ruling clTort were to keep

pure the Protestant faith, to keep the individual members of the Church
loyal to the word and to the sacraments, the result would be clearly felt

in the control of this crime. And, further, it is the duty of this Church
to stop as far as possible those sources v.hence spring the mania for self-

destruction, especially the passion for drink and gambling, licentious

sins, a vile press, and dueling. The Church should have a large share in

the transformation and amelioration of the social relations. It should

show its condemnation of suicide by denying Chtirch honors to suicides,

and refusing to them a public burial. The participation of the Church

at the burial of a suicide contradicts the divine ordinances in honoring

those Avho despise the divine word. Only in suicides from well-defined

cases of ins;'.nity should an exception be made. And even in this case it

would be well to make the interment more liturgical than churchly."

Many of the German synods are discussing the burning question of as-

sistance to needy worn-out preachers. The " Pastor Emeritus" is quite

an institution in some of these synods, and they receive more or less from

the emeritus fund according to the respective provinces. But the main
subject of discussion now concerns the income of the poorer clergv,

which is very small in many sections. These receive a fixed stipend from

the State, or, as it is expressed, "by royal sanction;" but this is so small

that in many cases it must be supplemented by the respective congre-

gations, or the preachers must lead a miserable life with a very strained

existence. An effort is now being made by the General Synod to compel,

as far as possible, the special synods to do their duty in this matter. A
fixed sum is recommended for churches according to their rank, and in

some measure according to the years of service of the pastor. But many
of the parishes to whom this dictature is addressed are resenting it, and

feel much inclined to follow their own inclinations in this matter, guided

by the circumstances as they understand them. The German pastor in the

rural districts is a man of very controlling influence in all the religious and
social relations of the people. In very many cases, he is so endeared to

his parish that they cannot afford to see him want, and do not. But in

very many cases, also, for various reasons, the pastor is forced to supple-

ment his slender income by also performing the part of local teacher.

The fact must attract the attention of every observer of the religious

activities of European Cliristiansduring the summer and autumnal mouths,

that there has practically been almost no end to congresses, convocations,
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nviiiHls. alliances, and associations in the interest of every line of thought

n'fid rt'liL,Mous effort. Two of these that may be called representative in

tlii'ir diaractcr, and which most closely resemble each other for their style

of labor, though contrasting in aims, are the meeting of the Evangelic-til

Alliance at Copenhagen, and the famous Catholic Congress at Amberg in

(JiTinany. The editor, who was present at the former, felt the beneficent

inllucnce of a spirit of genuine liberalism at the hearth-stone of a Church

which has preserved, more than any other in Protestantism, the tradition

of ancient Lutheranism. He acknowledges that the new conditions arising

in tlio religion of our epoch are very grave, and agrees with Christlieb

in hi-s view of the religious indifierentism of the period. The question of

t!i<' hour is not so much to preserve the heritage of the fathers as to recon-

(juiT lost soil. This is to be done by the sword of the Spirit and the

j)rnpngandism of free speech. The Gospel and liberty should be the de-

>ice of the Christian Church; even science should have its liberty, and as

f;ir as possible there should be no conflict between this and religion.

The General Assembly of the German Catholics, in session about the

same period at Amberg, debated from their point of view some of the

same questions that were so thoroughly canvassed at Copenhagen. The
most absorbing one of these was the mode to be adopted by the Cath-

olic Church to reconquer the soil lost and to regain influence lost or

weakened. These German Catholics declared that the fii-st measure to bo

adopted was to gather closely around the Church of Rome, and to exalt

more than ever the authority of the holy father. The letter addressed by

the pope to this congress was received vdih. the greatest enthusiasm, and
there seemed to be a most emphatic determination to recognize the author-

ity of the pope as infallible. At the last session the entire assembly

cast itself on its knees in order the more eraphaticr.lly to aftirra this abso-

lute submission. This adoration of the papacy was in very strange con-

trt'^t to the conduct of the German bishops after the adoption of the

famous dogma of the papal council of 1870. It is clear that ultramon-

taiiisra lias triumplied in Germany all along the line, not only in the

matter of the infallibility of the Pope, but also of the immaculate concep-

tion of the Virgin. This decisive triumph in Germany is due largely to

the terrible and stubborn struggle between the Catholic Church and the

German Empire.

DOMESTIC RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

TnK Cr:xTEN~N-iAL CoxFEKEXcr: of Episcopal !METnoDis>f has been held,

and the general verdict—both of participaiits and more distant critics

—

8Cera.s to be that it was greatly successful, both in the immediate spiritual

impulse of the gathering, and in the valuable contributions made by its

members to the ])ennanent literature of the denomination. The leading

19 FIFTH SEniKS, VOL. I.
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religious papers tlirougliout tlie country reported the particulars of each
session very fully, and the secular press, both by report and comment, paid
due attention to the importance and dignity of the Conference. Balti-

more entertained its guests with unbounded hospitality. The enthusiasm

was great, and exceptionally continuous in its manifestation, so that it is

not possible by the rci^roduction of a few salient features to fairly por-

tray the entire assembly. An attempt in that direction, however, is all

that space allows.

There was much in the background of the scene, and in its incidental

features, to add to its picturesque impressiveness. A wonderful contrast

was pre ented by the magnificent gothic church in which the delegates

assembled to the bare little chapel figured on the programmes, in which
the first General Conference was held. The great outpourings of sacred

melody, when the sweetest and grandest hymns of the Church were sung
to historic chorals—Methodist tunes that never can die—will not soon be
forgotten by those who heard them. The presence and admirable per-

formance of many men of color was eminently noteworthy. A few ven-

erable representatives of a former generation were there—some "in age

and feebleness " extreme, but all with hearts of loyalty and thankfulness

and utterances of pathos and inspiration.

If any feared that the Conference would degenerate into a mere occa-

sion for prolonged denominational glorification they must have been hap-

pily disappointed. The tone of the papers read was certainly not pessim-

istic; nevertheless, no disposition was shown to evade the consideration of

dangerous tendencies, wherever discovered. Some regret was at first

expressed because of the monotonous similarity of the topics selected for

discussion; but the individual characteristics of the several essayists pre-

cluded unnecessary repetition. The forthcoming volume, which is to

contain the papers read and the addresses made, will be of exceptional

and permanent value.

The "Pastoral Address to the ]Methodist People in the United States and
Canada" calls attention to the fresh and impressive lessons of the history

of the first century of organized JVIethodism, and commends the papers

read before the Conference to the prayerful consideration of all. It

declares that the mission of ]Methodism is not yet accomplished—"The
victories that thrill and gladden our hearts to-day are but the prophecy

of the triumphs in store for us if we prove worthy our calling." The
emphasis that Methodists have always given to the essential doctrines of

Christianity, and especially to the "doctrines of experience"—repentance,

faith, justification, adoption, the witness of the Spirit, sanctification, and
Christian perfection—is commended, and watchfulness urged in view of

the insidious advances of skepticism. The promotion of holiness; the

maintenance of family religion; the devout observance of the Christian

Sabbath, and active hostility against all vices are set forth as solemn

duties that cannot be shirked or postponed. The rising spirit of fraternity

between Churches is hailed as a pleasant indication of the dawn of a day

of peace, and the Canadian brethren are congratulated upon the success
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which has attended their movement for uniting the forces of Methodism in

the Dominion. That the peculiarities of Methodist Church life are still

chcrislit'd in the hearts of so many is observed with pleasure, while at the

nAnu'timc the exhortation is given to enter all fields of usefulness which

Ihi- expansion of modern social life may open. It is a document of abil-

ity, devout in tone, and it has been received with general favor.

The BniTisn Wesletan Confekence.—The one hundred and forty-

first Bcsdion of the British Conference was held last July at Barslem, a

little town on the road between Manchester and Birmingham, in the very

ht-urt of the region known as "the Potteries." Just one hundred and

twenty-four years ago Mr. Wesley rode into the place. His ministry was

(»n?atly successful there, and the neighborhood has ever since been one of

the ritrongholds of Methodism. This was the second time the Conference

hud met in Staffordshire. The entertainment was sumptuous.

Like their American congeners, the British ^Yesleyan3 have just cele-

bnitc'd one of the ''centenaries " that so frequently mark the history of ven-

cnible historic bodies. That "peculiar institution," the Legal Hundred,

was born just one hundred years ago, when 3Ir. Wesley's Deed of Declara-

tion was executed. The existence of this little select circle in the midst

of an ecclesiastical body so Presbyterian in many of its methods as is the

Wcslcyan Conference cannot but strangely impress an observer whose tra-

ditions are of the Methodist-Ei:>iscopal type; but it is a legal device, sim-

ply a board of trust, with only the least possible trend toward an aris-

tocracy. If the utterance '
' Happy is the nation without a history " be

applicable to religious as well as to political bodies, the Wesleyaa Confer-

ence is indisputably prosperous. The Rev. F. Greeves, D.D., a well-known

minister, was elected President, and the Rev. R. N. Young, one of the

deputation to the late General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Chtirch in Philadelphia, was chosen Seci'ctary. The increase of members

of Fociety during the year was more than 3, 000. The delivery of the Fern-

l< y lecture—this time by the Rev. B. IlcUier, on the "Universal Jlission

of the Church of Christ;" the report of the fraternal delegates to Ameri-

ca; the shelving of a preacher who had ceased to believe in the eternity

of future punishment; and an earnest and memorable " conversation on

the work of God," were among the more conspicuous features of the Confer-

ence. Immense missionary mcctin^rs and a series of open-air services for

working-men made pleasing and healthful accompaniments to the regular

business sessions. AH the connectional institutions—the Missionary So-

ticty; the Wesleyan Theological Institution; the Sunday-School Union;

the Metropolitan Building Fund; the Children's Home; the Thanksgiv-

ing Fimd—are in prosperous condition.

The S.vlvation Army.—The crowded public meeting held in Exeter

Hall, Ijondon, January 12, not only revealed the continued progress of the

Salivation Army, but also showed how keenly ali\-e its General is to avail

liimbclf of every opening to strengthen its position. The meeting was
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held ostensibly to bid farewell to thirty officers—most of whom are young

women—who were about to proceed to America, India, France, and New
Zealand, to strengthen the army corps in those countries; and General

Booth, who presided, made use of the opportunity to report the progress

of the Army during the past year. He had about him, besides members

of his own family, Mr. T. A. Denny, Mr. Haig Miller, and Dr. and Mrs.

Heywood Smith. After singing one of their stirring hymns with all the

enthusiasm of the Army's rank and file, and prayer, the General gave a

statement of their present condition and future prospects.

He had to report, he said, progress, and hoped to do so to the end of

the chapter. He considered the movement as a factor in the future

of Christianity in the world. In January, 1883, they had 528 corps in the

United Kingdom, with 1,340 officers; they had now 637 corps and 1,644

officers. Abroad, in 1883, they had 106 corps and 201 officers; now 273

corps and 692 officers. In addition to these 910 regular corps, they had

occupied 570 \-illage3, and had 415 corps of little soldiers. They were

going to advance abroad, but would not neglect their home operations.

In hundreds of towns and thousands of villages there was a great work

to accomplish, and for this it was intended that caravans should be em-

ployed. Mr. Herbert Booth had prepared the plans, and, as soon as the

money was ready, they would be built. Ten officers would traverse the

country in each caravan—a kind of Wombwell's—with eight sleeping

bunks, four on each side, and a cooking-stove in front; two officers would

keep guard at night against " skeleton " attacks while the others slept.

Each band would go from village to villnge ; while the horses were graz-

ing, the "War Cry'" would be sold, the trumpets and cornets brought

into use, and he hoped the p\iblic houses emptied, while people would

gather from twenty miles around. The Army's power of adaptation was

unlimited, and in India Major Tucker had started a "Camel Corps," and

he (the General) intended to ask the government for a gift of the camels

employed in the Soudan after General Gordon had been relieved. Before

the meeting was over, several volunteers for this corps were accepted from

the "reserved" scats. Among the new agencies started in London by

the Army is a "Rescue Society" in St. Giles and Whitechapel ; in this

" some dear girls, bred upas ladies, have gone with scrubbing-brushes and

brooms, cleaned poor homes, washed babes, talked to drunken fathers,"

and been the means of rescuing some of the most wretched and outcast

ones from the slums of London. IMore workers are wanted for this

" Cellar, Garret, and Gutter Brigade." A movement has also been begun

in 'Whitechapel for the rescue of fallen women; no fewer than eighty

girls have been cared for, and sixty appear to be permanently reclaimed.

The "Drunkard's Rescue Brigade" takes charge of drunken persons

ejected from the public houses. The brigade "prowl about the streets,"

lead drunkards home, give them a preparation of colTce on the way—the

coffee being carried in a pouch—and next day "the drunkard and his wife

are got to the barracks and saved." The orphans are not neglected. The

Army has accepted a freehold house, capable of accommodating 200 cliil-
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tlrt'ii, for an orphanage. A " Prison Brigade '' has been formed to receive

criminals 'when discharged from jail; seven notorious ones are already

riirnin"- their living, giving evidence of being converted men. Mrs.

lUilton had this work in hand, but being now on the ocean with her

hiwband—a journey undertaken to save Commissioner Railton's life—

a

LaMitlcman has thrown up his commission in the Royal Engineers, retiring

uith the rank of lieutenant-colonel, to undertake the work and devote his

whole life to the Army. The Prison Brigade in Australia has been formally

rccofrnizcd. In London a German and, more recently, an Italian corps has

been established, and during the first six months of 1885 barracks are to

be opened to accommodate 10,000 people—at Kilburn, the West End (''nt

a nice, snug, beautiful theater''), Marylebone, King's Cross, HoUoway,

IX'ptford, Forest Hill, and Clapton. The Army's foreign work is almost

fclf-supporting; last year only £o,000 was raised at home for its prosecu-

tion. In Ceylon a surprising work has been achieved; some hundred

Buddhists have been converted and received into the Army. China,

S[>ain, and other countries remained to be occupied.

The General's report being finished, the thirty officers were paraded

on the platform: he exhorted them to fidelity to duty, and presented

them with their commissions, each one being inclosed in an envelope.

Loud cries of "Amen! " and " Halleluiah I" with volleys of cheers, came

from the rank and file. Mr. T. A. Denny—always present at these meetings,

and a large donor to the funds—announced that he would defray the cost

of twelve officers in India. Mrs. Booth followed with an earnest and per-

suasive address. She deplored the refusal of parents and guardians to

allow their children or charges to go abroad in the Army serN-ice, and boldly

advised those young people who are '-led" to offer themselves for this

work to go, whether they obtained permission or not. The General stated

that £480 was needed for the outfit and passage money of the officers, and

the general funds could not be burdened with the cost. He appealed for

this sum to be contributed, and £200 was raised in response.

The Poon of the Great Cities.—Unusual attention has of late been

called to the deplorable condition of the crowded poor in the great cities

of Christendom. The deep echoes of half-suppressed Socialistic explo-

sions indicate that the discussion has come none too soon. Not much has

hitherto been done beyond a statement of the case—a sort of diagnosis of

a great moral and social disease.

A conference was lately held in London at the rooms of the British Social

Science Association for the discussion of measures relative to the forma-

tion of village communities for the relief of the overcrowded and woefully

degraded quarters of the metropolis, and for the collecting and dispensing

of such information as should in time, if possible, lead to the removal of

numbers of families from the London slums to rural neighborhoods, the

establishing of them there in good homes, the pro^^ding of them with
suitable employment, and other measures essential to the success of such
an undertaking. In connection with factory and other artisan work, the
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practicability of co-operative farms was discussed, in the hope of being al)le,

soon or later, to imitate in England the example of the numerous com-

munities in Switzerland whose manual -working classes, li\ing in their

own country-like homes, have a little time toward the close of each day
for the tilling of their plots, and the care of their goats and cows, alter-

nating thus their periods of mechanical toil with the salutary and sooth-

ing influence of rural life. One of the speakers, Mr. E. T. Craik, had
been one of a number of gentlemen to establish a co-operative farm in Ire-

land, a project that had been regarded with favor by Mr. ParifoU, wlio

had also expressed the hope that other lands^, in some of the more misera-

ble parts of the island, might be brought into use for similar purposes.

Unfortunately, the land-owners of the district had so strongly opposed the

project of Mr. Craik and his associates as to thwart it entirely. But

while all humane persons must wish the utmost of success for such un-

dertakings, the fact remains that the greater part of the miserably housed

and generally wretched of the cities must be cared for where they are,

in the place of their dismal abodes. It is these abodes that are to be

renovated and improved up to the level of decency and propriety. The
families of cigar-makers and of rag-pickers cannot be transported in

masses to the country. Not one such family, not one individual of the

grade below these, can be transported thus, unwillingly.

A talented writer, who has lately contributed to "The American Re-

foimer" the best statement recently printed of the sufferings of the de-

graded poor, proceeds, after giving the facts repeated above, to make some

eminently sensible suggestions as to the remedy. "The prime effort must

be made in procuring for this element of the city populations light, air,

space, provisions for some degree of cleanliness in their present quarters.

And nothing really is wanting to effect this change but the fixed inten-

tion, the resolve, of these ruling classes. "Whenever a citizen's association

shall take the tenement question in hand, as such associations have already

taken the subject of municipal rings and * bosses ' in hand, the horrible

quarters of great cities will cease to be horrible. To such a reform the

world will accord a not reluctant recognition. It will cheerfully admit

that at last it has an example of fraternal regard, of practical Christianity,

worthy of the name of the blaster. No insuperable obstacle lies in the

way of a legislative enactment for the demolition of the rear tenements

—

buildings that cruelly restrict tens of thousands of human beings in re-

spect of space, and as cruelly shut them off from light and air. The abro-

gation of these rear houses would be an important initial step in the

direction of improvement. A second clause in the enactment should pro-

vide the requisite hygienic supply of space, light, and air for the tenement

lodgers of the front buildings. Their present overcrowding once made

illegal, the recklessness of the builders of these structures and the greed

of their landlords would have to give way."

The second pioposed remedy is some legal measure which shall suppress

the dram shops. Soon after the publication of "The Bitter Cry," when

the public feeling of England was docply stirred by this appeal to its
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hunmnity, a vrell-known worker among the London poor wrote: "In
thii hcur of interest and of sympathy, we might combine to remove the

dwellers of the slums into homes containing all the comforts and beauty

of palaces. But, if we left standing near at hand the reeking drink shops,

ill half a year the new homes would be as squalid, as foul, as hideous

every way as the herding places of the slums are to-day." As lon<^ as

these are permitted to curse the community, all efforts towards lifting up
tlic degraded masses will be almost entirely hopeless.

The evil of overcrowding is not by any means confined to the older coun-
tries. The wTiter already quoted makes the following statement concern-

ing the great metropolis of America :

'
' The city of New York was founded

in 1033. Its population, including that of the environs that arc properly

a part of it, is above two millions. The Christian element of this popu-
lation is not far from one million. The tenement house population is up-
ward of three hundred thousand. In other words, during a period of two
Lundred and fifty years the Christianized portion of the citizens of the
metropolis have permitted the weaker, the less enlightened, the helpless

cla,-^ of its population, at present numbering nearly one seventh of the
entire population, to live deprived of such space, light, and air as are
necessary for health and decency, and surrounded with every baleful influ-

ence calculated to demoralize and render utterly wretched this lower,
feebler class. One would hardly err in affirming that the strong, Chris-
tianized class of citizens had deliberately, designedly, fostered a hideous
breeding-ground of moral pestilence, a nursery and community of crimi-
nals, a quarter for the development of human misery, by permitting the
growth of the slums, and by taking practically no measures for the check-
ing of this growth."

Strong as is this aiTaignment, it perhaps docs not present in the stron-

gest light this awful truth. The following table gives some comparative
ligurcs :

Popnlation. Houses. Averaq^e Inmate*
pjr hou.-8.

Pliiladelpliia 847,170 146,412 6
Brouklyn 566,603 62,233 9
Saint Louis 350,518 43,020 8
Cl'icngo 503,185 61.009 8;^
B.iliimore 332,313 50,833 6A
I^oslOD 362,839 43,944 Sj
New York. 1,206,639 73,684 16|

Even this table fails to convey all the truth. In New York city 10,314
dwellings contain each one family of six persons; 16,982 houses or flats

contain one family on each floor, or 25 persons in each building; while
1S,0GG tenements contain an average of about 50 persons each, or almost a
nnllion in all. This million is unprecedentedly crowded, and its phys-
ical and moral unhappiness and misery clamor for means of relief. Mayor
Edson hardly exaggerated when he said: "The question of comforta-
ble city homes for our poor is quite as important as that of foreign
missions." And yet even he dared not touch the chief cause of all this

"wretchedness.
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MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

MrssioNAUT Successes rx Cextr-u- Africa. — The latest mail from

Uganda, at the northern end of Lake Victoria Xj'auza, Central Africa,

brings some very interesting letters from the missionaries of the Church

(Evangelical Anglican) Missionary Society. In our January number
vi'e spoke of this mission, the difficulties it had met, and its prospects.

King Mtesa, who at first gave the missionaries much trouble, and made
their work almost futile by his sudden changes of opinion, is now quite

friendly to them, and the mission is very prosperous. The number of

converts is increasing rapidly, the schools are well patronized, and the

native worship of Lubari and the religion of the Arabs are declining. iMr.

O'Flaherty, one of the missionaries, gives a very interesting account of a

trial before the king, between himself and four of the Arabs, to see whether

he or they had the better understanding of the '• Koran." The Arabs had
become veiy loud and impertinent, and were present nearly every day in

court teaching the "Koran" to the chiefs. Mr. O'Flaherty, tliinking

that their baleful influence had gone far enough, proposed to IMtesa a

contest. The king gladly consented to it. He ordered five chairs to be

set before him, four for the principal Arabs, and one for the missionan,-,

and proclaimed that whoever answered best should be his head professor

and teacher. The day before the trial took place he invited 3Ir. O'Flaherty

to dine with him, and got many hints from him as to the sort of questions

he should ask. We will let Mr. OTlaherty describe the scene:

Next day he [iftesa] placed the five mwalimus on the chairs; I was placed
near himself. The king questioned. I prompting: him. In the course of tiitv

minutes all the Arabs were off tlie chairs except Masudi, an arch-foe, and now a
powerful sub-chief here, the most clever of all. He and I now confronted each
other. Greek met Greek. The king was amused, and so were the chiefs. In
thirty more minutes Masudi was off the chair and I alone on. The chiefs loudly
applauded, and Masudi, getting angry, loudly insulted, and the Arabs loudly
joined him, and said I was worthy of death, an incorrigible kafir. I calmly
asked the king, " Mtesa, you see this man whom you in your kindness made
manakulja. "What does he know about religion? You see how little he knows
about liis own ' Koran ' and its teaching, and how I, a foreigner, have shown
you these Arabs are babes. He, a drunkard of whom all Arabs are ashamed, a
kafir who eats the king's moat contrary to the 'Koran,' and with whom true

Moslems would not mi.x ; who calls you his god, and tlierefore denies tlio

Islamic creed :
' There is no God but Allah,' and whom every true Moslem is

bound by his creed to kill—how dare he teach you religion, he whom ilohammed
will punish, whom Jesus despises, .and wliom even heathenism hates?" Masudi
went off in a rage, and the keepers of the gate, hearing of tlie aflair, laughed ar

him. After this the king ordered his people to keep Sunday sacred, and ordeted
his flag to be hoisted on that day.

Many private interviews followed between O'Flaherty and the king,

and the latter was invited to come regularly to the roj'al quarters by a

private way. But the king may soon find occasion to change his mind,

though the missionaries have obtained a strong influence over him. This

they have proved by inducing him to countermand an order to open wiir
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nn a nciirhboring tribe. A force of the king's had pillaged the Basogas,

arul the latter had gathered ia force, and almost annihilated the invaders.

Tho king and his chiefs were in a rage about it, and a royal order had been

l-sui-d to raise an army and exterminate the Basogas. Mr. O'Flaherty

tif(«-n(led the council of war, and besought the king not to go against the

I{:i.s<>g;is. He told him that his own men had been the aggressors, and

the IJiisogns had only rallied for their own protection, which proved them

to bo a brave people. The Arabs counseled the king to go on with the

rvjH'dition, and said O'Flaherty ought to be driven from the court. But

Mti'sa, after serious thought, said, addressing Mr. O'Flalierty: "I think,

riiilipo, that you have not lied. You have shown me plainly that

tho Basogas have only done what we would have done under the same

circumstances. You have made plain what I never thought of before.

I have heard your pleading and granted your request." The war-flag

vi-.-is accordingly taken down, and the "horrid Arabs," as O'Flaherty

calls them, were much chagrined. Several members of the royal family

have become faithful Christians and have been baptized. The whole

nurabcr of baptized persons is now 68, of whom 40 are communi-

cants. Seven of the communicants have been organized as a sort of

diaronatc. In case of the expulsion of the missionaries they could

preserve the Church. The first five were baptized in ^lurch, 1882. A
young chief named Sebwato has accepted Christianity, and sent away all

his wives but one, a severe test, as it is a badge of disgrace in Waganda
wK-iety. Small-pox has made terrible ravages in Buganda, caiTving off

several converts, among them one of the king's daughters. The mission-

arifs have translated a considerable body of Christian literature into the

Itugtinda. The following is a verse of the hymn, " Safe in the Arms of

Jesus:"
"ifu mikono gya ISA:

Emirenibe bulijo,

Tetulina enlisa

:

Tuliiia esanyu nyo.

Muwulira edobozi

Mil Guhi. livoaera

,

ISA Ye MuU.kozi:

Ye alina empera.
Mu mikono gya ISA
Emirembe bulijo

;

Tetulina entisa

;

Tulina esanyu nyo."

^ronATiAJT ^IissioNS.—Last year (.January, 1884) the sesqui-centennial

<>! the Greenland Mission was celebrated. There are few things mpie sad

than the confession which is made in the annual report of the Moravian
Missionary Society, issued in December, of the condition of these hardy

I>"')|)le of the north. "If," says the report, "we cast a glance at the

•spiritual and social state of the Greenlanders at the time when our work
ft'nong them was inaugurated, and compare it with their condition at the

l»n's*'nt time, we cannot fail to notice how little visible progress, in some
ri«l)ecta, has been made during those one hundred and fifty years. Only
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a slight change has taken place in the social condition of these inhabit-

ants. They appear to have acquired but little additional force of chamc-
ter, and with regard to their spiritual life they must still be considered as

too much resembling grown-up children." Yet the missionaries have
found reason to rejoice over the numbers who have been constrained to

confess Christ, have lived consistently, and have died happy in the faith.

The force of native helpers it is somewhat difficult to maintain in efficiency,

so weak are many in character. Pride, partiality, spiritual indifference,

are some of their great faults. Xor is there much that is encouraging to

report of the mission in Australia. The aborigines are slowly disappear-

ing, and year by year the number of converts decreases, yet there is no
thought of abandoning the mission while there are poor blacks to be
reached. On the contrary, the society hopes to extend its labors to ;N'ew

South Wales and Queensland, where the aborigines are more numerous.
The government cares for them, as does ours for the Indians, but the
half-breeds, who are well able to care for themselves, are cast upon their

own resources. It is pleasant to know that "in almost all cases the
native Christians adorn the doctrine of Christ their Saviour by their

consistent lives." And yet many of the dominant race of Australia deny
that these poor blacks are human beings, with souls ! For many years

some of the singularly patient missionaries of this faithful missionary
Church have been waiting on the frontier of Thibet for an opportunity to

enter that country. They have worked on amid great discouragements at

Kyelang and Poo, frequently petitioning the authorities for permission to

settle in the Thibetan province of Ladak. but always gettinir a refusal.

At last they have succeeded, and will form a starion at Leh, the capital of

Ladak, where they will find the nucleus of a Church, for some of the

Ladakese became converts at Poo and Kyelang. Two Moravians made an
exploring expedition to Alaska last summer, and reported in favor of

establishing a mission in Oonalaska, and the probability is that mission-

aries will be sent thither at an early day.

The Foreigk Missions of tfie Protest.vxt Episcopal Chcrch.—
The administration of the missionary concerns of the Protestant Episcopa
Church is in the hands of a Board of ^Managers. The Board of Missions,

which is the supreme autliority, is simply the two houses of the triennial

General Convention sitting together to consider the missionary interests of

the Church. This Board of Missions chooses fifteen presbyters and fiiteen

laymen, who, together with the bishops and the missionar}' treasurers, con-

stitute the Board of Managers of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary
Society. This Board forms from its own members two general commit-
tees, one for domestic, the other for foreign missions. The Board of

3Ianagers is empowered to establish and regulate such missions as are not

under episcopal supervision. Appropriations for dioceses or missionary
jurisdictions having bishops are made in bulk, and the bishops regulate

the number of stations, and appoint the missionaries and fix their stipends

with the approval of the Board of Managers. The receipts for foreign
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niivsions last year were nearly $135,000, of which amount no more than

$1.*»,W8 was received from legacies—the smallest sum from this source

oiiice 1877. The total of receipts also shows a very large decrease. The

income for domestic missions was $208,718, which is an increase over the

previous year of about §28,000, but a decrease from the returns of 1881

«n<l 1882. The missions at home embrace the Indian, Chinese, and col-

ored j)0})ulations as well as the white people. Among the last there are

12 bishops, 338 clergymen, and 8 women helpers; among the colored

|M-<)j)l(', 18 white and 23 colored clergymen, and 32 agents and teachers;

among the Indians, one bishop, 14 white and 13 Indian clergymen, and

32 agents and teachers ; among the Chinese, one Chinese clergyman. The
ri-i)ort of the Foreign Committee speaks of changes in the missionary

episcopate and in the missionary force as constituting two of the most

notable features of the year, the third being the attention given to purely

cvaugt'listic work, and the increase of communicants in Japan. The
committee say the work has been more productive than usual; but it is to

be remembered that the foreign missions of this Church have not been
successful in the same degree as those of other Churches. There are

three missions—those of Africa, China, and .Japan ; and besides these the

Haytian Church, to which help is given, and the Church of Jesus in 3Iex-

ico, for which funds are raised by the ^Mexican League. These missions

n.'jK)rt a total of 89G communicants, of whom 46 are European or American.
The Greek mission is simply an educational work. The African mission
i.i nearly half a century old. It has a total of 425 communicants. Eighty-
bix missionaries from the United States have labored in it, of whom
twenty-eight died in the field, and it has had, including the present

incumbent, four bishops. It occupies what was regarded as the most
promising field in Africa a generation ago—Liberia. Our own Church
has had but little encouragement to make large appropriations in late

years to our Liberian mission, yet our Episcopal friends are not discour-

aged. A new bishop, a product of the mission, has been chosen, and the

committee say the work was never more promising. The mission is divided
into three districts, the Cape Palmas, which gives name to the diocese,

Sinoe and Bassa, and Monrovia and Cape Mount. Of the 425 communi-
cants, 247 are classed as Liberian, 177 as native, and one as American.
Three stations in the Cape Palmas District, two of which are purely
native, report 221 communicants, of whom more than half are Greboes.
The preachers say that the people evince much more interest than for-

merly in religious services, and it is believed 10,000 persons are reached
by the ministrations in the district. "Work has been going on at Cape
Jlount since 1878, and a system of schools exists throughout the mission.
The mission in China dates from 1835, when the Rev. Henry Lockwood,
^vho died last year, and the Rev. F. R. Hanson, who died some years
a,i?o, were sent out. Nine years passed before the first convert was
secured—Kong Chai Wong, who was the first native deacon and pres-
byter of the Church. Since his ordination sixteen others have en-
tered the priesthood, and eleven are preparing for Holy Orders. Bishop
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Schereschewsky has resigned, and the Rev. W. J. Boone, a missionary, lias

been elected to succeed him. A feature of the mission is its educational

work, St. John's College and St. 3Iary's Hall, Shanghai, being the chief

institutions. ]\Iuch of the evangelistic work is done by the native clergy,

who appear to be very efficient. The report on Japan gives little of gen-

eral interest beyond statistical items. The Bishop of Yedo's report, which
is printed as an appendix, mentions the formation of a Japanese mis-

sionary society as one of the features of the year. The Mexican mission

work, of which Bishop Riley was the head, and of which he gave

glowing reports, has shrunk remarkably since the making up of his

annual returns passed into other hands. "U'e used to hear about the sixty

or more congregations in the Valley of ]\Iexico and the great Cathedral in

the City of Mexico. The report of the Mexican League this year modestly

speaks of two congregations in the city, one of two hundred in the Cathe-

dral, and "congregations in the Valley of ^Mexico," and at three other

places, "besides scattered groups of converts in other districts." "These
are ministered to by eleven ordained clerg}-men and many lay readers."

The dream of a great reformed ^lexican Church, to be formed of Catholics

anxious to break away from the Church of Rome, has been discovered to

be very unsubstantial.

Mission Work in Sveia.—The history of the Syrian mission of the

American Board is well known. It was one of the earliest undertakings

of that pioneer society. Fisk and Parsons are names associated with the

beginnings of this mission. Tliey were appointed in 1818, but it was not

until 1821 that 3Ir. Parsons reached the field, which was Jerusalem and

environs. The Holy City proved to be a poor mi«;sionary center, and was
ere long abandoned, but not before Beirut had been chosen as a more
promising station. Bird and Goodell were the founders of this enterprise,

which is now sixty-one years old, and which has cost much in labor,

patience, and treasure. The press and the school have been among its

chief agencies in reaching the people, or rather the nominal Christians, for

the Moslems have scarcely been touched until quite recently. In 1870,

when the co-operation of the Xcw School Presbyterians with the Ameri-

can Board ceased by reason of the great Presbyterian reunion, the Board

transferred tlie Syrian mission to the Board of the reunited Church. In

recent years the promise of the mission has greatly improved, and the

past year has been perhaps its best. Ten years ago the number of com-

municants was 437; now it is about 1,200. The addition last year was

120. "When it is understood that members are only received after the

most careful examination, and after considerable delay, and that pcrsecu.

tion and suffering are still known to those who accept the Gospel, the

increase of the past year appears very encouraging. The churches com-

posing the mission are scattered, attendants at a convention in BcirQt some

time ago coming from fifty-three towns and cities. They are being

trained, we are told, more and more to self-support, and to efforts to

spread the Gospel. They have been formed into a presbytery, and are
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Iteming how to govern themselves. In 1883 twenty-two elders were

orvlniucd. In the schools are G,000 pupils, and the press has turned out an

onumious amount of Christian literature in Arabic. On the 17th of

Si'ptfnibcr the Presbytery held its second meeting at Hasbeiya, at the foot

of Mount Ilermon. Kos Selin, a native pastor, preached the sermon.

I{fjK)rts were listened, to from Tyre, Sidon, and other places of scriptural

f:iine. AVe copy some of the paragraphs in Dr. Eddy's account of the

meeting :

Tho report from Alma told of the great trials of the communitv from the hostility

of tlio JIaronites of their village, and froni the incursions of tlie neighboring
Ut^loiiin, robbing them of their catUe, and of tlieir poverty and suffering in conse-
fjueuce. The report from Tyre tofd of the obstacles totiie Gospel in that city, the
tlire:vts against Protestant?, the tines unjustly extorted, tiie withdrawal of custom
fnr.n t!ie shops of some and the cutting off of employment from others. A fish-

erman who had gone to Beirilt and had brought back witii Mm a Bible, which Iiad

boon tliO means of his enlightenment, was particularly a sufferer, as he ku. '"^ no
otiior means of livelihood except the one trade from which he was thrust out.

Tho ML-jdeluna report, stating iho amounts contributed by tho Church members
for tlie Gospel, astonished all: -S123 for Cliurch work, and about $32 besides for
the belfry. This was the banner church for liberality in proportion to its size, a.s

it was foremost in aggressive W(;rk in the surrounding villages. The other sects
had complained of this zeal in preaching Christ as ' persecution of them by the
Protestants." Sidon Church had also wonderfully increased its contributions' dnr-
iiii; tho year. The Mejded report of $45 pledged for the support of the preaciier
the coining year gave it the second place among those giving out of their deep
jHjverty unto the Lord. Part of the time was also spent in listening to a well-
prepared paper by one of the delegates on tlie duties of elders, followed by an
address by the Moderator, Rev. W. K. Eddy, on Church discipline. An interest-
ing feature of the exercises was the report of the school for Bedouin boys, held
in Jodaida. This is its second year. It is peculiarly the child of the native
churches in Syria, and is independent of foreign aid. Seven boys from various
tribes of desert Arabs have been clothed, fed, and t;\ught during the year. Only
01.0 of them before his coming had heard of God. The contributions to this
school amounted to -?192 64.

E.XPLORATIOX OF Xew Guixea.—If Australia be considered a conti-

nent. New Guinea is the largest island in the world. It belongs to the

Melanesian group, which also includes Xew Caledonia, New Britain, and
New Ireland. Tlie people are unmistakably of the Negro race, v.ith

woolly heads and jet black skin and flat features. Those of New Guinea
embrace several varieties, among which the bush Negroes are consid-
ered the real Papuans or aborigines, and are being exterminated in

»«)me localities by the dominant tribes. The natives of New Guinea are

probably the worst savages in the Pacific Ocean. They are cannibals,
nna many an unfortunate mariner has been devoured by them. New-
Guinea lies just north of Australia, separated only at the nearest point
by Torres Straits, and the Queensland government has long been de-
Hirous of annexing at least a portion of the island. The Colonial Office
>n London has refused to give its consent until recently partly on
the ground of fear that the Quccnslanders would oppress and make
virtual slaves of the islanders. The Australians, like the Boers in South
Ainca, have not the highest regard for subject races. The British gov-
ernment has, however, at last consented to annexation, and. the British
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flag flies over a part of the great and largely unknown island. This

act lias an interest, not alone for the political and commercial, but

also for the missionary, world. If New Guinea is ever civilized,

as it undoubtedly will be, missionary influence will be the first and

greatest force in accomplishing the great undertaking. The London

Missionary Society has been trying to educate and evangelize the

New Guinea people for more than twelve years ; but it is only recently

that stations have been established in New Guinea itself. A church

and a training institution on 3Iurray Island, in the Straits, maybe regard-

ed as the beginning and center of the mission. There are also stations on

other small islands from which the work has spread to New Guinea, It

is worthy of note that the teachers by whose help the missionaries have

already accomplished so much are South Sea natives, who gladly gave

themselves for the Xew Guinea savages. Many of them have laid down
their lives in this cause. The missionaries have discovered and explored

Fly River, which is a mighty stream over ten miles wide at its mouth, flow-

ing in a southerly course how many hundreds of miles nobody knows. On
this river several stations have been established, and the people show the

same facility in dropping their savage customs, in learning to read and

write, and in turning from heathenism to Christianity that the South

Sea Islanders have exhibited. Large classes of them are being prepared

as teachers in the training institutions on Mun-ay Island and at Port

Moresby, and some are already at work on Fly River. There are in all

twenty-nine teachers at work under the direction of Messrs. Lawes and

Chalmers, with twelve hundred children under instruction. Xew Guinea

is very rich in vegetable productions. It is said that the natives sell

bundles of sago palm weighing sixty pounds for four sticks of tobacco.

The Rev. S. Macfarlane, who recently made a trip up Fly River, de-

scribes a house he saw in one of the villages which was five hundred and
twelve feet long by thirty wide. Many of the people wear no clothing.

THE MAGAZINES.

Oj7E of the most noteworthy of recent magazine articles is that by the

Rev, Washington Gladden in the January "Century "on "Christianity

and Popular Amusements." "With the principles laid down few will find

fault. 3Ir. Gladden believes that the following are the true principles by
which family, church, and individual action ought to be guided, namely:

1. Amusement is not an end, but a means: when it begins to be the princi-

pal thing for which one lives, or when in pursuing it the mental powers
are enfeebled and the bodily health impaired, it falls under just condem-
nation. 2. Amusements which consume the hours which ought to be de-

voted to sleep are therefore censurable. 3. Amusements which call U3

away from work, which we are bound to do, are pernicious, just to the
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rxU-nt to w-bich. they make us unfaithful or neglectful. 4. Amusements
uhich rouse or stimulate morbid appetites or unlawful passions, or that

cause us to be restless or discontented, are always to be avoided. 5. Any
.onjusL-nicnts which have a tendency to weaken our respect for the great

Interests of character, or to loosen our hold on the great verities of the

Kpirjtual realm, are so far forth a damage to us. The writer believes that

llic best tlic pulpit can do is to enforce such maxims as these. In his

> i<-\v the Church must use reason rather than authority. But the Church,

in his thought, has something more to do than to regulate and discrim-

inate between the amusements offered. She has gone as far as she ought

in providing within her own doors amusements for her people. Her true

Vdfk is to stir up those who have some regard for the true and the pure

in these matters to provide, as a part of the practical benevolence of the

Christian life, amusements which can elevate the taste and morals of the

masses, and particularly of the working people. The author holds,

tliat just as the Church disregards the law of supply and demand in the

missionary and educational enterprises, so she ought to take the lead in

nfomiing amusements by her influence over those who, under Christian

inspiration, are seeking outlets for means and energy.

An example of what the writer deems effective and well-guarded work
in this direction is to be found in the city of Cleveland, Ohio. There an
institution culling itself an " Educational Bureau " has existed for three

•casons, and has achieved great success in doing the work outlined by Mr.
Gladden. It pays its own way and gathers great audiences, and entertains

lliem with scientific, semi-political, musical, and literary matters. These
jratherings are held in a hall which is open on Sunday for religious serv-

iees. The statement is made that the attendance at the religious services

has mcrcased, and from the classes which attend the entertainments in

large numbers. While we commend the article as deserving study, there
arc some things we should much like to know before appro\'ing it. What
is tlic effect of this movement on the churches ? What do the pastors
think of it ? AMiat evidence is there to show that the institution really does
more than appeal to the same classes which support the churches ? Every
one knows that the Young Men's Christian Associations of the country ab-
sorb the activities of the Church almost as much as they add to the Church's
strength. Does this movement, as friendly to the working classes, draw
on the Church, and create prejudice against it ? We see no evidence that
l«Tond the requirements of secular morality the platform of this "Bureau "

hns any Christian quality. Xo one who has studied this question of pop-
ular amusements can doubt that that which gives many of them their hold
<>•> the public is the element of impurity, which, as Mr. Gladden admits,
«< to 1k! found in the majority of the popular attractions. The evil repu-
t-«iionof some public performers is part, and a large part, of their stock in
trade, "\\ e have not the slightest faith that any pure entertainment under
< huroh auspices can long compete with those in which the attractions of
the persons and plays arc those of the flesh. The high seasoning of sin
I* that which sm likes. We believe that the Church can make no compro-
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mise with the world on the subject of its chosen pleasures. The Church

must insist that the life of Christian purity finds its pleasures and its rec-

reations outside that circle wliich is the invention of a spirit wholly an-

tiigonistic to Christianity. Buuyan may have been^fanatical when he felt

that the "tipcat" of his boyhood was his darling sin; but "tipcat," as

Bunyan played it, may have been, after all, a spiritual danger as great as

he thought it to be. The experience of a life-time confirms the old posi-

tion of the Church, that a devout soul has in its love for Christ, and in

the growths and activities inspired by that love, the liberties and bounds

of its whole nature.

Our readers will find in the same number a masterly discussion of the

*^Freedman's Case in Equity." The novelist George W. Cable is the au-

thor, who knows the South and the Xegro as only a southerner can know
them. It is a marvel that it has taken only twenty years from the war to

produce an utterance like this from a southern man. What northern man
could write such words as these, concerning the feeling and practices of

the South toward the colored man ?

It proffers to the freedraan a certain security for life and property, and then holds

tlie respect of the community, that dearest of earthly boons, beyond his attainment.

It gives him a certain guarantee against lliieves and robbers, and then liolds him
under the unearned contumely of the mass of good men and women. It acknowl-

edges in constitutions and statutes his title to an American's freedom and aspira-

tions, and then in daily practice heaps upon him in every public place the most

odious distinctions, without giving ear to the humblest plea concerning mental

and moral character. It spurns his ambition, tramples upon his languishing self-

respect, and indignantly refuses to let him buy with money or earn by any excel-

lence of inner life and outward behavior the most momentary immunity from tiie>e

public indignities, even for his v/ife and daughters. . . . This is simply the

avowed state of affairs, and the defended state of affairs peeled of its e.vteriors.

Whatever may be the reader's political views, he cannot afford to allow

this striking and indignant article to go unread.

We also commend the paper on Church Architecture for the beauty of

its engravings and the excellent 'description of several of the most attract-

ive of recent churches.

In the January Harper's will be found one of the best of recent histor-

ical studies. Wiclif (that is the fashion now to spell the name) is pre-

sented as one to whom Christianity owes a debt as yet scantily paid in the

honors- rendered to his memory. This docs not prevent IMr. Ward from

seeing that the character of the great translator had its shadows. While

his work was for the people, there was a certain hardness in his mental

constitution which prevented him from being a practical leader of the

people. He was not without intellectual pride, and regarded the assent of

the masses to a doctrine as affording a presumption of its foolishness. He
was in no sense a flatterer of the masses, and yet his work was for them.

To them his life appealed. This paper is admirable in its candor, and the

illustrations, partly rei)roductions of old prints, are of the highest order.

Artistically, the chief paper in this number is by Seymour Hadcn, who,

though an amateur, has put himself at the head of English etchers. He
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wr!io<of Mezzotint a'? n, painter's art, and shows what can he done in this

ltjn"-npii:k'cted method b^v many charming illustrations of the Isle of Pur-

U.rk. Tilt! engravers have reproduced his work with wonderful accuracy,

n'.A ihc illustrations show a mastery of methods which puts our American

ttu:::i/iiu"< a step farther in advance.

II. M. Newhall succeeds in giving high interest to the making of a pair

of shoes, by following the process from the rawliide to its dainty rcsur-

r-clion as a lady's shoe. The artists contrive to throw a pretty tint on

ihi,-; pro-aic occupation, and the paper has merits of the highest order.

Jnhn Fiskc, who is one of the ablest of our scientific political students,

vliK'.i some valuable work in his paper on "The Town fleeting." First

kctching the institution as it was developed in New England, he follows

li.irk its history to early Aryan times, and shows how the appearance of

ii'If-gaviTnmcnt in England is connected v;ith that " boundless vitality

which has given to men of English speech the uttermost parts of the earth

for their inheritance." lie looks upon the victory of Wolfe as the great-

^•^t turning-point discernible in modern history.

The reprint of Goldsmith's comedy, "She Stoops to Conquer," is admi-

r.ibly illustrated, but it would appear that Jlethodisra has achieved sutE-

i-icnt place in the world to warrant the editor in omitting the scumlous
song with which the present section of the play opens. The firm reprint-

ing this play ought not to forget that the founders of their great house

hi'lil a dilTcrcnt 0]iinion of ]\Iethodist preachers from that which finds e.^-

j>rcoiion in this rib.ild and indecent song.

" When iletliodist preacl'c.rs come down
A-preachinj:^ that drinking' is sinful,

I'll wager tlie rascals a crown
Tiiey always preach best, with a skinful.

Bit when you come down wir,]\ 3-our ponce,

For a slice of their scurvy religion,

I'll leave it to all men of sense

But yoti, my good friend, are the pigeon."

Lippincott's Magazine has so much merit that it deserves more notice

from the press than it receives. It does not successfully compete with the

New York magazines in the matter of illustrations, but no recent number
Lis been without matter of permanent value and intercut. The January

number has only a frontispiece, and that is very poorly drav.-n, but in the

I>:«pcrs on " P.omc and the Campagna," on the "Bismarcks," and on tho

" Inventor of the Ayrshire Life Car," arc facts of much wortli.

The January number of the "Expositor" fEnglish) is noteworthy for a re-

ni.»rkal)ly fine exposition of the parable of Dives and Lazarus, by the Rev.

M.irous Dodds. Of equal merit is a first paper by Henry Drummond, the

author of "Natural Law in the Supernat iral World," on " The Contribu-

tions of Science to Christianity." This series is sure to be of permanent
value to ministers, as Prof. Drummond is probably the best fiu-nishcd man
»n England for the work to Avhich he here addresses himself.

20—FIFTH Si:UTES, VOL, I.
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The subject of ministerial education is still a live one, as uitncss tiic

symposium in the "Homiletic Jlontlily" for January. Dr. Curry, the ed-

itor of this review, opens the discussion, and concludes that the methods
even of our own theological seminaries are not altogether satisfactory.

This is to be followed by papers from other hands, and the series is sure

to attract great attention.

Some time ago a good brother was in our hearing exalted to rapturous

praises by a young minister's quotation from Shakespeare. The vigorous

and attractive article in the " Ilomilctic Monthly''^ by Prof. J. O. 3Iurray,

D.D., of Princeton, reminds us of this fact. The Professor advocates the

use of Shakespearean quotation and illustration in tiie pulpit, and gives in-

stances of truth, condensed and weighty, which the great dramatist has

furnished to the religious teacher. Nevertheless it is best to be sparing in

drawing on dramatic poetry in the pulpit. We fear that our good broth-

er would not have shouted " C4Iory to God," if he had known that the

young preacher was quoting from the dramatic literature of whicli, all his

life, he had been in what he esteemed a healthy ignorance. Some knotty

practical and pastoral questions will grow up about that minister who be-

trays as much familiarity with the literature of the stage as of the Church.

His young people will ask him some puzzling questions as to the dilTercnce

between listening to Shakespeare from the pulpit and from the stage. The
questions may not be wholly intelligent, but tiiey cannot be au3v,'cred

•without some deep and painful thought.

In the line of illustration and historical interest the recent magazines

have had nothing more beautiful and interesting than the account in

*' Cassell's Magazine of Art '' of Hatfield House. This home of the Cecils is

hardly surpassed in architectural and historical interest by any of the great

family residences of England. Our readers will find these papers, which
began in the December number, fascinating both in text and illustration.

Some excellent sketches of the pictures in the exhibition of the American
Art Association are given as a supplement to the January number.

Richard Grant White, though not always a just writer, is alv.-ays inter-

esting. A paper from his pen in the January Atlantic on " The ' H ' ^lalady

in England " is one of his best. He follows this English peculiarity back

as far as English history will permit, and shows that it is by no means a re-

cent m.atter. He aI?o makes visible the fact that tliis liabit of dropping

and inserting the aspirate in the wrong places is partly a matter of social

position and partly of locality. Trifling as the subject appears at first

iBight, in Mr. White's hands it attains the dignity of a linguistic study.

In the same number II. E. Scudder has a scholarly picture of " Childliood

in Greek and Roman Literature." With the exception of some character-

istic extracts on winter from the journal of Henry D. Thoreau and some
delightful bits from Dr. Holmes in his "New Portfolio," the other papers

are of temporary or imaginative interest.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

7 f Tu.<iatlc. Kiiiguo.'u of our Lord Jtsits, the Christ, ns Covcn.niitcd in the Old

Trs'.atneiit, and Presented in tiie Xt\v Testament. By Rev. Gko. N. II. Pktehs,

A.M. Tlirco vols., Svo, pp. 701, 730, GJ-l. New York: Funk ii \Vugu:ill3.

The I:i.st words concerning "the last things" most certainly had not been

uttcrc:! before the coming of this great work. Great it certainly is in

nutro tli.m a single sense ; in e:iteut, two thousand one hundred and

SLVcnty-fivc large and well filled-up pages, two liundred and sLk proposi-

llims clearly stated and exhaustively ^elaborated, and the entire field of

CM'hiitological literature brought under contribution. The author, it

wo.ild seem, never became impatient, never made haste, and never a^ked

biin-ielf whether or not his readers would be equally patient and pains-

taking. Thirty ^^ears of active labor, we are told, were given to the work

—a period that pretty well covers the whole terra of an active life-time.

Of the wisdom of so employing one's little space of time, opinions will be

lari^i'ly allected by the estimate of the value of the result ; and of that who
wiil judge, if indeed the work must be read through in order that its worth

may be ascertained ? Should someone, laying aside all other studies, give

liim-iolf wholly to this one work, reading one hundred pages per week

—

wliich vrith the proper verification of references would make a pretty full

ta^k—and allowing for only slight interruptions, he might compass tho

whole in about six months. It may be that such a one will be found, but
not niany, it may be hoped.

The view of "the kingdom" here given and defended is the pre-mil-

Icnarian, the literal, personal reign of Christ in the world as an outward
political potentate, and the conqueror of all nations, with attendant or se-

quent events and conditions of climatic and cosmic re-adjustments, the in-

^';«thering of the Jews, the overthrow of Antichrist, the wars of Gog and
Mairog, and the hopeless and irretrievable casting down of the devil and
his angels, and with them all the "non-elect " of mankind. The scheme
K grand in its proportions, and it is thoroughly WTOught out, Avith abun-
dant citations of Scripture, which, as they are interpreted by the author
und liis whole school, are made to sustain the positions as they are stated

and lixcd in the successive " propositions;" and if his rules of interpreta-

tion are allowed, it might be difficult to refute his arguments or gainsay
hi-f conclusions. If these are not to be accepted, the issue must be joined
at the threshold by a sweeping denial of the prevalent litcralistic methods
of interpretation; and that would call for not inconsiderable modifications
of many traditional opinions and modes of thinking. That such modifi-
cutjons will be made, and under their direction the whole cschatology of
the ( Imrch of the past be reconstructed, and set in a clearer light than ia
all former times, is not the lea.^t probable of the promises of the near fut-

ure. The author is certainly correct in one of his earlier " propositions,"
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" that the most vag'u?, indefinite notions concerning it [ the * kinguom ']

exist in the minds of many ;" but it is not so evident that his is the true

method for remedying the evil. The Church and the worhl of Christen-

dom have been hearing of the Second Advent, the Millennium, the Resto-
ration of the Jews, and other great affairs—indeed, sacred poetry, extend-
ing from "Dies Tree "to ''Advent Hymns," is freighted with them—as

certainly coming events of the reign of Christ
; but only by the baldest

literalism of interpretation can any of them he established from the Script-

ures. The whole subject is still undetermined, with, if v/e mistake not

a decided trend of opinion away from the literalistic methods of interpre-

tation.

A Religious Eacijdopcedia; or, Dictionnry of Biblical. Historical. Doctriniil, a"d Prac-
tic.-il Thco otry. ii.iseJ ou ilie Heal-'Eiicx klopudie of Hcrzo^r. Piitt, and Uaiick.
EdiCPd t'V Philip Scuaff, D.D., LL.D., Piof'essor in the Union TiieoK f:ie:il Sem-
inary. New York. Associate Editors, Rfv. S.amuei, M. J.ArKSOX, M.A.. nnd
Rev. U. S. ScuAFF. Tlireo vols. Imperial 8vo, pp.2631. New York : Funk
& Wagnulls.

Biblical and Theological Dictionaries are recognized as indispensable parts

of the apparatus for the study of the subject to which they relate, and in

ecarcely any other department of learning, sacred or secular, have there

been greater improvements than among works of this clas.s. On the

purely biblical side Calmet's gre.it work, which dates from the early part

of the eighteenth -ccntur}-, embodied and so rendered accessible most of

the learning at that time known, and this stood unrivaled down to the

times of men nov,- living. Kitto's Biblical Cyclopedia and Smith's Bibli-

cal Dictionary belong to our own age, and their great value has been uni--

versally recognized. Jl'Clintock and Strong's Biblical, Theological, and
Ecclesiastical Encyclopaedia is confessed by the ablest judges to be "the
most complete religious cyclopedia in the English language," constituting

in fact, a thesaurus, a condensed library of its complex subject-matter. But
its voluminousness—ten great volumes—is objectionable to many, not only

on account of its cojt, but also its fullness of discussions and details.

In Germany, the Imd of cyclopedias, the first jjlace is readily conceded
to Hcrzog's Ileal- Knc]il-loj)(E,iVie^ but that, too, is too lai-ge for popular use,

and therefore Dr. SchalT and his associates have done v.-isely in condens-

ing it, for an American edition, to scarcely a third of the original size;

and so reduced it is now given to the public, in the three noble volumes
named at the head of this article. The work is not simply a condensed
translation of the German original, for large portions arc entirely new mat-
ter, prepared by some of the best scholars of the tuues, and the style of the

translations, as well as of the original articles, is pure and idiomatic En-
glish. Its biblical status is a happy combination of conscrvati;^m and en-

lightened progrcssivcness ; its theology is the embodiment of the Catholic

faith, agreeable to the coti.scnsiis of Protestantism, liberal Avithout license,

and evangelical without fanaticism. It is just the hand-book tiiat the stu-

dent of the Bible and of Theology and Ecclesiastical History needs to have
within easy reach.
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\\'o may also congratulate any who may use the work in view of the
rtylt'in which it appears, in larger letters than arc commonly used for such
w.irks, and with clear and lirm white paper, so presenting a readily Icrible

pi^'p. Its publication makes a valuable addition to the available hclp.> for

the acquisition of biblical and theological learning, and therefore it is

entitled to a place, not only in the libraries of ministers, but also in these
of r.il)!c-clas3 and iSunday-school teachers, and of all who would under-
utand the great truths of religion.

Hr Riith of Catholics: Contirnicd by Scripture nnd Attested by t!ie Fnlhers of
tlio First Five Centuries of the Churcli. With nn Introduction bv tlie Ri<^ht
Hovcrcnd Monsijrnor Capel, D.D. In Three Volumes. Pp. Am, 505, 491.
New York and Cincinnati: Fr. Ptistel & Co.

'

With consummate wisdom, v/hich nobody can blame, the rulers of the
U.wnan Church arc presenting itscause with its many aspects in the most
plausible setting, and yet without at all abating any of its pretensions.
They employ able and accomplished writers, polemici that know how to
conceal the controversial designs of what they write, while every "quoin
of 'vantage" is occa'pied, every weak point concealed or specially forti-
fi' d, the undue concessions of their adversaries skillfully used, and the
incidental infelicities of Protestantism made the most of.

The work whose title we give very fully answers to all that is here desig-
nnted. It is a comprehensive system of theology, written with decided
«Uil!, well arranged, thoroughly elaborated in its details, and supported
by ample authorities, partly scriptural, according to the Church's inter-
pretation, but chiefly from the Fathers and the decrees of Councils, and
the rescripts of the Popes. Very much that is taught in these volumes is
f>f the highest excellence as simple and direct statements of Christian
doctrine, but, according to the first principles of Protestantism, the truth
RO stated is held "in unrighteousness." Both Catholics and Protestants
accept the Bible as the standard of Christian doctrine; but while the
latter hold to the use of the word by every man, and the right and duty of
private judgment as to its meaning, the former claims for the Church—
«li »t is, for the Pope for the time being—the sole and exclusive right to
d.-tcrminc what is the sense of the Scriptures on any subject. Setting out
J»^Jlh that rule of faith and method of proof, it is the easiest tiling possi-
L.c to prove whatever may be desired. Protestant ecclesiastics have been
rvluctant to accept and carry out their own fundamental rules on this sub-
J|^t, and especially to submit the Bible to the free handling of criticism,

^>

'-'Hi-h certainly there is no middle ground between ecclesiastical author-

>Jy

and that of rational criticism. It would seem that not a few Protestant
« ivmcsdonot feel quite sure that it would be safe to submit the evidences
*^» divine truth to an unofficial and not ecclesiastically limited inquiry
ftnd determination. But even that unworthy suspicion is rapidly giving
^••>y. The volumes before lis are decidedly well made, and outv.ardly

i".v would grace any minister's library; and their careful study would, no
•»'>i»bt, in many cases, prove both interesting and profitable.
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Pastoral Taeolvjy. By James M. Hoppin". D.D., lute Proressor of Pastoral Thcol-

oyry ij Yiilc Colley;e. 8>o, [ip. uSl. New York: Fiiuk & Wa^^ualls.

Dr. Iloppin earned for liimsclf :i valuable reputation, and made the whole

Church his debtor by his " Ilomiletics," published a few years ago. lie

at tlie same time secured the right to be heard ou all kindred subjects;

and accordingly the volume whose tide is given above comes to hand at-

tended with ])eculiar advantages. By these it will be cure to command a

reading, after which it will need no further commendation than will be

afforded by its own intrinsic merits. "Pastoral Theology" is the accept-

ed, though rather awkward and improper, title by which is designated all

the needful practical rules and instructions respecting the requisite per-

sonal qualifications for the office and work of the Christian ministry, and

also the best methods for the performance of its duties. The author's

notions of this subject appear to have been clearly apprehended, and he

has successfully embodied his conceptions in his book.

The work is distributed into six " ]iarts," or general divisions : I. The
Pastoral Office. II. The Pastor as a Man. III. The Pastor in his Relations

to Society. IV. The Pastor in his Relations to Public Worship. V. The
Pastor in his Care of Souls. VL The Pastor in his Relations to the Church.

Under one or other of these heads almost every phase of discussion rel-

ative to the Christian ministry is brought forward and considered with

great force and clearness, and a remarkable w^ealth of illustration, and also

with a warmth of expression that indicates on the p;irt of the writer some-

thing more than a merely professional interest in his subject. His ideal

of the ministerial vocation removes it entirely from the category of simply

the learned secular professions, and contemplates it as a divine ordinar.cc

of a strictly unworldly character and design; and the same thought caters

into and gives expression to the statements respecting the pastor's pcrsor.al

qualifications for his work. The author's utterances on the "call to the

ministry," making a complete section of twenty pages, are especially

excellent, covering completely the prescriptive Methodist ground, and

setting forth doctrines that have been esteemed as exclusive pecul-

iarities of our own denomination. The section on the personal religious

life of the pastor is also one of great religious value. Ministers of any

time of life, and other Christians also, might read and ponder it to Ihcir

advantage.

Booksof this class are usually thought of as designed almost exclusively

for young ministers or candidates in preparation, and to all such we can

heartily recommend this one ; but those of middle or post-meridian age

who may read it, will find their conceptions of their calling widened and

deepened by the study, and also their hearts warmed and impelled to a

more intense zeal by the devotion that animates its ]iages. It is in every

respect an admirable production, and a valuable addition to current relig-

ious literature. "We know of no work better adapted, in respect to both

its matter and its methods, for use as a text-book in theological semina-

ries, or for the minister's study. The publishers have brought it out in a

style corresponding to its character.
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Tli F'illxit'i for Man. A SUidv of tlie Origin, Oblifration, History, Adv.intn^es,

ti!i<l I'lfst'iil Stiitc of Stbbali'i Observance, with Special Reference to li.e Ki-ht3

,.r Wiirkiiig-incn. Uascd on Scripture, Literature, und Especially on a Symposium

of Corn'sp.Hidcnce with Persons of all Nations and Denominations. By Kev.

W'n.iifi: K. CuAFTS, A.M., Antlior •' Successful Men of To-day," etc. 12ii>o, pp.

<.;s. Xew York : Fuuk & WajjnalR

The Sabbath is an integral element of Clmstianity, as a living and working

social force, and it is needful tliat its claims sliould be kept in mind and

inaile clTcctive in the convictions of Christians. The Chiistian Sabbath

K no doubt, identical with that of the Old Testament, but the changed

cunilitions of the Church from that of the Israelites very largely modify

its observance, and render inapplicable many of its prescribed duties, Ijut

without at nil removing any of its sacred sanctions. With tliis concep-

tion of his subject, the author of the volume whose title is given al)0ve has

hore brought together the statements and supports of the Sabbath, as

usually held and taught by English-speaking Protestants, so making his

book a real and somewhat comprehensive " Cyclopedia of the Sabbath."

Tlic conflict to which the Church in this land is called involves, as one

of its chief parts, the defense and maintenance of the day of rest, as a

hull/ day, of divine appointment. Tiie abolition of ihe Sabbath is among

the active designs of the enemies of religion and good morals, the suc-

cess of which purpose would most assuredly be followed by the practical

overthrow of vital and spiritual religion. It is well, then, tliat tiie notes

of warning should be sounded, and the danger properly recognized. The
facisand statistics, and the opinions of those best competent to speak on

such a subject, that are here given arc just what are needed by the pub-

lic, and there can be no doubt that this book will prove valuable in pro-

portion as it shall be thoughtfully considered.

J:jted Chuds; or, Tlio Life-Story of Bella Cooke. A Record of Loving-Kindness
aud Tender Mercies. Timo, yp. 44S. Xew York: Palmer &Hugi.e3.

Some lives are made illustrious by great achievements, and some by

eiilTorings and endurance; and these, though usually the less conspicuous,

evince the higher virtue, and bring forth the most excellent results. The
subject of this volume, though known only within a limited circle of per-

sonal friends, presents a beautiful example of the blessedness of sanctified

ftfllictions, and of the power of divine grace to change pain and poverty

into instruments of spiritual enrichment. The "dedication" indicates

both the form and the spirit, as well as the especial purpose of the publi-

cation, " written in prayer and pain " for the benefit of children and grand-

cliildrenj "as a mementq of the love that never ceased to cherish them."
Its iK'uediction, however valuable to them especially, will also extend to

nil who may read these things in the spirit in wlilch they are written.

OWnre Cliaradfr^ and Minor Lights of Scripture. By Freoeric H.\STIN'G. Editor
f'ft'io •' Hoinilotic M;i'_'a/.inc," and Aullior of " Snnday about the World," etc.

I'lN 2S4. Funk k \\':.gnalls.

There is a fascination in obscurity, and accordingly those parts of Script-

ure, names, facts, or doctrines, of which very little is written in the
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book, are often most written about in other books. ITero arc tvrcnty-eiglit

names of as many persons, the whole history of each of whom is confined

to a single incident or remark, and around these the author gathers a clus-

ter of moral and religious reflection, each case illustrating some Christian

grace or virtue. Many of these were issued in the " Ilomiletic Magazine."

They are well written, suggestive, and abounding in wholesome lessons.

JledHatJonx on Life, Death, and Eteruihj. By Joiianx IlEixr.icn Daniel Zschokke.
Translated from tlie Gorman by Frkdkrica Rowan. CorajiileiJ by Rev. L. R.

Dcxv, P.O., Author of " Garden of SjiiL-es," etc. 2 vols, ISmo. Kew York:
Phillips k Hunt. Ciiicinuati : Cranston & Stowe.

The original work, of wliich these neat volumes are both a translation

and a condensation, enjoys a high reputation in the Fatherland among
the evangelicals, and especially so it' also crossed with a stripe of mj-s-

ticism. But as that is not largely developed among American Christians,

there need be no apprehension on account of that peculiarity of the orig-

inal work, especially after Dr. Dunn's judicious revisals and selections.

As here given, these volumes arc worthy of a ])lace in every household,

library, or on the parlor table, or, best of all, in the private chamber, as

helps to devotional meditation.

Uand-Booh of Bible Biograjihy. By Rev. C. R. Barnes. A. B. 12mo, pp. 54G. Xcw
York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe.

A dictionary of Bible names, brief but comprehensive sketches of all per-

sons named in both the Testaments, making a convenient manual for all

Bible students, and especially adapted for the use of Sunday-school teach-

ers ; a companion volume to Dr. Whitney's Bible Geography.

PniLOSOPIIT, METAPHYSICS, AND GENERAL SCIENCE.

TJie Elements ofMoral Science. Tlieordiad and Practical. By Noah Pokter, D.D.,

LL.D., President of Yale College. 12mo, pp. 57-i. Now York: Charles Scrib-

ncr's Sous.

A college text-book is not the form in which one expects to meet with

original matters in the departments discussed, and accordingly, in this

work, its form and methods of presenting its themes and subjects are

those that call for our attention ; and yet in making even such a compilation

and digest, an original thinker would not fail to impart a degree of novelty

and freshness to the matters brought into consideration. This Dr. Porter

has certainly done, and with his handling of them the commonplaces of

moral science appear with much of the attractiveness of original think-

ings. Theoretically, there is very little that is new in this book, but its

arrangement, its modes of presentation, and its conclusions are all of a

kind to awaken attention and to provoke tlioughtful inquiry. In respect

to philosophical methods, no two real thinkers may be expected to agree

in all minor details, and yet the principal works on this subject arc

almost entirely the same, in all their essential particulars. Both as a
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Ihtorcliciil review of the subject, and as a pnictical embodiment for rules

v{ ri<'ht living, in the various relations of life, the work is worthy of much

timUr, and as a manual prepared for practical use by an experienced in-

structor, whose familiarity with the works of his predecessor in the same

ficM iillordcd him the best advantages for his task, much may be rea-

fton:tbly exuected of it ; and these expectations will be responded to, in

tlntso who may use this volume. Xearly every teacher in the depart-

mrnt of learning here presented will wish to present his own views in

hi."« oAii way, usually by lectures, but even in such cases a text-book is

licc'dful; ft'id for that use, as well as for private reading and study, this

niajiual of President Porter is probably as good as any other.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, iVJN^D TOPOGRAPHY.

Kp/ptand Bibtjlori. FroTi Siered and Profline S >urccs. By George Rawlixson",

M.A., C.imileii Professor of Ancient History, Oi.lo:'d. 12ii:o, pp. 329. is'ew

York : Charles Scnbaer's Sons.

Tlie Rawlinsons, Sir Henry and George, are brothers in learning and

authur.-hip, as well as by birth, and their contributions to biblical learn-

ing by their historical researches are among the most valuable additions

tluit have been made, in our times, to the apparatus for the illustration of

(he Old Testament. The book named above, by the younger brother,

llioiigh itself learned, is not out of the reach of any ordinarily intelligent

fvaderof the Bible. It designs to trace out and set in order the points of

contact between Israel and the Jewish nation, first with Babylon, and
no.\t with Egypt, and by that method to place many things in the histor-

ic-.il books and the prophets in a clear light. It is an admirable work for

Ihe purpose intended, and it will greatly facilitate the intelligent study

of sacred history. Its moderate price ($1 50) makes it easy to be ob-

tained, and its condensed form, easy to be mustered.

i'uiveniilism ill America. A Historv. By Richaud Eddt. D.D., President of
<lio Universalist llistoncnl Sofiety" etc.

'
Vol. I, A.D. 163G-1800. Umo, pp.

^j-t. Bosloti : UniversalisL Pub, isliing House.

This volume is the first of the two that will constitute the completed
^'ork. It seems to be the result of a leisurely study of its subject by a

••ompetent student and writer, who-e preconceptions of the subject in hand
caused him to sec them in a parallax, so that while the views that he prc-

»«-nt.s are probably true as to his own conceptions, they may be nevertheles3
Very far from being truthful. He thinks he finds the substance of Univer-
•^lism in the literature of the Church all along its course from the earliest

tunes, and coming to our own age and country lie detects its presence in

a considerable number of our chief denominations, among which he names
the Mystics, Dunkers, Moravians, Episcopalians, and Congregationa lists.

The wnter next passes to tiie history and career of John Murray, the father

*>» organic L'nivcrsalisra in America. He was an Englishman, had been a
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Wcsleyan, but was expelled from the "society" for heresy, and coming to

this country (about 1770), he became, apparently ^vithout seeking it, the

originator of a sect. Tlie history thenceforward becomes the record of

the rise and progress of that sect in the United States, in which the names

of Winchester, Eallou, Dr. Mitchell ( of New York ), and Dr. Priestly are

pl-ominent figures. The incongruous elements of the body, and because

it was led by persons each one of whom was a body of divinity to him-

self, until it at length settled down into a species of rationalistic Unitarian-

ism, are sketched with a good degree of ability, and evidently purposed

fairness. The student of the theological aberrations of the age, as also

of the minor religious bodies of the country, will find in this volume

—

and the same may be anticipated for the next—just what he wants, and in

a generally unobjectionable shape.

Memoirs of Rev. David Braincrd, Missionary to the Ii.dians in Norlh America.
Based on the Life of Bminerd Prepared by Jonathan Kdwards, D.D., and aft-

erward revised and enlarged by Seheko E. Dwigiit, JJ.D. Edited by J. M.
Sherwood, Author of " The History of ilie Cross." With an Introdiiciion on liie

Life and Character of David Brainerd, by the Editor. Also, an E>say on God's
Hand in Missions, by Arthur T. Pierso.v, D.D. 12nio, pp. :;5.1. Kcw York:
i'unk & Wagiialls.

There are names that the Christian world will not let die, and among these

that of David Brainerd holds no secondary place. This volume is a trib-

ute to his memory, as viewed by a number of highly competent writers.

The book will prove valuable to all who may read it in the spirit in which

it is written, both as a stimulus to Christian work, and an incentive to

personal cousecration.

A History of the Four Georges. By Jcsirx M'Cartht, M.P. la four volumes.

Vol. L Pp. 321. New York: Harper k Brutiicrs.

Mr. jrCarthy Ls a genuine Hibernian; a good story-teller, and a clear, easy,

and rapid writer. The royal Brunswick crs are treated rather freely, but

less truculently than by some others, who have made them the subjects of

their satires. The historical matter is fairly well presented, and the whole

is decidedly readable.

LITERATURE AND FICTION.

Ilymn Studies. An Tllustrated and Annotated Edition of the Hymnal of iho

Methodist Episcnp;d Clitirch. By Rev. CiiAULES S. Nutteu. 8vo, pp. 475.

New York: Pliilli[>s & Hunt. Cncinuaii: Crau.-^ton & Siouc.

The author of tliis volume, an itinerant ^Icthodist mini.ster of the New
[larapshire Conference, to whom, as to every Methodist, the Hymn-Book
has probably proved, next after the Bible, his best book of devotion and

spiritual instruction—perhaps also his most elTectivc teacher in theology

—

having become interested in the liistory and literature of his silent com-

panion, has busied himself in searching out its hid treasures. The re-

sults of his researches are embodied in this book, which abundantly
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ju'.liiios all his labors and painstakings. The mutter here given consists

of, first, the Methodist Ilymuul complete, all the hymns in full, and in

thfir propL-r order, so adapting it to all the purposes of a hymn book, for

the homo oi- church, services. And to each hymn is appended, in the form

of ft>ot-notes, (1) some account of its origin, ^vith a brief account of its

ftutlior and of the medium through which it was first given to the public;

(2) the original title, if any, or text of Scripture referred to or parapiirused

by it; and (3) the changes and emendations which it has undergone, with

ll:e omitted parts of the original hymn or poem from which it has beou

taken or made. These notes are the original matter of the work, and

tlwy constitute its chief value, for, though very brief, they convey a great

onumut of valuable information brought together by immense labor, and
K-li'ck'd with rare judgment. Respecting this, the chief feature of his

work, the author tells us in his brief and modest preface :
" Inform ition

lu< been chiefly derived I'rom original sources by re ferring to tlie published

works of the authors, many of which arc rare and difficult to find, and by
correspondence with writers who are still living." The character of the

work that had to be done indicates the newness of this department of

literary research, for though there is no lack of books devoted to hym-
nology, the subject is still in a crude and chaotic state, in respect to both
its general literature and its details and illustrative facts, but this work
will go a long way toward remedying th'jsa evils.

Methodist hymnody, though not wholly distinct from that of all English-

spt^aking Protestantism, is still somewhat differentiated by both its sub-

stance and its history. Methodism, in its larger sense, antedates the

active ministry of the Wesleys both as a form of religious experience and
a literature; and of the latter its h3'mn9 was the principal ingredient.

Hut when the Wesleys became its heralds, their earnest Christian songs
proved to be a scarcely less effective evangelistic agency than their burn-
ing sermons and exhortations; and perha}3s the opinion which somebody
ventures, that Charles Wesley's hymns were among the most effective aux-
iliaries in the great Mcthodistical revival, is not far wide of the tnith.

Commg close after the deeply religious but somewhat somber hymns of
^\Ittt.s, Doddridge, and Covrper, and in full harmony with their evangelical

pint, the hymns of the A\^cslcys supplemented them with the joyous
Inspiration of a triumphant faith and assured hope.

American Methodist hymnody, of which the "Hymnal" is the last

ftn.l most nearly complete outcome, was not a creation, but it has come to

Its present s^afMs as the result of a steady growth from a rather unprom-
ising beginning. Wesley's " Sunday Service," brought over by Coke in

I "J*!, never came into general use. Asbury and Ilitt compiled a small
hymn book, and a few years later a larger and better one was brought out
'»> Ilitt and Ware, the Book Agents. But the growth and better culture
of the Church at length demanded something still better, and tiiis demand
wa^ responded to (about 1825) by Dr. Bangs's compilation, a very wide ad-
vanc^e beyond its predec:essor, which was generally adopted, and contin-
ued in use till 18-41), when it was superseded by the elaborate compilation
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made by an able committee ordered by the General Conference; and :ibout

thirty years later that was replaced by the present "Hymnal."
Tlie work done by the committee of 1818 was most able, thorough,

and exceedingly valuable. A synopsis of that work, and especially of iu

results, was made out by Dr. James Floy, who seems to have taken a lead-

ing part in it, and is embodied in a copiously annotated copy of the book

(an octavo) now in the possession of this writer, of which, probably, there

never was but the one copy. Yriien the late committee was engaged in

their work it was loaned to one of its members, but evidently it was not

much used. It avouI! have been a valuable help in the preparation of this

volume, and Avhoever may hereafter engage in the same line of inquiry

would do well to avail themselves of its lielps. Respecting the use of all

the hymns that make up that volume, in all the principal hymn books of

Methodism and of the Protesrant d.:!aominations of America, the record is

nearly complete, and altogether reliable. It has also the genesis of most

of the alterations which are so amply stated by ilr. isutter, but without

any account of their authority or origin ; and here it is made evident

that a large share of them came from Dr. Floy himself. These emenda-

tions are also pretty fully heralded in an article from his pen in tho

"]\Iethodist Quarterly Review," for April, 1844. Dr. Floy was vc-y

broadly learned in hymnology, a critic by temperament and practice, a

master of pure English, 'but not a poet. And yet his emendations of the

hymns that had been sung for a hundred years were readily adopted as

decided improvements, notwithstanding the prevalent prejudice against

"tinkering with the hymns." A comparison of the hymns that have

been altered, as they now appear in most hymn books, with themselves in

their original forms, will much more than justify the liberties that have

been taken ^\-ith them. It would have been well if the work now under

notice had been enriched by the ripe fruits of the studies and labors that

are embodied in that annotated volume. Nevertheless it is a work of

great value and real excellence ; though it would in that case have been

much more so.

Tm Poe'dcal Worhs of Lucy Larcom. ITousehold Edition. 12mo, pp. 318. Bos-

ton: Hoiiu'liton. Mifflin, & Co.

Lucy Larcom has fairly won a place among the poets of the times, and this

comprehensive collection of all she has written and chooses to pre>erve is

the vindication of her claim to a niche in the Valhalla of song. She takes

her place in the class with Hannah F. Gould, Mrs. Sigourney, the Cary

sisters, and with perliaps two or three others, all of whom have written

charming verses, but have failed to reach the altitudes to which a few

favorites of the muses have attained. In her case, as with many others,

relative inferiority in kind is compensated for by fecundity of production,

for here we have more than three hundred pages, filled with nearly an

equal number of independent productions, all of them, from the first one

of the "Earlier Poems"—"Hannah Binding Shoes"—to the last of the

" Later Poems "—"God bless You "—maintaining about the same level of
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dcxiilcilly respectable mediocrity. A marked rcli,^ous tone characterizes

the rolli'rtion, wlucb, in our ignorance of the lady's church affinities, we

would call I'ietistic Unitarianism.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Vit Forls of the Church. A Scries of Biograpliicul Sketches of Hymn Writer-.

Willi Notes on their Uymus. By Edwin F. Hatfield, D.D. Svo, pp. 710.

Price. ?3.

Sundny Kcenings with the CJdldren. By Rev. Bekjamin Waugh. Svo, pp. 370.

I'rico, $2.

Life aiiJ Letters of Elizabeth Prentiss, Author of " Stepping Heavenward." Svo,

pp. 37!!. Price, $2 'Ir,.

All [<ubli.>hed by Anson D. F. Randolph & Co, 900 Broadway, X. Y.

Any book bearing the imprint of Randolph & Company may be relied

oiwn for tv.o capital qualities: It will be of a good degree of literary

excellence, and will be of a wholesome religious character, as to both its

ihcoln^y and its tone and spirit; and, at the same time, the outward and

material make-up of their books are excellent. To this general descrip-

tion the volumes above named answer altogether satisfactorily, and each

in il3 way is decidedly good.

The late Dr. Hatfield, by his writings onhymnology, rendered a valuable

Rcnice, and made the whole Church his debtor, which indebtedness has

Ix-cn generally recognized and freely conceded. The volume now before us

ii a posthumous publication, left by him, we are told, "nearly ready for

tlie pre.is." Its leading title is too broad, but the secondary one rightly

di-.*icril)cs the v/ork as to its character and scojje. The names, with the

accompanying sketches, are arranged alphabetically, and without any

other classification, beginning Adams (Sarah Fuller), Addison, Alexander

(Cecil Frances), and proceeding to the end of the alphabet, where, of

course, v»-e find the name of Zinzendorf. The notes are chiefly biograph-

ical, slightly critical, and usually appreciative. Relatively prominent

di>>tinction is given to almost entirely unknown authors, several such

iK'ing the writer of but a single accepted hymn. The book is a pleasant

one to look through at leisure by those who delight in such studies ; and

because of the author's very extensive researches in his chosen specialty,

and of his painstaking fidelity, these sketches have the additional very

valii;ible and somewhat rare quality of almost complete tru-tworthin-.-ss.

Mr. Waugh's book of "Sunday Evenings with the Children " Aviil be

fTTcatly valued by many a Christian mother for the aid it will give her in

htT cITorts to present religious truths and motives to piety in an attract-

ive form. The character of the work is properly indicated in a single

e<^atcncc in the Preface : "It seeks to make the young spirit /t<:Z rather

Ihiin xce what in conduct is right and wrong—to inspire it to instinctively

l;ivc ricrhtcousncss and hate iniquity." The matte;- is given in the form

*»f "bcrviccs," forty-tv/o in number, made up of a hymn, a lesson, a
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prayer, and a sermon, the first and second judiciously acceptable, tlic third
concise and simple, and the lust much more like a mother's talk ^vith her
little ones than an ordinary and appropriate pulpit di-course. With such
a helper every judicious Christian parent may easily make the Sabbath
evening the happiest 6(.-ason for the cliildren of all the week.

If there can be such a thing as hereditary goodness—and why not ?—the daughter of the saintly Payson would seem to have been entitled
to it; and the story of her life, and the portraiture of her character, given
in these pages, but not before unknown, seem to justify the belief that we
have in her case a demonstration of that principle. Her lot was indeed
cast in the richest garden of piety, both devotional and active; and yet
it was not until her twelfth year that she dared to account herself a child
of God. Her v^-hole after life was a beautiful illustration of both the per-
sonal and the active graces of religion. Gifted as few others have been,
she consecrated all that she possessed a Avilling sacrifice. Her Christian
experience appears to have been steady and full of comfort, but not
especially radiant ; her activities were wisely directed and productive of
the very best fruits, and in great abundance. In all her relations, espe-
cially those of wife and mother, she was a model woman, and she was
content to abide within a '-woman's sphere," She excelled as a spiritual

guide and comforter, and her very presence was sunshine. Her writino-g,

through which she "being dead yet speaketh," arc among the very best
of their class.

Tilt Brookhjn Tahemacle. A Colloct'on of One Hnndrod and Four Pormons
Preached by T. De Witt Talii.4GE, D.D. Imperial Svo, pp.400. New York:
Funk & Wagnalls.

Talmage is a genius—a very Hercules at doing things—and he docs them
as nobody else could.

English Men op Letters.— Cotoz'cf^e. By II. D. Trail. 12mo, pp. 109. New
York: Harper & Brothers.

Among the best of the series.

Outline Missionary Series.—India: Country. People, Missions. By J. T. Gracey,
Seven Years a Missionary in India. Published for the Author."

A valuable and thoroughly reliable contribution, to current missionary
literature.

Men of Invention nu'l Indn'.tr)/. By Samukl Smiles, LL.D., Author of "Tluift,"
etc. Vlmn, pp. aSJ. Harper & Biotliers.

Whatever Mr. Smiles writes is pretty sure of a reading ; and wherever
read hLs writings will do good. This work is biographical—its subjects

chiefly Englishmen renowned as " Knights of Industr}-," creators of values.

Hinfs to Self-Educated Mim'sicrs inelndinc: Locnl Prcncliers. Kxlioners. and Otli'T
Cliristinns. By James Pouier. D.D. With an Intro-lncdnn liv B'slmp William
L. Harris, D.D. Founh Kdition. J2mo, pp. 209. New York": Phillips & Hunt.

Dr. Porter's "Hints "have now been before the public for a number of

years, and the verdict is altogether in its favor, as is shown by the unusual
fact that it has reached its fourth edition. Its great excellence is, that it

fulfills the promise of its title.
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r-'i* U <i''t'J "/ Rdigion. By Hexry J, X. Vax Dvke, Jr., D.D., Pastor of the

Ihx'ii. Cluircli, Xinv York. 12inu, pp. 1-lG. New York: Cliarloa bcribuci'a

Hix <lisconrscs, probably originally prepared for and used in the pulpit

—

orthodox, evangelical, and spiritual.

Ji y.rsf Italian Reading Book (liA\vjii\ Principia, Part II). Xew Yoik : Harper &
l!roil»er3.

CVftJ It end Mylh. . By Anurew L.\xg, M..\. 12mo, pp. 312. New York: Har-
j>cr i Brotiit-rs.

TliP worM is full of traditional fancies, many of which hive not yet be-

come entirely powerless, and, whether believed in or rejected as worthless,

|x-n])lo like to read or hear about thcra. ]\Ir. L:iug here tells about more

Ih.in a dozen such, in a pleasiut style and with an instructive method.

T. Lucrdli Cari dc licrum Natiira. Llbri Sex. With an Introduction ami Xotes
to Uooks I. HI, and V. By Francis \V. Kklsey, .M.A., Professor of Latin in

I«-«kc Forest Uaiversity. 12mo, pp. S85. Boston: John Allyu.'

This is a book for scholars in the Latin language, who together make up
only a small auditory for a learned work. It is also, on merely literary

^'rounls, well suited for a college text-book—for wliich its notes pre-

rniinently adapt it—but there are better works for the same use. Lucre-

lin.s was the lineal ancestor of all our modern materialistic atheists, and
despite t!ie theory of evolution, the race has not improved.

The Philofiophy of Ralph CudirortJt. A Study of the True Ii.tellectnol Svstem of
the Ui.ivcrsc;. By Charles i'l. Lowhey. " A.M. 12mo, pp. 212. Xew York :

IMiilhps & Hunt. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe.

An un;dysi3 and study of the "True Intellectual System, "perhaps the ablest

work of its class ever written in English. The writer, one of the younger
mm at IMichigau University, appears to have thoroughly mastered his

sahjcct.

.4 Studij in ITuman Knture. By Lymax Aeeott, P.D. ]2mo, pp. TG.

0-j'/iV.9 of Psychobrpj. Succincily Presented, with Illustrations and a Clinrt.
To-oth.^rwiih an Allegorical Illustration of tlic Whole. 12mo, pp. S2. Chan-
lauqua Assembly.

Baptif-U and Liheriij nf Conscience. By Hexry C. Vedcer. 8vo, pp. C2. Cincin-
iiati : J. 11. Bauuies.

Tlie Haptists have always favored religious liberty. So have the Quakers,
the .Moravians, and the ^lethodists. Xo doubt they have been .sincere in
thi'ir professions ; and possibly they would ahvays have adhered to that po-
-I'-Jon, iiail they not been without power to persecute others. But pov.'cr
J< a gr.at temptation to tlic exercise of tyranny.

T\e FJ>nj of tJi^ Re-siirreciion of Christ, Told Once .V<>re. Willi Rom.Trks n[>on the
Ui:ir.u;[or of Christ, and the Historical Claims of the Four Gospels. Bv Wii.mah
11. Fauxes-S, D.D. 121110, pp 151. Phdadclphia: J. B. Li..pincott & Co.

O-mfirfiny Thoughts. Spoken by Rev. Hexuy Ward Beeciikr, in Sermons.
.V.ldios-^os. and Pr.iyers. Arran-cd by Irene OvixciTO.v. ISmo, pp. 147. Xcw
io.k: Fords. Howard, k Hulbcrt.

Th- fy^st City: or, Tlio K.xpU.rcrs in Central Asin. By David Kerr. Illustrated.
lOmo, pp. 173. Xew York: Hnrp-r i Brothers.
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Madam. A Novel. By Mns. Oliphant, Author of " T'.ie Ladies Lindorcs." etc.

18vo, pp. 475. New York: Harper & Brothers.

Not of Man, hat of God. By Rov. J. M. Manwixg, D.D., Author of " Half
Truths and tlie 'i'rutli," etc. 12iuo, pp. 101. Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.

A concise and exceedingly well put line of arguments iu favor of tlie

divine origin of the Bible and its abiding inspiration.

Cambridge Sermons. By Alexander M'Kenzie. 12mo, pp. 31D. Boston:
D. Lolhrop k Co.

Ezra AJ.hutt. Puhlislied for the Alumni of Harvard Divinity School, Cambridge,
Mass. 8\'0, pp. 73.

Memorial Addresses and Tributes.
s

Wonders and Curiosities of the RaibKay; or, Stories of tlie Locomotive in Every
Land. By William Sloine Kl;nxedy. Second Edition. 12mo, pp. 254.

Chicago : S. C. Grigg & Co. 9

Tlie railway and the locomotive have not yet attained to a place among
the things of yesterday, for the men are yet among us uho were when
they -were not, and -who saw their faintest beginnings. But tliey are

rapidly maldng a history of their growth and achievements, and ]\Ir. Ken-

nedy renders a public service in bringing together their "stories," and in

telling of their "wonders and curiosities," which are equally amusing and
instructive. Some, however, are beginning to doubt whether "the rail-

road is the good democrat " that it was once supposed to be. As a polit-

ical factor it certainly has its price, and. in the vast machine of modern
industry, while the scream of its whii-tlc is worth a thousand men, it

renders its services less for the easement of the operative than for the

enrichment of the capitalist.

The Methodist Ymr-Book for 1S85. Tlic 101.«t Year of the Pcpnrate Orfrnr.izalion
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those of 1SS5. It is very convenient for reference.
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rv Ciwf.id of the Centuries. By C. W. Miller, A.i[., D.D. Nashville, Tenn.::

S<>ut!ieni Methodist Publishing House. 1884.

The title-page of this book does not afford any definite idea

«»f its tliemc. In the preface we are informed that " the sole

• •hject is to place in a true biblical light the great, questions of

hin and rer'-eneration." A more important tliemc could not be

fii'leeted ; and, however opinions may differ as to many of the

views advanced by the learned author, none will question that

lie has produced a suggestive book. The doctrinal views dis-

cussed are various, and embrace the most vital questions of

Ciiri^tian theology. Some of the points examined fix attention

oil pul)j(.;cts frequently treated of in the early days of Method-

i.Mu ill conversation, in the pulpit, and by the press, but which
ill more recent times have been relegated to comparative ob-

•^•urity, as if antiquated or of small importance. Many glory

ill this, as an evidence of the advancing culture of the member-
>liip of the Churches, and an unmist"akable proof of increasing

lil'crality. It may be permitted to some to doubt whether the

cause of Christian truth has gained by the change. Undoubt-
edly the thorough discussion of foundation truths is a healthy

'•MTcisc for the mind. Intelligent conversation on these doc-

trines imparted interest to Tuany a social gathering, wakened
•";»ny minds to earnest thought, and disciplined not a few in the

"•.mly use of their reasoning powers in a manner not often found
>«» the 8ocIal gatherings of professing Christians of the present

''•»y. Nothing can supply the place of a clear nnderstand-

>":: of the cardinal doctrines of New Testament Christianity
-I—FIITII SKRIES, VOL. I.
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in the fonnntion and development of Christian eliaractor.

"When these have been fairly mastered, and their practical

power felt in a clear personal experience, there will be o:roiiiid

to expect a generation of church meisibers who will not be car-

ried about with every wind of doctrine; vrlio will be readv

witnesses for the Master, and fruitful in every good word and

work. Such were many of the early Methodists: men who
knew what they believed, and the reasons on which their faith

was based ; whose faith gave to the doctrines which they re-

ceived the reality of facts ; whose experience made their creed

a living pou-er within them, and filled them with an irrepress-

ible desire to lead others to apprehend the blessedness which

they enjoyed. Ruin in Adam, redemption in Christ, conscious

salvation daily borne about in the heart, were realities that

would not permit them to be inactive. Hence, like tlicir Mas-

ter, they went out "to seek and to save" the perishing: their

theme always the same, their constant song, " What we have

felt and seen with confidence we tell ;
" their highest joy, next

to the knowledge of their own salvation, to see sinners con-

verted to God. If the thoughtful study of the theme ])resented

by the author in this book should tend to the multiplication of

such members in all the Churches of Cliristendom, and should

result in similar ingatherings of saved souls into the fold of our

common blaster, all would rejoice.

The book is divided into two parts. The first part comprises

a few pages of preliminary observations on The Theorfes of Sin,

followed by four chapters, with the following topics: I. Philo-

Bophical Theories. II. Ecclesiastical Theories. III. The Mosaic

Account of the Primal Condition of Man, and of the "World in

which He was Placed. IV. The Bible Statement of Sin. The

second part treats of Regeneration, and consists of three chap-

ters : I. Theories of Regeneration. II. Evangelical Doctrine

of Regeneration. III. Regeneration is, in its Sphere, Complete

Salvation. These chapters are followed by a "Conclusion'' treat-

ing of Results of Regeneration. The author presents sonic

interesting statements as to the theologv of the early Church,

and also that of the Reformation periods. Many names that

are now little known to the general reader are brought under

notice, and a vigorous effort is made to rehabilitate in the

good opinion of the Church some whose names have for centu-
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rits been regarded v.'itli distrust as the abettors of heresy. The

\'w\K6 of these writers are enharged upon, and their condemn;i-

tion is traced mainly to the personal influence of Auga£tine,

who is represented as having acquired a " theological dictator-

ship "over the Western Church. The genesis and development

of the Angustinian system are briefly sketched, and its leading

d<>ctrliies placed in sharp contrast with the earlier doctrines of

Christianity as held and taught in the Eastern Church. Atten-

ti<tn is fixed on the undue influence exerted by Augustinianisni

on the creeds of the Eeformation, and the prominence given

to the views of that school of thought is traced to an histor-

ical basis.

The service of the "Remonstrants," at a later date in their

n;cniorable struggle, is distinctly recognized, and the names

(if some of them are set forth, with a summary of the views

t!ioy advanced on the disputed doctrines. Tliat controversy

])layed a very important part in the development of Prot-

estantism, and its history should be well considered by those

who habitually speak of the theology of the Eeformation as if

it were exclusively Calviuistic. The Remonstrants were un-

doubtedly, in some instances, driven too far by a natural reac-

tion from the fatalistic teaching of many of the disciples of

Augustine; yet none can doubt tliat they had a goodly propor-

tion of truth on their side, and few will deny that, notwith-

standing the gravity and imj)ortance of the doctrinal points on

M'liich they erred, they were, in their distinguishing views,

quite as near to the teachings of Xew Testament Christianity

as were their sturdy opponents who branded them as heretics,

and covered their peculiar teachings with obloquy.

In England "the Conflict" was long-protracted and se-

vere. Its traces can be found indelibly stamped on the Thirty-

nine Articles of the Established Church of England. These

are strongly tinctured with Calvinism, and yet many object to

them because they do not go far enough in that direction.

Like most compromises, they did not satisfy cither party. Tiie

majority of "the Puritans" held strongly pronounced Calvin-

i-^tic sentiments ; but even among tliem a dilfercnt school of

thought was not without its representatives who valiantly

maintained the conflict. Of these Dr. John Goodwin may bo

ta.cen as a pattern, a man whose " Redemption Redeemed " is
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a noble monument, and sniScient, if its anthor liad not written
another fai^e, to secure for his name a distinguished place
among the mighty men who took part in this controversy. The
conflict did not even then cease. Calvinism, which is really a

second edition of Augustinianism, not improved by the sligiit

alterations or additions introduced, is a system compact and
logical. TThen the first principles are conceded, it is not ea-^y

to reject the conclusions arrived at. The moment, however,
that it is applied to practice, the system proves v/eak, and leads

to results of a niost disastrous nature. Albert Barnes fully

acknowledged this when he said that Calvinism is very good
theology for the study, but badly adapted for revivals. "The
most trying ordeal tlie system has yet been subjected to, was in

connection with the great revival of religion called Methodism.
Naturally '• the Conflict of the Centuries " came to the front
again. The battle was wide-spread and hard-fought. The
field was unfavorable for the doctrines of Augustine.
One of the greatest boons that Methodism has conferred on

mankind is no doubt to be found in the remodeled theology of
which that system has been the parent. That theology is

thoroughly anti-Calvinistic. Hence, from the first, it^'^had

arranged in open hostility to it the majority of those who were
looked u])on as the most learned professors of Protestant
orthodoxy. Many of these seem to have thought that they
had nothing to do but to give their opponents a bad name, and
place them under the ban of their censure, in order to secure
their con:iplete overthrow. Hence they branded them as " Pe-
lagians" or " Semi-Pelagians ;

" denomiced them as ignorant
fanatics

; and placed in their way all possible difficulties and
annoying restrictions, and gave to Arminianism as prominent a
place among "pestilent heresies," as they could. Logic of tliis

md IS not regarded in the present day as very convincing, or
especially adapted to the satisfactory clearing up of theological

ditficulties. We can see in it only an illustration of the bitter-

ness of those who are confronted l)y arguments which they
cannot answer, and, in some cases, an exhibition of their utter

ignorance of the systems compared.
Augustine read the Bible iii the light of a fatalistic philoso-

PV'—pressed the doctrines of Christianity into a fatalistic

mold,—coined words not met with in the Bible to reorescnt
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tli<.M"lits not tiuiglit there, and by his personal influence secured

f(ir those doctrines an authoritative recognition that -vvas well-

iiiLdi supreme. His opponents folloM'ed too much in his steps,

ailopting a different philosophy. Hence tliey also erred widely

frnin the simple truth of the Gospel, though erring in an op-

posite extreme. The Augustiuians, creating an extra-bil)lic:il

theory of sin. and an anti-biblical theory of the nature of God's

n-Iation to man, reared on this foundation a system of doctrine

(hat is certainly "another gospel" from that contained in the

Kcw Testatnent Scriptures. They magnilied the justice of

God at the expense of his mercy, and sacrificed that very jus-

tice to an imaginary fatalistic sovereignty. Their opponents,

on the other hand, underrated the effect of the fall, virtually

denied the existence of original sin, and so painted the condi-

tion of fallen man as to render it by no means an easy matter

to see what constituted the necessity for the Gospel scheme of

redemption, or wherein consisted man's absolute dependence

on the grace of God for salvation.

Evangelical Arminianisra, as embodied in modern Method-

ism, took a different course. Leaving philosophical theories

aside, it permitted the Bible to speak for itself. Perfectly satis-

tied that the book contained a revelation from God, and that

that revelation must be all-sufficient for the purposes for which

it was given to man, it permitted common sense, not a phil-

osophical theory, to interpret the teachings of the Book ; and

Fo, by the blessing of God, it has restored to the Churcli cath-

olic the theology of the Xew Testament. It would be an

interesting and a tempting theme to follow out the history of

the prolonged conflict between the two systems, and trace in

modern theology the victory won by simple Bible truth, mani-

fested in the banishment from the pulpit of doctrines which

one hundred years ago formed the staple of a large proportion

of the sermons preached in the evangelical churches of Chris-

tendom, and their relegation to the theological lecture-room, or

the pages of books that command few readers save theological

t^tudents. We shall not, however, in this paper enter on this

course, nor attempt a critical examination of Dr. ^[illor's

strange book, of which we now take leave, in order to examine
tlie liroader contrast between Augustinianisni and evangelical

Arminianism.
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These two systems have niTich in common, and yet they

differ widely botli in their fundamental principle and in their

conceptions of some of the most important doctrines of tlie

Gospel. The stand-point from which the subject is ap-

proached is vital. Dr. Charles Ilodge, the ablest modern in-

terpreter of the former system, places it in the answer to the

question, " AVho determines who are to be saved : God or

man?"* Augustiniauism teaches that God determines abso-

lutely. Arminianism, that man's will is an essential factor in

tlie problem. There might be some difficulty in settling the

meaning of the word "determines;" but apart from that, it is

evident Dr. Ilodge does not fully state '" the principle." His

statement does not cover the ichole case. All men will not be

saved. No believer in the Bible questions this. "Who deter-

mines who shall be damned ? Does God determine who shall

be damned in precisely the same sense in which he determines

who shall be saved ? This has always been a sore point with

Augustinians. In every case the will lies back of the deter-

mination. In the sense in which the word is here used by Dr.

Hodge, there can be no conflict between God's will and his

determination. The ground of that determination is clearly

set forth by him as " the good pleasure of God,"f or in the

words quoted from Augustine, " out of his mere good mercy."

The holders of this creed are very much disposed to look at

the elect alone, and to speak only of the grace of God toward

them. When compelled to speak of the reprobates they adopt

an evasive phraseology which is considerably modified, and by

no means as direct as they employ in reference to the elected

ones ; hence they are spoken of as " passed by," "justly left to

perish in their apostasy," etc. The "Westminster Confession

is more outspoken, and more manly, when it says, God " fore-

ordained others to everlasting death."

Evangelical Arminians believe as strongly in the sovereignty

of God as their opponents; but they regard that sovereignty

as the rule of an infinitely wise and loving God, one who is

the Father as well as the King of his people, and one who is the

common Father of all the human race; too good to be unkind

to any, too just to be partial. They believe that he knows his

own mind, and that when he reveals that mind in tlie Script-

* " Systematic Theology,'' vol. ii, p. 330. f Ibid., p. 333.
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vjris liis stuteineiits may be depended on, Tliej believe that

he \v\A revealed his determination as to who shall be saved and

w ho sliull be damned, and that that determination is clearly set

forth in the words, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be

Kivfd, bnt he that believeth not shall be damned.*' They are

uiiwillinn^ to concede to any creature the right to substitute a

word of ditferent meaning for the word '• believeth " in this

paK-^ai^c. Tliey hold that God alone determines (but not un-

coiulitionally) who shall be saved, that is, all avIio l)elieve and

arc baptized ; and who shall be damned, and that that number

inc'hides every one who " believeth not."

This principle they meet with every-where in the Xew Tes-

tAuient. Inwoven into its frame-work, it naturally harmonizes

witli all the utterances of the book. Hence they find no dif-

culty with such passages as " who will have all men to be saved,

and to come unto the knowledge of the truth ; " nor are they

forced to contradict the Old Testament when they read, " As I

live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure in the death of the

wicked; but that the wicked turn from his way and live."

When any system, by its fundamental principle, places those

who embrace it in such a position as to embarrass them in the

interpretation of some of the plainest, most practical, and most

eliuracteristic texts of the Bible, it is a clear indication that that

princi])le is unsound. Most obviously the Augnstinian system,

so far as it applies its differentiating principle, makes havoc of

the teachings of the Bible. Dr. Hodge correctly says : ''Al-

though this may be said to be the turning-point between these

great systems, which have divided the Church in all ages, yet

that point of necessity involves all the other matters of differ-

ence ; namely, the nature of original sin ; the motive of God in

providing redemption ; the nature and design of the work of

Christ ; and the nature of divine grace, or the work of the

Iluly Spirit. Thus, in a great measure, the whole system of

theology, and of necessit}' the character of our religion, depend
on the view taken of this particular question. It is, therefore,

a question of the highest practical importance, and not a mat-
ter of idle speculation." * xVs illustrating the effects of this

divergence of view on this ''turning-point between these great

systems," we shall compare the teaching of the two systems on
* " Systematic Theology," vol. ii, p. 330.
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a few of tlie cardinal doctrines of Christianity, beginning witli

original sin.

A preliminary inquiry miglit not be out of place here. On
the principles of Augustinianism is sin of any kind, original or

actual, possible? A leading doctrine of the system is, "that

God, according to the counsel of his will, hath fore-ordained

whatsoever cometh to pass." ^•' His decrees are comprehen-
sive, including all things that come to pass, past, present,

future, good or evil. As God is supreme, there is no

being who can coerce him. Hence these decrees are

"according to the counsel of his will." They are a tran-

script of that will. Nothing contrary to them can take place.

God's revealed law, written on heart or in book, is but a

portion of his will made known to man. That law can-

not be opposed to his real will. Nothing contrary to his will

is done. But sin is a transgression of God's law ; that is, some-

thing opposed to his will—which would be something that he

had not fore-ordained. This is not the only absurdity which
arises from this doctrine of " the decrees." It seems to teach

that God is the author of sin. Most Calvinists stoutly deny

that this is fairly deducible from their principles ; and many of

them, 60 far from believing it, are as loud and as strong

in denouncing it as any who differ from them in theory

can be. Still it is hard for them to clear the doctrine

from this charge. Some have tried to avoid the difficulty by

maintaining "that God is an infinitely holy agent in effecting

that which, produced from God, is righteous, but produced in

us is sin." Few will see much force in this. Dr. A. A. Hodge
argues that God cannot be the author of sin " from the nature

of sin, which is, as to its essence, dvofiia, want of conformity to

law, and disobedience to the Lawgiver." f But it is hard to

see how God can be disobeyed, on the principle that " The doc-

trine of the Bible is, that all events, whether necessary or con-

tingent, good or sinful, are intended in the purpose of God, and

that their futurition, or actual occurrence, is rendered absolute-

ly certain." " Nothing can occur that was not foreseen, and if

foreseen it must have been intended." If every dvofica was
"intended," "purposed," "rendered absolutely certain," by

* Shorter Catechism, chap. ii. 7.

f "Outlines of Theology," p. 175. London: T. Xelson & Sons. 18G3.
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(ioil, who was tliG real autlior of it ? That some earnest Cal-

\iiii.-ts have felt that this was a logical consequence from their

jtriiiciples will be evident from thu following extract

:

Sin Jill not slip in unperceived among created beings; no ! He
«li««s<' sinL!;le thought comprehends eternity's unbounded round,
..nlairifd its being and fixed its limits with the utmost precision;

jii»r sliall a single thought, more or less than is fixed in bis all-

wise plan, be ever found among rational beings. Moral Evil, that
MH'tncd to threaten with destruction the whole empire of God, is

ina.ie by infinite wisdom, subservient to the manifesting and
;;i')rifying of all bis moral excellences, and must have been or-

d.iiiii'd, determined, and permitted for that very end, as evidently
:kj'pt'ars from the everlasting covenant of Grace, in which such
rjrh and ample provision is made to deliver the guilty subjects
fr.iMi the dire effects thereof. Christ could not have been set up
from everlasting, and appointed to appear in the fullness of time
lo j>urge away sin by the sacrifice of himself, had not the bein<r
of it then been fixed and determined. His engagement with the
divine Father in eternity is a full and clear demonstration tliat

»in, or moral evil, is no accidental thing, but a iclse and holy ov-
diiuition of God, for the manifestation of his own glory, in the
person of his dear Son, the adorable Redeemer from it.*

But to return to original sin. The teaching of Augustine
li.is secured for this term a place in Christian theology. The
opinions held on this doctrine exert a mighty influence on the
whole theological system of those who receive them. The
l.tngr.age of the late Bishop Marvin on this point is none
too strouf

:

I sav that the depraved condition of man is the starting-]>oint
Ml Christian doctrine. So deeply is tliis true, that the vie\\^a man
t:iU-<()f this first fact will shape his whole theology. Wrono-
Uuiking hero, by a logical necessity, vitiates the entire oreecL
rortho Cln-istian theology is not a jumble of postulates accident-
ally brouLjht together : it is a system of truth in which every
l'"--tulatc is vitally related to all the rest. The fact in which the
»h"Ii.' system has its historical origin denied, the system loses all
•
'.s chcroncy and meaning. This fact misconceived, the entire
\V'«fem takes a false coloring. No one doctrine is more vitally
•••latod to the whole Christian theolorry than this. Heresy at this
^'U»t loosens the whole fabric—disorganizes the system.

Angnstinians are forced to approach this subject solely in the
h^'ht of Adam's personal sin. Their theory of the atonement

" Proilostination Ciilnily Consiilcrcd from Principles of Reason." Bj William
iucker. IJosion: William Pierce. 1835.
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necessitates tlils. Their teaching is consistent with the stand-

point from wliich they view the subject. Tlie AVestniinstcr

Confession says :

^
By this sin they (our first parents) fell from their original

righteousness and connnunion with God, and so became dea'd in

sin, and wholly defiled in all the faculties and parts of soul and
body. They being the root of all mankind, the guilt of this sin
was iiiipuled, and the same death in sin and corrupted nature con-
veyed to all their posterity descending from them by ordinary
generation. From this original corruption, whereby we ar«; ut-
terly indisposed, disabled, and made opposite to all good, and
wholly inclined to all evil, do proceed all actual tran^Tgressions,
This corruption of nature, during this lite, doth remain^in those
that are regenerated; and although it be, through Christ, par-
doned and mortified, yet both itselr and all the motions thereof
are truly and properly sin. Every sin, botl; original and actual,
being a transgression of the righteous law of God, and contrary
thereunto, doth, in its own nature, bring guilt upon the sinner,
whereby he is bound over to the wrath of God and cur.--e of the
law, and so made subject to death, with all miseries, spiritual,

temporal, and eternal.

This is about as strong a statement of the case as can possi-

bly be made. The picture is dark, sad, depressing. The con-

dition of lost man is simply terrible. It is not easy to see how
any person, Pelagian or Semi-Pelagian, can escape from one

iota of this while accepting the teachings of the Xew Testament.

It is trne that the term " federal head " is not found in the

Scriptures. It is true that we are nowhere told, in so many
words, that Adam's sin has been imputed to all his posterity,

and necessarily involves '• tlie fault and corruption of the nat-

ure of every man, that naturally is engendered of the ofl'spring

of Adam, whereby man is very far gone from origiiuil riglit-

eousness, and is of his own nature inclined to evil, so that the

flesh lusteth always contrary to the spirit, and, therefore, in

every person born into this world it deserveth God's wrath

and damnation." ^^ Yet none can deny that we are expressly

taught that " through one man sin entered into the world ;'' that

" by the trespass of the one the many died ;" that " the judg-

ment came of one unto condemnation ; " that " through one

man's disobedience the many were made sinners." It is plain

that these passages teach that the sin of our first parents has

* Thirty-nine Articles, Article IX.
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j!jT..-ctcd tlicir deseendimts, not a few, but every one of tliem
;

that its cfFect has been deep and baneful ; that it has changed

ihi'ir relation to law and made them "sinners." St. Paul had

i)«» idea of sin as " a fiction," as some speak of it. Taught by the

l|..lv Si)irit, he teaches us that the effects of the first transgres-

^:uIl were real, direful, destructive. If we regard the condition

i\{ the luiinan race in the light of the fall alone, no picture that

man has yet drawn could exaggerate the guilt and misery of

tiiaii. By nature all are children of wrath. Depravity is uni-

vi'rsal. "All have sinned, and come short of the glory of God."

Il is both total and universal.

It would be an interesting study to inquire, in the light of

the Dihie, whether it would have been in harmony with the

rhar.icter of the God revealed to us in that book to have

p.-nuitted the continued existence and multiplication of a race

Ffihiced to such a condition. This would, however, draw us

a>i<lo from our subject, and, if attempted, might merely denion-

i-trate the dangers connected with the attempt to discover what

an infinite God can consistently do, and the utter inadequacy

of our powers to handle such a theme. Keeping to revelation,

our sole authority on all such matters, we know that he did not

do so. Xo member of the human race was ever born into this

world affected only by the sin of Adam. This world never

iq^liold one solitary being " naturally engendered of the off-

^j>ring of Adam " who was not at the same time a redeemed

hi'ui. We can form no scriptural notion of the condition of

man if we omit this glorious truth from our consideration. It

i' doubtful if the attempt would ever have been made had it

ii"t been a necessity to a system, tlie cardinal doctrines of which
;ire unconditional particular election and reprobation, and a

liiiiited atonement. It is impossible to avoid " misleading con-

ft-'jjtions " of the nature and effects of original sin if the ques-

tion be regarded from the side of sin alone. In the Bible the

narrative of the fall is brief but full. The announcement of

the Seed of the woman, and the effect of his work on the re-

Mdts of man's sin, are woven into the one narrative. It seems
•J> if de<igned to teach us that the only correct way in which to

I'otitoinplate the problem of man's relation to sin is to look on
I'iiu as affected by tiro great events, each of vvhich virtually

l<Jok place before his birth, each of which exerts a powerful
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influence on liim, tliat influence being in many respects unaf-

fected by any action or disposition of his own.

To tlie evangelical Armiuian the doctrines of original sin,

of universal and total depravity, are terrible facts in human
history. They constitute the basis of the necessity for the re-

demptive scheme unfolded to us in the Gospel. If man were
not lost he would not have needed a Saviour. Hence theolo-

gians of this school have no sympathy witli any who make
little of the fall, or deny the doctrine of original sin. As
they dwell in thought on these ^^ facts " in their awful nature

and direful eftects, they cannot but wonder at and adore the

grace of God as they begin to apprehend the meaning of those

wondrous words, " God commendeth his love toward us, in

that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." They
magnify the grace of God which met the evil at the fountain,

and brought to bear on man an influence more mighty than the

sin of Adam, and reversing its curse.

As the connection of Adam's posterity with his sin and its

effects are prin:iarily independent of their will and beyond their

power, so their connection with the second Adam is divinely

ordained and independent of their will. As by the trespass of

one he was made [potentially] a sinner, so by the obedience of

One he is made [provisionally] righteous. As through the sin

of the first his nature is corrupt and he is inclined to evil, and

that continually ; so, through his connection with the second

Adam, he is quickened to a new life, and becomes the subject

of the influence and strivings of the Holy Spirit ; and if at

last he shall perish, it will be because he perversely rejects

offered mercy.

Contemplated simply in view of God's infinity, both of

righteousness and power, sin becomes the one tremendous fact,

in man's relations to his Maker and his Judge. But it is not

thus that we are taught to think of God ; but rather that he is

to us in Christ reconciling the world to himself.

The central truth of the Christian S3"stem is the doctrine of

the atonement. From the essential character of this doctrine

the Christian system is spoken of as " the ministry of reconcil-

iation " {TTf^ KaraXkayfjg). The views entertained on this sul>

ject are naturally affected by the " turning-point," as Dr. Charles

Hodo-e calls it.
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Hoth Calvinists and Arminians believe in the necessity for an

nt.menicnt, and that Christ by liis death made a propitiation for

«;iH, that only by faith in his death can any sinner be saved.

Tliov diller widely in their idea of the jpurpose of God in pro-

vi.liiiir the atonement. The Augnstinian finds the motive which

pr.»iiij)tcd Crod the Father to make tlie atonement in his " aniaz-

inij love to his own people, determining him, in perfect consist-

i-iK-y with his truth and justice, to assume himself, in the per-

f.on of his Son, the responsibility of bearing the penalty and

satisfying justice."" They teach that Christ "assumed the

law-place of his peoplef that "he obeyed and suffered as our

mbstitute;." that while there was no transfer of moral charac-

ter, " he assumed the guilt (just obligation to punishment) of

our sins," (the sins of his own people); that "he did not ren-

der a pecuniary satisfaction," and therefore did not suffer tlie

i^anie degree nor duration, nor in all respects the same kind

of sufferings, which the law would have inflicted on the sin-

ner in person. But he did suffer the vei^ij penalty of the law
;

that is, sin was punished in him in strict rigor of justice.

'* Ilis sufferings were no substitute for a penalty, but those

very jienal evils which rigorous justice demanded of his ex-

alted person, when he stood in our place, as a full equivalent

for all that was demanded of us."

As to the effects of the atonement, Augustinians teach :
" 1. It

jToduced no change in God, any more than do acts of creation

a!icl j)rovidence. 2. It expiated the guilt of sin. 3. It actuary

K'cures our salvation, and does not simply put us in a salvable

I'tate. According to the terms of the covenant of grace, the

iiMjictration of redemption by Christ is infallibly connected

^vith its application by the Holy Ghost. 4. Not being the pay-

nieiit of a pecuniary debt, which ipsofacto liberates, but a vica-

ri(jus penal satisfaction, it remains, so far as we are concerned,

a> a matter of right in the hands of God to grant its benefits to

^vlioin he pleases, when and on whatsoever terms he pleases."

The right of the distinguished Professor from whose pen
tliese citations are made to be regarded as a representative ex-

pounder of the school of thought of which his lamented father

(wliose place the son not unworthily fills) was for years the

* "Tho Atonement." By Rev. A. A. Hodge, D.D. London: T. Nelson & Son.
l-'O, pp. 29, 30.
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recognized leader, -not in this country alone, but tlironghout the

Christian world, will be generally conceded. We shall not now
attempt to compare these propositions one with another, and

point out the stupendous difficulties in the way of bringing

them into harmony with themselves. We cite them merely to

show what are the views of Augustinians on this vital doc-

trine. The statement distinctly teaches that the atonement

"reconciled ns to God;" "that it actually secures our salva-

tion " (that is, the salvation of all for whom it was provided),

" and does not simply put us in a salvable state." This thought

is the very essence of the Augustinian system, so far as the

doctrine of atonement is concerned. It is thus stated by Dr.

Cliarles Hodge:

That the fall of Adam brought all his posterity into a state

of condemnation, sin, and misery, from which they are utterly un-

able to deliver tliemselves. From the mass of fallen men God
elected a number innumerable to eternal life, and left tlie rest of

mankind to tlie just recompense of their sins. That the ground
of this election is not the foresight of any thing in the one class

to distinguish them favorably from the members of the other

class, but the good pleasure of God. That for the salvation of

those thus chosen to eternal life, God gave his own Son to be-

come man, and to obey and suffer for his people, thus making a

full satisfaction for sin and bringing in everlasting righteousness,

rendering the ultimate scdi'cition of the elect absolutely certain*

This may be regarded as the latest setting forth of xiugus-

tinian theology. Tlie work from which this extract is made is

the chosen text-book placed in the hands of the students and

rising ministry of this system. What a blessiug it would bo if

each professor, when lecturing on these sections, would fix the

attention of students on Fletcher's " Checks," set the system

on its "legs," and let them see the " left leg" as well as the

"right!" That Dr. llodge felt keenly the unsightliness of

this "left leg" is clear from the words, "Gcd condemns no

man, and fore-ordains no man to condemnation, except on ac-

count of his sin. But the preterition of such men, leaving

them, rather than others equally guilty, to suffer the penalty oi

their sins, is disthictly declared to be a sovereign act." f

The peculiar teachings of Augustinianism on the doctrine

of the atonement are, that the design of God in providing

* " Systematic TIiei.lOo'y," vol. ii, p. 333. \ Ibid., vol. ii, p. 3 IC.
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rt-xletiiption was to rentier certain the salvation of a definite nuni-

Ijct of j)er.^ons—the elect—and of no others (the AVestniiuster

C'onfot^ion says, "and their number is so certain and definite

t'cit it cannot be either increased or diminished "')
; that fur

tiic salvation of these (see above) God gave his own Son, and

for these alone. God did not give his son for one outside tlie

number of the elect. The atonement did not make possible

the salvation of one human being, save the elect. The

reaction of this theory of the atonement on their theory

of original sin will now be apparent. To shield the justice of

(lud, the whole race of man must be theoretically placed in a

position deserving of eternal torment. Then his mercy is

ji!a"-nified in savinar an elect number out of this vile mass. And

this is the system that Dr. Hodge calls " Pauline, Angustinian,

and Calvinian!" Paul at least would stamp it as "another

gospel."

Let ns look, for a moment, at the doctrine taught by

ovangolieal Arminianism. As to what are called "theories of

the atonement," it does not profess to find any in the Xew
Testament. It does find certain great principles laid down,

CA.-rtuin facts stated, which make clear the purpose of God in

redemption, the method by which it is to be applied, and the

duty of those to whom the gospel of salvation is proclaimed,

licdemption is clearly set before us as God's remedy for man's

fin. ]rad man not sold himself into the bondage of sin, re-

demption would have been uncalled for. The mission of the

Son is traced to the boundless love of God: "Herein is love,

not that we loved God, but that he loved us, and sent his Son

to be the propitiation for our sins." 1 John iv, 10. That love

was the yearning of the great heart of the Father to all men :

*• God so loved the woi-ld, that he gave his only begotten Son,

that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have

everlastitig life." John iii^ 16. It teaches that Jesus really

knew the particular love which moved the Father to send his

S«ni into the world ; and in this verse he declares what that love

^vas ; and therefore any system which necessarily contradicts

this cannot be scriptural. It fully recognizes the necessity of

the death of Christ, as " without shedding of blood there is no

n-Muission." The sufferings of Christ are regarded as vicarious

J»nd expiatory. These points are emphasized by none more
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heartily than by evangelical Arininiaiis. By none is tlie sin-

ner more clearly or more earnestly exhorted to " behold the

Lamb of God, "which taketh away the sin of the world;" by

none is tlie inquirer more constantly instructed that '*' there is

none other name under heaven given among men, -whereby we
must be saved.'* In many points there is perfect agreement

between the two schools of thought on this doctrine. V>\\i the

moment that we touch on the motive of God in providing re-

demption, or the effect of the atonement on those for whom
it was provided, or on the extent of the atonement, the systems

became antagonistic.

Evangelical Armiuians believe that God really loved all man-

kind. Hence they cannot accept that as a correct statement

of the motive of God in providing redemption which says:

This representation is'so predominant in tlie Scriptures, namely,
that the peculiar love of God to his people, to his Church, to the

elect, is the source of the gift of Christ, of the mission of the

Holy Spirit, and of all other savins; blessings, that it canr.ot l)e

ignored in any view of the plan and purpose of salvation. With
this representation every other statement of the Scriptures must
be consistent, and therefore the theory which denies this great

and precious truth, and Avhich assumes that the love which se-

cured the gift of God's eternal Son was mere benevolence, which
had all men for its object, many of whom are allowed to jjciish,

must be unscriptural.*

Evidently this last view would require the passage from John

to read, " God so loved the [elect] vrorld, that he gave his only

begotten Son, that whosoever [of that elect world] believeth in

him [all of whom would inevitably] should not perish, but have

everlasting life." So far from teaching that the atonement

makes the salvation of the elect absolutely certain, evangelical

Arminianism maintains that it does not make certain the sal-

vation of any one special individual, but that it does place all

for whom it was made in such a position that their salvation is

possible, and that it secures for every one of them that which

by nature, as fallen children of Adam, they could not have

—

power through the grace of the Holy Spirit to '* work out their

own salvation with fear and trembling."

As to the extent of the atonement, evangelical Arminians

teach that it was made for all our race ; that God designed

* "Systematic Theology," vol. ii, pp. 550, 551.
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that its provisions should be as wide as the effects of the fall

t.f Adam ; that where tliat fall affected man independently of

hiA iinlividual will, the atonement affects him in a similar

w.iv ; that as Adam's sin entails guilt, " the Lamb of God
laketh away the sin of the world ;

" that as man was inclined

onlv to evil, the Holy Spirit works in all, inclining them to

will and to do that v/hich is pleasing to God ; that as to man's

personal sins, the atonement is a provision of infinite wisdom

wJKTehy, without tarnishing his justice, dishonoring his law,

«ir ahating one iota of the abomination in which he holds sin,

(Jod can ''be just, and the justifier of him which believeth in

.FtNus," This system teaches, that the atonement is a ]"»rovision

«»M the ground of which God can and does offer and promise

fterrial life—that is, all the blessings of salvation here and here-

ju'tiT—to every member of the fallen race who is willing to

juTopt his offer and comply vrith the conditions on which that

otTer is made. It does not attempt to pry into things not

written, or solve the problem as to how the atonement affects

God, o\' how it makes it consistent with his righteousness and
hii'iiness to offer forgiveness and salvation to sinful men. It

looks upon the Gospel as God's great proclamation of amnesty
to fallen man, announcing the fact of that amnesty, the condi-

tions both as to method and time on which individuals may
avail themselves of that proclamation, and an earnest, urgent
••all to embrace its provisions. This scheme is met with all

tarough the Xew Testament. Passage after passage asserts in

llie clearest terms the universality of the atonement. "Who
<-an donl)t the meaning of words such as these^ " God sent not
li:.s Son into the world to condemn the world, but that the

w<.rld through him might be saved ? " John iii, 17. " He is the

I»ropitiatlon for our sins; and not for ours only, but also for

I lie t;ins of the whole world '] " 1 John ii, 2. The meaning of

t!if<e words is unmistakable. As Bengel puts it, ^'Quain late

^''-Ci\iti(jn^ tarn late jprojpitlatior ^or is this teaching confined
I" ^^Muple declaration. As if foreseeing that some would at-

ti-Mipt to confine the grace of God within limits devised by
thijinselvcs, God has put the matter as forcefully as u'ords can
I'JJt it in p;issages the parallelisms of which render the meaning
•'hx.lntely certain. Thus we read in Eom. v, IS, ''As . . . judg-
•iiont came unto all men to condenmation, even so . . . the free

VOL. I.
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gift came unto all men to justification of life." " As through

the one man's disobedience the many were made sinners, even

80 through the obedience of the one shall the many be made

righteous." Rom. v, 19. "The many"—not one more—not

one less.

The universality of the atonement is taught by the invita-

tions of tlie Gospel, which are addressed to all ; by the ex-

hortations of the Gospel, in which all are urged to repent and

believe. Where any are spoken of as rejecting these offers

and coming into condemnation, they are charged with refus-

ing to receive tlie grace of God, and are condemned solely

on account of their perverse unbelief. So abundant is the

testimony in the Xew Testament that " Jesus Christ by the

grace of God tasted death for every man," that it is difficult

to see how any intelligent person can read that book and deny

this doctnne, unless he comes to the book under the influence

of a strong prejudice. The strength of the testimony of the

New Testament on this subject will be evident from the fol-

lowing extracts from Dr. A. A. Hodge's " Treatise on the

Atonement :

"

I insist that, as the Gospel is wholly a matter of divine revela-

tion, the answer to the question, ' What did Christ do on earth in

order to reconcile us to God ?
' be sought exclusively in a full

and fair induction from all the Scriptures teach upon the subject.

From a survey of all the matter revealed on the suliject, what, in

the judgment of a mind unprejudiced by theories, did the sacred

writers intend us to believe ? The result of such an examination,

unmodified by philosophy or secular analogies, is alone, we insist,

the true doctrine of the redemptive work of Christ.—Page 22.

Every honest mind will say that this is a fair putting of the

case. No believer in the Bible can ask more, nor be satisfied with

less. This presentation of the case at once commends the author

to his reader, and bespeaks for his work an attentive and can-

did readinor. We follow the writer through, and how does he

apply those noble principles ? That he may not be misrepre-

sented in any particular he shall speak for himself; the extract

is taken from the very close of the book

:

Remember what we have over and over again affirmed : (1)

Christ did literally and absolutely die for all men, in the sense of

securing for all a "lengthened respite and many teinporal benefits,

moral as well as physical. (2) His atonement was sufficient for
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all. ('^) Exactly adapted to the needs of each. (4) It is offered

itidi>«Tiininately to all ; hence, as far as God's preceptive will i>

roriciTned, the atonement is universal. It is to be preached to all,

ati'l to be accepted by all. It is for all, as far as determining the

dtifv of all and laying obligations on all. And practically, it

ninkes salvation objectively available to all upon the condition of

faith. God's decretive will or design in making the atonement is

a very different matter,—Page 393.

This passage is a most extraordinary utterance, to come from

the pen of an intelligent, scholarly writer, and at the same time

most melancholy, causing utter hopelessness as to the prob-

:il)ility of securing an unbiased consideration of these disputed

points. Applying principles laid down by himself, which, as

we have said, must command the approval of all, this learned

I'rofessor appeals to the Scriptures, carefully collects, weighs,

8nd expounds every utterance in them which he regards as of

importance as tea'ching " the true doctrine of the redemptive

Work of Christ," and bears his testimony that, " as far as God's

preceptive icill is concerned, the atonement is universal." Few
evangelical Arminians could produce a statement of the doc-

trine more concise, exact, and full ; none would object to it.

It covers the whole ground. It annihilates the Augustinian
theory of a limited atonement, which " makes absolutely cer-

tain the salvation" of every one for whom it was made. This
is not the statement of the Professor's own theory, but of what
lie is honestly compelled to believe that the Scriptures teach.

]Jut alas for the closing sentence ! would that it had not been
l>eiuied ! It is the fly in the ointment destroying the aroma,
and betraying by its unsavoriness the presence of a mind that

c-an scarcely be regarded as " unprejudiced by theories." Does
tlio author know the "decretive will" of God? Can he claim
to be an exception to the statement, " The secret things belong
unto the Lord our God ? " Is he so conversant with that '' de-

cretive will" of God as to dare to suggest, as this closing sen-

tence does, that that "decretive will" is in opposition to the
" preceptive will " of God ? That God wills one thing, and in

the most solemn manner and in manifold methods teaches man
tliat he wills another? Verily, if this be so, the Professor is

>n truth a successor of John Calvin in teaching that God, when
earnestly expostulating with sinners and urging them to do
"^vhat he knows they are utterly unable to do, and what he will
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not enable them to do, is something worse tlian simply " 1mm-
bngging" them. {Deum esse dupUcem.)

On the condition of infants there is a wide difierence be-

tween these two systems. The " turning-point " necessitates

this. It is not easy to see how any person taking the Xew Tes-

tament for his guide could be induced to believe in the possi-

bility of an infant being damned. The words of tlie Master

are clear, " of such is the kingdom of God." Yet many of tlie

followers of Augustine taught tliis dreadful doctrine. On this

point the logical strength of the system breaks down, and few

are willing to press their premises to their legitimate conclu-

sion. The great theologian himself was specially inconsistent

here. He lost sight of election, and made baptism the deciding

element. He taught that all unbaptized children would be

damned. Hence we read, ''^Parvidos non hajytizatos in damna-

tione omnium lenissimafuturos^ He lays it down as Chris-

tian doctrine, ^'Peccatum 07'iginale pcenam non tantum damni

Bed et sensics, et qv.idem ignis ceferni, rnayiei'ey He must have

had a terrible view of the more severe forms of future punish-

ment when this was "the least severe." Many of the Reform-

ers adopted this view from him, and diligently taught it. It

found its way into many of tlieir " Confessions." In xVrticle ix

of the Augsburg Confession we read : ^^Damnant Anahaptistas,

qui imprdbant Baptisniumpuerorum, et affirmant pueros sine

Baptismo salvos fieriP In the Westminster Confession, x, 3,

we read :
" Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and

saved by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when, and

where, and how he pleaseth." This seems very guarded lan-

guage. Some, accepting this Confession, have maintained that

all infants dying in infancy are elect, and that their dying in

infancy is ipsofacto a proof of their election. In that case it

would be very desirable to liave an autlioritntive settlement of

the exact period at which infancy terminates. The language

of the Confession, hov.-ever, clearly prechides this interpreta-

tion. " Elect infants dying in infancy," implies the idea of non-

elect infants dying in infancy. Otherwise the word "elect"

is not merely redundant, but misleading. Moreover, we must

remember that the views of Augustine were not merely well

known when the Confession was framed, but evidently exerted

a controllinjr influence on the teaching of that document.
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1 1 dice tlic fair interpretation of the words is, that there arc

r\-|»robate infants who die in infancy. Calvin stated the case

oKarlv when, on the general question of election and reproba-

tion, lie said

:

Manv indeed, as if they wislied to avert odium from God, ad-

mil cK'ction in such a way as to deny that any one is reprobated.

I'mtthia is puerile and absurd, because election itself could not exist

xriihout being ojyjjosed to reprobation. Whom God passes by he

ihi-n-fure reprobates ; and from no other reason than his deter-

nuii;ition to exclude them from the inheritance which he predes-

liiR'S fur his children.

Tlii^ is the inevitable result of applying "the turning-point" of

I)r. Hodge. The reasoning of Calvin is as forcible when applied

to " elect infants " as it is when the word " infants " is omitted.

This was undoubtedly the teaching of the school for years. It

is by no means an easy matter to see how they could have

avoided holding that idea with their conception of original sin.

They regarded that as involving guilt, " personal blame, and,

of course, as exposing its possessor to punishment, even eternal

punishment, so that the mere infant, hurried out of life the

moment after it had entered upon life, before it had done good
or evil, or even possessed the power of distinguishing the one

from the other, might be justly consigned over to everlasting

torment as the punishment of such sinful bias." f
Augustine and the Lutherans teach that all infants dying in

infancy who are baptized, are saved. In this they agree with

tile liomish Church, which teaches, "ISTothing can seem more
iieces.-;ary than that the faithful be taught that this law of bap-
ti>m is prescribed by our Lord to all men, insomuch that they,

unless they be regenerated unto God through tlie grace of bap-
tism, are begotten by their parents to everlasting misery and
di.'struction, whether their parents be believers or unbelievers."

• Institutes, book iii, chnp. xxiii.

t"Tlie Doctrine of Origiattl Sin," by G-eorge Payne, LL.D. Second edition.

I>Jiulon: Jackson & Walford, 1854. The Lecturer adds: "I join my friend, and
* f>j-'mcT CoiiLjregational Lecturer, the Rev. Joseph Gilbert, in thinking that ' the
"'-•M who can rcully believe this must be wholly perverted in judgment, and can
•«vo no symmetrical conneclion of moral ideas.' Tliere is nothing, as it appears
"^ i^e, in divine revelation—nothing in the scriptural doctrine of original sin—to

'anciion sucii monstrous stitemcnts. And I am an.tious that evangelical truth

» .oiild bo divested of accompaniments which m.ir its beauty and obstruct its

r'«'„'rc-3."—I'age 152.
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The evangelical Anninian occupies a totally different ground.

He believes in the universal effect of Adam's sin as lirraly as

any Augustiniau can do. But he also believes the I3ible state-

ment that '' Jesus Christ by the grace of God tasted death for

every man." Hence as the influence of the second Adam is

more mighty than that of the first, he looks on ei'ei'y infant as

redeemed, as one to whom the Saviour, who is " the same yes-

terday, to-day, and forever," feels just as he did when on earth.

He believes that it is not his will that one of these little ones

should 2:)erish. IS'aturally he holds tenaciously, because con-

sistently, to the doctrine that all dying in infancy are saved,

and regards it as a valuable argument in support of liis system

of theology, that this follows logically from the essential prin-

ciples of his creed ; while just in proportion as the advocates of

the opposing system adopt this view, they are compelled to

ignore the foundation principles of their creed, and violently

strain the lansruaore of their most cherished formularies. The

Rev. Richard Watson thus states the case

:

The great consideration which leads to a solution of the case of

persons dying in infancy is found in Rom. v, 18 :
" Therefore, as by

the offense of one judgment came upon all men to conderanatiou ;

even so by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon all

men unto justification of life." In these words, the sin of Adara
and the merits of Christ are pronounced to be co-extensive ; the

words applied to both are precisely the same, judgment came
upon all men, the free gift came upon all men. If the whole Im-

man race be meant in the former clause, the whole human race is

meant in the latter also ; and it follows that as all are injured by
the offense of Adara, so all are benefited by the obedience of

Christ. Whatever, therefore, that benefit may be, all children

dying in infancy must partake of it, or there would be a large

portion of the human race upon whom the " free gift," the effects

of " tlie righteousness of one," did not come, which is contrary to

the apostle's words.

Calvin himself clearly taught that baptism was not essential to

salvation. Departing from Augustine he connects the salva-

tion of infants with the covenant, and seems to intimate that

all the infants of Christian parents shall be saved. Modern

Augustinians have departed still more widely from their foun-

der. Dr. Hodge teaches, ''All who die in infancy are saved."

" It is, therefore, the general belief of Protestants, contrary to

the doctrine of Romanists and Romanizers, that all who die in
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infancy are saved."* The whole paragraph is worth reading.

It ^cl.'llls inexphcable how any man could write it and still hold

till' doctrine of a limited atonement. On this remark of Dr.

Ilixiijo, Professor Schaff observes :
" This may be true of the

n.-w-cMt generation, and we hope it is, though it is evidently in-

aj)j)lit'able to tlie period of scholastic orthodoxy, both Lutheran

antl CaU'inistic."

Dr. Uodge furtlier says

:

Wo are sorry to see that Dr. Krauth labors to prove that the

Wfslniiiister Confession teaches that only a part, or some of

those who die in infancy, are saved ; this he does by putting his

own consiruction on the language of that Confession. We can
otily t^ay that we never saw a Calvinist theologian who held that

i|iH;trine.f

ifu^t readers will think that the Confession; not Dr. Krauth, is

ut fault.

This statement of Dr. Ilodge is worthy of notice. His emi-

nent position brought him into contact with the leading minds
of the Calvinist party for many years. Such a testimony is an

JMijnvssive illustration of what we have written above as to the

great boon conferred by Methodism on the Church catholic, in

restoring the theology of the !N"ew Testament.

On the question of man's ability to do the will of God the

fyttt-ms are equally widely separated. Augustiniauism teaches
that " as tlie result of original sin all are utterly indisposed,

dissibled, and made opposite to all good, and wholly inclined to
all evil. This is the condition of all by nature. The benefits
of redemption, including the saving influences of the Spirit,

a-s distniguished from " common grace " which cannot lead to
t^dvation, are confined to the "elect." "The rest of man-
kind are passed by." For not one of these was atonement
»nade

; as that atonement was absolutely necessary to their
^aIvation, not one of them, at any moment in his life, was
placed in a position in which his salvation was possible. To
Hut one of them was there the outgoing of God's love in

K»^"»"g his Son to die for them. All these, " although they
"lay Ije called by the ministry of the word, and may have
f-onie common operation of the Spirit," are utterly unable to
fonie to Christ, and therefore cannot be saved. Evangelical

• " Systematic Theology," vol. i, p. 26. f Ibid., vol. iii, p. 605.
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Arminianisra teaches that the atonement places salvation with-

in the reach of q\'q.vy man, while it forces it upon none. That
it secures for every soul, and especially for every one to whom
the Gospel is preached, the accompanying influence of the IIolv

Spirit, by virtue of which he receives the power to repent and

believe the Gospel to the saving of his soul, so that none shall

ever perish because preordained thereto by God, or for lack of

power to comply with the conditions of salvation, but solely

on account of his own willful resistance to and refusal of the

grace of God.

Augustinianism teaches that "This corruption of nature dur-

ing this life doth remain in those that are regenerated," and is

" properly sin
; " and again, every sin, original and actual,

brings guilt upon the sinner and exposes him to the wratli

of God and the fearful punishment of sin.

Evangelical Arminianism maintains that Jesus " saves his

people from their sins;" that if "we confess our sins he is

faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from

all unrighteousness;" that it is the privilege of those who
accept the Gospel to appropriate by faith the exceeding great

and precious promises contained in that Gospel, and " having

these promises, to cleanse themselves from all filthiness of the

flesli and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God."

These doctrines, scriptural in their substance and heart-renew-

ing in their power, constitute the peculiar strength and beauty

of that glorious deposit of truth which the Methodism of the

present day has received from the Fathers. Their responsibil-

ity is great. It becomes them to " hold fast the form of sound

words " which they have received. There are many tempta-

tions to substitute for these doctrines more palatable to the

unregenerate ; to suppress some of them, and dilute others to

suit the worldly spirit of the age. It is a dangerous experi-

ment. Tempting as some new doctrines may seem, they are a

poor substitute for these well-tested truths of the inspired

word. We need them not. The old wine is better. These

truths, when preached in the demonstration of the Spirit, com-

mend themselves to the conscience and win the soul to Christ.

When embraced with the faith of the heart they thoroughly

transform the believer, so that he becomes "a new creature in

Christ Jesus." Methodism needs no revision of her creed.
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AuT. II.—THE GREAT PHYSICIAN'S ANODYNE.

AN EXEGESIS OF JOHN XIV, 1-10.

' Iz-t tint your IiearL be troubled : ye believe in God, believe also in me. ' In my
K«t!.cr'< iiousG are miiny mansions ; if it were not so, I would have told you ; for I

P* to prepare a place for you. ' And if I go and prepare a place for you, I come

«,-4iii, and will receive you unto myself; that where I am there ye may be also.

* A!id wliiUier I go, ye know tlie way. 'Thomas saiih unto him, Lord, we know

t"i whither thou goest; liow know we the way? ^ Jesus saitli unto him, I am
i?.e way, and the truth, and the life: no one cometh unto the Father, but by me.

' If re had known me, ye would have known my Father also : from henceforth ye

Wimw liiin, and have seen him. *PhiUp saith unto him, Lord, show us the Father,

•u<i ii sijfticctii us. ' Jesus saitli unto him. Have I been so long lime with you, and

«lj^t lliou not know me, Philip? he that, h:ith seen uie hath seen the Father; how
•..Vfst tliou. Show us the Fatiier? '"Believe-t thou not that I am in the Father,

wjd i!ie Father in me? the words that I say unto you I speak not from myself: but

ihc Father abiding in me doeth his works.

—

{Revised Version.)

Our (lying Saviour's valedictory to his apostles at tlie final

Fuppcr unfolded both the darkness and glory of their destiny in

most impressive terms. Compare it ^vith a similar discourse of

Socrates with his pupils, as given by Plato, and we see the im-

mense inferiority of a philosopher's wisest utterances attained

by tlie hnman intellect to the supreme mastery of " the Son "

over the mysteries of the unseen. He had foretold the appar-

ent ruin of all the hopes of the apostles ; dismay was deep in

their liearts and dark on their faces; and then he unfolds
the rich consolations which their trust in his divinity affords

thcin. It beautifully commences with a soothing sentence of

a.<sunnce to their ears :
" Let not your heart be troubled." He

]xjmU to the demonstration of the certainty of his assui-ances

from Jiis being trustworthy, not on account of his profound
wi><lom as a philosopher, but from his authentication by the
I' ather, as divine. Let us trace this view in the present passage.

> crse 1. Why is " heart" in the singular, and not plural ? "We
«n.\v imagine three solutions : 1. It may be a mere verbal acci-

Ufiit witliout significance. And this seems to be the view of the
fjri'ut b(»(ly of commentators, inasmuch as none of them seem to
li:»ve noticed the fact. 2. It may have designated the collect-

•vo hearts of the apostles as one / and so it would symbolize
their profound Christian unity. Or, 3. It may be an indi-

\"liiali/ing word, symbolizing that each apostle—nay, each dis-
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ciple of Christ in every age—may lay claim to tlic consolation

as beloii-^ing to /<m. We prefer this last interpretation. The

breadth of the basis which our Lord lays under his then present

apostles is expansive enough to furnish standing ground for us

all. Each one of us may claim a share in it as addressed to his

own " heart," and say, I will not be " troubled," as there is an

eternal maiision of glory reserved on immovable foundations

for me.

And next, how could the evangelist make Jesus forbid their

« heart " to " be troubled," when he tells us (chap, xiii, 21) that

the "spirit" of Jesus himself was "troubled?" My answer

would be, that the apostles' trouUe was a factitious, baseless,

and self-interested (I will not say selfish) trouble. Their

trouble was, lest their visionary earthly kingdom should be dis-

sipated to thin air : his trouble arose as the awful image of the

traitor's sin and crime loomed into near view. Such a trouble

in the "spirit" of Jesus is the feeling of the divine Spirit him-

self, and so was a divine trouble. The question thirdly arises.

Is the first "believe" of the two here indicative or imperative ?

And on this question the most eminent commentators of the

Church are arrayed on opposite sides. The imperative render-

ino- makes Jesus enjoin belief in God and himself alike. The

indicative makes faith in God a basal reason for faith in Christ,

for Christ is authenticated by God as his Son. And that this hit-

ter was the Lord's real meaning we are convinced by the words of

the ninth and subsequent verses. In the person of Jesus there

was a visible indwelling God that identified him ; and so if they,

as disciples of Moses, believed in Jehovah, they were bound to

« believe" when they thus saw the present Jehovah incai-nate.

As, on an infinitesimal scale, the insect of ages ago is seen in

the transparent amber, so on an infinite scale the divine (as

divine in the minutest spot as in the whole urdverse) is seen vis-

ibly enshrined in the transparent person of Jesus. And being

thus divinely authenticated as divine Son, as Son he will tell

them of the glorious " house " of his divine " Father," and of

his and their inheritance therein as in the not distant future.

Glory, and not ruin, lies in their immediate onward pathway.

Verse 2. With a beautiful abruptness the Son, the Saviour,

applies the heaveidy anodyne for all their nervous excitement.

He at once strikes home—'' my Father's house." There also arc
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.1
" place" and a glory for wliicli all these alarming events are

Itul llie necessary preparation and condition. And tiiis '• liouse"

is a roomy edifice. God's '" house" may indeed be the universe,

ill wliose immensity he dwells, perfectly filling its whole. But

Irtc his "house" is the more limited, yet most expansive,

heavenly realm, the "kingdom of glory," in which all the holy

iH'ings of the world have their home. And that this is a most

i-xpansive "house" we may easily understand if we conceive

the kingdom of glory to exist in the immensity that surrounds

the whole starry system as the ocean surrounds an islet, God
compasses the whole astronomic system of creation as immen-

bity does. When we say that heaven is up and that God is up^

tliat word up points to beyond the stars. And as our earth is a

f:lube, so those ups^ like so nuxny radii, shoot from the earth's

center in every direction, and pronounce that the kingdom of

glory, like God himself, surrounds the starry creation as a con-

cave envelope. But as God not only pervades immensity, but

also pervades to the center of starry space and to the center of

tarh jyarticndar star, so also does the kingdom of glory. Xot
indeed in its fullness and literal occupancy. But we may believe

that the inhabitants of the kingdom of glory can pervade by

tljcir voluntary presence all the secrecies of the starry do-

main. Gabriel in heaven shot from that high abode to our

earth in very brief time. (Dan. ix, 23.) We talk of even our

r.iilroads and telegraphs as annihilating space. Yet with how
imicli more than a telegraphic rapidity could a glorified spirit

a.>i(X'nd from earth to heaven—borne, perhaps, like Lazarus, by
angels

!

Heaven, therefore, though not literally "close around us," is

virtually nigh us. It is nigh us inasmuch as in the passage
from one to the other the element of time nearly drops out, and
tno visitors from the supernal may move in throngs around us.

-Nor must we imagine that the kingdom of glory is a narrow
niargin around our starry system. As a definite realm, even a
'* iKJUsc," we may suppose it organic in structure, and so need
»J"t identify it with all immensity of space. This concave en-

velope may have its outside as well as its inside boundary.
<nit>>ide, through immensity, is the limitless God, and what else

^yc know not. Oi\\y know we that inside is the material crea-
tion. " Many mansions " are many apartments in the roomy
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"liouse," for the various classes of occupants, as thrones,

principalities and powers, angels and archangels, seraphs and
saints.

Heaven is ever in perfect order. So this same John in the
Apocalypse beheld a roomy liouse so vast as to be a palace, a
capital, and even a nation.-^ It had its twelve gates for the
orderly twelve tribes of the celestial Canaan to enter. The
temple, as God's " house," represents the same truth. Its vari-

ous courts were for the priests, for the men, the women, and
even the Gentiles. But here, as we shall soon see, a new couit
is about to h^prcparecl and opened, namely, for those redeemed
by the sacrifice now about to be accomplished ; for those, that

is, of whom the twelve were the harbingers. And so St. Paul
(or as it is fashionable nowadays to say, " the author of the book
of Hebrews") tells us (lleb. ix, 23, 24) that "the heavenly
things themselves are purified " by that sacrifice, when tha^t

sacrifice is actually completed, for those who come after that

completion.t And that completion is just now to take place,

" Mansions," or staying-j^laces, sometimes implies stations of

a journey. And this might be interpreted to imply progress,

advancement in heaven itself. And this progress is not con-

tradicted by the permanence of their abode in heaven ; for

heaven for them may have an immensity of range.

When now our Lord in a sort of under-tone affirms that '''

if

it were not so " he " would have told " them, it seems as if he
discerned on some countenances a skeptical shade of expres-

sion, as soon vocalized by Thomas and Philip. He therefore

here condescends to asseverate. He bases himself on what they

know to be his superhuman probity, and asserts what he knows
they know, namely, that if a fatal overthrow of all their ho])e3

is at hand, he, who had foretold so many fearful futurities as

near, would not have concealed even that. Said a dying yet

thoughtful worldling, " There is a great comfort in believing

that there Avas something more than human in Jesus of Naza-

reth." And confessing so much he must accept as true what

that "more than human" one says of himself. And if he ac-

serts the divine to be within him, then, especially if also

the works of divinity are done by him, he must be believed.

And this is the process of the argument of Jesus here. He
* Whedon's Cora., Rev. xxi, 16. f See Whedon's Com., in loco.
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6r>t appeals to tlieir perfect confidence in liis perfect probity,

ami then appeals to his "words" and "works" (verses 11, 12)

A-i the coDclusivc confirmation of his uttered claims.

In this mansion "house" he is going to prepare a "place

fur'' thorn. AVe render the repeated " I go " and " I come " of

ihis cliscourse with a participle, Iam going and / am coming^

R-i expressive of continuity, (See verses 3, 23, 28.) This final

•' jilace" is not yet prepared "for" them. The " place" is locally

\x\ the region of the third heaven, where God resides. A space

(f*«r a " place " must be real space) is to be set apart and conse-

cnited for the future occupation of the saints of the resurrec-

fiiMi. This is made secure and revealed by the resurrection of

Christ. The Old Testament or pre-crucifixion saints in para-

lii-o, pure bodiless spirits, were then for the first time assured

by divine demonstration that they would ascend from paradise

to the higher glory in glorified bodily completion.

It was to proclaim this news, as well, perhaps, as for other pur-

jK.i-c^, that our Lord in his disembodied state entered this para-

di.-o, the so-called intermediate state between death and the final

rv>nrrection. And so this consecration of " a place " for the

New Testament saints, the saints of the Messiah's resurrection,

j-hod a new glory upon paradise, and " prepared " that locality

a' part of the " place " too. For heaven and pai'adise are partly

«ii=tinct and partly identical. Paradise is, as it were, a portico
;

nut the " house," and yet of the " house." The term heaven is

extensible to paradise, but not so properly is the term paradise

applied to heaven. Paradise is distinctively temporary. It

will lose itself in heaven after the final resiirrection, as hades

nuTges into hell. (Pev. xx, 14.) And only once (Pev. ii, 7)

i-' t!ie word paradise ajjplicd to the whole heaven after this

iiKTging and identification. The preparation therefore ex-

t«-'n<is to the entire of our great future unseen. When it is

lH)pularly said of a departed saint, " lie lias gone to heaven,"
<'r by a self-consoling parent that he "has a child in heaven,"
>vc use perfectly allowable language. But that truly all saints

Rt death ascend at once to the highest heaven, and that all sin-

ners descend at once to hell (Gehenna), is unsound theology.*

» ersc 3. This departure is condition precedent to a happy
f^-'turn. "If 1" am going—as sure as I depart in sorrow t^nd

*Sco Whedon's C"ra. on 2 Cor. xii, 1-4; Epli. il, 2, and iv, 10.
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ignominy—I will make return in joy and glory. And when is

this coinincr " as-ain " to be ? Some commentators say, at tlie

final resurrection. But we must not add with Meyer, tliat our

Lord's words imply the idea that the &ial resurrection was close

at hand. But that the coming here is not (\![kQ parousio) lim-

ited to the second advent is clear from its repeated use in tliis

discourse in the sense of Christ's presence in the Spirit, and

especially so by this same John in Rev. ii, 20. Other commen-

tators refer it to the coming of Christ to the dying Christian.

And as it is tlien that the taking of the human spirit to para-

dise occurs, this seems necessarily to be its initial fulfillment.

Our English version obscures this fact by its neglect of accu-

racy in rendering the -Greek tenses. The revisers have cor-

rectly rendered the Greek ; but we word it thus : I am coming

to you, and will take you to myself. This taking " you to

myself " is then specific and generic. Specifically it is begun

by the taking the spirit at death to paradise; generically it is

completed by the resurrectional receiving of the reunited body

and spirit to the highest heaven. Dear to the Christian heart

is the thought that Jesus is present in spirit at his dying bed.

Yet the more realistic view is, that like Lazarus the sainted

spirit is conveyed by angels. And so in Charles Wesley's

beautiful hymn he is bidden to

" Go, by angel guards attended,

To the arms of Jesus go."

And the reception of tliat spirit by the corporeal Jesus into the

paradisiac or lower heaven is expressed with equal beauty

:

" Waiting to receive thy spirit,

Lo, the Saviour stands above,

Shows the purchase of his merit.

Reaches out the crown of love."

But when we consider the myriad numbers of ascending saints

we shall doubtless conclude that " the arms of Jesus'' in the

above lines, like "Abraham's bosom," is imagery. And so

" his breast " in those other beautiful lines :

" While on his breast I lean my head,

And breathe my life out sweetly there."

To the dying Christian a present Christ says, "To-day shalt

thou be with me in paradise." And he will in paradise find
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riirist's pervading presence, not only spiritually but bodily.

The throne of Christ at God's right hand is indeed in the tran-

Ei'ondt'nt lieaven, yet is he effectively present through the whole,

int'liislvc of paradise, as our President is present in all our Amer-

ica. To this beholding of Jesus by the eye of that glorified

t-nirit, distance is no difficulty, Kor does the pure spirit need

words, made of atinos])here, to exchange the pure thought Avith

otlicr minds. Nor does any barrier exclude Christ from per-

petual visitations and extended residences there. For here, as

in the highest heavens, the presence of this " myself " is the true

Miss and glory of these blessed ones; less here than there, but

in both the fullest glory of which the spirits disembodied and

re-oinbodied are capable recipients. Christ is the sun amidst his

i^tars, without whom they are darkness and iceberg. And re-

ciprocally their salvation and glorification were the joy that was

Ect before him, for which he endured the cross.

But it is said (Matt, xxv, 30), the kingdom is prepared for

yonfrorn lefore the foundation of the v:orld. How comes it,

tlien, that here the place is not to be prepared for them until

after the crucifixion ? Our reply would be, that the kingdom

of glory is prepared for all the holy beings, including redeemed

HKUi, from before the foundation of the world. But the " place "

in that linrjclom is not prepared for the post-ciiicifixion saints,

and not fully prepared for any saints, until after crucifixion. The

kingdom is the " house," and that is eternal ; the "place" of the

redeemed is to be in the " house," and not to be completely pre-

pared until the sacrifice that purchases it is finished. So this

'• house" of God, like the temple, was of old ; but the new court

for the new class of occupants was now first to \iq p)repared.

Verses 4, 5. The "whither " of this departure, and its "way,"

tluw knew, because Jesus had told them. The " whither" was

**t<j the Father" in the transcendent heavens; "the way" was

througli the death of the cross. And now in Thomas's positive-

nog-.itive interruption the doubter seems to be a prompt denier.

And in point of space and distance his denial is true. By
^vhat route through space Jesus will go, to where of the heavens

•lesus will arrive, he knows not. Yet very probably he exag-

gerates his ignorance in order to draw out from Jesus a fuller

unfolding of the future. He truly desires an account of the

route and the goal.
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And here is a basal faitli in Jesus. He does " believe " that

Jesus truly knows, if he pleases to reveal.

Yerses C, Y. Jesus refuses to be turned from his track of

thought, requiring the whole " believe in me " of verse 1. He
will not be drawn from tlie rich spirituality of the matter into

a barren directory. He embodies the whole matter in his con-

crete self. Christ is Christianity. Accept a whole Christ, and

you have a full salvation. Ask you the " way ? " His crucified

body is " the way." The " truth ? " His all-wise Spirit. The

''life?" His life, the life of your life everlasting. Settle all

this, and the topography may come in as a lesser afterthought.

" To the Father," the transcendent goal, by literal ascent, or " to

the Father," by spii-itual approach, he is the sole " way." Even

the redeemed who never heard of Christ are redeemed by him.

And through, not "by," is the literal Greek. Through this

living bridge, spanning the chasm, do we pass to the Father,

" From henceforth " means not (as many commentators) from

the time of the crucifixion, or the time of this momentous con-

verse. " From henceforth " means " from" the time of truly

seeing Jesus as he is.* The true sight of God commences with

the true sight of Christ.

Verses 8-10. Thomas's doubt seemed to cover the things of

the unseen realities, but Philip's doubt at first sight seems to

be the doubt of the atheist, who says :
" I will believe in God

when I see God." But it is not of God's existence that Thomas

doubts, but of God as the authenticator of Christ as God. Yet

Philip doubtless knew that the things seen by the spirit's eye,

the eye of our highest intelligence, are far more sure than those

seen by the fleshly eye. The fleshly eye, for instance, sees a

machine which is truly constructed according to geometrical

laws. The spirit's eye sees the laws themselves. The former,

the machine, is transitory ; the latter, the laws, are eternal.

And yet Philip forgot this when he asked for a fleshly sight of

" the Father." He may, as Meyer supposes, have asked for a

theophany such as Moses beheld (Exod. xxiv, 10), or, we may

add, such as John saw in vision (Rev. iv). If so, he asked f-r

the tempornry, rejecting the permanent. " So long time with

you" expresses not pathos (Meyer) but rebuke. It was a

guilty superficiality which could see "so long" the divine in

* See Whedon's Cora., Rev. liv, 13.
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JesiiP, and self-avowed by Jesus, without becoming perraa-

lu-ntly stereotyped witli the impression that GoJ was with him^

The t;[)irit's eye that has even once seen this Son hath seen the

Father too, " I am in tlie Father," as the flower is in the bud,,

to 1)0 unfolded in power and beauty to the spirii's eye. " The-

Katlier in me," as the divine fire was in Moses's burning bush..

" TI»o words that I say unto you I speak not from myself,"'

a* the words from the bush were not spoken by the bush as his

iifgan. They were the words of Jehovah authenticating the

hush. Docth " his works," as well as uttereth "the words."

And if my "works" attest myself as superhuman, and so in-

fallibly trustworthy, so my "words" attest me by direct decla-

ration as divine. As, therefore, "ye believe in God," so do-

you " believe in me," authenticated by God. And when I

utter words of assurance and consolation, "believe;" and, bdr-

lioving, " let not your heart be troubled."

Art. III.—MIGRATION OF LANGUAGE.

now OUR ENGLISH CAME FROM ASIA TO DENMAR'K.

Wfiat is here proposed to be done may be illustrated by what
h:is been done in the case of the gypsies and their speech. Mi-

kiosich, a scholar of Vienna, has traced by their vocabulary their

line of march from India to Europe ; and that with the aid of

warcely a single historic clew. The basis of their speech he

linds to be the Hindu, a shoot of the Sanskrit, introduced even
in the Yedas as the language of the vulgus, like' tlie Low Latin

of Cicero's day—the hattare for pvynare^ hallare for saltare,

(frrula ioY piiella. Persian elements indicate a sojourn in the

reaches south of the Caspian, and Armenian words show a slow

niovcnient through the lands below the Black Sea. That they

entered Europe through a Greek-speaking country, their last

residence before their dispersion, is also. fairly proven.

In geology, we trace lines of movement by way-side scatter-

'ngs dropped from the traveling mass; in philology we trace

those lines by gatherings picked up and carried on to the place

^t tinal deposit. In this way we may search for the path, often
'^•^—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. I..
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faintly marked, now lost, and now re-appearing, by whieli tlio

oldest tongue in tlie group of our ancestral kindred made its

way from the primal Asian home to the low-lying margin

of the Xorth Sea, the region of Holland and Juthmd, and of

Schleswig-IIolstein.

There could not well be, within the temperate zone, a wider

contrast than that between the land from which those wander-

ers departed and that to which they came. They left mountain

gorges where the traveler northward climbs passes higher than

Mont Blanc, on his way to " the Roof of the "World ;

" where

from grassy, treeless plains, beneath dry, bright skies, the

streams run swiftly to far-off southern bays, and where the

Oxus, "majestic river, floated on" to " emerge and shine upon

the Aral Sea." They came to a dull, flat shore, where " the

lazy Scheldt " creeps through its sediment of mud, a land of

gloomy rain, of raw and restless wind and harsli voiced surge,

where those ancestors of ours began their great career in tlie

West amid marshes, fogs, and forests. Slowly and loiteringly

they made their way from one home to the other. They spent

centuries where now a traveler, even a tourist, needs to spend

but days.

Satisfpng proof is found that back of the closely related lan-

guages now prevailing in north-western Europe was one, the

mother-tongue of many people now kindred, once identical. It

was used by all our then undivided branch of the great family

of energetic, overmastering peoples whose languages are called

Indo-European, or, by an easier term, Aj-yan. This mother-

tongue, sister of the Sanskrit, the Greek, and the Latin, is named

the Teutonic. This word Teutonic (Thiudisc, then Teutisch,

then Deutsch—Dutch) means popular, public, national. As

is well known, it is now employed to designate the people

•whom the Komans taught us to call Germans, while the general

term " Dutch " we properly limit to a small nation on the nar-

row delta of the Ithine.

Before it entered Europe, this Teutonic had begun to divide

into branches, the Gothic, the Xorse, the Low German, and the

High German. Of these the Gothic was long thought to be not

a co-ordinate branch, but a real trunk from which the others had

sprung, and it was so thought because in forms and processes

it was nearer than any other in agreement with the primitive
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Arvaii speech. It was, too, the first of its family to have and

!u»lil an abiding place in the literature of the world.

In the library of the University of Upsala, in Sweden, is the

Silver Manuscript, the most valuable literary treasure that Scan-

iliiiavia (Sweden, Xorway, and Deimiarlc, the western hive of

the Gothic race) possesses. It contains the four gospels in the

Gothic tongue. The noble characters are illuminated in silver

upon a purple ground, and at the beginning of each section a

few words are blazoned in gold instead of silver. At the bot-

tom of each page is an imposing arrangement of a gallery on

a relics with Corinthian columns, between which are references,

:i> in the margins of our Bibles, enabling the reader to find the

p;ira] lei passage of the different gospels. The whole is in solid

silver bindinor, and it well bears the name of Codex Argenteus.

It was made at Eavenna, in Italy, a hundred years after the

death of the great bishop who made the translation, whose labor,

learning, and piety it brings vividly to remembrance. A Swed-

ish general of the great Gustavus Adolphus found it at Prague

nearly three hundred years ago. After so many centuries of un-

known adventure it has a fitting and honorable rest among its

natural jruardians, the kinsmen of its author. In the Ambro-

sian Library at Milan, about the year 1820, some strange dis-

coveries were made. Three manuscripts in Latin were found

to ho 2)alunj)sests, that is, twice written, the first writing erased

to give place to the second. In these the erasure was imperfect,

and a careful tracing by Count Castiglione proved the first

writing to have been this same Gothic Scripture. He rescued

iinieh, and the rescued fragments have proved of great philo-.

Ifigical value. From such sdurces we have what we have of the

language actually spoken by Alaric and his long-haired warriors

as they stood at the gates of Rome to receive its ransom, and in

which the gallant barbarian forbade his men to touch, in war-

fare, either women or church properties. With words like

these he ordered the turning of the river Busento until his own

burial might be had in its channel, lest in some reverse of f«jl-

lowing times his mighty bones might be found and make a Tio-

man holiday. Under Tiieodoric the Great the Gotliic power

in the South reached its higliest point ; it then vanislicd like

fiV)ot-work in the sun, and left of itself no record in speech of

its own using. To Eoman ears the Gothic was harsh jargon,
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such as theJ could not bring themselves to hear or speak or

write. There is a scrap of poetry left us by some unknown
author who had been dining with Goths :

"Inter hails Gotlcura bkapjam jam matja ja driggkam

Non audet qiiisquim digaos educere versus."

"At a banquet of Goths, with their skapjam and matja and drinkara,

Dares one try to set words in a rhythm and a harmony tuneful ?
"

Only these four words, framed in thus for ridicule, does

Latin literature retain from the speech of the men who faced

Caesar on the Ehine and Trajan on the Danube, and wlio at

length glutted their ire upon the Eternal City lierself. In these

bantering lines we have four plain English words, hail, shape,

meat, drink. These were as Clioctaw to the Latin poet, but

they tell ns a convivial story. At some " hail " (wassail, was-

hail, •' what cheer? " that is, a feast) the guest had found bois-

terous mirth and hearty indulgence, while the servants "shaped"

ample " meat " and " drink,"

It is to one man that we owe all that we have of the stately

and beautiful language of these bold invaders of Italy. The

remnant we have from him is not large, but as the residue of

those Sibylline books, after the larger number had been burned,

still contained the destiny of Rome, so this survival gives us,

for philological uses, the Gothic language. To him we owe it

that we see this rising up like a patriarch out of the past, and

identifying its own laws and lineaments in its successors.

In the Bibliotlieque Royale at Paris is a quarto manuscript, on

the fine white parchment of which are written in Latin some

polemical treatises relating to the Arian controversy of the

fourth century. Around its border are what had always passed

for unimportant scribblings by the half-preoccnpied copyist.

In IS-iO, Waiz, a German scholar, was told that the word Gothi

occurred in these marginals. He went to work and found in

these neglected wastes a Life of Ultilas, tlie only known Gothic

scholar and author, and the morning-star of the literatui'c of

our Teutonic tongues and peoples. It was the work of Aux-

entius, his ardent friend and reverent pupil.

AVe do well to make account of the career of this remarkable

man. His name, Ulfilas, would now be Wolfson. lie was born

in Dacia (now Hungary) in oil A. D., the year of the last
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)RT?ocution of Christians. His ancestors had been carried away

bv the; Goths in their progress tlirongh Asia Minor some geu-

rratiuiis before this time, but Ultikis was fully assimilated to

\\w captors of his ancestors, and had become a Goth in tongue,

iuart, and habit. In his youth great events occurred. Constan-

tino put the cross upon his standard the year after Ultilus was

l»(ii-ii ; and when the lad was twelve years old, became the first

C'liristiun sovereign of the Eoman world. The future bishop

\v;is still in a rude hut above the Danube—among the young

barbarians of his times—when the Council of Xice first formu-

lated the Christian doctrines and the emperor dedicated the

great city that bears his name to the Divine Glory.

The northern border of the empire was always restless, so

tempting were the fertile southern slopes to the Goths, whose

rude energy was in turn exercised by obscure peoples to the

.north and east of them. Alaric, the Gothic king, failing in

foine fitful border struggle with the Romans, was obliged to

K'nd to Constantinople hostages for his future keeping of the

peace. Among these were his own son and Ulfilas, already at

twcnty-one conspicuous for promising qualities of mind and

body that might serve well among his people.

Ultilas thus came to the metropolis, and there, with, as it

would seem, occasional visits to his kinsmen beyond the river,

lie was resident for ten successive 3'ears. During this period

he made himself an effective master of Greek. What still

more shaped his course, inspiring, too, his zeal for learning,

was that he became a convert to Christianity. His conversion

was something more than a languid acquiescence. He was at

once aflame with missionary zeal ; he longed for the saving of

his kindred according to the flesh. His first churchly duty was

in v'ierving as reader. He took charge of the sacred volumes,

and unrolling them at divine service, he read to the congrega-

tion lessons from the gospels, and from the epistles of St. Paul.

Of these he was not silent on his visits to his home in the North.

Out of the abundance of a full heart his mouth would speak.

Now came, in the progress of these duties, the hour ap-

pointed to call him to his task. The great thought, like the

rising of the dawn, flushed over all his mind :
" Why not write

into words the sounds of my home-born Gothic speech and put

>nto the words the sense of these sacred rolls ?
"
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, It was an undertaking beyond tlie range of an ordinary

mind. Nothing of the sort had been done in Europe since the

dim legendary day of Cadmus. The missionaries, who have

in our century done so much of this work, could say how

hard it is (as was found in the Sandwich Islands) to arrest the

vocal utterances of one people and symbolize them in the

alphabet of another. In our century Sequoyah, a Cherokee,

with whom had lodged some seed of genius that nature had

cast upon the wandering wind, created for his people an alpha-

bet representing the eighty-six sounds of which the language is

composed. As soon as a Cherokee boy has learned this alpha-

bet he can read, and boys have done this in a single day. Each

character stands for a syllable. Ulfilas had from his knowledge

of Greek a clear advantage over the unlettered (for such he

literally was) Cherokee. He had also the lively inspiration of

evangelical motives, while Sequoyah had only the irrepressible

spirit of invention. Still, to the Goth came this double task,

that after he had mastery of the vocal habits of his people

—

had made a scientific capture of the sounds and had framed

them into words—the work of translation remained to be done.

From all this Ulfilas never shrank, and to him belongs the

abiding honor of making an alphabet (partly by creating,

partly by adapting) and giving his brave barbarians the Script-

ures in the tongue to which they were born. His work seemed

in a literary way an enlargement of Pentecost, and his zeal

and genius, taking the place of tlie Gift of Tongues, made an

era in Church progress.

Of the following Ufe of this true saint some brief note may

here be properly made. Contemporary history tells us how " at

thirty he took in hand the aforesaid nation of the Goths.'' For

seven years he labored among them north of the Danube. Bit-

ter persecution of himself and his converts arose from his own

countrymen, and, " after the glorious martyrdom of many," he

was allowed by the Emperor Constantius to bring his suffering

but steadfast flock south of the river to a peaceful home among

the Balkan Mountains. For this the emperor called UltiUis

" the Moses of his day." If, as tradition runs, Moses not only

led the exodus, but had previously invented the alphabet, then

the imperial compliment was doubly merited. This persecu-

tion is attributed to a ''judge who, like Gideon in Israel, ruled
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t!ic Gothic world," perhaps the mighty, half-shadowy Hermaii-

f ;.', wliose domain at his death (at the age of one hundred and

WW) tuiiehed both the Black Sea and the Baltic. Ulhlas's people

were now called the Lesser Goths.

IIu labored among these thirty-three years longer, carrying

nil also his literary work, of which his translation of the Bible

was not the whole, amid controversy, persecution, and even

I \ile. The disciple was as his Lord. He never shrank

tlir\)Ugh suffering from his toil to reform the behavior as well

.n.s to enlighten the understandings of his countrymen. Gam-

Id ing and drunkenness were the besetting sins of the Goths,

^.«ne might add, " unto this day !") not easily laid aside by the

<:<>nverts even when they had taken Jehovah in place of Wuo-
tan (Odin), and were looking to an eternity in the Zion of life

and peace, and not in the Walballa of revelry and carnage. In

doctrine he held with the Arians, that " there was a time when

the Son was not." Such, however, had been the sweetness of

Ins zeal and the faithfulness of his toil, that when he died in

the beginning of A, D. 381 at Constantinople, in attendance on

tlic second General Council, devout men of all views reverently

waited upon his funeral rites, mourning the bereavement of

llie Church and glorifving God in him.

Great men and great events marked the fourth century. It

was the age of Diocletian and Constantino, of Ambrose and

Jerome, of the founding of Constantinople and of the build-

ing of the Church (now jSIosque) of St. Sophia; of making
the Roman empire Christian, and of fixing the formulas of

Church doctrine. But we look through it in vain for a nobler

man than Ultilas, or a greater work of love for the mortal

njilliuns than he achieved in his fifty years of toil. Soon after

liis death the Christian Goths at the Eastern Metropolis had
Ix'conic so many that Chrysostora, the bishop, provided for

lliem there a church with service in their own language, and
tills, which Ulfilas had made possible, was his monument upon
tl>e ground where he had been converted.

And what is the Gothic of Ulfilas? It is the widest dialect

of that Low German group from which our English is a lineal

development, in which it was in his day enveloped. That
Gotliic was for a while supposed to be the primitive, parental

leutonic, because it alono of the Teutonic family could be
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traced to the fourth century. Ullilas belonged to the Visigoths,

or "Western Goths, but his translation was intelligible to all the

Gothic tribes, and was used by theni as t4iey advanced into

Spain and Italy, and under the name of Lombards, Yandals,

and the like, built states out of the fragments of the Eoman
Empire. Indeed, in the days of Justinian, when the Eternal

City was five times taken and retaken, one might have thought

the Goths were to have permanent dominiun in the West, Nor

might that have been a misfortune to mankind. Theodoric,

who about a hundred years after the death of Ulfilas led his

Goths from the Daimbe and planted them as masters in Italy,

was as brave and wise and good as any who have ever ruled in

that fair land. He was a hero, coming from a race of kings.

In his love of learning and of the arts he closely resembled

tlie great scholar of his race. Following Ulillas in his Arian

views, he Vv'as still, as a sovereign, generous to the Catholics,

and under him the Bishop of liome assumed the venerable

name of Pope. lie died in broken penitence, for faults which

he upon false testimony had been led to commit, and his tomb,

built by his daughter near Ravenna, commemorates the best

and noblest ruler of Italy from the beginning until this day.

Ulfilas and Theodoric, thus issuitigfrom the same region in suc-

cessive centuries, show the possibilities of their race, and insure

it an honorable fame.

The Gothic kingdoms were crushed in following times by

the collisions of the three giant powers soon dominating the

world, the Eastern Empire, the Saracens, and the Franks. The

Scriptures in their tongue served them well for five hundred

years, the distance between Wiclifs Bible and our own day.

In the ninth century Ultilas's Bible, and his Goths, vanish in

mist and darkness.

The workman founded his Gothic alphabet on the Greek.

Thus ''^
^^'''' sounds as ng. " Gaggats in haim," (jo into the

milage. He uses two letters which we could well use in En-

glish, one for the sound of th in thU., the other for the sound

of th in thin—two valuable sounds of which our kmguage

has almost the monopoly. It needed patience, toil, and genius

to catch the "' harsh, whistling, grunting northern guttural" and

aspirates and diphthongs, and present them to the eye in these

symbols, and then to teach the secret of these symbols to his
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l.lne-oyod, briglit-liaired pupils, who should proceed to teach in

ilioir turn other blondes also.

The word-forms of the Gothic are full and stately. Thus

hddy the past of have, is

:

BtSGULAK. PLirEAL.

habaida, habaidedum. 1

habaides, habaidediitli. V I have—did, etc.

Labalda, habaidedun. )

The likeness of this Gothic to our English is not hard to see.

Take John vi, 60 : " Hardu ist thata waurda ; whas mag this

liMUSJan?" Here remember how even inside of English a^ and

r interchange (vulgar " dass not" for dare not), and we recog-

nize ''hausjan" as hear: Hard is that word; lohat {man)

ma^fithear? The Lord's Prayer in Gothic begins: " Atta

unsar thu in himinam, Yeihnam namo thein." Here "xYtta,"

Father, is our word Daddy, a term deserving more i-everence

Uian it gets, and is very tenacious of life on its plebeian level.

The Sanskrit " pri," to love, and " pi," to hate, changing their

initial by uniform law, occur in Gothic, and their participles

*' frijauds" and " fijonds" give us friend and fiend. The San-

skrit '-maha,'- Greek '>syaA," is in Gothic, " micils," and in

Scotch-English mkUe or meickle. " Xi ogs thus, Mariam !"

}iot fear thou, Mary! shows the source of ogre, a thing of

terror. The Saxon of the Scotch Lowlands has kept many

Gothic words. " Lie gangeth to his bairns *'
is almost equally

Scutch and Gothic ; so the north of England was peopled from

tlic Goths of Scandinavia. " Sah hliftus ist," he is a thief,

shows in " hliftus" the origin of shop-lifting, thieving from a

sales-room. " Swiltan," to die, is our wilt; " sprauto," qxdeldy,

pivcs our spry. The Greek ''da/rpv" is in Gothic "tagr,"

English, tear. Here, as in many other cases, is a valuable link

in the chain of our etymologies, arresting, just before it

vanislied, the element that identifies the ancient word with the

modern, as well as two apparently imlike modern words ^rlth

each other. Thus tear and the French " larme " have only ar

in common, yet, tracing one through the Gothic and the other

through the Latin, we find them coinciding in the Sanskrit

"da(;rn." By and by, of our Authorized Version, is in Ultilas

'*Kuns;' soon. From these specimens, which might be far

more copiously given, we see the relation of the Gothic to our
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English. If we call the speech of Alfred a thousand years

ago old English, we may fairly call tliat of Uliilas fifteen

hundred years ago aji older English. It is not the oldest, the

original Teutonic with which our far ancestors left their

Asian home. That "by the way-side fell and perished." The

Gothic is the nearest to that that we can ever hope to find.

It brings us where we can see how from one fountain flowed

divergent streams of language, and how from one of these

streams, as from an irrigating canal, branched oft" our own.

In fact, we have in the Gothic the English of the fourth

century.

In this well-nigh primal English the gospel of Matt, v, 41,

runs as follows: " Jah jabai hvas tliuk ananauthdi rasta aina,

gaggais mitli iinma tvos"

—

And if v:ho thee on-compel rest one.,

go with Mm two. Here all are English words :
" Jabai '' is

gif., if; "nauthai" is need: Yes if who {aiiy) on-need thee.

"Rest" {oradixog) equals mile, reckoned by resting-place. Tlie

only peculiarities are in the active sense of need and the indefi-

nite sense of who {si quis).

Can we learn any thing of the probable history of this En-

glish before Ulfilas ? Does the study of language open any

rift in the cloud that settles over the entrance of the Teutons

into Europe ?

The word "Asia" may itself serve as a clew to possibilities

which, even if they cannot be turned to shapes of historic cer-

tainty, do at least give our ideas a broad and reasonable exer-

cise. "Asi" is from the root "as," to he, a root of wide and

well-known occurrence. This word "Asi" serves as a curious

connective between the Teutonic and the other Aryan religious.

It means those vjho are the Beings ', that is, the gods. In the

northern mythology these Asi (JEsir) came in with Odin

(Wuotan) from the East. The uniform traditions are thac

they came from "Asen-land," and "Asia" is the Land of the

Asi or gods, the Holy Land. The first definite place of the

Asi is Asgaard (ward, precinct, garden of Asi) a metropolis

near the river Don, in south-eastern Europe. This Asgaard

seems to have been for ages a center for the race and the most

sacred shrine of its worship. Pausanias says that there was at

Colchis, east of the Black Sea, a temple of ]Minerva, Asia.

Another name for this goddess in Aristophanes is " Asana,"
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t!i.u i-s the Sanskrit, " Abaiia," Greek '"'Athena}," The Dawn,

a name arising from some confusion of the poet's ideas. All

tiiis itidicatcs tlie worship of the Asi to have arisen before tlie

«iNiH.T>;ion of our linguistic family.

This leirend of Asgaard goes to fix a long sojourn of Teutons

j!urt!» and east of the Black Sea. Such sojourn is made more

j.nibahle by geogra]Dhical terms found in the region. " Cauc-

tt^ (us)" is the holy mountain, mountain of a god, which serves

i.> explain its appearance in the Greek legend of Prometheus.

»* IMi-ns (is)" and " Az-oph " are sacred waters, a river and a

n:\ (" pha " is traceable in Sanskrit) which latter retains its

n.iine to this day.

According to the best of the light gathered from the misty

liv-gone, it was Berich who first led the worshipers of the Asi

wf.-tward from these Black Sea regions. They made their

«;iy to Scandinavia and the Baltic, pressing the Celts down
«ij>v»n Italy. Branches from their stock, identifiable by their

huge stature, blue eyes, and flaxen hair, made their homes

along the Ehine and became the "Germani," the Spearmen, of

Cu-sar and Tacitus. Filimer, the fifth in descent from Berich,

went back from Scandinavia to reconquer from the Scythians

the laud from which his ancestors had come westward, " the

rnnote resjion frino-ino; the Black Sea." Into this TeutonicO DO
raiigu Darius, five centuries before our era, may have pene-

initt'd.

We next come to the migration of Odin, "Woden, or Wuotan.

V>\ this name is known the deity common to all the Teutonic

races, tlie god of loud-sounding fury in war, the keeper of ways

l»<»ui)ds, the inventor of letters (the characters called Runes),

and the ancestor of all its kings. Wednesday, Woden's Day,

iKTpctiiates his name in modern times.

In all legends and at every turn of events we seem to meet
f^»iae development of this universal personage. To him is

aseii:ned the second movement from the region of the Crimea
to Scandinavia, by which the pivot of the race was definitely

lixed in north-western Europe. Ilis return to the land which
I'cTioli had won and Filimer abandoned is usually reckoned
'i«--ar the Christian era, but among events so shadowy dating

must be done with a generous margin.
We saw liow in the days of Ulfilas the Goths were stretching
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from the Black Sea to the Baltic along the north of the

Daimbc. In 8G3 Eric the Ked founded the empire of

Russia, giving it thus a Gothic origin, and to-day Asgaard, the

first Teutonic home in Europe, as well as a part of the prim-

itive Aryan seat in Central Asia, belongs to the race that held

them in the dim, gray dawn of history.

So it has come to pass in the process of the ages that Odiu's

prophecy has come true, as it is given in the Icelandic

"Heymskringlia," the Chronicle, of Snorro Sturleson : "Odin,

having foreknowledge and magic sight, knew that his posterity

would come to settle and dwell in the northern half of the

world." This prophecy is said to have been uttered " when

the Eoman chiefs were going wide around the world, subduing

to themselves all people."

It is on the whole as clear as any thing can be, in the dim-

ness of half-history, that our Teutonic race spent ages and

generations in the Caucasus, " near Asgaard, the capital of the

country east of the Tanais." (Sturleson.) The soil of the Cri-

mea, which English blood has in our own century moistened so

freely, was long, long ago mingled with the dust of the English

soldiers' ancestors. The forms and features of the tribes now

living in the Caucasus go to confirm this view. In striking

contrast with the races that surround them, they retain in

purity and beauty the Teutonic type that illustrates their kin-

ship with the north-western nations. Indeed, these, their

khidred, have degenerated, and we find in the old home a

physical perfection surpassing not only that found among the

other brandies of the Teutonic race, but even any other in the

wider family of mankind. If they have lost the ilaxen of their

hair, it is just what jS^iebuhr athrms with surprise as taking

place under his own eye in Germany within this century of

ours, and with no assignable cause. The speech of the Caucasus

is not now Teutonic, but the case is in this respect like that of

France, where the Latin has been brought in upon a people

known to be Celtic, giving not merely tint, but ground-work, to

their speech, and the Frankish conquerors giving up their own

vocabulary, and even their grammar, for this Celt-tinted Latin.

In the Crimea proper the resemblance of language confirms

what that of physical appearance suggests. The " Tartai*s" of

the Crimea (not to be confounded with Turks or Moguls) use
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wonls, of whicli a long list might be given, almost identical

with tlio words of Ultilas or of our modern English.

Thus we have out of many the following, which tell for real

rvLitionship

:

CKIMEAN. GOTHIC. ENGLISH.

Hus, Hu3, House.

Re?hcD, Rign, Rain.

Silvir, Silvihr,

'

Silver.

Stul, Stols, Stool.

Siine, Siinno, Sun.

Lachcn, Hlagan, Laugh.

Handa, Haadus, Hand.

There is also a coincidence interesting, though not serving as

evidence between these Crimeans and the Saxons, in their

fuiidncss for the horse. The horses of the Don (Tanais) have

ancient fame. Tlie Saxons came to England under the sacred

Iriuncr of the white horse ; their leaders were by tradition Hen-

l^ist (stallion) and Horsa, and horseflesh was eaten at their re-

ligious festivals. A noble horse gives to Englishman and Cri-

mean alike "a touch of nature " enongli to make them kin.

As the Gothic is before us, and while we are yet looking it

<li>.-olves and vanishes. Then from a lost member of its family,

a Low German, so called from the region where we And its

progeny (not the Low German of a later day), issue two related

forms of speech. One, the Frisic, was probably that of the

Krisii of Tacitus, living east of the mouth of the Rhine, where

now is West Friesland. The other, the Saxon, we know by its

two descendants, the old Saxon and the Anglo-Saxon. This old

Saxon was spoken in the territory soutli of the Frisic, between

the Rhine and the Elbe, in Hanover, Brandenburg, and as far

as to the foot of the Ilartz j\Iountains. We have historical

proof of it in an important record, a Cliristian poem, " Ileli-

aiil," Ilcaler, the Saviour. This is extant in two manuscripts,

now more than a thousand years old, and makes the language well

known to us. Its forms do not greatly differ from those of the

Anglo-Saxon, but in pronunciation it was very different, and
the Vowel system was much simpler. Of the High German we
t.vke our leave on leaving the parent Gotliic, as our line runs

sih.ng the Low German. On this line we And the modern Dutch
Uircctly descended from the old Saxon, and among all the Eu-
ropo.in tongues of to-day it is nearest of kin to our English.

if in tjie tifth or sixtli century one had journeyed from the
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Alps to the Nortli Cape he would almost every day have

caught some new form of Teutonic speech. The old High Ger-

man was on the upper Rhine; the old Saxon, the Frisic, the

dialects of the Angles and the Jutes, he would have heard as lie

passed along. The Xorse languages, the Danish, Norwegian,

Swedish, and Icelandic, " ah uno discite omnesP All these were

of one great family, with a sisterly likeness and unlikeness. lie

who knew one would hardly have needed an interpreter among

the others. Of alphabetical writing he would have seen little

or none.

" Rona," secret^ a Gothic word, gives the name Runic to a

system of signs, practically an alj)habet, of sixteen characters,

devised among the Gothic races in north-western Europe. The

date of their invention is past finding out, but they are not to

be confounded with the Druidic symbols. Their full name is

" Run-stafas," mystery characters.

The Runes have a stiffness and simplicity of shape such as is

easy to carve, and when in the sixth century the Roman letters

came to be used, these were still cut upon tombstones, sword-

hilts, and the like.

A Runic carving on a rock by a lake in Sweden was declared

by the great Berzelius to be breakings and erosions of the stone,

but it was afterward translated. A Danish pirate cut upon a

marble lion in Athens a Runic record of his visit, and it may
now be seen in Venice. From their use l^y these sea-rovers the

Runes at length came to be regarded as symbols of heathen

violence and barbarism, and then of sorcery and magic. All

Christianized people discarded them, for the Roman characters

came in with Christianity and seemed a part of it. The word
'' Rune " came to mean in English v;his])er. It was also used

of the chirping and chattering of birds, as being to human ear

mysterious and unintelligible. It means, too, private conversa-

tion, and even Ulfilas says, "runa ncmun," they took connscl.

Its last appearance in English seems to be in a participial form,

whisj)erinrj, rounding, for whispering round. (Winter's Tale,

Hammer's amendment.)

So came our English to the i!sorth Sea shore. From Schlos-

wig, where a little district still wears the name, long since

known around tlie world, it made its way, per varios ca^iis, to

England and to ourselves.
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Art. IV.—LUTHER AS BIBLE TRANSLATOR.

f Vturrcn from the German: An Address delivered before the Evangelical

I'.MON BY Prof. E. Riehm, D.D., of the University of Halle.]

Among tlic blessed gifts wliich, througli Dr. Martin Luther,

tlic i^mce of God bestowed upon the German people, the Ger-

iii:in Bible may be mentioned as the greatest and noblest. It

li:i> been asked, and with abundant reason, if among the bless-

iii:^^ of the Reformation this one had been wanting, what would

have become of the others ? It is then most befitting that our

|Hi>j)Je in this jubilee year, the four hundredth anniversary of

Luther's birth, before every thing else should recall again to

tlieir minds what a great, imperishable treasure—a treasure

wliich never grows old—they possess in the Bible of Luther. As

one fleeting hour will not suffice to point out from all sides the

^roat value of this treasure, I shall have to confine myself to

Hjnic of the principal points. And as I can neither hope to illus-

trate my remarks sufficiently nor have the time to support them

with citations, allow me, therefore, to call attention at the very

beginning to a book which is not nearly as well known as it

deserves to be—a book which no eVangelical theologian should

leave unread. I refer to the work of Dr. Georg "Wilhelm Ilopf

:

" The Value of Luther's Translation of the Bible as Com-
pared with the Older and More Recent Translations." -

It would be contrary to Luther's spirit if we were to speak of

liis merits as Bible translator without at the same time mention-

ing Ills faithful co-workers. In January 13, 1522, he wrote from
tlie Wartburg to Amsdorf :

" It is a great work, worthy of our

tniited labors, because it is for the common welfare." And
again: " I will not touch the Old Testament unless you take a

part and assist." He says, in his " Table-talk," f speaking of

Jt'i\»nie : "He would not have done amiss had he associated

\vith liimself in this work of translation one or two learned

lucn, for the Holy Ghost would have manifested himself more
powerfully according to the words of Christ :

' Where two or

iliree are gathered together in my name, there I shall be in the

• *' Wurdigung dcr Lulheriicbcn BibelvcrJentschiin;: mit Riicksicht auf iiltcre

UDd lu.-uere Uebersctzungen." Vou Dr. Georg Hopf, Xurnberg, 13 i7.

fLutlier's Works, 57, 4.
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midst of them,' " " Translators onglit not to be alone, for

proper expressions do not always occur to one man." In the

preface to the Old Testament of 1523, he writes :
" In short,

though we all labored together, yet all of us had enough w-ork

on the Bible in order to bring it to light, one with the meaning

of the text, another with the language to express it. I am not

the only one who has woi-ked upon it, but on the contrary, I

have pressed into service all those I possibly could."

Melanchthon, above all, was his helper from the start. He
revised Luther's work done at the Wartburg before passing it

through the. press. He, in his turn, enlisted the aid of sympa-
thizing learned men, especially Joachim Camerarius and Georg
Sturz, a physician of Erfurt, to aid in questions of archaeology,

such as that of coins and measures mentioned in the Xew Tes-

tament, as well as to assist Luther in giving a "finer finish"

(ausfeilen) to his translation. It seems, however, that the haste

with which he pushed on the work did not allow him sufticient

time. At least, on the rendering of the Greek text, even when
the Latin exactly corresponded with it, there was a great num-
ber of minor inaccuracies, of but little importance so far as the

sense was concerned, wdiich were not corrected until the thor-

ough revision of the ]^ew Testament that appeared in a de-

cidedly improved edition in 1530.'^' This was the joint work
of Luther and Melanchthon ; and the correction of the above-

mentioned inaccuracies for the most part, according to all

probability, must be placed to the credit of the latter, Not
one of the canonical or apocryphal books of the Old Testament

was published until the translation had been carefully exam-

ined by Magister Philippus. So necessary did the co-operation

of his friend appear to Luther, that he suspended work upon
the Prophets as long as Melanchthon, being absent at the second

Diet of Spiers (1529), was hindered from helping him. It was

a mistake of Ohytro^us to suppose that Luther did not translate

the two books of Maccabees, but ratiier that it was the work of

Melanchthon.f Luther, by means of corresi^ondencc, received

counsel and direct assistance from Spalatin in the selection of

• See Bindseil u Niemejer's Dr. M. Luther's Bibolncbcrsct/.uno: nach dor Ictzen

Original ausgabe. Halle, 1845-1855.

f Coitiparo II. Sdiott. Gcschichto der deutscher Bibelneberselzung Dr. Martin

Luthers. Leipzig, 18J5, p. 34f. il.
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f..mo aj)i)roprIate German expressions, sucli as tlie names of

•.a-fiuus stones and animals.'^
*

' Iksiilcs :Mclanchtlion, his principal assistants on tlie Old Tes-

nsncnt were M. Aiirogallus, who, upon Lntlier's recommenda-

lii.n, had been called as teacher of Hebrew to Wittenberg;

:ii.ii*iu translating the prophets, Caspar Cruciger, installed at

Wittenberg in 1528.t These Hebraists afforded him much

!i,-lp !)y comparing the so-called Chaldee paraphrases and the

r.il.hinh'al commentaries; for Luther's knowledge of these—as

liis
" Enarrationes in Genesen" prove—was purely indirect,

ahnost altogether borrowed from Nicholas de Lyra, but occasion-

-ally also from Jerome and St. Pagninus.:}; Finally, we learn

fn'.in Matthesius that a thorough revision of the entire trans-

lation of the Bible, and especially of the Old Testament, was

utidertakon by a weekly conference styled by Luther "A San-

Ijcdrin of the best people existing at that time." This work

was commenced by Luther in 1539 ; the fruit of it came to

light in 1541. Eegular membei's of this conference were Me-

huichthon, Cruciger, Aurogallus, Bugenliagen ( well versed in. the

Latin Bible), Justus Jonas, and Magister Georg Eoerer, proof-

rvader at the Lufft's printing establishment. Sometimes

learned men from a distance took part in the deliberations,

namely : Dr. Bernhard Zicgler, of Leipsic, and Dr. Jo-hann

l-\.rfcter, whose opinion in regard to difficult passages was ever

welcomed by Luther. But with whatever gratitude Luther

may have recognized the co-operation of his friends, and liow-

fvor much he may have praised them to the world, he never-

theless had perfect right to say of his translation, " It is my
Testament and my translation, and shall remain mine." All the

•Tcative work belonged to him ; that of his coadjutors consisted

only in assisting in embellishing (ausfeilen) and emending par-

ticular portions, and even these finishing strokes and emenda-

ti'Jiis were overwhelmingly Luther's own work—a work to

wliich he applied himself with restless zeal and conscientious

<'.irefuincss durino- his whole life. Ilis assistants regarded him
i»t all times as the Bible translator whom God had called, and

^vho alone wascqual to the great task.

• Compare Sehott, p. 34. 89 f. f Ildd., G9, 83.

t Cori.p. Sie;rfrioJ: Rasnliis Einfluss au£ Nikolaus v. Lyra uixi Luther in dcrAus-

I'V'Miig (ler Genesis in Merx Arclii v fur \vis3. Erforsch. des A. Ta., I, 42vS, fT.; II, :.'.), ff.

'24—FIFTH SKHIKS, VOL. I.
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In order to appreciate fully this master-work of Luther, one
must represent to himself the great task which had been m\-
dertaken. Whoever is acquainted, even in a limited decree,

with the ideas prevalent in his time regarding the work of

translation, must admire him as the gifted pioneer, having clear

and certain apprehension of his duties. There was a German
Bible before Luther's. The oldest known MS. of this is in

Leipsic, and was written in 1343 by Matthias (Martin ?) von
Beheim, a monk of (our) Halle. Up to the year 151S no less

than fourteen different editions of this translation had been
printed in the High German, It was a translation of the Vul-
gate, in which, without any clear api:)rehension of the genius
either of the Latin or of the German language, the Latin text

was imitated mechanically and with slavish literalness, and very
often wholly misunderstood. If, then, the Yulgate did often
render the original text, especially in the Old^Testament, in

poor and sometimes unintelligible Latin, we can easily see that

in such a German translation the true sense of many words
must, in numberless passages, have been completely concealed,

and it is not difficult to understand why Matthesius calls the

German Bible, which he had read in liis youth, " un-German
(nndeutsch), vague, and obscure." The same lack of intelH-

gence and taste meet us also in the contemporaneous transla-

tions of Sallust, Livy, Yirgil, and Pliny: for example, ^pa^'/vs

conscripti is translated, " O ye written together fathers !

"

That Luther did not undertake a translation of the Yulgate,
bnt rather of the original text, is not singular, for in this he
merely followed the intellectual current which was produced by
the study of the " humanities." But his complete deliverance

from the chains of ecclesiastical authority, as well as his great

courage and his faith in God, were also necessary in order that

he, as translator of the Bible, should follow this current, and be
enabled to bid defiance to the numerous and violent accusations

of his opponents, who claimed that he liad forsaken " the ap-

proved old text of the Christian Church." Besides, there were
whole mountains of difficulties to be scaled, arising from the

low condition of pliilology and exegesis at the time ; and again,

one must not lose sight of the limited and inadequate helps at

his command. He declares, and that repeatedly, how he and
his helpers had to sweat (schwitzen) and trouble themselves,
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»r?t)ccially in translating Job and the Propliets, and how very

«!i!licult the work became; sometimes the feehng came over

liim that he had undertaken too much in attempting to trans-

late tlie Old Testament into German. If we would know

Ijow well, in spite of all hinderances, he succeeded in giving

a correct rendering of the original text, as is clear on its

face, we must take this advanced and enlightened age as our

standard of comparison. The other translations of the Bible

in that age, and especially the best one of them, the Latin

Church Bible, must be taken as standards with which to

compare Luther's. He had a perfect right to say, that though

lie could not boast of having accomplished all he wished, his

(lerman Bible in many places was clearer and more correct

than the Latin. It is true, that in connection with the Sep-

tuagcnta he made constant use of the Yulgate, ^vith which he

was perfectly familiar since his stay at Erfurt, as one of the

rhit'f helps in gaining a correct understanding of the original.

His translation, especially in its first form, is for that reason

quite dependent upon the Yulgate or Septuagenta in passages

where these have misappretiended the original ; and even when

Luther differs from the Yulgate, he is led to this less by the

original than by the incorrect Latin translation." But even

in the first editions it would be difficult to find that his de-

pendence upon the Yulgate resulted in the expression of ideas

foreign to the Bible. The only exception is Heb. viii, 16, and,

jKThaps, Tobit vi, 19-23, and viii, 4. But even in the first

edition of Luthers Xew Testament, so numerous were the

differences from the Yulgate— corrections based upon the

original text—that his adversaries could not make too much

ado about the matter.f His corrections of the Yulgate in the

Old Testament, owing to his superior understanding of the/

original text, are far more numerous. The em.endations con-

tained in the later editions proved that Luther became less

and less dependent upon the old translators, and that he con-

tinually advanced toward a more correct understanding of the

original.:}:

• For example, Gen. vi, 3, ff. ; Tsa. ii, 22 : xxviii, 19.

\ In Kmscr's New Testament we find 607 paps:i;jes cited.

t Compare Matt, ix, 16; xxLii, 25; Mark ix, 40; Luko xvi, 22, in Bindseil'a

KulUclier Bibelausgabe.
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Nevertheless, tliougli so largely influenced by the Latin or

Greek Bible, there are even in the final edition plenty of pas-

sages wherein the true meaning has been misunderstood ; and

it cannot be denied that in some places the old translations arc

better than Luther's. And passages are not wanting where
his earlier translation was better than the later. His untiring

effort, with which he was never satisfied, was always intent upon
reproducing as faithfully as possible the sense of the original.

His earnestness in this is further shown by the fact that he

did not disdain to avail himself of the translations of those

who had been spurred on in such work by his own exam-

ple, even though they were men of so ill a repute as ITctza

and Johann Denk. These two had anticipated him with a

translation of the Prophets, published at Worms in 1527.'''

He even accepted instructions from his slanderous critics

whenever he found any thing good and correct in them
;

though he nicknamed them, '' Meister Kliigling (Mr. Wise-

acre) and piipstliche eselkopfe " (papal dunces). Upon read-

ing "SYicel's just criticism, he was induced to set aside false

translations intended against the Papists.f He was influ-

enced in some cases by the "bungler" ("Sudlers'') Emser,

and even misled, so as to exchange a better for a poorer

translation, as in Phil, iii, 20 ; for, but " our citizenship is in

heaven," of the first edition, is nearer the original than, "our

manner of life [Wandel] is in heaven," of Emser—correspond-

ing to the Vulgate, and since 1530 accepted bj- Luther. Pie

also replaced "bessert euch " (do better), of the first edition,

with the old ecclesiastical expression, "Thut Busze," which

may mean do penance ^ but can be translated, reiKut. He also

substituted the usual Latin terminations of proper names for

the Greek ones found iti the earlier editions. 1 cannot enter

any further into the question of the relation of Luther's trans-

lation to the Hebrew text. But as a further proof of how
earnestlv he strove to ascertain the true sense of the oriirinal

text, independent and regardless of tradition, I will only re-

mark that he by no means relied simply upon the Masoretic

points. He knew too well that i\Ioses and the prophets did not

* Compare Schott. pp. 50, 51, 76. Ilopf, p. 96, f.

\ Compare the difTcrent cJitiaiis on Jon. ii, 9; IIos. iv, 8; Jer. iv, 27 ; Isa.xl, 10;

Ho3. vii, 8. See also Schott, p. 140, and Ilopf, pp. 103, £[., 273, ff.
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vvrlti; tliese points. He regarded them as the modern inven-

tiuiis of men (Menschenfiindlehi), and he suspected tliat the

.li'ws in tlieir liatred for Christ, occasionally by means of these

additional points endeavored to conceal the true sense. Not
Hjldoin, and that in passages where his Christological views did

tmt enter, he sought most diligently, without any regard for the

fijtra and infra scriptum of the Rabbis, to ascertain the true

^'iisu of the Hebrew consonants ; for example, Psa. cxviii, 12
;

l<.i. ix, 5. He also examined most carefully the rabbinical

expositions known to him, and wherever he differed from
tlu'iii he sought to justify his translation. Only in a very few
isolated passages, where in spite of the utmost effort he was

un:ihle to arrive at the true meaning with any degree of cer-

tiinty, or where the controversies of the learned regarding the

Ec'iise of obscure words seemed to him, as far as religion and

the faith were concerned, altogether meaningless, did he desist

from further investigation. In some cases he freely confessed

that he had been compelled to guess at the meaning, and de-

clared that he would let the wranglers search for it until the

day of judgment ; but as for himself he would, in the mean-
time, continue to understand it as translated by him into Ger-

man !
*

True, one might say that though this masterpiece of Luther
w.'Ls, upon the whole, a far more faithful reproduction of the

original text than the Latin Bible of that age, yet his transla-

tion, viewed from our present improved facilities for under-
Btariding the original as far as accuracy and fidelity are con-

cerned, is now excelled. The Luther Bible, though a master-

piece, is yet the work of a particular period, and, like all hu-
man work, subject to change and needing correction. As an
exact and accurate rendering of the original, Luther's transla-

tion is, beyond doubt, surpassed by many modern ones ; nev-
ertheless, many have exaggerated ideas in regard to the lack of

agreement between it and the original. After having spent
^'voral weeks yearly, for nearly twenty years, in examining
whatever may need correction in the translation of Luther, I
really think that I ought to know something of the real extent
of this lack of agreement. First of all, let us remember that

• Compare Psa. xvi, 2. Evl. Ausgabe 38, 13G. Zccli.iv, 12. Luther's Works,
<2, 222, ff.
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Luther understood bow to make a distinction between transla-

tion and interpretation. This explains why many comments,

corresponding to the state of exegesis in bis time which we

find in his expositions, exerted no influence upon his transla-

tion. Thus, let me assure you, the longer I study this matter

the more I discover, not only in what high degree Luther had

made the Holy Scriptures his own, both in their meaning ajid

spirit, but also how familiar be bad become with biblical

modes of expression, and how he was thereby enabled with such

marvelous certainty to come to a correct understanding of the

original text. It is a matter of common experience to find

that passages which, on superficial investigation appear to be

in need of emendation, on closer inspection turn out to be an

excellent German rendering of the real meaning. And quite

apart from those passages regarding the true meaning of which

the exegetes of our time disagree, but where Luther still has

a following, there are also many cases wherein the agreement

of our exegesis in rejecting his translation, when subjected to

a thorough investigation, is more conventional than well-

founded. Moreover, a great part of what needs to be emended,

though in itself desirable in order to a more exact understand-

ing of the text, yet in no way directly affects questions per-

taining to faith and religion. And, finally, Luther, even in

those places where his translation is decidedly incorrect, has

often indeed given a sense transcending the meaning of the

respective word—not considering, as it were, that revelation

was progressive ; but in so doing he has given us truths

drawn from the Scripture itself as well as from the depths of

Christian experience. In confirmation of all this, I venture

to appeal to the testimony of my esteemed associates in the

work of Bible revision. All of them, like myself, will cer-

tainly be of the conviction, that, as far as the correct ren-

dering of the original is concerned, Luther's Bible is, and

always will remain, a masterpiece ; and that our task as revis-

ers stands essentially in the same relation to him as did for-

merly the co-operation of his fellow-helpers. We are really

his assistants.

The great value of Luther's Bible, and the difficulty of re-

placing it by means of a new translation in which the origiiuil

text may be more exactly rendered, becomes very apparent
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wIk'IIWc rcincinber lils liappy faculty for expressing the true

nit-auing after having guined a correct understanding of the

ori:^iiKil. From a circular letter directed to AVenceslaus Linck,

of Niirnberg, and from his pamphlet, " Summarien ueber die

l*-ahnen und Ursachen des Dolmetscheus," 1533, we see that

111' kept cleai'ly before his eyes the necessity of having a Bible

fi»r the German people (Yolksbibel). That slavish imitation

of Latin, Greek, or Hebrew constructions and modes of ex-

l»re>si*>n he criticises severely as the ridiculous nonsense of

the literulists (Buchstabilisten). Says he :
" In undertaking

t«) Fpeak through a translation I want to speak German, not

Lilin or Greek." And so also of a German translation of the

Ilii»lo at this time, all intelligent men will demand, before

ovcry thing else, a faithful reproduction of the original, yet

in fiuch a way as to correspond to the syntax and style of the

German language. But, according to our ideal of a good

translation, the original text should be imitated as far as possi-

ble, even in the mode of expression, when that can be done

witli clearness and perspicuity, and without violence to the

Ui^agcs of the German language. How far this can take place

depends principally upon the design of the translator and upon
liie readers for whom the translation is designed. Whoever
undertakes to reproduce as fully as possible the peculiarities of

the original, both in sense and form, so that the individual, no
less than the national, impress is clearly seen, must, as far as

l>ONsible, adapt his own language to that of the foreigner. He
sljould also, as far as practicable, try to imitate the construc-

tion, the arrangement of words, the variations of speech, the

tropes and figures. And what language is more adapted for

tliis than our plastic German ? But however valuable such a

translation would be, only a cultivated circle of readers, who
are already well versed in the more artistic styles of our lan-

guage, would be able to appreciate and understand it. Luthei's
object was altogether different. His purpose was to give God's
Word to his own dear German people, great and small, educated
and uneducated, in their own language—a language that they

I'ould understand. Every thing depended upon the true mean-
*''g. Thus his chief task was to express it as clearly and Intel,

"n'hly as possible—the imitation of " methods of expression
Muist always yield to this. The practical and popular design of
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Lutlier's translation restrained hira from adopting Hebrew ami

Greek constructions even when the German would allow it.

He knew well how to avoid every thing that might be forei:,ni

to th^ clearness and sirai)licity of speech used and understood

by the common people. It is well known that he declared to

Spalatin that he could not use words in vogue at castles and

courts (" Hof-uud Schlossworter") ; and how he wrote to Linck :

" One must ask how does the mother speak at home, the chil-

dren in th^ street, and the common people in the market, and

translate accordingly ; then they will understand it, and find

that one speaks German with them." Again, he believed that

" He who would speak German must not ado])t Hebrew modes
of expression, but see to it, if he understands the Hebrew, that

then he should grasp the sense and afterward ask, How would

a German express himself in this case ? If he has found ap-

propriate German words for conveying the idea, let the He-
brew words take care of themselves, and let him give freely

the best translation possible." Conformably to this principle,

he often set aside figin-es and tropes which were entirely too

foreign to the German imagination. He replaced Hebrew
and Greek expression, and sometimes, in the book of Proverbs

and Jesus Siracli, entire proverbs with the more usual German
ones ; and where conciseness had rendered the text obscure

and unintelligible, he employed circundocution. In short, he

every-wherc made full allowance for the style of the German
popular language and for the intelligence of the commou
people. In his later editions he takes a greater liberty in

rrLcthods of statement, though fully conscious of having done

so to some extent from the beginning. This is eminently true

of the Psalter, a book upon which he had devoted tlie greatest

care. Here by far the greatest number of the later changes

aim not so mucli at a more literal translation as at rendering

the text more intelligible and in better German, as Luther ex-

plains in his epilogue to the Psalter of 1531. He says that

his former edition was nearer the Hebrew and farther from

the German, but the new one is nearer tlie German and far-

ther from tlie Hebrew.* In a few instances, and only a very

few, Luther has gone too far in his efforts to tnake a thor-

oughly German Bible ; as for the rest, we nnist agree with

* Compare Schott, p. 67. llopf, p. 117, f.
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(uK-tlic,* tliat this was the very thing which destined it to become

ilie Uible of the people. None of ns would exchange those

free translations, where, after all, the real meaning is correctly

expressed, Avith such as in their phraseology are much better

imitations of the original text. Nor vrould any one, relying

upon Luther's former translation of Psalm xxxiii, 4, write with

Von Meyer and Stier, " His words are pure truth," instead of

*' Whatsoever He promises that will he certainly keep." Nor

even in Psalm Ixiii, 6, " Tlien would my soul become satisfied

as if it were with fatness and oil [Feisten], and my mouth

would praise with joyful lips," instead of " That would be the

j\>v and delight of my heart, when I should praise thee with a

joyful mouth." Nor of Psahn Ixiii, 7, '-When I remember

thee upon my couch, so I think of thee for whole night-

wati-hcs," instead of " When I lay myself to bed, I think of

thee ; wlieu I awake, I speak of tliee." Compare also the fol-

lowing (Psalm Ixxiii, 25, 26) :
" Whom have I in heaven \ and

upon earth nothing pleases me when I am with thee. My
tlesli and my heart waste away. God is the safety of ray heart

and my portion forever," with a later translation : "Provided

1 have tliee I do not ask for heaven and earth ; and although

my body and soul waste away, yet thou art always God, the

eomfort of my heart and my portion."

It would be a great mistake to think that Luther made no

effort to copy after the modes of expression or construction of

the original. It is exactly here he shows his great skill ; for

lie succeeded marvelously in doing this and at the same time in

writing good German. This is especially true of some expres-

sions and phrases (Iledewendungen). Whenever a word, a term,

or a ligure suffices for the full expression of the meaning of the

rt'ligious feeling, or frame of mind, or the various character

• " Tliat tliis excellent man (Luther) handed down a work composed in the

tnoKt (lilltTent styles, and gave us a poetical, historical, commandinij;, didactic

l"iie in (iiir mother tongue, as if all were cast in one mold, has done more to ad-

v*iiCo friiirion than if ho had attempted to imitate in detail tlie peculiarities of

tho ori;^inal. In vain has been the subsequent endeavor to make Job, the

I'Kalai;., iind other lyrical books, capable of aftordhi^' enjoyment in tiieir poetical

?''<nn. For the niultitudc upon whom the cfTect is to be produced a pl;uu transla-

ti'Jn n!w;iy3 remains the best. Tlio^e critical translations wliich vie with the

oH^jinai really only seem to amuse the learned among ourselves.'"— Godhe's

'i'-tiobiojraphy, part iii, book xL
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and circumstances of the inner life, tlien Lutlier adheres to

the word. For he could not allow that even a particle of tlie

meaning of the divine word should be lost. In a circuhir let-

ter to Liuck he says :
" Yet, on the otlier' hand, I have not

allowed the letters to go too freely, but I, as well as my assist-

ants, have always been very careful to retain even the very

letter wherever that appeared of any consequence, and I

should have preferred to let the German suffer, than to depart

from the word." And in his treatise upon the canses of the

translation, he says :
" Sometimes we ti'anslated absolutely

literal, although we might have done differently and better,

because it was important to give the exact words." He cites

as instances: Jolm vi, 27, "Him hath God the Father 5(SaZ(?J,"

where designed ov purjyosed would have been better; also Psa.

Ixviii, 19, " Thou hast captured the captivity," where " Thou
hast redeemed the captives or prisoners," although better

German, yet does not express the fine ricli sense of the Hebrew.

He also incidentally justifies other expressions literally trans-

lated !
'^ He further says :

" We had to retain such words on

doctrinal grounds and for the relief of our conscience, and we
had to familiarize ourselves with them, and thus give place to

the Hebrew wherever it does better than the German can

possibly do." In the Psalter, where he has translated most

freely, he boasts that he has weighed every word with the

greatest care (auf der Goldwage gehalten), and then with the

utmost diligence and faithfulness has translated it into German.

Thus through Luther quite a number of Hebrew expressions

have been introduced into the general, and still more into the

ecclesiastical, language of Germany. Not only in isolated pas-

sages, where the sense demanded, did he conform to the

original, but he also fully apprehended the work before him,

and conformably to tlie prescribed object often imitated in a

masterly way the mode of statement in the original. The

richness of his religious experience, his keen perceptive faculty,

his readiness to understand whatever moves the human heart,

his clear sense of every tiling great, beautiful, and holy, his

natural eloquence, liis acquired mastery over the German lan-

guage, his high practical endowment, qualified him to reproduce

the varied shades of meaning and the peculiar cast of biblical

* Compare Hopf., p. 255.
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l.iii"uafe ia a fine, lucid, and often unexcelled manner. In a

tr.iin of ever-recurring changes, liis language wonderfully con-

forms to the mode of statement as well as to the sense of the

i.ri"iual. Now in the even tone of the narrator, or the more

tiuift language of instruction ; now in that of emotion, alive

with lire, or soaring aloft in the realm of poetry; now in

hrief, pithy, and terse sentences ; and again with an easy, grace-

ful fullness of diction. Take, for example, the lamentation of

D.ivid for Jonathan, 2 Sam. i, what a fervent and touching

expression of feeling do we find there ! Take again tlie an-

nouncement of Jehovah's judgment day, Isa. ii, how shrill and

piercing the words ! How fully expressed is the anguish of

rliat heart crying to God from the depth of sin, and how great

the joy of him who hath found pardon ! How full of conso-

lation and assurance to the heart such words of mercy as:

"Although a woman, might forget her little child, yet I shall

never forget thee ! " And how happily has he rendered the

l)eauti£ul language of the book of Job ! Take, for example, the

magniticent description of the battle-horse. It was indeed a

well-deserved praise of Duke George of Anhalt, when he

boasted that in Luther's Bible, "even David and the holy

prophets spoke German as distinctly and intelligently as if

they had been accustomed to it from the cradle up."

I nuist forego the pleasure of speaking at greater length of

iLc simplicity and naturalness, of the power and animation, the

richness and dignified beauty of diction in Luther's Bible ; of

the rhythm and euphony of its language, as well as of the

constant care with which he continued to improve it in all

particulars. Whoever would like to investigate this point

more at length can do so by reading Ilopf, pp. 203-293. Those

who are well read in Luther's other writings will certainly ad-

mire the tact with which he avoided harsh terms in his transla-

tion of the Bible, yet even here he always calls every thing by
itd right name. One cannot help noticing the more retined

language in the later editions.* Much could be said of the

free thought and critical sense which he manifested, both in

the arrangement of the New Testament Scripturesf and in

* Compare the fonowin<T passages in the first and laler editions : Luke iiiv,

*<. 15; John i, 15 ; xi, 43; zii, 4-1, etc.

t Luther was inclined to accept as Pauline, " The letter to tlie Laodiceana ;"
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expunging of unauthentic passages, and sometimes also in tlu;

correction of textual errors according to his own conjecture.

The same is true of tlie Old Testament and xVpocrypha.*

Only a few more words concerning that wliich fitted Lutlior

above all others to be a translator of the Bible for tlie Germans,

and renders his Bible a jewel which cannot be replaced. Says

he, " In order to translate well, one umst have a very pious,

faithful, diligent, fearful, Christian, instructed, experienced,

and skillful heart."—(ilerz.) What above all other things

made him a master as Bible translator, was the fact that, he

more than all others was a hero of faith and of prayer, used

to temptation and to victory in the hour of trial, living, as it

were, in God's word. He was accustomed daily to find spiritual

food in the Holy Bible, consolation in his troubles, counsel in

the time of doubt, strength and courage in all his troubles.

Almost every day, as Melanchthon testifies, he used to spend a

portion of time in reciting psalms, and with them intermingle,

with groaning and weeping, his own petitions as well as inter-

cession for the universal Christian Church. He regarded the

Bible, not as something that had been spoken in past ages, but

as the living word of God spoken particularly to him and his

contemporaries. Thus he reproduced out of his own heart,

having as it were the tone and impress of holy life. The deep

effect produced in liis owu (inner) life is every-where reflected

in his translation. Though, as already mentioned, he knew

well how to distinguish between translation and exposition or

application, nevertheless throughout his translation he was al-

ways intent upon bringing the lasting, practical application as

near as possible to the reader. He often, for example, changed

the past tense into the present, applying as it were God's deal-

ing with his ancient people to himself. Without doubt, the

extraordinary success which his Bible had as soon as it

appeared, and the impression which his translation, more than

any other up to this day, has made upon every susceptible

nature, must be attributed chiefly to the fact of its being the

although the ancient Chnrcli had rejected it, it was recooriizcd by Gregory tlio

Great, and often in MSS. of the ifiiklle Ages it was found; also, iu tho Bible of

Worms, 1529, that of Strasbiirg, 15?>0, and in some others.

• He was a'so inclined to recognize the Third and Fourth Books of Ezra and

tho Third of Maccabees.
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fruit of faitli and prayer ; viewing it in this light we see how

rx-iv it is for us, as it was for Luther's contemporaries, to

anj)ropnatc tlie written word.

Hut, certainly—and this should not be concealed—this great

cxwllence of Luther's Bible has its reverse side. The impress

of Luther's personality, and of the time wlien it originated, is

^f.1nlpcd upon it in no small degree.

Let us notice a few things. If Luther did seek to obviate

ftuiio false applications of the word, which were common in

hi.s time, it was simply to avoid expressions found in the old

(icrman translations, and which were used in justification of

e<*clesiastical abuses of the time and many pretensions of the

clergy. For instance, to the great chagrin of his papal antago-

nists, he changed in the Xew Testament the word priest, de-

rived from ~peai3vr£poc, into elder ; again, the regere eccUsiam

«'f the Vulgate, and " die Kirche res-reren " of the old German
Hihle into the more literal "die Gemeineweiden." The word

Kirche (church), though often used in a good sense, yet owing

tu the idea which the people connected with it, he always re-

placed in the Xew Testament with Gemeinde (community or

congregation), and in the Old Testament used it only when
referring to heathen temples, or the irregular sanctuaries of the

Israelites. Xeither was he sparing of various polemical allu-

sions which forced themselves upon him. It is not difiicult to

^"eo what he is aiming at when he uses the word "Pfaffen" for

heathen priests and soothsayers, when he makes the following

rubric read: '' Neither shall he make baldness upon his head"
(I/ev. xxi, 5) ; or when we read a description of the idolatrous

priests in Barnch vi, 30 : " And the priests sit in their temples

iu full copes, their beards shorn, and their heads shaved; then

tlioy sit with nothing upon their heads. They roar and cry
Ik- fore their cods."

1 he great intellectual and religious struggle of the Reforma-
tion against papal errors and superstitions exerted a more gen-

tT.il intluence upon the Bible of Luther than any one of the

''lings above mentioned. One feels while reading the Psalms,

'••[H-'cially the prayers against enemies and persecutors, that he
»•* carried into the very strugi2:le, occupying the same ground
•'^•^ our great and heroic leader, pouring out his soul before

(jod. "Thou wilt never agree with the iniquitous throne,
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which interprets the law wickedly " (Psa. xciv, 20), as well ai?

many other such passages in the Psalms, as they open before

ijs the hearts of the saints nnder the old dispensation, show also

more clearly, if possible, where the heart of our German hero,

full of faith, fled for refuge in danger and trouble of all kinds.

Luther very often—no less than eleven times in the Psalms—

when the original text refers to vain or deceitful language, to

false doctrine or false teachers, uses the word " Ze^ren " (to

teach) instead of " reden " (speak) * The cardinal evangelical

doctrine, the sola fide, which the Keformation was to bring to

light again, found a permanent place throughout the Bible of

Luther. He often finds reason against placing any value upon

external, devotional works; the inventions of men, and especially

justification by works; and likewise reasons for justification by

faith, and salvation through grace, not only in passages where

they really exist, but also, as Emser upbraids him, often in places

where the original has no reference to one or the other. The

words, " to preach, preacher, and sermon," favorite expressions

of Luther, and so often employed by him, show very clearly

what value he attached to the sermon, which he considered the

most important part of the service. Emser and Wicel re-

proached him repeatedly for that ; but their reproach could

not lead him astray, and he even changed his original transla-

tion, "to call upon the name of the Lord" (Gen. iv, 26), and

many like passages, into "to preach of the name of the Lord."

The Catholics, in course of time, became more reconciled to

the expression, and were convinced that Luther's translation

of Isa. xl, 6: "A voice says preach, and he spoke, AYhat shall

I preach?" is better than that of Eck, reproduced from the

Vulgate : " The voice of the one speaking exclaimed, "What

shalF I exclaim?" Thus we now find "preach" and "to

preach" adopted by the Catholic translators.

Should one try to lay aside this element of Luther's indi-

viduality and personality, and those things flavoring of the age

in which he lived ? I reply, in places this would be advisable,

especially where these are a hinderance to the correct under-

standing of the connection or introduce matters entirely too

foreign into tlic text. Generally, however, these must be

regarded as characteristics rather than deficiencies of the Luther

* See Schrocder's Psalmen, iu revidiertcra Text. Halle, 1876.
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Uil'le. They often serve to reproduce the real power and life

of the original word into tlie translation. In the Psalms, for

example, many prayers, expressions of sorrow or of faith, have

an historical basis, namely, the condition of the psalmists as

coin})ared with that of their enemies. These are of practical

value only when the application is brought home to the Ger-

man people, and when these things are spiritualized and referred

to the arch-enemies of genuine religion and true Christianity

in our day ; that is, to popish superstition and frivolous skep-

ticism, as long as we have the Romish Church, with its justifi-

cation by works, to contend with on the one hand, and unbelief

and religious indifference on the other. The fact that Luther's

IJible gives us this indirect testimony of God's word against

them in a clearer light must be regarded as a perpetual excel-

lence, as it still gives the German people the sword of tlie

Hpirit, well prepared for the fight against their arch-enemies.

'J'lic impress of Luther's age and personality is most intimately

connected with the chief excellency of his Bible, namely, the

fact that in it the word of God is reproduced, full of life, in

the spirit of faith and prayer ; and the measure of that, by
whicli, in consequence of this reproduction, the imperishable

and life-giving energy of the divine word is brought to the

Imnmn heart is so overwhelming, as to make it impossible for

the above spoken peculiarities ever to reduce it into the signifi-

cance of a great monument to a past ecclesiastical develop-

ment. Let us, then, regard Luther's translation as that

through which the mercy of God has given the word of life

f'.)r all time to the German people ; and with Prince George of

Anhalt say, that it is "by special grace and gift of the Holy
Ghost," or with Marheinicke, that it was "not brought forth

without the living energy of the very same divine Spirit which
pervaded its original manuscript."

Of course, Luther's Bible can never obtain the same signifi-

c.iuce in our Church as the Yulgate has in the Catholic. The
accusation of the Papists, that it is regarded by the Lutheran

Church as the authentic text, has been refuted most energet-

ically from the beginning, and emphasis has been laid upon
the duty as well as the privilege of falling back upon the orig-

inal text. It certainly needs no false glory. Its immeasurable
and blessed importance for the religious and ecclesiastical life
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has been fully ascertained, down tlic centuries, from tlic days

when it tirst satisfied the Lunger of the German people for the

Gospel, and, as Cocliliius laments, it made even cobblers and

i«:norant women defenders of the evano^elical truth a£rain.?t

priests and monks, yes, against masters and doctors. It is well

known that De AVette, in his private and family devotions, used

Luther's translation and not his own. Other modern theolo

gians have given substantial testimony of their high appreciation

of this translation, and their preference of it to all others. AVe

ought to give special prominence to another point. Luther's

Bible, in a great measure, may be regarded as a bond uniting

the Protestant Churches of Germany, and from time to time of

other countries also. Wherever Luther's teachings went, they

were followed by his Bible ; and where its language was not

understood it was translated into the dialect or tongue of the

country. Thus, even during Luther's life time, it was rendered

not only into Plattdeutsch, but also into Danish, Swedish,

Dutch, and Icelandic.

It is also of much interest to know that its circulation in the

Reformed Churches is continually growing. Luther's Bible,

from the beginning, was used not only in the German Reformed

Church and in Bale, but also that the principal part of the Zu-

rich Bible was nothing more than a translation of Luther's,

with few changes, into the Swiss dialect: the prophetic and

poetical books of the Old Testament and also the Apocrypha

were, however, the independent work of the Zurich " Predi-

kanten." But this Zurich version was exclusively used only in

a very few cantons, which were dependent upon Zurich ; in

most of them Luther's Bible was used along with this ; while

in quite a number it was used to the exclusion of the Zurich

Bible. The circulation of the Zurich Bible so often and, as

one must recognize, so carefully revised, continued to decrease

as time rolled on ; while the unrevised Bible of Luther continu-

ally gained in favor. This is a fact which demands the most

earnest consideration of all those who are over-zealous for Bible

revisions. Again, the effort of some to make the literal trans-

lation of Piscator of Ilcrborn the official Bible of the Bernese

Church had only temporary success, for it was soon entirely

displaced by that of Luther.

Just as the rupture between the Lutheran and Peformed
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Churt'lics coulJ not prevent tlie circulation of Luther's Bible in

titu latter, even so impossible it was for tlie Catholic Church to

:ivoitJ its intlucnce. Not only the Protestants, hut the Catholics

.j« iCr'U, have I'easoiis to he grateful for Luther as Bihle trans-

i,it,>r. It is known that the Xew Testament of the "very

!*-arne(l" (hochgelehrten) Emser, which Duke George of Saxony

julnMliiced into his country instead of Luther's heretical Testa-

HH'iit, was, aside from few changes based upon the Vulgate,

t»t»tliing more than a reproduction of Luther's translation. Jus-

tioe requires us to remark, that Emser, in his Conclusion, does

ih.t attempt to conceal the fact of having used Luther's Testa-

iiicnt, at the same time he is very careful not to mention Lu-

tiier's name, speaking only of the " New Translation." Luther,

iiuwever, had good reasons for saying :
" This is indeed enough

for me, and I am glad that my work, as Saint Paul also boasts,

u helped on even by my enemies, and that Luther's book with-

out Luther's name is read as the work of his enemies. What
lK;tter vengeance could I have T' Eck's translation is certainly

by far a more independent work, though the German is

\vretchcd. It is a servile literal translation, hke the pre-Luther-

an German P)il)le, and very closely adhering to the Yulgate.

Vet in spite of all that, there are many sections in Eck's trans-

l:ition which, with trifling changes, were evidently reproduced

fr.im Luther's. The later Catholic translations of Allioli, Ess,

l.irk, and others have followed Luther, even in many places

where he differed from the Vulgate. They have even set aside

H»me references to regulations of the Catholic Church, for ex-

ample, the reference to the confession in Psa. c, -i, and, further,

tia-y have accepted Luther's text in several passages that had

V".-n most severely criticized by Wieel and Eck." Thus the

'i/'j^roved Catholic translations of the Bible now in use are to a

Very great degree dependent upon Luther's, though the source

«'f tliesc corrections has been concealed most carefully.

M'lien we consider the national significance of Luther's

I'il>Ie, the obligation of our Catholic people to be thankful for

l.uther as Bible-translator becomes more and more apparent,

lliis is very clearly seen and easily established when reviewed

»!» i*elation to the German language. Luther, as is well known,
lias been recognized by our greatest philologists as the real

* 1 Hopf, pp. U5-172.
25-—FiFTU SEHIES, VOL. I.
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creator of the Xew High German written language. True,

our language, from the time of Ulfilas's great masterwork, ]i:ul

become more and more adapted as a medium for the expression

of biblical truth.* But in Luther's time it had fallen entirely

into disuse. The formation of words had become clumsy and

harsh, forms were rendered discordant by the great numljer of

consonants, foreign constructions had crept in, and thus the

construction had become awkward and unwieldy, and, indeed,

unintellio-ible. And how could it be otherwise, since Latin was

the language of the Church, as well as of the educated gener-

ally? The German language, owing to this mechanical de-

pendence of our people upon the Latin, and at the same time,

of their barbarous ignorance of its real nature, had become

very corrupt, and most of all in the literature of the German

Church. Intelligent men saw the danger, and above all others,

Luther himself. After having finished the translation of the

five Books of Moses, he said :
'^ I see now that I have not yet

learned my native German language up to this time. I have

neither read a book nor even a letter in which correct German

was found. No one tries to speak German correctly." Johanu

Agricola makes a similar complaint :
" jSTobody, or at any rate

very few, can speak German.'' Besides, in the time of Luther,

there was a marked difference in dialects ; thus German people

separated by short distances could not understand the language

of one another. The emperors from the 14th century, espe-

cially Charles IV. (132T-7S), Frederick III. (1440-93), and

Maximilian I. (1403-1519), had, indeed, commenced the forma-

tion of one united German language for the empire. This

language had been accepted by many courts, free cities, courts

of justice, and universities, and especially by the electors of

Saxony. This, and not the Misnian dialect—as is often erro-

neously believed—was the one which Luther made the basis

for the language of his Bible. He did this in order that l>oth

Upper and Lower Germany might understand it. This could

only serve as a basis, because it could furnish only a relatively

small supply of words and expressions for the Bible of the Ger-

man people. The superstructure was created by Luther. lie

gathered the material in a most careful manner, partly from

German books (of which up to the year 1520 more than a

* Comp. Hopf, p. 2 ff.
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tliuusaml liad been printed) and partly from tlie lips of the peo-

I.!,.. With his line philological taste, he formed from such ma-

t.-rial a more correct and euphonious language ; and though no

frit'Jid of new forms, yet he himself has enriched our language

with many expressions -svliich are happily formed and full of

moaning. xVs a Eible translator, he was the pioneer in sim-

iilifviug the construction of sentences. This recasting of the

(forman language cost him immense trouble and hard work.

We loarn, from his own words, that he and his assistants often

i-\K-\\i two, three, and four weeks trying to find an expression

for ti-anslating a single word, and sometimes then did not suc-

OL-c<l. lie also complains of how tlie prophets—Isaiah, for

j-tance—had stubbornly striven against speaking in the clumsy

(ierinan tongue. Neither did he succeed in accomplishing

every thing at first. So he was untiring in his efforts to im-

prove the German in his later editions.*

His carefulness did not cease with construction and selection

of more appropriate expression, but extended even to orthogra-

j)hy. His first editions of the Xew Testament still show a very

irregular orthography, rendered quite ungainly by the overabun-

dance of consonants. Perhaps some of these mistakes may be

fct to the account of the type-setters and proof-readers. Lutlier,

li-nvever, after 1530, constantly supplied the orthography, and

rendered it more uniform and regular f And how well has he

f-ncceeded in his translation of the Bible to bring the German
langnage in all its beauty and richness to a degree of develop-

ment which ma}^ be regarded as a model! His great care in

the correct use of German, and purity of language, is more ap-

parent in his Bible than in any of his other works. One can

easily comprehend why his contemporary and admirer, Erasmus

.\l!)er, calls him ''a genuine German Cicero,'" and "boasts that

fi"<»ni the beginning of the world no man has ever spoken or

\vrittcn German better than Lutlier." X The fact that the first

popish critics of his translation speak of " Luther's German,"

f^ives a conclusive proof of his creative powers in the realm of

language. They not only recognized his German as " eloquent

antl euphonious," but also showed their appreciation in a more

l>alpable way, inasmuch as tliey have continued to appropriate

* Comp. Hopf, p. 112. f Hid., 315, ff.

X Comp. W. Grimm, " Kurzgefassto Geschichte," u. s. w., § 305.
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it more and more. In 1530 Lutlier could write :
" It is not

diiScult to see that they learn to speak and write German

from mj translation; thus they steal my language also, of

which they used to be so igtiorant; they do not thank me for

it, but on the other hand prefer to nse it against me. I do

not begrudge them, for I am pacified when I reflect that I

have taught even my ungrateful pupils, even my enemies, to

speak German." It is also known that J. Grimm designates the

New High German as " the Protestant Dialect," whose free-

dora-breathing nature, long ago, overpowered the poets and

writers of the Catholic, though they were not cognizant of

it. As time went on this Protestant dialect, the language of

Luther, went out in an ever-widening circle, subduing the dif-

ferent German dialects; at first Upper Germany, where the

dialectic declensions of few words and forms soon became

unnecessary ; then in Lower Germany, for which the last Platt-

deutsch Bible was printed in 1621 ; and finally in Switzerland,

where the Zurich Bible was changed into German in 1G07.

True, many different factors have contributed to the develop-

ment and ever growing diffusion of the New High German

;

but beyond controversy, Luther's Bible was by far the most

important factor in civins- one Ian2;ua2:e to all the German

tribes.* No other book has exerted as great an influence upon

the further development of the written High German huiguage

as Luther's Bible, whose language served as a model to many

of our best authors.f It served to purify it from many foreign

words which had been introduced during the 16th and ITth

centuries, and to rejuvenize it during the period of our German

classical writers. And even to-day Luther's Bible serves in vari-

ous ways to suggest corrections in language and orthography.

Besides, Luther's Bible, above all other books, continues to exert

an ennobling influence upon the language of the common people

of Germany. Says Eadlof ::j: "Wherever Luther's Bible was

or is read, the language of tlie lower classes is every-where

more intelligible, accurate, and noble."

« Comp. Th. Mundt ia Hopf, p. 305, f Comp. Ropf, p. 226, f. % Ibid., p. 232.
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Art. v.—:METH0DIST CHURCH POLITY.

MhTiioDiST polity, in some of its features, is common to all

divisions of the general body, but this paper treats especially

of that of the Methodist Episcopal Church. It is the further

purpose of this paper to mention only salient points, with brief

.md practical elucidation, rather than to present an extended

hi.-turical review or philosophical analysis and criticism.

The word polity, from the Greek "noAneia, in its application

U> nations or states, stands for civil government. In its appli-

cation to Churches, it denotes their principles and practices of

govornment in theory and administration.

^lethodism, doctrinally (of the Wesleyan type), and that

which in this country is most largely represented and most

RuccessfuUy propagated by its episcopal branches, has been the

Kline from the beginning. From the organization of our socie-

ties, in accordance with Mr. Wesley's methods, the standards

of faith, the things accounted fundamental and immutable in

Christian belief, withoiat which no organization can claim to

1)0 part of the Holy Catholic Church, as well as the things

^\hich all along have given to Methodist preaching and teach-

ing a recognized distinctiveness, have not changed. The dog-

matic faith of the fathers is the faith of the^Church to-day.

Xo new doctrines have been introduced, nor have any of the

old been abandoned or essentially modified. And the Church
Jfi C'llectually protected for all time to come against doctrinal

novelties by the first restrictive rule of its constitution.

13ut the case is quite different with our polity. That has
iK-cn a growth, its expansion proceeding gradually with our

uenoininational progress, and, as we believe, under providen-
tjul supervision. As in England, so in America, Mr. Wesley's
word was originally law. Whatever government there was
fame from him; it is hardly too much to say he maintained
for Some years an autocratic headship. The rules that were
the law for the early Societies he gave and directed to be en-

f(>rced. These were few and simple, chiefly confined to meth-
^\^ for securing moral discipline among the members, and for

promoting the M'ork of religion among the neglected populations
to which his preachers were sent. And yet, almost from the
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start, tliey embodied in principle and in inclioate experimental

form not a few of the vital features of the later expanded an 1

compacted polity of Methodism, The class-meeting, with its

financial feature, something from every body for the work of

•God; the Leaders and Stewards' Meeting; a superintending

head and chief authority in the direction of the affairs of the

Church ; well-defined responsibility on the part of all church

officers ; the concentration of all church agencies through a liv-

ing connectionalism upon one great end, missionary aggressive-

ness; the itinerancy—all these, and more that might be named,

had at least rudimental existence in the rules of Mr. "Wesley,

and in his own administration of them among the people called

Methodists.

Writing for Methodist readers, such general acquaintance

with our polity may be assumed as to render unnecessary here

more than a merely summarized statement. It can be no less

a reproach to a church member to be without a general knowl-

edge of his ecclesiastical government than to a citizen to be

ignorant of the political government under which he lives.

The composition and prerogatives of Quarterly, Annual, and

General Conferences ; the duties of those who represent the

several grades of office in the Church, from the chief pastors

down through the list, and how they are made officers ; the

nature of our episcopacy, what sort it is as to ministerial rank,

official privileges, and administrative powers ; the itinei-aucy,

its bearing upon the ministry and laity as to mutual relinquish-

ment of original rights and privileges, and its regulated opera-

tion ; the judicial system of our economy, by which churchly

order is conserved and purity of doctrine and of life is pro-

tected ; the plans by which the various benevolences of the

Church are maintained and prosecuted ; tlie legislation con-

cerning finance, or " for raising supplies for the propagation

of the Gospel;" the obligations involved in membership

among us as they relate to private and public behavior, and to

the diligent use of established Christian ordinances or the

means of grace—all these, which are inherent in our polity,

and whatever else belongs to it, are set forth clearly and

fully in our Book of Discipline. The Methodist who has not

a fair understanding of them through careful study of that

manual is unworthy of the place he has in the Church, and is
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.ilviualitied for meeting the grave responsibilities he has freely

»MitlllU'<i

l)i.-j>oiising with further allusion to particulars in our polity,

if we survcy"it in its %vholeness, the following marked features

ami facts appear

:

1. \i^ development through the years, from the fewest and

^iiiiplest provisions to the comprehensive summary presented

ill the liitest edition of our Discipline.

Some idea of this development may be obtained by remem-

U-riui,' that at the beginning of our history, prior to 17S4, a

few iKii^^es of the Conference Minutes contained the " Rules and

K.'L'uirtions" for the Societies, and that the first published

I)i>cii)line, in 17S4, which includes a good deal of matter that

(lues not come under the head of polity, is reproduced entire

on lifty-six pages of Emory's "History of the Discipline."

At present a volume of over four hundred pages is largely

Uikcn up with the elaboration of our polity.

Two inferences may be drawn from this historical fact in

our ccclesiasticism :

First, it was the faith of the fathers, as it is ours—a faith

resting upon the impregnable testimony of Christian history

covering eighteen centuries, as well as upon Scripture—that

no finished or invariable form of church government is im-

posed in tlie Xew Testament ; that the most that can be found

lliere are comprehensive, guiding principles, whose applica-

tion is consistent with a large degree of freedom. Or, as Dr.

iJaiigs has put it, restating the conclusion of Stillinglleet in

his "Irenicum," that "the determining of the form of govern-

ment is a matter of hberty in the Cliurch,"—" no specific form

of churcli government is prescribed in Scripture, and there-

fore it is left to the discretion of each Church to regulate these

matters as the exigencies of time, place, and circumstances

tiiail dictate to be most expedient and likely to accomplish the

gn.-utest amount of good, always avoiding any and every thing

whicli God has prohibited." Thus holding that the economic

arningements of the Church may be modified from time to

time as circumstances require, in order to the largest and best

results—the limitations of the ISTew Testament always being

ri'garded—Methodism from the first has not hesitated to

change its methods, by excision, addition, or otherwise, for the
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Eake of greater efficiency in fulfilling its appointed mission.

It recognizes no obligation to retain what lias been simply bo-

cause it lias been, when something else promises earlier and

richer fruit. When ruts become obstructions to success, it is

not restrained by an idolatrous reverence for antiquity from

abandoning them for even untraveled patlis, if these surely

point to it. xVnd as it has dealt with its polity in the past, so

it will continue to do, being careful, as hitlierto, to pay due re-

spect to tliose unalterable and inviolable directive principles

"whicli the JS^ew Testament lays down.

A second inference is, that we have always trusted to provi-

dential guidance in constructing and reconstructing our polity,

and the results prove that we have not trusted in vain. " Lo

!

I am with you alway," has been relied on and appealed to as

an abiding promise of the Lord to his Church. Kot a measure

has been incorporated into its economy, it may be affirmed,

without humble prayer for the Spirit's help, and the firm con-

viction of approval on high. Southey says Mr. Wesley " be-

lieved" that "God would always provide means for his own

ends." So his sons and successors have steadfastly believed.

It would be assuming too much to say tliat mistakes have

never been made in our economical legislation, that the

best thing has always been done, or that at any period we

have had a perfect system. But this much is claimed, on

the basis of indubitable Scripture authority and of the histor-

ical development of the Church through the centuries, that

divine guidance is promised to the Church when it is true to

its Lord and to the mission he gives it ; that while it may not

pretend to infallibility in any of its measures, except those

primarily and permanently fixed by Christ liimsclf, it may,

when fully consecrated and trustful and ])rayerful and earnest,

within the sphere of liberty allowed it, connect its conclusions

as to both spiritual and temporal administration with the en-

lightening Spirit and leading providence of God. Holding

such belief—looking out for the hand of God in all human

affairs and discerning it as it opened doors and invested every

opportunity with responsibility, clinging to the abiding pres-

ence and revealing function of the Holy Gliost in tlic Churcli,

willing to follow where providence and the Spirit manifestly

led and called, Methodism has built up its polity. And as it
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ftiul tlic world have beheld the unparalleled results attending

iu operation, its confession has always been, " This is the Lord's

•l.iiii^'; it is marvelous in our eyes."

Wiiilo it retains its place among the evangelical forces of

(Miri.-tondom, Methodism will doubtless be called from time to

ti'MC, as it has been, to modify its polity at various points. It

\i not likely, however, to lose its identity, nor to change its

^rt'at, underlying principles, the forces that give it uniqueness

and compactness and effectiveness in work, especially its itiner-

nncv and general superintendency. But since the world will

not stand still, ]\[ethodism cannot. New environments will

rail for new appliances, or the reconstruction of old ones.

Much of the old will attest that it has served its purpose. Let

none tremble with alarm at prospective or possible changes

whilo this confidence endures, that only those required by new
^^H•ial or political or moral conditions, and providentially or-

«i-Ted, will be ventured. And while the Church preserves its

fpirituality in faith and life and power, and keeps to its mis-

feiuii of spreading scriptural holiness over all lands, it may ex-

jKX't in all things to be taught and led by its omnipresent and

o.iiniputent Head. It will always be true, as Wesley believed,

that (iod will not fail to "provide means for his own ends."

Any Church that parades its polity as an immutable one, and

oii that ccround arro:rates exclusive ri^rlit to churchly titles and

prerogatives, if it does not thereby prove that it ought never
to have been, does evince from within itself that the moving,

tiruwiiig world would lose but little if it ceased to be. An in-

^ari;v!)le ecclesiasticism, while it may hold on to pomp, must
sncvitably decline in power—the power that lifts men to God
illJ purities society. The very assertion of undeviating adher-

«'fKv, in principle and practice, to an ancient polity, demon-
*'>nttt's, and all the more when the plea of infallibility is urged
Weausu of such adherence, that the organization represented
has lurfeited its credentials as a truly witnessing Church. As
4 relic of the past, remembering a dignity and usefulness that

"uce belonged to it, we may try to venerate it. As a part of the

pre^eIlt, we can only treat it as the ex])ression of sickliness and
«4--i.'l)Ienoss in spiritual life and work, not nientionable among
^be meliorating, regenerating foi'ccs of the world, whose absence
«l Would miss and mourn as nature would the liirht of its sun.
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2. Xo review of our polity can omit reference to its unittj.

!Aretliodism is not a juinble of inharmonious, clashing frair-

ments, but a solidified whole, whose essential parts are cluselv

correlated, and combined to make up a self-consistent and vigor-

ous economy. It is a remarkable fact, reflecting highest credit

upon the far-seeing sagacity and judicial wisdom of those who,

through successive quadrenniums, have shaped our polity, that

all our legislation rounds out into a unified system, unexcelled

in symmetry and in the nicely adjusted balance of its parts.

Each part, as just remarked, has relation to every other; all lit

together with admirable adaptation and reciprocal helpfulness,

while none are so insignificant or so distant as not to feel the vi-

bration when one is touched. Of course some parts of our polity

have, relatively, higher value than others. Some could not be

dropped out without disastrous consequences. The abolition of

the itinerancy or of our general superintendency, for example,

would work such a revolution in Methodism that, as we now
know it, but little else than the name would remain. For

these are foundation principles in our economy ; they are the

driving-wheels of our machinery. When they stop, all motion

is arrested; when they break down, the whole machine is pow-

erless. And yet so real is the unity of our system in its en-

tirety—so interlocked are all its parts—that it is allowable to

appropriate Paul's language, and say, " If one member suffers,

all the members suffer with it," for " the body is one." It

would be well, if some who are clamoring for extreme changes

in our polity would get a broader view and better understand-

ing of this aspect of it than they seem to have, as thereby they

might be enabled to see that their proposed improvements in-

volve, not a single change, but so many radical changes that, if

effected, we would have practically a new system throughout.

There is yet wanted proof that Providence or the times demand

it, or that it would be an imjjrovement upon what we have.

Kow this unity of polity has not come to pass by chance

or accident. It is not the outcome of guesses, or of merely

impulsive and experimental legislation. It has been steadily

aimed at ; it was designed to be. It is a necessity with us, and

has been felt to be such from the beginning. "Without it

there could never have been that consolidation and mutuality

of interests and responsibilities which we have made our work-
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i:i^ principle, and to wliicli our success is in no small measure

to Ix} referred. xS othing less would be a true expression of the

pir.imuunt idea of onr organization. Tliat idea is, and since

ir'>l- has been, an all-embracing connectionalism, consolidat-

\\\<X the individuals of the Church into one body, and concen-

trating all resources and forces for a common cause. It links

;ill the parts together by connectional ties for connectioual use.

Methodism makes little account of individualism, except

»•? it may appropriate and utilize it as an element of power

in strengthening tlie wliole and in carrying on the general

w<»rk. AVithout pressing too far the idea of the proprietor-

ship involved, it may be said of all the members of the Meth-
iHli.st Episcopal Church, its ministry included, that they belong

to the Church. They are in the C\\\\rch.for the Church, their

membership in one society or conference allying them to every

denominational plan and movement. So the separate societies

aiu] congregations helong to and are for the denomination,

liiey are parts of a whole. The conservation of the whole, and
its equipment for the largest possible effectiveness as an evan-

gelical working agency, is the supreme reason for the recogni-

tion and retention of the parts. I^o self-assertion of the parts

IS admissible that conflicts with primary and paramount obliga-

ti<jns to the whole. Congregationalism in Methodism, while

^'e keep in view the purpose and spirit with which it started,

nuist be pronounced a contradiction, by nature unfitted to

represent the distinctive principles and accomplish the mission

of which the name, Methodism, is the recognized symbol.

Ihere is much needed througliout our membership, in both
it>; ministry and laity, a more intelligent appreciation of the

strictly connectional character of our Church, and of the cor-

responding unity of its polity. Each explains the other.

They are indissoluble. As the former is appreciated and
approved, the latter is likely to be, and vice versa. If the

Church at large shall have been brought up to such apprecia-

tion during its centenary year, it will not have been celebrated
in vain.

3. Methodism looks to results.

It wa.s formed, and is fitted, to bring things to pass. Meth-
O'lisui has never made much of mere show. It lias but little

use for the millinery and tinseled ornamentation for sensuous
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effect ; tlie spoiling of worship by " a round of dramatic pan-

tomime, with. . . scenic accompaniments. . . only adapted to the

lowest stage of Imman thought,'' as if the Church were satis-

fied with itself, and asking the world to be satisfied with it,—

when fashionable society condescends to patronize it, and Avhen

its fruit is chiefly gathered from harvests whose seed it never

sowed,—it will imitate those who cleave to " beggarly elements,"

and either altogether discard the living, quickening power, or

subordinate it to the dead form. Methodism prescribes an or-

der for public worship; but that order does not conflict with

the inspired teaching that " where tlie Spirit of the Lord is,

there is liberty." It has a ritual, indeed, but such is its sim-

plicity and practicalness that it guards against abuse, and, with

its conformity to Scripture, secures uniformity and admitted

propriety in the services of the Church. Its ritual is not a

yoke, but a teacher—an inspiration.

In a word, all the methods of Methodism, in its several

departments, contemplate substantial, and generally early, re-

sults, which mark progress and growth. When there are no

results after sufficient efforts, and the failure can be traced to

the unsuitableness of the methods employed, they are quickly

displaced. Fruit is the test of value. Xothing is esteemed iis

worth having out of which something does not come. We
should be damaged by fossilized forms and ornamental append-

ages that do not signify either force or fruit.

To the work which, with divine favor, it has wrought, Meth-

odism confidently appeals for the vindication of its polity and

of its right to be. Tlie work and the polity under which it has

come to pass cannot be dissevered. They must be connected

in any intelligent, ingenuous investigation, and the one is, on

the human side, the chief solution of the other. The won-

derful achievements of Methodism are mainly due to its sin-

gular economy. Taking the test-principle, that applies to

clmrches no less than to individuals and nations, "by their

fruits ye shall know them," and applying it to ourselves, we

feel warranted in asserting that our case stands. Our vine, we

believe, produces the fruit which proves it to be of the heav-

enly Father's planting.

The work of Methodism is before the world, and it well-nigh

covers the entire earth. It is the religious phenomenon of the
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nMictcentli century. In our own country its proportions are

lar^i'st and most impressive. This country could not liave

U'fii wliut it is without it. To it, more than to any other sin-

^•If aiconcy, it is indebted for the Gospel, But all the nations

h.ivo sliarcd in the blessings that have flowed from it, Univer-

*^^ civilization owes it an immeasurable debt. There is not a

Christian denomination in America or Europe which has not

l^'t-n brought under obligations to it. Only bigotry can fail to

a«'kiiowledge this work, and only bigotry intensified by inexcus-

a!«!c stupidity can disallow the inference which the simplest

!<>;:ic rorpiires.

Wc do not claim that our polity constitutes us the Church, to

the fxehision and unchurching of others. But we do aver that,

an fur as mere polity can, it invests us with a real churchhood.
As to recognition by others, from whose polity ours differs,

wo do not beg for it, but assert our right to M, and our perfect

t-'jii.ih'ty with any and every otlier body styling itself a Church.
At no vital point has any other body the advantage of us. We
owe it to ourselves and to truth never to concede such advan-
t:i:ro on any sort of superiority. As to the Pharisaic narrow-
ii'-r.^ which refuses recognition because we prefer substance to

shadow, power to pomp, the living present to the dead past,

I'lritiial life to worn-out fables, a ministry that brings men to

< lirist anywhere without prayer-book or candles or gown to

"MO that has to hunt its legitimacy and authority amid the rub-
bish and rottenness of the papacy—we need not be concerned
''i^ymi that. "SVe give it our pity and go ahead with our work,
neither distressed nor discouraged. "If God be for us, who
'an be against us ?

"

As Methodists, while humiliation is befitting because of un-
l:»uhfuhie?s in making the most of our appliances and opportu-
intit's, we have abundant reason to be grateful for tlie past and
ji"l»c'fulforthe future. It is not presumptuous to believe that,

Jj

true to our mission, God will continue to use us in extend-
^'''Z his kingdom. A deep sense of our responsibilities as a

I

iinrcli, duly shared by all the preachers and people of Metliod-
'-"1, and a vivid realization of the fact that our perils are more
•ru:!! withm than from without, will go far both to prevent the
JMipairtuont of our system, and to bring out continuously the
^"^''itest ethciency of which it is, or may be made, capable.
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Akt. YI.— the CHRISTIA:^' life of rev. JOHN S.

INSKIP—A STUDY.

" One seldom finds, even among sincere Christians, that sym-

metry of life, that balance of character, which the promise of

the Scripture holds out to our expectation, and which makes

the life of our Lord the ideal life. Where we find great amiabil-

ity there is apt to be a want of steadfast manliness. Where great

force of character exists, wc are apt to be disappointed in the

lack of the ornaments of a meek and quiet spirit. Where great

faith has enabled a soul to step beyond the ordinary reliance of

most Christians, we are so often disappointed to find the full-

ness of a complete faith marred by the divergences of fanati-

cism, and superstition, taking the place of reliance on truth."

We find the above in a modest and little-known volume, a

kind of autobiographical memorial of a chronic bed-ridden in-

valid, in whom the suffering graces seem to have very nearly

realized the divine ideal of completeness. Its author was a

Quaker preacher, who had been in that sick chamber, and found

it to be a veritable Bethel, and was almost persuaded that he

had found the exceptional case in which the distinctive and

characteristic graces of the subject were neither marred nor

discounted by their opposing faults or infirmities. The para-

graph is introduced in this place to recognize and afiirm. an im-

portant fact among the phenom.ena of the Christian life, tluit

nearly every form of graciousness of character is liable to be-

come faulty by verging into an unwholesome or excessixe de-

velopment, so as to destroy the spiritual symmetry and mar tlic

completeness of the divine image in the soul : a consideration

well calculated to teach us humility, to mitigate our exactions

toward each other, and to induce, greater charity in our judg-

ments respecting the character and lives of professed Chris-

tians. It is also introduced to indicate the spirit in which we

desire to consider the Christian career, experimental and active,

of an eminent Chrii^tian minister.

Rev. John S. Inskip was born in Bradford, England, about

seventy years ago. Wliile he was yet a child his parents n^-

moved to this country and settled in Eastern Pennsylvania,

where their sou passed his childhood and youth, and came to
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tlif critical period when the world lay before him and his life's

c.troer nmst be entered upon. His outfit for that great enter-

j.rl:^e was neither large nor liberal. He was not learned nor

wraltliv ; but he had a sound mind in a sound body, was

irainod to habits of industry and self-reliance, and, being en-

.l.iwvd with a full share of hopefulness and buoyancy of spirit,

the outlook was to him quite the opposite of discouraging.

Hut just at this point in his history, that is, as he was nearing

inauhood, an event occurred in his experience that clianged the

tondencies of his aspirations aud gave a new direction to all

hi-; purposes, and which effectually determined the course of

Ills Hfe. His father's house was not at that time, in the higher

and better sense, a Christian home ; and yet it was not destitute

f»f religious and Christianizing influences, which also largely

j)crmcated and tempered the social community in which he

lived, and of whose spirit he became unconsciously a partaker.

At sixteen years old he was converted, and became a member of

the ^[ethodist Episcopal Church. The value of such a transi-

tion in the case of an active and self-reliant American youth,

jtist bursting forth into life's activities, with the unrestrained

freedom and large self-consciousness that one recognizes in

that class of persons, is quite beyond any comparative es-

timate. It directly and at once introduced hira to new and

iK'ttcr relationships, placed him in more wholesome and

conservative associations, and surrounded him with influences

that pointed him to a high spiritual ideal, as both possi-

ble of attainment and altogether to be desired. If he was
truly converted—which need not be doubted—the fundamental

t'lcinents of his character, the first principles of his being, the

law of his life, his will and affections, had all been brought
into new conditions. Obedience to God had taken the place of

the natural self-will ; devotion had replaced the naturally dom-
inant egoism

; and the instinctive trend of the whole moral
nature had become Godward. The course of living and the

ol'jeets to be aimed at—the 'pleasures, ambitions, and attain-

ments that had risen u]) before the youthful imagination—were
>J'»w to be cast down, and an entirely new path entered ujion,

tliiit was to be pursued from motives before unknown to him.

" e are considerins: our sul)iect as simnlv an ordinarv Christian

yuutli, born of the Spirit, and honestly endeavoring to fulfill
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his baptismal vows, " to renounce tlie devil and all his works,

tlie vain pomp and glory of the world, witli all covetous desires

of the same, and the carnal desires of the flesh, so as not to fol-

low or be led by them ;
•' and the after life, which we are now

to consider, answers to and proves that he was such in his ex-

perience and in his conduct.

It is also agreeable to the known facts of the case to assume

that his conversion was the great and commanding event of his

history, because his whole after life was fashioned by it ; that tliis

was something real^ a spiritual regeneratiou that raised him to

a higher plane of being, with better aspirations and a broader

and clearer spiritual vision. It would be vain to conjecture

what he would have been without that great change
; but what-

ever he became—all that we contemplate in his life and char-

acter as seen in his history, or that we cherish as worthy to be

remembered respecting him—depended upon, and in some

measure grew out of, that great event. Instead of continuing

in his natural estate of unspiritual carnality, he had been

brought to know his Maker as a sin-pardoning God, and to

accept his high calling to serve and please God in newness of

life. And although we might suspect that his later life was

not entirely free from doubts and fears, and perhaps occasional

and partial backslidings, yet the better impulses prevailed in

the sequel, and the Christian life triumphed.

Then there came another crisis in his experience, when he

seemed to hear the voice of the Spirit speaking to his deepest

religious consciousness and saying, " The Lord hath need of

thee," and so calling him, with a specifical designation, to the

ministry of the Gospel. It was an original Methodist doctrine

—it may be devoutly hoped that it will never become anti-

quated, and the more so because the more spiritual of other

denominations are beginning to recognize it—that the call i<^

the ministry is direct and specific, the voice of the Spirit com-

ing directly to the spiritual consciousness of the child of God
;

and, accordingly, there must be,' in the history of every one

whom the Head of the Church chooses for the special service

of the ministry, a time when the soul seems to hear the *' still

small voice" of the Spirit intimating "the Master has come

and calleth for thee." To this the first response is not unfre-

quently a decided protest of unwillingness—pleading uutltness
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atui inability, like Ptoses, or rising up in open rebellion, like

Joii.ih. To the devout the work may appear too great and too

Ktrroii, and in not a few cases tlie flesh will suggest that the

Mcritice is more than should be required. As in the soul's con-

vt-n-iun there is in every case a conflict and a conquest, so, in

t!ie call to the ministry, the trembling soul yields only with

n-ltu-tance, submitting as a willing captive to bear the yoke of

('liri>t. We assume all this in respect to our subject, because

!ii« was inducted into the ofiice and work of the ministry by
tilt' jiornial and prescriptive Methodist processes, and because

111' ))rofessed, and the Church accepted his profession, that he

thought in his heart that he was truly called, according to the

will of our Lord Jesus Christ, to this sacred and responsible

work, lie accepted his calling, not from motives of human
prudonce, nor siuiply with the reasonable hope that he could in

th;it way most surely glorify God and save his own soul, but

U-cau^e he was assured that such was the divine will, and he

d'trul not disobey. As we are not writing a memoir, we need
i!«)t pursue his life-story through all its changes. It is enough
t'» -^ay that lie became a traveling preacher in the Pliiladelphia

<'"nferonce in 1S3G ; that after successive appointments in Ohio,
Xfw 1 ork, and Baltimore, he at length gave himself entirely

t't the work of an evangelist, preaching especially the doctrine,

.•tiid calling Christians to the experience, of Christian holiness

;

and while so occupied he ceased at once to work and live.

A man's natural cast of mind and his inborn peculiarities

rv-main speciflcally the same in all the stages of religious expe-
rience. Even among the apostles may be traced tkeir several

I'haracteristics, which survive in the thoughts and images shown
»i- in the Xew Testament. So in the Christian and ministerial
hfc of him whose career we are now considcnng, his mental
jH'culiarities and spiritual habitudes are clearly indicated. The
iiiijiulsive fervor of his nature was readily detected in the
M'.'ods of his religious life, and especially in the character of
iJ!^ jireaching. His constitutional frankness, sanctifled by grace,
r» iidcred him intolerant of shams and cant^ and made it im-
|^>-.-^ib!e for him to present the truth in consciously recognized
•'»\:^inses. Because he was lo^-al to his own convictions and to
'•»«- spirit of God's truth, he sometimes uttered unacceptable
tiuiiirs, and often exposed and denounced the specious false-
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hood. The certainty and the rapidity of his intuitions of the
true and the right compelled him to the front in reforms,
which, though at length triumphant, were achieved in opposi-
tion to public favor, and only through struggles and conflicts.

And even in those special manifestations of the Christian life

for which in the sequel he became chielly distinguished, some-
thing of this downright and thorough fidelity to his heart's

convictions may still be detected. He accepted with a ready
faith the Methodist doctrine of an advanced and elevated form
of Christian experience

; and because he believed it he preached
it, although his own heart told him that he had not himself
attained to it, and he earnestly exhorted his hearers to lay hold
by faith on this their high calling and gracious privilege. And
when the thought was pressed home to his mind, by the Holy
Spirit, that what was so clearly the duty of others was equally

60 to himself, with characteristic fidelity he confessed the claim
and surrendered himself to the gracious requisition. And,
having accepted the promises of the Gospel in their fullness, and
demonstrated their saving power in his own heart, he freely,

and vrith all the native ardor of his soul, declared what great
things the Lord had done for him.

The religious history of our subject is inseparably connected
with certain well-known forms and phases of personal Chris-

tian experience. More than thirty years after his conversion,
most of which time he had been engaged in the ministry, he
was seen to enter upon a new and definitely distinguished form
of religious experience, but not in Vind, nor yet clearly differ-

entiated in its form and phases. There certainly are not two
distinct kinds of Christian life, but equally certainly there are.

higher and lower stages of grace, and these are so definitely

marked that they may be clearly discriminated. This is mucli
more than a matter of speculation, because it is intimately

related to our knowledge of the deep things of God. All will

concede that the Christian life is a progression, and that thev

who have received Christ by spiritual regeneration are called to

grow up into him in all spiritual fullness. iS'or is this spiritual

ascent usually a steady and uniform advancement, without
definitely indicated transitions, nor a development without
distinct crises; but it has its marked changes, with struggles

and birth-throes, to be followed by new and clearly ascertained
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attainments in divine things. These crises serve as stations and

inik'^stones along the " King's highway,"—they are seasons of

rial travail, in which victories are won, and spoils taken, and

tijrouiih which the soul rises into a higher plane of spiritual

lif<'. The experience of liini whose case we are now consider-

ii!L', as many times related by himself and so largely attested

hv his subsequent life, abundantly affirm this view of the sub-

ject. He had himself, so he testified, dwelt and walked for

luore than thirty years on the lower level of Christian experi-

^.,ice—not, indeed, without the consciousness of God's favor and

with a measure of religious comfort, and yet not wholly satis-

fi,.,l_aiid then, by a clearly marked transition, he passed into

another and a higher spiritual estate. Others have testified to

a like experience, and have in like manner attested its genuine-

no>.s by the godliness of their after lives. It need not be de-

nied tiiat some who have professed such an experience may

h:ive been charlatans or superficial pretenders—some self-de-

(•i:ivcd and some consciously false—but the facts still remain,

and the sober devotion and manifest integrity and the godly

living of very many who have witnessed this confession, render

it impossible to set aside their testimony.

It may seem conventional, and perhaps belittling, to speak

•"•f these later spiritual crises as " the second blessing," and yet

j'crliups no other form of words can so adequately describe the

thing intended. Xor is there any lack of scriptural warrant

for such an experience in the religious life of the fathers.

Even in the Old Testament we find examples of it. Jacob

at T'cthel saw the vision of the Ladder, and there and then en-

tered into a covenant with the God of his fathers, from which

it docs not appear that he afterward departed ; but his relig-

ious life during the next twenty years was certainly an nnele-

vatod one. But when on his way returning to the land of

Canaan, the home of his early life, he was met by the Angel

v.-ith whom he wrestled all night; and there he received a new
iiame, and began a new and better course of living. David was

from his youth up an obedient servant of God, so steadfast in

l»i> devotion that he was recognized as a man after God's own
licart; but not only was his outward life, for a time, very far

fn»Tn perfect, but he himself confesses that his heart was not

right with God ; he was envious at the prosperity of the wicked,
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and Ill's heart was brutish toward God*. But at length u

change came upon his spirit ; he went into the sanctuary of

God—the secret chamber of his own heart—wliere the Spirit

met him and taught him better tilings by raising him into a

higher spiritual estate. Isaiah—the prophet that more clearly

than any other saw the coming glory of Messiah's kingdom

—

when called to the prophetic office, felt and confessed his untit-

ness for that work till the seraph had touched his lips with a

coal from God's altar, and declared to liim that his " iniquity

was taken away, and his sin purged." The apostles walked

with Christ three years, and they so profited by liis teachings

that he himself spoke of them, with a single exception, as

"clean;" and yet the experience of the day of Pentecost was

to them at once a new revelation and the besinnins: of a higher

degree of the spiritual life. The first stages of the Cliristian

life constitute, in their usual and normal development, a period

of spiritual infancy, and yet with the possibilities of the largest

attainments. Every thing is at that stage only inchoate and

incomplete. The germination of the grain of mustard seed,

and the after growth of the jjlant—the fermentation of the

leaven that was placed in the meal " till idl was leavened "—are

the divine Teacher's illustrations of the phenomena of spiritual

increase in those wlio are born of the Spirit.

There are in these direct and obvious aspects of Cliristian ex-

perience important and far-reaching im])lications of theological

truth. They assume the reality of "sin in believers," from

which devout souls groan to be delivered. And since " there is

now no condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus," the pres-

ence of this abiding sin is not in itself a cause of personal guilt.

But in order to this state of the case, the sin so recognized must

be abhorred and resisted, and its power to bring the soul into

condemnation must be constantly, unceasingly, thwarted by the

perpetual renewed efficiency of the merits of Christ's death,

made effective in the soul by faith. The Christian who walks

in the light, and rejoices in the fellowship of love, and with

unwearied faith appropriates the blood of Christ both for par-

doning and for cleansing, still confesses, from the depths of hi'^

spiritual consciousness, his need of the merits of Christ's blood.

It also clearly distinguishes the essence and reality of sin fr«)m

the volitionary activities of its subject. No real Christian, what-
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rwr inav be the stage of liis attainments in grace, consciously

fh<H>.-es to do -vrrong ; and yet there is clear and oftentimes very

iiutii^ent conviction of sin, against which the soul strives with

all itri powers of will and action. The whole theory of the

" K'cond blessing "implies the presence and the activity of in-

dwelling sin, against which the will of the true Christian is per-

iH'tually striving and overcoming through faith. And because

lhi^ fiirm of sin is common to all men, and exists independent

of both volition and consciousness, it seems to iuhere in our

nature. It is "original sin," which must be eliminated

*'t!irough sanctification of the Spirit" and "the renewing of

llio Holy Ghost."

However humiliating the confession may be, yet the truth is

too ])lainly manifest to be doubted, that the average Christian

life is pursued on a comparatively low level of spirituality; and

even Christian ministers, though honestly sincere, and main-

taiuing a moderate degree of religious enjoyment, are too often

found walking in incompleteness of faith, and having very

liuiitfd religious attainments. That this should be so is indeed

not necessary, and certainly it ought not to be, for the whole

purpose and spirit of the Gospel calls its subjects to a higher

tttatc of grace and to a more complete and holier life. And
yet, while we are compelled to recognize the fact that for

tliirty years before his remarkable transition the subject of this

Ktudy was only an average Christian, we do not, therefore, coti-

chulc that he w^as false to his profession, but rather, beyond a

duuht, that he was a true believer, honestly purposing to do the

will of God. And it is greatly to his credit that when he was

raided into a higher plane of experience, he neither denied nor

depreciated the grace that he had before received, and in which
he stood during the earlier years of his ministry.

The practical value of these considerations may justify their

further examination. If we ^rant that it is according to the

economy of the grace of God that believers, being found in

Clirist, shall, by walking in him, go onward to perfection, then

two practical thoughts, closely related to this subject, call for

our attention. These are (1) the phcTiomenal character of this

progress, and (2) the nature and conditions of the state so at-

tmied. The former of these may seem to be only partially

aliko in the experience of different persons, and the latter are.
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no doubt, somewhat varied in their aspects by differences of

individual temperaments, aud also by the character and extent
of former religious instruction and culture, and by accidental

environments. But a careful inspection and analysis of the

cases in which these differences are the most manifest, will

show that such diversities are only apparent or that they ai-e

merely superficial and incidental, while the sum and substance

of the Christian life, and also its fruits, are wonderfully uni-

form, and its movements strangely harmonious among those

that experience its power.

Progress in spirituality is the normal condition of the relig-

ious life, without which, steadily operating, that life cannot be

maintained in a state of wholesome effectiveness. As the

young plant must grow, or else it wall wither and perish, and
as the young animal that is not so nourished as to develop into

its proper fullness of growth becomes dwarfed and deformed,
with a constant perilous liability to death, so the soul that is

" born again " is, by the conditions of its new life, designed for

a course of spiritual increase, growing up into Christ and the

Christly character in all things. xVnd to such a process of

spiritual growth and development, going on to " perfection,"

the whole of the spiritual nature—the " new man "—certainly

and naturally tends with all the force and steadiness of its in-

stinctive being. ^Vnd certainly the very idea of " growth in

grace " implies a gradation in Christian experience, the going
forward by successive stages to more and more nearly perfected

forms of spiritual manhood. There are in the personal history

of every true Christian the successive stages of childhood, of

young manhood, and of patriarchal maturity, but these sev-

erally are very far from synchronizing with the stages of the

natural life.

The phenomena of this progress through its several stages

are interesting and profitable for study. At the beginning
there are, indeed, peace and joy, and there are also seasons of

perplexity, and not unfrequently the shadows of doubts that

occasion fears. But if by diligence and fidelity of devotion

all recognized sin is carefully avoided, the soul's peace with

God will remain steadfast. But this state of relimous irrowth

may itself at length become the occasion of spiritual disquie-

tude. The quickened and clarified spiritual consciousness at
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K-tiL'tli discovers, deep down in the soul, hitherto undetected,

if.M'ths of "indwelHng sin," giving pain to the conscience, and

aw.ikfuing anew and with increased intensity longings to be

(i.-Iivered; and this conviction of the sin of the soul, this self-

aMionviice in view of the infinite holiness of the divine law

ami of the soul's lack of conformity to its spirit and precepts,

is ttften as distinct and as great a burden upon the spirit of the

truly regenerate as was the sense of sin and guilt and conse-

<ju(Mit danger at the first awakening. This is the believer's

K'venth of Eonians. Then the burdened spirit cries out,

*' Wash rae thoroughly from mine iniquity ;" '' Create in me
a ckan lieart, and renew a right spirit within rae ;" and at

ii-ngth it formulates its emotions in the petition, " Break off

this yoke of inbred sin." In all this there is indeed " no con-

donmation;" for in the midst of this tempest of fears and hopes

and longing desires the face of the Sun of Righteousness is

Hut hidden, but it is an earnest struggling to be delivered from
this hody of death, with the accompanying prayer, to which
only the promised Comforter can give effective utterance

:

" Speak the second time, ' Be clean,'

Take away my inbred sin."

And in answer comes the gracious assurance, I " will sprinkle

ck'au M'ater upon you, and ye shall be clean: from all your

lilthiness and from all your idols will I cleanse you." The
work of faith is fulfilled, and the soul rests in God, filled with
joy of the Holy Ghost.

And now we are prepared to consider the second of the

thoughts before referred to, and in doing so we will repeat

what we have said in another place

:

" But what is the condition, as to indwelling sin, into which
the soul is thus brought I Is it, or is it not, an absolute de-

struction and extirpation of the 'carnal mind?' Here is an
open question, and one of real interest. The best Methodist
authorities—and among them Wesley and "Watson—treat that

question very cautiously, and the former directly declares that

he had never taught the doctrine of the possibility of a sinless

l^'rfction. Possibly, however, when carefully and understand-
"igly examined, the question will be found to be one respecting

the meaning of words rather than of the substance of thinjrs.
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According as different persons define the terms *sin' and
* purity,' the question may be answered either yes or no, just

as more or less shall be included in them. It is certain, liow^

ever, that at such a crisis a mighty and thorough victory is

achieved ; that indwelling sin, if not absolutely cast out, is

most effectually bruised under the feet of the incoming Con-
queror."

But as a subsidiary question it may be asked, Can we, for

ourselves, judge and determine in this matter? May anv one
answer, with certainty, what is the state of his own soul in

respect to " inbred sin ? " Let us see

:

There are three several sources of self-knowledge that may
be consulted in such a case : consciousness, ex-perierice, and dimnc
assurance. 1. Consciousness takes notice of the soul's active

processes, but fhe range of its observance does not extend to

the quiescent states. Whether, therefore, the carnal mind is

only subdued into inaction or utterly extirpated, consciousness

cannot answer, because the subject is beyond its range. And
even should some of the motions of sin very faintly show
themselves in their thick disguises, it is not certain that the

power of introspection would infallibly detect them as such.

And it is even more likely that the tender conscience might
niiscall the innocent infirmities of the soul, sins. 2. Xearly
the same remarks will apply to the reports of experience. It

is no certain evidence that there is no indwelHng sin in the

Boul because its motions have not been felt for a given season,

short or long, for certainly we cannot always and infallibly dis-

tinguish between natural moral incompleteness and spiritual

depravity. 3. As to the evidence of divine assurance, while

we hold to and glory in the doctrine of the Witness of the

Spirit, we do not see how, in its usual methods, it can bear any
testimony upon this subject. It witnesses to our acceptance

by creating our peace, and raising our hopes to God. It testi-

fies to our sonship by giving us the filial spirit, " the Spirit of

adoption," from which the apostle infers (by a logical process)

our heirship through Christ. But in none of tliese is there

any direct communication to the understanding, no interjection

of logical ideas, as there must be in order that the fact of

personal sinlessness shall be assured. And if the individual

himself cannot certainly determine this question, much less
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can another determine it for Liiii, It is, however, our privi-

l«'i^ to know that the most complete victory has been achieved

atui is maintained ; and by divinely-begotten hope its glorious

tniii.-ummation is assured to tlie faithful.

But turning from these questions, Avhich are only of second-

ary importance, to the certain and positive things in this work
iif grace, we iind in them a rich inventory of the most excellent

fspiritual gifts. Because of the sours illumination all tlie great

things of spiritual religion become manifest to its vision, and

tlie tendered conscience feels and responds to their touch.

All of the heart's affections—its loves and its rejouUions, its

liupcs and its fears, its joys and its sorrows—are attuned into

harmony with the mind of Christ, who also, with the Father
and the Spirit, becomes the supreme object of love. Dwell-
ing thus in the divine presence, the soul, with all its ransomed
j)*)wer, becomes engaged and absorbed in unutterable wonder^
hv'j, ^nd praise—in holy and all-comprehending icorshij). In
this is found the realization of St. Paul's inimitable prayer
fur the Ephesian saints: "That Christ may dwell in your
hearts by faith ; that ye, being rooted and grounded in love,

may be able to comprehend with all saints what is the breadth,

and length, and depth, and height ; and to know the love of

Ciirist, which passeth knowledge, that ye might hefilUd with all

the fullness of God:' This is the spiritual fulfillment of that

wjiich was long before assured to the natural Israel under
literal and material symbols: "Happy art thou, O Israel: who
i^ like unto thee, people saved by the Lord, the shield of thy
'>elp, and who is the sword of thy excellency ! and thine en-

emies shall be found liars unto thee ; and thou shalt tread upon
tht'ir high places."

M e have thus dwelt at length upon these things, both on
account of their intrinsic excellence and because of their close

relationship to the life and the Christian experience now under
c«)nsideration

; for whatever else may be remembered or forgot-
ten respecting him, John S. Inskip will be remembered as a
C''nfcNsor and an apostle of the doctrine and experience of
v.'linstiau holiness. For thirty years he was an average Meth-
<^»st minister in respect to spiritual attainments and Christian
ndehty. He was doctrinal ly orthodox and evangelical in his

JUfctliods
; diligent and zealous in his ministry, and blameless in
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his life before men. But he came at lengtli to a profound con-

viction that his religious life was proceeding on an altogether un-

elevated spiritual plane, and that his duty as a minister, and his

privilege as a Christian, united in calling him to a higher expe-

rience. As a Methodist he had learned the doctrine of Chris-

tian perfection, had accepted it as his own, and had solenmly

professed to be groaning after its realization iu himself. lie

was at length led by the Spirit to see its attainment as a present

duty and privilege, and he " loas not disobedient to the heavenlj

vision^'' but joyfully accepted the great salvation.

It will be pertnient at this point to say something respecting

the existing state of the subject of advanced Christian life, vari-

ously designated '' sanctification," " Christian perfection," and
" holiness," among the Methodists of ]S^ew York and \dciuity

during the second and third quarters of the present century,

and coming down to the date of the things now under our notice.

Before that date it had been a prominent subject of pulpit

instruction, and eminent practical examples of its truth and ex-

cellence were not wanting. It is quite certain, however, that,

about the middle decades of the century, there had been a fall-

ing away in respect to the subject in both the pulpit and the

class-room. It was, however, during all this time pressed upon

the attention of the Church by not a few faithful ones ; and

especially by a distinguished Christian woman, whose name need

not be mentioned, and by those who became associated with

her as confessors and propagandists of that form of faith and

experience. And now that the actors in those things and the

partisans in the controversies that arose about them have nearly

all passed away, and it may be believed have come together in

the goodly company of the redeemed and sanctihed, it is not

too much to admit that the influence of that voice crying in

the wilderness was both needful and productive of good

results. Possibly there were infelicities of doctrinal statement,

and sometimes, we think, there was quite too little meekness in

resisting opposition, but whatever deductions may be deemed
necessary for these things, it is still quite certain that the

resultant balance of good was not inconsiderable ; and as the

memory of the contests of the past faded out, and the zeal

that would have called down lire from heaven to consume the

opposers gave place to the gentleness of spirit that breathed
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i.tilv the apostolic exhortation—"'Little cliildren, love one

atju'tlier"—we were all ready to magnify the grace that had

matured so richly. And yet it was painfully manifest at the

lime of Mr. Inskip's wonderful spiritual transition that in the

Chnrch n-enerally the fires of the divine life in its higher forms

were burning only comparatively faintly. A deeper impression

and a more active inspiration seemed needful to reinstate it in

the hearts of the people, and especially among the younger

ministei-s, so as to secure for it a voice in the pulpit and in

IJie churches.

The external conditions of Mr. Inskip's experience, in con-

nection with his great spiritual transition as related by himself,

and as it has become a part of the religious history of the

lime, are remarkable and instructive. He was simply pursu-

ing the leadings of his own heart's convictions, as these came

to him from the word of God and the teachings of the Holy

Spirit, and setting forth in his ministrations the high privi-

leges of behevers to receive the heavenly baptism, though as

yet he had not attained to the fullness of that blessing. But

that which he preached to others the Spirit repreached to his

own heart and understanding ; and so, convinced of his own

great opportunity, he surrendered himself to be dealt with as

the Spirit might dictate. And it was done for him according

to his faith. Historically and phenomenally the whole trans-

action appears as a simple act of faith in self-surrender, fol-

h.'Wed by a great spiritual baptism, which is proved also to

have been a marvelous uplifting of soul and a casting down

of the strong man of sin ; the spoiling of his goods, and their

replacement with the furniture and adornment of the graces

of the Spirit. And then all things were at once and freely

consecrated anew, a living sacrifice, to testify and to work for

Ciirist. To any one capable of appreciating these things, and

^'cing them in their maftifofetations and results, they must ap-

lK,'ar as induhitalle proofs that the work then accomplished was

t/' >(ni?ie and thorough,—a real and a marked spiritual transfor-

mation, raising their subject into a higher plane of Christian

e.\jK.*rience and superinducing new habitudes in his whole

^'piritual being ; a sanctification not only in the soul's victory

and cleansing, but also and eminently in the earnest and lively

consecration of himself to the Master's service.
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We may not fail to observe, as is indicated in the words tliat

stand at the head of this paper, that such an experience, and
the after life to which it leads, are beset with peculiar and very

formidable dangers. To say nothing of spiritual pride, which
will assuredly be presented by the tempter, on the one hand
will be the whirlpool of fanaticism, and on the other the quick-

sands of qwietistic mysticism. Nor need we assume that in

this case either of these was absolutely and completely avoided.

"We may and do say, however, that he suffered less from them
than have many others who have been made partakers of the

same excellent grace. The glowing fervor of his soul could

not fail to make him aware of the comparative lukewarmness
of his associates in the ministry and of the Church generally,

and with this would come a liability to censoriousness and a

tendency to separation, wliicli might readily mature into a

Pharisaic self-complacency, and result in a kind of incipient or

even real '^ come-outor-isra." That this temptation was actually

felt is sufficiently evident; and that, at times, and to a limited

extent, it was listened to, may be suspected ; but however tliat

may be, it is certain that it did not gain any permanent ascend-

ency in eitlier his heart or mind, and that, with advancing

years of experience, his spirit was drawn more and more inti-

mately near to his Church and his brethren.

Nor have we far to inquire for the influences by which he
was saved from these perils ; for they arose directly and spon-

taneously from the character of his experience. That was,

indeed, a work of faith and a baptism of lire ; but it was of a

faith tliat works by love, and a fire t\\?itfused the affections and

separated them from earthly elements. The growth of Chris-

tian charity in the renewed heart is often more gradual than is

that of the primary fruits of faith ; and it is possible that these,

if not duly tempered by that, may induce censoriousness, and

result in alienations, tlius making a schism in the body of

Clirist. But in this case the spirit of charity, at length, in

every instance, gained the ascendency, till finally it dominated

the whole man and became the ruling habit of his mind and

life. John S. Inskip was characteristically a social and a lova-

ble man. He loved especially his associates in the Christian

ministry, and eminently those to whom he was most closely re-

lated by the mystical affinities that bind kindred souls to each
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other; and his heart could never separate from tliem. He
lovfd liis Chiircli relations, and cherished them as inestimably

prcriotis and helpful ', and his expectations of the success of

the (iospel were lixed in the Church and its institutions and

uK'thods.

Those who carefully observed his course during the years of

his hiter and more strenuous evangelistic labors, and who had

Mjziie knowledge of his spiritual history, could, during his hist

vt-ars, clearly note the ripening of his spirit in unfeigned love

of the brethren, the broadening of his charity, and liis in-

crt';iscd confidence in good men. As the forest fires at first

d.i>h and destroy with smoke and tempest, but at length sub-

hi<lo into quiet in tlie intense fervors of all-consuming coals of

lire, r^o in the processes of spiritual growth, there appears less

a!jd loss of the outward, of demonstrative zeal against opposers,

nnd of that exclusiveness of spirit which is blind to all excel-

li'tice but of its own class. The militant Church never pre-

K-nts a more beautiful image, shows no other so lovely an em-

iKKliiiient of heavenly grace, as that of the matured Christian,

in wliose person and experience is exemplified the pre-emi-

nence of Charity—that greater grace than either Faith or

ilope^ as is " seen" in him whose trusting spirit dwells in Christ

and finds the world entirely beneath his feet—and in whom the

pirit of the Divine Love has become incarnated and human-
J^ed. And while Faith views the promises with undiramed
VI^ion, and Hope realizes them by anticipation, this higher

^nu-e calmly reposes in the " peace of God." The warfare is

acr-oinplished, and even zeal abates its human fervors, "as

-Ktiiu's fires grow dim before the rising day."

It would be to fail in one important point in the general sub-

ject now brought into notice, if nothing were said respecting

tlie influence exerted upon the spiritual status of the Church,
and even beyond our ]\[ethodism, upon those of other commun-
«"ns, by the specific religious movement of which our subject

'K'eanic the accepted head and leader. ^Ve have recognized a

'i:iinf('st defectiveness in the spiritual estate of New^ York
Methodism thirty or forty years ago, and the same state of

*"«ings probably existed in most other places, and still more in

••ther evangelical communions. And now it seems too obvious
l«^ utliuit of any opposite opinion that there has occurred a most
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gratifying change for the better, to which change there is

scarcely any room to doubt that that movement has effectivelv

and largely contributed. Ministers of the Gospel have become

more thoughtful respecting both tlie matter and the spiritual

tone of their preaching, and also of their outward life. The
duty and privilege of personal consecration are more generally

recognized among our people, and, if we mistake not, it is now
much easier than formerly to introduce and dwell upon mat-

ters of personal religion in the ordinary intercourse of Chris-

tians. Other causes may have contributed to this change, but

quite certainly the things which we have noticed have been

among its effective agencies.

The doctrine of Christian Perfection, " the Higher Life,"

has become better understood than before, though the modes

of statement adopted by some may not be generally accepted.

"We recognize that work as much more than an act of self-

consecration ; for, as with the repentant sinner a change of

purposes and determinations falls entirely short of the conver-

sion of the soul, so to " lay one's self upon the altar " is not

the same as the spiritual sanctification that cleanses the heart

and fashions it after the divine image. To sanctify the soul is

God's act, in which the subject of the inwrought grace receives^

rather than zcorl's, and is only active in accepting wliat is

freely given ; and the sufficiency of his faith is tested only by

its results. It is due, however, to the memory of him of whom
we have thus written, to recognize the fact that he was nut

much given to theorizing on the subject, and that his own ex-

perience, as well as the cast of his mind, made him averse to

all refinements and metaphysical niceties in treating upon these

things. His was a faith that grasped the substance of the

prize, without pausing to analyze or inspect it over carefully,

and, liaving gained it, he rejoiced in it as one that has won

great spoil ; and he was satisfied with the possession and the

enjoyment it afforded.
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EDITOEIAL MISCELLAISTY.

CURRENT TOPICS.

'A MISSIONARY BISHOP FOR AFRICA."

TiiKT wlio witnessed the consecration of Bishops at the late General Con-

f«-r\-ncc will, perhaps, recollect the form of words used by Bishop Foss

in liiyiiig iiis hands upon William Taylor, setting him apart to the office

Slid work to %Yhich the General Conference Iiad elected him. Recognizing

the sprcial and exceptional nature of the work now to be committed to

the camlidate, the officiating Bishop so modified the language employed

B.'. to distinguish the trust, so devolved, from that which had been delivered

to those who had just been inducted into the episcopacy of the Methodist

Kpisoopal Church; and instead of saying, as had been said in those cases,

•* a Bishop in the Church of God," he said, "a Missionary Bishop for

Afric:!." This difference in the words of the consecration indicate an

»->vftili:il unsameness in the office to which Mr. Taylor was designated and

that of those who had just then been inducted into the constitutional

tjii.scopacy of the Church; and because the whole nature of the office of a

Mi'viiouary Bishop—and tlie history of the office as well—shows it to be

iw>mi'thing else, and specifically another than the regular episcopacy of

the Church, it was only right and proper that that difference should be

5a<l:cated in the form of the consecration.

This service, being somewhat novel as a public performance, and alto-

p-'tluT unique, very naturally gave rise to some thinking and questioning

«-H to the legal status of the new " Bishop"—the nature of his office, and
how it is related to the polity of the Church, and how differentiated from

that of the regular Bishops. The asking of such questions makes it plain

that the case has not been clearly apprehended by many of our ministers

aiid mo>t intelligent laymen—perhaps not by the incumbent of the new
olHr-o himself. It, therefore, has seemed good to the writer hereof, hav-

»»;r. like the author of the third gospel, " had an [approximately] perfect

uiidcTstanding of all [these] things from the very first," to write them out

i" order, in doing which we have, of course, sought to supplement our

• f.vn rec(jllcctions, and correct any possible misapprehensions from the

riHolh.'ctions of others, by the use of all needful historical records, but
not so as to bring any responsibility for what we wTite upon any others.

Tlif opinions offered are simply our own.
Hio idea of originating a missionary episcopacy grew out of the neces-

utics of the work in Liberia, the insalubrity of the climate of which seemed
''» make it unsafe for any of our Bishops to properly superintend that v.ork.

It M-emed questionable to some whether, on account of the limitations of

>'s powers by the third restrictive rule, the General Conference possessed
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the right to provide for the case. The question, however, was hut very

little looked into, since those who were chiefly active in promoting the

measure were willing to test the feelings of the Church in respect to suih

a superintendency; and, accordingly, the subject was brought to the at-

tention of the General Conference of 1850, sittiu_g in Indianapolis, and
that body, by a constitutional majority, voted to a])pend to that rule what
seemed to be a modification ; and the action so taken was sent down to

the Annual Conferences for their ratification, agreeable to the proviso sub-

joined to those rules, indicating the process by which chana"cs may be

made. The words so added are: "But [the General Conference] may
appoint a Missionary Bishop or Superintendent for any of our foreign

missions, limiting his jurisdiction to the same respectively." Concerning

this it may be said, in the first place, that the addendum in nowise modi-

fies the force and application of the third restrictive rule. That rule for-

bids the General Conference to do either one of two things— "to do away
episcopacy," or to " destroy the plan of our itinerant general superin-

tendency." The first of these it certainly did not propose to do. nor does

it appear that there was any thought of "destroying," or indeed molli-

fying, the "plan " of the episcopacy as it had existed from the beginning.

Had it been suspected of having any such design or tendency, there is

certainly good ground to believe that it could not have received the favor

of the General Conference, nor the concurrence of three fourths of the

members of the Annual Conferences. It was scarcely at all discussed in the

Church papers, but it seemed to go forth, with the indorsement of the

General Conference, as a desirable and entirely harmless arrangement for

the prosecution of our work in Africa, and so it was ratified by general

consent. At that time this writer was a member of tiie Indiana Confer-

ence, and when the matter came before that body the question was asked,

"What does it mean ?" and he was requested to explain the matter to

the Conference as he understood it. In answer to that request he said,

that there did not seem to be any proposition to modify any thing con-

nected \\ith the episcopacy we now have, but to create a new liud of ej>is-

copacrj, with limitations both local and otherwise. To this nobody ob-

jected, and the Conference voted, substantially unanimously, to concur.

So far as we have ever heard, that was the view of the subject generally

entertained in the Church, and because of that understanding it was rati-

fied without any serious opjiosition.

The General Conference had provided that, in case of the ratification

of the proposed action, the Liberia Conference might elect a Bishop;

and, the Missionary Secretary and the Bishop having charge concurring,

the Bishops might formally set him apart to his office. Rev. Francis

Rums was accordingly elected in January, 1858, and consecrated the M-
lowing October; and soon afterward he returned to Africa and presided

over the Liberia Conference in January, 18o9, and continued in tlic work

until his death in ISOo. Tlie General Conference of 1804 authori/.od the

Liberia Conference to elect a successor to Bishop Burns, and, accordingly.

Rev. J, "Sy. Roberts was so chosen in 1800, and, coming to New York the
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tj^rrir vtar, he was duly consecrated, and at once returned to his field of

!»li«r.* In January, 1875, he also died, and his place was not filled till

».V sw-.-sion of the General Conference for 1884, when Rev. AVilliam Taylor

«i A. rli-rU'd by that body itself, and consecrated at the same time with the

t^ ^>il.ir 15i.-,h()ps, lid hy a diffi:rent formula. A fact of some legal signifi-

luiivc is scon in the method by which Bishops Burns and Roberts were

,li'»vn; tliat is, by the Liberia Conference, and not by the General Con-

i. nnce. as is provided in the case of the regular Bishops; for it is certain

!)i.it that body is not competent to relegate so high and delicate a duty

!.» -.inv other body. Certainly the General Conference has no right to

..; ! r ativ one or more of the Annual Conferences to elect a Bishop, who,

Ujviiii^ been properly consecrated, shall thus become one of the General

.^ ij*! rintendents of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The fact that it

|.roviJcd for the election of a Missionary Bishop for Africa by another

\^'h\y is proof positive that the office so to be filled was not looked upon

A' thf .same as that which can be filled only by " the election of the Geu-

tral Conference." A special law, enacted for that purpose, empowers it

;•» ;iutl)urize the election of a Missionary Bishop by some other body, as

<*:L-idc)ne in the cases of Burns and Roberts; or, acting in its own au-

tliorily, it can make its own choice, as it did in the case of Bishop

T-iylor.

It must be borne in mind that the General Conference of 1884 made no

< Inline whatever, neither by new enactments nor by amendments, in the

l-uv ropccting Missionary Bishops, and that Bishop Taylor's election was

iubjicl to the same legal conditions with those of Bishops Burns and Rob-

rr(s, tliough made by the General Conference itself instead of by another

Uk-ly acting under its authority; and the oftlce of a Missionary Bishop

f'-r Africa, with William Taylor for its incumbent, is precisel5 the same

t?i.a it was when it was held by Francis Burns or J. W. Roberts. In the

I'liainistration of the missionary office the entire Liberia Conference is con-

fiiltred and treated as a missionary field, and every member of that body,

•nd the Bishop, when it has one, is tacitly and formally accounted a mis-

ti'nary. Accordingly, the support of both Bishops Burns and Roberts

'^ Ls drawn from the missionary treasury, and, obviously, that of Bishop

Taylor must come from the same source.*

The Methodist Episcopal Church has no work or field in Africa except

';i I.iljcria; nor has it projected any other, and, accordingly, in the strict

•^ li^e tho name of Africa as applied to that work, as under the authority

t'f the Church, can mean only the Liberia Conference. But that Confer-
« 'iCf has only one boundary line—the western coast-line of the continent;

•M'.tward and southward and northward it has no local limitations, and it

" vttnds just as far as its work may go, anywhere between the Atlantic and
'•!;'• In<ii;in Oceans, and from the Mediterranean to the Antarctic Sea. If,

tlii-n, Bishop Taylor or any of his co-laborers shall, under God, make con-

^*T\* arvl found churches anywhere in the Dark continent, sucii churches

^mII constitute integral parts of the Liberia Conference, and any traveling

• Soo Journal of General Conference for 1S56, page 177, Resolution 4-

27— FIKTU SKUIKS, VOL. I.
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preachers sent out to such interior work must belong to that bo:lv.

As every regular Bishop, if accused of immoral conduct, may be calk'd to

account l>y the presiding elder witliiu whose district the immoralitv is

said to have been committed, and may by him, with the aid of at least

four traveling elders, be subjected to preliminary proceedings preparatory

to a trial, so, by the analogy of the case, a ]\Iis-ionary Bishop must bo

treated, as far as may be, in the same way within his own field. Ami
although there is good reason to hope that this provision of law will not

be called into use, yet, as it is according to the genius of Methodism tl'.at

all of its ministers and members shall be subject to law and responsible

for their behavior, it is needful that the legal relations and responsi-

bilities of a Tilissionary Bishop should be clearly understood.* During

the hundred years of the existence of the episcojoacy of the Methodist

Episcopal Church no one of its Bishops has been so charged, and yet

the legislation made and provided, for such a contingency is not at all a

dead letter.

The nature and legal relations of the missionary episcopacy was pretty

thoroughly discussed at the late General Conference—first, and most fully,

in the Committee on Episcopacy, and afterward in the open Conference;

and in both places it was clearly stated—and the statement was not called

in question—that the episcopacy tmder consideration was altogether dis-

tinct and diUcrent from the regular and constitutional episcopacy of the

Church. "While this subject was before the General Conference, and the

chairman of the Committee on the Episcopacy was presenting the action

of that Committee, he was requested to indicate clearly his views of the

nature of the ofhce in question, when he replied: '•'It in that of the super-

intendent of a ra>.x:ion clothed tcith certain definite episcopalfu?ict ions ; " and

to that statement no exception was taken. AVith that view of the subject

before it, the General Conference voted with great unanimity to elect a

Jlissionary Bishop for Africa, and the same day William Taylor was elected,

and consecrated a day later, as a Mif^xinnnnj Ili^hopfor Africa. He is, there-

fore, a Bishop, but of a difYerent kind from that of a regular and constitu-

tional Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church; and should some future-

General Conference desire his service in the latter office it would be neces-

sary that he should be elected and consecrated as all others are, and with-

out respect to the missionary episcopacy in whicli he now stands.

The relations of the two episcopacies to each other, and the powers of

each, jointly or severally, may require a passing notice. If, as has been

shown, the addition made to the third restrictive ruie relative to the ap-

pointment of "a ^lissionary Bishop" does not empower the General

Conference, in any wise, to change or destroy the '•plan"' of the General

Itinerant Superintendency, then the aiithority of the regula.r episcopacy

is unabrid'jed, and co-cxtensive with the Church's field of action; and no

act of the Ceueral Conference could make it ot!:erwise.t In every place,

therefore, in vvhich the Methodist Episcopal Church has a local existence,

* S-^o Jnam.il of Genoial Conference for 185G, page 177, Resolution 3.

f Ihld.. p;ig>? 117, R. solution 2.
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tl'.cri', l»y the very nature of the "plan," vrhirli makes the supcnntend-

rtirv ircncral and itinerant, its authority is paramount in respect to epis-

r>'».il jurisdiction; but in the absence of any and all of the constitutional

r>L^!i<>ps, a Missionary Bishop may, within his proper field, perform all

iviui^ite episcopal duties. Nor does it appear but that the General Con-

f. ri:ife miirht, by a simple resolve, confer the same power upon any super-

lr)t.-!i(lcnt of a foreign missionary field.

The office of a Missionary Bishop is somewhat anomalous in the %vor]:-

In;: machinery of the Church, though perhaps it is a necessity in the al>-

wnre of some more thorough and adequate disposition of the relations cf

our foreign %vork to the home Church and its administration. It is at best

otilv a make-shift, a temporary and imperfect arrangement designed to

ijjcit the requirements of the work until better and more complete arrange-

nioiits .sliall be brought into use, Avhich, it may be hoped, will not be un-

tbily delayed.

Within his own field, and for the work committed to him, Bishop Tay-

lor"-; powers are ample and largely subject to his own discretion; and there

i . ground to hope that he will use them to good purpose. His enterprise

h.is evidently touched the heart of the Church, and a warm response lias

b>en elicited. A little enthusiasm, verging slightly to wilduess, may not

1)0, in such a work, entirely out of place. It is better to incur the risk of

a little unwisdom, by excess of zeal, than to lie idle through overmuch

pniflencc. For fifty years the Church has been professedly essaying to

otablish missions among the millions of Africa's heathen tribes; and still

the v.-ork is to be begun. 3Iay it not bo well, then, to allow Bishop Tay-

lor and his associates to go about the work in their own way ? At one

Ktaire of the late war of the rebellion it is said that Secretary Stanton ccm-
]'i:iiiied to the President that General Grant was transcending his orders

«nd would not obey instructions. Mr. Lincoln's response was worthy
of the man and the occasion: " I have tried to carry on this war, and have

failed; and you, Mr. Secretary, have tried, and you have failed; now. per-

haps!, it will be wise for us to let General Grant try it." So we say respect-

ing this African misvionar}- work : let Bisliop Taylor and his associates

try their hands upon it, and the Church will follow them with prayers and
bli'ssings, and not without large, though trembling, hopes for their suc-

cf"=s. And should the scheme of " self-support " prove a fallacy—as prob-

ably it will, at least in part—then the Church will not fail to provide, ac-

cording to her legitimate methods, for whatever emergencies may arise.

Already the Missionary Board lias voted Bishop Taylor a salary twice as

iirge as what was ever given to either of his predecessors, and. no doubt,
"ny other cases that may arise will receive equally just and generous
trcntraent. Practically the principle of " se'f-support " has been aban-
doned in respect to Africa, wisely so, we think, in favor of the " Pauline"
metiiods, by which the Gospel was at first carried to the Gentiles. But
It m.iy be hoped that its abandonment will be only temporary, or at least

<-iit among the Chn^tian duties that shall be taught the churches in Africa
'Till be that of caring for themselves.
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SUNDAY-SCHOOL HYMNS AND MUSIC.

The "Sunday School Times" not long ago presented to its readers, ap-
parently from the pen of the editor, a very suggestive article on the gen-
eral subject cf Sunday-school hymns and music. It was in the form of
a series of ordinary book notices, with the titles of twentv-three books
recently published, devoted to the subject, which list mi'^ht have been
considerably extended by additional titles of other books published
within the period covered by the appearance of those given. With his
characteristic disposition to find something to commend in each work
noticed, tlie writer professes to be not at all dismayed by this reraarkal>lo
fecundity of the Sunday-sciiool :Muse. He recognizes a decided im-
provement in this department as to both its literature and its art since it

first made its appearance in the not remote past—an advance in good
taste in both the poetry and the music used in that class of works. It is

less than half a century since books of the kind here noticed bccan to bo
published, and the contrast between the earliest of their kiul and the
better class of their successors of the present time, is alike remarkable
and gratifying. Composers and compilers have become more proficient
in their calling, and publishers have aimed to produce better works; anrj,

better still, the public taste has steadily advanced, until it now demands
something far in advance of what was once tolerated.

The progress in this department of arts is marked with certain note-
worthy facts, which are both curious and instructive. The making of
books of this class has become a department of productive industry, the
supply naturally responding to the demand; and because those that have
appeared have usually proved unacceptable as soon as the charm of nov-
elty was gone, the demand for more has been perpetual and insatiable.
But, as the store of ready-made materials was very limited, and the stock
generally of a poor quality, there arose a wide demand for oriffinal matter
both of words and music, and so each bookmaker was compelled to phiy
the part of a hymn-wright and a musical tinker; and it is only an act of
justice to grant that the work done has been better than might have been
anticipated. An improvised work of art is seldom of marked excellence,
and such creations, if made to order, seldom measure up to a high stand-
ard; and yet, during all these years, wMle Sunday-school songs and
song-books have come and gone like the changes of the moon, there has
still been a perceptible improvement in the later over the earlier—an-
other illustration of nature's groat law of "the survival of the fittest.''

Tried by any correct principles of criticism, the "service of song" in our
Sunday-schools must be assigned an unelevated place. The hymnodv,
though not so bad as it was in the early days of Sunday-schools, is still

.very imperfect in both thought and structure; and the" music, which is

much better than that which it has replaced, is still scarce) v' up to the
level at which criticism must begin. These manifest deficiencies arc
indeed tlie necessary results of the prevailing lack of taste and culture in
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rr-'K'ct to both poetry and music among tlic people generally. The sup-

nlv h:i.s answered to the demand, and because the i)ublic taste has not

nAiuirfd anv thing better, and because the caterers to that taste have had

ft^)!!!!!!" better to otier, only defective specimens have appeared; and yet,

Kcausc the artistically faulty very soon ceases to please even the uncul-

tivated taste, there has been a steady demand for new books, both hymns

and tunes; and, since there was "money in it," the supply has been

r^i'ially steady and increasingly abundant. And yet we are assured that

In I he face of all these unfavorable conditions there has been a steady

<Iv:ince in the quality and character of both the hymns and the music.

Those who have had some knowledge of the secular songs and melo-

dies of fifty years ago, know very well the pedigree of a large share of

the most popular of the songs of the Sunday-schools. The refrains of

r'turning troubadours, old English ballads, and some of the once favorite

tv'oteh-border songs, variously mutilated and transformed, reappear in

countless variations, but still bearing unmistakable evidences of their

origin. Not a few of the popular " spiritual " songs heard in our Sun-

d.'iy-.schools are well known to be old songs—of love, heroism, drinking

aud battle and hunting songs—only slightly parodied, or rather travestied,

and, as is usual with such productions, the changes, as to style and thought,

have usually been for the worse. It is probably supposed (though quite

incorrectly) that Sunday-school people Avill know nothing of folk's lore

and border minstrelsy, and that it is therefore altogether the right

tiling to exercise them on "Auld Lang Syne " and "The Soldier's Return "

and "The Braes of Balquidder," et id omne genus, with a very few of

the words of the once popular songs, indicated by those titles, so changed

a« to seem to give to the "hymns" a q'lani religious expression. It is

curious, if not edifying, to trace the shreds and the colorings of these

once famous pieces, both the poetry and the music, as they continually

crop out in scraps and slireds in some poetical image or the stave of a

ineh>dy in these "religious" song manuals—the old and profane wrought

into the sacred—much as the heathen art of Greece and Home was util-

ized in medi;eval ecclesiastical architecture and embellishments.

The financial profitableness of the trade in books of this kind results

not only in the production of a multitude of separate compilations, it has

also originated a properly-manned profession of hymn and tune makers,

some of whom have attained to very considerable proficiency in their art.

With only moderate natural aptitudes one may, by practice, acquire a

ready facility in verse-making; and in spinning light melodies; and one,

two, or three hundred such fitted together and bound up in a volume and

happily (or otherwise) named, claims its place in the hymnody of the Sun-

day-school. The readers of our modern Church hymnals must be struck

with the fact that not unfrequently some well-known hymn appears as

tlio sole production of its author, whose name would have been hopelessl}'^

forgotten but for that one production. It is found, however, by tracing

Huch pieces back to their origin, that they originally appeared, each as

one of u collection of hundreds of so-called hymns, all by the sa.mc writer.
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And the thou;jht is thus suc^gested, that not a few v/ell-Glled voIuuum

have sunk into oblivion, with the names of their authors, for want of a

single piece that the world chose to remember. And there is comfort, in

the thought thus suggested in respect to these modern coUeclious. In

the absence of standard hj'mu-books for public worship, which are u

comparatively recent institution, these sporadic clusters of religious dog-

gerels often found their places in the services of the Churches, especially

so if the author was himself a minister, and still more if he was the head

of a coterie or a school of religious thought and action. And so with our

juvenile song-books; because there are no generally accepted standards,

each hymn-wright and tuue-spinner manufactures his own wares, and,

with the help of his publisher, pushes them into use. That these are

" only born to die "—the best of them destined to wither as the grass or

to fall away as the leaves in autumn—may be safely predicted ; and yet

even these, as the succeeding generations come and go, show some ad-

vancement toward a higher standard; the joint result of better skill in

the manufacturers and better taste in those -who use such productions.

It is gratifying to notice that some of those who have undertaken to

supply the public with this class of wares indicate a suspicion that there

is something not altogether unworthy of their attention in the good old

hymns that were used b}' their fathers and mothers. Occasionally some

old favorite is taken bodily and set to a jingling melody, with a long

caudal appendage in the shape of a chorus or refrain, made up of mean-

ingless repetitions of platitudes. Again, some specially cherished hymn
is taken and revamped, using both its language and its imagery in new

and strange combinations, usually ending with some sort of ding-dong

finial. In this kind of application one may meet and recognize, despite

their grotesque settings, such universal favorites as "Rock of ages,"

"Jesus, lover of my soul," "O happy day, that fixed my choice," and

others of like character. The taste that leads to such selections, though

still very wide of the correct standard, indicates a hopeful feeling

after something really excellent, which it detects in the pieces it so

mars and mangles in its endeavors to bring them within its own faulty

range. If not turned aside, there is cause to hope that it will at length

rise to something more worthy of its aspirations. In order to give a

better tone to their poetry, these hymn-wrights sometimes draw largely

upon both the Oriental imagery of the Bible and also upon external

nature. In recent productions there seems to have been a less liberal use

of the machinery of the Apocalypse than prevailed in former times, but,

instead, we have a superabundance of " spicy breezes" and "shining

shores," of groves and palms, of birds and ilowers, and all the scenery

and furniture of " Beulah Land," such as Bunyan never dreamed abimt.

These, however, mark a stage in the transition of the public taste from

the low level of the past toward the better ideal yet to be realized, of

which realization they are indeed the prophecy, perhaps the partially

assured promise.

The place now assigned to the "service of song " in the Sunday-schools
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is a comparatively recent concession, previous to whicli there was not

c.uch slu-i'ig in tlicin, and that little was identical with that used in pub-

lic worsliip. There were oome decided advantages in this (as-well as great

disadvantages), especially in the fact that by that process the memories

of the children became stored with forms of language of a high degree

of literary excellence, and conveying the purest and loftiest religious

thoughts. The modern Sunday-school, as an agency for refigious instruc-

tion, falls very far belov^r that of the former times, on account of its dis-

use of the Catechism, and by its substitution of the fashionable lighter

songs that have replaced those formerly in use. And yet this latter

change was evidently a necessity, and though its results may have been

evil in some important particulars, still, as there can be no going back to

the old and discarded methods, the remedy must be sought by improving

that now in use. And here there are encouraging signs of better things.

No doubt the musical taste of the people is perceptibly tliough only slowly

improving, and so calling for a higher standard of music than has suf-

ficed in the past; and of this both the book-makers and the publishers

are quick to take notice. It may require the life-time of a generation to

get rid of the trashy matter that has so long occupied the field, and

which ha3 largely molded the public taste to its own faulty conceptions;

but these will surely give way before the better models which are already

appearing. Xeither hymns nor tunes that am answer to the require-

ments of good taste can be made to order; they spring into being spon-

taneously by a sort of non-volitional inspiration ; and when they appear

they are recognized and confessed by all whose tastes have not been cor-

rupted by false teaching. But such hymcs, with all requisite adaptations

for the use of children, are now abundant in the poetical literature of the

Church; nor has the gift of sacred song entirely departed. The outlook,

therefore, is hopeful, though we still view the goodly heritage far away

in the future.

PRESBYTERIAN PEDOBAPTISM.

Dr. TIenry J. Van Dyke, of Brooklyn, is well known as a clear and

forcible writer, but he seems to have exceeded his own average in his ar-

ticle on " The Baptism of Infants," which appeared in the " Presbytciian

Review " for January. He is also known to be a Presbyterian of the

'' straitcst sect"'' or section, and hitherto he has been accounted a Calvin-

ist; but the paper referred to renders that fact very uncertain if tested l>y

the clear meaning of the "standards." He is, however, a pedobaptist,

according to tiie popular signification of tliat word, though not unlikely

he would oliject to the term, as indicating a special kind, wliilo he in-

sists—and all will agree with him—that there is only "one baptism,"

whose identity is not changed by its application to different classes of

persons. His objection to such phrases as "infant baptism," "aduU
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baptism," find ''lelievcrs' baptism," though urged with some earnestness

do not seem especially weighty, as it must be obvious that the sever:;!

substantive-adjectives found one in each of these phrases do not qualitV

the common substantive-noun, but only express its relations to the dif-

ferent classes of persons indicated by the nouns-predicate. No intelli-

gent person will fail to perceive that the phrase " infant baptism" is iden-

tical in its significance with " the baptism of infants," though the latter

form of words may e;!:cel in fullness of expression, but at the cost of com-

pactness and brevity.

The writer's design seems to be chiefly to assert and defencl from Scripture

and the writings of the early Fathers the practice of admitting infants

to baptism, and then to explain the doctrinal theory, as entertained by

Presbyterians, upon which it rests. On the former division of the discus-

sion, to which his paper is principally devoted, all who agree with his

views will think that his arguments arc not onlj- incisive, but also de-

cisive; and those who dissent will find that he has given them no incon-

siderable job by way of restoring the breaches made by his artillery.

It is well known that the anti-pedobaptists rely very largely, in their

argument against tiie practice referred to, on the absence of any direct

proof in the Xew Testament of its recognition by the apostles, and that

such silence on the subject is conceded by those of the opposite side, and

siccounted for in what is assumed to l)e a satisfactory manner. But after

very briefly referring to that form of argument, the review changes front,

and, ceasing to stand on the defensive, carries the war into the positions of

the enemy. Tlie argument based upon this silence is assumed by the op-

posers of the baptism of infants to be conclusiveh- fatal ; against which

determination, however, the other side presents what many will esteem an

altogether satisfactory contra-argument. Reduced to the form of a syl-

logism, the anti-pedobaptists' argument first assumes that no doctrine or

practice not explicitly taught in the New Testament can be accepted as

duly authenticated; and next it is asserted that "the practice of infant

baptism is not so taught." These two positions constitute the major and

the minor premises of the syllogism, and if accepted as correct the conclu-

sion is inevitable, that the indicated doctrine and practice are without

scriptural warrant.

This may seem conclusive ; but if tried in another case it may not be

so convenient. If, with the same major premise, in the place of the above

minor, we substitute "The practice of admitting women to the Lord's

Supper is not ex})licitly taught in the New Testament," we shall reach the

unwelcome conclusion that there is no scriptural warrant for admitting

women to the Lord's table, and therefore it should not be allowed.

The same form of argument, it is also shown, would be fatal to the di-

vine authority of the Christian Sabbath, and to marriage as a religious

ordinance. The argument from the silence of Scripture on any given

subject must therefore be given up, because, if insisted on, it proves alto-

gether too niiich, and also because, if applied, as it has been, in respect

to baptism of infants, it must also apply in like manner in all similar cases.
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'Hif ar<njmcnt drawn from the language of Christ's commission to Lis

»i«>stli'!«, to "teach all nations," in whicli, according to this argument

ffiHU .>.ilenc'c, baptism is restricted to them that believe, may be disposed

of in the same way; tliat is, since only believers may be baptized, and

inf;iiits cannot believe, therefore infants are not proper subjects for

liajttisin. But this form of reasoning applied in the same case, with the

clKiiigi" of a single word, would bring us to a rather undesirable result;

r-r it is added, '"He that believeth not shall be damned;" and there-

fun*, since infants do not and cannot believe, they must necessarily be

dimiiod.

IJut since nobody vrill accept this last conclusion, so must this whole

f(..nn of reasoning be rejected, and we are brought to the conclusion that

the silence of the New Testament in respect to any specific practice or

rul'.' of discipline in the apostolic Church, is itself scarcely a presumptive

jinvif against such a practice or rule, and that it is wholly worthless in the

face of implications or indirect suggestions to the contrary; and it is fur-

ther claimed that with such implications both the New Testament and the

hi<tory and literature of the early Church abound. The oldest post-apostol-

Ira! church history presents the practices of Christian marriage, of "Lord's

day" observance, of admitting women to the holy communion, and the

biptism of infants, as in general use in the Church, and all are recognized

us of apostolical authority; and this being the state of the case, the anti-

[•vtlobaptists are put upon the defensive, with thewdiole burden of proving

lh< ir position resting on their hands. Our reviewer, however, goes into

the arena and aggressively contests the ground with his antagonists in a

rapiil but comprehensive statement of the arguments drawn from the

unity and solidarity of the human race, the nature and perpetuity of the

Ahrahamic covenant, the substantial unity, in nature and design, of cir-

rumcisjon and baptism, and the close relations of the family and the

Church, all showing that the work of Christ was wrought out for aggre-

j:utL- humanity, in which considerations of individualism are subordinated

t<» the common rights and interests of the race. In this i)art of his argu-

Kicnt the writer displays a decided leaning to churcJmm, a tendency that

l.ss recently manifested itself in certain unusual quarters.

All who sympathize with the opinions which Dr. Van Dyke so ably

ftad earnestly asserts and defends will agree in saying that in these few
l^ircs hi- has completely viuilicated his positions ; but in the application

ot his principles, in actual church work among the conditions and tradi-

tions of his own Church, he evidently finds his path not altogether free

fr.itn dilliculties. He escapes from the obstacle imposed by the doctrine of

l-rid'-stination, which distiniruished infants as "elect" and "non-elect,"
I'V (puitly disreg-ardino: that discrimination, so very clearly and strongly

"lurkcd in his accepted standards, and which doctrine is an essential part
«>f the rt'markably compact structure of Calvinistic theology, and by as-

•'iming that all infants belong to Christ; and, therefore, any dying in

infancy will assuredly be saved. The natural, and indeed necessary, in-

•iTcnct" from that position would seem to be, that since all infants are
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embraced in the Abruhamic coveimnt, of which Christ himself is uow the

mauifesteJ Mediator, they should receive its sign and seal. JS'or is thL*

denied, but rather conceded, as to their original title by the reviewer, and
yet, for obvious reasons, he contends, very justly we think, that it is not

lawful to dispense the ordinance without proper discriminations. The
question, "What infants is it lawful to baptize?" is, therefore, a practicul

one, and not without its perplexities. Our reviewer encounters these dif-

ficulties, especially intensified in the language of the Westminster Confes-

sion and Catechism, which, contemplating the whole theory and system
of the Gospel in the light of the "divine decrees," shut up tliis special

privilege of the Church to '

' those who do actually profess faith and obe-

dience to Christ," and ''• aho infants of one or both believing parents."

But why all these and none else is not altogether cle^r.

The reviewer ingenuously confesses that as a Christian pastor he finds

himself somewhat at a loss in respect to his official duty, and especially so

as to the condition in which the matter stands in the Presbyterian Church.
"It throws upon the minister the responsibility of deciding iu every case

whether those who ask for the baptism of their children are members of

the visible Church and make a credible profession of faith ; " and here it

may well be asked, What is the scriptural standa'-d by wliich to determine
such cases ? Very frankly the good doctor confesses his perplexity, and
also tells us how he cuts the knot that he cannot untie :

After timcli study of this question the writer has come deliberately to tlie con-
clusion to baptize ijie cliildren of all who have themselves been baptized, v/ho
have iifver repudiated their covenanted olilifations, and who, at the time of the
adinhjistratiou of t!,c ordinance, are prepared to make a credible profession of
their laitli in and obedience to Christ. ... If any parents Vvill deceitfully or
carelessly make such a confession and assume such vows, the accountability is on
them, not oti us.

This may probably be understood as substantially the practice of the

ministers of the Presbyterian Church, and iu it they assimie whatever
may be its legitimate doctrinal implications. Dr. Ilodgc, in his great

work on theology, grants that "the sacraments are to be confined to the

members of the Church;" but he immediately adds that the Church "in-

cludes all those who, having been baptized, have not forfeited their mem-
bership by scandalous li\'ing or by an act of church discipline;" and
here again ai)pears the peculiar form of cliurchism before referred to, ac-

cording to which a succession of baptized unbelievers and practical rep-

robates may transmit by inheritance, through any number of successive

generations, a spi.'cial and peculiar right to the privileges of the Christian

covenant. The end reached may be all right, but the process is not so

well made out and justified.

We have watched with very great interest, induced by a lively and de-

cidedly friendly sympathy, the recent movements of the great minds of ihc

noble Presbyterian Church, and listened to their utterances, while mak-
ing the transition from tlie wilderness of ultra-Calvinism, in which their

predecessors so long wandered, into tiie Promised Laud, iu winch v, e are
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i;0.v happy to greet tlicin. "We are aware of the superficial character of

many of the popular, and, perhaps, practically the most effective, objections

to their moribund system of doctrine, and are quite ready to concede that

within the range of natural reason the logical positions of high Calvinism

are impregnable, and that all attempts to soi'tcu down its so-called a^jjcrities,

and to reconstruct the system on some other logical basis, must be egregious

and manifest failures. And yet every body knows—and most people are

glad of it—that the great body of the Presbyterian ministers have ceased

to teach, and their people to hold, the distinctive doctrines of that system,

as they stood forth and were recognized from the time of Augustine

down to the middle of the nineteenth century. The doctrinal status of

the Presbyterian pulpit of to-day, and of its current literature, is quite as

far from that of the Synod of Dort or of the Westminster Assembly, as

was that of Arminius and the early Remonstrants, or of AVesley and his

associates and followers. It may, indeed, be doubted whether the theol-

ogy of Methodism is not more conservative of all that was really valuable

in the old school Calvinism (and of that there was very much) than are

any of the modided forms of that system, which though apparently care-

ful to retain the husk, seem to be quite ready to give up the kernel. Dr.

Van Dyke tells us, at the close of his discussion, that " The salvation of

any soul turns ultimately upon the gracious counsel of the divine will,''

which is a great and precious truth, but not the vrhole truth, and half-

truths are often the worst kind of untruths. To save that sentence from

that censure it should have inserted in it, after the word "ultimately,"'

the qualifying clause, " but not unconditionally." The "means" of per-

sonal salvation, of which baptism is a not unimportant item, are divinely

appointed, and if properly used they will prove effective ; but they may
be neglected or perverted, and so the end itself defeated.

METHODISTIC VIEWS RESPECTING INFANT BAPTISM.

At the end of the seventeenth of the twenty-five "Articles of Religion,"

which to some degree represent the doctrinal stutus of American Method-

ism, occurs the sentence: "The baptism of young children is to be

retained in the Church." This injunction may seem to require a fuller

presentation of the doctrinal basis and the purport of what is enjoined,

and also fuller practical instruction respecting the conditions to be con-

sidered in obeying it. Possibly some will say that there is a lack of under-

standing and a{X{)reciation of this subject among us; but, if so, the fault

must lie with those whose offices and relations bring them into contact

with the average thinking of the people—the pulpit, the Sunday-school,

and the periodical press. Tiie Church's literature on the subject, both in

its general treatises and in works specifically devoted to the subject, is

Kufilcient to answer all reasonable requirements, and the utterances of

these works crive no uncertain sound.
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It is scarcely to be questioned that ]\[r. Wesley was all his life-time a Ixs

liever iu the doctrine of bnptismal regeneration. Ilis "Treatise on Eaj>-

tism " (see Works, vol. %'i, pp. 12-22, Amcr. ed.). which he several times re-

vised, and which, as it now appears, he made in his celebrated PoU-dcrd

the unalterable doctrinal standard of his "Societies," is capable of uo other

interpretation. His words are: "By baptism, we who were 'by nature

children of wrath ' are made the children of God. And this is more than

barely being admitted into the Church; being grafted into the body of

Christ's Church we are made the children of God by adoption and grace.

. . . Herein a principle of grace is infused which will not be wholly taken

away, unless we quench the Holy Spirit of God by long-continued wick-

edness," "In consequence of bc-ing made children of God (by baptism)

we are heirs to the kingdom of heaven," and " suppo.singthis, as it admits

us into the Church here, so into glory hereafter.'"

It should be noticed that Mr. Wesley clearly distinguished between the

ceremony of baptism and the spiritual grace of which it is, as he believed,

the infallible condition and procuring cause; for he states expressly, and

without qualification, that "the outward baptism is a means (not simply a
|

sign, nor only a condition) of the inward." He also concedes, and seems to l
concur with the position, that the Church of England " supposes that all i

who are baptized in their iufauc\\ are, at the same time, boru again." And
|;

in the same sermon fi-om which this last passage is taken he defines Lis V
meaning of the words " born again " as indicating "that great change f.

which God works in the soul when he brings it into life, , , . the chan<ie S

wrought in the whole soul by the almighty Spirit of God . . , when it is |
'renewed after the image of God in righteousness and true holiness.'

"

%
It ia plain, then, that the author of the " Treatise on Baptism " and of the f

sermon on the "New Birth" (Xo. xlv) was, at their writing, a believer in 2

baptismal regeneration; and as both these compositions were incorporated
|

into the doctrinal basis ordained to be held in perpetuity by his "Socio- |

ties," it is evident that he died in the same faith. g
It is certain, however, that Mr, Wesley's views and opinions on this

^
subject were never fully accepted by his followers—not even those in Great t

Britain, and still less by the Methodists of this country. Mr. AVatson, |

whose " Institutes " is accepted as a faithful embodiment of Wesleyan \

Methodist theology in both countries, thus states the case, historically:
|

" As held by the Romanists, the hereditary corruption of our nature, and f

all actual sins committed before baptism, arc entirely removed by it;" i.

and "in this notion of regeneration, or the washing away of original >in «

by baptism, the Roman Church followed Augustine, . , , The Lutheran
|

Churcli also places the efficacy of the sacrament (of baptism) in regoncra- I

tion, by which faith is actually conveyed to the soul of the infant;" and ^

"the Church of England . , , has not departed entirely from the terms
j^

used by the Church of Rome." Ilis own view, with large illustrations i

drawn from the Abrahamic covenant, is condensed, as to its results, in a
^

few concise sentences: "Baptism, as a sign of the new (the Christian)

covenant, corresponds to circumcision (in the old). Like that, its admin-
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istration is a constant exhibition of the placability of God to man ; like

that, it is the initiatory rite into a covenant which promises pardon and

salvation to a true faith, of which it is the outward profession ; like that,

it is the sjTnbol of regeneration, the washing away of sin, and ' the

renewing of the Holy Ghost; ' and, like that, it is a sign of peculiar rela-

tion to God, Christians becoming, in consequence [of what it symbol

izes ?]
' a chosen generation—a peculiar people '— his Church on earth as

distinguished from the icorld.^'''' Here is certainly no "baptismal regen-

eration" ex opere operato, though room is given for the inference that the

act of baptism performed in faith, whether upon an adult or child, may be

not altogether without attendant spiritual advantages, and that even the

"unconscious infant" may be spiritually profited by the sacrament so

given and received.

In Dr. Pope's " Christian Theology," which seems to be accepted as the

standard of the Methodist orthodoxy of the present day, though perhaps the

author is a little less removed from the older sacramentarianism than most

of his co-religionists, the subject, as viewed by '' many," evidently includ-

ing the writer himself, is thus summarized : "By many the regeneration of

the soul is regarded as sncramentalhj p>lcdgcd and promised in virtue of the

general ^Tace bestowed upon mankind in redemption. Baptism is, there-

fore, a sign of the blessing into which prclbiiinary grace is to mature; and

the seal [the assured pledge] of its bcstowment if that preliminary grace

is used aright. ... In this scheme regeneration stands connected with all

the blessings of the Christian covenant, and baptism is not more intimately

allied with the new birth than with remission of sins and sanctification

to God. . . . Children baptized are externally [provisionally ?] pardoned,

adopted, and made holy ; the internal reality coiTCsponding to these is sealed

to them by the preliminary grace that belongs to the family of redeemed

man. . . , Baptism in this doctrine, which, carefully stated, is irrcfragible,

is the sign and seal, and the instrument [as an aid to faith] to adult hclievers

of their pardon and renewal and sanctification." The above, especially

as we have annotated it, liy italics and bracketed comments, presents, we
believe, about the form of the doctrinal conception generally accepted and

taught by the best Methodist thinkers, both British and American. Only

a few years ago the British Wcsleyans adopted a revised ritual, including a

baptismal service, from which every form of words that could be construed

to favor baptismal regeneration, or sacramental eflBcacy ex opcre operato,

was carefully eliminated.

In the same paragraph from which the above quoted sentences are

taken, the author indicates a limitation of the applicability of the benefits

of this sacrament to a specific class of infants described by their relations,

to the implied exclusion of all others. lie continues: "To the children of

I'dit'irrs it is the sign and seal, and the instrument of imparting these

blessings, so far as they arc capable of them. ... If what may be loosely

called the germ of grace is regeneration in the infant, then it becomes new
l)irth in the adult." This limitation of the privilege of baptism to the

children of believers runs through much of the later Protestant teaching
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on this subject, but just wliat is the authority for it is not so obvious. In

the older Calvinistic creeds!, in whicli the discrimination of little childrci

as "elect infants," and, by silent imj.licatiou, *' non-elect," which me^in-i

children reprobated from their mother's womb, it was according to re;is(.n

that only the presumptively elect should receive the sign of the covenant

of grace; and because it was held by them, as by the Anglicans, that '• llic

baptism of young children is to be retained in the Church," following tli''

sentiment of parental affection without any ground in reason, and in th<>

absence of any Scripture warrant, it was kindly assumed that "the chil-

dren of believers," and only such, might be baptized. But why any who
holds the doctrine of a universal redemption provided by the death ami

resurrection of Christ should so limit that privilege, is not so apparent.

If every soul is redeemed, is not every one entitled to the "sign and
seal " of his redemption ? A limitation of the use of baptism may bo

argued where there is a manifes*^ -impossibility that the Church sliov.M

fuitill the duties that it assumes in its administration; but these conditions

are not determined with certainty by the child's parentage. Children of

believing parents are sometimes found in circumstances that preclude the

possibility of Christian nurture; and should such be baptized ? And not

infrequently, through Christian beneflcence, children of the most godlc-.s

parents are found among the most favorable conditions; and may not such

receive the sacrament of their redemption ?

The position of the Jlethodist Episcopal Church on this subject is

expressed both very clearly and equally felicitoush-, though even in its

utterance there is one point that needs to be explained ; that is. What is to

be done for unbaptized children ? seeing that what is directed to bo

done applies exclusively to the "baptized." The forty-ninth paragraph "f

the " ]\Icthodist Discipline " presents this whole subject both affirmatively

and with the requisite discriminations, and remotely witli just practic.il

limitations. In it the Church declares :

'

' We hold that all children, by virtue

of the unconditional benefits of the atonement, ake inemlers of the hingJ"-.n,

of God, and, therefore, graciously entitled to baptism; but as infant baptism

contemplates a course of rclig-ious instruction and discipline, it is expected

of all parents or guardians who present their children for baptism, that

they will use all diligence in [order to] bringing them up in conformity to

the word of God; and they should be solemnly admonished of this obliga-

tion, and earnestly exhorted to faithfulness therein." This is a noble

utterance, and worthy of the great evangelical body wliich makes it. It

claims "all children" for Christ and his Church, not simply "elect in-

fants," or "children of believers," simply because they are Christ's "by

the unconditional benefits of the atonement." Christ's ministers an-

bound to so consider them, and, whenever permitted, to extend to thcni

the Church's ministries, of Avhich baptism is an eminent part, and al-^o the

divinely-ordained .symbol and pledge of all the rest. But the Church'-;

ordinances should not be separated from its "instruction and discipline,"

and, therefore, an indiscriminate baptizing of infants would be a profana-

tion; and, accordingly, proper assurances are required that the children to
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I* baptized shall receive the requisite religious care and discipline. In

thi* hri'-f declaration is comprised the entire theory of ^lethodism in

rT>|HTt to th.c relations of young children to Christ and the Gospel, and of

tlu-ir plaoe and privileges in the visible Church.

Hut after making this grand and comprehensive declaration of God's

Imprtial love to all, without respect to conditions and circumstances, the

wry next paragraph makes what seems to be a strange discrimination:

"All chijilren who have received baptism" are regarded "as placed in

vi-ilile relations to God, and under the special care and supervision of the

Church,'" which is all very well; but how about those that have not

n-rcivi'd baptism ? There seems to be here an implication by the law of

fxcluMon by omission, that the Church's duties extend only to those who
cc>me fofmally within the covenant of the Gospel. But in many cases the

luptizcd children constitute the lesser part of those to whom the minis-

tric.1 of the Church in the form of "instruction and discipline" may
pxtond ; and is there, then, no obligation to care for those of that majority ?

W'c are happy to know that the practice of the Church is more com-
jirtlicnsive than this one of her rescripts would imply. Vsa do not say

that no special care should be dkected to those to whom the Church has

fjivcn the signature of the covenant of grace; but we say emphatically, that

br^auseall children are Christ's by the purchase of his blood, the duties of

minister? and of the wliole Church extend to all ; and that, without respect

to parentage or race, or hereditary faith or un faith, in every case where
iIktc is good reason to believe that the cliild can be duly subjected to "a
course of religious instruction and discipline," it is right and proper that

such a cliild shall be baptized.

This conception of the moral character and spiritual relations of young
children, as implied in their baptism, is in harmony with the fundamental
th'j')lo:;ical position of 3Iethodism. The ritual for "The Ministration of

baptism to Infants" opens with the recognition of the fact that "all men are

Conceived and born in sin," and that another, a spiritual birth, is a prereq-
uisite to admission to " the kingdom of God," all of wliich is in perfect har-
inDny with the article (vii) " Of Original or Birth Sin." The " kingdom of
<^'0(l," as that term is here used, evidently implies a state of spiritual regen-
eration; but there is also an important sense in which every soul born into
the world is "of the kingdom of God; " and for that reason they are cnti-
th d to baptism. In " Clarke's Commentary " (revised edition) on :yiatthew
S'^, 11, is this note: "The 'kingdom of heaven,' in its original p rpose
a'l

1 in its actual scope, as the gift of the Father to the :Me5siah, compre-
h'ndcd all souls (Psa. ii, 8), and accordingly all Avere redeemed by
< .jri.-i'.s blood simply as members of the human family; therefore 'little

children' .are of the kingdom of heaven; and because they are Christ's
tli';y should be brought to him, by whatever process or methods redeemed
^'uls are taken out of the Korld, and formally united to the Cliurch ; and
iKcause they are of the Church, they are entitled to its proper watch-
«"are and nurture, together (as far as they are applicable) witli its most
K»ered ordinances." The title of children to baptism has no refcTcnce to
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their moral fitness as some have argued (sec Merccin's " Natural Good-
ness ''), but the opposite is steadily implied; nor is it supposed that

any properly moral or spiritual change accompanies, or is directly procurei],

by baptism. In his own nature the child is the same after that he waa

before baptism.

And now some one may ask, "What advantage, then, hath the christened

child, or what profit is there in baptism ? " And the answer is precisely

the same that the apostle rendered in a parallel case: "Much every way;
chiefly because unto them are committed the oracles of God." Baptism

is valuable to its subject, not so much for its direct influences upon his

spiritual character as for the "course of religious instruction and disci-

pline" which it "contemplates," and which is pledged to him by bis par-

ents or guardians, and by the Church at his baptism. The risen Christ com-

missions his apostles to proselyte "all the nutions"—that is, all mankind
—v/hich, beyond reasonable question, included all children, and baptism

was to be the sign of their initiation into Christ's family—being taken out

of the world. The Master gave that sign, to be used upon all whom his

servants should " disciple," and it is for them to obey—not to reason why,

though the command is obviously a reasonable one. Nor is it impossi-

ble, nor indeed improbable, that not inconsiderable spiritual advantages

may come to the baptized as results of the new conditions and relations

into which they are brought. Baptism is itself an act of faith to which

God will have respect, and which he may honor by special providential

watch-care, and the better disposition of circumstances for the salvation

of the soul, so favorably placed within the covenant of mercy; and larger

measures of the Spirit, and of the universal grace that brings salvation,

may be expected for "those that be planted in the house of the Lord"

—

that they may "flourish in the courts of our God." And so, considering

the subject, Methodists are fully convinced that "the baptism of young

children is to be retained in the Church."
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FOREIGN, RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY.

Thk EunoPFA-N Outlook.—The Protestant Churclics of Germany have

\,-f\m the year with renewed vigor, and the general outlook is good for

sitivo and practical work. The several Synods have made a general move-

tTK-nt toward the matter of increasing the income of the working pastors,

anil imiposc to go to the general government with petitions to that effect.

Th'Tf is also a great desire shown to have a reform in Sabbath observ-

anc-i-. wliich is now very lax ; efforts will be made to induce a reduced

»- rvii-e on the railroads and in postal matters on the Lord's day, and the

j-l las of jniblic entertainment are likely all to be closed, at least during the

li.r.ir-; of church service. In addition to this, there is also a great desire

RiMong the churches to have a better preparation in the candidates for the

jitilpit; measures are being adopted to secure that end.

In Austria a host of petitions has been sent to the government in favor

c.f schools for Protestant children, and it is believed that the emperor

favors the measure, and will soon give his assent to a bill in parliament

lh.it will satisfy the large number now without school privileges except

with the condition of Catholic training. In Hungary there is much com-

plaint that, while in the House of Magnates there are representatives of

the Catholic and the Greek Churches, the Protestant Church has no

voice. A bill will likely soon come up granting to the Evangelical Church

Hx members—three from the clergy and three from the laity.

The Swiss are still fighting the Salvation Army and the Mormons—-with

more zeal than judgment, we fear—and at the same time they are trying

t'l cure some of the worst wounds caused by the '' Kultur-Kampf."" In

the diocese of Basle the destroyed bishopric is about to be restored, and
in Tifiuo an episcopal vicariate will probably soon be established. The
annual convention of the Reformed Association will be held this year in

Geneva, in the month of August. The subjects for discussion on this

orctv-ion and the speakers are already appointed. At the same time

the three hundred and fiftieth birthday of the Reformation will be ccle-

bnited also in Geneva. Old Catholicism is also again rising into hope and
notice, and will, in the course of the year, hold a conference in some por-

tion of Switzerland on the line of the Gothard Road, so as to be easy of

«fcccj.3 from both sides of the Alpine range.

In the Scandinavian States there is just now not a little of discomfort

at the unsettled state of religious affairs. The State Church gained no

l^iurcls in the opposition to the m.eeting of the Evangelical Alliance in the

I'';«ding capital, and Denmark was decidedly the gainer in welcoming that

*»ody to its capital. The Swiss Synod meets only once in five years, which
f-ict shows that it is indeed a very slow coach. At that rate, in these fast

d:iys, tlic government might abolish it before its own veto could be

interposed. In Norway there is a movement on foot to call during the

pre^r-nt year an ecclesiastical conference to discuss the proposition to make
-^— riFTII SKIIIK.S, VOL. I.
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the Norwegian Churcli independent. At least it is expected that a synodal

constitution will be obtained which will be a step toward self-government.

Holland is quite thoroughly permeated with civil and religious libenil-

ism, and this latter has gone so far as to give it godless schools. Tliis, in

Europe, where the Sunday-school system is not very well developed,

means just what it says, so that the children may pass through their course

with but little iritimation of divine truths except what they may receive

in their homes. An effort is now being made to remedy this evil. The

Reformed Church of Holland has more kinds of adherents within its lines

than it can conveniently carry, and the time is near when there must be a

reorganization into liberals and orthodox. The Ultramontane journals

declare that these latter, in case of a division, will return to Rome; but

in this, Tve venture to say, that their reckoning is a little premature.

In Belgium, notwithstanding the fearful commotion between the Catho-

lics and the Liberals on the school and other civil questions, circumstances

are not entirely unfavorable to the spread of evangelical religion. The

"Belgian Christian ^lissiou Church" is entirely independent of the State,

and proposes to hold its Synod this year in Liege, while the State Protestant

Church will meet in Brussels. In Antwerp there will be held a " Univer-

sal Exposition," at which, it is said, there will be evangelical service in

several languages, while the Bible in various tongues will be offered to

the visitors. In Spain alone do the prospects of the Protestant Church

look gloomy. The preseut Conservative ministry is hostile to the Gos-

pel, and lays every obstacle in its way.

The French Protestants are rapidly learning their strength, and the true

means of carrying on a successful aggressive and defensive warfare against

their enemies of various shades. The "Revue Chreticnne," their official

organ, so far as they have one in common, has jiassed into new hands,

and greatly increased its corps of co-workers. Edmond de Pressensf,

who so long controlled its pages, yields to the demands made on him in

the French Senate, of which he is now a member, and retires from the

leading plac:-. But his spirit will still animate the work, and his pen will

contribute the usual and acceptable monthly review.

Rev. Frank Puaux now enters the editorial sanctum to take up the

mantle of the master and lead on in the conflict. And the central plank

in his platform runs as follows: "Separation of Church and State pn.'-

sented as a principle and a goal ; while expecting cordial sympathy for

every tendency which shall prepare the way, but with the reserve that no

action of the State is admissible to establish or maintain the profession of

faith as long as the Concordat rule shall exist." And another plank is

thus worded: '"In political matters, invariable Liberalism again^^t all the

authorities, whether of the Right or the Left; and every-where, and

always, the defense of the liixrty of crjtiscicnce."

In opening this new series of the " Review" the editor retains its time-

honored device :
" The Gospel and Liberty." And under this, he and his

confreres expect to move onto great conquests. They do not believe, as

is often asserted, that liberty is dangerous to the cause of true religion.
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Tlif rrisls before them is one that springs from modern philosophy rather

jlut) from political development. They believe Christ more necessary now

(4» the French nation than ever before, and propose to present him in sim-

jiiicity as the Son of God and Friend of ^lan. They would have him

nuii"lc with the crowds, and have compassion on the people as in other

tiiiics, so as to confound the sophists wlio would mislead the masses. To

lhi< weary and despairing nation they would repeat the apostolic words:

"We have found the Christ." To do that they consider their duty and

slic secret of assured victory.

Tlicv do not regard numbers nor success alone, but the mysterious power

of the truth that they jjreach. And, without conceiving great designs,

l.icy believe in their power to inspire and increase a truly Christian

•pirit, exempt at once from violence on the one hand, and too easy com-

piiiionship on the other. Among the corps of workers on the magazine,

in addition to the old and well-known names, we observe the new and

olclinitod ones of Laveb.ye, Hollard, Kuhn, Bastide, Lacheret, Doctor

<;il)iTt, and others. "With such a corps of co-laborers the sympathies of

French Protestants are assured in advance.

The UltramontAXES ix Belgium.—The well-known publicist, Lavelaye,

has a searching article in the January number of the " Kevue Chretienne,"

<«:» tlie religious crisis in Belgium, from which we give, in brief, these

thoughts: The triumph of the Catholic party in the late elections, the

advent to power of a cabinet resolutely clerical, and their hasty action in

t!>e matter of primary instruction, have induced a profound impression

in the political life of the country. And this impression will, without

•lonbt, find its counterpart in all Protestant nations with free institutions

—such as England, the United States, and Holland.

The real question at stake is not often seen or regarded. The Ultramon-

t.ines believe that the Catholic Church, with the restoration of royalty

l>y divine right, will have order, peace, and true liberty. On the other

hand, the Liberal Catholics think that the Church can and ought to be

reconciled with the modern spirit in spite of the anathemas of the sylla-

'>us. The freethinkers and the greater part of the Liberals imagine
th;tt the Catholic Church has lost its power, and that, while it is expir-

iti;;, the State can organize new methods without caring for the resistance

ni:i(lo. These three groups form the great majority, both in France and
'/<i^ium.

The author considers all these three mist;iken in certain particulars,

and believes that they ignore the teachings of history and contemporaneous
f:ii-ts; which assertion he supports about as foUov.'s: Experience proves

tint a country completely subjected to Rome may enjoy a peaceful ha]>
pm^ss, and a certain liberty, on the condition of l)ci:ig protected from tl'.e

• nva-ion of modern ideas. This is seen in the Tyrol and in French
Canada. But tiiis supposes that heresy and free thought do not penetrate

"'leh lands, or are violently expelled .from them, which 's not easily the

fa.se in an epoch which hesitates at the Inquisition.
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If the modern spirit enters a good Catliolic land, the struggle against

the Church will be most acrid and persistent. This has been seen in

Rome for the last fourteen years, and it is tliis antagonism which now

causes the crisis in Belgium. The Conservatives and the religious pco[.li'

who desire the overthrow of the Kepublic in France, in the interest of

religion, are singularly blind. A restored monarchy would find its sujv

port in the clergy ; and then against this power there v.-ould reappear a

more violent hostility than at the period of the Restoration. If the throne

were again supported by the altar, Catholicism would bo attacked witli

greater bitterness than now. Liberal Catholics are mistaken when tlb y

imagine that the Church would be reconciled to modern idea^. NoMo
minds, even Tocqueville, have racked themselves with this chimera. But

they forget the anathemas of the popes, and the decisions of the councils.

The Church of Rome has always condemned liberty of conscience, and

she demands to-day the extirpation of heretics in governments under the

Concordat.

The CncECH in Denmark is exerting itself with unusual vigor in the

line of home mission work, and an ancient association is renewing its life

in this intent. For two years it has had a local center in the best portion

of the city, and thus attracts general attention. Large contributions have

of late come to it from private sources, and it has built a great hall thtit

will accommodate two thousand persons. Over a thousand meetings for

various religious and philanthropic purposes have here been held in the

course of the year. An adjunct in the form of a yard or court mission

has been established to carry the Gospel into the inner courts or yards of

the most densely populated quarters. This effort has revived the church

attendance, which is now exceptionally good for a European city. The

churches are filled every Sunday; even the early morning service of nearly

all the new churches is largely attended.

This fact has developed the want of more places for public worship for

the masses, and this want is likely to be supplied. These home missions

are adopting the modern methods of taking to the poor and their children

small papers and tracts, and especially appropriate hymns, the singing of

which forms a strong attraction. Tlie pastors, after holding off for a little

while, are now inclined to aid in the work, to which they also bring the

theological students. This movement has thus given life to the Sunday-

schools, of which there are now many in the city. They have, of course,

met with some contumely and opposition, but the people at large are with

them, and their cause is gn)wing in spite of opposition. This spirit is

now spreading to other Danish cities, and thus Denmark is leaving the

other Scandinavian realms quite in the background in the line of live

religious work. "Within the la>t few years five new churches have been

erected in Copenhagen, a few of them quite beautiful architectural mon-

uments. Some of the churches have been aided in this enterprise by

private men of wealth, who think it wise to use their means thus in order

to resist the advance of socialistic ideas.
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\ cDiifliot in tte Catholic Church of France is causing the Pope con-

»i<l<r;»l)lc trouble. It arises from the different opinions entertained by

lli«j two parties—Liberal and Conservative—in regard to a Life of the late

r.i^hop of Orleans, the famous Dupanloup. The Ultramontane press is

ftMiickinfT the author with unwise zeal because of his panegyrics, which to

iht'iii are not agreeable ; but they are, without exception, laymen who have

crrt;un control of the papal organ in France. These fanatical attacks on

iJio Lilwrah bode no good for the Church at large in France, and the

t»m:ill has addressed to them, through his nuncio to the French govern-

nii-at, pome very earnest warnings. The Papal Embassador declares that

tit. se unwise words can only make more ditlicult the mission of the bishops,

uhii h Is now to conciliate a government that is, in many ways, protecting

ihc Church from the assaults of the Radicals, and aiding it in its mission

work abroad, especially in China, Japan, Madagascar, and other parts of

Afriia. The Cardinal-archbishop of Paris has also bid these over-zealous

champions bo still.

Old Catholicism is again resuming its activity in various parts of Ger-

many. There is a large congregation in Wiesbaden that is leading off in

the new movement. Several new periodicals are being established for

circulation among the adherents of this Church, and Bishop Reinkeus

rx-cfntly addressed a thousand persons on the theme, " German bishops a

thousand years ago and now." The well-known Professor Braun, who left

the Church on account of its dogma in regard to the Immaculate Concep-

tion, died recently without retracting his views, though a great effort was

m;ulc by certain Catholic prelates to induce him to become reconciled to

the "Holy Mother Church." One quite distingviished lady of this faith

h;« recently published a pamphlet on the "Rights and Duties of the

Women of the Present," in which she speaks very plainly of the celibacy

of tlie clergy, and its evil influence on women whom it takes from

their natural sphere, and uses for the advancement of tenets and creeds

tluit are of infinite harm to society and social life. Old Catholicism is,

therefore, by no means so moribund as the Church has represented it

to Ixj.

Hie Catholics of Germany have just formed a "Palestine Society," which
iK not in the line of exhumation as are most others. Its object is to look

fcfter the interests of their faith throughout the Holy Land, and by efficient

nrrangeraents to control the religious and social development of Catholi-

'•i-Mn in those limits. To this end they propose to establish in Jerusalem

» hospice, with church, school, and hospital attached, in which German
Catholics who come as pilgrims to the Holy Land may find a hospitable

wt-lcome, and assistance and care in case of need. And Catholics who,

for any reason, wish to settle there, especially for the propagation of the

faitli, will receive advice that will help them in introducing genuine

Christian culture into Palestine. A Franciscan monk has already secured

Kiine laud and a roomy house in Jerusalem, as well as a piece of land iu
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Emmaus, which purchases have ju3t been passed over to the Lands of a

committee, for the purpose of starting the -work.

The Christian Colonial Association is the cognomen of another new Ixxlv

just founded in the Fatherland under the influence of the colonizing spirit

now abroad in that country. Its object is to collect funds for the purpo.-;<,'

of founding or aiding Christian colonization in all those parts of Africa

now being acquired by Germany. It is intended to favor the acceptance'

of such persons mainly as find it difScult to gaiu a livelihood through tlie

abundance of hands at their homes. The colony is to form a Chri.-,ti;ui

community to ])e controlled by persons appointed by the association. It

is to be the duty of those accepted by the association to exert themselves

to make the colony an example and attraction, as well as an object lesson.

to the natives. As soon as there is sufficient means in the treasury, a

commission will be sent to Africa to acquire lands and pave the way for

a beginning. In order to hasten and broaden the work, branch societies

are being formed in various cities.

The German Puritans have received quite a ventilation from a recent

work of colossal proportions, entitled the " History of Pietism." The

book is not yet indeed finished ; more is promised. What is now before

the public treats of the mj'sticism of the Lutheran Church in the seven-

teenth century, of the fundamental forms of Pietism in the Lutheran

Church, and of that of Halle. The book is by Dr. Albrecht Ritscbl,

which is to say that the subject is handled with great thoroughness, and

with a peculiar illumination. The author shows great respect for the

founders of the schism or sect— Spener and Franke—and grants full

acknowledgment to their high worth. He does not -so much censure

Spener for inoculating Pietism with sickly germs, as for not preventing

thom from penetrating the body. Critics promise to give the work a

complete overhauling, with the view of showing tlie influence of Pietism

on the development of the present German Evangelical Church, by which

Pietism will be more likely to su8!er than to profit.

Russia and the Vaticvx.—The Concordat concluded last spring

between Russia and the Vatican, though it seemed to grant unusual priv-

ileges to the Catholic Church, is not working very harmoniously. Russia

has called a synod of the Greek Church in a district that Rome claims for

her own. She also demands that her own officers in the Department of

Public Worship shall have cognizance of correspondence between the

Vatican and the government, and that the Roman Catholic fraternities

for the protection^ of the faith shall be under police surveillance. And
again, the orthodox Church accuses the Romish hierarchy of endeavoring

to proselytize, while the ofiicial organ of the government threatens the

Vatican with another break in diplomatic relations. All these troubles

show how weak is the foundation of the peace that now ostensibly reigns

between Rome and Russia, despite the Concordat.
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The ci;.'lith general meeting of the deaconesses of Kaiserswerth on the

tU.iiii', was recently held in the famous " Mother House." Over a hundred

ilr!c;^'ates were present from the various centers that have been established

lit tlivso <,f0od women of God in Germany and other lands. They came from

l*»ns und i\'sth, from Switzerland and Austria, from Finland and Den-

mAfk, and other distant centers. Their object was to renew their faith

bv (x)nfcrence, and to discuss all questions pertaining to their wonderfully

u-^-ful work. They now propose a closer union, with a view to harmony

ti( action and purpose, and are inclined to make a code for the better pro-

t.rtjon of those in foreign lauds. They propose to withdraw the sisters

(nttn the clinics of hospitals, and employ them more exclusively in char-

itable institutions; and demand at least that the nurses in clinics shall

luvc !i little Sabbath rest. The main object of the conference thus seems

to Ik; to elevate and improve the condition of the workers.

\ German scholar, Dr. J. 31. Raich, has undertaken the peculiar task

of sliowing Shakespeare's position toward the Catholic religion. The

fir;;unient is based on his very correct presentation of Catholic doctrines,

rt-rtinonies, and usages, and the special preference of the poet for those

jKjints of Catholicism which are generally marked in black by its oppo-

v\vut<. Such are the asceticism, the frequent prayer, the vows, the whole

inon:isterial life, as well as the sacraments and purgatory of the "True

Church." On tlie contrary, Shakespeare shows very little knowledge of

the doctrines of the Reformation, of total depravity, and of justification by

fiiillu And still more instructive is the difference made by the dramatist

iu the delineation of the clergy of the respective faiths—on the one hand,

the Catliolic monks, nuns, hermits, bishops, and priests, and, on the other,

the Puritanic or Anglican clergy, and their surroundings. The book is

pretty roughly handled by some critics, who claim that Shakespeare had

» good deal of Protestant blood in his veins.

A very acceptable book to the French Protestants, bearing the title

"Adolphe Moaod—Souvenirs of his Life," has just issued from the press

of Fischbacher, in Paris. It contains, among other treasures, extracts

from his con-espondence. A more cherished present could scarcely have

Ut-n made to the Protestants of France. The pious hand that selected

the letters was well suited to the task. The first volume—there are two

—is a model biography. The precious docxmients taken from the archives

'»f the family are connected with tact and discretion, and the recital is

"•impl.! and graphic. ]\ronod is presented as he lived—a humble, fervent

Chri>tian in his pleasures and his struggles. A French critic calls these

Volumes the "gift of God," and says: "They do more than interest and

move us—they humiliate by placing us in the presence of the highest

Christian ideal, which is the greatest blessing bestowed on us."

A new movement in London, gaining its animus from the late "Bitter

<^>y of the Outcast," and bearing the name of the "Third London Mis-

sion," bids fair to have a great field for labors, and promises much success.
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It is virtually a stepping down into the arena of all shades of the Estab-

lished Church, from the most decided Rituals to the extreme wing of iIil

Evangelicals. The whole movement is voluntary, though sin-iuginLj

largely from the suggestion and support of the Bishop of Bedford. The
pastors of several churches have called to their aid the assistance of some
of the most gifted preachers, and, in their own circles, have received the

aid of a great many volunteers among the laity. ^Mission sermons are to

be preached in more than two hundred churches ; and, in some of the

filthiest and vilest portions of London, the pastor, in full clerical attire,

will head a procession with lanterns and flags bearing the invitation,

" Come to the Mission." And, afterpassing through the principal streets,

will return to the church, singing hymns, and followed by a crowd for an

audience.

The question of Christian benevolence in the Middle Ages is very thor-

oughly and effectively discussed in a recent work by Dr. Uhlhorn, called

forth by the fact that the Catholic world of Europe is quite inclined to

attribute much of the social unrest of the period among the poorer and

"working cbxsses to the rise and rule of Protestantism in many countries.

The Catholic Church maintains, that in the good old times a great deal of

the suffering of tiie poor was alleviated by the cloisters, hospitals, and other

institutions of the day for the alleviation of human misery. Dr. Uhlhorn

treats the matter without gloves, and quite conclusively shows that many
of these very institutions propagated beggary and idleness, instead of

destroying these evils. It was the Church of the Reformation that under-

took the task of wiping out these so-called benevolent organizations wliich

spent far more money on themselves than on the poor, and of establishing

in their stead evangelical Church institutions, that forbade beggars and

dispensed well-ordered charity.

We have just received the last number of the new Italian re-\-iew, entitled

"La Nuova Scienza." It is devoted to the study of higher instruction and

philosophical research. It appears to be plowing its ^s•ay on with much
vigor, and is giving to its readers the "Italian thought of the day" in

the matters of which it treats. Many of our own terms and proper names,

as well as those of Germany, look strangely out of place among the pretty

vowel-ending words of the "Bella Lingua," in an article called "Anglo-

Saxon Anti-Clerical Evolution," which is a very exhaustive and valuable

treatise. One of the sections of this lengthy article is devoted to"** Ger-

man Pietism," another to "British ^lethodism," and still another to

"American ^lethodism." We need hardly say that this latter, with its

well-known names of the great worthies of our Church, looks very natural

to us, and we thank God that they are being so rapidly and successfully

introduced to Italian Protestant Christians.
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DOMESTIC RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Beatificatiox asked for "American Servants of God."— A note-

worthy moveineut lias been begun by a few dignitaries of the Roman
Catholic Church in the United States looking toward the "beatification"

of certain "American servants of God." The candidates for this honor

are Father Isaac Jogues, a Jesuit priest; Rene Goupil, a novice of the

same society—both of whom are revered as martyrs ; and Catherine Tegak-

wita, "the Indian virgin of the Mohawk." Father Jogues was a French-

man, born in 1G07. Ordained when about thirty years of age, he promptly

dedicated himself to the Indian missions in America, and sailed for Can-

ada. The story of his self-denying and heroic adventures among the

Ilurons and Mohawks has been told at length by Parkman and Bancroft.

His religious zeal impelled him through dangers that deterred even the

hardiest military men, and led at last to his capture by the hostile Mo-
hawks, These savages inflicted inhuman tortures upon Mm and upon
his congenial companion, "the good Rene." The priest had the stur-

dier constitution and recovered, but Goupil died, "uttering with his last

breath the name of Jesus." As a slave to a Mohawk chief, Father Jogues
spent several years in patient efforts to Christianize his savage master.

When the outbreak of fresh»wars made his ministry to the Indians mani-

festly unavailing, he was persuaded, though much against liis own wish, to

escape to New Amsterdam, now Xcw York. He was the first priest who
celebrated the mass in that city. Returning to Europe, he was received as

a saint by sovereigns and people, and especially honored by the pope. But
his zealous spirit soon brought him back to America, and before long he
hiid begun a mission to his old tormentors, the Mohawks. He was received
at first with dignity as an embassador from the French; but when his re-

ligious ministrations were begun, their hostility was again aroused, and
the gentle hero was put to death in 164G, in the same village in which,
four years before, he had been tortured and mutilated, and had beheld the

martyrdom of his cherished friend. The claims of Catherine Tcgakwita
for beatification rest on slenderer foundations; she was an inconspicuous
Indian maiden, who dedicated herself to the Church, and in early life

faded from the earth, leaving an aroma of sanctity behind her. Legends
of miracles have blossomed about her tomb.

The Plenary Council of Baltimore forwarded to Rome a conciliar peti-

tion, or putstulatnm, for the beatification of these worthies; so tliat "the
"whole American Church" is now on its knees before the Holy See, united in

this request. This incipient movement looking toward the canonization
of " Americans " has an interest that reaches beyond the pale of the Rom-
ish Church. Beatification, to be sure, is "a mere permission for a lim-
ited cintus of the beatified," whereas canonization introduces tliem as

saints upon the altars, to be religiously venerated. But, then, their full

sainthood is only a question of time, and their promotion will doubtless
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be followed by that of others more closely allied in race to the present
superstitious masses of our country—genuine Americans, of Irish or Italia:i

extraction perhaps. A writer in "The Catholic World " tells us that al-

ready "one of the questions of the hour" is, Where are our national saint>

and shrines ? And thoughtful Protestants may well pause and li.si( a

when Romish authorities answer that question. The sainU have been al-

ready described; of the shrines one, at least, is to be found in the heart

of our most populous State; and we shall soon, doubtless, see dcludeil

pilgrims flocking to it by the hundred, just as now they crowd the road>
to Knock and Lourdes and La Salette.

"Orthodox" and "Reformed" Judaism.—The thoughtful student

of the tendencies of contemporary religious thought has few problems pre-

sented to him of greater interest than those which spring from the steady

tendency of the " Reformers" in Judaism away from the orthodox stand-

ards of the ritualistic Hebrews. Gathering strength in Germany a gen-

eration ago, the reform movement has steadily gained in vigor and influ-

ence, and its representatives in America are now helping to mold the

thought of the next generation of Gentiles as well as Jews.

A remarkable letter written by Jacob II. Schiff to one of the editors of

"The American Hebrew " contrasts the tendencies of Hebrew thought in

Germany and in the United States with great fairness. According to the

writer, only the Orthodox wing in Germany now represents positive prin-

ciples, and it declines to work hand in hand with the Reformers. The
Orthodox are to-day as intolerant toward the Reformers as the latter were

thirty or forty years ago, when they first gained in power, toward those

who then continued to adhere to the ritual of Judaism. But Jewish re-

form in Germany can by no means stand the test of comparison with Re-

fonned Judaism in America. While in the United States the Reformed
Jew is ever ready to join hands with his Orthodox brother where the ])ro-

motion of some .Jewish interest demands it, and is at heart as true a Jew-

as those of more orthodox inclinations, in Germany the Reformer, as a rule,

treats his brother in faith as he would a poor relative whom he cannot get

rid of, and to whom he periodically pays a pittance not to be any further re-

minded of the relationship. Thus Reformed Judaism in Germany becomes

more or less the bridge to Christianity, readily crossed by many, who con-

sider their religion a drc'^s only to be changed for a more comfortable one at

the first opportunity. 3Ir. Schiff expresses the fear that a union between

all factions, such as has been most successfully accomplished in America

through the Ministers' Association, must in Germany remain a dream of

the future, greatly to the detriment of Jewish interests. Anti-Semitism

could not make the headway it is still making were the Hebrews really

united. The general belief is, that the anti-Semitic agitation has by no

means spent its force ; and that the movement has secretly, if not openly,

the moral su])port of tlie German government, as in Russia and Rouniania,

it can hardly be doubted, the anti-Jewish agitation has the "good-will"
of the authorities.
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"The Baptist Yeah-Book" for 1885 contains a nearer approximation

to accurate denominational statistics than lias perhaps ever been reached

heretofore. No ecclesiastical organization equals the 3Iethodist Episcopal

Church in its facilities for securing correct returns; but the difficulties

are greatly increased where the tendencies of the denomination are toward

congregational segregation rather than conuectional unity. So greatly has

this difficulty been felt by Baptist statisticians, that for years no attempt has

been made to compile a complete list of the Baptist ministers in the United

States. Such a list, we are happy to note, appears in the Year-Book, care-

fully arranged by States, and with the post-office address of each minister.

jVIany inaccuracies and omissions in such a tabulation are unavoidable

;

but great care has evidently been taken, and the results are very gratify-

ing. The summary of statistics gives these aggregates : Associations, 1,178;

ordained ministers, 16, GTS; churches, 28,501); additions by baptism, 135,-

740; by letter, GO, 20G; by experience, 9,33G; by restoration, 18,163; dim-

inutions (by letter, exclusion, erasure, and death), 130,385; total of mem-
bers, 2,507,753; increase, 93,060. This increase is ascertained, not by

comparing this year's total with that reported last year, but simply by com-

paring the reported increase and diminution,—the additions being 223,'i-45,

and the diminution 130,385. The aggregates thus stated, being made up

from imperfect returns, are, as "The Watchman" says, uitJiin the truth, so

that it may be justly claimed that the Baptists in the United States number

more than 2,500,000. Their number was increased during the year by the

baptism of 135,740 persons. Disregarding the additions and dismissions by

letter, which represent only changes of residence, and taking into account

such changes only as aflfect the total aggregate, the baptisms, admissions

by experience, and restorations amount to 103,239, and the deaths, exclu-

sions, and erasures to 68,920; making the actual increase to be 94,319.

Recent Doings of the Salvation Army.—Attention was called in a

recent number to the wonderful facility in adapting their methods to

changing circumstances manifested in many places by the leaders of the

Salvation Army. But on American soil their performances do not seem

hitherto to have been guided by wisdom. In a land where every layer

of society is continually receiving accessions from and making contribu-

tions to the social strata above and beneath, and where the most degraded

classes have as keen a sense of the ludicrous as the highest, some moditi-

cation in methods might be expected. But here the leaders seem to be

destitute of tact and the organization to be without elasticity. The ran-

cor engendered by divided counsels, and the laxity of discipline which

has made it possible for thieves and ruthans to use a Christian profession

and an Army badge to aid in nefarious schemes, have aroused a distrust

which it will require great discretion to overcome. And the extrava-

gances which have characterized the movement from the outset are in-

dulged here without check. Nearly all the proceedings of the Conven-

tion held in New York were marked by Avhimsical extravagance.

While one cannot speak too highly of the genuine work of the Army,
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it is to be feared that it is already yielding to the necessity for producinL,'

fresh excitements in order to ipaintaiu its position and influence. In En-
gland, it has now taken to the working of miracles. "Major" Pearson,

in charge at Ilanlcy, in the Potteries, professes to have the power of

healing the blind, the deaf, and the lame. At a meeting held recently,

an old woman who claimed to have been deaf for forty years professed to

have regained her hearing; a paralyzed woman, taken to the place of

meeting in a chair, staggered to her feet, and walked; another woman,
stone deaf, testified that she had been perfectly cured. This scene was
repeated night after night. But in "The Christian Journal," a week or

two later, there appeared an account by an eye-witness of a scene so

blasphemous and revolting that one cannot read it without a shudder.

These excesses are as yet exceptional, but they indicate a very evident

tendency; and the General and his advisers seem either unable or indis-

posed to check them. At its last meeting the " Convocation " pronounced

its emphatic verdict against the Army on the gronnd^that its work, though

in its earlier history, and even yet in some cases, commendable, is in the

main a failure. This utterance is regarded in England as of great weight.

The ExECUTrvE Commissiox of the Alllvn'oe of the Reformed
CnuKCHES, appointed by the Council of Belfast, is not by any means a

merely nominal body. Its work has been prosecuted with vigor and suc-

cess, although, like many another beneficent scheme, its progress has been

hampered by lack of financial support. It has been recently decided that

there shall be one Secretary, who shall reside in Great Britain, and " con-

duct from thence the work which extends over the entire Presbyterian

world." The European and American Branches seem to be working in

perfect harmony ; and as a result "the great Presbyterian family" has

been brought nearer together than ever before. In Scotland there is a

strong and growing desire for the reunion of the three Presbyterian

Churches. The Free Church of Italy and the old Waldensian Church will

probably be united before long. As a direct result of the meeting at Bel-

fast, we are told, the Church of Hungary has been brought into closer re-

lations with the British and American Churches; and the movement in

behalf of the Bohemian Church is making encouraging progress. In the

United States the Reformed Churches, both "Dutch" and "German,"
and the Associated Reformed, join heartily with their Presbyterian breth-

ren in the support of the Alliance. The Committee on Foreign Missionary

Co-operation is about to meet, and its doings will be watched with in-

tense interest not only by Presbyterian missionaries and their friends, but

by Christians every-where who are interested in the progress of the Gos-

pel in heathen lan*ls. The tendency toward union now evident among
the Presbyterian Churches in all parts of the world is one of the most

hopeful movements in modern Christendom ; it began in the heart of

Presbyterianism rather than in its head; and its strength increases be-

cause of an increase in Christian charity, and not because of the organiz-

ing skill of ecclesiastical ijoliticians.
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MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

A XoTABLE CoxvERT FROM ^louAM.MEDANisM. — Converts from Tslam-

isni are much fewer in number than any, except close students of mission-

ary -work, would suppose. Almost ever since modern missions took their

rise missionaries have been at work in 3Ioslem countries and communi-

ties, and the, superficial observer might well wonder why converts from the

religion of ]Mohamraed are not numerous. In Turkey, in India, in Syria, in

Persia, great results have been obtained for the Church of Christ, but the

masses of iloslems have remained untouched. In Turkey it is death for

a Turk to become a Christian, and it is death for a missionary to endeavor

to make him such. There have been no open efforts, tlierefore, to reach

the ^loslem population. The government will not tolerate them, nor will

it allow a Moslem to accept Christianity and leave the country. Recent-

ly a number of persons who had been led to renounce the Koranior the

Bible attempted to escape to a Christian country, where they could profess

and live the religion of Christ, but the government intercepted them and

thre\j' them into prison. The missionaries have labored exclusively among

the nominal Christian populations, the Armenians, Greeks, and other

non-Moslem and non-Turkish peoples, and have won great triumphs, and

now they begin to feel that it is time to attack the Mohammedan faith,

but this cannot be done witliout martyrdom. The Sultan guards the re-

ligion of liis people with the greatest vigilance, and it is only indirectly

that they are affected by the influences of Christianity. Some of those

who mix with converted AiTncnians, observe their lives, and. occasionally

look into their books, and come quietly to know the truth, but dare not

profess it. In Persia there has been a larger measure of freedom, and a

number of ^Moslems have been quietly drawn into the mission churches

through the schools. Sometimes attention is attracted to such cases, and

an outbreak of the populace occurs, but the government suppresses the dis-

turbance and generally visits no further penalty on the missionaries than

a solemn warning to let Moslems alone. In India there is, of course, am-

ple protection for work among all classes of the population, and Moslems

have been reached more directly and successfully than in any other coun-

try. One of the recent converts fiom the faith of the Arabian prophet is

worthy of more than a passing notice. Abdul Ilaqq was reared a Brah-

min, and as such he lived until about twelve years ago, when, attracted by
a study of the character of ^Mohammed, he embraced the Moslem faith.

He was given the best training that Delhi could afford, and became a

Jluulvie, wearing a signet ring as a badge of his scholarship. He was

put forth as a sort of Goliath to go ai^ainst the David of Christianity. To
prepare himself for this special work he had to make himself familiar

with the Bible, the study of which finally undermined his fuith in Islam-

ism. After the celebrated case growing out of the attempt of the local

government to prevent street preaching in Calcutta was settled in favor of

the missionaries, the Mohammedan opposition to Christianity received
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a new impetus. Abdul llaqq, as the champion, learned in Mussulman.

Arabic, and Sanskrit lore, was hired at a large price to pr'cach daily in

Wellingtoa Square, and he succeeded in drawing some converts from

Christianity even. Tract's were also circulated, and the missionaries were

compelled to meet attack with attack, propagandissm with propagandism,

tract with tract. One of the tracts put forth by the missionaries con-

tained these five questions:

1. How cau Moliammedans know that God is good and almighty, seeing that

the Koran tenches that evil as well as good emanates from eternity from God?
2. On what ground does Islam claim to be the true rehgion : on Mobanimed,

or on what the Koran says about Mohammed? If on Mohammed, what are the

marks of his being a true prophet? If on the Koran, what are the murks of it-s

being the word of God ?

S.AVhat claims can the Mohammedans advance to prove that Islam is superior

to other religions ?

•4. Does ilobammed base his claims as a prophet on the performance of mira-

cles, or not? If, like other prophets, he performed miracles, where are they ?

6. Was Mohammed a sinner, or was he sinless? The Koran proves he was a

sinner; how can he, therefore, save other sinners in the day of judgmei.t?

This tract set the ;Maulvie to thinking, and a sermon which he heard

from Dr. Thoburn led him to examine the Bible. The result was the

preparation of the following notice, which was affixed to the doors ol the

mosques as sealed with his signet

:

Notice.—Be it known by the learned among the Islamites, that their servant,

Abdul Haqq, a follower of 'the traditions, wishes to represent to them that he lias

been coming to Calcutta in tlie interests of tlie spread of Mohammedanism for the

spMce of nine years. More especially, duruig this year, 1SS4, has he spread M'>

hammedanism'so much as to have established a mission in opposition to the Fadn

Sahibs. During this tmie a Bible fell into my hands, from which it became

evident to me that Mohammed Saliib liad taken from those very books tliat

from which he had composed the Koran. Hereby I, therefore, publish my con-

viction that Mohammed is not the prophet of God. nor is the Koran the v.ord of

God. If any gentleman can make any apology in defense of Mohammedanism

within a week, let him do so, estiiblishing it with proofs from the writings of the

Koran ; if not, after eitrht davs I will become a Christian.

Abdcl"Haqq, Maul vie of the Mohammedan Community.

This notice was followed by a reply to one of his co-religionists who

had attempted to answer him. In the reply he said:

Let it be known by hidi and low, that ifantana Rahim Bakhsh, seeing my

thesis, wrote vcrv abu"sivelv about it, conclndiug with the assertion of saivutioa

through Mohamtned. Tlie'Mnntana Saliib showed himself to be speaking m au

unthinking, parrot-liku stylo, even in the same way as the false physician wiiorn

lie follows, wi'o asserts salva'.ion through himself without being able to prove it:

vide " Surat Asar'' and ' Sura Moonnin," in whicii we read, "Verily those who

have believed, and have done good works, will enter into paradise."

Also from many of the traditions it is evident that Mohammed Sahib often

promised salvation to the healthy, but in no place is there any direction to ti:e sm-

ner to put his trust for cleansing from his soul's sickness upon him. nor did any

sinner ever look upon Mohamnicd as his healer or saviour. Let us take, as an

illustration, tlie case of a noted physician and a very sick man. Somebody pro-

poses to tliG latter to consult this doctor. Wou'd he. upiMi hearing this. say. "It

is only for healthy people to consult him ; wiiy should 1. being sick, do so? ' -|'^'-

a doctor is for sick people, not for sound frames. A sick uiau who reje.'ts hi>

skill is indeed foolish. There is a well-known proverb, " }iim hakim bhulre jan,
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or, "A quack doctor endaiicrers life." ITow, we must rememlier that man suffers

from two forms of diseaseri—one of the body and one of the soul. It is prudent for

a man who is ill t ) see the credentials, or tiie diploma, of the doctor wlio treats him,

and not well that he should let him treat him till he has done so, or he mav get

harm. In these days liow many assert the clauus of their skill, which, upon

esamiuatiou, prove to be vain! When vvc look into it with unbiased minds, we

9C0 that the medicines prescribed by such doctors are simply for our bodily ail-

ments. It is evident that cleansings and purirications in water can only remove

bodily illness. But this " pliysiciati " (Mohammed) has given us no prescription by

which our soul's disease may be cured. Tiie following claim of his is also unirue

:

You who would be friends of God follow in my path, then •' God will forgive yoii;

verily, he who is the Foigiver of sins is very nuMX-iful." Taking such a prescrip-

tion as that to the apothecary's shop, we shoidd certainly be told: " I know not

even the name of this doctor, nor is his recipe complete; he liaving learned some-

thing in mv establishment, lias prescribed so incorrectly, that, rather than benefit

yourhealtii, this will bring upon you a worse disease, even consumption. If you

do not believe this, searcli' my establishment and all my medicines, and examine

into the many mistakes that "the doctor has made in altering my remedy."

M.VULVIE MOHAMMKD AEDUL HaQQ.

His MoTiammcclan friends now brought to hear all the influence possible

to induce him to remain a Moslem, but they could not answer his ques-

tions and arguments, and he publicly renounced Mohammedanism and be-

came a Christian inquirer under the direction of Dr. Bauman. After two

months' instruction and probation he was received into the Church at the

station of the Church :Missionary Society, Churchmen, :\Icthodists, Baptists,

joining in the interesting service. Pauliis Abdul Haqq desires to spend the

rest of his life in proclaiming Christianity as publicly and earnestly as he

preached Islamism. There is reason to expect great good from his labors.

The Germans and the CAiiEnooxs IMtssiox.—The German govern-

ment, in taking possession of the district of Biafra, on the coast of the

Gulf of Guinea, caused a great deal of mischief to the English Baptist

mission. This mission is nearly forty years old, and its history, its suc-

cesses, and its sacrifices deserved the first consideration from any civilized

power, and certainly from a Christian government like Germany. The

celebrated Alfred Saker, on being driven from the island of Fernando Po

forty years ago, went to Cameroons, and bought property there for a mis-

sion station. The natives were then cannibals, and nobody had tried to

civilize them. Baptist missionaries have labored faithfully among them

ever since, and the society has expended more than $.')00,000 on the mis-

sion. There are four stations—Cameroons, Hickory Town, Victoria, and

Bakundu. The southern part of Biafra is the seat of the American Pres-

byterian mission, whose successes at Gaboon and other stations are well

known. The Germans bought the territory of a chief named King Bell,

who, however, ceded not only his own territory, but that of a neighbor-

ing chief called Joss Cliief, entirely unknown to the latter. Wlien Joss

Chief heard of the tran.saction he repudiated it, and told the German

authorities that King Bell had no right to sell his tcmtory. One of the

Baptist missionaries tells the rest of the story:

Tho Germans arc not popular with the people, and many of the chiefs arc an-

noyed and vexed with King DcU fur signing the treaty with the Germans. The
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feeling against King Bell grew so strong tliat he and all his people were obliged

to leave EoU Town, and for the last live or six weeks they have been biding

in Mungo Creek. A petty warfare has been going on for some weeks Ix;-

tween King Bell and jo-s and Hickory Towns. About December 14. Kin?
Bell's people caught a Hickory Town man and put him to death. Tlii.s so nii-

gcred tiie Hickory Town people tbat on December IG the}' came and burned
down King Bell's house and town. It had been deserted some weeks previously.

On Friday, December 19, two German men-of-war arrived at the moutli of the

river. On Saturday, the 20th, about 10 A. >[., I saw two small steamers, the
" Fan " and " Duaihi," towing up about a dozen boats filled with German sol-

diers. AVithout the slightest warning or notice they steamed straight to Hickory
Town, firing upon and destroying two small fishing canoes on the way. ar.d killing

the poor men in them, who liad done notliitig wrong and were perfectly harmless.

The Hickory people saw tlie Gern)ans coming up the river. Tlie ra^n took tlicir

guns and ran into tlie bush behind the town. The women and the children

belonging to the mission-house took refuge in our mission-house. As soon as I

saw wiiat was going on, T went immediately in the mission boat up to Hickory,

and siaj-ed there all day. Soon after the German soldiers lauded. King Bell's

people arrived and began to plunder the town. The poor people in t!;eir haste

and tliglit left everything behind them. Bell's people seized tb.o goods, furniture,

and every thing valuable, and even carried otT the goats and fowls; tlien set fire

to tlie wiiole of the town. "When I arrived at Hickory Town I told tl;e mission

people to bring every tiling tliey could carry into the mission-house and sit down
quietly. I then shut tlie doors, and with the aid of a German soldier (grantf-d

to mo by the commander) I managed to keep the Bell Town people outside the

mission-iiouse. I am glad to sny we managed to save the properly and lives of

about fifty of our mission people. When they began to bum the houses round

the mission buildings I went tQ the German commander and King Be!!, and

pointed out that if these houses were fired notliing could save the mission

propert}'. They both promised mc most deliberately that the houses should not

be fired; but in a few minutes they had set tliem on fire. Mr. Fuller's beautiful

little chapel soon took fire, then ttie school-house, then the kitclien and outbuild-

ings of the mission. Tlie only thing that saved to some extent the mission-

liouse was its iron roof. It did take fire in two places; but we managed to put

it out. There is now nothing but the bare brick walls of the ciiapel and school

standing, and no house but the mission-liouse for miles on either side. After the

German soldiers left I got the loan of a large surf-boat, and brought about fifty

Hickory mission people, women and children, with their goods, to Bethel Station.

We lodged them in the mission-house and scliool-room that night. December
21, being Sunday, we lield a prayer- meeting instead of our usual morning serv-

ice, and held Sunday-school as usual. About one o'clock the Germans sur-

rounded tlie Betliel mission l>uildings with about 200 si^ldiers. Th.ey roughly

searched the wliolc of the mission premises, and tlircatened us, with loaded pistols

and rifles at our heads. Tliey only found one man, although we had nearly 100

women and children in the house. This man, '' Robert," a member of the Hickory

Church, was not one of tlie men brought from Hickory. Ho came to Acqua
Town on business long before the fight commenced on Saturday. The Germans
took him prisoner; but I do not think any thing can possibly be proved agrdust

him. The (iermau ofiicers were most insulting. They threatened and friglit-

ened the poor people in the house as much as they could. In the afternoon iliey

sent us a proclamation, whicii said that if we aided directly or indirectly tliC

rebellious natives they would consid'-r us enemies, and banish us immediately

from Cameroons. After this I thought it nest to send the rest of the Hickory

refugees awaj-, and most of the women have now gone to their husbands at

Bassa. Xot only is Mortonvillo Mission Staiion destroyed, but there is not a

single house standing for miles on iliat side of the river. The j)eople being {>io-

claimed as rebels are nut at all likely to sittle there again. Boll Town is also

quite ruined as a staiion; there are no houses standing nearer than Acqr.a

Town. The loaci.crs wxA members o'( the Jcbari Churcli have tlc-d for thtir lives,

and now Je'-ari is occupied by King Bell and his people. Muny of the mission

people round Betliel have gone to Bassa and otiier places.
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Thi- ftock'ty very properly asks the British government to demand damages

fr»in Cierinany for the property destroyed.

Hksit-t of French Rule ix Tahiti.—Tahiti is one of the islands of

t!i*' Pacific which Christian missionaries have reclaimed from the savage

>.\'.\\v. It is beautiful and fruitful, with an agreeable climate, liue harbors,

.i!ul a considerable trade. It is now wholly under the rule of tiie French,

whose iiitiucnce has been predominant iu the island since lS-4-i. The

|..i|tiiIation, which is under 10,000, is of a most mi.\ed character. Every

i^!^Ild in the Pacific is represented, and Europeans, Chinese, and half-

hr.rds come in to add to the confusion of race. For some \-ears there has

l>.vn full religious toleration, but whatever favor the government has for

f«-lii,don is given to the Catholics, for whom it built a cathedral. Catho-

lics and Protestants have worked side by side in evangelizing the people,

li'.it i'rotestantism has nine adherents where Catholicism ha^ one. And
jet the priests use every artifice to gain converts. They use the Protestant

iJiMe, and make their services as much like the Protestant as possible,

uad even promise the natives not to ask them for contributions; but they

f.iil to get many hearers except Europeans. French rule is said to he more

Malile than native rule, but it is much more costly, and has a tendency to

iiu-rease immorality. The Europeans and Chinese show an utter disre-

j^ntrd for the marriage tie. Sunday has become, under French rule, a day

'•f <li>vsipation, and a large trade in opium has been developed. The most

moral, religious, and law-abiding inhabitants are the natives. Says a

S-iath Sea missionary

:

h is truly wonderful the stronj^ hold which true religion exerts over- th^ na-
'iv.^ Ix)piil,ition. Notwithstanding the many influences at work—the prreac indif-

''•-'.•nco shown by many of the foreign residents to religion, the eng'-rness for

U-ruporal gaio, the baneful example of others, those again who scoff at religion
ft!'iJ riJicide all the means of grace—there is much true godliness among the na-
livvfl; thev observe family worship ; read, love, and strive to follow the leachinga
of KXvi Bible : attend the house of prayer, and seek to serve the Lord, and are
triKtitig upon Ciirisi for eternal life. I have been throT.-n much among them,
I'rf:icl;ed to th.em, assisted them iu various v/'ays, and, I can truly say, that it

ii? =nrpriaing that so many are servants of tlie true God while so much that is

'•vil surrounds them.

A PuoMisixG Work among the Koreans.—It will be remembered
under what difficult circumstances the Rev. John Ross, of the Scottish

I iiited Presbyterian Mission in China, prepared the first Korean version

«jf the Gospels, which were printed two years ago. Baffled at first in al-

laost all his efforts to get a clew to the language, he persevered until from
various sources he obtained a fair knowledge of it, and was able to make
a ^i>od translation. The society for which he has been laboring so faith-

'iilly mid successfully has had two missions in China—one in I\[anchuria,

t'!! the border of Korea, and one with its head-quarters at Chefoo. It has
'•'•en decided to transfer the latter mission to another society, and con-

i'<-ntrate the force of both missions in ^Manchuria, where the opportunity
to reach Koreans in large numbers is very good. On the western bank of

20—FIFTU SLRIES, VOL. 1.
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the Yaloo River many Koreans have lived for twenty years under the juris-

diction of the newly founded city of Toonghwa. It was from some of

these people that Mr. Ross got help in making his Korean Gospels. His

first compositor in Korean, who was of that nationality, became a colpor-

teur. The new compositor soon accepted Christianity, and he, too, has

gone out to soli books, and another Korean has been engaged to set type.

The second colporteur sold several thousand Gospels and tracts among

the people on the Yaloo, and brought back to iloukdcn a remarkable man
who had read the tracts and wanted further instruction. He is a noltlc

holding the highest literary degree. He soon devoured all the Christian

literature Mr. Ross gave him, aud declared that he had at last found a faith

in which he could rest. He was baptized at the end of two mouths" pro-

bation, and has gone to the Yaloo to preach the Gospel to his countrymen.

It appears that in his native home, from which he escaped on account of

political troubles, he had estates and thirty slaves. Of the former only

a little can be sold, but what can be sold he is anxious to realize on. to

get liis family and retainers out of Korea into the colony. These men, he

says, will build him a house, and he believes that he will be able to carry

out his wish to preach the Gospel at his own charge. Another refugee of

the same class has sought ]\[r. Ross at Moukden, and is receiving instruc-

tion. The prospect seems very bright, not only as to work among the

Koreans, but among the people of ]Manchuria, who every-whcre tlirong

about the colporteurs, anxious to buy their books.

RoMA^T Catiioi,ic AND Protesta^t MISSIONS.—It scems impossible

for the fairest-minded. Roman Catholics to treat Protestant missions with

any degree of justice. Marshall's so-called " History of 3Iissions.'" while

it naturally enlarges upon the glorious achievements of Catholic missions,

only discusses Protestant missions to caricature them. A grosser misrep-

resentation it would be difficult to write of set purpose than is found in

Marshall's pages. Alzog, in his " Church History," gives the fdrest Cath-

olic view of Protestant effort for the salvation of the heathen; but even he,

liberal Catholic as he is, hardly approaches the true historical standard,

either in the adcijuacy or the fairness of his presentation. In the current

literature of the Catholic press notliing is more common than gross attacks

on the character and results of Protestant missions. Even the fact of the

va.st sums consecrated by Protestant Churches to the conversion of the

world—Protestant liberality in this respect making a strong contrast

with the moderate giving of Roman Catholics—is used to throw doubt

and suspicion on the motives of Protestant missionaries. But the methods

and results of the two systems of missionary activity, when honestly com-

pared, do not indicate any superiority on the side of the Church of Rome.

It is true that Catholic missionaries often prove themselves to be great

heroes, and that they face the greatest dangers and privations without

flincliing. They have penetrated to the most inacces-rible places, and la-

torcd with a patience and a faithfulness worthy of all praise; but they

have shown no greater heroism than Protestant missionaries, by whom they
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K.1V0 boon easily surpassed in notable achievements. As to results, Cath-

,.!i.- mixtions are far beliiud Protestant, both in character and extent. It is

».•!! known that Catholic converts are not raised in the scale of civilization

ari.l morality as are Protestant converts. Priests might, for example, se-

riin- the conversion of all Korea or China without greatly affecting the

rivilization or national life of either, if we may judge by the character of

ih<' work they have already done in these countries. Much of the heathen

-

iMu, much of the immorality, of the people they make good Catholics of,

rrm.iiiH untouched, and it is sometimes hard to distinguish between the

u.v-.\n and tlie Catholic. On che other hand, Protestant converts, whether

in China or Africa—whether in India or the South Seas—become a marked

nimmunity, advancing in all good qualities and works. Roman Catholics

arc far more numerous in China than Protestants, but it is Protestant

Christianity almost solely that has effected the improvement in Chinese

ri\ ilization. As an influence it is vastly greater than the Roman Catholic.

Th*- same thing is true of Japan and of India. The report of the govern-

ni'-nt census in India will show what Catholic and Protestant missionaries

i\<) for their respective converts. We quote from a review in the "Church

Missionary Intelligencer," in 1875:

Tiio ignorance of the Mohainmedan population is profound, and the Cliristians

would vTc far in advance but for the fact that Romanists are included anions;

ihcm. Where the Romanists preponderate, as in Chingrleput, the native Christians

,pivc tho lowest percentage of education, on a level with the Hindus. In Xorth

and South Arcot it is much the same. The comment is. "The Native Chrslians

are b.idly educated." In Tanjore, it is said, '• The Christian population is badly

educated, as is usui.lly tho case where Roman Catholics preponderate. The

Itoniish Cluirch aims more at conversion than education." It is much the same

in Trichinopoly, "the reason beiug, that Protestant missions, with their educational

rst.iljlishmonts, have not largely entered upon this field of labor." In Madura,

wiicrc ninety-three per cent, bf the Christians belon;,' to the Romish Cluirch, and

»liore Romish missions have existed for nearly throe hundred years, the Christians
•• show to the least advantage." They are the most ignorant of the population.

U'lion we pass to Tinnevelly, the center of Protestant missions, tho official report

i^ '•This is one of the few "districts where a large percentage of the population is

d.issed as educated." lu tliis district "the native Christians occupy a high

(iiaee among the instructed." In Salem, where "the Roman Catholics have a

Iwr'ii number of converts, tiie Christians are not so well instructed as tlie Moham-
iiudans." In South Caiiara, where nearly all the native converts havo embraced

Roman Catholicism, "they do not show in the matter of education," and "their

Ivvcl of intelligence is very Uttle raised above iho level of their fellow-countrymen."

It will be seen that Romanism and ignorance in India are identical. For all prac-

li'.-al purposes Romanism in India is merely a fresh form of idolatry superadded to

those already existing, and producing little or no moral or social elevation.

It is claimed for Roman Catholic missions that their influence is of a

{crraanent character. There are, however, some very striking examples

to the contrary. Congo is a couspicuous one. Three centuries ago Ca-

tholicism was the only religion tolerated in that whole region. Hardly an

»>nbai)ti7.cd person could be found. Almost all the orders—Jesuits, Do-

Jninicaus, Franciscans, Capuchius, Augustins, Bcrnardias, Carmelites

—

were represented in that territory. The ablest missionaries were sent out

from Rome, and the treasure of Portugal, as well as the royal sword, were
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freely used for the Cluirch. "Where, now, is the Congo Church ? 'Whrrw

are the Cat)iolics of Loango ? ]Melted away, long ago, because the con

verts were such only in form—Christian only at the point of the sword. In

India, where Catholic converts have been counted by the hundred thou

sand, several Catholic missions, according to "The Indian Evanqrlic:!!

Review" for January, are in a "moribund condition;" and we are furtln r

told that Protestant missions are making t'v\-ice the progress that Catholic

missions are making among the Hindus, and that Catholics have given up

in despair efforts to evangelize them. "They have nothing," continuiv-

the editor, "of the perseverance of Protestant missions in untoward cir-

cumstances." A test of the quality of endurance as between Roman and

Protestant missionaries was afforded a year or two ago in Uganda, on the

Victoria Nyanza in Central Africa. The missionaries of the Church 31 is-

sionary Society had penetrated to those savage shores at great cost and

privation and peril, and sought to Christianize and civilize ]\[tesa and his

people. Sometime after French priests arrived, and endeavored by

intrigue to drive the English missionaries away, and have the field to

themselves. They made, however, little progress, either in the good

graces of the king or with the people, and at last retired confessing their

failure. As to the frugality of Roman and Protestant missionaries respect-

ively, of which a great deal has been written, a missionary contributor to

a recent niunber of the '

' Church Missionary Intelligencer " gives the fol-

lowing as personal testimony

:

A further question yet remains, of missionaries who live on twenty pounds a

year in China and in India, and deny themselves the comforts considered neces-

sary for Europeans. As it happiens to have been llie lot of the writer to have seen

a e'ood deal of Romish missions and Romish missionaries in India, perhaps some

jo'ttinps from his experience may not be out of place here. A cood many years have

nowehapsod since he made the voyaee round ttie Capo to India in company with a

Romisli bishop, a dean, and staff of clergy. For three months or more the writer

sat between the bi=hop and dean at the cuddy-tab}^. There was no synifrtom of

these jrentlemen denyini? themselves "the comforts considered necessary for

Europeans." It is painful to record that within the space of four years no less

than four of tl^m died of tW-V/'/w fremtni. "We vouch for two cases on tlic assur-

.ance of the doctors who attended them, and a tliird from the excellent C]!ri>tian

judge who in the most humane manner watched over the terrible dying acronics of

tiie third. In the case of the fourtii, tlic writer cannot speak so positively, but

fully believes the evidence furnished him. It would have been well if these Irisli

priests "had denied themselves comforts considered necessary in Maynooth or

Tipperary," but dan.^erous for Europeans in India.

This was, however, not the wliole of the writer's experience. For a good many

years he rented more than one house from a Portuguese bishop, and had intiniate

opportunities of judging of tlie spiritual and moral condition of tlie Portuguese

clergy. Tlio bishop was a Portuguese grandee of hish standing, and, although

sunk in sloth and sensuality, retained something of the manner and bearing ot

a fidalgo. As ou one occasion he was suffering from gout, an unusual malady in

India, the writer remarked to his medical attendant. '-How is it that Don A. has

got the gout so bad ? " The answer was, " You would have it bad, too, K., if y'>"

had a quarter-cask of sherry on tap in your bedroom, and got up to it whenever

you were dryT"
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THE MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

TitKKE is a strong paper in defense of infant baptism in the January num-

U-r of the "Presbyterian Review." The senior Henry J. Van Dyke is

Lti'iwii to many as one of the best furnished pastors of the Presbyterian

Church, and his tone of mind is very far removed from the doubtful and

uiir<'rtain. He makes much in this article of the absence of condemnation

• if this practice in the writings of the Fathers up to the time of Tertullian,

and sliows that his peculiar views had no adherents beyond the circle of

ihr .Nfontauists. Dr. Van Dyke is particularly happy in his review of the

«rilip<'dobaptist argument from the silence of the Scriptures, though ho

a.linits that the Scripture warrant for the practice of infant baptism is not

lio nmch direct as inferential. "We do not appreciate the strength of the

arjjunient for infant baptism drawn from its relation to the rite of circum-

rision as highly as does the writer; but what there is of it is strongly

utated. "With the answers given to the question, " ^Vhy do we not bap-

tize all infants ? " wc have no sympathy whatever. If the practice is de-

fiu.-.iljle, which we fully believe, it is so only on the concession of the right

of all children to the ordinance on the ground that they are of the king-

dom of heaven, and are entitled to the visible sign of that relation. "We

do not observe, in reading the article, any sign that the able author has

considered a certain passage in the " Teaching of the Apostles" in its' his-

torical relation to the subject.

iMuny ministerial hearts will warm toward Dr. Leonard "Woolsey Bacon

v^lu-n they read his paper on the "Double Function of Music in the

Clturch." lie shows how the torments of choirs and of "hymns by the

choir" may be eliminated if the Church is willing to do it for the sake of

tlie truth. The other papers in this well-printed Review are learned, but

heavy, and principally valuable to those of Calvinistic antecedents.

The January number of the " Lutheran Church Review" is too denomi-

national to be interesting beyond the circle of its own communion. The
only exception to this is the review of Edersheim's "Life and Times of

Je^us the ilessiah." "While not a strong critique^ it is appreciative, and not

too much so. Edersheim is a Christian Jew, and approaches the study of

Christ's life and work richly endowed by nature and education. Our An-
glican brethren of High Church proclivities are having a hard time of it

just now, as from many quarters their pretenses to " authority" and suc-

cession are being examined. The Rev. Dr. F. F. Burmcyer writes shar[)ly

<»f the Roman and Anglican doctrines of Church authority. It is evident

to all who know the facts that these pretensions, as held by both the ar-

f«»gant conmiunions, have no historical basis beyond the ambiti<m3 and

I'igotries of an ecclesiasticism Avhich is covetous of power and place.

The "Baptist Quarterly Review" is not open to the criticism of being

too e.xclusively denominational, but seems to be made up with large com-
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prehension of the value of timeliness in the treatment of topics. The ni(j~t

readable paper is by a layman, who follows •' the footsteps of AVhitcCtld."

Dr. Stifler, one of the clearest and best thinkers of the Baptist Churcli.

expounds the " Relation of the Gospels and the Pentateuch." But we ex-

hort the editors to edit, not only to print, what may be offered, but to scan

the field, and with editorial foresight procure what ought to be written.

Very different, indeed, is the tone of the "Andover Review." Its svic-

cessive numbers cannot be taken up without seeing that this "editorial

suggession " has the largest influence in the make-up of the Review. Wf'

should place this able and live periodical at the head of all, in this respect,

if we did not mean to make the Methodist Review the foremost. For

instance, the leader in the January number of thex\.ndover discusses " The

Contemporary Pulpit in its Influence on Theology," than which there can-

not be a more timely subject. Professor Tucker sees, that while there i?

a revival of theological discussion in this country, and while the pulpit is

not as theological as formerly, yet theology itself is being modified by the

necessities of the pulpit, which is in direct contact with souls. " Thn

modern pulpit has not been a critic of theologies. It has submitted them

to its working tests. Its only criticism upon them has been in their dis-

use at points where they have failed to work. . . . One very considcraljlc

part of the work of the contemporary pulpit has been to give reality to

the Christian experience and the Christian belief. . . . The preacher

has found himself confronted. Sabbath after Sabbath, by Christianized

con irrcgat ions, and has endeavored to make the beliefs which take up

the life and lead it on, after conversion, as real in their power as those

which lead up to the act of conversion. . . . The tendency to reach back

of inherited doctrinal beliefs to the essential truths which they once

sought to embody is a conspicuous characteristic of the modern pulpit.

The ethical tendency of the modern pulpit has been its most marked

tendency." We confess some surprise that Dr. Tucker should say that

"The child, as such, has not acquired any definite theological standing.

, . . Theology has not found any absolutely consistent way to save the

child of the world." We fear that the characteristic inability of the Xew

-England Congregationalist to look beyond him has prevented him from

the°study of what the :Methodist Episcopal Church has long taught con-

cerning the status of the child in the kingdom of God. That relation

has been consistertly stated again and again by our theologians. But,

while Dr. Tucker has a large heart, it is plain that he has never given at-

tention to the consistency and beauty of that view which accepts all chihl-

hood as of the kingdom" of God, and losing the divine favor only as it

taints itself with actual sin, and which admits all children to baptism,

not by some wire-drawn relation to the Abrahamic covenant, but becau.so,

being of the kingdom of God, they are entitled to its visible sign. It

would be well for him to look over the fence and sec that no consistent

theory being possible to Calvinism, one which is satisfactory in phrasiiiL,'

the actual beUef of the Calvinistic Churches may be found among ''the
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jK^ople called Methodists." And he can the better afford to do this, as

Dr. I'arU has publicly stated that the Methodist Church must be looked to

as the conservator of orthodoxy. And now the timeliness of the Andover's

article-; is exhibit d in Mr. Dike's papers on the "Religious Problem of

{lie Country Town." The writer displays genius in phrasing what many

hiive thought and few have been able to express.

The February Andover, while less timely in its contributed articles, is

even more so in its editorial matter. It gives a striking picture of the

remarkable movement in London, under the highest ecclesiastical author-

ity, by which the attention of the masses is called to religious services,

and th'; churches filled aud the people instructed by "missioners," a terra

rc(>ovcrc-d from Dryden. Those who wish to see how tlie methods of the

Salvation Army can be improved upon and made effective by intelligence,

will do well to read this paper and all others on the same subject. The

best article, in a practical sense, in this number is that on the "New
Charity," by the Rev. Henry Stimson. The writer traces the growth of

the new charitable method from the experiment of Dr. Chalmers to the

work of r\[iss Octavia Hill, in London, and some similar experiments ia

New York. The principles of the new charity are as follows:

1. Outdoor relief by the authorities in large cities is certain to become

a political thing.

2. Aid so given goes almost wholly to those who can get along without.

3. Private benevolence is equal to the demands of the really needy.

4. Value should never be given (except in great emergencies, and then

only while the emergency lasts) without securing some service and labor

in return.

5. The condition of the poor can only be helped by helping them to

help themselves.

No one can study the facts as revealed in England without seeing the

truth of these propositions. They ought to be studied by all pastors and

stewards who have charge of funds for the poor. Apart from the aged

and ill of the Church, money ought not to be given without the Church

receiving some work in return, and this can be managed with such safe-

guards that the self-respect of those who receive this aid can be pre-

Bcrved. The- poor funds of the Church are better used to keep poor peo-

ple at work than when they are given out in such a way as to release

those able to work from the obligation of labor.

• In a recent journey through the South we heard on every hand, ''TVe of

the South are the only ones who understand the Negro." We are not sur-

prised, then, to tind the same statement in the leading article of the Quar-

terly Review of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. Professor F.

C. AVoodward, of Wofford College, begins his paper on the " Freedman's

Case in Reality " by speaking of Mr. Cable's recent paper on the "Freed-

mon's Case in Equity " as astounding, and then admits substantially every

thing said by the wriur he condemns. The spirit of the writer is excel-

lent. But there is little trace of that vigorous grasp of the whole sub-
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ject whicli is manifest in Mr. Cable's treatment, and the editor who Oils

out the form, with some observations of his own, shows much less than

the correspondent he supplements. What is the use of praising the

efforts to help the freedmen to education and self-respect, and then say-

ing, "This is a white man's government and country, and white men will

rule it as certain as fate?" This means that a minority will rule the

South, and that this minority is the South. It is very evident that our

Southern brethren fail to see how such statements justify the attitude of

suspicion taken toward Southern utterances on the question of justice to

the freedmen, not only by Northern political students, but by the freed-

men themselves. Our brother editor surely sees that his statement makes
color the foundation of political power on the one hand and of political

subjection on the other. It is this remnant of the old days which is the

chief hinderauce to the South. It affects its administration of justice; of

education ; of business. It is this of which Mr. Cable complains as the

chief hardship toward the Negro, and one of the far-reaching conse-

quences to the whites as well as the blacks. The time will come when
the South will be made to see, by forces which are within its own bosom,

that this is not a white man's country alone, nor a white man's govern-

ment alone, but a government for all colors alike. The spirit which can

give utterance to such statements is preparing the way for rebukes from

those within its own borders which will be more terrible than any thing

yet known in its history. If the South does not soon come to see that

all must be equal before the law and in the free exercise of their political

rights, it will be made to see it by movements among the blacks which will

disturb Southern confidence as it was not disturbed even by the civil war.

The belief that the ruling classes in the South are not, despite all their fair

words, in sympathy with the ideas of political equality on which the re-

public is based, is that which keeps the North distrustful both as to in-

vesting capital in the South and of trusting the South, as at present polit-

ically directed with governmental power. The North sees that the South-

ern problem is a dithcidt one, but it does not believe that it can be set-

tled by violations of justice and equal rights. The penalty for injustice,

an injustice freely expressed and advocated in the language quoted, will

be social convulsion, whose imtial movement will be in the South itself.

Our exchange list has few better magazines from a literary point of

view than "The Catholic World." Intensely denominational, it is yet

broader and more sympathetic toward other than Roman Christianity

than any Roman periodical we know. The AniL-ricau atmosphere is one in

which such generous sentiments are likely to flourish. " The Educational

Question in England" is discussed by Charles Kent. It is a })lea meant
for England, but, to use an "Ilibernicism." intended for this country, in

behalf of giving State aid to the schools of all denominations. How seduc-

tive are the followincr sentences : "Could biirotry be mastered and locg-

rooted prejudice Jic^uljdued
; could Anglicans. 3Iethodists, Baptists, Wes-

leyans, and all the other religious sects in the country forget for once
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thf-ir old disseusions, and work in harmony with the Catholic body and

mth e;ifh other, then the demand of the voluntary schools could not

In.: Ik' ignored, and their aim would soon be achieved." That is, every

t-'iin" would be lovely if all would take the Roman Catholic position.

TlnTo is much learning and some truth in the discussion of certain " Script-

unl Questions" by the Rev. A. F. Hewitt. The paper on the Catholic

Naiional Council is wonderfully well written, and has some very striking

!..i.s.\<ri's. Referring to the "Pastoral" issued by the council, which all

f,.Jr-miMded men will admit to be one of the most stately and able papers

cv.r si-nt out by any ecclesiastical body, the writer says, that ''the pure at-

::i ><phere for religion to breathe is civil freedom. . . . The United States

i« the Church's home. . . . The Pastoral Letter shows that the hierarchy of

the Catholic Church in the United States share the conviction that Amer-

ican political institutions are' in advance of those in Europe in helping a

ram in saving his soul, and that they proniise a triumph for Catholicity

riioro perfect than its victory in mediteval times,"

Some one has said that the Tory party in England is led by a cynic. The
rvnic is none other than the ilarquis of Salisbury, whose portrait will be

f'tiiud in the February ''Harper's." It is quite characteristic of English

jiiiblic men that they are almost always more than public men. Glad-

s'.. )ne and Disraeli have been as eminent in the fields of literature as in

ihc jwlitical world. The Marquis of Salisbury is an amateur chemist, as

well as the leader of the Tory party. At this writing it seems that he

may soon be the actual ruler of England, if not the prime minister. His

f;jcc is a strong one, and he is one of the best speakers in England, though

liiuloubtedly there is a cynical vein in his mental constitution, which does

uut increase his popularity. Possessor of one of the great homes of En-

K'l;uid, the sketch of his life, and of the ancestral house of the Cecils, is one

tjf the best of recent magazine articles. Many will be interested in the

account of the present status of the Lick Observatory, which, situated on

Mount Hamilton, awaits the grand telescope which is yet only partially

C'jinpk-ted. " Harper's "has in every number at least one article of the high-

est class. This praise is to be awarded to the initial paper, by John Fiske,

^'n " The Federal Union." Only a dull mind will fail to be interested in

'lie paper on " Guardian Birds," by John R. Coryell. It has surprises for

tliusf \vho have not given attention to the study of the instincts and ways
t>f the birds. But the article of the highest interest for all classes is the

»tudy of the peculiar city of Pullman, by Richard T, Ely. However
I'-autiful the city may be architecturally, and materially prosperous, the

^'riter makes it very plain that it is by no means an ideal town in its

»i'irit. The company is omnipresent, and repression is the order of the

*"«vn ill many directions. It is absolutism of a very disagreeable and

un-.Vmerican order which prevails there. The frontispiece, an engraving
^'f P. S, Church's "The Jlermaid and the Seawolf," is a marvel of good
'^'"'k. It lacks only the color to make it as weird and as impressive as

the original, which is a picture of great power. Almost equally good,
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though much smaller, is the engraving of the California roadruuncr uiij

the rattlesnake, on page 423.

But when has American enterprise accomplished greater things than in

the uddwinter (February) number of the " Century ?" In matter and en-

gravings it is superb. Look at the frontispiece, after Bakhuisen. It is

worthy of Rembrandt. The engraver has given texture as it has never bt -

fore been rentlered in black and white. If \{. D. Uowells does not

know Florence, who does know the city of flowers ? His Florentine ^Mosaic

is charmingly written, and the illustrations, especially of the Poutc Yc( -

chio, are beyond jjrai.se. Stedmau's study of O. W. Holmes is of the Cr.^l

merit, and is accompanied by a portrait of Holmes as he was in the days

when the Autocrat was most fruitful at the breakfast-table. But the

popular interest of the number centers in Gen. Grant's account of the bat-

tle of Shiloh. It is not only interesting in itself, but is a fountain of in-

terest, as it has brought out many criticisms and defenses. The General

does not admit that he was surprised, and gives evidence in favOr of h-.a

position which cannot be easily met. His paper is followed by cue on

his great antagonist, Albert Sidney Johnston, of whom a striking por-

trait is given. In "Canada as a Winter Resort" W. George Beers shows

how the long Canadian winter is enlivened by popular amusements. The

pictures of Canadian sports are good enough to set the young people wild

over the pleasures of a Canadian winter.

To the paper by Dr. Van Dyke, in the February number of the "Homi-

letic Review," on "Ministerial Education," we give cordial approval.

Esjiecially is it true that "the qualification of professors needs the closest

attention. "NVe hope the time will never come when the controlling influ-

ence in our seminaries will be in the hands of mere specialists, who.«e

breadth of vision and of spirit have been sacrificed to deepness. It would

not be a bad rule to require that every professor shoidd have filled a pul-

pit successfully for five or ten years before he assumes a chair." "We arc

also in full sympathy with the sentence, "If more care were taken as to

those who enter our seminaries, there would be less ground of complaint

ag.dnst those who come out." What the writer says concerning the

.spirit of piety among seminary graduates desei"ves attention. " Whenever

the atmosphere of a seminary becomes distinctively literary, philosophic.

or scientific, instead of religious—especially when its spirit is worldly am-

bition rather than zeal for Christ and his Gospel—the seminary has become

a curse rather than a blessing to the Church." To all this we say. Amen.

The "Atlantic" has evidently given up the attempt to be a popular

magazine, and contents itself with meeting the tastes of those who are

superior to pictures. As such it cannot be neglected. No one of our

monthlies so well maintains the literary tone, and its title-page has

always something to fix the student's eye. The " Xew Portfolio,'' by

O. W. Holmes, will of itself draw many readers, and the work done by

that genial veteran is as good to-day as ever.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

O,doi>it'lia of Biblical^ Theolo'jiccd, and Ecdtsiasiical Literature. Prepared by Rev.

J.iiiv M'Clintock, D.D., and James Strong, S.T D. Sunplemeut, Volume L
A.(.'a, Royal octavo, pp. 003. Xew York: Harper & Brothers.

M'nv than twenty years ago it was announced to the public that

llio authors and publishers above named would issue the work indi-

c.Htod, with the promise, "The work to be completed in about six vol-

uiius, royal octavo, of about one thousand pages each, copiously illus-

trated." The authors, compilers, or editors were not unknown to the

jiuhlic, and their reputation, together with that of the publishers, was

u-ct-pted as a guarantee that all proper efforts would be made to render

th'- undertaking successful. Dr. M"Cliulock was widely learned, and

jK><>esscd remarkable facilities for rendering his learning available, and

ulso great aptness for utilizing other men's work; and Dr. Strong was rec-

ognized as a master of biblical and ecclesiastical learning, with almost

t.\haustles3 working powers. The first volume appeared in 18G7, em-

bracing all the articles under the letters A and B, comprised within fifty

pigc's less than the promised thousand, altogether a satisfactory showing.

Tlic later volumes, which grew to be ten instead of the six first promised,

appeared in alphabetical order, at sliglitly unequal intervals: vol. ii, 1807;

iii, 1S70; iv, 1872; v, 1873; vi, 1870; vii, 1877; viii, 1879; ix, 18S0; x,

l^Sl. Vol. iv contained as a preface a memorial of the senior editor. Dr.

M'Clintock, whose death had occurred sometime in the preceding year.

The conduct of the Cyclopa?dia then devolved on the junior editor, Dr.

Strong, under whose management it was brought to completeness. That

Bich an herculean task should have been accomplished within an interval

of fifteen years betwecri the dates of the first and the last volumes, would

itself have been creditable to the industry and fidelity of those charged

with the work, had that been their sole employment; but when it is

known that all this was done as a side occupation by men charged with

the duties and responsibilities of laborious and engrossing professorships,

it ^eenis simply marvehnis.

The work as accompli-^hed has received the decided approval of those

b 'st able lo judge in such matters, not, indeed, as perfect or beyond criti-

cism in respect to cither the plan or the execution, but as vastly preferable

to any other of its class in the English language, and as hopefully approxi-

mating the realization of its own ideal. Books of reference must be osti-

ni;itL'd almo.--t entirely from their good points, since each one will value

tlitni in proportion to their trustworthiness in respect to the things upon

which they may be consulted; and redundancy is only a venial fault,

•^ince no one need read any thing -.vith whicli he is not concerned. Con-

trary to what often hupjiens in a long-continued work, the scholarly and
literary character of the Cyclopa-dia continued to improve to the end of the
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last volume, so giving increased excellence to the wliole work, but soiue-

wliat at the exi)cnsc of the reputation of the earlier issues. The breadtli

of the field attempted to be covered renders the contents somewhat mis-

cellaneous, and in their alphabetical dispositions things quite unlike in

kind often appear in close proximity. This work includes three classes

of subjects, each of which might have (and in fact has) its own cyclcjpo-

dias—biblical, theological (including ecclesiastical), and biographical—and

there are advantages to be gained by having them treated separately.

There is also a convenience in having all these subjects combined in a

single work, and especially so since the alphabetical arrangement of top-

ics renders each subject or word readily accessible, and by reason of this

its omnigenous character this Cyclopasdia is found to be a highly valuable

work for reference. It stands alone in its own department, and, in view

of the labor and the pecuniary cost of its production, it will probably long

remain without a rival.

It would have been easy for an intelligent critic to point out defects,

especially of omissions, in any one of these volumes as soon as they were

printed, for the highest perfection of such a work is only approximate,

and with each year the number of these would increase, all the more rap-

idly because of the rapid growth of nearly every departm.ent of learning.

and accordingly a Supplement began to be talked of before the main work

was completed; and so as soon as released from the principal work the

surviving editor addressed himself to its preparation, and the first install-

ment is now in hand—the volume named at the head of tliis article. Two

more volumes are indicated as likely to be called for, perhaps more. In

character the Supplement is very much like that to which it is appended,

being made up of condensed summaries of the recent additions made to

biblical and theological learning. But the cliief additions are in the de-

partment of biography, for which an explanation, somewhat like an apol-

ogy, is given in tlie preface, which says: "Many will find in the brief

sketches, even of men whose names have seemed comparatively obscure,

one of the most interesting and useful features of the work." Perhaps

so; but the memory of persons and names is wonderfully perishable,

against which tendency printer's ink is an unsafe embalming, and a

cyclopedia may readily become a mausoleum of unremcmbered greatness.

This Supplement to the Cyclopaxlia must, like the chief work itself, be

a necessity to those who would aim at accuracy as well as breadth in the

study of the subjects to which this great work is devoted, and to which

it is the most easily available key.

EnajdrqwjUa of Tlicohgy. By Dr. J. F. Rariger, Professor of Tlieolo^ in the

Universitv of Breslau. Translated, with addilions to the History and Literature,

bv the Rev. John M'Phersoii, M.A., Fiiulon (Scotland). Vol. I. 8vo, pp. 430.

Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark. (Clark's Forcicrn Theological Library, Is'ew Se-

rials, YoL XX.) New York: Scribner & \Velfbrd.

In the grov.-thand development of the science of theology, the embodiment

of the whole system, its substance and form, with its history and literature,

has become a necessity ; and to this demand, as is their wont in such cases,
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t!i.* theologians of Germany have responded with characteristic copious-

}.,-xs nf learning and fnllnessof details; while, contrariwise, those who use

lu* l'ii"'lish language have simply touched the subject by rendering into

thrir own tongue the productions of their Teutonic contemporaries. In

• Irrniauy the subject has been treated systematically by Hagenbach, and

Wntrman, and Rothe, and Pelt, and now by Riibiger, and scarcely less fully,

though more inci^leutally, by Lauge and a host of others. But our own

writers, on both sides of the ocean, have done comparatively little, in the

WHV of the formal statement and discussion of the subject, except to re-

produce partial translations or abridgments of the works of their Geiman

iti'tructors. Of these the best known is that of Hagenbach, which has re-

rtMjtly been issued in this country, by the Methodist Bot)k Concern, ostensi-

bly !is a new work, "on the basis of Hagenbach," a claun that, as we inti-

mated in our recent notice of that publication, is scarcely justilied by its

njipearaiice. Of that work, the translator and redactor of that now under

notice remarks, with a freedom that we hesitated to use, that "in all es-

^'•ntial respects the American work may be regarded as simply a translation

of the German work; the translation being in certain parts somewhat free,

but in other sections quite close and literal." The translator also notices,

o-s we also did, the failure of the American editors to even attempt to

B'lapt the work to English-speaking students or to bring down the liistory

and literature to the latest date, an omission the more unaccountable be-

cause it is conceded that it was not the result of any lack of ability.

H igcnbach's book appeared in 1833, and though revised by the author

in the successive editions, yet it is now about as it appeared more than

ton years ago, though in the meantime very much has been published on

the subject, and, indeed, a new literature called into being.

Rabiger's work (of which only the first of two volumes is before us) is

to date ; the style is pleasant and easy to read, because less distinctively

German than most of its class, for which, perhaps, the translator is espe-

cially to be thanked, and its presentation of its subject is luminous and

vivacious. But it is thoroughly German in its methods, and in respect to

its stand-point, and the consequent presentation of its conclusions ; and
by so much it is not well adapted to the use of English and American stu-

dt-nts in theology. It is, however, about the best available hand-book on
its subject, and as such it is quite deserving of tlie attention of all schol-

«rH in its broad theme. x\.s such we can heartily recommend it, awaiting,

however, in the patience of hope, the appearance of a thoroughly wrought
i"t treatise on the subject from the pen, and the brain and heart, of some
American scholar, who shall be, also, a thoroughly evangelical believer.

^'"'f'nilo'jtj. A Treatise on the Clinrch and Kinicrdoni of God on Earth. By
I'-^WAiu) D. Morris, D.D., Profes-or of SystenKUio Theoloj^y in L;ine Tiieolog-

'<-":il Seminary. Svo, pp. 187. Xew York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

The true title to thi; volume is given decidedly the more correctly in

the head-line at the top of the title-page—" The Christian Doctrine in

Outline." The terra "Ecclesiolog}'," though it may, in accordance with
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its etymology, aud in view of the fuuctions of the Church, include all

this, has by usage and in its historical scojx' a more dctinite aud re-

stricted meaning, by which it indicates the outward Church, with its

conditions aud accidents, rather than either its indwelling spirit or its

truth and doctrine. Evidently, however, the title here used has been
chosen because it was the writer's purpose to set forth his outline of doc-

trines as they are held and taught by the Church. This method has its

manifest advantages, though it is in some things specially liable to mis-

leading tendencies.

The book is made up from the substance of lectures prepared for and
delivered to the classes of the seminary in which the author is a professor

of an honorable record, both personally aud officially. But the matter

has been thoroughly re-written, and cast in the form of consecutive chap-

ters. These are: the Historical Church, its impersonal constituents

(doctrines); its personal constituents (members); its government and pol-

ity; its social nature (as a "congregation of faithful men"). By this

method the author succeeds in reviewing the entire subject contemplated,

but not always aiming at tlie matter in hand the most directly. The
special value of the work is its character, as indicated by its chief title,

as indicating how God in his grace and Christ in his work uses the

Church with the indwelling Spirit as the one great agency for the salva-

tion of men. The idea is a good one, and, although it has been very

greatly abused, it is still to be cherished and made much of.

RevelaJion: Its Nature and Record. By IlEiXRicn Ewald, Author of " Tlie His-

tory of Israel," etc. Traii'^liited from ilic German by the Rev. Thomas Goodby,
B. A.. President of the Baptist College, Nottingham, England. 8vo. pp. 4S2.

p;<iinbargh : T. and T. Clarke. (Clarke's Foreign Theological Library. Xew
Series. Vol. XIX.) X^ew York: Scribuer & "Wclford.

Ew;dd occupies a clearly defined position among biblical and theological

authorities, which is that of a rationalistic writer, but conservative in his

modes of thought and reverent in his spirit toward si^iritual and religious

truths. He thus occupies a kind of middle ground; the destructive ra-

tionalists have carried his first principles much further than he was in-

clined to do, while the defenders of the supernatural in revelation have

objected to them as entirely insufficient, and perhaps logically committed

to the uses that have been made of them by the enemies of Christianity.

Respecting the ability and learning displayed by him, all are agreed that

he has very few equals, and also that he is fair in his statements, and not

disposed to overdraw in making his conclusions; the objections of his op-

ponents being not against cither his manner or his logic, but against the

premises assumed at the beginning, wliich, if accepted, wcmld sustain all

his conclusions—perha])s even more. But apart from these considerations,

the work possesses great merits for its learning, and especially for the sui;-

gcstions that it makes, unpurposed perhaps, but very forcibly, that the

whole subject of wliich it treats needs to be examined in the light of a

broader scholarship than that which gives shape to the popular concep-

tions of the subject here named.
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Criiiail and Ej-prjetkal Hmd-hooh of the Gospel of Matthew. By Heixrtch Arc.cST
Wii.HKi.M Meykr. Tii.D. TnuisliUed from die sixth cdiiion of the Germtin by Rev.
I'.'tcr Christie. The Translation Revised and P^ditcd by Frederic CrouibicD. D.

(St. Andiov.-s), and William Stewart, D. D. (University of Ghisgou). With a
rrefaco rind Supplementary Notes to the Anierieau'iidition by George R.
CltooKS, D.D., Professor in Drew Tlieological Seminary (Madison, N. J). 8vo,

y\\ 531). Xew York: Funk & Wagnalls.

Tlic protluction of the American edition of Meyer's great commentary on

the New Testament is proceeding with assuring steadiness and sufficient

rapidity. Nearly one half is already issued, and each succeeding volume
tiiorc than justifies the promises originally made to the public by the pub-
li.shors, and the hopes inspired by its predecessors. The last published
voUiiue, on Matthew, is especially interesting, both on account of its pri-

macy in the canon, and also because its methods of discussion by the

C'.'tnmeutator indicate the tone and spii-it of the whole work; and it may
be added, that in it both the excellences and the objectionable peculiar-

ities of the author are especially conspicuous, and, like all that follows, it

Lj learned and able, with a strange commingling of rationalizing and
cv.ingeliral supernaturalism, the latter greatly preponderating. In respect

to critical exegesis it has few equals. The work has been thoroughly
^'onc over and largely annotated by the American editor, with the design
to counterwork some of the author's extreme Germanisms of construc-
tion and interpretation, and to re-examine and determine anew some
of the many questions—historical, linguistical, and exegetical— ^^-ith

which the work abounds ; and as the author's own statements are given,
and also the editor's views on the same subjects, the reader has the
ojjportunity to compare the two, and accept either, as may seem most
probably correct. The work is designed for students rather than general
n Mdcrs, and the manifest intention is to show what the text declares,
r.ither than to "improve" upon it, for either practical or homilctical pur-
})oscs; and within that purpose the success of its execution is altogether
wtisfactory. This new edition of Meyer's great work, which hitherto has
iM-en known to English readers only by the Edinburgh issue, and so has
iK'conie a necessity to all critical students of the New Testament, has some
d«'ided advantages over that other in its editorial arrangements and
enrichments, and it will also be preferred for its more condensed form,
*a'i, especially, its much less price.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.
"^gt FUnfs Life, ns Rdnt'-d in her Letters and Journah. Arrnncrcd and Edited

''.V her Husband. J. W. Cross. With Illustrations. In Three Volumes. 12mo,
pp. -'MS, :;;>4, 340. New York : Harper & Brothers.

™>me thirty years ago, as we were about to make a journey by rail, we
'^k with us, to read by the way, a new novel, by an unknown author,
just isstiod by the Harpers, "Adam Bede, by George Eliot." Tiie read-
•"g coon showed us that hero was something decidedly above the usual
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order of anonymous story-telling, and very naturally the question began

to be asked, AVlio is George Eliot? and, "What about Adam Bedo? but

satisfactory answers to these queries were not readily forthcoming.

The American publishers could give very little account of the autlior-

ship of the book, and so little expectation of any considerable sale had

they entertained, that they had not stereotyped it, but after striking ofT a

small edition they had ordered the types to be redistributed. But by de-

grees the work became better known, and, of course, more highly appre-

ciated; a new edition was called for (and now it was stereotyped), and

Vfidely read, and tlien it became the fashion to talk about, and to praise,

"Adam Bedc.'' And from that time onward a new novel "by the autlior

of Adam Bede" was sure of a ready sale and a large reading.

It soon a^jpcarcd that the British critics knew as little as their American

confreres of this newly risen star, and conjectures were freely indulged

as to the writer's person, character, and sex (for somehow the latter was

suspected), and for a time—but not for very long—the great unknown
remained undiscovered. At length it became known that " George Eliot "

—a name assumed as a blind by the nameless writer—was indeed Miss

Mary Ann Evans, born November, 1810, at Arbury Farm, in "Warwick-

shire, where her father was an "agent," and in the quiet seclusion of

that vicinity she herself had passed more than her first twenty years.

It also now became known that she had issued one or more earlier pro-

ductions, esjjecially "Scenes in Clerical Life," which, however, at-

tracted but little notice, and was not much known till it rose to fame

with its author's later works. " George Eliot's" reputation as a novelist

was won at a single stroke, its recognition was immediate, and thoutrh

fairly well sustained by later publications, which continued to appear dur-

ing a quarter of a century, it never grew beyond the altitude attained at

that single bound.

The inclination sometimes observed to find in the s\Titings of novelists

and poets antobiogrnphical references has a wide field for its exercise in

the early history of this remarkable woman. She was, as to her environ-

ments, a country child, living among moderately well-to-do, intelligent,

and religious country people. Iler school education was neither wholly

deficient nor yet extensive. She saw but few books, and yet occasionally

some stray volume of Scott, or some other popular writer, fell into her

hands, and became assimilated into her spiritual being. Her father was

a strict Church of England man, and religious after the fashion of his

sect; but it is qtiite evident that there was a decided Methodistic element

(probably not of the later ^yesicyan type) in her social surroundings, traces

of which appear verj' plainly in her works, especially in "-Adam Bede
"

and in " Silas Marncr ;" and some who have carefully noted her referenct-s

to certain spiritual phenomena among some of her characters have sus-

pected that slie wrote these things from her own reminiscences of early

experiences. The same things also appear more definitely in her letters.

But she was a thinker, a dreamy speculator, and very wayward; and if

her early experience was as has been suijpected, then, evidently, like
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jiv.itlior and a greater personage in the spiritual realm, slie "abode not in

th.- truth." It is quite certain that she became a negative or skeptical un-

l~ li.vcr, and that in abandoning Christianity as a system of faith she in

(rrtain important particulars also cut loose from its ethical restraints.

H<r removal from the place and the relations of her childhood, girl-

bo-xl. and early womanhood was simultaneously the epoch of her mental,

Hiiriliial, and social transformation. Going out into the great world, she,

bv the law of natural selection, became one of the coterie of learned infidels

wliose names are familiar to all readers of current literature; and, being

the i)oer in intellect and availability of the ablest of them, she was sought

fnr n-; a contributor to the class of periodicals of which the "Westminster

f'.in-icw" is the recognized and typical leader. About this time, and among

h'T new associates, she met Mr. George Henry Lewes, with whom her

future life became intimately associated. Mr. Lewes, for some une.x-

{il.iin'^a reason, was living apart from his family, for whom, however, he

tnnde pecuniary provision; it is usually assumed, but not made apparent,

th\t the separation was justifiable on his part. Pretty soon the relations

K t-Aoon Mr. Lewes and Miss Evans became more intimate than those of

friends ; in plain English, she became his mistress, the two living to-

p-thcT as though husband and wife, but never having been married, and

h'- having a lawful wife, with a family of children, living elsewhere. This

pross scandal was confessed by the parties to it, and the female partner,

writing to some of her former intimate friends, earnestly justified her con-

duct, and assumed in one of her letters, which her surviving hushand, Mr.

Cn>ss, pubh'shes \vithout comment, that no "unworldly or unsuperstitious

[>c'rson who is sufficiently acquainted with the realities of life can pro-

nftunoc my [her] relations with Mr. Lewes immoral." Such was the prac-

tic.-il outcome of Miss Evans's (popularly known as George Eliot, the

ahU-^t female novelist of the age) "emancipation" from the superstition

f'f ht-r early (and better) days. Her genius, in some degree, saved her

fronithe fate that rociety usually visits upon notoriously unchaste women;
I'Ut neither she nor her paramour could altogether escape the odium in-

<"'irr u by their unsavory relations.

Mr. Lewes died some two or three years before his q'lasi-v^iie, after

>^h!ch she married Mr. J. ^Y. Cross, who is spoken of as an American, for-

n-.'-rly on the staff of the " Xew York Herald," her junior by thirty years,

» lio now becomes her biographer.

K->timated according to its literary merits, the biography here given is

•V s rving of much praise. Agreeable to the modern fashion, it is pre-

raphaflitish, painting the picture true to nature, of which fasliion much
•ujiy ho said both for and against it. But it is neither tlie work of a Bos-

*"ll nor a Froude ; for the selection of matter given to the public seems to

K-»Vf b,on made conscientiously and with good taste, and, because her one

••'prfmc ofTcnse against good morals and decency could neither be denied

'"T palliated, the editor permits her to tell the story of her shame in

^T own way. Her genius, in the form of cleverness, is nowhere more

»'nf>>Ily manifest than in her letters, and by arranging these together, nearly

Hi)—KipTu SKUIES, VOL. I.
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in the order of their dates, with only a sliglit nexus of narrative here and
there, the editor succeeds in making out a life-like and realistic picture of

her career, with clear revelations of her interior history. It is a remark-
able and brilliant history; but the picture of its best stages is not quite

plejisiug, and for the most the whole is the record of a fallen spirit—and
still brilliant, though fallen.

The Life of Rev. Philip William OUerlein, Founder of the Church of the United
Bretliren in Clirist. By Rev. A. W. Drury, A.M. With an Introduction by
Bishop J. Weaver, D.D. 12mo, cloth, pp. 384. Dayton, Ohio: United Brethren
Pubhshing House. $1 20.

The appearance at this time of a new and carefully prepared biography

of Rev. Philip William Otterbein, the founder of the "Church of the

United Bretlu-en in Christ," the life-friend of Asbury, at whose request

he united with Dr. Coke and his associates in the consecration of the first

American bishop, is particularly opportune, particularly in respect to r^Icth-

odist readers. He was a native of Dillenburg, Germany, the son of a min-

ister of the German Reformed Church, to which ministry he was himself

ordained in 1749. Only two or three years later, in response to a call for

missionaries to go out to the German settlements in America, he with two
others offered themselves, and were accepted and sent forth, and Otter-

bein became pastor of a Church in Lancaster, where he soon became dis-

tinguished for his earnestness as a preacher and his zeal in religious work.

He early co-operated with Strawbridge, and afterward with the later

Methodist itinerants, and thus became the friend and fellow-laborer of

Asbury; and when, at the Christmas Conference, Asbury was to be set

apart to the superintendency, mindful of his brother in Christian labor,

the expectant bishop craved, as a privilege, that Otterbein might take

part in the solemn service.

Otterbein usually preached in the German language, which largely con-

fined his labors to the German colonists of Pennsylvania and Maryland.
His unusual religious zeal, and his methods in his church work, exposed
him to much opposition from his own people, and at length compelled
him into a kind of ecclesiastical independence with the church that he

ministered to in Baltimore, and in fellowship with which other churches

in various parts grew up under his auspices, and were served by a kind of

itinerant ministry, not very unlike that of the ^Methodists. His principal

coadjutor in his evangelistic Avork was Martin Boehm, a Mennonite minister

of Lancaster, whose son Henry became a IMethodist itinerant, and was
known only a short time ago among us as the centenarian Father Boehm.
The association of ministers and churches thus raised up formed a very im-

perfectly consolidated ecclesiastical body, which after Otterbein's decease

became somewhat disorganized and fell into partial decay, but was after-

ward resuscitated and reorganized, and is now among the most effective

of the minor st-cts of the country, with a system of church government
largely patterned after that of the :\rethodist Episcopal Church. Otter-

bein died in ISi:?, and when the Conference met in Baltimore that year

Asbury, by request, j)reached a memorial sermon in his church, which was
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«!*<> attended by the whole Conference. Respecting the event, Asbury

wrote in his Journal:

I)v request, I discoursed on the character of the angel of the Church of Phila-

.!, Iji'iia, hi alkision to "William Otterbcin, the holy, the great OUerbein, whose

f I'.onil (.iiscourse it was intended to be. Solemnity marked the silent meeting in

ihc (icrinan church, where were assembled the members of our Conference and

tiMtiv of tlie clergy of the city. Forty years have I known the retiring modeity of

0,tx man of God, tovjeriu'j rnajtsti': above his fdlonjs in learning, wisdom, and grace,

yd seeking to be known only to God and the people of God.

This new "Life "seems to have been prepared with great care, and

the work evinces a good degree of literary ability. Strangely enough, the

materials for constnicting a complete biography were found to be very

incomplete. Unlike Asbury, Otterbein seems not to have kept a Jour-

nal, and both he and his followers were more intent on sa\-ing souls than

on recording their own exploits. The author has, however, succeeded

in constructing- a continuous narrative, and in elucidating not a few

oh.-cure passages in the history of the times aud events of which he treats.

The work constitutes a valuable addition to the religious aud ecclesiasti-

cal history of the country; and while it will stand as an houonxble memo-
ri.tl of a good and devoted Christian minister, it will also indicate the

honorable ancestry of the denomination of Christians that own him as

their founder—a body which, though not called by the family name, are

very nearly akin, in form and spirit, as well as in origin, to our own.

ifontcalni and Wolfe. By Francis Parkman", author of " Pioneers of France in

the New "World," etc. Fourth edition. 2 vols. 8vo, pp. 514, 502. Boston:
Little, Brown, & Co.

.\inerican writers of history not only excel in excellence and ability all

otli'jr classes of writers in their own country, but they also very success-

fully, perhaps, compete in their chosen specialty with all others that use

their mother-tongue. And having asserted the claims of our native histo-

rians as a class, we advance a step further, and assign, without hesitation,

the first place among them to Dr. Parkman. He selected his field for in-

v<'>tigation and illustration when a young man, and has continued to cul-

tivate it with unflagging assiduity for nearly half a century ; and the results

«'f his labors, though less voluminous than those of some others, rank with
Mie very best. No other department of American history so blends together
tlie romance of adventure and the beginnings of far-reaching complications,
the results of which are still in the stage of incomplete development, as

that of the colonial period of French and English occupation and growth.
The struggle of national rivalry that had been drawn out through a hun-
'Ire.l years in North America, with a decided advantage on the side of
'lie French, culminated in the conflict of which Montcalm and "Wolfe
^iTf tlic rival leaders, and the representatives of the two nations that had
**> long divided the possession of the continent. The decision of that con-
''^t on the Plains of Abciihara, where the two heroes fell in the same
'''>tll".', aud where English valor and strategy prevailed, recast the fashion
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of the world's history, made Xorth America English and Protestant, and

the United States more than a possibilitj' of the future.

Dr. Parkman has gone over and through this whole subject with a zeal

that has evaded no labor, searching out every point from original author-

ities, and writing down notliing as ascertained till freed from all possible

uncertainty. The field has been all his own, and so fully has he occupied

it that it is not likely that he will have a successor. The list of his earlier

publications indicates the thoroughness of his treatment of the whole

subject. They are: "Pioneers of France in the New World," "The
Jesuits in North America," "La Salle and the Discovery of the Great

"West," "The Old Regime in Canada," and "Count Frontenac and

New France under Louis XIV." These last published volumes are a little

out of the order of time, as between the period they cover and the close

of the next older there remains untouched the first half of the eighteenth

century.

The work is as readable as it is conscientious and trustworthy; and the

publishers give us the books in a style that is worthy of the contents of

these superb volumes.

Dr. Summers. A Life Study. By 0. P. Fitzgerald, D.D., Editor Christian Ad-
vocate, Nasliville, Teun. With a portrait. 12ino, pp. 352. Southern Methodist
Publishing House.

*

Dr. Summers was a man 'of strongly marked characteristics. Richly en-

dowed by nature, and especially gifted with will-power, learned and cultiva-

ted much beyond what is usually found among "self-educated" men, he

became a leader of men, and was freely accorded a place in the front rank

of his company. lie was prominent in all the transactions that grew out

of the separation of Southern Methodism from the parent body, and

thougli not "to the manor born," no native of the sunny South was more

pronounced than he in favor of the separation. He was capable of great

labor, and he well knew how to turn it to good account. The volume

before us is a cross between a funeral eulogy and a memoir. It is decid-

edly cleverly done, and it indicates that the subject and the author were

kindred spirits, and genial ones too. It is well adapted to its probable

design.

The Mda at Tuhipur. Glimpses of Missionary Life and "Work in India. A Book
for Children. By the Rev. B. H. Badley, M.A., for Ten Years a Missionary in

North India. Square 8vo, pp. 176. Religious Tract Society, 56 Paternoster

Row (London).

A **mela"is a kind of Hindu camp-meeting, connected in some way

with the worship of their gods and their religious festivals. Mr. Badley

has been in the habit of atten4t«« -these, and preaching Christ to the mul-

titudes. Accounts of some of these adventures make up the body of this

pleasant volume.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

favhing oftlie Tivelve Apostles. Recently Discovered and Published by Philotheos

Bricniiios, Mctropuliuiu of Nicomedia. Edited, with a Translation, Iiitroduc-

tidii, and Notes, by Roswell D. Hitchcock and Fuaxcis Brown. Professors in

Union Theological Seminary, New Yuri:. A New Edition, Revised and Greatly

Ktilarged. 8vo, pp. oxv and 85. New York: Charles Scribaer's Sous. •

In March of last year Professors ilitchcock and Brown brought out an

{liitioii of the "Teaching" comprising little else than the original Greek,

vi-ry handsomely reproduced, with a fair translation—neither slavishly

literal nor unwarrantably liberal. It was well received by the public, as

it deserved to be, and through it the public has come to an extensive and

c-orrcct notion of the claims and character of the work so reproduced. They

now give us a new edition, but so much enlarged and modified by thor-

ough and able revision that it has become a new work. The new preface

(.fivLs, in a few remarks, the state of the case of the newly found and pub-

lislied manuscript, and clearly vindicating its claim as a genuine copy of

B very old work, of a semi-patristic authority. The "Introduction and

Notes," extending over a hundred pages, constitute the distinguishing

feature of this new edition. The editors, in these, discu.ss their subject in

all its pos.sible aspects, vindicating the integrity of the text, and giving a

history of the work as it was known to the early Church, and also some
BTcount of its status in modern patristic literature before the discovery of

this manuscript; and after these things follows a learned and elaborate

Ui.-iquisition on the nature of the work itself, and its relations to kindred

a^nipositions in the early Church. In tourists' phrase, they may be said to

luive "done" the subject, and that so thoroughly and satisfactorily and

fxhaustively, that it will not need to be repeated. After this full examina-

tion of the subject, we find no reason to change our own views from what
was said in our remarks in our issue for October last. The trustworthiness

of the manuscript discovered by Bishop Briennios, as a true copy of the

tract described or referred to by some of the early Fathers, may be said to

b;' fairly established, and the work itself is not without its value, though
btill it adds very little to the stores of practically valuable instruction

possessed by the Church. Professors Hitchcock and Brown have done
their own work with decided skill and ability, as writers and scholars,

and so have earned the thanks of the Christian public.

Workday Christianity; or, The Gospel in the Trades. By Alesaxder Clakk,
Autlior of "The Gospel in the Trees," etc. 12rao, pp.300. Cincinnati: Cranston
* Stowc. New York : PhilUps & Hunt.

Tlic lute Dr. Alexander Clark, sometime editor of the (Protestant) "Meth-
•''Ji^t l{c'Cordcr" (Pittsburg), was a man of much more than average taste

and jrenius. His book on "The Gospel in the Trees" was favorably

K-Cfivod by the public, and the one now before us has many of its best

MiL'ilitica, especially its liappy aptitude for finding pleasant and instruc-

tive lessons in common, every-day affairs.
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New Cyclopedia of Prose Illustrations, adapted to Christian Teaching; embracing
Mytlioloifv, Analogies, Legends, Parables, Emblems, MeUiplior.s, Similes, Alle-

gories, Proverbs; Classic, Historic, and Keligious Anecdoles, etc. By Kev.
flLON FoSTEii, D.D. Witli an Imroductioa by Rev. Stepuen" H. Tyxg, D.I).

First Scries. Twenty-lifcli thousand. Royal octavo, pp. T 04. Xew York: Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co.

Ni^jj Cyclopedia of Prose Ilhistrations, adapted to Christian Teaching, etc. By Rev.
Elo.v Foster, D.D. Second Series. Ninth thousand. Royal octavo, pp. 791.

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.

Cyclopedia of Poetry, embracing the Best from all Sources and on all Subjects.

By Rev. Elon Foster, D.D. First Series. Ninth thousand. Royal octavo,

pp. 696. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.

Cyclopedia of Poetry. Second Series, embracing Poems Descriptive of the Scenc.»,

Incidents, Persons, and Places of the Bible. Also Indexes to Foster's Cyclo-

pedias. By Rev. Elon Foster, D.D. Fourth thousand. Royal octavo, pp. 500
and 328. New York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.

Cyclopedias are the omnibuses of all the various departments and forms of

thought or science, or the store-houses into which the scattered harvests

of learning are garnered for use. The one here given in its quadruplc.v

form seems designed to receive and retain the gleaning from many fields,

and its abundance indicates the richness of the harvests from which its

stores have been gathered. The work was commenced with simply the de-

sign to bring togetlier a collection of religious anecdotes and illustrative

paragraphs. The material was found to be so rich that when one volume

had been filled the supply was not exhausted, and a second was added

;

and as both of these contained only prose, there seemed to be a demand
for a volume, and at length a second, of poetry. And now we have before

us four plethoric volumes, nearly three thousand closely printed double-

columned pages of elaborately prepared matter.

The thought of the age embodies itself, not so much in treatises and

elaborate works, as in brief and pungent expressions of single ideas, which

are spoken from the lips, or printed in forms that remain but for a day.

It has been the purpose of the compiler in the first and second of the above-

named volumes, to seize and render more permanent these fugitive utter-

ances, so as to render them available for wider and more permanent uses.

How aptly they have answered to a manifest public demand is best indi-

cated by the sales that have been made, and the pubUc verdict thus

expressed will be justified by an examination of the works. No classifica-

tion of subjects is attempted, and the alphabetical arrangement is carried

throughout the volumes. The distinct articles amount to more than

twelve thousand. Each volume has its index of topics.

In making up the first volume of poetical pieces (the tliird of the set)

the whole field of poetical literature was freely drawn upon, but with an

evident inclination to preserve for the readers such minor productions of

the less celebrated poetical writers as seem to possess real value, piccc.i

found in transient publications, or in volumes chiefly made up of inferior

productions, which arc doomed to an early oblivion. There are many

poems of decided excellence that can be preserved to the public only as
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tlav fliall be gathered up and garnered in such compilations ; and the

editor of this volume has done a valuable public service in bringing so

in:iny of these into the form in which they here appear. It is only an act

of justice to add that the work as accompUshed indicates a very wide

accjuaintance with that department of literature, and both taste and crit-

ical judgment in the selection of the pieces to be used. As compared

witli most of the popular cyclopedias of poetry, the special excellence of

Uiis one is, that an unusually large proportion of the pieces are such as are

not found in the works of the great poets, and the reader will be pleased

to note the wealth of the poetic stores that have been contributed by little-

known writers.

The second of the poetic volumes (the fourth of the series) consists

ftlmost entirely of scenes and incidents taken from the Bible, which fact,

if not favorable to a high average of poetry, compensates for any such lack

by the value of the subjects, and often by the quaint sim.plicity, the bal-

lid-likc character of many of the compositions. Some of these, too, are

of a high grade of poetical merit. The whole number of poems in the

two volumes exceeds four thousand. Both of these volumes arc valu-

hhle compauions for the household.

Appended to the last volume is a series of Indexes—first an "Analyt-

ical " one, covering all the subjects treated in any one of the four volumes,

with the necessary references, the whole having something of the nature

of an '^ Index lierum.''' Next follows an "Index of Poetical Authors;"

next, an "Index of Prose Authors;" after that, an "Index of Scripture

Texts;" and lastly, an "Index of First Lines and Authors" of poems.

The importance of this series of books is not so much in their high

^-holarship as in their available utility, though even in respect to the

former quality they are very far from being wholly deficient. To be

able to compile well and wisely is a literary qualification of great value,

find not infrequently the judicious compiler does better work for the

public than the original writer. Dr. Foster, though, as he apologetic-

ally declares, he has been rendered unable to endure the work of the

ministry, has rendered a valuable service to the cause of Christian

instruction by the preparation of these noble volumes, and we congratulate

him, but more the purchasers, in view of the large sales with which the

work has met. Into whatever household these volumes may come they

will prove a blessing.

History of (he Christian Church. By rniMP Schaff. Vol. IT, Mediajval Chris-
tianity, from Gregory I. to Gregory VII., A. D. 590-1073. 8vo, pp. 799. New
^ ork : Charles Scribuer's Sons.

It is impossible in the space allowed for a book notice to even begin to do
j»>tice to such a work as that now in hand. We have, in noticing earlier

Volumes, recognized its great value; and as the work advances the qual-

hxfn that then commanded our admiration become more and more appar-

<'"t. The period covered by this volume, over five hundred years, though
often considered an era of mental inaction, was quite otherwise in Church
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affairs, and Churcli history was about all of history during that time.

Besides the relations of the Church to the State, and ecclesiastical affairs

pure and simple, the conflict between the East and the West, and the re-

lutious of the Church to Mohammedanism, came into notice during this

period, as did also some of the most famous doctrinal controversies. The
biography is especially rich and abundant. Dr. SchafI and his co-laborers

have already made it apparent that their work must hereafter be recog-

nized as the groat Church history of our times. For one who would
really master the subject,we know of no single work that we could recom-

mend with a fuller confidence.

The Fifteenth. Annual Report of the Woman^s Foreign Missionary Society of the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church for the Year 18S1. Edited by Mrs. B. II. CowAN, Dela-

ware, Ohio. Pp. 112. Columbus, Ohio: State Journal OfSce.

This is a creditable production in respect to the book-maker's art; but

in respect to its contents it is simply marvelous. The organization of the

Society seems to be thorough and nearly complete, with its nine distinct

"Branches," covering the whole country eastward from the Rocky 3Iount-

ains, and northward from Virginia and Kentucky, each itself a complete

v/orking system, and yet the w^hole joined into a consolidated unity. Its

workers, sixty iu all, are found in India (in great force), in China (at

four distinct points), in Japan, South America, Mexico, Italy, and Bul-

garia, and one of them also accompanies tlie pioneer missionary expedition

to Korea. Its real estate, in the missions, is valued at nearly two hundred

thousand dollars, and its annual income approximates the same amount.

The children in the schools are counted by thousands.

Evolution and Christianity. By Benmamix F. Tefft, D.D., LL.D. Boston: Lee &
Shepard.

The Rev. B. F. Tefft, D.D., LL.D., one of our most fruitful and well

furnished writers, has been moved by the skeptical effects produced by

the doctrine of evolution to write an answer to this form of infidelity,

under the title "Evolution and Christianity." He holds that evolution

cannot be victorious without the destruction of Christianity. He thus

gains his starting-point, and devotes the first part of the work to the defi-

nition of the origin and character of the doctrine of- evolution, examining

the writings of Darwin, Spencer, Hrcckcl, H. W. Beecher, and Robert

Ingersoll. He then proceeds to the definition of Christianity. Believing

that every religion is ba^ed on consciotisncss, he appeals to the long list

of philosophers who defend this authority. His third book is given to

the relations of our religion, the fruitless oppositions to Christianity,

Christianity and ancient science, Christianity and modern science, and

Christianity and modern speculation. The fourth book investigates the

history of Christianity, and the fifth the influence of Christianity. In

tliis way he draws comparisons between the influence of Christianity as

now existing, and what the world would be under the acceptance of the
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il.Ktrinos of evolution. The book displays wide reading, a great deal of

».iimtl li'urnini^, and a most ardent devotional spirit; yet the reader, -u-hile

inntsiiii,' it, will hardly forget that some of our ablest and most orthodox

liu'olo'^iaus—^M'Cosh, for instance—hold that the doctrine of evolution is

rr.n>iiteut v/ith the Christian scheme. "We regard the conditions of

the contest in a somewhat different light from Dr. TefTt, yet the book

dc.><TVt's, for the breadth of its views and its cleaniess of statement, its

ro'^'c-ncy of argument and its broad intelligence, a careful perusal, both

of those who accept and reject Christianity. It is certainly the writer's

al'itst work, and if it be not held conclusive by all, it will be only

In-cause of liis having committed himself substantially to the doctrine

l!i:it no theory of evolution is consistent with Christian religion. It is to

lliis latter point that attention is being increasingly attracted, and there

arc some, perhaps an increasing number, who, accepting evolution in

thf general sense as true, do not find between it and Christianity a hope-

lis«; antagonism. One highly creditable fact in the <loctor"s book is, that

hf docs not indulge in loose rhetorical denunciations. There are many
rKxjUcnt chapters descriptive of the work and the triumph of Chris-

tianity, and he may well feel content with this crown of his literary

lilKirs.

I\:\'ifir: The Olympian and Pythian Odes, with an Introductory Essay, Notes. an(J

Imlcxcs. By Basil L. Gildersleeve. Professor of Greek in the Johns-Hop-
kiiis University, Baltimore. 12ino, pp. 305. Xew York : Harper & Brothers.

Tae Harpers, with a reasonable confidence that the study of Greek in our

rollcges will not be immediately given up, have set about issuing a " Xew
ria-sical Series, under the Editorial Supervision of Henry Drislcv, LL.D.,
Jay Professor of Greek in Columbia College." The work above named is

ihc third of that series, having been preceded by "The Protagoras of

Plato," and "Herodotus" (Books VI, VII). The editorial work appears

ti.lio well done, in respect to both the preparation of the text and the In-

truduction and notes. Both instructors and learners will find them valu-

able.

/^/<' and Journal of Mrs. Uef^ter Ann Rogers. Condensed and Combined. Br
llt'v. E. Davies (Evangelist). ISrao, pp. 191. Holiness Book Conceru, Read-
'-"^jr, Miibs. Cloth, 25 cents.

J'^-i Knox. By Wm. M. Taylor, D.D., LL.D., Author of -'Limitations of Life,"

'tc. "With steel portrait. 12mo, pp. 217. New York: A. C. Armstrong &
Si>n.

I5io:ri.;,p]jj^.,^l gpi-ies of classes of persons, distinguished and discriminated

'•y their callings and careers, seem to be a favorite form of literary pro-

•'•i-'tions, of which the "English Men of Letters " was the first in time,

*^'<1 perhaps it may be said to have well maintained its priority of position.

The work named above is No. 9 of "Heroes of Christian History,"' a

" Hf's of popular biographies by eminent English and American authors.

*'
' predecessors are "Wilberforce,. Henry ^^lartin, Doddridge, Carey, Chal-

*"tr8, Robert Hall, Baxter,—a very constellation of "bright particular
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stars," to which it is altogether fitting that the name of John Knox

should be added. And who could more fitly undertake and execute thn

work of preparation than Dr. Taylor? It is well executed; an apprecia-

tive, and though succinct, yet a comprehensive, sketch of Scotland^ great

reformer.

Easier Greeting. By Jlrs. M. L. Dickinson. Square 16mo. Xew York : H. H. IJ.

Angel.

Six brief but exquisite Easter poems: "The. Easter Guest," '-Thine

Easter Day," "Easter-Tide," "Easter Dawn," "Easter Lilies," and

"After Easter." It forms a very pleasant Easter study, or present.

Fly-RoJs and Fbj-Tackle. Su2e;c-stions as to their Manufacture and Use. IGmo.

pp. 353. By Henry P. Wells. Illustrated. New York : Harper k Broth-

ers.

Such a book may seem to be quite outride of the range of oiir Kedew,

which addresses itself to the reading of learned divines. But since from

that profession have come some of the most celebrated men of tlie rod—

from Izaak Walton to the late Doctor Bcthune—it may still be thought not

impossible that some such \\\\\ be found among our own readers. To all

such, therefore, we commend this little volume.

Gesta ChrKi] or, a Historv of Hnraane Progrress under Christianity. By Chass.

Loui-VG Bkace. Author of "Races of the Old World," etc. Fourth Edjtion,

with }sew Preface and Sunplemeutary Chapter. 12mo, pp. 520. iS'cw York :

A. C. Armstroni: & Son.

A special plea for Christianity as a beneficent, social force, abundantly

su.stained and illustrated from the history of the race. The book ha.=5

been well received and widely read, and though not especially learned, it

is decidedly available for its purpose.

The Shth and Scvmth Bnok-s of ITerodotw. With a Life of Herodotus, an Tpltomo

of his Historv, a Suinniary of the Diidect, aud Explan;itory X<ncs. By Accrs-

TUS C. MEnni.ui. Pii.D.. Adjunct Professor of Greek in Columbia College, New

York. ]Gmo, pp. 3C9. New York: Harper & Brothers.

The Greek typology is decidedly good, and the editorial matters annexed

will prove valuable to students. The text itself, like pure gold, needs no

prai.se. Until the modern reformers of educational process shall have

banished the study of Greek from the schools—may the day be far oil !—

good old Herodotus will be had in kindly remembrance.

77ie Gof^pelin all Lnnds. Illustrated. An Evniic^elical and Uudcnominatior.al Mis-

sionary Magazine. Eugene R. Smith, Publisher. Vulumo 9, Jauuary-J'.nie,

18S-1.

Readers of missionary periodicals have found in the work above named.

in its monthly issues, and especially since it passed into Mr. Smith's hanils,

a rich supply of the very best kind of missionary intelligence, thorough-

ly evangelical; and though nominally "undenominational," it is rather

" ecumenical," as to Protestantism in all lands. The bound voltimes con-

stitute a valuable repertory of missionary operations.
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!\iraJ:^'- F'»tnd. Tho Cradle of the Humnn Rnce tittl-.e North Pole. A Study of

il;e rreliistoric "Worltl. By "William V. Warren', S.T.D., LL.D., President of

I!<,sti)ii Uuivcrsity, etc. With Oiigiual Ilhistrations. 12vo, pp. 505. Boston:

Mou.^htou, ilifthn, &, Co.

This is a remarkable book, well written, calm, quiet, and self-assured.

lic.-^lK'Cting it3 theory we have no opinions, because we fully believe that

all luguracnt on the subject is simply fanciful theorizing. The question

li'is been asked whether it may not be that the author is follo-v\ing the ex-

iiTiipk' of a certain learned archbishop, and trying to show hovv' much proof

!:i:iy be ailducod ia favor of the most absui'd proposition. If so, he is to

he congratulated on his success.

T,.f Praise Songs of Lrael. A Now Rcadering of the Book of Psalms. By Jons
DeWirr, D.D., of tho Theological Seminary, New Brunswick, N. J., and Mem-
IxT of iho American Old Testament Revision Committee.

This is manifestly the fruit of a thoroughly executed labor of love, in which

grholarship, good judgment, and indefatigable diligence happily co-op-

rr.itcd, and the outcome is a decidedly pleasant volume, readable and

instructive. The preface of twenty large pages is aa able and judicious

«'s,say favoring larger liberty in the rendering of the sacred text than ia

commonly allowed, making the literal sense the chief and governing pur-

j>()se in all cases. The exterior form of the book is worthy of its contents,

and altogether it is a work of taste as well as of learning.

Thf" Ante-Xicene Fathers. Translations of tho Writiiifrs of ths Fatlicrs down to

A. D. 325. Rev. ALEXANDER Robluts, D. D., and James Doxalusox, LL. D.,

Kditors. American Reprint of the Edinburgh Edition. Revised and Clirono-

lo.iieally Arranged, willi Brief Prefaces and Occasional Notes. By A. Cleve-
land CoxE, D.D. Volume I, Apostolic Fatiiers—.Tustin Martyr, Tren;eus.

Hvo, pp. 597 (double columns). Buffalo: The Cliristiaa Literature Publishing

Company.

English readers have been granted access to the Fathers within the very

recent past by the translations procured and published by iNlessrs. T. and T.

Clark, of Pklinburgh, among whicli the series of the Ante^Xicene Fathers

huhls the first place in respect to both seniority and value. An American

••dition is now promised (of which the volume above named is the lirst-

fniits) by what appears to be a company organized for that special pur-

I>(>.sc. The Edinburgh edition is one of very great value, and its pub-

!i.>hers have conferred an inestimable boon on English-speaking Christcn-

•iiitn by its publication; but as a first attempt it was almost necessarily

imperfect, and so suggestive of further elaboration. The library has also

l>"('<)mc voluminous and costly, and it is not strange therefore that an

American reprint has seemed to be called for— less voluminous and less

<'x pensive.

The f;ict that this new edition was to come forth under the editorial

oversight of Bishop A. C. Coxe seemed to promise that the successive

>^<»lume-< would be subjected to a thorough re-examination, and edited
Kiu-w, for which there was much need, especially in the earlier issues. It

*iW also hoped that a fuller and more adequate apparatus of iutroduc-
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tions, notes, and excursuses than were found in the Edinburgh edition

would be provided, for tliese are very much needed. These expectations

have, however, beou but partially fulfilled in this the first isiue. Tlio

editor appears to be not altogether insensible of these deficiencies, and yet

he gives but faint assurances that the deficiency iu this case will not be

continued and perpetuated. Such a publication must answer for a gener-

ation, and it is therefore very desirable that it shall answer to all the

reasonable demands of tiie public, otherwise there will scarcely be a sufii-

cient reason why it should be made. We will hope, however, that the

volumes that shall follow will more adequately answer to these require-

ments.

The mechanical execution is decidedly good. The text is large and

clear, and though three volumes of Clarke's edition are here put into one.

it is here quite as readable as there, with a corresponding "easement"

in the price. AVe shall look for the further issues with a lively interest,

hoping albo that the learned editor will give to the series all needed

scholarly oversight and thorough elucidation.

A Popular Manual of English Literature. Containing Outlines of tlie Literature of

France, Germanv, Italy, Spain, and the United States of America, with Histor-

ical, Scicniitic, ciiid Ait Notes. By Maltse Gillette PaiLLirs. Iu two vol-

times. 12mo. Pp. 5S1, 569. New York: Harper & Brothers.

We have to notice and characterize the work whose title is above given

with no other knowledge of its character and authorship than the books

themselves afford. Tlie first part of the author's name seems to indiaue

that it is the work of a woman—for though women sometimes assume

masculine pseudonyms, the reverse ])rocess does not seem to be in favor;

and the preface is dated " Springfield, Mass." Some features of the vol-

umes suggest the suspicion that the writer is, or has been, a practical edu-

cator, antl its make-up seems to be adapted for use as a text-book for study

and recitations. As the number of pages may indicate, the work is quite

comprehensive, though still some very important things are touched

upon but lightly, and many readers will think, in respect to some of

their favorite subjects, altogether insufficiently. But a broader view will

make it evident that the matter to be dealt witli has been pretty fairly

distributed, and each subject or author has been allotted about a fair pro-

portion of the available space. As to its size, the work holds a midway

place between the school manuals commonly in use and the larger and

more exhaustive treatises which propose to handle the subject more fully

and adequately. The writer's style is well suited to the evident design

of the work. It is clear and concise, rather tht\n ornate and ditluse. The

arrano-emcnt of the matter seems to be at times a little arbitrary and un-

philosophical ; but perhaps any other plan would have appeared no better.

A3 a whole the work is well made up, and will prove acceptable to learn-

ers whether in schools or as private readers, and it will answer about

equally well for any one of its three designated designs—to serve as a

school manual, a guide to the general reader, or a book of reference.
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A chart or schedule of a single page gives the author's plan of the

work. The whole period, from the somewhat uncertain Anglo-Saxon

ft-,- to the present, is divided into ten "ages''—the Anglo-Saxon, A. D.

40O-ia.">O; age of Chaucer (and Wiclif), 1350-1400; Dark Age, 1400-155S;

l.li/-ihetliaD°age, 1558-1049; Puritan age, 1G49-1GG0 (brief, but graced

>*ith some mighty names); age of Dryden and the Restoration, lGGO-1700

(.A day of compar:\tively small things); classical age of Pope, Addison,

htul Swift, 1700-1745 (brilliant, but artificial); Johnsonian age, 1745-

l7Si (when litoruture became a profession); age of Revolution, 1784-1837

^rather of Dissolution); Victorian age, 1837 and downward. Perhaps

this arrangement is as good as any other; but the divisions are not ahvays

«Ioiig the lines of natural cleavage. The old Latin adage, Dltldere non

j'rMig-:re, is not always obeyed—perhaps could not be—because the

•*:!gc3" did not always keep good time.

Tlie method of treating the subjects or persons taken in hand is thus

indicated: A portrait (in some cases), personal appearance, comments (on

siyle, etc.), topical study of life (and times), homes, friends, personal

rharacter, works, study of chief writings, character as a writer, literary

style, books of reference. Within this somewhat artificial an-angement

R large amount of generally valuable matter is set forth. With many of

ihe opinions expressed some readers will not entirely agree, though ou

Ih'.- whole they seem to be fair and judicious, moderately appreciative,

and u>ually (not always) correct. Some of the marginal annotations are

interesting and useful, and the brief notices of the contemporary litera-

ture of other European nations will aid in forming a conception of the

whole subject. Tlie treatment of American subjects is necessarily too

brief to be of much value. The work is worthy of commendation, as it

ii quite as good, if not, indeed, somewhat better, than any other cover-

ing the same field of inquiry. And the field is one that every one should

traverse. <

Thiriy Thousand Thou-jUs. Being Extracts Covering a Comprehensive Circle nf

li'li-ioiis an(i Allied T>ipics. (fathered from the Best .-Vvaiiable S^urcfs of

All A-i-s and All Schools of Thought, with Suggestive and S-^minnl Headings,

and ll(,:niletical and Illuminated Frame-work. The Whole arranged vip<,n a

S<-i(-ntitic Basis. With Classifyino: and Tliought-'MuUiplying Lists, Composition

Tables, and KLiborato Indices, Alphabetical, Topical, Texm d, and Soripi\iral.

Kdittal by the Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spexce, M.A., Rev. JosfPH S. E.s:ti:l, M. A.,

H-v. CiiAULBS Xeil, M. a. Threo volumes, royal octavo, pp. 539, 501, 520.

N'«nv York: Funk & "Wagnalls.

^^inco no one can read every thing, even in his own specialty, and yet it is

«ftcn dcsii-able to know something of many writers, to make selections, by

^ay of excluding, as well as including, becomes a necessity, and the

fri.-nd who tells you in advance what to choose renders a valuable service.

!:» these three volumes we have gleanings, made by competent hands, from

tJiousands of volumes—works of the Church Fatlicrs. and later Church

I'l'niturc, biographical, scientific, classical, and ])hilosophical, from uni-

^tTsity lectures and modern reviews—collated and thoroughly edited and
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presented in brief and suggestive paragraphs. In its notice of the fust

voluuie, "The Scotsman " (Edinburgh) said, and the completed work

justilies its estimate and anticipations:

Uridf'r the title •' Tiiirty Thousand Thoughts," we have t!ie fir-;t volmiie of ;i

work which, if the design of tlie compilers bo carried out in it; iuleirrity, will bu

at once tlie largest, the most comprehensive, and the most scientifically arniupcil

epitome of ideas on tlieology. scriptural and ecclesiastical history, and Cliristi;i;i

etliics to be found in our language. With regard to the method of ckissific.tiou

and arrangement ado[!ted, it has the merit of comprehensiveness and logical

sequence: and when once mastered it will give the student access to any point to

which he may have occasion to refer. It is not easy to perceive how the system-

aiizatiou could be more thorough.

The Ilallam Succession. A Tale of Methodist Life in Two Cotintrics. By
Amelia E. Barr. 12mo, pp.310. New York: Phillips & Ilimt. Cincinnati:

Cranston & Stowe.

Incidents of ]\Icthodist life have been recognized as good materials to

weave into "Tales;" witness among others "Adam Bede," "Beulah,"

and " Katy Trevelyan." Miss Barr is a recognized and valued producer

of this kind of wares, and in this case her genius and her tastes work to-

gether, for she was "to the manor born" (and bred), and by long and

successful practice she has become expert in constructing her plots and

filling up their panels. "The Hallam Succession" will both please and

profit.

Boots and Sad'fles; or, Life in Dakota with General Custer. By Elizabeth B.

Custer. 12mo, pp. 312. New York: Harper & Brothers.

The name of Custer has come to be seen in a halo of mingled romance and

sadness. lie was a model frontiersman, possessing in an unusual degree

the qualities that are especially admired in his class, and to these quali-

ties was given a peculiarly fascinating interest by the circumstances of his

death. Ilis wife was his constant attendant in much of his life on the

frontiers and among the Indians, and in her military experience she won

a reputation of her own for decided cleverness without sacrificing her

proper position as a lady and a wife. That .she is no ordinary woman is

provetl by the book now before us, in which she attempts, and succeeds in

all she attempts, to delineate the strange scenes among which she lived,

and especially those that would come under the observation of the wife of

an ofticer living in garrisons and camps of the cavalrymen, beyond the

farthest limits of civilization. The narrative is lively, and often pit^uant

with scenes and adventures, and incidentally it brings out not a little val-

uable information.

Home Studies tn Nature. By Maut Trkat, Author of " Chapters on Ants," etc.

Illustrated. 12mo, pp. 243. New York: Harper & Brothers.

There is an especially pleasant fascination in the study of nature in its

most ordinary aspects, and most of all in observations on the habits of

living things, though not a few iuielligent and cultivated people spend
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Uieir lives among these things without knowing them. The author of

thiii volume has been favorably known by her contributions on her favorite

subjects to the magazines, especially " Harper's " and the "Atlantic," and

al-o by one or more volumes. The present volume is largely made up of

nprint-s of these pieces. Its four "Parts" are severally devoted to

"IJirds," "Insects," "Carnivorous Plants," and "Flowering Plants."

It i.s just such a book as the amateur naturalist will delight in,

Thf. M'.nnr Prophets. With a Commentary, Explanatory and Practical, and Intro-

ductions to the Several Books. By Rev. E. B. Pl'sey, D.D., Regius Professor

of Hebrew, and Canon of Christ Church (Oxford). Vol. I, Hoseu, Joel, Amos,

Obadi.ih, and Jonah. 8vo, pp. 427. New York : Funk & Wagualls.

The name of Dr. Pusey is duplex in religious literature. First in time

he was known as an English Churchman with strong Romanizing tenden-

cies—both ecclesiastically and doctrinally—and the novelties promulgated

at 0.x ford nearly fifty years ago were called, after his name, Puseyism.

L:itcr he devoted himself to the exposition of the Old Testament, especially

the prophets, and in this work he has displayed both ripe scholarship and

excellent judgment. It is not often that the reviser can so heartily adopt

liie statements of publishers as we do in this case, when they say of it:

1. ]t\=, able, learn"'!, and imtrudive. The author's Hebrew scholarship and his

acqiiaiutanoo with theolo.jical literature, ancient ond modern, are brought to bear

ui')n the text in such a mariner as to bring out the prolbundest meaning in ttie

H'Mi.ilost and luo-t ur-assuming manner.

2! It is critical, in t!ie sense of being discriminating, yet free from mere tech-

nical comments. Practical results are presented with unquestioning: faith and

liirnblc reverence, and with a fearless devotion to the truth, controlled by safe

and soimd judgment.
,

.1. It is ortfuidox. and conservative in its tendency, though in no sense influenced

1>T any narrow theological or ecclesiastical bias. Conforming to the mind of the

.^••irit. t!)e author devoutly seeks the meaning of the Old Testament prophecy in

its Xcw Testament fullillmcnt.

American Political Ideas, Viewed from the Stand-point of Universal Ilistory. Three

I/.-ctin-cA delivered at the Royal Institution of Great Britain in May, 18S0, by
Joii.v FiSKX. 12mo, pp. 158. New York: Harper & Brothers.

Under our free institutions there have grown up, side by side, two fonns

of politics, the " practical," of which nearly all speak disparagingly but

many engage in very heartily, and the "speculative," wdiich is cared for

only by a very few but which deserves the attention of every American.

I'rofessor Fiske's treatment of the subject, though learned and philosoph-

ical, is not hard to be understood, while the breadth of the views prc-

tcntcd, with their indicated relations to the history and institutions of

thi- country, and their practical bearings on public affairs, commend his

ultcnuiccs to the thoughtful consideration of all who would think and

«{Kak intelligently on the subject.

G'^l's yr^ihod v:ith Man ; or, Sacred Scenes Along the Path to Heaven. By Rev.

li. Wked GORUAM. Third thous.uid. 12mo, pp. 2S6. Publish^-d by the autUor.

IMaia and praxitical statements of Christian doctrines and privileges.
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Franklix Square Library: A Good, Uater. By Frederick Boyle.— Under
Which Kiajf By Comptox Reade.— Tci and Trick. By ILviVLFY Saiart.—
The WtariiL'j of ike Green. By Basil.— Tlie Crime of Ch'istrnas Dai/. By tlio

Author of "My Ducats and My Uau^liter."

—

The Wliite Witch.—Jchulod. A
Fortrait. By Bertha Thomas.— Gtorfje Eliot's Life. Three Parts.— Gr':<jA F>/rter

Square. By B. L. Fakjeo.v.—Jfi\s Brown. By Vernon'.—^1 Man of His Word,
and Other Stories. By W. E. NouKis.

—

Some One EL>c. By B. M. CroivER.

*

H.^XD-BooKS for Bible Classes and Private Students. Edited by Rev. Marcus
DoDS, D.D., and Rev. Alexander Whyte, D.D. — Pale-itine, with Maps, by
the Rev. Archibald IIendep.sox, M.A. I'imo, pp. 221. — Acts of the Apostles

(chaps, i-sii), by Professor Lixns.\Y. D.D. 12mo, pp. 1-13: Edinburgh- T. &
T. Clark. New York : Scribner & Welford.

Both works of real merit, find well adapted to their purpose.

Anfhe. By Mrs. G. W. Chandler. 12mo, pp.272. New York : Phillips & Hunt.
Cincinnati: Cranston & Stovve.

Words and Ways; or, "What They Said, and What Canae of It. By Sarah J.

Jones. ]2mo, pp. 302. XewYork: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston

& Stuwe.

Dearer than Life. A Tale of the Times of "Wiclif. By Emma Leslie. 12rao,

pp.302. New York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe.

Pleasant stories, harmless, but not eminently instructive.

Sermons and Talks to Fellow-Pilgrims. By Rev. J. L. Peck, M.D. Book HI of

tlie "Jottings of a Pilorrim," in Egypt, Arabia, and Palestine. With an Introduc-

tory Notice of the Pilgrim and tlie Pilgrimage. By the Editor. 8vo, pp. 175.

Reminiscences and reflections, in part allegorical.

A Railroad Waif By Mrs. C. B. Sargent, Author of "The Mother and Her
Children," etc Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe. New York: Phillips &
Hunt.

The Poicer and Aidhoribj of School Officers and Teachers in the Management and

Gov'irnmait of FuUic Schooli, and Over Pupils out of School, as determined by the

Courts of the St-vtral States. By a Member of the Massachusetts Eur. 18mo,

pp. ISl. New York: Harper & Brothers.
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